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OVERSIGHT HEARINGS ON EQUAL EMPLOY-
MENT OPPORTUNITY AND AFFIRMATIVE
ACTION

. Part 1

WEDNESDAY; JULY 15; 1981

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES;
SUBCOMMITTEE ON EMPLOYMENT. OPPORTUNITIES,

COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND, LABOR,
Washington, D.C.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:15 a.m., in room
2175; Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Augustus F. Hawkins
(chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.

Members present Representatives Hawkins, Clay, Washington,
Peyser, Jeffords, Petri, and Fenwick. .

Staff present: Susan Grayson, staff director Edmund D. 'Cooke;
Jr., legislative associate; and Terri P. -Schroeder, staff assistant

Mr. HA*KINS. The Subcommittee on. Employment Opportunities
is called to order.

The subcommittee this morning is continuing its oversight of the
Federal Government's enforcement of equal employment opportu-
nity laws.

Our concern here today is with- the apparent intent of the new
administration to severely curtail the Faderal Government's in-
volvement in the enforcement of equal employment opportunity
laws. We are equally concerned with the administration's apparent
inclination to abandon its heretofore substantial_ use of affirmative
action as a tool by which to redress and hopefully eradicate the
effects of past discrimination practiced against minorities and
women.

We intend to focus today on the- emerging equal employment
Opportunity policies of the Reagan administration as ditclosed hoth
by statements of principal Cabinet officials and by the actions of
those officials regarding matters relating to the enforcement of
equal employment-laws.

The subcommittee extended invitations to administration offi-
cials to present testimony this morning on the subject which we
discuss. These invitations were extended to the Attorney- General;
William French !Smith; Secretary _of Labor Raymond Donovan;
James Miller; Administrator of Information and Regulatory -Affairs
at the Office of Management and Budget;_ and Edwin Harper,
Deputy Director of the Office of Management and Budget Each of
these administration officials declined to testify.

(1)
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Of particular concern was the_suggestion in two of the responses
that this subcommittee and the Congress should await the adminis-
tration's final actions' before offering comment. It has long been
our preference to participate in, not merely react to, pplidy or
substantive changes affecting aspects oversight responsibility.
hasten to add that our objective in these proceedings is not to
hinder but rather to contribute to the valid reexaluation process
undertaken for the purpose of improving, these pro rams.

Today we see a real danger of destructive rather than construc-
tive policy initiatives and program changes._

In a recent statement submitted to the_President and the Oiri
gtegg entitled "Civil Rights, a National; Not a Special Interest;" the
U.S. Coinmission on Civil Rights examined the administratien'S
recent budget propOsals as they affect Federal civil rights enforce-
ment programs. Significantly; that report concluded that the Pro
posed redtictiOnS will adversely _affect both the funding and the
staffing of the five_rnajor civil rights enforcement programs stud-
ied, and cautioned: The report said:

After examining the administration's_ proposed budget, the Commission is con-
cerned that history may - repeat itself and 'that the Nation may enter another period
of civil rights retrenchment.

Reducihg allocations for specific civil rights_ enforcement activities will mean that
millions of Americans wilt continue to be victims of discrimination in education,
omployment, housing, and Government services.

Such budgetary constraints merely exacerbateprograms and reg-
ulatory changes which might otherwise; be of minimal'consequente.

The Attorney General, in a major policy' address, stated his
strong disapproval of the use of racial quotas in employment 'dis-
crimination cases without offering any indication Of what impact
that policy stance will have upon the use of goals and timetables;
which is the only objective way of measuring either compliance
with a -court decree or the successful implementation of voluntary
affirmative action plans. Curiously; he suggested that, "we must
begin to take a more _practical and effective approach to the prob-
lem of occupational opportunity," without even so much as a hint
as to what that approach might be

The Secretary of Labor has forwarded to the Office of Manage7
ment and Budget sweeping revisions of -re _gulations governing the
Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs. The new adminis-
tration under Secretary Donovan has_recommended major changes
to those regulations which would exempt between 75 and 8Q -per-
cent of the currently covered employers, eliminate a provision
which would bring contractors doing millions of dollars of Imsiness
with the Government through small contracts within the Depart- \

nieheg jurisdiction, and establish a policy, which would create a 5-
year exemption from compliance reviews for employers who pre-
pate ari _acceptable affirmative action plan and a training program
of some sort; Attacks on retrospective remedies, such as backpay as
well as on goals and timetables, also seem likely in the near future;

Those actions suggest sympathy with the objectives of the regit=
lated and an Unfortunate disinterest in the plight of the classeaof
individuals presumably protected by the Executive order arid_
implementing regulations.
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Despite these weighty concerns; I perceive a common ground.
Indeed it behooves neither the protected classes, the regulated
business nor the Federal Government to engage in needlessly bur-
densome, wasteful or ant-agonistic regulatorY practices. That con-
cern cannot be a basis for the curtailment of vital Federal Govern-
ment oversight with its clear and_ unequivocal incentives to elimi-
nate employment discrimination. Nar can it.;curtail its strong and
certain exercise of the full range of remedial actions available to it

We therefore hear this morning from the leaders o_
whose constituents are affected by sthe policy decisions which this
administration has made and will make in the future with respect
to equal employment opportunity and affirmative action: It is our
hope that the commentS which they offer-here will aid and guide
our oversight of this important matter:

This is the first in a series of hearings which the subcommittee
Will hold on this issue: We look forward to hearing from other
segments of the national community including the business sector
in our future hearings:

The first witness this mornin_g before the subcommittee is
Vernon Jordan; president of the National Urban League.

r. Jordan, we are -delighted to welcome you as our leadoff
witness this Morning: You:are no stranger to the members of this
committee. Certainly _l would 'wish to give a personal note of con-
gratulations to you on the very excellent job that the National
Urban League is doing and also to recognize that in the next few
days; and perhaps I suppose for a full week;_ you will be in Wash -
in ton._ Certainly the committee is delighted to welcome the Na-
tional Urban Leag,,ae to Washington and to extend to you our full
support and cooperation.

Mr: PEYSER. Mr. Chairman, would you yield?
Mr. HAWKINS. Mr. Peyser.
Mr. PEYSER. I thank you, Mr. Chairman; for yielding. -
I also want to particularly welcome a former constituent of mine

who moved away from me here in Washington and one who_
built a reputation that is just outstanding and tremendOus and the
respect that he has throughout the country in all communities is
something that very few people achieve in their lifetimes.

I also, Mr. Chairman, would like to make one brief comment
because then I am going- to be very interested -to hear Vernon's

____testimony on this It has been my opinion that the administratiOn
has taken the position that the_,poor and the -lower middle-income
people in our country will really be better off if the Government
gets out of their business and)ets them take care of themSelves. It
is sort of like setting som_eone adrift in the middle of the ocean
with a few supplies arid saying we hope you have a wOnderful
exporience.

I would like to now.hear Some of the thoughts that Mr. Jordan
has on this area and am looking forward to those, comments.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. HAWKINS. If you would suspend for just one moment, Mr.

Jordan, perhaps Mr. Petri might wish to make a statement at this
point.

Mr. PETRI. No,,thank you, Mi. Chairman.
Mr. HAWKINS. Again we welcome you. You may proceed.
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[The prepared statement of Vernon Jordan followsl

PREPARED STATEMENT OF VERNON E. JORDAN, JR., PRES1DENT,NATIONAL URBAN
LEAGUE, 1No.

Itir.4Chiiirman and members of the subcommittee,_I am Vernon E. Jordan, Jr.,
PreSident of the National Urban League; inc. The National Urban J.,eague is a non-
profit community service organization which has for over -70 years sought the full
and equal participation of the poor and minorities in all sectors of our society. Our
commitment to equal opportunity necessitates our firm and unequivocal support of
the concept of affirmative action. And I thank you for the opportunity to share
these views so vital to all Americana.

First, I would like to clarify What is meant by affirmative action: Contrary to
arguments popular in some quarters, affirmative action is not some arbitrarily
developed concept designed to grant preferential treatment to minorities. It is not a
device fashioned to infringe upon the rights of white males in our society. It is not a
vehicle for constitutional subterfuge to sabotage the so-called tradition of "delta-
blindness,"

Affirmative action is first and foremost a legitimized constitutional remedy fcir
past discrimination: It is a rernedyin keeping with_the basic principle that where
there is -a constitutional violation; there_musthe a remedy, appropriate in scope to
that Violation. Affirmative action seeks to redress over 300 years of cliscrimination
disciiiiiination rooted in over 200 years of legal bondage and perpetuated by another
century of legally sanctioned racial prejudice.

The remnants Of past discrimination are manifest in race-conscious:discrepancies
between the livei of white and black Americans. Black children have shorter life
expectancies than white children. Meek families have median incomes dispropor-
tionately lower than white families. The unemployment rate of black adults doubles
that of white/adults and the rate for black teenagers nearly tripless that of white.
teenagers. Blacks are consistently underrepresented in professional positions; and
statistics bear out that even with a college education, a black man is guaranteed
no more lucrative or stable place in the American workforce than a White high
school droput. . - .

I submit that such race - conscious inequities, whether resulting from intentional
discrimination or fv.)ro improperly structured_ systems, demand a race-conscious
remedy in order to facilitate the equitable participation of blacks in the mainstream
Of society. As articulated by Justice Harry A. Blackmun in Regents of the University
of California v. Bakke:

In order to get beyond racism, we must first take account of racekThere is no
other.way. And in order to treat some persons equally, We must treat_them differ-
ently. We cannotwe dare not let the Equal Protection Clause perpetuate racial
supremacy.

- Affirmative action has been implicitly within the remedial powers granted several
federal government agencies since the inception of the Civil Rights Act, of 1964.
Courts have consistently held that race-conscious remedies are proper arid in some
cases, required_ to eradicate the effects of discririnnation in employment voting
rights aria education, The Supreme Court has affirmed the use of race-based math-
ematical ratios in school desegregation cases and numerical quotes relative to
assuring equitable minority participation in electoral processes.

Yet; opponents of affirmative actioninsist_that a race-conscious remedy somehoW
undarmines the baSid tenets of the equal protection clause and civil. rights laws. The
major arguments two forms. The_ first is_ that the use of affirmative action is
Contrary to the notion that our Constitution is color.blincl and permits no preferen-
tial treatment oh the basis of race: The second is that affirmative action is in fact a
form Of reverse discrimination which jeopardizes the rights of non-minorities innur
society. . .

Senator Orrin Hatch, Chairman Of the Senate Labor and Human Resources
C,ommittee recently introduced a constitutional amendment which would prohibit
the enforcement of till race-conscious remedies whether voluntary_or not. Upon
introducing his anti-effirinc.ctiVe action amendment, the Senator voiced his concern
for the safety of the tradition ofOtir-blind equality

It is unfortitnate that I eh-Mild have to introduse this resolution when thereis_an
existing constitutional provision the 14th Amendmentthat clearly states--the
principle in which I belie,ve. Simply stated, it is-that all persons within our nation
are entitled to "equal protection' 6f the laws. There is littla doubt in any find;

'
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however, that the original intent and clear meaning of this provision have been
totally obliterated by our courts and by the bureacracy in recent years.1

I submit that such a statement in itself ignores the general intent and clear
meaning" of the 19th Amendmentan amendment purposefully enacted by the
Reconstruction Congress for the express protection of newly freed black Americans.
Black American& in particular, are very much aware of the egalitarian, colorblind
principles that the Senator espouses.

But as an anti-affirmative action premises, the sacred tradition of_a -colorblindconstitution is to black America a truly misguided concept. For centuries the black
American could find no sanctity in this country's founding_ principles._ Indeed the
Constitution originally sanctioned the enslavement of blacks, Following Emancipa-
tion, the federal and state governments shunned the 13th, 19th and 15th amend-
ments; the Supreme Court handed down the Drvd Scott decision and Ple_ssy v.
Ferguson, rationalizing the disenfranchisement of blacks and sanctioning racial
segregation. For black Arnerica, there is and has never been any colorblind equali-
ty. And, at any rate, Senator Hatch's proposal acknowledges the Act that nothing
short of constitutional revision can extinguish the legality of affirmative action.

The argument that affirmative action constitutes reverse discrimination is equally
unsound. Its premise is that race-conscious measures such as affirmative action
infringe upon the rights of non-whites and are therefore violative of the 14th

. Amendment ProponenM of thhi theory once again use the equal protection clause to
deny the validity of a legal cognizance of race:

What they do no seem to take into account is that affirmative action is a remedy
specifically designed Et:. redress violations against the very group the amendment
was enacted to protect. As long as the process of diiicrimination against minorities
exists, there can be no reverse distrimination.
, The acknowledgment of the illegality of racial segregation is not enough. Inferior
educaiton, discrimination in employment and housing, and the' legal ostracism of
black Americans from the maintstream of society were the tools of disenfranchise-
ment and segregation. Historic oppression has left a legacy of attitudes and actions
indelibly ingrained in our institutions andsocial structures. The result is a structur-
al process of discrimination whereby seemingly beilign policies and interaction
developed through a history of racial prejudice, have an adverse impact on the lives
and overall well-being of minorities.

Still another popular argument put forth by opponents of affirmative action is
that it is simply no longer necessary. These theorists admit that affirrsativaction
was once a valid concept but is now out-moded due to .the "meteoric" progress of
minorities in society. But again this is a short-sighted argument. For the purpose of
affirmative action is to facilitate a substantial equality-of representation and par-

, ticipation of minoritiet in the electoral process, employment_housing. etc. In order
to assert that this condition has been achieved, proponents mustignore some very
obvious facts to the contrary that dispel the myth ormeteoric progress_by blacks.

The unemployment rate for black adults continues to double that_of_white adults,
while black teenage unelnployment is currently_ about 9_0 percent compared to a rate
of about 16 percent for white teenagers. Official figures_ ending_the year' 1979
compute the median income of all black families atslittle more than 50 percent of
that of white families.2

In the 1970's the number of poor white families fell by two percent (from 3.6 to 3.5
million) while the number of _poor black farailies_soared by 22 percent (from 1.4
million to la million). As the income gap betweetiblacks and whites widens, so does
the disparity in housing patterns. Blacks are disproportionately relegated to low-
income urban housing and effectively excluded froria nevr suburban developments by
exclusionary zoning, higher costs and reduced construction.

The relationship between these disRarties and theihistbry of unequal treatment of
black Americans is unmistakable. In the employment context, for, example, the
Supreme Court has acknowledged the efficacy/of such statistics in determining
discriminatdry impact In Teamsters v, U.S., the Court wrote that such numercial
disparities,are significant because: "Such imbalance is often a telltale sign of-pur-
poseful discriraination; absent explanation, it is ordinarily to he expected that non-
diseriminatory hiring_practices will in time result_ in a workforce more or less
representative of the racial and_ethnic composition of the population in the comma=
nity from which employees are hired." 3

Congressional Record, p. 11918, Sept. 3, 1980.
2 Black--$5,230, whiteM,209.

931 US 324, 340, n. 20 (1977):



While there i'S clear -cut evidence of the continued need for affirmative action;SO;

too, are there eXpliCit examples of its effectiveness siffce the enactment of the Civil
Rights Act of 1964: The rise in -.college enrollment_ affiong black Athericana is
indicative Of the affirmative :measures exercised by institutions of higher learning.
During the decade 1966-76; college enrollment increased dramatically from 5 per-
tent tb 11 percent; and by 1975,8 percent of all students enzplled in the senior year;...
of college wets black. Today, black enrollment is 11 percent, more tharedouble that'
of-15 years ago.

In the workforce; black representation haVincreased.significantly in fields tradi-
tionally unpenetrated by black workers-.-The National Urban Leagues ';State of
Black America 19_81 reports: -

Betwien 1975-80; the number of employed blackS increased 1*;_L3_ lfroin
7-.8 to 9.1 million/or by 17 petcent. Some of the biggest gains in black employment ,
were inhigher-status occupations. The largest increase (42 percent) occurred among
blacks going into managerial and administrative -jobswhich rose by 120,400 (from
287-.000 to 407,000) over that jive -year period, Sinularly..the mumber of blacks in

' professional positions rose by 26 PArcent.-or 244,00% so that, by 1980, close. to one
million (983,000), blacks were iri,_that'high-ranking,categOry Interestingly, despite
the devastating effect that the two recesssions had on the construction industry, the
number of blacks'in craft-cisaions increased by197;009 (or 28 percent) to 890,000 in
1980.

. P

Consequently, the pumber of Weeks entering the three highiast level occupations,
(i.e., professional, mantigera,_and craft) increased by 662.000_to_ 2.3 million in 1980.
This growth in theSe higher level jobs accountedtfoi% over half (51 percent) of the
total 1.3 million new jobs obtained by blacks between_1975-1980.

Accordiag_to the results of a 1980 poll conducted_ by Black Enterprise magazine,
-

affirmative action litia been the greatest single_contributing factor to the dramatic
upsurge of blacks in higher-Status occupations.;__

Blacks and Minorities, howevereare by no means_the Sole beneficiaries of affirma-
tive action plane. Fleet of all the process, of estahlishing_affirmative;action plans is
generally practical and tailored fitothe--specic_unique character of.the inchistry or
employer in qiieStitinti Ekamination__ OE other areas of federal regulation show that
this is generally not the practice Most_regulatory schemes are general, but abio-
lute, and de not permit the 'process of_consideration and 'conciliation that is built
into affirmative action Sratutory-provisions.

In emPleyinerit, for example, fleXiblatailoringOf affirmative action plans alloWS
fairer selection processes that benefit the employee workforce as a whole: In. Untied
SteelteOrkert of America v. Weben_i_n_which the Supreme _Court coneidered the
legality of voluntary affirmative_ action plans. in the context of, employment-, the
upitina and mantmement of Kaiser Aluminum agreed that training would be pro-
vided for minorities and w_h_itea_on a 50- 50 basi§. Before that agreement, opportune-
Ube for unskilled white workers to`move into skilled crafts trades were practically
non-existent.

The fact that_affirmative action spurs the rethinking and reshaping 6f arbitrary,
non job related _selection criteria opens many doors tb emplciymerit for those persons
who would otherwise be excluded by traditional old-boys networks and unfair pro-
motion criteria.

As _yeti: well kn_ow. there is presently a major surge' of anti-affirmative action
initiativesin'Congress. Among them are (1) Senator Orrin Hatch's_proposed_co_nsti7
tutional ameridme_nt to prohibit the-. enforcement of _race-conscious_measures.__(2)
Representative_ Robert Walker's fifth consecutive introduction of _appropriations,
amendments to preclude the use of race-conscious numerical requirements_ by_ any

ovgernmental agency, (3), RetrekritatiVe Pete McCloskey-1s revised Executive Order
which is- dekigned tamake major changes in OFCCP's authority toLrettaire affirma-
tive actionlof federal contractors, and (4) Congressional proposals to severely limit
EEOC's lead. role in equal opportunity programe _

The National Urban League, liewever, is quite confident_that _the major questions
relative to the legality of affirMative action have been- answered._ Executive Order
11246 is long-standing proof of acceptability _as areTitle VIIpf the Civil Rights Act
of 1964, ProVisieni- of the Emergency School_Aid Act of 1972.; and Section 8 of the
Small Business Aid Act of 1977 to name

Both Bak-ke and Weber _affirmed the _constitutionality, and acceptability of
tarily estatiliShing a variety of practices which_take race into account as a -postitive,
factor. Since iit-letiSt US: Montgorn_ety_aottnty _Boarri of Education- (1969), the
-Supreme Court heabeenwilling to approve numerical criteria in school desegrega-
tieri.4etiebe. Arid _iii 1980..the_Supreme_court._,M.vulli/ovev. Elutznick: held that in

grants to state ant- local_nublic_works_contracts, Congress may properly
require that a minimum percentage of fonds be used exclusivelY to procure the
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services and supplies of minority owned or controlled businesses. Fullilove leaves no
doubt that Congress is constitutionally empowered to mandate similar race-concious
remedies where the need for such measures is shown.

It is indeed obvious that constitutional questions, as to all major issues are now
settled and should not be constantly reopened. The National Urban League is
disturbed that it. and other proponents are calltd on to defend that which the _

executive, judicial, and legislative bfanches of our government have construed nec-
es.sary for nearly 20 years.

Justice Thurgood Marshall wrote in Bakke that "bringing the Negro into the
mainstream of American life should be a state interest of the higher order." 4 Has
Congress forgotten this? Certainly we must all realize that it will not happen by
itself. Given the history of racial segregation and its concomitant legacy institu-
tional discrimination, it cannot tiappen by itself. Affirmative action is but one just
and effective method of seeking access to full participation in American society for
those for whom that right has been willingfully denied for over 300 years. Neither
Congress nor the public should listen to its attackers until and unless they propose
a more genuinely effective method.

In the meantime, we must all be carefully observant of what is happening_in this
couhs.ry. There is an ever-burgeoning mood of selfishness that ultimately seeks the
destruction of this nation's co '-tern for the disadvantaged. If these assaults are not /.
directly faced for what they are and defeated, the result will be a nation reneging
on all that the civil rights movement once promised.

STATEMENT OF VERNON E: JORDAN; JR:, PRESIDENT; NATION-
AL URBAN LEAGUE, INC., ACCOMPANIED BY. MAUDINE

. COOPER, VICE PRESIDENT FOR WASHINGTON OPERATIONS
Mr. JORDAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Congressinan Petri, Con-

gressman Peyser, my former Congressman before I moved to the
city where the people are and to Charlie Rangel's district, and to
my friend Congressman Clay, thank you very much.

The National Urban League is a nonprofit community service
organization which has for over 70 years sought the full and equal
participation of the poor and minorities in all sectors of our society.
Our commitment to equal opportunity necessitates our firm and
unequivocal support of the concept of affirmative action. I thank
you Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, for the opportu-
nity to share these views with this committee, views so vital to all
Americans.

First, I would like to clarify what is meant by affirmative action.
Contrary to arguments popular in some quarters; affirmative
action is not some arbitrarily developed concept designed to grant.
preferential treatment to minorities. It is not a device fashioned to
infringe upon the rights of white males in our society. It is not -a
vehicle for constitutional subterfuge to sabotage the so-called tradi-
tion oi color blindness.

Affirmative action is first and foremost a legitimized constitu-
tional remedy for past discrimination. It is a remedy iii,keeping
with the basic principle that where there is a constitutional viola-
tion, there muSt be a remedy appropriate in scope to that violation.'`
Affirmative action seeks to redress over 300 years of ,discrimina-
tion, discrimination rooted in over 200 yearS of legal bondage and
perpetuated by another century of legally sanctioned racial preju-
dice.

The remnants of past discrimination are manifest in race-con-
scious discrepancies between -the lives of white and black Ameri-
cans. Black children have shorter life expectancies than white

438 US 265, :t96.
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children: Black families have median incomes disproportibnatelY
lower than white families. The unemployment rate of black adults
doubles that of white adults and the rate of black' teenagers nearly
triples that of white teenagers. Blacks are consistently underrepre-
sented in professional positions; And statistics bear' out that even
with a college edUcation, a black man or woman is guaranteed a no
more lucrative or stable place in the American work force than a
white high school dropout,

I submit that such race-conscious inequities; whether resulting
from intentional discrimination or from improperly structured sys-
tems, demand a race-conscious remedy in order to facilitate the
equitable participation of blacks in the mainstream' of society.
Justice Blackmun in Bakke articulated this as follows. He said
In order to get beyond racism we must first take account of race. There is no

other way. And in order to treat some persons equally, we must treat them differ,
ently. We cannot, we dare not let the equal protection clause perpetuate racial
supremacy.

Affirmative action has been implicitly within the _remedial
powers granted several Government agencies since the inception of
the Civil Rights Act of 1964. Courta have _consistently held that
race-conscious remedies are proper and in some cases required to
eradicate the effects of discrimination in employment, voting
rights, and education. The Supreme Court has affirmed the use of
race-based mathematical ratios in school desegregation cateS_and
numerical quotat relative to assuring equitable minority participa-
tion in electoral processes.

Yet opponents of affirmative action insist that a race-conscious
remedy somehow undermines the basic. tenets of the equal prbtec=
tion clause in civil rights laws. The major arguments take two
forms. The first is that the use of.affirmative action is contrarY to
the notion that our Constitution is colorblind and _permits no_pref-
erential treatment on the basis of race. The second is that affiriria;
tive action is in fact a form of reverse discrimination which jeopar-
dizes the eights of nonminorities in our society,

Senate!. Hatch, chairman of the Senate Labor and Human Re-
sources' Committee, recently Introduced a constitutional amend-
ment which would prohibit the enforcement "of all race-conscious
remedies whether voluntary or not Upon introducing_ his anti=
affirmative action 'amendment, the Senator voiced his concernifor
the safety of the tradition of a colorblind a quality.

He said, and I quote him:
It is Unfortunate that I should have -to introduce this resolution when_there_is_an

existing constitutional provision, the 14th amendment, that dearly states the princi.
pre in which I believe. Simply stated; it is that all persons_ within o_ur_nation_are
entitled to -equal protettion of the law. There is little doubt in_arly mind however
that the original intent and clear meaning of this provision lilts been totally obliter-
ated by our courts and by the bureaucracy in recent years.

That is taken froni the Congressional Record of September 3,,
1980:

I §iibinit,_Mk. Chairman and members of the committee; that
such a statement in itself ignores the general intent and clear
Meaning of the 14th amendment, an amendment that was purpose-
fully enacted by the Reconstruction Congress for the- express_ pro-
tection of newly freed black Americans. Black Americans in partie-

..
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ular are very much aware of the egalitarian colorblind principles
that Senator Hatch espouses.

But as an anti-affirmative action premise, the sacred tradition of
a colorblind Constitution is to black America a truly misguided
concept. ror centuries the black American could find no sanctity in
this country's founding principles. Indeed, the Constitution origi-
nally sanctioned the enslavement of blacks. Senator Hatch, no
doubt; has not read the Dred Scott decision which said that a black
man has no rights that a white man was bound to respect.

Following Ernancipation, the Federal and State governments
shunned the 13th, 14th, and 15th amendments. The Supreme Court
in Plessy v. Ferguson -in effect sanctioned racial segregation. For
black America there is not, and has never been, any colorblind
equality in this country. And at any rate, Senator Hathh's proposal
acknowledges the fact that nothing short of constitutional revision
can extinguish the legality of affirmative action.

The arg that affirmative action constitutes reverse dis-
crimination is equally unsound: Its premise is that race-conscious
measures such as affirmative action infringe on the rights of non-
whites and are therefore violative of the 14th amendment Propo-
nents of this theory once again use the equal protection clause to
deny the validity of a legal cognizance of race:

What they do not seem to take into account is that affirmative
action is a remedy specifically designed to redress violations-
against the very group the amendment was enacted to protect. *AS
long as the process of discrimination against minorities exists,.
there can be no reverse discrimination.

The acknowledgment of the illegality of racial segregation is not
enough. Inferior education, discrimination in employment and
housirig;eiid the legal ostracism of blacks; Hispanics; and other
Americans from the mainstream of the society were the tools of
disenfranchisement and 'segregation; Historic oppression has left .a
legacy of attitudes and actions indelibly engrained in our institu-
tions and our social structures. The result is a structural process of
discrimination whereby seemingly benign policies and interactions
developed through a history of racial prejudice have an adverse
impact on the lives and overall well -being of all minorities in this
country.

Mr. Chairman, I have additional testimony, but I would like to
submit the rest of my testimony for the record and just simply say
that this issue in my view should not be a debatable issue.

What we are talking about is a situation that has never been '
icolorblind; It was not in the past. It is- not now. And you and I

know that it will not be that way in the future'. We should not
delude ourselves what it is that we are talking about. We are
talking about aSociety that is dominated by white males. We are
talking about a society that has historically ostracized black people
&mil the public sector and from the private sector.

I would say to this committee, although I am sure it does not
need reminding,- that title VII. of the Civil Eights Act of 1964 did
not come about because the PiivEite sector all of a sudden decided
that it ought to do something about equal employment Opportuni-
tieS. It did not come about because people in Washington all of a
sudden decided that black people were discriminated against.
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The fact is that this was brought about by black people and
white people who imderstoed the situation, and it would not have
had to come about if the perversity of tile situation did not exist as
it has for all of these yearS. We never would have had to have any
Of that ifgeople would have done what they Should have done,
consistent with theConstitution, and that has_not been done.

Mr. Chairman; let me introduce Miss Maudine Cooper who is our
vice president for- Washington operations and say to you that I am
grateful for this opportunity to come and say what I have said I
feel it deeply. I think that this is as important an issue before this
Congress and before this Nation as any other issue we could dis-
cuss because it gets to the very heart of what kind of country we
are going to be in; the extent to which- we-are going to understand
historic neglect and do something about it

Thank you; MrChairman.
Mr. HAWKINS. Thank you, Mr. Jordam
The Chair would like to acknowledge. at the witness table Miss

Cooper, also no stranger to this committee and one who has worked
very closely with the staff of the Sub-committee on Employment
Opportunities._

My understanding is that your time is limited. ,I think every-
body's time iO_ limited these days; _Mr: Jordan. I think your state=
ment has already articulated rather clearly the position of the
attack on qtiotaS being used to rationalizeiwhat is perhaps a deep-
seated conspiracy to undermine and to Xnake meaningless the equal
employment opportunity enforcement program.

'Let me ask just one question, however. Mourning that the pres-
ent trendI suppose we can refer to it as a trendin the adminis-'
tration is to do what we can only say it is going to do, because we
have only had statements made unofficially and never officially
before this or any other committee, What effect will this abandon-
ment of the color-conscious remedies approach have Specifically
let us say confining it to the employment of minorities and women?
After all, I guess it is the final result that we are equally con-
cerned about :

Will this improve? Will it -set back the prOgreSS that we have
made? What will be the practical effect?

Mr. JORDAN. Mr. Chairman; I am absolutely convinced that it
would set it back. It will set the country back: It would further
deepen the disillusionment of black people and other minorities as
to whether or not this country is going to keep its commitment
made in the 1964 Civil Rights Act, the Voting RightS Act of 1965;
the Housing Act of 1968.

And in fact it is a basic reneging, notjuat on title VII but on the
13th, 14th, and 15th amendxnents, on the Declaration of Independ-
ence. It goes to the heart of what thiS Nation is all about It is too
difficult to contemplate the negative impact and the devastating
impact that this can have in a Situation where the country has
made Some effort, not enough; but some effort. And but for title
VII the effort would not be there at all.

I dO not believe absent title VII that the good _people of this
country or the bad people of this country would do anything 'about
it. If you look at certain areas of the private sector, certain areas of
the public sector, even with title VII they are found, wanting.
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So I believe, Mr. Chairman, that the impact will be devastating.
And for those youngsters who now see movements and have wit-
nessed movement, and now have some hope, I think that that hope
will be greatly dimmed if we get what is anticipated-from this so-
called colorblind institution. The word "colorblind" drivesme nad
in the sense that it was color consciousness that kept us out in the
first place.

Mr. HAWKINS. But in terms of the _plant_ closings; the layoffs
occurring, the -rate of unemployment which has continued at the
high level of 7 percent and is projected to reach almost 8 percent
by the end of the year as a result of a deliberate policy of the
administration, of the cutbacks that- are taking place in training
programs, of the lack of any job creation, and of the absence of an
employment policy of the administration, are we therefore faced
with the situation that with the reduction of employment opportu-
nities for women and minorities, they will suffer an unequal or
disproportionate share of the sacrifices that Americans are being
asked to bear at this time? .

Mr. JORDAN. There is no question about that. Even with present
enforcement we bear °a dispiiiPorfionate burden. Given what we
both anticipate in terms of the economy,' this disproportionate
burden will be exacerbated given the cutbacks and what have you.
The impact as have said; Mr. Chairman, will be devastating.

Mr. HAWKINS. I assume then you 'disagree that the needy are not
being hurt or will not be hurt by the cutbacks, that they will in
some way be helped by reducing these programs ..at this time.

Mr: JORDAN; I do not want to say what I have to say ,Sunday
night, Mr. Chairman. :

Mr: HAWKINS: We will not anticipate it. Perhaps some of us had
better be_presenf Sunday night.

Mr: JORDAN: I hope to have a little to say about it.
Mr. HAWKINS. Thank you.
Mr: Petri?
Mr. PETRI. Thank you, Mre Chairman.
I have a general question: What is your reaction to the request

that I think was made by the Sears Co., or perhaps one of the
others; in a recent lawsuit_ that the courts -or the Congress try to
clarify priorities within affirmative action. They found themselves
confronted wjth a whole series of different categories of people they
were supposed to take affirmative action for, not only blacks but
women, .veterans; native Americans; Americans with Hispanic sur-
names and so on? It added up to more than 100 percent -.of their
employees. -

Should there be ranking of affirmative action categories by Con-
gress, or by someone, to assist employers in taking affirmative
action if we are going to' have the program?

Mr. JORDAN. I think that the court decision in the Sears case
deals with that: I would not like to_address_rayself to that- specifi-
cally. Mrs. Norton, formerly head of the EEOCL is going to be here
to testify this morning: I would defer to her judgment and -to her
expertise on that particular issue as opposed to trying to address it
myself.

Mr. PETRI. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. HAWKINS. Mr. Clay?

!1-17! n - 9:' -
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Mr CUM Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Fir§cf-Would like to commend my friend; Vernon Jordan, on an

excelleht statement. I think he dealt precisely with -what the issue
is. .

I only have one question, Mr. Chairman, It has been asserted
that affirmative action does-not benefit the truly needy. Of course I
do not know how to define "truly needy" unleSS' we are talking
about ta calibration of §uffering:--harige sedtto most hungry
*d homeless as opposed to most home ea§-and shoeless as opposed
to most shoeless. But that i§ the statement that has been .made. In
Support of this contention some have stated that the actual
beneficiaries of affirmative action are the middle class and their
children and not those in the lower class.

How do you answer those critics that_ say that affirmative action
programs_ do not benefit lower income people?

Mr, JORDAN. First of all Congressman Clay, let me say that I
agree with you. I do not understand what truly needy means
either I do understand what needy means. I do not know what
truly added to that means. But maybe sometime during the course
of the Urban League Conference those administration officials who
will be speaking to us will define for our edification what truly
needy means.

As to affirmative action benefiting some and not benefiting
others, I do not believe that to be the case. I:do not believe there
are class or educational distinctions as relates to affirmative action.
I think it applies to all ends; all levels of the job market, whether
it is a local plant, or Whether it is the executive office; I do not
think it matters.

I do think, on the other hand, that it is clear in terms of measur-
ing Where affirmative action has absolutely worked. That asas
relates to young people, black and white, coning out of business
schools and law schools and engineering schools, I think that it is
safe to say that there is a measurable standard of equity among
young black§ and young whites, young Hispanics coming out of
schools with specific training and education, that there is a re-
Markable sense of equity there. But that goes to qualifications,
That goes to a particular job need. That goes to-a given concept of
supply and demand of these young:people coming out.

I do not think that you can make that case at thelower end of
the job market, and I think that it is at that lower end where you
do in fact ncad the protection of affirmative_action because I think
that is where you get the most obvious discrimination. That is at
the plant manager level. That -is/at the small business level. And I
think that thatia where it is clearly most needed.

In many instances those kids /Coming out of schools, law schools;
business schools engineering Schools, c-wi almost fend for them-

about affirmative action in this country. But it is at the lower. end
selves, given their qualifications and givdn the sort of new attitude

of that structure that I think we need it more than any' other
pl ce.

r. CLAY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. HAWKINS? Mr. Jeffords?
Mr. JEFFORDS; Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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-_.Thank you for your Very excellent testimony. I would like te §ay
first of all that I havejbeeh a strong_ advocate of affirmative action
programs and will continue to be so: On the other hand I am not as
discouraged as some are by ,',e actions being taken by_ the adminis-tration. I think it is iraportL nt that we take them at their Word;

Mr: JoapAN. Which Word? That is my Piciblem.
Mr. JeFkoitii-s. Let me give you the word as -I understand it
We are going through a difficult tithe, especially for some of us

who have been dedicated to these kinds of program& But certainly
this particular program is not being_ picked__ on any more than
Manyother§ are_ AS I understand it, the general philosophy of the
Secretarytof Labor and the administration in these areas is to step
back and take a lacik at the situation; and to not be bound by what
we have done in the /past as far as the means_ or method of imple-
mentation, Ut_ us _make it clear that our goal is the same but
maybe there are better ways of doihg things.

Just recently, I hair-6 had long discussions with the Secretary on
how we are going toi include and ekpand the role of minorities,especially in -thee

going_
situation& not as far as affirmative

action but just employment program&
;

I will quote froM la Department of Labor release oPlest:Monday:
Mr. Collier stated; rthat the Department will ask Rik comment_ on
the issues of backpaY AS a remedy for discrimination; the method
for calculating availability of women and minorities in the Work
force, the appropriateness of extending affirmative-action. obliga-
tions to the nonfederally assisted projects of Federal construction
contracts and alternative ways to set hiring goals for minorities
and women in construction."

At least this I am -going to take them at their word; That
Is, that they still have -a strong goal toward affirmatiVe action but
are looking for more effective means, to achieve this goal; The rate
Should not be dominated by regulation but rather byr' trying to
develop the proper attitudes and intent within the private sector to
accomplish these goals rather than through the heretofore used
means of very specific regulations and plans and goals. -

-I Perhaps am overly optimistic but I think at least at this point I ;
am willing to take- the administration at its word and try to work'
With them to find innovative and better ways of getting thitigs to
work; do not think any of us say_ that What we have done
So far has been as successful as we would like.

JORDAM My response is that I Mil not Oratiared to take them
at their Word. I am not prepared to rely on good intentions. I am
not prepared to rely on honor at this 1:0itit Simply because I:think
their good intentions and honor will leave us at the starting gate
and will not in factlkeep u§ going. I am not prepared to' hold thiS
process in abeyance on the basis of good intentions.

As I look at this administration's own affirmative action record
as it relates to black Republicans Who campaigned for this ticket, I
would suggest to you that it has not acted in the political self=
interest of black people who worked for them. That is the best
measurement that I know of I believe in the notion that to the
victor belongs the.spoilm But an awful lot of black RepUblidans who
took it/ on the chin to campaign for this ticket cannot get work. I do
not understand that; .
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That is honorable and that is good intentions and that _judges us
by"what We do and all of that. And therefore, if it cannot happen to
black Republicans who work for the ticket, LOrd knoWS what will
happen to black people generally, and Hispanics generally; and
women generally. I would like to have those good' intentions sub-
stantiated and enforced by'a little regulation and a little encour-
agement and a 'little aggressiveness.

I would also suggest to you that even in the appointments of the
head of the civil rights division in the Department of Justice, the
new head of OFCCP, the new head of EEOC, that this administra,
tion has not even bothered to consult, to ask use what we thought. I
suggest to you that if that is gOod_faith and good intentions and
that is the basis ofyour optimism; it is the basis of what I feel that
is-worse than optimism, I tell you that

,Mr. JEkFoans. I appreciate those words and I can asSuresyou that
I will convey those messages back _to the administration- because I
think the messages which yqu have given us here today are impor-
tant _

I kno* for instance there was great concern about Whether the
President would live up to his Statements about appointing a
Woman to the Supreme Court. There was great cdncern among
women that he would not do that He has done just that and he
has appointed a woman who I think most of us would agree, is a
fine choice:

I think there is a great deal of suspicion that the administration
in these areas will not keep its Word. But I think it is too early to
decide. There are people who obviously may not be doing the job
they ought to be doing and kt_ i8 important for you to be here to
relay that message to me so I can relay that to the administration.
Perhaps/we can correct some,-of those problems:

Mt. JORDAN. I applaud the President on his appointment of
Judge O'Connor: I think it _is a good thing I am enthusiastic about
her appointment. That is one seat on the Supreme Court.

But I am worried about the lents and the offices all over this
country as they relate not onl to blaeks but to women and His-
panics and everybody else. I not make a judgment based on
what has happened in the Su reme Court that that will be the
pattern throughout. Title VII! as not controlling in the Supreme
Court appointment but I wan title VII controlling in the job
markets throughout this countr

Mr. JErFORDS. I understand. hank you very much for your very
fine message.

,". Thank you, MrChairman._
Mr. HAwgiNS. Thank you, M . Jeffords:
Mr. Washington?
Mr. WAsiuNGToN._Thank yo , Mr. Chairman.
I also wish -to welcome you long-With the other members of the

committee, Mr. Jordan. The s tement as usual is an eiccellent one
and you go right to the heart f it.

I think you have another essage for the President on page 10

in your conclusion, if I may q ote: :-
In the meantime, wo must all be garefully obserNant of What is happening in this

dountry. There is an_ever-burgeoni g mood of selfishness that ultimately seeks the
destruction of this Nation's concern for the disadvantaged,
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That is a good message for the-President, but would you spell out
the word "selfishness'?

Mr. JORDAN. I think thatthe appearance of'hard economic times, '
the reality of hard economic times, the feeling of scarcity is such
that people by their very nature envelop themselves in an attitude
of selfish privatism. I think that in good times Americans are
reasonably willing to set another place at the table. But in times of
inflation and double digit interest rates, what some people would
interpret as scarcity, Lthink their selfighness is such that they are
not prepared to share the crtimbs from that same table.

I think that that is where we are. And I think that given what is
being' iiroposed here;_ those, crumbs. are going to be taken from this
new class of people that we have diScovered in the last 7 months,
the truly needy.

My motion is that' is a lack of understanding of the interdepend-
ent nature of this society, that we are interdependent, that we are
interwoven, that we are interconnected and that we have to worry
about everybody, that we cannot ask a certain group of people to, .

bear a dispromprtionate burden which they historically have borne
in this process, even in hard times.

Mr. WASHINGTON. Would that- selfishness spill over into for ex-
ample what is tacked onto the Voting Rights Act as perhaps one of
the methods by which the disadvantaged can raise themselves up
to theievel of the rest of the country? Or is there a panorama? Is
there a pattern? IS there something that is overriding all of these
apparent disparate ;attacks upon jobs, voting rights, legal defenses?
Is this what you mean by selfishness?

Mr. JORDAN. NOt only do I mean that by selfishriesS, I also mean
that if you analyze everything- we have heard, whether you are
talking about affirmative action or budget cuts, the impact is selec-
tive. It is those at the bottom end of the ladder whether they are
blacks or Hispanics or poor white people. It is those who need
affirmative action who have been historically affected- by the ab-
sence of it. It is those who make less money, need Government
programs, need :some -kind of compassion; nezd some- kind- of help.

That is absent, and maybe that is the basis for the selfishness
but nonetheless those who are bearing this disportionate load are
those who have historically had to carry it. Somehow everything 'I
have heard_ coming from down here; there is a great passage of
scripture which is applicable to all of this. It says to those who
have; 'to them shall be given;, to those who have not; even that
which they seem to have shall be 'taken away.'

I think that is true in the discussion about affirmative action. I
think that is true in the discussion about the budget cuts. I think
that is true in the unwillingness to come on and say let's - extend
the Voting' Rights Act of 1965. It does not need studying. We know
what the situation 'is.

Mr. WASHINGTON. I will yield,-Mr. Chairman.
Mr. HAWKINS. The gentlewoman from New Jersey, Mrs! Fen-

wick?
Mrs. FENWICK. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
It haS been a long time; has it not?
I am sure that you agree with me and what You say reminds me

of so much of the past. It is quite easy to tell where we have

2
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discrimination, is it not? I remember when we started in 1959 or
1960 trying to see what was happening to the skilled trades and to
peOple in it, 4;742 registered apprentices of whom 14 were. non-
white. It is quite easy when figures like that will tell you exactly
what the situation is., Affirmative action shows, as you say; -11
percent now of college-enrolled students are minorities. It is a big.
difference from what it was.

But on the other hand I_ too want to mention what we have tried
to do. As a life member of the NAACP I was not-very happy-when
CETA got sued by the NAACP in one of the counties in my' State,
and I did not blaMe them. These programs did not always work -out
the way they were intended; Enoimous sums were flboded into
hands for which they were never intended.

I think it is clear that we have to have a new approach, and good
will and honor certainly have to be part of it. That is not enough;
and there is no doubt of that; because all of these other programs '
were designed with good will too. Arid they failed. I am not talking
now about ,the affirmative action programs which by and large do
not cost. But they do require that people are going to be willing to
put another seat at the table.

That is what we are talking about, is it not, not crumbs but-seats
at the table Money is not necessary for that. You need a Bakke
decision or you need something that does not _cost very much butis
clear as to what the intent is. The Supreme Ciurt decision of 1977
was a very good one in relation to 'the Teamsters case whiCh you
cite -in your statement;

We know where the troubles are. We -know -how you_can measure
whether or not we are moving in the right direction. We all know,
those of us in public life, that decisions _are going to have to be
made that are not perhaps very popular. When ypu come to. some-
thing like the busing proposals, I do not _think any one of us who
spent 25; 30; 40 years working in this field is going to vote for such °
a thing. Not that any mother I ever spoke to; black or white; likes
busing; but it is a symbol of an intent, of a. desire in this country .to
inake the misunderstandings that have plagued our society irrele-
vant in the future.And there are going to be many other things of
that kind that we are going to have to do.

But in the matter of programs, what are we going to do? There is
where I would like very much perhaps this is not the place and
maybe other of my colleagues have different intereststo. talk to
you because the Urban League has always. been ;particularly inter-
ested in the whole field of equal employment. As you remember I.
was Governor Hughes' chairman and we did some good work. We
changed things in the-banks and the insurance ,Companies and the
telephone company. We got some across- the - board big changes in.
New Jersey. It can be done, and it does not takeimoney.. It just take
determination, -

Ken Gibson which of course you know said something has
been a landmark, for me. It was a question cif, some 50 Ph. D.'s -
leaving one of -the _companies; He- said I do not want anybody to
leave Newark. But I do not weep for 50 Ph. Dis leaving Newark. I
weep for my breweries; six of them; providing' the kind of employ:,
ment; that people in NeWark needed, the chance to rise within
those breweries to positions of importance.

2
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I do not know; Mr. Jordan. Give us, perhaps if this is no the
place, some idea sometime. -

Mr. JORDAN. I an not sure that,this is -the forum. But let me say
that I do not believe that these programs have failed. To the extent
that there have been problems in these programs, those problems
are not 'problems caused by the beneficiaries. The beneficiaries are
the ones who in fact are suffering,

So; I think that there is, ahig myth about the success and failure
of these programs. 4,1-a I think the measurement of ;that is not
what we hear here; but those people who have actually benefited
frorn them. I think that there is ample and documentable evidence
that these programs for the most part have in fact worked.

Ms. FENWICK. But was not title VII very successful?
Mr. JORDAN. Unquestionably.

Fkr.rwicx I think so too. And I think that is to he supported
and I am talking about II D and VI.

Mr. JORDAN. Mr. Chairman, there are many plople to follow;
most of whom have greater expertise in this limiter than I &O. I
Would .like to yield my time, not only for their expertise but also
because I have a big meeting coming up and I' really need to go.

Mr. HAwxrDis. Were you through, Mrs: Fenwick?
Ms. FENWICK. I am" never through with Mr. Jordan, but we will

have to resume another time.
Thank you It was good to see yOu.
Thank you, Mr, Chairman ;±
Mr. HAWKINS. I think Mr. Peyser has something to say...
Mr: FEYSER. I will be very brief because I know your schedule is

tight. ,

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and thank you for letting me sitwith
you this morning.

I think it is important that you know as well that I do not think
these programs failed. I think the statement of failure of programs
is a tremendous cop-out that this administration and others have
used as a way of simply cutting them out and saying well; now we
can save some money. in this area and let's see what is going to
happen.

I recently spoke at' a dinner of businessmen. Over 100 of them
were present and they said at the outset in- introducing me that
they hoped I understood ai the President said that we all had to
make sacrifices and. they were prepared; along with"everyone else,
to make those sacrifices. ,

When I got up I said I would like someone in- this .room tell me
what sacrifices you are going to becausecause of the change in the
program; I want to allow time for that Are you going to cut back
on vacation time or are you not gm/1k to do a number of things
that you would do? Of course there Was no response; because there
is no- sacrifice at that level that 'resembles anything compared to
what is being asked of people at low middle income and poor levels;

Very briefly I would like tb ask you what do yOu see--Euid this is
a much broader question than just the area on which you are
hereis the impact on the black community, on low middle income
people and poor all over of these vast changes that have been voted
in the Congress in the new budget program, the changes in jobs
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and education and school lunch and Pell grants? What do you see
the real impaCt to be within the next year?

Mi.JORDAN: That takes a long answer but I will try to give you a
short one:

Whit it suggests is that some _people as a result of this budget
will _be _making choices between food and fuel.come the wintertime.
Other[people will be deciding whether or not to go to Hope Sound
or to stay at home. That is, a hell of a difference in terms of what
choice you make. I thihk we have to be.worried about those people
who Will have to chobse between food and -fuel and survival as
opposed to those people will be deciding between Martha's
Vineyard or Hope Sound: I think it comes just to that. Mr. Chair=
manY

Mr: PeVSER. Thank you; Mr. Chairman.
Mr. HAWKINS. Mr. Jordaiii I know that your time is limited; This

conclude the questions to you and I assume to MissCoo_per a8
well Again we wish to express sincere appreciation for your testi-
mony before the committee1this morning'. I think it has helped
tremendouslY, arid bertaihlY7We want to thank you sincerely for the
time that you have devoted to this subject and for the cooperation
you have given to thiS committee.

Mr. JORDAN. Thank you Mr..Chairman.
Ms. COOPER. Mr. Chairman, 'as a parting remark; many of the

questions and comments that have been raised here will be ad-
dressed by the WaShingOn operations in its affirmative action
paper which will_ be released 'at the National Conference on Tues-
day. The title Of the paper is "Affirmative Action 1981: Debate,
Litigate, Legislate and Eliminate?" You may recognize those first
three words ea coining from the statements of Senator Moynihan.

Mr. HAWKINS: Thank 'You, Miss COoper, and thanks again, Mr.
Jordan.

Mr. JORDAN: Thank you.
Mr. HAWicii48. The reference, Mrs. Fenwicki was made by you as

to the workability of the programs that are now being eliminated: .

With reSpebt to the' one within the jurisdiction of this Committee,
the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act program in
whiCh YOU constantly refer to title II and title VI, I should like to
inform you that the staff is,engag,ed_in monitoring the results of
the termination of the CETA employees; CETA traineeo. If you
wish to be advised' from time to- iint on that, we certainly will
make that information available to-you.

I might just asimply, SAY that so far in moilaring" what has
happened since the_deferrals and the elimination of the funding of
the first group of CETA einployees, it seems rather conclusive...that_
the placement rate on unsubsidized privatessector_Ohs under CETA
was substantially- better than that which has happened under the
present administration's program of finding jobs for those individ-
uals in the private sector.

In other moths; there have been more jobs created in the private
sector by CETA, that is by the public service employment program,
than are now being created by the efforts of the Reagan adminis-
tration since the elimination of the program.

If you want to judge results I think you would have to reevaluate
the opinion that you have of this program and what is happening
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to these individuals once they have been cut loose from theSe
training program& As I said, we would be very glad to share these
results -with yet from time to time assthey come-in.

Ms. FEriwicx. L am :grateful to the Ch.airman. I did not myself
pick out IL D and VI as being undesirable. They were suggested to
these adininistrators of the program who came to my .:office: The
word was; "just get rid of II D and VI and -we can run a decent
program."

You know;,_Mr._ Chairman, of my enthusiasm-for title VALI think
it it -one Of the firieSt_prog,rams that we have had._ I. may say also,
concerning title III, under ;these special demonstration grants, .that
I have a Wonderful program in my ritate which places 100 percent
ef, every graduate in the private _sector._ I am enthusiastic about
what works. What I am not enthiisiastic about is an enormous
program which_ does -neti seem to benefit the people who. are sup-

,to benefit and which result:9 in such discrimination and
; injustice that an organization, of which I am a happy member. has
to Sue.

M'r. FlAwiiirqs. I do not know to what -specific program you are
referring.

Ms. FeNwicie. I am referring to -CET
Mr. HAwiciNs. You have not defin hich part of CETA that

you_referto.when you say _that it has net worked. .

What am saying is that if you take the record of what has
happened in-. the training_ field since CETA was- in the process of
being eliminated and-,consider the fact that only 15 or 20 percent of
trainees are now being placed in -unsubsidized_ jobs without CETA
whereas 60 percent were placed in unsubsidiied_jobs when we had
the_CETA that you refer_ to; you woulditave to conclude ; despite its
problemsand-you and I have gone through many pioblemsthat
since- the placement rate was so muck better- under the original
CETA program than it is now, we should reevaluaW it.

A nd the point of the-hearing_ is that if_those who wish to make
these statements publicly would. come before the authorizing cad-
mittees and permit _us_ to examine the statistics that they use and
to work with them to fix up these programs, as _you and I attempt
to_do with different views; perhaps we could improve the programs;
But what we have now is no programs.

Ms. FENWICK. Please keep me informed; Mr: Chairman. We wily
work as- we have _in the past.--

Mr. HAWKINS. Yes, certainly.
Mr; Washington?
Mr. WAsturiaroN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.; for recognizing me

at this _ _ ;-
I want to take the time to concur -in your opening statement, _Mr.

Chairman._ I am extremely disappointed that the administration
has refused to permit witnesses to present testimony in these hear- ---
ings. The agencies invited have responsibilities which are clearly
within the -purview-of your subcommittee.

It Was also noted that_ the administration_ was willing_ to testify-

soiree weeks ago in the hearings,- convened- by-the- counterpart of
this subcommittee in the Senate. So I regard the _excuse that they
have _had insufficient time to prepare their positions as patently
fallacious.
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I AM also_concerned because this seems to be a. pattern that I
have noted with respect to civil rights matters here. The Subcom-

On Civil and Constitutional Rights has received similar re-
sponses or nonresponses_ from this administration. First_ key ap-
pointments are not made: Then when theCongress asks for infor-
mation about What_ is actually going on with these programs in the
interim, we are told that there is no one at_ present to testify
because 7 inerithS into the administration no appointments have
been made: Yet budgets andOperating plans are beinvfinalized.

It,IS ctirietiS situation, Mr. Chairman, and one which I think
goes right to the heart of the oversight_ responsibilities of this
CongreSS and of this subcommittee and of the rights of the Ameri-
can people to know exactly what this administration is doing or not
doing on these very vital issues, -

I look forward to the series of hearings here and I hope that in
the process perhaps me - dialog can be established between the
administration and the Congress on these vital issues: But I must
Say that r find their treatment of both these programs-and the
concerns they present to be both cavalier and indifferent;

It certainly does not foster -trust and confidence arribhg_iridivid---
uals protected by these laws, so much so that I think at this point
the administration has-a-clear- responsibility to come forward and
state not What it is against but what it has reservations about,
what it is for; what it plans to do.

So I commend you, Mr. Chairman; for convening these hearings
which, as they educate us, I hope will_serve to remind the adminis-
tratibirthatit has. been guilty of neglect with respect to civil rights
and that We American people are watching them very carefully:

Thank you Mr7-Chairman:_
Mr. HAWKINS. Thank you,"Mr, Washington.
The next witness is the Honorable Arthur S. Flemming, Chair=

man of the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights.
Mr. Flemming; I am sorry that we hay,: delayedyou as long as

we have and,:liave taken little side roads. But again we wish to
welconie you before this committee.

I knoW that over a long period of time you have been one of the
dependable witnesses that we have_ always referred to.- We have
Cititited you Some of us are Republicans', some of us are DemocratS:
We are in and out but regardless of the administration you seem
to continue. SO perhaps we can learn something from you -in- term's
of longevity and Your _Particular rolein government: It has been a
very distinguished role and we certainly salute you and .commend
you and look fOrWard to your testimony before this committee.'

Mr. FLEmmixp: Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared Statement of Arthur Flemming follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF ARTHUR S. FLEMMING, CHAIRMAN, U.S. COMMISSION ON
CIVIL RIGHTS

Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, I-am Arthur S. Flemming;
Chairman of the United States Commission on Civil Rights. The 'Commission is
pleased to respond to your request for our testimony in the course of yqur oversight
hearings on_the new administration's poliqjes concerning equal employment oppor-
tunity- Accompanying me today are John }Tope, III, Deputy- Staff INrettor, and Jack
Flaring. Assistant General Counsel and director gf our Affirmative ActionProjeet.

The Commission recently issued a report entitledentitl- Civil Rights: A National; NotA
Special Interest." That document was the basis of Commission testimony to the

26
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Subcommittee oft Civil and Constitutional Rights of the House Judiciary Committee
in connection with an oversight hearing on the possible impact-of pending budget
prow:kids on civil rights. The report reviews the proposed cuts in Federal civil rights
enforcement efforts, a well as proposed reductions in or elimination of 10 social and
economic_nrograms integrally related to civil rights progress. The report also ana-
lyzes pro_posals_to_establishil block grant approadi in numerous areas.

The first two chapters of our report relate the pending budget- proposals to the
history and purpose of the 13th; 14th; and 15th amendments. We point out that
following the adoption of these- ''Civil War amendments" and the enactment of some
implementing legislation; the_Nation_turned its back for MO years on the concepts
of freedom and equality for members of the black community. Brown v. Board Of
,Education revitalized the Civil War arnandments_and marked the beginning of a
new era of hope. In our report; we raise the question_of whether the pending budget
proposals foreshadow another period of retrenchment; rather' than advancement, in
the area of civil ,rights.

We are especially concerned about the Federal role in dealing with the effects of
past and present discrimination on the lives of minorities.

Our report, for example, notes that there will be a loss of 697 positions-,nearly a
10 percent cutin the five major civil rights enforcement agencies. This_resluction,
our report. concludes, is likely to limit actual enforcement, undercut. the deterrent -:.
effect- of Federal enforcement by diminishing the credibility of potential Federal
liability, and weaken -the ability of the Federal government to assist those who
would voluntarily fulfill their civil rights obligations.

Our report also notes that the budget proposals would completely eliminate or
sharply cut Federal programs, such as those providing comprehensive employment
old training, economic development and small business assistance, that are de-
-igned to open new opportunities for'employment for minorities and women.

The Commission has long held that if we are to combat discrimination in the field
of employment effectively: both public and private employers must make the fullest
possible use of the management tool that has come to 'be known as affirmative
action. We have' also vigorouSly supported the luse -of- affirmative action as an
indispensable part of the enforcement of Executive Order 11246 bythe Office of-
Federal Contract Compliance'Programs in the Department of Leber. This presiden-
tial program, which hai been supported by -Presidents of both parties, requires
businesses that contract with the Federal government not- to discriminate and to
develop and implement affirmative action programs. In brief, we believe that em-
ployers; public and private; must set goals and timetables for the- employment' of
minorities and women. They muSt then develop aCtion programs designed to achieve
these goals'within the_specified time frames' These action programs should assign
specific duties and responsibilities to appropriate employees, and should penalize
those who fail to dischargethem_and_reward those who successfully discharge them.

Recently, the Commission _released and widely circulated a proposed- statement,
Affirmative Action in the 1980s: Dismantling the. Process of Discrimination. SubSe-
qUent to releasing the proposed statement, the Commission held two consultations
on this document. These consultations proviclad_the_Corornission an opportunity to
receive and consider comments on the proposed statement from a wide range of
proponents and critics of affirmative action. My remarks on affirmative action
today are based on this document, which the Commission is presently _reviewing.
With -the understanding that this review is likely to produce some moslifications,_I
would like to submit a copy of the proposed statement for inclusion in the record of
this hearing.

The following are some of the major points underlying the proposed statement.
I. Affirmative action exists becausof the nature and extent °lithe problem of race,

sex. and national origin discriminatiom_and can only be discussed productively
if the problem of discrimination is recognized.

Because affirmative action by definition means remedial action that to one degree
or another deliberately takes race, sex, or national origin into account, it appears at
odds with the ideal of a "color-blind" America that makes decisions wthout refer-
ence to race, sex, or national origin. How can remedial peens that consciously use
race,_ sex,_ or national origin be reconciled with ultimate ends that preclude any
conscio_usness ofrace, 'sex, or national origin?

Oursproposl_s_tatement seeks to make dear that any supposed means-end conflict
between affirmative action and eliminating discrimination can be resolved. Such
resolution will be_ fou_nd; thro_ugh_a more precise understanding of the nature and
extent of today'spatterns and_p_r_2 Ces4es_ of race; sex and national origin discrimina-
tion. Abstract, philosophical debates over means and ends; our proposed statement
argues, will remain unproductive. Greater agreement is most likely to emerge from

. ,
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a Nactical, concrete analysis Of how the_problem of discrimination manifests itself

and then of what reinedies will most effectively eliminate such discrunitiation. It is

for this reason that the Commission's proposed statement adopts a "problem,

remedy approach that continually unites the remedy of affirmative action with the

Problem of discriminationof affirmative action db the exact _opposite, They consistently divorce
affirmative action from the historic and contiriqing_problems these remedies were
created to address. They then argue w ilthe sliscriminatory conditions that make

affirrhative remedies indispensable do not exist But just as medical treatment is

conducted on the basis of the diagnosis of an illness, the remedy of affirmative
action_depends upon the nature and extent of the problem of discriminatioh:

We therefore urge that thiS subcommittee seek to have those who attack affirma-
tive action presenf their views on the nature and extent of the problem of discrimi-

nation:_ Unless ther%is agreerrieht at this level; it will be difficult, if not impossible;

to reach-any consensus on remedies.

2. Discrimination is a self - sustaining process- that 6411 persist even the absence of
intentionally discriminatory conduct, unless systematically attacked

Discrimination is more than just individual prejudice. Although discrimination is

maintained by individual actions; neither individual prejudices nor random chance

can fully explain the perSiatenCe of national pptterns of inequality.
In our proposed statement, the Commission discusses the self-sustaining "praCe-s-S"

of discrimination. This process involves the attitudes mid actions of individuals and
organizations, and the social structures that guideinclividual and organizational
behavior. The proposed statement- identifies.illustrotive examples of each leVel. of

discriminatory conduct, and describes discrimination as an.interlocking, self-perpet-
uating process that started by past events; now routinely_ bestows privileges and

advantages upon white males While imposing disadvantages and penalties upon

minorities and women.
AS our Nation's civil righti laWS have recognized, discrimination can include

practices that regardless of their intent or motivation.. disadvantage minorities and

women. Moreover, discrimination in -any one area of human endeavor has reciprocal
derisequences in other. Thus, diacriniinatety housing practices perpetuate unequal

educational_ opportunities which are tlienisleves then_ translated into unequal em-

ployment opportunities. Employment discrimination denies its victims the resources
to overcome unfair housing practiced' and the pattern

This understanding of the problem as a discriminatoryprocess forms the basis for

affirmative action' plans and the particular antidiscrimination measures used by
such plans, When such a proceSS is at Work; antidiscrimination efforts to eliminate

prejudice by insisting on 'color:blindneas" and "gender-neutrality" are insufficient

remedies. Athest, such efforts may control some prejudicial conduct, but they often

prove ineffective against a process -that transforma!_!neutrality': into discrimination;

In such circumstances, antidiScriminatibri efforts cannot limited to measures that
take no conscious account of race, sex; and national origin. Only those antidiscrimi-
nation actions that are developed out of an awareness of this processaffirmative
actionscan successfully halt and dismantle it.

3. Numerical anderrepresentation minorities or women does _not itse coneitute
Such statistics are recirnin,g ,signats that strongly s est the

presence of discrimination and compel further inquiry
Perhaps no other aspect of civil rights tawhai been more misunderstood en its

use of statistics. Our proposed statement devotes considerable attention to th use

and abuse.
Statistical procedures interpreting data based on race, sex, and national ori ore

the principal and best means fot_detecting the likely presence of discrimination.

Their use is premiged throsumPtion that in the absence of discrimination,
minorities and women will be represented throughout an employer's workforce to a
degree roughly prop-ortional to their availability in the relevant labor force:

It is important, however; to distinguish statistical indicaters of discrimination

from discrimination itself. Evidence_ of statistical underrepresentetion of minorities

and women provides a starting point from which to examine more closely particular
hiring, promotional, or other employment practiFes to determine whether they are

the cause of the unequal results. If they are not no legal liability arises:
This distinctitin between unequal results and the processes that produce them is

contained within the regulations currently enforcing Executive Order 11246_ They

require employers to conduct a self-analysis that not only determines any underuti-

lization of minorities and women, but also serves as the basis for the "results-
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oriented procedures" Fur dismantling the discriminatory process that-produced the
tinNual resultS.

The requirement of an initial thorough investigation-is not a pro forma exercise
by the Federal. contract compliance program. It is essential -if those personnel
practices that promote the statistical- profile are to be identified. This sensible
approach requires that the party most knowledgeable about employment practices
the employerbe responsible for reviewing them to ascertain those which promote
discrimination.

4. Just as numerical evidence is the test available warning signal that discrimina-
tiun may he occurring, numerical measures, including goals and timetables are
the b-est available methods for determining whether an action program designed
to combat employment discrimination has proved effective

When the self-analysis_has_ been_ completed and discriminatory practices identi-
fied, successful affirmative action requires that an employer then devise a systemat-
ic, comprehensive,__andieviewable p_rogram_designed to eliminate the discrimination

.uncovered, The commission believes_that_goals, timetables; and specific action pro-
grams designed to achieve__the stated goals_within the selected timetables, are
essential components of affirmative action piens.

Goals and timetables are not only appropriate, but necessary;_methods for deter-
mining the success of implementation. They are routinely ernploy_ed_ as administra-
tive tools in various contexts because they are comprehensible and,_reviewable
standara for determining progress. Without goals and timetables; progress towards
the desired objective of eliminating discrimination cannot be measured.

Under the Executive Order, goals and timetables need not be inflexible,_and
failure to achieve specified goals within established timeframes does not necessarily
mean that an employer has been derelict in its duties. The failure of good_faith
efforts to meet the goals or timetables of an affirmative action plan, as with the
failure to meet the predetermined goals or timetables of any management plan,
requires an evaluation of both the plan and its implementation. It may be that a
plan originally thought .effictive encountered unexpected contingencies. In such a
case, the deficiencies can be identified and a new plan devised and implemented. A
determination of good faith looks to th,e entirety of the employer's affirmative
action plan, including the thoroughness of the self-analysis, the reasonableness of
the plan that was devised to- remedy problems disclosed by self-analysis, and the
employer's adherence to its plan. -Regulations currently governing the Federal con-,
tract compliance program fully reflect these principles.

5. Affirmative action plans, and the particular affirmative measures they may use;
depend on the nature and extent of the discrimination to be remedied

We are careful to distinguish affirmative action plans from the-specific antidis-
criniination measures that commonly are parts of such plans. Affirmative action
plans are systematic organizational efforts that comprehensively address discrimina-*
tory processes_ through antidiscrimination measures. These measures are specific
antidiscrimination techniques that may or may not use race, sex, and national
origin as_ criteria_ in_decisiontnaking. This distinction, between affirinative action
plans arid the antidiscrimination _measures that are parts of such plans, is crucial
because it permits _rigorous _support for affirmative action plans while permitting
vroductive discussio_n_ of_the wisdom of using any particular antidisbrimination
measure in agiven circumstance,

Antidiscrimination _measures can_ range_frorn _extensive recruiting of minorities
and women; to revising selection criteria so_as_ not_tuexclude_qualifled minorities
and women; to assigning a "plus" over and above other factors to_qttalifled_minctr-
Ales and women; to specifying that among qualified applicants aspecific_percentage
or ratio of minorities and women to white males be selected. Whichever particular
method may be chosen-rand we would emphasize that under the Executive Order it
is Federal contractors who get to make this decision in the first instancedepends
as a matter of law and policy upon the factual circumstances confronting the
organizaton undertaking the remedial actions.

All- of these measures, by broadening the field of competition for opportunities,
function to decrease the privileges and prospects for success some white males
previously, and almost automatically, enjoyed. To criticize any antidiscrimination
measure on the ground that it "prefers ' certain groups over others. ignores the
reality confronting organizations. Frequently, the basic choice is between activities
that routinely favor white males, or affirmative action plans that work to dismantle
the process that presently allocates opportunities in a discriminatory manner. While
it is appropriate to debate which antidiscrimination measures affirmative action
plans should use under what circumstances, the touchstone of the decision should be

.
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how the procees of discrimination manifests_itself, and which particular measures
promise to be the most effectve in dismantling it.

The .necessity far and legality of even the most Controversial antidiscrimination
measures is now-established, despite nearly a decade of coordinatd and well-funded
assault against their use. In kill the Federal Courts of Appeals, it is settled law that
the issue is not whether affirmative action may betaken, but when. The Supreme
Court has consistently declined to review the numerous Court of Appeals decisions
that have ordered quota relief to remedy illegal discrimination or that have ap--
proved quota relief as parts of consent decrees. The trilogy of Supreme Court
affirmative action cases (Bokke, Weber and Fullilove)_ makes clear that for most
members of the Supreine Court, the legal issue is not whether affirmative action is
constitutional, but What antidiscrimination measures are appropriate in which cir-
cumstances to remedy what forms of discrimination. In _addition, the executive
branch has repeatAIY sought and bargained for all kinds of antidiscrimination
measures under a variety of conditions.

Quotas and other forme of sa-called preferential treatment are not panaceas.
Their use depends on the *aye in which discriminationhas occurred and manifests
itself. They came into and have received such extensive judicial and administra-
tive approval because- of the unyielding nature and pervasive_eitent of discrimina-
tion. We urge the eub-committee to- keep clearly in mind this distinction between
affirmative action plane and the antidiscrimination measures they may use.

The Commission is also deeply interested in the second related issue that is he
subject of these hearing& th Federal role in enforcing equal employment opportu-
nity.

The Commission ,haii long monitored the Federal contract compliance program
and has criticized ineffectiVe aspects of the enforcement effort. During the period of
decentralized enforcement, which did not end until 1978,_we found deficiencies in
the management of the program; in the instruction and aasistance provided contrac-
tors, and in the quality of compliance review& The prograin was seriously under-
mined by poor coordination by the Office of Federal Contract Compliance, by dupli-
cative efforts of the agencies inVolVed, and by ininimal_attention given to contract
compliance efforts by agencies- that- viewed such efforts as unrelated to their overall
missions.- Sanctions for Violation of the order were rarely_imposed. The Office of
Federal Contract Compliance was WOw to develop policy on such important issues as
employee selection procedures, sex discrimination, and retroactive relief.

As the Commission Wrote to Secretary Donovan upon his_confirmation, we have
noted many improvement§ in the contract compliance_ program in recent years. A
major achievement Wee-the 1978 consolidation of the program into the Department
of Labor. The Office of Federal Contract Compliance worked hard to make success-
ful the transformation from regulator -of other decentralized regulators to the
agency responsible for enforcing -the Order. The department also sought to change
transferred staff members' Varied approaches to enforcingthe Order into a uniform
process. Top Department of Labor officials provided lomkneeded support and strong
leadership in molding the contract compliance efforts into a consistently enforced
program. Initiation of a new comprehensive training program, issuance of a compli-
ance manual, and careful development of vital_ regulations such as affirmative
action procedures, haVe been essential elements in the recent progress in improving
this civil rights function of the Federal Government

At this time, hoWeVer, the Commission is becomingincreasingly concerned about
prospects fora reversal of this progres& Budget reductions in the contract compli=
ance program pose a threat to the ability of the Office of Federal Contract Compli-
ance Programs to carry out its mandated responsibilities, The downgrading of the
Employment Standards Administration; of which_the contract compliance program
is a part, could further reduce enforcement, .ii concern we conveyed to the new
Director of the Office of Federal Contract Compliance, Ellen Shong, upon her
appointment We are alio disturbed by recently_proposed regulatory changes in the
Federal contract compliance effort which, if adopted, would seriously narrow the
contract compliance program's scope and weaken its affirmative action require-
ments.

For example, the Department of_Labor-is proposing to raise the coverage- thresh -
old for developing and maintaining written affirmative action programs and would
thus eliminate thousands of contractors- front' this requirement. Other planned
revisions include eliminating preawarsl review and exempting certain contractors
from compliance reviews for as long as five years. In addition, the Departnient is
actively considering making it Office_of Federal Contract Compliance Programs
policy not to seek backpay for wriod_langer'than two years. If initiated, these
proposed revisions would significantly limit enforcement efforts. Ad you may know,
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the Equal Employment_ Commission reportedly has relied important
substantive objections to some of these proposed Changes.

This Commis.sion fully supports regulatory review and reform. This process must
not take the guise, however, of stripping civil rights law and its enforcement of
authority and credibility.

STATEMENT OF ARTHUR S. FLEMMING, CHAIRMAN;_ US; COM-
MISSION ON CIVIL RIGHTS; ACCOMPANIED BY JOHN HOPE
III, ACTING STAFF DIRECTOR; AND JACK HARTOG; ASSIST=
ANT GENERAL 'COUNSEL

'Mr. FLEMMING. I appreciate your comments. The Commission is
very pleased to respond to _your request for our testimony before
your subcommittee in the coarse of your oversight hearings On the
new administration's policies _concerning equal employment, oppor-
tunity. Accompanying.me today on my left is John Hope_ IIL ourActing Staff Director, and on my right, Jack Hartog, Assistant
General Chunsel and director of our affirmative action project.

As you noted, Mr. Chairman, in your opening comments the
Commission recently issued a report entitled 'Civil Rig_htS: A Na-
tional, Not a Special Interest!' That document was the basis of
Commissionestimony to the Subcommittee on Civil and Constitu-
tional Righ the House Judiciary Committee in connection with
an oversight hearing conducted by that committee on the possible
impact of pending budget_ proposals on civil rights.

The report reviews the proposed cuts in Federal civil rights
enforcement effort§ as well as proposed reductions in or elimina-
tion of 10 social and economic programs integrally related to Civil
rights _progress. The report also analyzes the proposal to establish a
block grant approach in numerous areas.

The first two chapters of our report relate the pending budget
proposals to the history and purpose of the 13th, 14th and 15th
amendments._ We point out that following the adoption of these
Civil War amendments and the enactment of Some implementing
legislation,-the Nation turned its back for 100 years on the con-
cepts of freedom and equality for members of the black coriununity..
Brown v. Bocti-d of Education revitalized the -Civil War amend-
ments and marked the beginning of a new era of hope.
, In_ bur report we raise the question of whether the pending

budget proposals foreshadoW\ another period of retrenchthent,
rather than advancement in thexarea of civil rights: We are espe-
cially concerned about the Federalrole in dealing with the effects
of past and-present discrimination o the lives of minorities..

Our report- for example notes tha there Will be' a lOSS Of-697
pOgition§ in the five major:civil righ ' enforcement agencies; This
reduction; our report concludes, pis likely to limit actual enforee-
ment, undercut the deterrent effect of Federal enforcement by
diminishing the credibility of potential Federal liability and
weaken the ability of the Federal Government to assist those who
would voluntarily fulfill their civil rights obligationS.

Our report also notes that the budget proposals would completely
eliminate or sharply cut Federal, programs such as those providing
comprehensive employment and training and economic develop-
ment and small business assistance that are designed to Open new
opportunities for employment for minorities and women, .
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The Commission has long_ held that if we are to combat discrimi-

nation in the field-of-employment effectively, both pliblic and pri-
vete employers must Make the fullest possible use of the manage-
ment tool that has come to be known as affirmative action. We
have also v Drously supported the use of affirmatiVe action as an

indispensa' part df the enforcement of Executive Order ,11246 by

the Office ''ederal Contract Compliance program§ in the Depart-
ment of Labor. This Presidential program which has been suPport-
ecl by Presidents of both parties requires businesses that contract
with the _Federal Govemment'not to discriminate and todeVelop
and implement affirmative action programs. --

In brief, we believe -that employers, public and private; must set
goals.and 'timetables for the employment of minorities and women;
They must then develop_action programs designed to achieve these
goals within the Specified time frames. These action programs
should assign- specific duties and_ responsibilities to appropriate
employees and should penalize those who fail to discharge them
and reward those who successfully discharge them;

Recently the _Cornmissicin released and widely circulated a pro-
posed statement "Affirmative Action in the 1980's: Dismantling the
Process of Discrimination." Subsequent to releasing theproposed
statement the Commission held_two pubic consultations _on_ this

document. TheSe consultations provided the_ Commission an oppor-
tunity to receive and consider comments on the proposed statement
from a wide tange of proponents:and critics__ of affirmative action.

My remarks on affirmative action today are based on this_ docu-

ment which the Commission is presently reviewing' With the sin-
derstanding that ,this review is likely to produce some modifica-

tions; I would like to submit a copy of the proposed statement for
inclusion in the record of this hearing.

The following are some of the major points underlying the pro-

posed statement:
First, affirmatiVe action exists because of the nature and extent

of the problem of race, sex;- and national origin discrimination and
can only be discussed productively if the probleim of discrithination
is recognized:_-

Because affirmative action by definition means remedial action
and to one degree or another deliberately takes race, sex, or na-
tional origin into account; it appears at odds with -the ideal of a,
color-blind America that makes dedisions without reference to race;
sex, or national origin: How can remedial means' that consciously

use race; sex, or national origin be reconciled with ultimate ends
that preclude any consciousness of race, sex, or national Origin?

Our proposed statement seeks to make clear that any supposed
means-end conflict between affirmative action and eliminating_ dis-

crimination can 1*-resolved; SuCh resolution will be found_through

a more precise tinderstanding of the nature and extent Of today's
patterns and princesses of race; sex, and national. origin.discrimina-

Aion.
Abstract, philosophical debates over_means and ends, our por-

posed statement argues,, will remain unproductive. Greater agree,_
ment is -most' likely to emerge from a practical, concrete analysis of
how the prbblem of discrimination manifests_ itself and then of
what remedies will most effectiVely eliminate such discrimination.

32
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It is for this reason that the Commission's proposed statement
adopts a problem-remedy_ approach that continually unites the
remedy of affirmative action with the problem of discrimination.

The second point we underline is that discrimination is- a,,self-
sustainin_g process that will persist even in the absence of inten-
tionally discriminatory conduct unless systematically attacked. Dis-
criminatiori is more than just individual -prejudice; Although dis-

%

crimination is maintained by individual actions, neither individual
pr6udices nor random chance can fully explain the persistence of
national patterns of inequality:

In our proposed statement the Commission discusses the self-
sustaining process of discrimination. This process involves the atti-
tudes and actions of individuals and organizations and the social
structures that .guide individual and organizational behavior. The
proposed statement identifies illustrative examples of each level of
discriminatory conduct and describes discrimination as_an_inter-
locking,self-perpetuating process that, started by past eVents, now.
routinely bestows privileges and advantages upon white males
while- imposing disadvantages and penalties upon minorities and
women.

The third major point that we underline in the proposed state=-
ment is that numerical underrepresentation of minorities or
women does not itself constitute discrimination. Such statistics are
warning signals that strongly suggest the: presence of discrimina,
tion and compel further inquiry. Perhaps no other aspect of civil
rights law has been more misunderstood than its: use bf statistics;
Our propoSed statement devotes considerable attention to their use
and abuse.

Statistical procedures interpreting data based on race, sex, and
national origin are the principal and best means for detecting the
likely _presence of discrimination. Their use is premised on the
assumptioirtliat_in the absence of discrimination, minorities and
women will be represented throughout an employer's work force to
a degree ru ghly proportional to their availability in the relevant
labor force.

It is- important, however, to distinguish statistical indica tors of
discrimination froin discrimination itself Evidence of statistical
underrepresentation of minorities and women _provides a starting -
point froth which to examine more closely particular hiring;_promo-
tional, or other employment practices to determine whether they
are the cause of the uneqiial results; If they are not; no legal
liability arises.

This distinction betwe~requal results and the processes that
produce them is contain thin the-current regulations enforcing
Executive Order 11246. They require employers to conduct a self-
analysis that not only determines any underutilization of minor-
ities and Women but also serves as the _basis for the results-oriented
procedures for dismantling the discriminatory process that pro-
duced the unequal results;

The fourth rriVer:peint that we underline in our statement is
that just as numerical evidence is the best available warning signal
that discrimination may- be occurring, numerical measures, includ-
ing those in timetables, are the best available methods for deter-

83-171 0 - B2 -3
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mining Whether an action program designed to combat employ-
ment discrimination has proved effective.

When the/Se lfanalysis has been completed and .discriminatory
practices identified; successful affirmative action requires that an
employer then__ devise -a ystematic comprehensive ,and reviewable
program designed to eliminate the discrimination uncovered. The.
Commission believeS the goals, timetables and specific' action pro,
grams designed to achieve the stated goals within .the ,selected
timetables, are essential Components of =affirmative action plansfr

Under the Executive order, goals and timetables need not be
inflexible, and failure to achieve Specified goals. within established
time frames does not necessarily mean that an employer has been
derelict' in its dutieS. The failure of good faith efforts to meet the
goals or timetables of an affirmative action plan, as with the
failure to meet the predeterrninedgoals or timetables of any man-
agement-plan,- requires an evaluation of both the plan and .its
implementation. %

10iir fitthikiirit that we underline in our statement is that affirm-
ative action plans and the particular affirmative measures they'
may depend on the nature and extent of -the discrimination to
be remedied; We are careful to diatinguish affirmative action plans
frorn the specific antidiscrimination measures that commonly are
parts of such plans.

Affirmative action plenS are systematic organizational efforts
that comprehensively address discriminatory processes through
antidiscrimination measures. These measures are specific antidis,
criinination techniques that may or may not use race, sex, and
national origin as criteria in decisionmaking. This distinction be-
tWeen affirmative 'action plans and the antidiscrimination meas-
ures that are parts of such plans is crucial because it permits
rigorouS Support for affirmative action plans while permitting pro=.
ductive discussion of the *Mom of using any particular antidis-
crimination measure in a given circumstance. -

Antidiscrimination measures can range from extensive recruiting
of minorities_ and women to revising selection criteria so as not to
exclude qualified minorities and women to- assigning a plus over
and above other factors to qualified minorities and women to speci-
fying that among qualified applidants a specific percentage or ratio
of minorities and women to white-males be selected.

Whichever particular Method may be chosenand we would em-
phasize- that under the Executive order it is -Federal contractors
who get to make this dedision in the first instancedepends as a
matter of laW and _policy upon the factual circumstances confront-
ing the organization undertaking the remedial actions.

All of theSe measures, by broadening the field of competitiOn for
opportunities; function to decrease the privileges and prospects for
success Sorrie white males previously and almost automatically en-
joyed: To criticize any antidiscrimination measure .on the ground
that it prefers_ certain groups over others ignores the reality con-
fronting- organizations. Frequently the_basic choice is between tic-

-tivitieS that routinely favor white males or affirmative action plans
that work to dismantle the process that presently alloCates oppor-
tunities in a discriminatory manner.
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While it is appropriate todebate which antidiscrimination meas-
ure affirmative action plans should use under. what circumstances;
the touchstone of the decision should be how the process of discrim-
ination manifests itself and which particular measures promise to
berme most effective in dismantling it.

The necessity, for and JegEdity of even the most controversial
antidiscrimination measure is -now established despite nearly a
decaae of coordinated and well funded assaults,against their use In
all of the Federal Courts of Appeals it is settled, law that the issue
is not whether affirmative action may be taken but when The
Supreme Court has consistently declined to review the numerous
Court of Appeals decisions that have ordered quota relief to
remedy illegal discrimination or that have approved quota relief as
part of consent decrees.

The trilogy of Sup_ reme Court affirmative action cases; Bakke,
Weber,and Fullitove, makes clear that for most members of the
Supreme Court the legal issue is not whether affmriative action is
constitutional but what .antidiscrimination measures are appropri-
ate in which circumstances to remedy what forms of cliscrimina-
tiOn.

The Commission is also deeply interested in the -second related
issue that is the subject of ,these hearings: the Federal -role- in
enforcing equal employment opportunity; The Commission has long
monitored the Federal contract compliance_Rrogram and has criti-
cized ineffective aspects of the enforcement effort,

During the period _of decentralized enforcement which did not
end until 1978, we found deficiencies in the management of the
program, in the instruction and assistance provided contractors
and in the quality of compliance reviews, The program was serious-
ly undermined by poor coordination by the Office of Federal Con-
tract Compliance, by duplicative efforts of the agencies involved
and by minimal attention given to contract compliance efforts by
agencies that viewed such eftprts as unrelated to their overall
missions. Sanctions for violation of the Order were rare_ ly imposed.
The Office of Federal Contract Compliance was slow to develop
policy on such important issues as employee selection procedures,
sex diScrimination, and retroactive relief..

As the Commission wrote to Secretary Donovan upon his confir-
mation, we have noted' many improvements in the contract compli-'
mice program in recent years. A major-achievement was the 1978
consolidation of the program into the Department of Labor.. The
Office- of Federal _Contract Compliance worked hard to make suc-
cessful the transformation from regulator of other decentraliied
regulators to the sole agency responsible for enforcing the_ order,

The Department ;Also sought to .change transferred staff mem-
hers' varied approaches to enforcing the order into a uniform -proc-
ess: 11')_p Department of Labor officials provided, long-needed sup-
port and strong leadership in molding the contract compliance
efforts into a consistently enforced' program. Initiation of a new
comprehensive training program, issuance of a compliance manual
and careful development of vital regulations such as affirmative
action procedures have been essential elements in the recent prog-
ress in improving this civil rights function of the Federal Gover-
ment.
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At this time, hoWever, the Commission is becoming increasingly

concerned about prospects for a feversal of thiS_Progress. Budget
reductions in the contract complianceonce program; as I have alreadY1?

noted, pose a threat to the ability of the Office of Federal Contract
Compliance ProgramS to carry out its mandated responsibilities.

The downgrading of the EmploymentStandards- Administration
of which the cant-act compliance program is a part could further/reduce enforcement_ a concern we conveyed to the nevi Director of
the Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs, Ellen Shong, .

upon her appointment. We are also di§turbad by recently proposed
regulatory changeS in the contract compliance effort
which, if adopted, would seriously narrow the contract compliance
program's' Scope and weaken its affirmative action requirements.

For exampl% the Departrnent of Leber is proposing to raise the
.coverage threShold for developing and maintaining written affirma-
tive action programs and would thus eliminate thousands of con-
tractors from this requirement. Other planned revisions include
eliminating preaward review and exempting certain contractors
from compliance reviews as long as .5 years. In additiOn,_ the
Department is actively /Cdnaidering making its Office of Federal
Contract Compliance Programs adhere to a policY 'of not seeking
backpay_ for a period linger than 2 'years. If initiated; these pro-
posed revisions would significantly limit enforcement efforts. As
you may know, the Equal Employnient Opportunity Commission
reportedly has raised/important substantive objections to some of
these proposed changes.

This COmmission fully supports regulatory revieW_and_, reform.
This process must not take the guise,_however, of stripping civil
rights- law and its enforcement of authority and credibility.

I will be very happy, Mr. Chairman, to try to respond to your
qUestions or questions -of members of the committee,

Mr. FlAwiuNs. Thank you, Mr. Flemming, for your very excellent
statement. ' 1

Mrs. Fenwick, we will yield to you first this Uile.
Mrs. FENWICK. Thank you; Mr. Chairman,
It has been a long time since I left the New Jersey committee for

your Commission; but I served on it from the beginning and was
vice chairman under your _predecessor. Much good work was done

I wanted to ask you something. I have long had a hope and belief
that one of the moat effective things we could do would' be to
require that every single Government agencyand we would have
the right to do that in an executive agencyshould compose -d
team of people in various occupation§ in that particular agency to
go into our high schools in our,zentral cities and otherlaces and
inform the children of the requirements_ of eachoccupation and to
encourage them to go into that particular field.

For example I have in mind a truck driver, a lawyer; a nurse, an
accountant, a chemist; a doctor if there is any In_ Other words all
the variety and gamut of occupations, .and by the composition of
the team it would indicate that these occupations are open to all I
would, like companieS to do it as well If we could organize _night
tutoring, after-school tutoring and after=Work tutoring through this
mechanism, thoSe children in the high schools who wanted to go on
to the occupations that have been suggested. could sign Up If medi-
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cine interests .one,-well, when a doctor explained his_profession, he
would have told the students that you have to be good in chemistry
and biology and English.

Do you see what I mean? How would somethinglikethatTettrilte
you as an evidencesof practical evidence, a concern? I would like to
see every company do, it.

Mr. FLEMMING. COngresswoman Fenvvick, irr connection with
some of the desegregatiOn plans that have been put Into operation
in- some of the cities; business concerns have adopted certain
schools within those cities. For example this has been done in
Boston. The fact of the matter is Judge Garrity, the Federal judge
who is responsible for the desegregation order there, has included
that in his plans. Those business concerns have carried on activi-
ties along the line that you have identified.

I think that it would be possible; for example; for, each Federal
regional council to accept responsibility for developing a program
with the relevant Federal agencies in an area such as Boston
taking that again as an illustrationto develop comparable rela-
tionships with the schools in that particular area:_

Mrs. FENWICK. I have not made myself clear. I know of some of
these business relationships. They get the guidance counselors -to
come in and observe and monitor a job interview, so thathe
guidance counselors are able when working with the children to
advise them: That is ,not what I mean.

You have to move directly to the children. You have to by visual
evidence convince those-erititiren that these occupations are open to
male, female, Hispanic, black, or white. I do not see any reason
why Government employees should not do it They are all paid
employees of the taxpayers, and I see no reason why they should
not, in cooperation with the schools, move in this direction.

Mr. FLEMMING. I think you have a very interesting idea and I
think it is an idea that could be worked on and developed front a
practical point of yiew, both in terms of the private sector and the
public sector. .

Mrs FENWICK. Are there any other ideas that you might have? I
know the fine program that Prudential is doing -in Newark and. I
am told that it is good. But it is not enough; because it is not
enough to just let the teachers see it. The children have to see it

Mr. F_LEMMING. I think basically it is a sound approach.
Mrs. FENWICK. Thankyou.
Thank yod; Mr._ Chairman.
Mr. HAWKINS. Thank you, Mrs. Fenwick.
Mr. Clay?
Mr. CLAY. Thank your Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Flemming; in the Commission's report captioned "Civil

Rights; a National Not a Special Interest" just recently issued you
stated, and I quote:

There is a grave danger that this administration's efforts to balance the budget,
cut- takes, and expand the defenses of the Nation may diminish or undercut the
Federal Government's responsibility or its capacity to fulfill that responsibility to
preserve, protect and defend the constitutional rights of all Americans.

What, in your view, are some of th,e likely ramification s of this
administration's apparent decision not to support the adequate
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funding programs responsible for the enforcement of equal oppor-
tunity laws?

Mr. FLEMMING. Congressman Clay; the generalized statement
which, yob have quoted from our_report is based on a rather de-
tailed analysis'of the budget proposals -first of all as they relate to
the civil rights enforcement agencies. chapter 3 of the report deals
with the Federal civil rights enforcement effort. In that particular
chapter we analyze the budget propokils for each one of the en-
forcement agencies. Then having analyzed the budget proposals for
each one of them, we do arrive at a conclusion which we set forth
on page

ewewe state that our review of five major 'Civil rights,.enforce-
ment programs indicates that the administration's proposed reduc-
tions in their budgeta would jeopardize recent efforts to improve
Federal civil rights enforcement activities. The revisions threaten a .

significant decrease _in Federal civil rights enforcement efforts a.
decrease that may have long term consequences in terms of the
ability of -the Nation to implement its constitutional commitment

. to_equal o_pportunity.
The seduction in Federal civil-rights enforcement- resources for

these five -agencies, the loss of 697 positions from 7,400 in fiscal
1981 to 6;700 in fiscal 1982 is likely tC?. limit .actual enforcement;

. undercut the deterrent effect of such enforcement by diminishing
the credibility of potential Federal liability and reduce technical,

for those who would undertake self-improvement and
. voluntary compliance with civil rights obligation&

But we did not confine our_ analysis to the civil rights enforce
ment agencies; In addition; we took a look at the proposed reduc-.-tions in social and economic,programs which in our judgment are
directly 'related to- the Federal Government's obligation to deal
with the results of; discrimination, both past discrimination and
present discrimination:,

We looked at thehudget proposals in connection with the Legal
Services Corporation, the Elementary and Secondary Education
'Act, the Emergency Sehool Aid Act; the Bilingual Education Act,
the Small Business Administratien progiams; the Economic Devel-
opment Administration; the federally assisted heusing programs,
community health centers, COmprehensive Employment Training
Act, the Community Service Administration.
' Having looked at proposed reductions -for each one of the pro-
grams, we reached some overall conclusions. I will just read the
final paragraph Of our conclusions:.

The budget reductions for or abelition of programs proposed by the admintration
will pose barriers-7W the fulfillment of the Constitutional promise of equality em-
bodied in the Civil War amendments,and will limit the ability of those. programs to
attain the congressional objectives of the specific legislation. As past Congresses
have realized in their delibetations over these programs, the solution to achieve the
Federal mandate of both the Civil War amendments and the program's specific
legislation is to make these programs effective or replace them with programs that
promise greater effectiveness.

In cifir judgment the Civil War
not

place upon the
Federal Government an obligation not to turn- its back on pro-

' grams designed to deal with the results -of diacrimination. And to
put it positively; they place upon the Federal Government an obli-

38
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gation to on Up opportunities that are designed to be responsive i
lopastand present discrimination plans. , .

CLkV. In your testimony you describe affirmative action as a /
management tool._ Will you briefly explain to the, committee whatl
you mean by that?

Mr. FLEMMING. It seems to me that if a person hes a responsibili-
ty for managing an organization, he or she is going to set sonie
objectives for that organization and she or he is going to soon learn .

that just setting the objectives and telling the organization about
the objectives is not going to accomplish very much. In addition to

. setting the-objectives, it is going to be necessary to set some meas-
urable goals related to the achievement of a given objective and to
establish a timetable for reaching those goals. -4

Then it is necessary to develop an action program which will
make it possible, hopefully, to reach the goal within the tithe set. _
One of the characteristics of the action program is that you Jil- -_sign

ifnization to do
things which, if done, will make it possible to reach the goal.

You penalize those yglio do not discharge those duties and

ow as we see -it; the objective of equal employment; theN
and you reward those who do.

up opportunities for minorities and women, should be an objective
of all- organizations, public or private. And if the administrator Of
an organization, the _person who has topside responsibility for the
organization really means business in setting that objective, if she
or he is going to do more than just pay lip service to thelobjective,
then of necessity "she- or he is going to use this manageinent tool.

The administrator is going to set some goals in-the area of equal-
e is going,
d respon-
r is going
e or he is

opportunity-laid is going to set some timetables. She or
to have an action program and iegoin_gto assign-duties
sibilities_to_ peeple in the organization. The adMinistra
to penalize" those who do not disCharge -those duties.. S
going to reward those who:do. _

If the adiiiiiiiiitrator does this, she or he will begin to/ get results;
If I have _top responsibility for a Federal agency or for an educa-

tional institution -and I have ,had the privilege of having_ responsi-
bility for _both types of institutions in the past--=I can talk all I
want to about wanting to open up opportunities for nimorities and
wornani_and the people associated-with my organization Will listen
to me. But nothing will really happen-because built into my organi-
zation; like all other organizations,.will be institutional discrimina-
tien.

Nothing' really -is; going_ to happen waif I finally get *clown to.
business and_ set -some goals; some timetables; 'develop an. action
program,_assign 'duties and '.responsibilities to people, and make it
clear that I am- going to reward those who discharge those duties
an_ d responsibilities effectiVely and I am going- to penalize those
who do not; When begin to _get 'some; resUlts. Then I Vii.11 be
able to overcome this institutional discrimination that is built into
my_ organization. _ _

Thia updated statement on affirmative Tactio,n_ that the Commis-.
sion about to issue to which I referred in iogy teatimony places _a
great deal of emphasis on the fact that youdevelop an affirmative

--/°action plan which is tailored to the kind of discrimination that is
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being practiced within your organization at any given time So it
becomes -a management tool; a management tool that helps you to
deal with the issue of discrimination as it manifests itself within
your particular organization;

Mr. CLAY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
r. HAWKINS. Mr Petri?
r. PETRI. Lyield to Mrs. Fenwick.

Mrs. FENWICK Again_l_have just a small matter. Are you respon-
sibile for form M-1? No? Who doesthat?

A small busipessrnan sent it to me: Twenty -two different groups
have to be identified in this,. including Aleuts and Eskimos. It is
not from your office, right?

Mr. FLiMMING No; I will be glad to check it for you
Mr& FENWICK. It is form M-1. The employer was desperate. _I

think there were actually 26 different groups in all. He said,
"What do I do if someone is half and half."

Mr; FLEMMING. We will be glad to check into that.
Mrs. FENWICK. Thank you.
Mr PETRI. That relates to my question; I notice on page 5 in

your testimony you indicated that a concrete analysis of remedies
will most effectively eliminate discrimination; and that getting
down to the practical aspects o f the problem it the -way to get
something done rather than just talking about the 'Problem in
general, terms.

Are there additional categories' that should be the subject of
affirmative action that have been addedto this list of 26?

Mr. FLEMMING. Our statement, as you indicate and it is reflected
in my testimony, places great emphasis on the faCt that youtake
look at a specific situation for the purpose of determining whether
or not the members of a group within a particular organization arg
really the victims_ of discriminately practice& We feel that you
should deal. with it on a case-by-case basis. We believe that the
problem-remedy approach that is set -forth in our proposed staff
ment on affirmative action makes a lot of sense. You analyze yet"
problem. You determine what your problem is.

As I haVe said in response to Congressman Clay, if I have respon-
sibility for the administration' of a Government agent_ or an edu-
cational institution, if I analyze my problem in the area ef equal
employment, I am going to conclude without any difficulty that I
have got some problems in terms of -both past and present discrimi-
nation against members of the black community in all probability.
It would be very unusual if I did not reach that particular conclu-
sion. Likewise, I will reach that conclusion undoubtedly in connec-
tion with the Hispanic community; the Asian-American cornmuni---
ty, and the Amerigm Indian community.

Now I appreciate the thrust of ydur question as to whether or
not there are members of certain other groups that are discrimi-
nated against because they are members of the groups. But I think
what you do is to analyze your problem to determine whether or-
not there is evidence pointing to the fact that members of a group
are the victims of discrimination. If there. is that problem, then you
devise a remedy in the form of an affirmative action plan of some
kind designed to deal with that particular problem.
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Mr. HAWKINS. Mr. _Flemmin I hate to interrupt_ but there is a
vote pending on the floor. Two bells did ring. I would suggest that
we take a brief recess, 10 minutés, not longer. Then we will contin-
ue the questioning.. The vote is On the Department of Defense
authorization bill regarding the use of Defense personnel for drug
arrests.

The subcommittee is in recess for 10 minutes. ...
---------.-:._ [Recess was taken.]

----Mr---HAwmrrs. The subcommittee will come to order.
Mr: Fliiming, L apologize again; The IO4ninute recess was_ ex-

tended because ani5ther _vote was pending, but apparently weare
not that 'close to it and wewa,teto accommodate you and year
time schedule.

Mr. Washington; I _think you are next inThne,-,
Mr. WASNIfiGTON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. -

Directing your attention to page.5 of your statement, Mr. Flem-
ming, at the bottom of the page you state: "Discrimination is a self-
sustaining process that will persist even in the 'absence of inten-
tionally dicriminatory conduct unless systematically attacked."

One of the criticisms of the affirmative actionprocess today is
that it has come to mean something different from its stated goal
of equal opportunity for an. Through the use of_goals and quotas,
affirmative- action has come to mean equality of results, the pre-
sumption that every selection process must result in a one-to-on':
match between the race; gender; and ethnic opposition and the -

application pool and the candidates selected.
How do you respond to this criticism of affirmative action? It is a

misconception of course. It is devastating in its use and it has got
to be met hetd on.

Mr. FLEmmING. -It is a misconception. In our basic statement to
which I referred in our testiknony we endeavor to deal with that in
depth. I go back again to the fact that we believe that the affirms- .

tive action plan should be in direct response to the fact of discrimi-
nation as it exists Within an .organization, private or public as far
as that is concerned.

As r indicated in my_testimony we agree with the current regale-
tions as far as the Executive order is concerned in that they

i...; require an analysis of the work force in order not just to come up
with a set of statistics but for the purpose of determinin_g whether ,discrinlination exists and the extent of discrimination. in that par-

' ticular organization.
Thep goals and timetables shOuld be set for that particular orga- : s

nization for the purpose of remed_3ring the past and present diStrim- -----
iriation that is reflected in that particular thganization. You do
that employer by employer,public and_private employer, one after
the other; It is not en effort_ to impose. a formula on the entire .
Nation or anything of that kind. I mean a Statistical for-Multi on
the entire Nation; It is an effort to analyze what the problem is in ,-

a particular omanization. .
As I indicated in response to an earlier question, if you analyze it .

frankly, yOu identify the fact that the organization is confronted
with the results of past and present discrimination. Then you, as
an administrator if you have responsibility for that organization,

r
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develop a plan designed to deal with it. It just makes sense to set
Softie goals and some timetables;

But the most important thing_ is that you develop action pro-
grarna 4Signed to reach those goals and you assign responsibilities
to peo06 in the organization and you reward those who discharge
theae responsibilities, you penalize those who do nbt and, step by
step you begin to get results. You begin to root out 4[e/results of
past and present discrimination.

That is the objective ,iof affirmative action. Some of this other
language that is used by the opponents is simply an effort to use
code words on the part of persons who in reality --o not want to
combat diScrimination: They want to live with the results of it
They do not want to disturb the' tatus quo.

Mr. WASHINGTON Is the tempo of the times such that the
conservative element seems to be gaining some sway? Although I
do not think it is a mandate, is it so deepseated that we,simply
cannot communicate what you_are saying here very lucidly? Are
we losing the public relations fight? _How can we get this across?

There are a lot of people who do not concede your basic point in
No._ 1 and that is that there is a problem.' _They do not see it

Mr FLEMMiNc. No; I do not think we should assume that we are
losing or that we have to lose what you refer to as the public
relations battle. It seems to me that we have got to keep bringing
out on top- of the table the facts that Mere it Very clear that
discrimination does exist.

For example, our Commission put out a couple of years ago
publiCation called "ancial Indicators of Equality;" In the area of
employment the indicator was the wide gap in the unemployment
rate of minorities and women as over against whiter males; This
came out initially in 1978=_ We pointed out at that time that the
gap that had existed in 1960 Still existed in 1978, the same gap: We
updated that in 1979. There was no change.

Now it has not been updated since then but I am sure there has
not_heeri any substantial change: I always hasten to say that that
does not mean that minorities and women haVe not had oppoituni-
tieS for employment over that span of time But what I am talking
about is the gap in the unemployment rate between minorities and
Women and white males. That gap has remained the same over :a
period of _20 years. In our judgment it has remained the same
becauSe Of the fatt that discrimination continues to be built into
the life of organizations, both public and private.
I In our affirmative action statement I .think maybe one of the
contributions that we are making is the fact that we try to tbcus on
the fact that you have to come to grips with insfitutional_dibcrimi-
nhtion; with the discrimination in that _organization. As I said
earlier_ as an administrator I may not be in favor of discrimina=
dam_ I may be in favor of opening up equal employment opportuni-
ty. But if I just say that and do not do anything more, if I do not
develop and put into effect and get back-an affirmative action plan;
the organization will beat me because there is built into the organi-
zation the results of past and present discrimination. =

I think we have to'keep works g away at that and upnot give upon
it Fortunately as I indicated in illy testimony, at least up to the
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present point we have had the support of the courts on this and I
see no reason why that should not Continue.

In fact, if I may just say this, personally have the feeling that
the time has, come when we should try in this employment area to
introduce at the community level what I refer to as a community-
wide affirmative action program. I would like to see a community
identify the gap between the unemployment ratesof minorities and
women and white males. And I would like to see the power struc-
ture of that community,_ both public and private, say we are going
to close that gap over the next year or so by 2 or 3 percentage
points, whatever the case may be. And in order to close it we are
going to develop and launch an action program in our community
in behalf of equal employment.

As a part of that action program I would like to see them say we
are going to get back to the enforcement of equal employment laws
at the Federal, State; and- local levels. Also the program should call
for carrying on a crusade to get more and more employers to
develop and implement affirmative action plans: It should recog-
nize that in all probability small businesses are the largest single,
employer in our community, alid should -make it possible for small
business to be service& by _a central affirmative action staff. The
media should be urged to get behind the plan: Sponsors of the plan
should try to develo_p some pride in the community in making
progress in closing the gap- between the unemployment rate of
minorities and women and white males.

I think those are the kinds of things that we have to do instead
of just spending too much of our time dealing with these code
words that people throw at us who do not really believe in equal
opportunity anyhow. We have to get on the offensive.

I would really like to see some people get interested in some
communitywide affirmative action programs.

Mr. WASHINGTON. Your positive position is encouraging: Perhaps
these hearings the chairman has scheduled will help launch the
kind of thing you are talking about. At least I am optimistic to the
extent that we should try.

M. FLEMMING. Personally I am delighted that these hearings
have been scheduled.

WASHINGTON. I yield, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. HAWKINS. Because of the constraint of time, Mr. Flem-

iningI understand that you are hard pressedthe Chair will
refrain from questions at this time. This is the first in -a series of
hearings, iind we will take advantage of your generosity by inviting
you back some other time

Mr. FLEMMING. Mr. Chairman, we are just delighted you are
.doing this We will be more than happy to work with you and with
the members of your staff, and I will be glad to come back at any
time. We believe in the objectives that you believe in and we want
to do everything we can to help make it possible for our Nation to
move- forward rather than backward in the achievement of the
objectives.

Mt. HAWKINS. Thank you_, and thanks for the very constructive
suggestions you have- made this morning: We have noted them and
we will certainly be in constant communication with you and your
staff
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Mr. FLEMMING. Thank you very much.
Mr. HAWKINS. Thank you.
[The COMMiSSi011 report to be retaitined_in subcommittee files is

also available at the Commission on Civil Right]
Mr; HAWKINS. The next scheduled witness is Ms. Vilma Mar-

tinez, President and general counsel of the Mexican American
Legal Defense and Educational Fund.

Ms. Martinez, we welcome you as our next Witness and look

forward to your testimony.
All of the testimony of the witnesses Will be incorporated in the

record in its entirety: We might suggest to the witnesses that they
sitnply_deal with the highlights of their testimony.
- M Martinez, you may proceed.

MS. MARTmEz. Thank you, Mr. Chairman
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----[The-prepared statement of Vilma Martinez follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF VILMA S. MARTINEZ, PRESIDENT AND GENERAL COUNSEL,
MEXICAN AMERICAN LEGAL DEFENSE AND EDUCATIONAL FUND

My name is Vilma S. Martinez, and I am President and General

Counsel of.the Mexican American Legal Defense and Educational Fund.

MALDEF is a national civil rights organization dedicated to the ,

preservation'and vindication of the civil and constitutional rights.

of close to 15 million Americana of Hispanic descent. Currently,

we have offices in San Francisco, Los Angeles( Denver, Chicago, San

Antonio and here in Washington, D.C. For the past'severar years,

much of our work has been concentrated'in the areas of employment,

education, immigration and voting rights. Girn'the nature of our

work, we are keenly aware of the significance of the issues before

this subcommittee today and appreciate the opportunity to testify

at these hearings.

There is growing opposition to affirmative action--fueled by

a Lack of understanding of what affirmative action is and why affirm-

ative measures are necessary to integrate'our national work force

and educational institutions.

As the economy worsens and 'Americans fear more for their own

economic survival, all sorts of epithets are aimed at programs

providing access to minorities. Legislative, regulatory and consti-

tutional proposals opposing affirmative action have emerged to threaten'

the future access-of minorities and women into our institutions which,

even'today, 17 Years after the Civil Rights Act of 1964 was enacted,

remain the bastibn of white America.

We are deeply concerned that support for affirmative action at

the federal level is wavering in face of the onslaught by employers

arguing that affirmative action is burdensome, expensive and divisive.

Affirmative action is n essential tool in the national effort to

provide true equal emp oyment and educational opportunity for members

of groups .to whom it ha been denied in the past.

4.5
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We oppose_any weakening of our.national commitment to equal

opportunities for minorities and women. SpecificalIy,.we oppose the

current proposals to amend or alter Executive Order 112461, amend

the CiVil Rights Act of 19642, and amend the Constitution to prohibit

affirmative action. These proposals threaten to undermine the gains

made by minorities and women in recent years and are a smokescreen

covering what are essentially efforts to return to old, racist modes

of behavior.

I. AFFIRMATIVE ACTION.

Affirmative action quite clearly is.a matter which directly

or indirectly affects the life of..virtually every AmeLican. Yet

despite its pervasive -impact, it is a concept which is widely mis-

understood. In the final analysis, affirmative action is a coIlectio,

of race and sex conscious remedies designed to ensurethat otherwise

fully qualified minorities are allowed to participate in those insti-

tutions in our society which have historically been closed_ao, them.

Affirmative action implicitly or explicitly uses race, sex and

national origin as criteria in decision making. The particular

affirmaive measures used by a school or employer clearly depend on

the nature and extent of, the discrimination to be remedied. We

should be clear that affirmative action is nbt a system of inflexible

quotas or other mechanical formulae designed to give preference to

minority or female candidates regardless of their qualifications;

affirmative action is not a aeries of requirements which is arbitrarily

imposed upon employers and educational ,institutions without regard to

l Executive Order 11246 (1965), 41 C.F.R. Part 60.

2 1).

.42 0,S,C. S2000e et seq.
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their past history visa -via minorities and Women. .Rathee, it is

fundamentally a remedy to redress the continuing effects of past dis-

criminatioe-a temperact measure to compensate for past evils - -and

employers or educational institutions.' which have a balanced and

representative work force or student body need not engage.in affirmative

action efforts. .Further, the need for affirMative action is triggered

by the presence of discrimination or'its,ongoing effects.

From all indicators, discrimination against minorities and women

has nOt'been eliminated from our institutions.. Clearly, the current

regulatory; legislative and constitutional 'proposals to eliminate'or

hobble affirmative action are not the result of 'our national discriM-

. ination problem having been resolved but, rather, have come about

because we are entering an era of diminished resources; high unemploy...'

ment, and increased competition for employment and eduCation. In this..,

atmosphere, it is not surprising that active consideratiUn of race or

sex as a positive factor for minority or female candidates has been

.viewed with trepidation by those who cannot claim protected status.

But it is surprising that so many people have adopted the mistaken

view that remedial action resulting in wider, fairer Competition for
. _

llh

scarce opportunities'is detr

i

al., to our socialso welfare.

. I am. convinced that with I e affiiative action requirements

contained in federal laws; the participation of minorities and women

would be but a fraction of their current numbeis in our society.

The legality of race and sex conscious 'remedies which have led to the

integration of minorities and women into our institutions can no longer.

,be questioned. ,The, United States Supreme Court, has consistently heId

that the consideration of race or ethnicity as one of many factors
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in-the selection process is permissible.3 DesPite'lfs indiSputabIe

legality, however, affirmative action continues to be the subject of

consperable controversy: detractors allege that it is inconsis-

tent with the fundamental principles of American society; that its

implementation is far too costly: that it only results in "reverse

racism" against White males. None of these arguments', however, will

withstand close intellectual scrutiny.

II. 141-EUNPESSUASI-VE ARGUMENTS AGAINST AFFIRMATIVE-ACTION:
PREFERENTIAL TREATMENT" AND "REVERSE DISCRIMINATION"

Those who decry the current use,of affirmative action measures

fail to comprehend the impact that hundreds of years of discrimination

have had on minorities, women and our institutions. Affirmative

measures actually try .to change a status quo that systematically dis

favors minorities and women to an open system that provides.tlInm with

equal opportunities. The elimination of affirmative action would

return us not to a mythical world where all were judged equally, but

rather to the actual American pasi.in which minorities andwoMenwere

always under severe disadvantage in obtaining positions in employment

and education.

3 For example, in Regents of the-University'of California v, Bakke,
438,U-S. 265 (19781,_the_COUrt held_thatLalthough Title VI of ER--
1964 Civil Rights Act does not permit the use of racial or ethnic
quotas in the admissions policies of a state-operated medical- school,
that statute and the Constitution do permit the consideration-of
race or ethnicity as one of many factors in the admissions process. .

In Unitdd States- Steelworkers v. Weber, 443 U.S. 193 (1979), the
Supreme_Court went_even_further, heading that sscial and ethnic quotas
were permisSible Under Title VII of the 1964 Civil Rights Acewhere
they were used-in a manner which promoted the integration_of_an ern,
ployer's_work force- Most recently. in FUlliiWie v. Klutzniek, the
Court upheld the constitutionality of a provision-of the Public Works
Employment Act which .provided that at least 108_of_federfa_funds
granted_for_local_pUblie_works must_be used by state or local grantees
to procure services or supplies froth minority owned businesses.
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Af_firmative_action__is_not_preferential._trextment.- _Senator _

Orrin Hitch atheakings on his proposed Constitutional amendment bas

incorrectly defined affirmative action as "policies and programs which.

accord preferential treatment to individuals based upon their race,

color, sex or national origin". The term "preferential treatment"
__

implies an unfairness in the selection process and fails to address

the fact that affirmative action is needed to"revise a process that

allocates opportunities discriminatorily. /n truth; ...preferential

treatment" is not what minorities and women now receive, but what

white males almost *ways did receive in 'the past:

If affirmative action were truly "preferential treatment" amounting

to discrimination against white, males, the lessened opportunities for

this group would be accompanied by 'prejudice or bigotry against them,

as it always was for black; Hispanic; and female wOrkeria. This is

clearly not the case: no one argues that white men are physically,

intellectually, or morally 'incapable of holding responsible positions.

The Supreme Court has explicitly rejected the argument that action

to rectify past discrimination against minoritie/s cane§e denied in

order to preserve white workers' expectations/based on past discrim-

ination.
4

Courts have avoided penalizing white male workers who were

not.responsible for the challenged discrimination. Further, voIUntary

affirMative action programs upheld by the Court have benefittea

whites as well as minorities.5

Affirmative action has been attacked by its opponents as being

"reverse discrimination". This fails to take into consideration that

affirmative measures are only appropriate where there is, a clear

4Franks v. Bowman Transportation Co.; 424 U.S. 747 (1976).

5Untted States Steelworkers'of- America v. Weber; 443 U.S. 193 (1979),
whdre_an emplOydr!_a_volUntary affirmativa_aetiot_traiaieq_pri5gram;
directed at improving the skills of 50% white employees and 50% black
employees, was upheld by the U.S. Sutrem.. "ourt.

83-171 0 - 4
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underrepresentatiOn Of Minorities or women and where white-mates

generally hold advantageous positions. Affirmative action does'nbt

seek to establish,a system of superiority fotminotities and'woMen

or to stigmatize white MaIdS. On the contrary, affirmative action

is an attempt to alter a process which has historiCally favored

white Males and stigmatized others. OnCe again, let me emphaSire that

affirmative action is a temporary process and.the need for it ends

when.the discriminatory process e'nds. White eiAIet Are quick to protest

that they should not be penalized for.oppression wreaked upon minor-
_

ities by their grandparents or the grandparents of others, but they

are not as quick to recognize that they continue to benefit daily from

those past acts of oppression. Stripped of Its rhetoric, the "reverse

diacrimination" theme is basiCaIly a protest against being forced to

compete, on a. fair basis, with members of groups that have in the

past been excluded from the competition because of their race.or.tek.

This country has indeed experienced a long period when invidious

racial, 'ethnic, and sex-based quotas overrode indiVidual qualifications.

That period beganko come to an end in the-1960's. During that period,

the quota was zero--or close to it--for blacks,'Hispanics, and in

many.cases women, and not so many years earliet sPhiiIar maximum quotas

applied E6 Jews and diher'natiOariOrigin minority groUps.
_

Affirmative action seeks to reverse the damage done to our society by

quota; of the past not by imposing like restrictions on white males'

opportunities; but by lifting arbitrary barriers to utilization of

talents that have. been not merely overlooked but systematically

suppressed. _As Justice Blackmun aptly wrote le the Bakke decision,

50
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It-is-somewhat-ironicto havers so deeply
,disturbed-over a program where race is an
eIelent_of_conscioussess,_asd yet to be
aware.of the fact, as we are, that linstitu-
tionsof higher learning....havd given con-
.ceded_preferences_up_to_a point_to:,those
possessed of athletic skills,. to the children
of alumni, to the affluent who may bestow
their largemee_on_the_instifutione _and_t9
those having connections with-celebrities,
the famous, and ;the powerful.6

III. AFFIRMATIVE ACTION GAINS.

The most significant shortcoming of the critics of affirmative

action lies not in the illogical substancesof their arguments, but in

their apparent inabiIIty to see the Iong-range societal benefits of

race and sex conscious remedies. Although in some cases imperfect,

affirmative%action programs have become valuable tool in our efforts

to build a fully integrated society. For example, in a study of

affirmative action in admissions at the University of California at .

Santa Barbara, Chicano sociologist David Leon found that in 1-65, the

nOMber Of Blacks and Chicanos on that Campus could be counted on the

fingers of one hand. By the 1979-1980 fiscal year, however, 1,159

minority students, .or over 7.41 of all undergraduates on that compile,

had entered the institution through its special adMissions program.

Similarly, affirmative action programs launched in 1974 to improve the

representation of Hispanics in California state employment have -had

significant effects. In that year, Hispanics cOmprised less than St

of California's state employees. The latest census, however, shows

that Hispanics now comprise roughly 9.1% of such state employees

(still far below their 20% Of California's population oi.I716 of

California's work force)':.

6 438 U.S. at 404.
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AlthoUgh these Olns-m'aScappear-MOdeSt
their-value- should -not-

be Underestimated. Affirmativn action'has resulted,ininiMerous social

benefits due to,ncreased hUMberX of minority TaXpmeMbers in the Work.

force. For example, minority workers inpUbliC-contact or public

impadt positions'' have increased the availability of Iin§niatitally

compdent and culturally sensitive.pU*Iicservice workers and contact

workers in private industry. They have acted as role models for

minority youth and have allowed employers to obtain ad-Dier3ly of

experience and viewpoint within the work force. Through mechinisms

such as affirmative action, Hispanics and other minority group members,

have been given a stake in this nation's societal institetiOnS, One

need only recall that violence and turmoil which rocked the inner

ckies of this nation during the late 1960'8 to comprehend that such

a stake is vital not only to the well-,-being of our minority COMMunitier

but to the welfare of our nation as a whole.

0v. CONTINUED NEED FOR.APFIRMATIVE

Even if one choses, however to ignore thesd long-rarige benefits,

it is clear thavaffirMativeaction must remain a viable concept sb

long as racism and discrimination continue to plague our society, and

until the wounds they Ieayelhave completely healed. As previously

_______
mentioned, affirmative action is primarily designed to remedy those

societal i114; addressing them on both an individual"and ah institu-

tional level. As long as these problems persist, we see no basis

for asserting that'the time for race and sex, conscious remedies has
_ .

passed; °nod again Justice Blackmun makes my point eltieleentlyt)

I suspect thatit_wonld be impmigibie to
arrange an_affirmative action program in-a-
racially neutral way and have-At suceedsful, '
To ask that this be so_is to demand the iMpos-
aiblq10 in order tc.agt beyond racism,..we must
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first take account of race _4 illere_is_no_other
way. And in order to treat some persons.;
equally, we must- treat them differently,'-

Clearly, for this nation's Mexican American people, that '

moment; when "persons will be regarded as persons, and discrimination

of the type we address today will be an ugly feature of history"9 has

not yet arrived. The tradition of prejudiie and 'discrimination against

persons of MeXiCan American descent is deeply-cooted theoughout the

SouZhwest. As the Supreme Court's decisions in Hernandez V. Texas9

and CaaLaned. v. Part-idal° and a U.S. Commission on Civil Rights study

make abundantly clear, syst6ic discrimination against Mexican Americans

in selection of jurors and all aspects of the administration of justice

has long been the rUle. Similarly, segregation in public*acdommodations

and facilities has'als6 been coMmonpIace.

In employment, idiscrimination has equally been pervasive. For

example, froWthe '1870's until the'1960's, copper'Imining,companies in

Arizona classified laborers of Mexican origin as "Mexican labor" and

paid them uniformly lower wages than -those paid to their white counter-.

parts. A 1930 study conducted in Caitfornia found that jobs in which

Mexican Americans tended.to be employed were primarily seasonal in

nature, had little potential for advancement, and were largely in un-' /

desirable locations. The large number of federal and private actions/

7
Regents of the -Univ. of California v. Bakke, 438 u.S. at 4'07.

8 Bakke, 438 U.S- at 403 (austice Blackmun)..

9347 U.S. 475 (1954). There the eoUrt remarked:

FOr_many years,_children of Mexican descent were
required to attend segregated school for the first
four- grades; -that at least one local restaurant
prominently displayed a_sign announcing 'No Mexi-
c4ns Served': and that On the court house.Orounds4
there were two men's-toilets,-one unmarked and the
other marked 'Colored Men' and 'HoMbres Aquiy

10430 U.S. 482 (1977). 11See p. 10.
- -
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_______
row .pending under Title VII on behalf of Mexican American workers

shows that similar discrimination practices continue today.

Educational discrimination has also beer:an accepted fact of

life:- FoZ example; MeXidan American 'children; until relatively

recently, were educated'in separate and inferior "Mexican schools".

A )48 report by the Meirican Chamber of Commerce of 'Harlingen, Texas,

deicribes one such Mekidap School as characterized by broken windows,

Precips without light, three inch cracks En the side of the building;

and loose ceilings 'just about ready to fall". Additionally, public

schools thkoughoht the SoUthWeet did little to adjust to the limited

English language skills pf many ortheir Mexican American'pupaa:

The inferiority of Mexican American education in the Southwest is not

justahistoricaI read, butlea'recent end, in many instances;- a present

12
reality. Federal courts haverecenElylound such segregation in

dezeng of localities across the Agate of Texas, including Austin18,

_ _ (

El Paso. , Corpui Christi
15,

Waco
6
, Lubbock

17 ; Midland-18 ; Uvalde18,

and Del Rio
20. Just'in this pasE year, a federal judge who surveyed

II "Mexicin Americans and the Administration of,Justice in-the
Southwest", United States Commission on Civil RightS;14ardh 1980.

I2See United-States v. StateofTexas(- 8ilingual Education),506 F.
Supp.405 (E.D. Tex. 1981).

13UnitedStates v. Texas-Education Agency-(Austin_I.S.D.),
162 (5th Cir. 1977), cert. denied 443 915 (1979).

14Alvarado- v. el-Pase 593 F.2d 577 (5th Cir. 1979):

IS_CiSneros v. Corpus Christi 467 F.2d 142 (5th Cir.. 1972)'
(en bEEFF77.--

18Arvizu v. Waco I.S.D., 495 F.2d 499 (5th Cir. 1974).

564 F.2d

___176nited-States_v. Texas_ Education Agency (Lubbock I.S.D.),
600 F,2d 518 (5th Cir. 1979).

18United States v. Midland 1.S.D., 5/9 F.2d 513.(5th Cir. 1975)
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this sorry record has twice concluded, in'separate decisions, that

the State of Texas has practiced intentional discrimination against'

Mexican American students on a statewide basis.21

Nor is the history of segregation of Mexican Americans into sep-

arate schools limited to the State of Texas. A federal court dtruck

down intentional segregation of Mexican AMericans in Orange County:

California in 1946 22
, and did likewise inOxnard, California in 1974.

23

Federal courts found that Arizona'school diStricts has intentionally

segregated Mexican Americans in cases from Tolleson, Maricopa County24

and Tucson.25 And the same segregation has been found in Colorado's

largest district in Denver-26

19Morales v. Shannon, 516 F.2d 411 (5th Cir. 1975), Best. denied
423 U.S. 1034 (1976).

.2 °United States v. State of Texas- (San'Felipe del Rio Consolidated
I.S.D.), 142 F. Supp. 14 (E.D. Tex. 1971).

21 United States v. State of Texas (Gregory Portland I.S.DJ, F.
Supp: (E.D._Tex. I980)-4_United States v. State of Texas (Bilingual
EducaErron),506F. Supp.405 (E.D. Tex. 1981).

22Mendez v._Westminister School District,_64 F. tupp. 544 (S,D
Cal. 1946), aff'd. 161 F.2d 774 (9th Cir. 1947).

2 3S-oria v. Oxnard School District, 488 P. Supp. 579 (C,15. Cal
1974):717-Pd. F.2d (9th Cir. 197%).

24 Gonzalez v. Sheely, 96 F. Supp. 1004 (D. Ariz. 1951),

25Mendoza v. Tucson -School District No. 1., F. Supp.
(D. AT-T17IT78), aff'd. 623 F.2d 1338 (9th Cir. 1980).

26 Keyes v. Denver-School Distrlet No A., 413 U.S. 189 (1973).
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The eradication of discciminato'ry educational practices will

not automatically produce well-educated, well- adjusted students; The

impact of these practices continues.teday and has greatly affected

'Mexican AMericans as they frequently do not have an equal chance to

perform well on non-job-related written tests, may speak accented or

limited English, and.are denied Opportunities on these bases.

This legacy of bigotry and discrimindtion is far from being over-

'OOme. To the contrary;, recent dat'a continues to reflect the relative

deprivation of Mexican Americans in our society. The United States
,

Bureau of the Census, for example, reports that as of March 1979 the

overall unemployment rate for our nation was 5.1%; for HispLiics, it

was B.7%. For whiteyouths, the unemployment rate was 12.5%; for

Hispanic youths, it was 17.2%. In 1978, the median earnings figure

for all non-Hispanic males was $12,300; for Hispanic males, it was..

S8.900. In that same year, the median earnings figure for all non7

Hispanic females was $5,300; for'Hisnanic females; it was $4,700.

Where Mexican Americans have penetrated the work force in significant

numbers; they are concentrated in lower-echelon jobs. Sadly, even

today, over 208 of 511 Mexican AmericAns continue to live below the

poverty level.

We Hispanics haveAarned the right to affirmative action programs--

unfortunately--by 1.21/ing proved in court that we are an oppressed

minority group that has been subjected to pervasive discrimination

and which therefore is entitled to equal protection under the law.

We proved this first in 1954 in Hernandez v. Texas; where Supremei/Court

Justice Earl Warren held that,"Persons of Mexican descent constitute

a separate class distinct from whites..." and we are, consequently8

entitled to the aid of the courts in securing"equal treatment under



the laws."27 The gains of the last decade; altheUgh tahgible,.have

not been sufficient to overdeaidthe Prejudice and discrimination which

continue to permeate our society. We must come to understand that a

decade of remedial efforts is dimply not enough to compensate for

generation after generation Of.bigotry and deprivation.

Ih light of this situation, it is clear that we must encourage

and, indeed, in many instances require; the Continued use of.race and

sex conscious measures teL.promote the integratioh of our society. If

we are to Solidify ad build upon the progress of the last few years,

we must guarantee that real equality must iiii our goal. In particular,

we must strengthen thOte elements of affirmative action which hay.e

been pivotal to its success and not move backward by diminishing the

effeetiveneSs of current affirmative action poll-Cies,

27--
Herna4,dez V. Texas, supra at p. 479

-t.
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V.
LEGISLATIVE-AND-ADMINISTRATIVE-PROPOSALS TO ALTER
CURRENT AFFIRMATIVE ACTION POLICIES.

Several legislative and administrative proposals have emerged

recently which severely threaten the future Of affirmative action.

Sendfor_Orrin Hatch's S.J. Res. 41, a-ConstitutionaI_
amendment barring the.enactment bk_enfOrcement_of any
laws which-make distinetiOns on account of race, color,
Or_hatiOnal_origin and prohibiting the ute of any
numerical objectives which make such distinctions.

Congresstan_Robert Walker's H.R.:3466,-amending the

Civil Rights _Act of 1964 to prohibit - federal rules
requiring-employers_to_hice workers or schools to
adMit_StUdents on the basis of race, sex or national
origin; and to_bar the use of guotai, goals or
tables.

Congressman Paul McCloskeY's proposal to_revise_the
Executive Order_governing_the_federal_contract com-
pliande_prOgram2u to_redute drastically-the
effectiveness of the program-by diminiahing_the_
reporting reguirementa for_ contractors, severely
limiting_the_authority to impose sanctions, and
stripping the Secretary of Labor's diadretion_to_
issue rules and regUlatiOhs_or to establish thres- -

holds and reporting procedures.

-- The DepartmeRt of- Labor' a proposed revisions of OFCCP
kreguldtiOtit7 which would, among other things, reduce

the number of contractors affected -by- raising thresh-
olds for basic-coverage and for submission.of affirm-
ativc_aCtiOn plans; redefine the concept of under-__

utilization, eliminate pre-award reviews, and lower

standards regarding sex discrimination.

These proposals are an outgrowth of the widespread misunderstanding

of the concept Of affirmative action. Generally, the thrust of these

proposals is toeliminate or greatly minimize current affirmative

action efforts in the public and private sectors.

I would like now to examine these proposals, focusing on the

continuing need to utilize gOaia and timetables, statistical measures

28 Executive Order. 11246-(1965), 30 Fed. Reg. 12319 (as amended)

29 41 C.F.R. Part 60.
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of compliance, andvoluntary affirmative action programs.

A. Goals and Timetables.

Each legislative And administrative proposal cited above seeks

to prohibitor limit the use of goals and timetables.We strongly support the

continued use of numerical goals and timetables. Without such specific

requirements, affirmative action efforts are a sham and useless for

enforcement purposes. Affirmative action cannot rely on voluntarism

only; there must be measurable standards to evaluate "good faith"

efforts. Goals and timetables are the primary, and often the sole

mechanism by which to ensure that employers and educational institutions

are held accountable. .Without them, the well-meaning will be left

to flounder without any real measure of their progress toward integra-

tion while the more invidiously motivated will be allowed to evade

their responsibilities by hiding behind such vague standards as "good

faith" and "best efforts".

The Department of Labor has reviewed the status of minorities and

women in the skilled trades and has found that unless specific affirmative

action steps--including numerical measures of progress--are prescribed,

employment opportunities in the trades will not extend to the minority

and female works forCe. Specifically, the Department has stated,

71Tlhe_Department_of Labors experience has shown
that the use of goals_and_timetables_is_the_Mdat___
effective means for increasing the number of women
and_minoritieS in employment areas from which they
have previously been excluded_Or have_not_been_
represented in proportion to their availability.
Minority participation -in- apprenticeship and in-
dividual construction trades_;,_for_example_hab
increased measurably as-a-result-of the minority
outreach- program -and the .goals and-timetables
requirement,under 29 C.F.R. Part 3D ".

42 Federal Register 52442 (SePteMber 30, 1977) (emphaSis 'added).



Abolishing goals and timetables.as proposed by mne legislative

and administrative proposals would seriously undermine affirmative

'action efforts throughout the nation. Goalg And timetables must be

retained. Ih this regard, we should also understand ehat the different

between "goals" and "quotas" is more than merely a semantic distinctiOn;

The numerical goals to which I refer ace essentially targets for. the .

selection Of otherwise qualified minority and female candidates: They

are not rigid forMulae which require the selection of protected class

group members without regard to merit.

Additionally, we stress that it is not 4realistic to_eXpeCt

that any given work foree Or student body contain a representative

Sample of minorities and women. To the contrary, we believe that ir

a society free Of discrimination and composed of individuali 'created

equal" in.innateabiliti.es,
such A result would follow as a matter of

course. Court has also etiolated thig Common-sense view in

/nternitional Bretherhood of Teamste,. v. United States, 431 3241977

"absent discrimination, itcis Ordinarily expected 'that nondi riminatory.

hiring practices will in time result in a work feroe more or less

representativ.e_of the Yicial and ethnic composition of the population
. ______

in the community from which employees are hired". 431 U.S. 324, 340

n. 20.

B. Effect" Standard.

These proposals wouldalie Seek to alter the standard for a finding

Of discrimination b requiring .the existence Of eh intent'to
.

discrim-

1gate on the biSiS f race, sex, or national origin. The "effects: ,

test" articulated by the United States 'Supreme Court in 'Griggs v. Duke



Power Co.° , and related statistical measures of- compliance with

federal nondiscrimination provisions must remain the cornerstone of

federal civil right enforcerrienteffortst DiscrimillatiOn in its most

overt forms is becoming'increasingly rare in our societ Rather, it

now more commonly manifests itself in the form of elaborate selection

criteria and procedures, or arbitraygualificatien rulas,\hich bear

no real relationship to actual job perfOrmance. The end restilt. however,

is unmistakably the same -- minorities and women are denied available

opportunities for jobs in which they could perform competently.

Given these realities it is therefore essential that the "effects"

test, with its emphasis upon the relative statistical impact of par-

ticular practices on minorities and women, remain a vital part of our

jurisprudence. To impose upon plaintiffs the bdrden of proving motive

or intent in this era of sophisticated, covert discriminatory practices--

and practices of facial neutrality but devastating racial impact- -would

tantamount to repeal of many federal nondiscrimination provisiOns.

We should not lose sight of. the fact that the "effects" test

considers more than merely the statistical impact of a given practice

upon protected cjass groups. Even those practices which have an

adverse impact upon minorities or women can be utilized where an em-

ployer can, in fact, demonStrate that the practices in question bear

arelationship to the responsibiliVes of the particular position.

As such, -any retreat from statisticarilid;sures of compliance would not

only hinder the elimination of discriminatory policies, It would

generate no real benefits forlemPloyers and the business community.

30
401 U.S. 424 (1971); "Effects test" is reiterated in subsequent

Supreme Court opinions,_e.g.,-Dothard v. Rawlinson, 422 U.S. 321
(1977); Int'l. Bhd. of Teamsters v. Unite States, supra.

6 1



On the, contrary, it wOUId
encourage.employers to return to simple bLif

ineffectual measures of\ability which fail to accomplish the goal of

selecting the best qualified individual for the job:

C. Voluntary Affirmative Action.

SenatOrHatch's proposed constitutional amendment andongrassman

Walker'S amendment of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 would make voluntary

affirmative action effekta illegal by prohibiting consideration of

race; sex or national origin. If affirmatiVe action is to remain 'a

viable mechanism; voluntary programs must be allowed to Continue

effectively--indeed, they should be encouraged. Voluntary programs

can utilize the genius of the private sector and can reflect the

diversity of dat industry: people, and regions by tailoring programs

to fit the specific needs of the situation. The Supreme Court gave

great latitude tc.such programs in Weber. TO limit affirmative action
_

efforts to thete instances where a court or an Administra-EiVe
_-

efforts

has made a formal finding of discrimination - -a limitation expressly

.rejected in the Weber decision--would only hinder its effectiveness.

Essentially, such a restriction would only stifle the Creativity of

socially responsible employers and educational institutions while

generating needless litigation and related legAI proceedings.

D. OFCCP Regulations.

Congressman -Paul MoCIo'skey',S proposal to tevise Executive:order

11246 and the Department of Labor's (DOM proposed revision of the

regulations,goYething enforcement by the OFCCP of the EXecUtiVe-Okder

are particularly odious. These proposals signal an abrupt deParture ,

fkom our federal government's 40-yeak commitment to ensuring nondlsgriti-

-inatiCn by government contractors.31

21 _
President RoOteVelt_issued_the_first Executive Order barring diS-

eximinatiOn by government contractors in 1941. Since that tiMa,_eight*.
Presidents have supported the program and contributed to its development.
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.Discrimination in the workplace has not been eradicated. Federal

contractors hire and assign.minority women and workerstOrace-

and-sex-segregated, low-paid, unskilled positions, and still restrict

promotion opportunities for minority. and women workers, thereby con-

fining them'to the bottom of wage and promotion ladders. Despite this

reality, DOL and Congressman McCloskey are proposing a reduted program,

which relies largely on self-monitoring of contractors, which will

net Correct discrimination, and which will be viewed by contractors as

a signal for 6acksliding.

We join with other civil rights, women's and labor groups in

opposing these proposals to alter the Executive Order and the OFCCP.

The following elements are crucial to an effective enforcement program:

-- retention of Executive Order 11246, as amended

retention of goals and timetables in affirmative
action plans to,measure compliance

no decreased coverage df contractors

continued authorization of debarment sanctions and
back pay and other retrospective relief requirements

Current regulations require contractors to prepare and implement

written affixMative action plariti, (AAP's) where they have 50 or more
32 '

employees and a contract of $50,0,30 or more: The Department is con-

sidering raising the levels to 100 employees and $1 million in con-
33

tracts. While estimates of the exact impact of this action have varied,

32
41 C.F.R. 66-1.40.

33
The Department's exact proposal has not yet been officially

adopted.

,63
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we firmly oppose reduction'in the numbers of contractors subject

to the AAP requirement. There is no justification for exempting upwards

of:75% of federal contractors and Subcontractors from the AAP require-

ment.

The federal qovernMent must ensure that public fundS not be used

to subsidize employment discrimination. 34. DOL's proposed action is in

response to employer/contractors'
active lobbying and fails to address

the continued heed of-minority and female employees for proteetion

against discrimination.

The Department's consideration of a proposal to rescind the

requirement Of backpay and other retroactive relief is shockinq Victims

of unlawful diacrimiLation,shouId be compensated. Backpay relief is

4n essential part of an effective federal contract eomilliance program.

Cenractors' Incentive to .lot discriminate will be minimal if the

backpay relief is'elimihated35

There are numerous other proposed provisIent which would alter

the r rrent federal contract compliance program. We stand ready EC,

oppe.ic any diiutior of the existing Executive Order and join other

national groups in this effort.

Conclaa-Ion

I am deeply troubled by the proposed policies and regulatory

changes relating to affirmative action and equal employment opportunity

enforcement. We believe there is a continued heed for aggressive

ffirmative action efforts to ensure that minorities and women are

34 _

Castillo V. lseit, 14 PEP Cases-1240,1250 (N.D. Cal. 1976).

35_ _
_ _

Albemarle Paper Co. _v. BoodV._422_11,9. 405 (1915) supported this

View_Stating "if:employers faced only the prospect of an injunctive_
order, they would have little-incentive tn_nnun_practicee of dubious

legality. It is_the_reasonably .certain prospect of a back pay award

that_promides the spur or catalyst which causes employers_and_tinions
to self examine and to self evaluate their employment practices ..."
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ks, accorded equal treatment in oxir society. The problems which affirma-

tive action was intended to remedyprejudice and discHminationare

still very much with us, and so longsas they remain, we gee no reason'

to abandowhat has; in effect, become the one workable mechanism in

achieving their elimination. We would not argue that affirmative action

is a simple solution or,'indeed, that it is a Perfect one. Undoubtedly,

it has resulted in instances In which employers and educational institu-

cions have had to contend with unrealistic, bureauceaticdemands. These

isolated instances, however, should not lead us to Iose sight of the

fundamental soundness of affirmative action.- .
Affirmative action is necessary if are truly to fulfill the

American idedis of equal opportunity- nd full democracy. The best

way to end the neel to consider race, national origin or sex in the

parcelling out of opportbnities and the best way to end inequality is

to give all people the opportunities they need and have been denied

too long. Affirmative action is the Only device we have to acoompl:ah

that. ror the-sake'of,all must'not be abandoned.

STATEMENT OF VILMA S. MARTINEZ, PRESIDENT AND GENER-
AL COUNSEL; MEXICAN AMERICAN LEGAL DEFENSE AND
EDUCATIONAL FUND
Ms; MARTINEZ _For the past several years much of our work has

been concentrated in the areas of employment; education; immigra-
tion; and voting rights., Giyen the ,nature of our, work, We are
keenly aware of the significance of the issues before this Sulicom-
mittee today and appreciate -your-invitation-to-testify: at :these
hearings.

As the economy worsens and Americans fear more for their own
economic survival, all sorts of egitheta are aimed at prograins
providing access to minorities._ Legislative; regulatory,_and constitu-
tional proposals opposing affirmative, action have emerged to
threaten the future access of minorities and-_ women to our institu,
tions which even today, 17 years after the Civil Rights Act of 1964
was enactedi remain the bastion of white America:

Affirmative action remains an essential -tool in the national ef=
forts to. provide true equal employment and educational. opportuni-
ty for members of groups to whom it has been denied in the past.
We oppose any weakening of our national commitment to equal
opppoortunities for Minorities and women;

Specifically, we oppose, the current proposals to amend or alter
aExecutive Order 11246; amend. the Civil Rights Act of_1964; and

amend the Constitution to. prohibit affirmative action. These pro-
prsals threaten to undermine the modest gains made by minorities
and. women in recent years and are ia smokescreen covering what
are essentially efforts to return to bld racist modes of behaVicir.

Affirmative action quite clearly is -a matter which affects the
lives of virtually every American; yet despite this pervasive impact

133-171 - 82 - 5
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it is mitunder§tood. Affirmative action implicitly or explicitly uses
race, sex, and national origin as criteria in decisionmaking. It is
not a system of inflexible quotas or other mechanical formulae
designed to give preference to other minority or female candidates
regardless of qualificationt.

I am convinced that without the affirmative action requirement
contained in Federal laws, the participation of minorities and
women Would be but a fraction of their current numbers in our
society: The legality of race- and sex-conscious .remedies which
have led. to the integration or minorities and women into our
institutions can no longer be questioned.

The U.S. Supreme CoUrt has consistently held that the consider.:
ation of race or ethnicity as- one of the many factors in the selec-
tion process-is permissible. Nonetheless affirmative action contin-
ues to be the Subject of considerable controversy. Its detractors
allege that it is inconsistent With the fundamental principles of
Anierican society, that its implementation is too costly, that it only
results in reverse racism. But none of these arguments can with-
stand close intellectual scrutiny:

Let me at least address two of these: the preferential treatment
and, -the reverse racisin. Preferential treatment implies an unfair-
netss in the .selection process and fails to address the fact that
affirmative action is needed to revise the process that allocates
opportunities discriminatorily. Affirmative action measures actual=
ly try to change the status quo that systematfCally disfavors minor-
ities and women to an open system that _provides them with an
equal -opportunity. The elimination of affirmative action would
return us not to a mythical world where all are judged equally but
rather to the actual American past in which minorities and women
were always under a severe disadvantage in obtaining position§ in
employment and education:

Affirmative action hat also been attacked by its opponents as
being reverse discrimination. This fails to,take into consideration
that affirmative_meaSuret are _only appropriate where there it a
clear underrepresentation of minorities or women. This country
has indeed experienced a long period when invidious racial-, ethnic-,

sek:based quotas overrode individuaj_qualification.
\ Affirmative action seeks to reverse the damage done to our toci=
ety by quotas of the past, not by imposing like restrictions on white
males' opportunitie§,but by lifting arbitrary barriers to utilization
of talents that have not merely been overlooked but systematically
suppressed.

The most significant shortcoming however_ of the critics of af-
firmative action lies not in the illogical substance of their argu-
ments but in their apparent inability to see the long-range societal
benefits of race= and sex-conscious remedies. Although in some
cases imperfect, these programt have become a valuablol in our
effortS to build a fully integrated society.

Although these gains are modest, their value should not be tin=
derestimated. It is through mechanisms such as affirmative action
that Hispanics and other minority group members have been given
a stake in this Nation's societal institutions. One need rely recall
that violence and turmoil which ricked the inner cities of this
Nation during the late 1960's to comprehend that such a stake is
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vital not only to the well-being of our minority comm nities but to
the welfare of our Nation as a whole.

Even if one chooses, however, to ignore these long-r benefits,
it is clear that affirmative action must remain a viable concept so
long as racism and discrimination continue to plague our society.
Clearly, for this Nation's Mexican American people the tradition of
prejudice and discrimination is deeply rooted thioughont the
Southwest and indeed throughout the country:

As the Supreme COurt's decisions make abundantly clear, sys-
temic discrimination against Mexican Americans .in selection of
jurors and all aspects of the adininistration of justice has long been
the rule. Similarly; segregation in public accommodations and facil-
ities has also beencommonplace.

In employment; discrimination has been pervasive. Educational
discrimination has also been an accepted fact of life. Federal courts
have found such segretation in dozens of localities throughout the
State of Texas including Anstin, El Paso, Corpus Qhristi; Waco;
Lubbock, Midland, Uvalde, and Del Rio.

But the history of segregation of Mexican Americans into sepa-
rate schools is not limited to Texas. A Federal court struck down-
intentional segregation of Mexican Americans in- 4iir "artge County;
Calif, in 1946 and likewise in Oimard,: Calif, in 1974. Federal
courts have found that Arizona and Colorado school districts have
also intentionally segregated Mexican Americans.

This _legacy of bigotry and discrimination is far from being over-
come. To the contrary, recent data cited in my testimony continue
to reflect the relative depravation of Mexican Americans in our
society.

Mr. HAWKINS. MS. Martinez, may I interrupt?
MS. MARTINEZ. Yes, sir.
Mr. HAWKINS. We do have a series of bells that are beenning to

ring again. There is a vote pending in the House. This time let me
try to confine the recess , to 5 minutes. We will return just as
quickly as possible.

I hate to rush over your testimony because I think it it well
prepared and well stated. With your indulgence,;at this time; the
subcommittee. will stand in recess for 5 minutes. We will return
just as quickly as possible.

Thank you.
[Recess was taken.]
Mr. HAW KINS. Ms. Martinez, you may proceed.
MS. MARTINEZ. Thank you, Mr. Chairman._
Let me now turn my attention to several legislativeTand admini.s-

trative proposals which have emerged recently and whieh severely
threaten the future of affirmative action. am talking ahout Sena-
for Hatch's constititional amendment, Congressman Walker's
amendment 'to the Civil Rights Act_ of 1964, Congressman McClos-
key s proposal to revise the Executive order governing the Federal
contract compliance .program, 'and the Department of Labor's pro-
posed revisions of OFCCP regulation&

Generally the thrust of these propoaals is to eliminate_ or greatly
minimize current affirmative action efforts in the public and pri-
vate sectors. I would like to examine the propoSals.
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Each legislative and administrative _proposal cited seeks to pro-
"hibit or liniit the use of goals and timetables. We strongly support
the continued use of numerical goals and timetables. Without them
the Well-ineariing Will' be left to flounder without any real measure
of their progress toward integration- while the more invidiously
motivated will be allowed to evade their responsibilities by hiding
behind such vague standards as good faith and best efforts.

These ProPOSalS would also seek to alter the standard for a
finding of discr:mination by requiring the existence of an intent to
discriminate on the basis of race sex,' or national origin. The
effects test articulated by the US. Supreme urt in Griggs v.
Duke Power Co. and related statistical measures o compliance with
Federal nondiscrimination provisions must remai the cornerstone
of Federal civil rights enforcement efforts.

Discrimination in its most overt forms is/b coming increasingly
rare_in our society. Rather, it is now more =dpmmonly manifested in
the foriii Of elaborate selection criteria and procedures or arbitrary
qualification rules which bear no real relation to actual job per
lei-mance. The end result, however, is unmistakably the same.

Minorities and women are -denied available opporttinities for jobs
in which they could perform competently. Senator Hatch's amend-
ment and Congressman Walker's amendment would make volun-
tary affirmative action efforts illegal. Volunteer programs must be
allowed to continue; Indeed they Should be encouraged: Voluntary
programs can Utilize the genius of the private sector and can
reflect the diversity of our industry; people and regions by tailoring
programs to fit the specific needs of the Situation.

The Departnieni. of Labor and Congressman McCloskey are pro-
posing a reduced program which relies larg_ely on self-monitoring of
contractors which will not correct discriminatiop and which will, be
viewed by contractors as a signal for backsliding. We oppose this
becanSe Federal contractors still hire and assign minority women
and workers to race- and sex-segregated low-paid unskilled posi-
tions and Still restrict .promotion opportunities for these workers.

In closing; I am deeply troubled by the proposed policies and i

regulatory changes relating to affirmative action and equal em-
ployment enforcement: We believe there is a continued need for
aggressive affirmative action efforts to ensure that minorities and
women are accorded equal in our societv. ___

The problems Which affirmative action was intended to remedy,:
prejudice and discrimination; are still very much _with' Us and so
long as theY remain, we 'See no tea on to abandon what has in
effect become the one workable mechanism in achieving their
elimination. .

We do not argue that affirmative action is a simple solution nor
indeed that it is a perfect one. Undoubtedly it has resulted in
instances in which employers and educational institutibtiS have
had to contend with unrealistic bureaucratic demands: These iso-
lated instances, however; should not lead us to lose_Sight of the
fundamental soundness of affirmative action: For the sake of all,,
Americans, it must not be abandoned.

Thank you.
Mr. HAWKINS: Thank you, Ms. Martinez.
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In your prepared statement you discuss the validity of goals and
timetables. Do you consider that there are any realistic or effective
alternatives to such goals and timetables? In -other words do you
see any means of eliminating them or providing any alternative
that would be as effective?

MS. MARTINEZ. That is the question of course. I do not see any
that would be as effective and as lair. There are alternatives One
can abandon them in favor of, as I have said, gc,:oil faith efforts but
then one is left with the question of what is god faith instead of
something that is measurable.

Mr. HAWKINS. How would you determine what is good faith; by
what process -if you relied on it?

Ms. MARTINEZ:- I_ am suggesting that I would not kriow how to
determine good faith and that quite candidly we should look at
results. This is precisely shat the numerical goals and timetables
permit us to do and permit an employer to do.

I think it is mutually beneficial both for the group needing the
protection and the employer seeking to provide that protection to
have a clearly articulated standard by which -to measure success.
Good faith does not provide such _a standard. Numerical goals and
timetables f!o. For 'that reason we would continue to believe and
argue ia the validity of numerical goals and timetables.

I hasten to _add; Mr. Chairman; that we really are not talking
about quotas. We are talking about goals and timetables,measures.

Mr. HAWKINS: Then you make a sharp distinction between
quotas, on the one hand, and _goals and timetables on the other, in
terms_ that one sets targets and the other is not tied down to any
specific standard.

MS: MARTINEZ: Exactly:
Mr. HA1'KINS. Among the various leDslative _proposals that you

have analyzed and specifically among the administration's propos-
als to make changes in regulations or to propose revisions, have
you found any chans7,c that helped those who claim discrimination
as opposed to such changes that help those who are accused of
discrimination? In other words, have you seen anything positive in
any of the proposals that would in any way reinforce the case of
those who claim discrimination?

Ms. MARTINEZ. I have to admit that I am afraid that I do not. I
think it would muddle the. waters. I think it would diminish rights.
When you are I.aoking at Senator Hatch's proposals for example,
we could not have voluntary efforts of the sort that Representative
Fenwick was talking about with the prior witness. They would be
illegal if Senator Hatch's amendment become law.

When I lock at. the: changing of the standard for measuring
discrimiri Lion to use an intent standard, again clearly that is not

;,- help victims-of discrimination when increasingly this soci-
,("ty nas become more subtle in the way it discriminates against
?eople. When you look at some of the proposals iging talked =out
in deciding what contractors will be rea&edl,by OFCCir, you at.e
looking at L think doing away with r.;overage. of about 75 percent.

So again I do not see how that benefits not only the victims of
discrimination but the society as a whole. To me it constitutes a
very clear retrenchment, a very clear _message to the populace that
we may now return to old racist me ?es of behavior, because I do
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not believe we have had this mythical world; as I have called it; of
equality of treatment under our laws.

- Mr. HAWKINS.- Many have stated that other immigrant groups
have made ,it without affirmative action, and therefore ask why
Mexican Americans or those of Mexican ancestry cannot also make
it without assistance. What answer do you give to such an argu-
ment as that?

Ms. MARTINEZ. The answer that I give is that our laW provides us
with the- opportunity to go into court and prove that we arexan
oppressed, discriminated-againgt minority group entitled to the pro-
tections of the 14th amendMent and therefore to help through
affirmative action.

I am- unhappy to report to you that Mexican Americans have
more than met that burden on many occasions. In a case called
Hernandez v. Texas in 1954: the U.S. Supreme Court held, and I
quote: "Persons of Mexican descent constitute a separate class
distinct from whites and are consequently entitled to the aid of the
courts in securing equal treatment under the laws."

The Court also noted that, and I quote again: "For many years
children of Mexican descent were required to attend a segregated
school for the first four grades and at least_ one local restaurant
prominently displayed a sign announcing 'No Mexicans- Served'
and on the courthouse grounds there were two men's toilets, one
unmarked, the other marked Colored Men and Hombres Aqui.",
That means "men here."

It is this type of discrimination that we are talking about. We
are not talking about a melting pot and whether or not you can
find a job. The Mexican-American community has proven in court
time and time again, whether in Hernandez v. Texas, in subsequent
cases such as Whitev. Registrar challenging the at-large method of
electing State legislators in Texas, or most recently this year 'in
United States v. Texas challenging the denial of educational oppor-
tunity on an equal basis to Mexican-American children throughout
the entire State of Texas.

Time a a r ime again we have proven that we are an oppressed,
inated- ainst minority_group entitled to_ these protections.

at is what t law permit.S. That is what the law requires. I am
sorry to_have to eport that to you:

Mr. HAWkirrS. The statement is Made, and I think it has been
alleged even today; that these- laws; moreover these programs, have
not worked. Please consider the fact that the gap in employment
has not been closing; and the fact that discriminatiOn is still quite
pervasive. What argument would you offer for the defense of these
laws and programs to those who say that since the laws have not
worked, as exemplified by the fact- that minorities'and women .are
still being discriminated against, why not have a change?

Ms. MARTINEZ. I would argue that _I believe they have worked. If
you look at some of the studies that I cite in my testimony, Profes-
sor Leon's study- of admissions at the University _of California in
terms of minorities' access as a consequence of affirmative action,
when you look at the work force of the State of California and
analyze it after extens've affirmative action efforts are made and
you see the very real differences, they are modest but they are
differences.
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They prove to me that the laws are wolfingwot Ping and that ,they do
provide a hope for the future. I; of course, have to be realistic and
say that the gains truly are modest because in part we are In the
middle of an economic recession. Of course that is true, and we are
not going to see the rapid happy gains that we might see -if we
were in a period of enormous industrial and economic growth. We
cannot expect =to see that kind of result but we do see these pro-
grams as working.

The other argument that I would make is -the argument I have
made already in terms of giving people a stake in the community.
People must feel- that- they truly belong -to the community; that
there are ways that the courts and the Nation and the political
leaders will permit the formation of the community of interests:
Affirmative action program ti attempt to do that to groups which
have 'traditionally been excluded from the community.

I think it is very important to give. people that stake, to give
people that access. I would think that e,o though they might not
be as effective as we would like then., to be, we need to have
something. And until SC,t11 ebady corn,,c ?.n with a proposal that looks
like it has tremendous potentiM, for suc;.2s,s, then I say I will at last
keep what I have that is working.

Mr. HAWKINS. Would you agree then with the statement that
full employment and equal employment go hand in hand? We must
have both?

MS. MARTINEZ. Of course. yes.
Mr. HAWKINS. Thant you.
Mr. Washington?
Mr, WASHINGTON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I want to commend you for your statement, Ms. Martinez, v. hich-

was marvelous but also to commend you for the excellent work you
have done in fighting for the extention of the Voting Rights Act. It
once again illustrates the community of interest between blacks
and browns in this country. I think that community of interest
should be made clear so that no one gets confused by where we
stand.

Clearly as I see it; there is growing in this country an attempt to
divide the two groups from their common goal and to attack each
individually. How successful it will be will depend upon the leader-
ship and the perspicacity of the two groups. I think we' both,
and I want to commend you for that:

But at any rate I strongly believe in affirmative action,' period.
But some are saying that perhaps affirtnative; action- tools_ which
are designed to escalate one up the economic ladder should not be
applied as rigorously for Latin peoples as they are for blacks. I can
anticipate your comment but I would like to hear it.

Ms. MARTINEZ. Yes. I would like to respond to that by sharing
with you our history, -our- experience in Texas. In the lath 1960's,
early 1970's when MALDEF was born we went, into court in Texas.
Texas; as you know; is a part of the Deep South and had mandated
the segregation of the children of the white and the colored. races.

We argued that Mexican American children were now entitled_ to
a desegregated education under Brown v. hoard of Education. The
school board lawyers looked at us and said to the judge:. Your
Honor, we have 'always considered them white.
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We proved that they might have considered us white but that
they had treated us as colored. We sustained that burden which, as
you know, is, the burden that blacks have in Northern settings
when they tried to prove de jure school segregation. We sustained /
that burden in every instance. InSo it is certainly crystal clear to me that we are ver . uch in,/,
the tame category. Of course, there are differences. T 'ere are'
historical differences. There are important differences. And nobody
needS to minimize them. Blacks were subjected to slavery. We w retno We were subjected to peonage. We were subjected to discri i-
nation in a systemic way. And now we must correct both.

I would like to address if I may the political leadership. I reniem-
ber when I was the new general counsel of MALDEF in 1974. I was
called by, a reporter who said Ms. Martinez; we understand that
your group wants bilingual education and of course that is gOing to
destroy desegregation here in the- San Francisco school district;
what do you have to say about that?-

I Said, I have to say that Supreme Court c isions require that
ell] of our children receive a desegregated education and that some
of our children who are limited English-speaking deserve and re-
quire bilingual education and that this means some bureaucrat is
going to have to sit behind some desk longer than he or she wants
to and accommodate -these very real interests and concerns of all of
the children of San Francisco.

When I went to testify before Senator Hatch on affirmative
action, one of his questions to me was Ms. Martinez, I have been
receiving a lot of complaintt from Hispanics that the EEOC; the
Department of Justice and OFCCP are not responding to their
valid complaints- because they are too busy responding to the com-
plaints of blacks; what do'you have to say about that.

I Said Well, Mr. Senator, I would have to say that the EEOC, the
OFCCP and the Department of Justice are not perfect institutions
but they are all we have to redress some very real discrimination
against-blacks; Hispanics; women and other protected groups.

Mr. WASHINGTON: I think your response was excellent. I think all
three groups should be very aware of the tactics of the Hatchs of
the world and do something to dispel them, because unless we go
up together; we going to go down separately. [Laughter.]

I was interested in-your statement about- the-use-of goals and
timetables. There seems to be- a hostility to the use. _of numerical
measurements in the civil-rights law in that field._ That does not
exist in other areas, I often listen to critics of the use of numerical
goals and ask myself how the Gdvernment is expected to measure

/anything unless it resorts to statistics.
My question is this. Do you think it would be more reasonable

for the GOvernment to simply say that a company, because of its
equal employment opportunity policies, is simply barred from a
contract? Or should they be put on notice for some grace period to
redeem themselves? How rigid should the Government be? Oi..:::-
Should it use both approaches? In- other words the effect; the ap-
proach, how should we go about this bufiiness?

I am assuming the whole business will be intact once Mr. Reagan
gets through with his hatchet.
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,MARTINEZ. I think that numbers are needed in analysis, in
thoughtful, careful, caring analysis. We need numbers to find out if
there is discrimination. We need numbers to recommend, once we
find discrimination, what realistically can be accomplished. We
need them further to measure what has. been accomplished from
year toyear and from contract to contract.

I think that the way we operate now with the OFCCP regula-
tion in terms of contracting procedures,_given the great body of
due process law; it is clear to me that there is a lbt of due process
protection for the contractor. And the contractor cannot have his
contract terminated or funds cut off without a- hearing to show
what has been accomplished. These numbers play an important l"
part in that process.

That is why I continue to believe that if you are serious about
accomplishing something; if you are serious about -being fair to
everybody involved in accomplishing something, you must have a
numerical standard, a numerical measure

Mr. WASHINGTON. How rigid should the sanctions be?
Ms. MARTINEZ. They should be as rigid as they are .today. The

employer has to show what he has done. If it is clear that.he has
not done anything has not even tried, then there ought to be a
finding that this employer is bared from future contracts: Candid-
ly, we. have not used that very much. We have not used it, rarely
have.

Mr. WA )N. That is the whole point. In other words in
order tot:..-ticem some people 'you.have to, as Lincoln Stephan said,
take away the apple entirely and not dangle it. !

Ms. MARTINEZ. Exactly, and as I say, that is built in now but has
rarely been invoked.

Mr: HAWKINS. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. WASHINGTON. Yes.
Mr. I-LtwKINs. May I ask this question? Do you believe that a

contractor bidding for Government contract should be required to
show before the contract is awarded that that contractor intends to
comply with the law and has an affirmative action plan somehow
in view?

Ms. MARTINEZ. Absolutely; Congressman Hawkins. I think the
contractor who want S public moneys should show intents which is
what we are talking about. We are talking about the money of the
public because that is what the Government is: the public.

Mr. HAWKINS. In other words do you agree that there should be
a clearance before the awarding of a contract just as one would,.
award a contract to a contractor bidding on a-project on the basis
of what materials are goinkto be used, whether labor and
standards are going to be complied with and in the case of Defense
What certain types of materials protectibns will be .built into the
contract?

Do you believe that in the same way the contractor bidding for a
contract, I should say dipping his hands in the' public treasury;
should not be required to show a little democracy?

Ms. MARTINEZ. Exactly, and to put it in legal terminology; there
is no right to a public contract-It is a privilege. And if you wish to
avail yourself of that privilege, then I think you ought to share the
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burdens of public life. One of theae burdens is correcting very real
present_ consequences of past discrimination against certain grou_pa.

Mn t WASHINGTON. One of the reSponSeS'Of the contracting ele-
inent that we ate talking about is that these preclearance ifroviz___
sions; these statistical mandates create an undue burden on the
contactors.

Ms. MARTINFTZ Then they do not haVe to apply for public con-
tracts. It is simple.

Mr. WAsHINGToist. I-will yield with that.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. HAWkiNs. I think, Ms. Martinez; you have been very helpful.

We have no further questions that I kilo* Of.
AS we haVe issued the invitation to the other witness, we Will

invite a continuing dialog with you Which Will be helpful as the
committee proceeds,_ particUlarly in its field hearings throughout
the Southwest After, we leave the city of Chicago will be on the
west coast and we will be in the Deep South or at least in Texas. I
do not know whether yOu call that the Deep South or not
__ MS; MARTINEZ. I always call our Mississippi, Congressman;
[Laughter.]

Mr. HAwKii4s. Having a few filen& in Texas, am not going to
comment on that.'

Ms.MARTINEZ. Raving been born there, I can.
Mr. HAWkriva. Thank you, and thanks again for your testimony.
Ms. MAZtTINEZ. Thank you; and we look forward to working with

you in all ofthe jurisdiction&
Mr. HAWKINS. Thank _you.
The next scheduled witness_ is MS. Eleilnenr Smeal, president of

the National Organization for Women: _

SrneaL ,we congratulate the work of the National. Organiza-
tion for Women. We also anticipate your participation in our field
hearings at certain points. We want to commend you for theprog-
ress that you have Made in the direction of putting women really
:.3/4t the top of the agenda._ Sometimes I think we Should have a
National Orgamization for Men toe that ig doing equally as good a
job as you ar'-cloing. You do have men in your organization, de you
not?

MS. SMEAL. Yes, we do. We have male members.
Thank you; Mr. Chairman.
[The preparadfitateinent 6f EleanOr Smeal follows:] 4i-

..

ti
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PREPARED STATEMENT OP.ELEANOR CUTRISPAEAL, PRESIPENT, NATI0i4AL
/ ORGANIZATION pOP.VVIW:1

My name is Eleanor Smeal and 1 am. President of the

National Otggnization for Women, the largest membership
/ I '

organization in the United States dedicated to the achieve-

ment of/equal political, legal, social and economic right

for womn. On behalf of NOW's 140,000 membership, I want

to express our appreciation to the meMbers of this: Committee

fbt this opportunity to express our growing concern with

the 18r:eMic plight of weiten Le'today's society,addlths
//

seemingly 'meeting attitude toward that plight by the Reagan
t.

Administration.

Eighteen years after the enactment of Title VII,

sex discrimination remains a pervasive force in the work7

place. .Hiring, wages, promotions, york'cOnditions, benefits;

tenure; and treatment are all affectd. Documented ,studies,

statistics, court cases, and testimonies abound which'

analyze and describe 'the nature of sex discrimination on

the job.' AcrosS the board -- by age, race, and occupation

women on the average are still paid sebstentialIy_Iess than
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. '1)

_

men,, have lessstatu-s4 smaller and fewer benefits, and
/

/,_

suffer more unemplo -^..nt. Sex discrimination is so rampant
1/

and severe i.M.the workplace that the concept of sex segrega-
-_____i_

tion rather than sex discriMinatiOn more adequately de/scribes

_J
..the ldt of ordinary wome: in the marketplace or industry.

/
flThe sex discimthatida Can be most graphica3ly demons-
/

trated by charts Whier, detdrihe th-Wage gap -- the amount

on tHe.ayeraije that women are paid for every dollar men are

tpaid. To illustrate this sit:Intion, wepresentisix chartS":

Chart I: Over the Past 25;Years, the Wage Gap on
Antcal Earnings has Widened/

.
Chart 2. An Anzlysis of Wage Gap bOlace

Chart 3. 7 6u.:. of-IQ Full-Time Wcir14.rS Paid Less

Than S1C3 a Week were WoMeh

Chart 4. Men Paid More than Women at Every .Age Level

Chart 5. An Analysis of the'WageGnp by Full -Tine

Occupations A
Chart-6-. An Analysis Of income by Sex and Education

Level'

Despite continued discriminat'on, women'sparticipa-

tion in the labor force has increased dramaticalty. Today; -.

/
518' of all women in the United States are in the paid-labor

7 ) \

;force dither employed or actively job hunting.. Thq'dramatic

increatt in paid womenworkrs is uAffected by marl ai status;

teday over one-half of married women are aIso.in the labbr force.

e 6
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These statistics for ,all women in the labor forge-

; are somewhat deceptive. A far higher percentage of women

in the work force will be evidenced as the.. current work ferce

ages. Approximately 64% of all women age 25-34 were in the

labor force by/19791 as,compared to 39% Of the 'same age'

(Jr in 1965; These women include 54% of. the mothers in

this age group who maintained dual responsibilities for home

and child care with those of a job. Today, and. increasingly

in the futurei the prevailing work pattern of both males

and females will be full-time workers in the paid labor force.

It is clear to us that a particularly significant

factor in the increasing participation of women in the

American workforce and the - achievement of such equal employ-

ment opportunity as women currently possess is the enforce- /

ment (both public and private) of federal anti-discrimination

laws and Executive Orders: But, it is important to be

aware of the fact that progress has not been achieyed"by

virture of resolution of individual complaints Of discrimina-
,

'tion. Rather, it has-Seen the use of class actions and the

cbtaining,of affirmative class relief, as well as affirma-

tive policies required of government contractors, that have

brought us to, this point. The Reagan Administration

appears to understand this. Almost since it took office,
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ithas expressed its desire to curtail this most success-

ful vehicle- -for achieving equality: of opportunity. Now,

the Administration is beginning to implement that policy;

Enforcement of equal empIOyment opportunity by.the

EE0C; the agency which Congress especially entrusted with

this task, has been substantially undermined by the Adminis-

tration's twin policies of neglect and cutbacks. It is

nothing short of scandalous -thattwo seats on the commission

have been allowed to remain vacant for all these months and

that a new chairman has yet to be appein+64. W bout strong

leadership, the Commission can never fulfill its tast. Indeed,

the type of broad industTl wide investigations of institution-

alized discrimination among the larger employersi which

members of the Commission have instituted in the past,can

hardly be expected in the present leadership, vacuum. Yet

:\only these sorts of'activities will have meaningfuLresults

for significant number of persons. Only these will act as

meaningful deterrents to unlawful practices of other employers.

AS'if these Commission vacancies were not sufficiently,

triPpIing the Administration has 'administered a coupe de

grace to the agency's effectiveness by directing a 10%

across-:the-board staff reduction.

The Administratioq's disquieting_ attitude toward

equal opportunity can also be observed in the proposed

'78
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changes to. the regulations issued by the Office of Federal

Contract, Compliance Progress (OFCCP) pursuant to Executive

Oider 11246; Under the smokescreen of such buzzwords as -

"over - regulation" and ,"paperwork'burdensi" the AdminiStration

is substantially withdrawing the federal government from

its longstanding commitment to equal opportunity for women

and minorities. The Administration is doing this by, among

other things: :c: eliminating for approximately 754 of all

federal contractJi...- the requirement that they prepare written

affirmative action plans; (b) by eliminating the requirement

that cloIntractorareport annually on their progress in meeting

'their affirmative action obligations; ,(c) creating loopholes

by which corporations can avoid the preparation of affirma-.

tive action plans by the.use of numerous small contracts

(none of which exceeds the new threshhold) in lieu of a

single larger one; (3) providing blanket exemptions from

future compliance reviews for certain eMployers who are

currently in compliance*; and (e) ,eliminating preaward reviews.

of a contractor's EEO record. What the Administration will

consider next, we shudder to think.

/ Critics of afirmative action have suggestedto the'

,/ Administration that it would be desirable to reexamine

programs of affirmative action.generally and tp construct

a system whicn will place an even greater burden on those
,

initiating legal suit; by requiring them to prove intent

to discriminate as will as the actuality df discrimination.
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and at the same time to eliminate numerical data as

evidence-at-such-discrimination or a pattern of drscrimina-

tion.

' The institution of an intent requirement would fly

in the face of recent Supreme Court rulings interpreting

the scope orTitle VII. The Supreme Court ruled in Griggs
.f

v. Duke Power Company (1971) that under Title VII, "practices;

procedures, or tests neural on their face, and even neutral

in-terms of intent,-cannot be maintained if they operate

to 'freeze' the status'quo of prior discriminatory employ-

ment practices::;" Griggs further states that the burden

of proof faIIt up& the employer to prove that any job

teI*itiotveriteria that in effect exclude women or minori-

ties from a particular workplace, are both job related and

justified by an overriding business necessity. 'In Gtigqs;.

the, Court recognized .that discrimination occurs when a

practice negatively affects members of a particular racei

sex or ethnic group regardless of intent.

The aIlthination of the use of numerical data as

proof of discriminatory employment patterns or practice

would make anti - discrimination regulations virtually impottibIa

to enforce. The allegation that affirmative action programs

are forms of reverse discriMination since they take into

account race and iJex and employ numerical indices to measure
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waqpn's and minority representation negates enforcement

mechanism. Commitmentto'"equality

be measured by "equality of result." If the intent of

legislation is not to produce resuAts, what is it? It is

clear froMthe 1964 legislative history that members of

Congress were expressly concerned with blatant underrepre-
_ .

sentation (in numbers) Of Mihdritidi and women in particular

job:fields. The SupremEACourt examined and affirmed this

aspect of Title VII legislative history in. U.S. Steelworkers

ofAmer-kaa-Webe-r' in 1979, and alio upheld the practice

of affirmative action programs. The Court held that Title

VII did not prohibit race-conscious qffirmative action

programs and stated "...an interpretation of the sections

/of Title VII7 that forbade aII:rade-_Conscious Affirmative

action would 'bring about an end c,:mpIeteIy at variance

With the purpose of the statute' and must be rejected."

; With inflation biting harder into women's smaller

wages, this is not the time to retreat from affirmative

action efforts. Rather we urge this Committee to give he

Equal Employment Opporthhit/ COmmission and Office of Federal

Contract CompIianCe PrOgr.V.MS__the_necessary support for

vigorous enforcement. This is not thetime-to back Off

in_tiating litigation or class action suits. Just as

piecemeal legiilatica is not the answeri neither is piecemeal

- 92 -
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litigation. NOW Mote than eves American families and

women ate dependent on females' salaries, and only-systema

tic efforts to eliminate massive sex diseriminatien can be

_
effective for the many who suffer because of tek,diScrimina-

tion in the workplace. Moreover, becaube Of sex segregation

in the workplace, the EEDC's previous "comparable worth"
-

efforts to eliminate sex discrimination must be vigOrously

encouraged and increased -- not reduced.

It has taken us a long time to get where we are and

that is hot very far. The women of the nation_will not

tolerate-eny-reversal-or-impediment to theit'obtaining full

equal economic oppprtunity.

President Reagan promised durinc his election campaign

to help eliminate sex diSCriMination by a statute by statute,

case by case approach: The women's movement always knew that

the "ER;" and not the "A." approach was blatant opposition ,to

women's progress. There can be no Women's equality without

the Equal. Rights Amendment. Interestingly enough; the

Louis Harris poll of June 1981 reVealed that if the 1982

elections were held today, men would vote Republican by a

'close 49% to.45% margin while women would vote Democratic,

by a decisiVe 52% to 41% margin-: The backlash to the Reagan

Adminiatration; we believe is based largely upon the female.

perception that Republicans are standing in the.. 'ay

blocking access'to equal opportunitY, equal pay; d. equal

rights for women.
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Chart 1

Over the Past 25 Years, the Wage Gap

of Annual Earnings has Widened

The annual earnings_of_full-time_workers in 1955 was
$2,719 for women and S4=,_252 for men; roughly- 64t -to,
the dollar. 'In 1979, full-time median annual earn-
ings were $10,168 for women and S17,062 for men. . Thus,
women were paid 590 for every dollar paid men. Women
work 9 days to gross what men do in 5.

Since 1955, the annual earnings of women have been
between 64% and 56% of men's earnings. For every
dollar paid men, women were p:lid the following:

1955
1959
1960

63 9t
t 61 3t.

60 St
1962 59.54
1965 60.0t
1967 57 80
1970 59 40
1972 57 90
1973 56 6t
1975 58 St
1977 9t
1978
1979 59 5

SOURCE: U.S. Department, of Labor,'
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Chart 2

An Analysis of Wage Gap by Race

Earnings as %
of white rules

White Males $279 lbo%

Black malon $213 76%

Hispani: .es $201 72%

White Fut .H_es $167 60%

Black Females $156 56%

Hispanic Females $141 , 50%

The abotre_data reflect median weekly earnings for fuII...tiMe

workers, 1274;

SOURCE: U.S. Department of Labor
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Ch

7 Out of -1-071.ull=Time Workers paid

Less Than $100 a Week Were Women

Of a1,1 full-time workers paid under $100 per week, 71% were wome
in 1978,-and of those paid $100 - $124, 66* ws,,2 women. On the
Other end o£ -the pay scale,-of-the workers pa.: 6500 or mere a
week, only 6% were women and .94% were men -- near_iy aII of whom
were white.

The percpnt distribution in 1978 for high and low pay was as
follows

Men

White

III6k

Hispanic

Woven,

Whi

Ble

Hi.

Under $100 $100 - SIN $4-0-0-- $495

28% 34% 91%

22% 27% 86%

t% G% 3%

3% 4% Zf

71% 66% 9%

60% '55% 8%

113 109 1%

5% 5% .1%

1006 1003 100%

Over .,800

94%

po%

2%

1%

6%

5%

.8%

.1%

I006

Because Of rounding and special Hispanic ;lints by the Bureau of '

Labor' Statistics; the sums of individual groups may not
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Chart 4

ti-

Man Paid Mere Than wamen At Every Age Level

Men arc paid more than wc:ren at every age level; but in 1978;
there were differenCes based On age

Age GrOUni

16 to 24
25 'to 34
35 to 44
45.-to 54
55 to 64
65 and ovur

Women

$142
5182
2172
$173

$125

Women
Earnings

Men as % of Men's

$185
$275
$326
$316
$279
$201

77i
66%.
53%
55%
68%
62%

The above data reflect median weekly earnings.-for full-time workers,

1978.

SOURCE. U.S. Department Labor
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Wage Gap By

Full-Time Occupations

ALL FULL 7 -4HE WORKERS
(341 female)

CLERICAL WORKERS
. (76% female) 6 ,

Secretaries-s Stenos (99%)
Typists (96%)

median pay female 0_:for_e.
malv female S paid to me,,

$15,730

15,289
-9,820
12,167

$ 9050

9,158
9;400
8,706

590

610
950
71:

Bookkeepers (90%) 13,646 8,925
Cashiers Counter Clerks i81%). 10,6_43 7;528 710

Office Machine Operators (75%) 15,194 9,276 610

Other Clerical (60%) 15,496 9,357 6:;

SERVICE WORKERS (49% female) $11,057 $ 6,832 624

Private Households {95%) -5,461 2-030 526
Health_Services_1882)_ 10;515 7;926 75C

-Personal Strvices-(64%) 9,042 . 7,104 79C
Food. Services (63%) _8,543 5;941 690

Other thad_rtivate_Household (47%) 11,076 7,J10 63C
Cleaning Services (271) -9,807 -7,000 71t

Protective Services (5%) 15;184 10;822 710

PROFESSIONAL A90 TECHNICAL
WORKERS (37% female) $19;289 $12;633 652
salaried unless otherwise noted . .

Health Workers (83%) 14,709 12,497 85C

Teachers (59%) 16,468 12;529 76C

Elementary 6 Secondary-(66%) 15,274 12,40CM, 810

College_s_Oniversity (249) . 21,139 15,116 '-'-'" 71C

Accountants (30%) 18',968 12,598 66C
Computer Specialists (20%) 2n;156 %4 ;490 720

Ma's a Dentists J12%) 29,839 26,373 884

Engineering 6.. Science Teen. (14%) 23,721 20,306 866

Engineers (2%)

OPERATIVES (271 female) $1J;660 $ 8,005 590

Manufacturing__(35fi1 13;039 8,138 590
Operatives, ex. transport (36%) 13,470 7,995 590
Non-manufacturing Ill%) 13;337 7;152 540
Transport; Equip. Operatives (20 14,071 8,364 596

8i
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Chart-5

(page 2)

SALES WORKERS (26% female)

median
male

p.y female 0 for c.
female $ paid to men

. $16,839 $ 7;644 4$0 .

Sales_Clerks (53%) 18;264 ,6,539' 640

Retail Trade (42,) 11,615 6,582 570 '

Insurance, Real Est.it..",
__Stock_Agents_&_Brokors (266 , 0,943 10,254 ,490

Other Sales (12%) 17,949 11,783 660

Manufacturing L Wholesale (13%)
y

2;007 12,328 620

MANAGERS AND ADMINISTRATORS
(27% female)- salaried unless

o4herwise noted $20,1'59 $11,120 540

Nuance, Insurance
Real i:state_(32%) 21,-,;885 11,187 510

Retail Trade (26%)
Retail Trade, self-employed (22%)

15',749H,Y

16-17,2

8,626-
5;401

540
'500

Rubliq_Administration_(22%) 19,187 14,273 1 730

Other Industries (21) 21,124 ,12,121 .570

Manufact'iring (10%) 25;617 12;485 500

LABORERS .(10% female) 512,831 $ 7,452 Gf-
Marlufacturing (11u) li;400 7,964

Otbc't_tadtmtrie*Aus) 11,433 -6,929

Constn.etion (1%1 11,014 In,099 92,1'

CoArT WOBRS.(4% female) $15,776 9,584 u
Other Craft (10%) 15;998 9;383

Blue_Collar Supervisors (9%) 17,661 10,292 59.0

Metal Crafts (2%1)
construction Crafts (1%)_

16,676;
15,r 5

9,392
8:535

5,
570

Mc:hanIcs 6 Repairers (1%) 15, 4 620

300R2::: eoses Bureau; B.S. Department of CorAmorce, 1` -60. series, No 118,

1978 data.

6
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Chart 6

An Analyn,s of Income by Sex ano

19,79

Male Incomo Income

Elementary 512,40p ..87;606

8 yoAr 4,475 7;766

School

1 - 1 year!,; 15;205 9,552

4 ye,' 18,111 10,506

C'Alecle

I - 3 year 19,376 11;861

4 };earr,

years or more

23,996

2.5,858

13;430

16,694

The a:-wo OAta reflect inemmu for 'I-tirid

.

Census Bureau, U.S. Den9rtmcnt of Commerce; P-60 act -ies,
No. 12S.
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STATEMENT OF ELEANOR CUTRI SMVAL PIRPSIDENT,
NATIONAL 1)RGANIZATION FOR WOMEN, INC.

Ms. SMEni. I am glad to be here.and I am glad you are having
these hearings on affirthative-aCtion. As the President of the Na-
tional Organization for Women;'_I am representing_ the largest
membership organization in the United States composed of men

A _and women who are dedicated to achieving equal political, legal
and- social rights for women. , .

We are very concerned about the whole affirmative action and
equal employment o_ppOrturiity area for minorities and women,
especially under the proposed-administrative_tkilicies of today. I am
submitting to you official to8tiitiony from our organization on.the
subject at han& 'In fact am going to submit a corrected colly:

I would like -to: summarize that testimony and go beyond it
Frankly I fecl_that as I was sitting and listening to the hearings
going on thiia_far that we are in a very serious politiCalsitilation in
which we are here defending PrOPbaila which just last year we
thought Slibiald be improve --In other words all of the-organizations
here who ate defending ,affirniatiVe action 'knew and--know that
there must be more effort put into this area. Now we are trying to
Stave off dqvastation in _this area. . -

I think we ,must always keep our mind on the majoe focus that
we must be on the iniRrovenietit, on the offensive; not just defend-
ing Massive attacks of going backwards.

would like to commend also Congressmen Hawkins for inviting
the administration to appear. _I agree with iSiciit that the refusal (q*
the administration to appear before-this subcommittee is_ indeed a
matter of concern to all of us. SO often I feel that we are fighting
windmillS, rumors, in.Imendos out what is going to happen or

-What is about to happen in the area onportunity for
minoritie6zind women.

It is ,yery difficult to_prePare teStiitiO policies of e..:
adininiStration when they are not spe. to us. i h.:KM
and you know that on the rumor 'Ind] t. a massive cutback
Planned in this area We do not kric.'w the c nature of it So our
testimony is prep- .ed_in:sorneWhat a general conteicti general be-
cause we do not .. iow alt of, the specifics of a policy or _program.

We think incidentally that this_la a dangerous pm-Tile:it, that
Congress and the public cannot adequately comment on proposals
before they are prepared and cannot be a part of a team dealing
with problems in this area and solutions. So we_ feel that lack

adminiStrative officials here i§-indeed regrettable._
I have in the testimony_preaerited familiar statistics; I think that

too Often those of us representing organization§ to advance -the
rights of people have got -to constantly present the statistics of how
bad things are. Some day I would love to be able to sit in such a
ctmir to tell you how good they are But indeed we can and_ do
our testivily document the discriminatien against women
workplace, especially minority-women:

All of_you are familiar with? the statistics. There is a major gap
in pay. That -gap widens as- the educational levela decrease and'-also
it widens_for minorities, for those Who are doubly discriminated
against. But all across the spectrum females are discr>miriated
against highly in the marketplace.
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. Rut aM,.,. . t, ac an ha:; had vsitive-,effec:s. As you well know
iii 0-io f:vrilare*thc. nest revolutionary thing that has
occurre.-1 social ECOnr.zinc ,,motor is the numbers of
women .enterine-. the The staliiqics tire phenomenal.
Today the maju...ty of omen work fuil culk,id.e the home for
pay. . . .

And the stati,:tic= I 1.i!iriz. mask another factor that we must all
-.deal with. It..lost -women from now on will .work outside the home

for pay. Right ,ow the,overall average is 51 ?ercent. But when you
look _at the you Tiger categories it is over tw)-thirds and it is gain-
ing.'It does not matter if the woman is r parent or _n&. _Women;_ by
the _ecOnomic conditions _and also by tht changed nature Of the
wo-kplace itself, arid prAuction; are wo..-king permanently outside
the _home

We believe affirmative. action is absolutely essential: There is-nn
justification_ for the cutbacks. We are against the cutbackS. We
actually believe massivejmprovement is necessary; You know; it is
ironic_. We live in a time when we need adlustments and creative
thinking tc deal with an increasing :work force that "is of gigantic
proportions. ,

Instead of_ creative thinking we ony_ have, naysaying that is
masked all the cloud words, words like reverse discrimination;
words such as we are trying to cut back the expenses and all the
costs to small business of putting in numerous forriisi_ questioning
numerical goals_ and time ;ables instead of _having not only these
but also more solutions to massive new problem-. .

__I have gone through _wluit we believe are the proposed changes.
we are against the cutbacks in the budget. They are hitting hard =.
:st of all the minorities and women. We ere se-ainst the cutbacks
in the area of equal opportunity enforc.iment We think that the
nonsense of the buzz words of overregulation and paperwork bur-
dens are excuses for creating a situation ofless opportunity for
minorities and women in maintaining e cheap labor pooi.

We think that to prove intent _and to ell:ninate numerical data
just makes it impossible to do so. Let's face it.

Essentially commitment to equality of c;,portunity must_e rrkas-
ured by equality of result. If the intent of leuislation is not -to-
produce results; what is it for? _ _

Not only do we fe.7! that we must deal with affirmative action.
Wathink we must deal with such programs as the Elee's attempt
to deal with coniparable worth. Comparable worth for women must

;be measured. We must have new programs I'lr its enforcement It
must be encouraged and increased, not reduced:

When you look at what is. before us; I think you _must talk in
political terms.: I coulo make :Al of the tesamony legal and statisti-.
cal..But I think that it does not it eat the situation that is before us
orthe challenge that is before us.

Reagan during_ his campaign_ promised the women of
this Nation that he would eliminate sex discrimination and that he
would go statute by statute; case by case; and that he would in fact
advance women's rights. Instead, in the last 6 months we have had
a cases -by- (::.:.:-; statuze-by-statute; rumor-by-rumor. rollback in the
area of entbrce.ment of women's rights.
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There hziVe been t.ii my knowledge no solutions; creative or other=
wise; coming frqm the ;Administration _in_the area of improving
women's rights or increasing the= enforcement against discrimina-
tion to women or minorities or blackS. There have been no statu-
tory suggeStidna, to my knowledge to' toughen things to make it
a' re enforceable or to improve conditions. -If they do not like the
present mechaiiiSitia, if they are to be honest to their own rhetoric;
they will suggest_ improvements rather than absolute. hatcheting
ann elimination of the exiating_programs.

-Incidentally I believe they are fooling no one:-If you look at the
polls today there is a backlash among woraen to -the current
Reagan administration: Interestingly enough a ,Lou Harris poll of
June 1981 revealed that if the 1982 elections Were held- today; men
would Vote Republican by a 40 to 45 percent margin while
would vote 'Democratic by a decisive 54 to 41 percent margin: The
backlash we believe is based largely upon the female perce tion
that Republicans are standing in the doorway blocking acce s to
equal opportunity, equal pay and equal rights for women.

We are determined to fight this We also are determined n t to '

be divided and conquered. We believe questions such as Mr. H tch
put to Vilma Martinez about whether attention -to improving dis-
crimination against blackS cuts off access to Hispanic America s or
if he would put a similar question to me about whether paying
attention to discriminationagainst minorities cuts off attention to
women i a divide and conquer tactic. We will not tolerate that

Mr: WASHINGTON. Did you call me Mr. Hatch?c
SMEAt. No no no I said Mr. Hatch. Ms. Martinez in her

testimony said that she was asked the question by Mt. Hatch: And
basicallY I was trying to underscore that we in the women's move-
merit; Mr: W^hington, as you Well know,_are constantly asked:_are
We not taking away opportuttities' from minorities? The EEOC, if
they are fighting discrimination against minorities, are they not
th,-irefore taking away froth fig!tting discrimination against fe-
males?

What we are saying to all such questions is that we understand
that these questi:',ns_ are a civide and conquer tactic-and that, we
will all lose, those of us Who lre fightiAg discrimination; unless we
Stand united together: We belirwe incidentally that we are united,
that the women s moVeirient is united with the Movements against
racial and e*7-inic dkci.'irnination iv.id that will stand together.

Thank you very nitieh.
Mr. HAWKINS. Thank_you; Ms: Si-nrA.11.

was trying to read thtbUgh your statement rather rapidly and I
aiti not. sure yoo dealt with this your statement. Let me ask you
this One criticisiti of affirmative action is that the result is that
Women will displace men in the work force. What is your reply to
that?

MS. SSfeAL. Look ,at the current datr..... We are oc.,.t displacing. As a
matte; of fact we are facing an industry and a'work force condition
of sex segtegation. We are doin;- jobs pitnarily that only females
do: Tir-a, is the reality. We do not 1; '.vex segregation in the
marketplace. We do not like being in jobs that are primarily low
paying. But that is

9
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So we are not disphicing. We are just a new cheap labor market
and obviously very necessary. We are flooding into the workplace.

Then on the other hand I will say that I think that concern is
the same concern those people have for reverse discrimination;_if
reverse discrimination means keeping the status quo for white
males: then, I think that this is an unjust situation..If we are to be
only concerned about males and their work needs not women,
then I think this is a Nation that is blind to th, of one-half
of its population and also blind to the resourc(-3 r!!-(1 to the accom-
plishments of One-half of the _Nation: We are

I do not think the economic pie, by the !. :2 limited fixture
and that. when you cut it that you keep cutting it info smaller
pieces. I_believe that when women and blacks and other_minorities
are- allowed to -F.,,,rticipate equally; we change the: pie. We enlarge' icher country and a richer 'place to bebe. -I think
the notion is a_ limited finite number of jobs does not
meet the t lity. Obviously the number is constantly ex-
panding at. not meet the notion of what we know about

-society;

pation of women in the workpla e. For example; the entire fast
Whole new inarkets have been recited by the increased partici: .

rood industry is dependent upon a changed notion of women's role
in society. We are creating market!s as we change ;:n_our_ workplaca

Mr. HAWKINS. Do you feel that there is a basic right to the
opportunity -for employment and that women_ have that right just
as men do? Does the. on of a poor man have the same right as Mi..
Rockefeller's son? Should that right to earn a living and support a

depenci_ on the social or economic status of the individual?
Ms: SMEAL. Yes; I think that every American has a basic right to

a job in productive work.
Incidentally; I also believe that women who ar e homemakers are .

'working full time and their economic recognitions must be a part
of all of this We 'do not recognize the WOrk of h htitheMaker and
that has got to stup. But women are working: Orcourse I think this
is one of our basic philosophical rights. It does not mean that the
world owes everybody a living; ;hut -on the other-hand;-what I mean
by that is that a person mist perform to standards. Obviously we

' can perform. _ _ -

A nation r.an hard)y tolerate the levels,of unemployment among
black youtn S it is today in the cities._It is a disgrace to our
Nation that we are not finding worthwhile work, do not have
opportunities. We cannot say to some that _welfare is bad when we
have no jobs. And that is what we are doing. It is a very 'serious 4
situation.

Incidentally, I do not think there shoult1 be age ,

either. Right now the elderly female is probably in one of the most I

disgraceful plight:: economically of any class in our society.
Mr, HAWKrNF,. YO'l touched en the subject of the_ aeminitration I

officials' refusal at our invitation to testify openly m this kru.-a. I i

suppose I join with you in the _concern_ for--what seems to he
conspiracy to avoid or r'nly defending their polic-es.

Ms. SiwEAL, Oz even to enunciate then' clearly. I do feel_'
are fightir.g rumor constantly. Then .when we make a ciia;lenge
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that this is w hat is ihtehded, we era 'told that that is not what is
intended. It makes it very difficult

Mr. HAwKINs. I have tried to analyze the reason for It I give
theni the benefit of having good faith and perhaps_ having some
validity in some of the chards that e.they might wish to make
However, I thihkand I am asking you whether o:,. not you
with this analysis that the administration is f.yrrhoi,-1'iTig t

als or plans that they have not yet disclosed to those gLiup:..1 fr;,+ ;en
will be most directly affected by them._

It is bliVioda that they have openly advocated budget cutbackS,
that they have _obviously opposed _backpey _as_a remedy, that they
have openly indicated their distaste with systemic case processing,
that they intend to reduce the Coverag_e_quite extehsively. These
things are pretty obvious, it would seem to me; if you put the
pieces together.

Assuming that is what they would have testified to had they
come before the committee; would we be right in_ concluding that
the inessrge has gone out to those who would discriminate and to
everyone_ who is hired by this administration tha_they do not
believe fire affirmatiVe action, that they do not believe in the en-
forcement of the law;_ that it is all right-to relax and to continue
discriminating; and that if one doe::: not actually_ participate in
discrir then the may permit it to take.place? Is this clearly,
the that goes cut as a result of that failure to clearly state
whal they intend to do?

M5. SMEAL Absolutely; the message has_ gone out that they do
not Intend to enforce the law and that there is going to be a
w-eakening..That message has gone out not only in employment but
it has also gone out in title IX in the education area osex discrim-
ination.

Also then when you challenge that message-4hat no; that is not
what is intendedyou are put on the deferiaive because you did not
have any real concrete Proposal. You have what s in the area of
rumor. If the.,, do not want that message out there, they should
correct it: instantly. TheY Should say that of course they do not
intend to back away from the equal _employment comr,itinetits of
every prior administratidn and to their own rhetoric; their 'own
statements. o

I_think it L. very serious, the condition right now of the rumor
mill, _aiid ita effect on opportunity for minorities and women 5.8
serious: -Thera is no cpiestion about_it.

Mi. HAWK `NTS.
and

just seems to me that there is a striking Ottal-
lel between this and the Thatcherernment in Great Britain. In
drawing the =r arallel, it would seem that this policy_ of s3.1ence _and
uncertainty i::: precisely what gives rise to the type of disturbances
afflictihg Britain and the type of di...,ft:rbances that_could M
this country as p result a° a !ack oi pt,4itive dynamic leadership for
the pecible. wh i see their htpes rt3h-c:!; their lives threateneci,
rights, and privileres deprived, .arid are without any hope that the
Governin.7,iit is .itt.-nipting to remedy these ilk,

The _oeop'e. assume the PoSsible___worst consequences without
many having the foundation for it, merely because there if:I
conspiracy of silence.
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.

Ms. SMEAL. There is no question. It has -two effects. One is tha;
those who would AO discriminate for whatever reasons have a
message, whether rightly or wrongly that it-is _going to be more
permissible.,Those who are the victims _have the message that
somehow therie is no avenue of resort and those of us who are in
the leadership of the communities who perhaps could provide the
'hope are left not even with` N a .response because, in fact, we some-
times.are made to_ look like we are fighting windmills: So; there-
to: e, it gives condition to chaotic responses such as riots..

But incidentally it also gives a political message. That is why a
lot of people do not see the women's constituency as riotinz- _per-
haps or even reacting _as 'an organized constituency. I see these
polls as indicating that women are .reacting and they do under:.

stand ever so clearly what is happening ,to them: The _message has
also -hit this constituency which has been less traditionally ore-
nized..and they are having a political response._

I also believe that they are having the hopeless response and the
anarchic response._All of these responses are present and it is -very
hard for responsible leadership to furrtion in such an .atmosphere.

Mr. HAw_iciNs. Thank, you
Mr._ Washington; _may the re',..irct-indicate that no one belieVed

that Ms. Smeal had accused yen of',being Mr. Hatch. [Laughter.]
MS. SMEAL. No, I.did _not.
Mr. WASHINGTON. I think I air justified in being put out
Ms. SMEAL. I was shocked wh I you said that
Mr..Washington; I would to tliank you for your support of

the Equal Rights 'Arnendinn, . as a 'State senator from Illinois.
Mr. WASHINGTON. I was vc. fortunate as a State senator. Each

year your local chapter would icrade us and I would always get 100'
percent.

Ms: SMEAL: -That is right,_ and we woukl know how we would
grade you !n relationship with Mr. HatCh. [Laughter.1 .

WASHINGTON:.i_thii 'tc you pre_ perfectly correct; Ms. Smelt
in couching your testimony in political language because that is
what_ it is all about I_ think-you are perfectly justified in joining
our chairman in bringing the administration to task for not provid-

. ing.witnesses here today_ to testify - relative to these EEO matters
that we are concerned about. I think that is the height of arra-
ranee; certainly antidemocratic; and I think it shows lack of eon-
cern.

I am not that familiar with the manners of the mansion _around
here. I just dot here. But I am of the opinion that matters like this
insult the integrity of t- House and committees; that matters like
this should be brought to -the attention of the Speaker and that the
Speaker should Address the question to the President and make _it;
very clear,' -that we run. this House; we have legitimate oversight
res_ponsibOities and :hat if anybody directly or ever remotely in-
ning:: r.2pon that integrity; then* he should know_ it;

I think i,t« Ameri .n people i-'1ould know that they are shootin_g
dice under a hat, We do oot know what they are doing and -all at
m.ice they are going to come out with some rules hopefully no
worse than. -those that you enunciated;_Mr. Chairman._

I think the Speaker should know-about this, and I am going to
see that .he-does know ai.;outi.; Mr. Chairman.
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SNIF.Y.t I think that we have been too moderate: I asked M.
.Fichaning during the break if he had ever known of a cabe in hiazi
yews of experience, because I 61M-tingly' have less experience here
than 116,_and he said he has never known of a case that this was
done in this manner. S%I think we- should be quite outspoken in
or,r objectioni.-1am delighted that you are taking this matter to
the Speaker:1 feel that right pow the legislative branch is under
some attack from the executive. _ _

Mr. WASHINGTON. Not only thati but Mr. Reagan boasts of a
mandate which is _very_spurious. I know I_have a mandate in my
district. I got 96 percent of the vote. That is §ttohg enough for me
to _object to *hat I consider to be an infringement;

Ms. Smtk.L. That is=sort of solid.
Mr. WASHINGTON. Thereis bruited about constitutional amend-

ment to_ abolish affirmative action. Mr. Reagan presumably is but-
toning that onto his spurioiri mandate. How do you feel about this
so-called mandate that

Ms; SIVIEAL. I do not L'etticie it exists. I believe there was no
mandate on Fo. 'Lc-1i' this _election. This was an election
against the ecor..:mc coalitions, agaitigt. the Middle East
situation, anc .ist the incumbent presidency. There was none
on social issues:

Incidentally, poll after poll reflects this I do not believe Aineri-
Can people want to go away from their commitment to equal rights;
I think that is the reason why the polls are starting to showr for
example, the women's backlash. ,

Mr. WASHINGTON. It Might be that the women will save us all 'if
you keep multiplying like fishes and loaves in terrors of your opposi-
tion to Mr. Reagan.

I wonder if you would clear up a misconception for me or embel-
lish a point,tIn my district there are mangy .forking women; most of
them minor4y, and many of them either - support faiiiiC 2S alone_ or
sui.;,ploment incomes'of their husbands, Who, because.
Eon, are 'usually not adequately paid. So the women then have to

- go to work and they are not adequately paid because of discrimina-
tion, so they -girt it from both, ends: It is particularly haith when

r. women are the sole providers for their families.
Would you comment on that in reference to this thriiSt for

pay and affirmative action?
Ms. SM.gAL. The rn -,1-11 that women we not working for inoncv_I

thought we had destroyed. But it coritintibUsly pe:sists that some-
how our jobs are not essentiaL.Of course they are essential. AS_you
just said the minority woman supporting a family is essentially;
because. of the living in a state of poverty. She
is making_ less than 59 cents on tledollar---which a whitc_ woman
would Make and she is essentially forced; sh-e--anr1 her children,
into poverty:

It is a situation which _forces many onto wet`' ire. It ii-a-_vicio.us
circle: Theycannot afford to Work be is so loW-tbat.-
they cannot in fact provide for e faith,

Essentially the feminization of pbilert .g a well-known
factor. One Major national commission . conchiSicia that
by the.5 ear 2000 peot'e, in poverty Will ,y women Prld
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their dependents. Of course a large sector othat will be minority
wdmen_

Mr. WASHINGTON. YOUT statistics on the back of your submission
bear out just how potent that observation is.

have ,one last guestion, somewhat unrelated. I am struck by the
similarity between the emotionalism which is characterized by op-
position to the Equal Rights Amendment and the same emotional-
ism whicli\seems to be surrounding this attack upon affirmative
action. Do You think there is deVeloping in this country a mood
which is anti-female and anti-minority?

Ms. SMEAL. I do not think it is in the general population: It is
possible: In fact oneof the things that worries me is if it is going,to
become permissible to return to racist and sexist jokes at the rate
we are going: It is .allowing antisocial behavior against minorities
and women.

I happen to feel, however, that, this is no more than an attempt
on the part of those who profit to keep their costs down; I believe;
and have always believed, that the Equal Rights AmeAdment is an
economic issue. It essentially is about Money and pay and jobs: And
those itho are stopping it are primarily the spokespersons of/the
vested interests, the corporate world that profits;

That is why 75 percent of the State legislators who voted against
the ERA are members of the Republican party;_ many of whom are
business spokespersons on the floor of the State legislatures. I
think that the attack on affirmative action-is nothing more than
an attempt to coddle employers who profit from taking advantage
of the underprivileged of our society. I do not think we should treat/ it as anything else but that.

If you look at where the ERA has not' passed in our country, it is
in those States primarily that have all kinds of tax shelters for
business and which in' fact are primarily right-to-work States; pri-
marily; States that have less enforcement mechanisms for the pro-
tection'of the average- person and workers. -

Mr. WASHINGTON. So we end on a political matter in that the
coalition that Ms.. Martinez spoke- of and that you speak of is
absolutely necessary.

Ms..SmEAL. That is right; There must be a coalition. I also think
that weSlitifild-not forget for a minute that those who would like to
divide us would like- to- p14 it on emotional terms and take our
money away from the dollar and the bottom line. Because when
people understand that when those people are saying the ERA
destroys the family, -when they play it on emotional terins, they
lake it away fromthe &Alan They take it away from what is the
real impact of discrimination and they help encourage people to be
against their own interests.

That is why I think we should keep the issue right where it is
Affirmative action or the attempt to gut it, the attempt to avoid
enforcement is an attempt to-keep wages down; to have a profit
margin that- is bigger. I feel that if there were no vested interests
that profited from discrimination that we would solve these prob-
lems much sooner.

Mr. WASHINGTON: So this conspiracy of silence in which this
committee is. bypassed by the administration is all part and parcel
of that.
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Ms; SMEAL: I think it is very hard for them to say that,they are
against rights for Minorities or women; I think that they have to
explain it on so many other things. That is why they have so many '
buzz words. And I do believe that one of the reasons t!'.iat they are
not stating their plans so clearly is it is more difficult; It silences
the opposition._

Mr; WASHINGTON, Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. HAWRINS. Thank_ you; INtl& Smeal; for your testimony. You

have been very hetaiil. We -wish to commend you and the National
Organization for Women for the very excellent job that you are
doing;

MS. SMEAL. Thank you; We' thank you for-the'ciPPOkttinitY:113
appear,

Mr. HAWKINs. The final witness today is Eleanor domes' Norton.
She is appearing. in a new capacity today beforethis, committee.

'Mrs. Norton is -now _a Senior Fellow of the Urban Institute, and
was formerlY the Chair of the Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission. Mrs; Norton also is a personal friend.

I am sure you must -be somewhat amused as you appear before
this committee today: Formerly we appeared to be somewhat criti-
cal, even of the EEOC under the previous administration. You
must be amused at what we are now going through. Obviously-
would like to reinstate you and -have you in your former - position.

I, was very proud of some of the statementslyou made: the other
night- on TV. I happened to tuneinto it and:SaW-ycitit:--I-said then
what I have sometimes said behind your back; but will say in front
of you today. I_ Said to my wife; 'there is a wonder woman."

So with that; we are delighted to have you before the committee
today and to WelOome ydu in your pew position.

MS. NORTON; Thank you very kindly, Mr. Chairman; _

[The Prepared Statement of Eleanor Holmes Norton follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF ELEANOR HOLMES NORTON, SENIOR FELLOW; URBAN
INSTITUTE

Mr. Chairmen, members of thesubcommittee, I am Eleanor Holmes Norton. L am
a past chair of the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission and currently a
Senior Fellow at the Urban Institute in Washington, D.C., where I am writing a
bcak on equal employment.-

I Want to begin by expressing my appreciation_to this Committee and espeCially to
yeti Mr. Chairman for _holding these hearings and to commend the initiative they
represent: This Committee under the able and tough leadership of Chairman Ha'w-
king has been an _indispensable vehicle for insuring-that the agencies infoLved
Approached _enforcement with the seriousness and efficiency Congress intended.
Your oversight has been strong and evenhanded in Democratic and - Republican
administrations alike. Your unfailing posture- has been tO goad the agencies_ toward
greater efficiency and tougher enfercement. But -I doubt yed have over confronted a
situation such as has developed since- he new administration has_come into office. I
doubt that' you have held hearings during a period where-the- very future of the
equal employment laws was being questioned., For these hearings come at a time
when the actions of the administration and several proposals before the Congress
have created an almost unanimous loss of confidence among public interest groups,
civil rights groups, and women's rights groups that-the civil rights laws will be
enforced fairly and forcefully: Ncit, ititerestingly,_haNe theia measures been put
forward at the initiative of the business cOmmunity,_and many have not met with
their approval. I found in my experience at the-EEOC that many eMployers taday
arecommitted to the law and accept it as a fact oflife in doing business just as they
accept similar statutes, supli as the .National Labor Relations Act, the Federal

d.-Communicationa A, and other regulatory statutes. I am certain that business is
embarrassed by radical proposals such as Senator Orin Hatch's proposed Equal
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Protection Amendment to the Consti tion, which, among other things Would raise
to constitutional dimensions the bar of goals and thnetables, a device Which
business generally endorses. It is_h_ard to take seriouly most of the proposals that
have surfaced; many of which appear to be patently illegal, highly unfeagible, or so
extreme that I cannot believe that they will survivescrutiny. These include, among
others proposals that would effectively abolish the OFCCP and-the EEOC except- for
federal EEO enforcement and-conciliation in individual cases at EEOC, While
making the Justice Department_someho_w responsible for all EEEO enforcement
(Wednesday Club composed of some Republican members of Congress); °a ban on
lawsuits by the EEOC (EEOC transitiorf team); and amendment to Title VII -to
overturn the Supreme Court decision in the °Weber case, making, it impossible for
business- to do effective voluntary_ self-enforcement without waiting to be sued
(introduced by Representative Robert Walker); wad a measure to require specific
intent before discrimination may be establishedimder Title VII (Hatch constitution=
al amendment) to -name some of the_ more radicaLand unworkable of the proposals
that have surfaced from the Congress. _One of the unfortunate effects of theie
extreme proposals is that many minorities and women will assume that proposals to
weaken the and retard enforcement have_been advanced at the request of
b4Sineks. In point Of feet, new revised regulations for_the Office of Federal Contract
Compliance to eileride those passed during the last administration have deeply
diVided the business community and distressed most business people and their
la*Yerg. While Many Companies desired changes'at the OFCCP, the administration
pro-paged some measures that weaken enforcement; with -which business was satis-
fied, and/ failed tb deal -with others that concerned- companies. Minorities and
women, on the other hand, _read these proposed changes as ageneral declaration of
war by the new adrainistration against firm enforcement_in_civil rights far beyond
the OFCCP. It was the wrong signal to send to minorities.- and - women who, though
skeptical aliout the adriiinistration's commitment; had adopted a wait-and-see atti-
tude. And it was the Vining signal to send to business Who had hoped for a fruitful
working_relationship.

Because the proposed revised OFCCP regulations have came to,symbolize prob-
lems equal employment enforcement in the new adnunistration,_1_ want to use
them to indicate major problems that have emerged in the admirustratio_n's basic
approach to enforcement-of-the equal employment laws. Then Imant to m_ake some
comments about the EECIC'S Systeinit program; because I believ_e_d_is_ that part of
the_ commission's mandate that is most- vulnerable without sustained and expert
internal management and support from the administration.

THE ADMINISTRATION'S APPROACH TO REVISING THE BASIC REGULATIONS OF THE
OFCCP

The proposed revised regulations have drawn fire from all sides,This is not the
time to engage in a detailed analysis of the proposed revised OFCCP regulations.
Instead _I nave selected two sections from the proposed regulations because they
illustrate the confusion and unsatisfactory solutions that result- when a major
enterprise like revising the basic regulations of an agency is undertaken with a
blunt and unrefined instrument and without due deliberation- and consultation with
all who_areaffected Two sections that typify the problem with the regulations -are
the proposed elimination of most companies that now file written affirmative action
plans mid a_proposed_exeraptiod of some companies reoin any OFCCP oversight for
5-year periods under certain conditions.

The thresholds for coverage by affirmative action plans are propesed to be raised
from companies with 50 employees and contracts of $50,000, or more; to only those
with 25(lamployees and one million dollars in contract/1, or more. Protected groups
have storngly_ objected to this proposal because. -by- OFCCP's own- estimate, 75
percent of companies would no longer be covered OFCCP justifies this huge reduc-
tion in soverage, saying that three-fourths of all employees now covered by written
plans will continue to be covered. OFCCP overlooks the (act that 80 percent of all
new jobsare created in companies with 100 or fewer employees; that it is far easier
for business and for government to work within a context df job expansion than
later, when years of discriminatory recruitment and promotion Hurst be undone; and
that in effect, this proposal, by exempting most government contractors; gives a
license for nbn-compliance with the law.
__Nor has this proposal satisfied bugineie. While-teeegniting the obvious_ savings to
smaller contractors, business scoffs- at the OFCCP savings estimate of $13 million
when - compared with the $942 million per year the 500 largest federal contractors
say they spend annually on OFCCP affirmative action requirements;
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Similarly, all conrerned have criticized the new OFCCP proposal to exempt -con-
tractor', frorii Compliance relinlvs where a facility has undergone an on-site compli,

ance review, has un OFCCP,approved written affirmative action program or has "a
linkage tigreeriiefit with_the Employment and Training Adininistrutioit _or . . a

training program . . proyidling) reasonable opoortunitiea" for the protected_groups.
The groups criticize the period as too long, given eherigeS that, often occur in the
tidier fierce, the absence of monitoring ti) assure that the conciliation agreement
iiegiitiiited during the compliance review is more than 0 piece of _paper, and the
rrA program concept because, these programs most often deaLin entry level.jobs

, requiring tittle_skill where minorities and women are often_ already represented and

where the match _between employment oppciittiiiities and affirmative action require-
ments would in _highly unlikely. Busirroga,-has Met this proposal with deep sicepti=

cism, questioning the authority of the OFCCP to require a linkage agreement from

companies in compliance with the EiceeiitiVe Order and questioning whether compa-
nies will be able to-gaih the exemption with out compliance cots in excess' or those
incurred under the present preCeSS.

IWhile_it is not unusual for- business and pro ected_groups_ to oppose government
equal employment proposals, I do net know wheri_l have seen such disenchantment
on both sides. I believe more ;acceptable and reasonable propooals could have been
moduced had the adininistration adopted a -more thoughtful and orderly process. -It
muSt be remembered that these are the basic regulations which govern all the
major substantive and procedural actions of the agency, The OFCCP in the list
administration worked on the regulations_for two to three years. This administra-
tion sought to revise-the regulations in_more like two to three months, even before
the director of the OFCCP was on the job,_ apparently to keep the regulations of the
last administrAtion from going into effect. This was totally unnecessary. The new
administration could, allow the regulations to become final while explicitly publish-
ing its reservation of its right to_raake changes. Nor would this inconvenience
business, and I Seriously doubt business would object becauSe=the Carter admirustra-,
tion regulations are not much. different_ operationally from procedures already being
used by I:Maine-SS to comply with OFCCP requirements.. For the most part _thQ
regulations codified actual- OFCCP_ procedures. Thus, allowing these regulations to
go into effect would have_littleeffect on business while providing the, time for the
deliberatibri and creative_prohlem-solving this complicated area requires.
. GiVen more time for_study, consultation, and comment; the OFCCP might;still
break through some of thetough problems of coat,tind efficiency that _appropriately
concern the agency. In my experience at EEOC I round that enforcement and
efficiency are not mutually exclusive. To the contrary, enforcement results often
depended upon measures to improve effiejencY. One dramatic example_of this was
the more than tripling of the remedi rate that resulted from _the efficiencies of
Rapid Change Processing at EEOC. The old investigating process virtuallyslestroyed
the possibility,for remedy, producing a 14 percent remedy rate and two -year process-
ing time: When_lleft the agency, the remedy rate cvas 50 percentand the processing
time four months, as employers embraced -T. system which _allowed them to settle
cases early hefore back_ pay accumulation had become a_deterrent to remedies. At
the -sarrie-tirtier the-faster process prevented costly and lengthy entanglement with
the _administrative process and the aging of ases,the_single_most important enemy
of remedies and the chief cause of EEOC's historical_backlog problem.

Thus;_ I am deeply sympathetic -with business_and adminiattation concerns to
make the OFCCP process less bardensoitie and less_costly to employers. The- prob-
lem is that the new revised OFCCP regulations da not do this, as business bitterly
indicates. Moreover, my experieote at EEOC convinces me that this can be done
without sacrificing enforcement, but it is clear that the adlpinistration's version of
the regulationS would seriously dowtgrade effective enforcement.

Without,- again going into detail let me indicate one approach -to bcith of the
proposed measures I discussed above=the _raising of the threshold amount and
number of employees and the 5-year exemption. In order to achieve efficiencies an
ax has been clumsily applied in-the_approach taken in the proposed revised OFCCP
regulations. In the case of coverage,. smaller businessei where the lion's share_ of
hew jobs are being created; are automatically exempted, no matter how serious
their noncompliance. In the case_ of the 5-year exemption, an acceptable _Nam is
sufficient to 4ialilfy; without reference to its actualeffeetiveness so lorigas_there is
linkage to training programs, which are often doubtful contributors to the_goals and
timetables for job,s in the_AAP's today for which there is under-representation of
minorities and women._A_more rational approach to: both problems mightwell be to
publish specific criteria for deciding which companies get compliance reviews on
what timetable. Central to the criteria in suchsuch.a formula shohld he demonstrated
performance in improving EEO performanee, but other factors would clearly also be
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relevant, such as rote of turnoveriplans tor expanded employment, and the like. In
the new systemic program we developed_ at.the_EEOC, performance was the central
criterion used to chooSe Systemic targets; This meant that scarce government 're-
sources were concentrated_ on the _ worst offenders and that businesses had an
incentive for voluntary enfaternetit that_is the backlxine of law enforcement. In
selecting targeting criteria we -were careful' not to exempt small-companies altogeth-
er so that we -would not get the results inevitable__ under the proposed revised
OFCCP regulationsa disincentive to compliance, a flouting of the law by all but
larger comptinies, and resentment among larger_ companies that no matter how
much they improve-,-- their, size and visibility guarantee enforcement measures
against then that will not be taken against smaller compunie_s.- This approach to
choosing regulatory targets won _Stei* Support from both protected _groups and
business. It suggests that especially in procedural matters_such_as thresholds for
coverage and choice of targets for enforcement, two of the most _controversial
sections of the new revised. regulations; --ageticies can achieve___some measure of
agreement from broad sectors in the affected public or at thevery least; can avoid
the polarization among businesa, the protected groups; and_the_agency that now
characterizes discussions about the new proposed OFCCP regulations.
' Then.i many other ideas-that should be considered in n process as com_prehen-

, sive as the revision of the basic regulations- of an -agency-. One_was_s_uggested to me
by ri lawyer who is an important legal advisor to a number of_compantes_ and who
finds the_ proposed revised regulations totally unaceptable._He_comploined that
comp_anies were frustrated by what they _believed_ were sometimes_arbitrary_goals
assigned by OFCCP personnel. What did. I think; he inquired; of an ap_p_roach that
allowed a company to meet goals from its Own training program far professionals,
technicians, and managers, presumably in a process of trade-off of the frequency_ of
full-scale compliance reviews. I knew well that protected groups are_just as critical
of the cotholiancti review aroteSS but for the opposite reasonthat they believe '
goals are-negotiated down too often._ An approach that links goals to_the company's
own training program, assuming it _provided an adequate pooh_ would eliminate
much of the controversy abbot the adequacey of goals: The_ training program would
provide the pool to fill the goals and business would have little excuse for not filling
its goals.

1%ml not in a position to endorse a proposal of this kin d. without studying its
details. But the lawyer who made the Suggestion_ is someone_l_respect and the
opproach seemed promising enough as a.geheral_ mato. to test with_ an EEO lawyer
for 'one of the, protected etas§ organitatioria Although she especially tough
advocate for the protected- clasa point of view; she immediately understood the
trade-off and was intrigued- by the I never discussed her reaction with the
lawyer who suggested the idea; nor have I 'pursued it further-with her. In the
context of the present short- circuited revision _process; there_seemed to be little
room' or time for- this kind of in -depth _rethinking: But _ if -the- administration is
seriousatJut producing-workable regulations that improve the process, it will have
to cease playing"Beat the Clock" -in an effort to patch together a set of regulations
before- the present ones become effective_
_._The proposed rewritten Executive Order by Representativ_e__Paul McCloskey has
raised some of the-same species of_problems_m those presented by;the proposals of
the Reagan administration. The..difference_of course is thatRepresentative McClos-
key during his years in the Congress -has had a _civil_rights_record and reputation.
He was strongly supportive of me while I was at the EEOC and wer t out of his way
to take an interest in the agency. He supported both my management reforms and
firm law enforcement approach: I have been preparing a response to his proposals,
which he sent me by mail. But I have such respect for ha- past civil rights record, I
think it important tci.b on record m_ to the_ approach o_utlined in his revised
.executive order, Theqhost Serious problem with the lyeaoskey proposaland it
raises many problemsis its assumption- the single remedy of debarment would
yield effective enrol-tern-ea by the OFCCP; and_the_Mc_Closkeyproposaldaes serious
harm in other ways, such as decreasing the_OFCCP's_staff from 1,500 to 300 people.
But the-underlying assumption that a strong debarment policy is all there should be
to OFCCP enforcement would of course go far - toward guaranteeing no enforcement.
It is the same thing as prescribing the death_penalty for larceny or relying on
nuclear weapons alone for _defense: In such cases_ juries don't convict and nations
don use nuclear weapons. The legal process and_thenation state; armed with only
ultimate weapons -are; for that reason, renderedslefenseless. The McCloskey propos-
als stem from this basic fallacy: I hope that_the,Congressman will withdraw his
proposal-ati4inVelVe_ hitiitelf _open -minded_discussions such as are also necessary
at the OFCCP so that unworkable measures by both can be corrected.
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CiVil right Wiles art always difficult for policy makers. They are even more
difficult when i.iiiiiiideriitions of ellicienc.y,_ cost, and paper work must be taken- into
iiecount, AA Surely they ittURt; The OFCCP _process is being viewed as a test of this
adniiiiiStratibii'S commitment to civitrights. It is foolish to rush through it with

Iiiilf-baked proposals equally - unsatisfactory to protected groupS and business. The
_

administration should allow the_ old_fegulations to go into effect, since they largely
ineniiitialite existing procedures,_while it deliberates and consults to improve the
efficienty of the process; reduce cost and paper work, and preseiwe strong eniciree-

Merit.
SYSTEMIC AND CLASS ACTION WO_ AT EEOC .

I want to focus tny discussion_ f the EEOC-on th need to continue-and Strength-
ea systemic enforcement; which;-you may recall, as one of my -chief prioritieS
while at EEOC and one of the primary- concerns of is Committee. I belieVe that it
it; the emphasis that may be most pn_dangered at the EEOC. There is little -incentive
far a -new administration_ tachan& Backlog Change Processing, which-had reduced
the Commiasion's_backlog by_iwe-thirds for the first time in its history-by.the time I
left the agency Imf Febr_tiary_;_or ftn_pid Change Processing, whose e-fficterieieg had
thus far kept new backlog from accumulating. But proposals to-transfer the enforce-
ment authority Congress gave_ UDC back to the Justice Department and the
administration s approach - to systemic work as evidenced by the revised OFCCP
proposals, cast a shadow over the future of systemic work by the federal goVern-
Metit,

The systemic program -at EEOC had to be painstakingly built-fro the ground-up.;
I Was especially fortunate_ in being -able to attract Michael Middleton and Fred
Dorsey; respectively to head the program, both excellent trial lawyers with a Combi-
nation of deep experience_in _the field and demonstrated management ability, that
won them respect throughout the agency and among those -who deal with the
agetity. Their efforts and the work of district_ directors in the -field resulterTh aver
100 commission-initiated charges in two years' time and hundreds more 'EMS" or
individual changes targeted_ for class action treatment under Commission Criteria,

It iN difficult to overestimate the importance Of continuing and strengthening this
work; For of the statutory_toolsgiven EEOC by Congress, this work alone offers a
Strategy ,for overcoming_ structural problems minorities and women Stiffer in the
work forte. Let me illustrate_with_an example of a problem that- systeinit work
alone can approacha dangerous and largely unnatural decline in black male labor
force participation:

Though Congress and the_public. are well aware of such stubborn problems as
minority unemployment_ancl teenage unemployment, there -is- almost- no public
discussion today of a dangereusly_abnormal and long-range decline in labor forte
participation among black males. Black females have had higherunemployment for
many years but have shown _a very healthy, rising labor force participation; which
exceeds that of white women, 53,5 percent to 50.6 percent in- 1979. It is true that
both black and white _males have declining work force participation, but, it would
appear; for quite different reasons. White men are taking advantage of early retire-
ment benefits, but judged by the ages of birezIt men not -in the !Aber force; no such
normal phenomenon accounts for declining black mate participation. Today 40
percent of black males are not in the labor' force compared with 26 percent white
males. _

The fact is that black men began in 1948the first year in which such_statistics
werekept-:-with_greater labor force participation than white men; at r.a percent; a
full point higher than white male lahor force participation But a wide, gap has
developed, with the positions of white and black males how reversed, By _1979 a gap
of 6.7 percentage points between black and white males had opened - ,-78.6 percent
participation for white =lei to 71.9 percent for black males,

The decline in labor force participation for black men has been twice as steep as
for white men between -1948 and 1975 a 7.9 percent decline for white men but a.
15.4 percent decline fqr black men.

What is moat serious is that these figures typify not_only the teenage and older
years, when such decline might be more expectesl; but the prime working ages of 25
to 54. In the years -for which figures were available; 1954 through 1978, the decline
for black-rrien (96.2 Percent down to 84,5 percent) was twice as steep as for white
,men (97.5 pereerit down to 92,1 percent), The two groups show about the same ill
and diatibled rate-20.1 percent for_blaCk males, 19.6 percent for white males, Mit
almost 25 percent more black men than_white men reported they were discouraged
(19,1 percent blacks compared to 15.8 percent whites).

There are of course multiple causes for _this problem, such as education and
training defitiericies. But one of the.most important reasons is prObably the tend-

,
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ency of black Males tu__IX concentrated ,in older declining industries, a problem
partly of systemic discrimination that can be remedied only by systemic, work by the
government.

For example, blacks have a 9 _percent labor force participation but make up 15
percent of the labor force in the two industries which are in deepest trouble in this
countryauto and steel. The participation rates of black men in declining indus-
tries is increasing about as much in growing industries. Black males participate
in declining industries at a rate three and four times their participation rate in the
labor force.

One way to see the effect of these trends on the overall employment problems of
blink males is to look at the job distribution in a state whose economy-has been
deeply effected by its reliance on declining industries: The graph attached to my
testimony, entitled "Michigan's Shrinking Job P-ie," shows a_ lets of almost 200,000
jobs in_ that state in one year between fall 1979 and fall 1980: There was a 13
percent increase in white female employment, almost surely -due to openings in
female- stereotyped jobs; although non-white females, whb consistently show higher
rates of unemployme_nt than other groups, lost .7 percent. Black males lost, a full
percentage point But what is most significant about this char/ is that it indicates
that .white males maintained their 53 percent share of the labor force even in a
crumbling economy.

The explanation most often offered for trends showing black' male decline in the
laber forcethe availability of 'more liberal disability payments, education and
training needs, etc.are only part of the answer. Black males in Michigan are often
trained industrial workers and presumably many white males hold similar,jobs in
this highly industrialized state, It would appear that white males more easily .

transfer these same or similar-skills from declining industries to those where there
is hiring. Systemic work which encourages affirmative recruiting can be important
to equalize opportunities for black males whose declinmg work force participation
can not be considered tolerable.

In discussing the black male decline in labor force participation; I mean to do
more than draw to your attention a neglected problem. I want to suggest that part
of its solution depends upon strong systemic work by the federal government,
especially the EEOCI

This was the toughest program to build at E_EOC. The work is highly technical
and requires constant managing by legal experts with good management skills,
ffecapse systemic work is discretionary, unlike individual cases it is vulnerable to
neglect, policy shifts, and of course inadequate staff work. A Strongsystemic pro-
gram at EEOC'will require oversight from the public and from this Committee. You
never hesitated to keep my feet to the fire when I was at EEOC.. I know you will
continue in that tradition. .

Despite differences amoig various administrations, there has been a rough con-
senstis supporting affirmative action among the Congress, the executive and the
judiciary for almost a generation. Moreover, the remedies have had bipartisan
support from Republicans, and Democrats alike. Indeed affirmative action developed
into the strong remedies we know today during the Nixon-Ford years. The remedies
have been on a continuum of strongsr and stronger effectiveness until today when
they are considered highly effective against _job bias. It would be a tragedy to allow
the government consensus on affirmative action to crumble now because of wild
proposals suivitted by some members of_Congress or inadequacies in the proposals
and programs of agency officials. There is much public confusion and concern about
affirmative action, but there is not yet national polarization. The Congress, the
President, business and protected groups should work together to increase public
understanding of these vital _remedies, imporve their efficiency, lessen their cost,
and guarantee the integrity of their enforcement.
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STATEMENT, OF ELEANOR HOLMES NORTON; SENIOR FELLOW;
URBAN INSTITUTE

MS. NORTON. I want to begin by saying thatit _would never have
crossed _my mind when I was Chair of the EEOC to not appear
before this committee and.Imight say-before any committee of the
U.S. Congress when members of the;adminigtration might have felt
that there would b-e-Some criticism;
_

My name is_Eleanor Holmes Norton. I am a senior fellow at the
Urban Institute where- I am writing a .book on antidiscrimination
remedies and :affirmative action on a grant from the ROckefellen
Foundation; , _ ,

I want to begin by expressing my appreciation to this committee
and especially to ,you; Mn. Chairman; for holding these hearings
'and commending the initiative they represent; This committee has
been an indispensable vehicle under -the able and tough leadership
of Chairman Hawkins for insuring that the agencies involved .ap=..
proach enforcement with the seriousness and efficiency Congress
intended.

Your oversight has.heen tough and evenhanded in .Democratic
and Republican administrations alike: -Your unfailing posture over ,

the years has been to goad the agencies toward greater efficiency
and tougher-enforcement

But I doubt that you have ever confronted a situation such as
has-developed since the_new administration has come_ into office. I
doubt that you have held hearings during a -period-whe-n the very
future of equal employment opportunity was being questioned.

For these hearings come at a time when the actions- of the
administration and a number of retrogressive proposals before the
Congress have created an aimost --unanimous loss of confidence
among public _ interest groupsi_ civil. rights groups; . and women's
rights groups that the civil rights laws will be enforced fairly and
forcefully. Nor interestingly have these measures been put forward.
at the initiative of the business community and many have not met
with their approval. _,

I found in my experience at the EEOC that many _employers
today are committed to the law and accept it as' a fact of life -in
doing business just_ as- they accept similar statutes such-:as the
National Labor Relations Act, the Federal- Communications _Act
and other regulatory statutes. I am_dertain that business is embar-
rassed by radical proposals such as Senator Orrin Hatch's proposed
equal' protection _amendment_ to the _Constitution whiChi among
other thingscwould raise to3oOnstitutional dimension the barring of
goals and timetables;_a-device which business endorses.

It is hard to take--serieusly most of the proposals that_ have
surfaced; many of which appear to be patently illegal, totally un-
feasible or so ware* that I cannofhelieve they will survive scruti7
ny. These include proposals to aholish the EEOC, the Office of
Revenue_Sharing;and the OFCCP; Tearing. EEOC only the _Federal
EEO enforcement and some :conciliation power; taking us back
alniost 15 years while__making the Justice Department somehow
solely responsible for EEO enforcement;_a moratorium _on _lawsuits'
by the EEOC; an amendment. to title VII to overturn the Supreme
Court decision in the Weber case; making it impossible for business
to do voluntary self-enforcement without waiting to be sued; and a
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measure to require specific intent before; discrimination may be
established under title name some of the More radical and
unworkable of the propOsals that have surfaced before the Con-
gress. ,

On of the unfortunate effects of these extreme proposals is,
many minorities and women will assume that proposals to Weaken
the law and retard enforcement haVe been advanced at the request
of-the business community.

In point of fact the new regulation§ at the Office of Federal
Contract Compliance to override those passed _during the last ad-
ministration, for example; have deeply divided the business com-
munity and distressed most - biiSiness people and their lawyers.
While many companies desire changes at OFCCP, the administra-
tion proposed some measures that Weaken enforcement with which
business was satisfied' and failed to deal with others that concerned
companies.

Minorities and Women, . on the other hand; read the proposed
changes as a general declaration of war by the new administration
against firm enforcement in civil rights, far beyond the OFCCP. It
was the wrong signal to send to minorities and women, who;
though skeptical about the adininittration's commitment; had
adopted a wait:and-see attitude;_ And it was the wrong signal to
send to business who had hoped for a fruitful working relation'ship.

Because the Proposed, revised OFCCP regulations have come to
symholize problems in equal employment enforcement in the new
administration, I want to use them to indicate a major prbblem
that has emerged in the adininistration'S basic aPProach to the
equal employment la*S, as I see it Then I want to make some
comments about EEOC's .systemic program becausej believe-it is
this part, of the Commission'S mandate that is .most vulnerable
without sustained internal management and suPPOrt from the ad-
ministrationl

_The proposed revised OFCCP regulations have drawn fire frOm
all Sides. For example the threshold§ for coversge by affirmative
action plans are proPoSed to be raised from companies with 50
employeeS and $50,000 in contracts to only those with 250 employ-
ees and at least one contract Of $1.0

Protected groups have strongly - objected to thiS proposal 'because
by the OFCCP's own estiniateS75_0a:rdefit of the companies would
no longer be covered. .OFCCP justified such a huge _reduction in
coverage saying that three-fourth§ Of all employees covered by
written plans will continue to be covered: OFCCP overlooks the
fact that 80 percent of all new jobS are created in companies with
100 or less employees and that it is far _easier for business and for
Government to work within a context of job expansion film within
a work force where undoing slats of discriminatory recrui.ment is
necessary.

I want to skip some of thiS in light of lack of tine,
The interesting thing about the proposal that would take 75-

percent oesthe companies,;64t Of the OFCCP program ,for all intents
and ;purposes -is that. business scoffs at the proposal in the samet
way, that minorities and women do.
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Mr. HAWRika. M. Norton, if I could interrupt there, is it your
understanding that this takes them out of even the requirement
for reporting as well?

Ms. NORTON. That is right; for preparing an affirmative action
plan.

Mr. HAWKINS. There is no reporting even? Not only would they
not be covered but they would not even have the requirement to
report?

Ms. NORTON. They would not have the requirement to submit a
written affirmative action plan.

Mr., HAwRiNa. So even if that phase of it were_ to be left-in, at
least there Would be some incentive for them to do something
constructive: Taking that away as well completely removes_ any
incentive, I Would assume. It actually builds in a disincentive

Ms. NORTON. I think: that is just the word. We were mindful at
EEOC when we were drawing criteria for choosing systemic targets
that although you want to get the biggest bang for the buck, the
last thing you want to do is tell smaller companies, which are the
majority of the companies in the United States, that you will never
bring a systemic complaint against thein, because that would be a
license to flout the Jaw. So we made it clear that_the criteria would
factor in size on occasion but that we would also initiate com-
plaints against smaller companies where we believed that they
were seriously in violation and where they would have_an impact.

Here they are saying, all of you folks, which -is most of you folks
as it turns out; who are not in the Fortune .500 virtually do hot
have to file these plans. There have to be better ways.

Mr. HAWKINS. In your experience what would be the. likelihood
that they Would have been brought before the" agency in any capac-
ity? tt

Ms. NORTON., One of the reasons why this proposal is so laugh-
able is that business representatives tell me that OFCCP, because
it did not have specific criteria for when-to do compliance reviews,
never got around to the smaller companies anyway, but at least
they had to file a plan.

This _way you never get around to reviewing them and they do
not have to file a plan and of course it is most of the companies in
the United 'States. Now I can understand the concern with efficien-
cy but; as I will suggest later on, there are ways to go at this
without cutting the legs out froth under enforcement; as I believe
this proposal does. 4Business, Who I suppose people reading the proposed revisions
might think would be satisfied with this proposal, has scoffed at it
because OFCCP says it will save only $13 'million in reporting
requirements. Business says that for the largest companies alone it
costs 'them_ $242 million a year in OFCCP Compliance; so they think
that the OFCCP has done nothing by this propoSal._

Another seemingly probusiness proposal has _drawn deep skepti-
cism from business and that is this notion of a_57year exemption if
a business_ has firat an on-site review, then produces an acceptable
affirmative action agreement and then signs an agreement obligat
ing them to hire some people from an employment training pro-
gram; one of the ETA programs in the Department of Labor.
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The protective groups, of course, fear the -long period with no
review. The plan that is produced could be a paper plan that for 5
yearS a company does not produce on and yet_gets no review. And
,the ETA program picip6Sal is almost laughable; since _of course the
ETA training programs are trying to. train very often unskilled
people for entry-level jobs where minorities and women most often
find.work anyway.

So to hook those PeoPle up with big companies for affirmative
action purpOSes is to do nothing. They will not fill their goals and
timetables out of ETA training- programs. Business_ questions the
legality of the whole ETA linkup; They think OFCCP will_use it to
blackmail them and they ItaVe; thus found this no tielief at all

While it iS iikt unusual' for business and protective groups to
oppose Government equal; einploYinent__proposals, I do not know
when I have seen such disenchantment on both sides. I believe that
more acceptable and reasonable PropoSalS could have been pro-
duced had the adiiiiiViStration adopted an orderly process. It must
be remembered that these are the basic regulations which govern
all of the major substantive and procedural issues of the OFCCP.

The OFCCP in the last adminiStration Worked on its regulations
for 2 to 3 years. This administration sought to revise the regula-
tions that had only recently bed passed in Mere like 2 to 3 months
and even before the direetor of the PFCCP had come on the job,
apparently to-keep the regulations of the last administration from
going into effect.

This was totally unnecessary: The new administration' could
easily allow the regulations to become final while explicitly pub-
lishing its reservation of its right to make _changes. Nor would this
inconvenience business. The Carter adMinistration regulations are
not operationally Much different from procedures already being
used by business to comply with OFCCP requirementa.

.

For the most part the regtilations -ctdify actual' OFCGP proce7
dures. Thug allowing regulations to go into effect would have had
little appreciable effect Oii bUSiness. while providing the time for
deliberatiOn and creative problem solving that this complicated
area requires.

Given more time study and consultation, the OFCCP might still
breakthrough some of the toughest problems: In my experience at
EEOC I found that enfordement and efficiency Were not mutually
exclusive: -To the, contrail?, enfcircement results- often depended
upon measures to improve efficiency.

One dramatid example -,of this was the more than tripling of the
edy rate that resulted from the efficiencieS of Rapid Charge

Processing at EEOC. The -old butenucratic investigatory processes
virtually destroyed the possibility for remedy,.producing a 14 -per-
cent- remedy rate and.a 2-year processing time for the average case.

When I left the agency last February the remedy- rate was 50
percent and the processing time 4 months, as employers embraced
a systeni which allowed them to settle cases early before ac -pay
accununulated; thereby becoming a deterrent to any backpay at all
At the- same time the taster process prevented the aging of "cases;
the_aingle most important enemy -of remedies and the chief cause
Of EEOC's historical backlog problems.
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Thus r am deeply sympathetic with administration-mid business
concerns to make the OFCCP processes less burdensome to employ-
ees. The problem is that the new revised OFCCP regulations ,do not
do this as business bitterly indicates. Moreover my experience at
EEOC convinces me that this can be done without sacrificing en-
forcement. But it is clear that the administration's regulation
would seriously downgrade effective enforcement. . _

In the next part of my testimony, which I am not going to read; I
Suggest that another way; 'a better way to approach the problem
OFCCP was aiming at, which wP3 to do fewer compliance reviews,/
clearly, would be to peg compliance reviews to published criteria of
which actual performance would be central. I can understand hOw-
you cannot, of course, efficiently do compliance reviews all the
time; everywhere, and that the compliance reviews are indeed
often costly for business.

But a criterion -that is so blunt an instrument that it simply
eliminates most of the companies is hardly the way to go at so
serious a problem; If in fact past performance determines whether
or not you will get a compliance review and on what timetable,
then two things are accomplished: ,

First, of course, you reduce the universe of people on which you
do compliance reviews. But most importantly you offer an incen-
tive to business to do its own affirmative action. And thus you get
a bigger bang for your buck because you_ have given an incentive to
business, that does not want to spend the money_ it takes for
compliande review, to do it becatise they know that a good record
means:, I am off the hook for x period of time.

This by the way, is similar to the way we structured the system-
ic program of EEOC: It was based on your performance. If you, in
fact, had a good showing we Would not bring a systeinic case
against you If you indeed were not in compliance but in the last
few years you had done very Well, and it was clear that you were

-on your way tqward compliance; we would move on to the next
fellow who had not done very much.

These and similar criteria seem to me to be more rationalthan.
lopping off most of the contractors._

I do want to say one word here for the record about the proposals
of Representative McCloskey, because they have raised the same
species of problems in their _own way as those presented by the
Reagan administration OFCCP regulations._

M you know Representative _McCloskey wishes to' rewrite the
entire Executive order. The difference, ;of course, is that Repre-
sentative McClOskey, during the years hei has been in Congress, has
had a civil 'rights record and reputation 4 He was strongly support-
iVe of me while I was at-EEOC and went out of his way to take an
interest.in the agencyy He supported my management reforms and
firm enforcement approach.

I have been preparing a responSe td his proposalsi which he sent
to me by mail. I have such respect for his past civil rights record
that I think it important to go on record _as to the approach
outlined in his revised Executive order. This goes beyond anything
even the administration has done. He wants to rewrite the entire
Executive order.
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The most serious problem with the McCloskey proposal_ is its
assumption that the single remedy of debarment will yield effective
enforcement _at OFCCP, although- it does serious harm_ in other
ways such as decimating OFCCP!s staff from 1,500 to 300 people:
But the Underlying assumption that a strong debarment policy_is
all there should be to OFCCP enforcement, would of cour§e go far
toward guaranteeing no enforcement.

It is the same thing as prescribing the death penalty for larceny
or relying on nuclear weapons_ alone ,.for defense. In such cases
juries do not convict and nations do not use nuclear weapons.

The legal process and the nation statearmed only with ultimate
weapons are for that reason rendered defenseless. The McCloskey
proposals all stem from thiS fallacy. I hope that the Congressman
Will withdraw his proposals. and involve himself in openminded
discussions such as are also necessary at OFCCP so that UnWOrka;
ble measures in both can be corrected.

Civil rights issues are always difficult for policymakers. They are
even more difficult when considerations of efficiency; cost; and
paperwork must be taken into account, as surely they must. The
OFCCP Proce§.§ ib being viewed as a test of this administration's
commitment to the whole of civil rights. It is foolish to mall
'through it with lialf1-3iiked proposals equally unsatisfactory to pro
tected groups and business;

The administration should allow the old regulations to go into
effect Since they largely memorialize existing practices while it
deliberates and consults to iMprove the efficiency_ of the proces.§, to
reduce cOsts and paperwork and to- preserve strong enforcement.

I want to focus my discussion of EEOC on the. need to ebritiiiiie
and Strengthen systemic enforcement which. you may recall was
one of my _chief priorities while at EEOC and one of the primary
concerns of this committee. I believe that it is this emphasis that
may be most endangered at the EEOC.

There is little incentive for the new Ladministration to changer
Backlog Charge Processing, which had seduced the Commission's
backlog by bko-thirds for the first time in its history by the time I
left_the agency last February; or Rapid Charge Processing whefie
efficiencies had thu§ far kept- new backlogs from accumulating;

Proposals to transfer the enforcement authority Congress gave
EEOC- back to the Justice Department and the administration's
approach to systemic work as evidenced by the revised OFCCP

--proposals 'cast a Shadow on the future of systemic work by the
Federal Government:

The systemic program_ at EEOC had to be painstakingly built
from the ground up: It is difficult to overestimate the importance
of continuing and strengthening this work, for in this work lies an
important strategy for overcoming, structural employment prob-
lems minorities and women suffer in the work force.

Let me illustrate with an example; _a dangerous. and largely
unnoticed decline in black male work"force participation that I
think is amenable to solution in part strong Governmentaysternic
work equal emplOyment o_pportunity. Though Congress and the
public are well aware of such stubborn problems as minority unern
ployment and teenage unemployment, there. is almost no public
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discussion toduy of a dangerously abnormal and long range decline
in labor force participation among black males.

Black females have had high unemployment but have shown a
very healthy rise in labor force participation which exceeds that of
white women; 53.5 percent to 50.6 percent. It is true that both
black and white males have declining work force participation but
it would appear for quite different reasons. White men are taking
advantage of early retirement benefits, But judged by the ages of
black men not in the labor force, no such normal phenomena
account for the declining black male labor force participation._

Today 40 percentand I want to please repeat that figure,
almost half of the black males, 40 percentof black males are not
in the labor force compared with 26 percent of white males.

Mr. HAWKINS.. Would you repeat those statistics, Mrs. Norton?
-NowroN. Forty percent of black malei today are not in -the

labor force. The figure for white males is 26 percent and almost all
of the white males are accounted for by virtue of early retirement,
illness . or disability. But as you will see from the figures I will
offer; that does not account for black male decline.

If you go back to the first figures we have on race on labor force
particiation, 1948, black men actually had a higher labor force
participation than white men. It was 1percent higher in 1948,
something over 87 percent as I recall it. By 1979 the positions had
reversed and a wide gap had opened between black males and
white males, a 6.7-percent gap between black and white male labor
force participation.

The black male labor force participation decline was twice as
steep between 1948 and `1979, that is to say twice as many black
men fell out of the labor force in that single generation as white
men. There was a 7-9 percent, decline in labor force participation
for white men, but there was _a_ 15.4-percent decline in labor force
participation, for black men between 1948 and 1979.

What is most surprising and ominous is that this is occurring in
the prime working ages between 25 and 54; Perhaps you would not
be as surprised by these figures if they were teenage black unem-
ployment figures or the unemployment figures of older black males
who do not have educational and other training opportunities. But
that is not the case The decline I speak about occurs at the prime
working ages between 25 and 54.

There are multiple causes of course for such a phenomenon as
this to be sure such as education,trainin_g; and a list of other
problems of which we are all aware for unemployment of all kinds.
But I submit that an important cause of this problem is systemic
discrimination.

One gets a sense of this by looking at the concentration of black
males in declining industries such as steel and auto. For example,
blacks_ overall, men and women; have a participation rate of 9

ercent in the labor force, but 15 percent of the labor force in steel
and auto are black. Those figures are even more stark when you
bear in mind that most of the _people in auto would be black,
malesthere are relatively few black femalesand they have a
participation rate in the labor force of let us say 4 or 5 percent.

So if they have 4 or 5 percent of the labor forcethat is hoW
many black males are in the labor forceand 15 percent in auto
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and steel; you can see, that they are greatly concentrated in the
wrong place-S. Well, how do you get people out of the wrong places?
One of the most potent tools for doing that developed in the last 15
years, of course, through affirmative action.

In drawing to your attention the black male decline in labor
force participation, I mean to do so not only becauSe it is a neglect-
ed problem but I think a tra&ally- neglected problem that may lie
at the root of many other problems in the black community. I want
to suggest through this example that part of its solution depends
upon strong systemic work by the Federal Government and espe-
cially the EEOC.

If black males can be directed to industries Which are irn_proving
in their hiring rates and out of industries which are declining, then
of course thege figures will improve. The only tool we have that
does that in any_ fairly_ systematic way, that is encourages affirma-
tive recruitment where you have small numbers- is, of course, af-
firmative action. Other*i§e people have to find their vays them-
selves, and as we all know; one of the reasons-that minorities do
not find their way into.dertain industries is bkcause they have no
pattern of being accepted in those industrieS.

The systemic program was the toughest program to build at the
EEOC: The work is highly technical and_requires constant monitor-
ing by experts With goOd management skills; Because systemic
work is discretionary; unlike individital cases, it is vulnerable to
neglect, policy shiftS and of course inadequate staff work. A strong
systemic program at -EEOC will require oversight from the public
and this committee. You never hesitated to keep my feet to the fire
when I was at EEOC. I know you will continue in that tradition.

Despite difference§ among administrationsi there has- a
rough consensus on affirmative action among the executive, the
Congress and the judiciary for alniost a generation now Moreover,
the remedies_ have had bipartisan support from Republicans and
Democrats alike. Indeed, affirmatiVe action developed into the
strong remedies we know today during the Nixon and Ford years;

The remedies have been on a continuum of stronger and stronger
effectiveness until today when they are considered highly effective
against job bias. It would be a tragedy to allow this consensus to
crumble now- because of wild proposals sometimes submitted by
Members of Congress.

There is much public cOnfuSion and concern about affirmative
action, but there is not yet national polarization. The Congress, the
President, business and pretectiVe groups should work together to
increase public understanding of these vital remedies,. improve
their efficiency, lessen their costs and guarantee the integrity of
their enforcement.

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. HAwKiNs. Thank you, Mrs. Norton,_ for _a very excellent

statement. You are even better now than you were when you came
before the committee in your previous position.

We do not have your written testimony today.
Ms: NORTON. I apologize for that.

HAWIfiNs. So we could not prepare any questions in advance.
However, you -answered so many of them that might have been

= asked. I trust that we will have the benefit of your written testimo-
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ny in a few dayS. I am assuming the reporter is as efficient as she
always is: We-do look forward to cooperating with you and consult.:
ing with you from time to time as we have always done.

I want to express my personal appreciation fOr all that you have
done. Even though, as you said, we were sometimes critical, we
never lost touch and we did enjoy working with you.

MS. NORTON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
-Mr: HAWKINS. I will allow Mr. Washington to ask some questions

if he has some.
Mr: WASHINGTON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I- agree With you, Mr. Chairman. This is a marvelous statement

and a rather stunning and shocking statement. Maybe it is good we
did not have it before us. I would be in tears at some of those
statistics that you gave us: 40 percent of black males are not even1
in the work force.

Someone said that the black males are an endangered species. I
guess that is pretty true, is it not?

In the interests' of time, I will just ask one or two very.quick
questions.

In light of your observations about the proposed rule changes by
the Department of Labor-, let me, ask you about the Reagan transi-
tion team very briefly. I am concerned because I hear so many,
statements being made that are obviously erroneous: statements
about the statute, about the Executive order, abbut court cases,
about administration, about the law in general:

I am concerned that decisions might be nude -in a vacuum. Was
there eve? any dialog between the Reagan transition team and
your office Was there any communication? Did they ask any
questions? Were they concerned about the track record of the
EEOC?_In short did they do their work?

Ms. NorroN. There was -virtually no communication. We set up
an office for use by Mr. Jay Parker and any of his staff. That office
was virtually never used There was _virtually no interviewing of
staff. Therefore, I thought the transition report was going to be a
short document perhaps focusing on the papers we turned over to
the team, the papers that they had requested about our operations.

The hasic problem with the team and with the report was -the
lack of expertise of those Who worked on it These are issues that
are tough and complicated. The approach of the -transition team
appears to have been almoiSt totally ideological. They quoted from
neoconservatives in the transition report

When they Were doing things like looking at our statistics, they
were basically complimentary of the operations of the Agency. But
they chose to devote a fair amount of their report to .issues that
they apparently did not take the time to researchissues of appli-
cation of law for example that come out of court decisions and not
EEO C or come straight out -of the _statute but not EEOC.

Thus; I was inclined to believe that the administratiim would
find the report as embarrassing as most profeisionals on both sides
have found it;

I. have not noted that the administration has had, any response
whatsoever to the report, though I think the fact of such a report
like that can encourage people who _do not know any better to pick
up some of these ptoposals. And I think we have already seen
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evidence of some of those proposals; as informed as- they are, by
finding snips and bits of them in pieces of legislation, proposed
before the Congreas.

Mr. WASHINGTON. So it is fair to Say if they looked at your shop
it was with preconceived notions about what they *anted. They
were not concerned about an empirical approach; They just had
some ideas they wanted to give voice to and at best just use the
Agency as sort of a launch pad to get them out

MS, NORT-olv. I think that really says it, that they did not do on
investigation of any kind within the ageney..

Mr. WASHINGTON. I have one other quick question. It has been
bruited about -the Reagan admini§tratiOn that perhaps State agen-
cies should take over the antidiscrimination aspects of the Federal
Government -

You know,, I come from Illinois and I am certainly familiar with
the Sangamon County case when the State FEPC lost jurisdiction
because oflaches and threw that burden on your agency. I man-
aged to 'shepherd through the Illinois General Assembly a new
human rightS act. .

But notwithstanding that, _the. States do not seem to have the
resources_ and it is my opinion that if they .Eire like Illinois, they
lack the commitment to do a real enforcement job and theY do not
have the expertise to do it. And even if they wanted to, in orderto
shape it, it would take sometime. .

Ho* would you respond to this approach to decentralize enforce-
ment of this national probleni? _

Ms. NbtristiN. It is an unbelievable propbSal coming after the
great fight that produced the 1964 Civil Rights Act. ,Tkat is what
we had before the 1964 act eW had only State enforcement What
produced; of course; the great call for the act was the inadequacy of
State and 'local enforcement to meet patterns that are nationwide;
So we got the 1964 Civil Rights Act;

The' notion that-anyone would dare Suggest that we ought to go
back to pre-1964, I think, is a comment on these times. I cannot
believe that we wouldiet that happen.

I agree with you that the State agencies are very uneven and
have often been quite inadequate, often poorly funded;_sometimes
political in a way that Federal agencies often are not_ In order to
improve their operations, we required them to tneet_performance
standards 'for professing cases before- hey could get EEOC funding.

But it ought_ also be said that_ the State agencies were very
responsive to that and that many of their _operations have im-
provet1:713ta r think they would be the first_to say that they could
not begin to handle the entire national lelad themselves; that
they suffered for a long time because EEOC was so overtaxed with

_own backlog it could not give them the help and attention they
needed.

So if anyone were to put upon them the whole load; _I think they
would collaPse of their own weight: _I think they -would be among
the strongest propOnents for maintaining the Federal presence in
this important area of the law;

Mr.- W4SUINGTON. I want to commend the Chairman and staff for
launching a hearing on- what is obviously, and clearly one of- the
;nost important issues of the day. If subsequent witnesses are of the
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high -caliber as this last witness, we .e going to get some testimo-
ny'that would stun Mr. Reagan and-Mr. Stockman and Mi. Hach
and an of the other Hatches and Reagan and Stockmans.

Thank you; MrChairman. -

Mr. HAWKINS. I am not so sure all of the other witnesses will be
quite as good, but we will try:

May I ask you two quick questions, Mrs. Norton?
I Much- of the Reagan adminis'tration's_ reasoning in opposition to

the EEO regUlatiOns on reporting compliance_processes is that they
are needlessly burdensome; particularly for small- and medium-size
businesses. How much of thiS criticism is valid?

Ms; NORTON; Some of that criticism is valid; It is true that the
regulations have grown up and the practices, I should say, have
grown up over 10 years: But there are two ways to approach
regulatory reform. You can take the heart out of regulation or you
can take the probleMs out of regulation.

These P'eople appear to be approaching regulatory reform as if
there should not be regulatiOns in the first place. That is the
objection I have I do not think that we, who are advocates of '

public policy involvement in areas like civil rights and the environ-
ment; ought to take the position that there are no improvements to
be made in the enforcement of the regillations. But I think we
ought to yell to high heavens when the -approach crucifies the
mandate that the regulations are trying to carry out

In point of fact; OFCCP went quite far-during the last adminis-
tration in strearfilining its own process. The only reason they did
not get any further is; of course; that it was a mammoth job; which
I think they did very well under the circumstances,: of taking on
new compliance units from all over _the Government: OFCCP .had
to assimilate thole and rewrite regulations. It pretty hard to do
that-and streamline your operation at the same time; It was much
easier for me to streamline at EEOC because I had a Stable agency
in place.

If the .01CCP had been allowed under that leadership to go
'further, I arnrcerthin that within the next couple of years it would
have gone even further in streamlining and improving its process-
ea I think it would have done so in a way so as not to undermine
and undercut enforcement as the changes now being proposed do.

In other words, they appear to approach it as if they believe it is
either- enforcement or efficiency. I believe that there are ample
precedents to show that here need notibe an either/or. It is, much
more difficult to go about it in this way because one has to be
much more thoughtful, much more careful, much more involved in

, the technicalities of the work if one wants to, make sure that
enforcement stays in place and yet provide efficiency, get rid of
paperwork; reduce costa.

I do not suggest that that is easy: But I dO `suggest that to do it
without due- regard to whether or not you have left in place en-
forcement with any integrity is to undermine the whole purpoie of
an- agency or in some cases of a mandate of Congress. .

Mr. HAwKiNs. How do you think this committee-could proceed to
do that- in- spite of the lack of cooperation of the Reagan adminis-
tration? This is one of the things we had wanted to discuss with
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them, ways .,in which we could help to streamline some of the
processes.

Ms. NORTON. As I understand it, you invited to this hearing
members of the staff of OFCCP involved such as the director, and
the director of OFCCP_ declined to come before this committee?

Mr.JIA_wiciNs. Yes; that IS correct. We extended invitations to
OFCCP officials as well as to the SecretarY of Labor and such other
'witnesses as he would suggest. I believe we specified Solicitor,Ryan
and Ellen Shong. It was unlimited. We Were perfectly satisfied with
anyone that he would suggest: The same invitation was extended to
the Attorney General in his case;

So we have no reluctance to include any and everyone posSible to
help out because obviously we agree with the statement you just
made. We believe that there is Some cause for certain business
persons not to cooperate merely because of the manner in which
the regulations are sometimes drafted.

What authorities do we have that we _could call on to help in
that process? Obviously we will be in the field hearings listening to
many of the probusinesS PerSons as well as business persons them-.
selves.. I was wondering; however, from the vieymoint those Who
have had such experience, SS ypu have, in drafting the regulations,
where do_we look to get, that type of testimony?

Ms. NORTON. It is difficult to believe that _if the director of
OFCCP is called before this committee perhaps by herself that she
would not come; -.-

Mr. HAwkiNs. They may have the same problein that we have, I .

&egg, at the beginning of every new administration: Everybody
says; "give us time."

Ms. NORTON. I asked to come before this committee.
Mr. HAWKING._You came up eventually; But we do not anticipate

that anyone will come forth to do that in the present situation if
they are against regulationS to begin with..

Ms., NORT-ON. If I might be so bold as to Suggest that, at the very
least;" I should think that a private meeting _between' either the
Secretary and/or the Director with Members of Congress should he
possible so that there can be at least an exchange of views on such
weighty matterS as the entire regulatorY process_since these regu-
lations involve that And I ShbUld think, at the yeryi least, a meet-
ing either here or in the office of the Secretary would be in order:

I do think i,t most important that congressional oversight not be
thwarted in this area As :I -said; I cannot belieVe that this will be

the-pattern. I just ,cannot believethat an agency would go for _4
years' with the Congress without responding to Congress' right to
know what is happening in agencies.

Mr. HAWKINS. We intend to give them time We are reluctant to
use the subpena power. .

MS. NORTON. I understand that, but of course you do have that
-weapon._ . _

Mr. HAWKING. We do have that weapon, but I am reluctant to
use it. -

Again' we wish to thank you
This concludes the hearing here in Washington; at this time

Further hearings in Washington will take place as scheduled for
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the month of SepteMber.. In the meantime; during the month of
August, there will be field. hearings.

Thank you again, Mrs. NOrton: - _
Ms. NORTON. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. HAWKINS. This concludes today's hearipg:
[Thereupon, at g:10"p.m, the subcommittee adjourned subject to

the call of the Chair.1 _

[Material submitted for inclusion in the record follows:]
COLINCIE ON THE ECONOMIC STATUS OF WOMEN;

Saint Paul, Minn., June 29, 1981.
Hon. AUGUSTUS HAWKINS,
U.S. Representatibe, -

Rayburn Buitding, Washington, DC
DEAR REPRESENTATIVE HAWKINS: The following is submitted as testimony for your

hearings on prowsals to eliminate or qualify affirmative action laws.
Our Counct is a legislative study commission which studies and- makes reCom-

mendations Wall matters related to the economic status of Minnesota women. We,
have published a number of reports on various subjects, and listed below are 'some
of our findings. -

In a Study of 'state government employment, we fOund that_ The_salary gap
between the average feint& employee and the average male employee has increased
ftom $4,190 in 1976 to 85,013 in 1980; The:average salary for a woman after 20_years
of state service was the same as the average beginning salary for a male employee
(1976); However, gains have been made:; the proportion of managers who are women

increased from 4.0 percent in 1976 to 11.3- percent _in 1980; and .the proportion of
laborers who are women increased from 3.6 percent to 17.2 percent in the same
period.

In a Study of city and county employment, we found that: Men outnumber women
by more than six to one in fire protection, police protection, corrections, streets and
highways; utilities and transportation (1979); Substantially more than half of male
city/county employees earn $16,000 or more yearly; a salary level reached by only
16 percent of the women (1979); However; from 1977 to 1978, there was a slight
improvement in the representation Of women among local _government administra-,
tors, skilled craftworkers, and service /maintenance workers

In A1979 curve of female apprentices in, the skilled trade% we found: More than
half Of feint& apprentiteS said they wanted niore,information about_ affirmative
action laws; The proportion of apprentices-Who are women in Minnesota .increased
from 0.9 percent in.1978 to 1,2 percent in 1979; Almost half of the women respond-
ing said they had experienced harassment or discrimination on -the job: However; a
number said that they were accepted in-their- programs because "the union said the
next apprentice was going to be a woman" or the newspaper was talking up
women in the trades."

We believe these finding indicate support for existing commitments to affirma-
tive' action.-Althou_gh information about the laws needs to be made more widely
ayailabje; and although enforcement efforts need, to continue, affirmative action has
contributed to improvements in the economic status of women in our state.

We urge your support for a continued commitment to affirmative action.
Sincerely;

NINA ROTHCHILD,
Executive Director.
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STATEMENT BY Runt HINERFELD OF_THE LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS OF THE
UNITED STATES

The League of WoMen Vetert Of the United States is a nonpartisan volUntedr citizen

education and political action organization made
up Of 1400 state and local Leagues

in all 50 states, the District Of Columbia; Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands.

From its inception in 1920 the League of Women
Voters of the'United States has worked

for equal rights for all and the League has a
long-standing commitment to affirmative

action.

The League has pursued this commitMent through multifaceted efforts. One of its

fdiihdihg principles was equal opportunity for women
in governMent and indditry. The

League's current emphasis on civil rights in employment stems from its 1964 con-

vention decision to direct its energies to promotin%equality of opportunity; in-

Cludingequal access to employment for minorities and WOOldn.

In 1976, the Leepe of Women Voters Education Fund's Litigation'Departteent filed

suit on behalf of a numbe r; of organizations and women seeking construction Jobs to
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compel thellepartment of Labor to require affirmative action including goals and time-
.

tables for the employment of women by federal construction contractbrs. The suit

resulted in the promulgation in 1978 of revised Department of Labor regulations

establishing specific affirmative steps that federal contractors must take to'show

good faith efforts to achieve participation goals for women in the construction

industry. The following year the League petitioned the Department of Labor re-
,

questing that it amend its regulations' to require specific affirmative action for

women, including goals and timetables, in all federally registered apprenticeship
_ _

programs. In 1980, the Litigation Department petitioned the Department of Labor

"to issue regulations prohibiting the use of maximum age limits as entrance re-

_ quirements in registered apprenticeship prOgrams, because such limits virtually

.foreclose participation by women choosing non-traditional careers; who generally

make such vocational decisions later than men do.

r

The League joined in an amicus brief in Kaiser Aluminum v. Weber in support of the

legality of affirmative action programs established voluntarily by employers who

have not in the past been found to discriMinate.

The League has consistently supported strong enforcement of anti-discrimination laws,

regularly commenting on regulations proposed by the Equal Employment Opportunity

Commission, thetDepartment=of Labor's Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs

and other federal agencies, concerned with employment discrimination. League effort

directed to the executive branch involved the reorganization of federal equal ffploy-
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ment activities . The League reviewed, made reCommendat4onsi and supported the

reorganizaton proposals and the resultant centralization of federal equal employment

ehfor,,ffientlwithin the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC).

On the legislative side; the league has consistently opposed copgreSsional anti-

_

affirmative action amendments. In April 1981; the League joined in testimony pre-

.

sented by Eleanor HolMet. Norton, past Chair of the EEOC before the Senate Committee

on Labor and Human Resources-that supported a strong federal commitment to affirmative

action.

The League has been working actively
withlan Wei-MAI Coalition of women's and civil

right's organize:tient to express our total opposition to proposed changes in either

Executive Order 11246 or its im=lementi7 regulations that would have the effect

of reducing federal enforcement of equal employment: Within the past two months,

we have written ft) the Secretary of Labor and to David Stockman, Director of the

Office of Management and Budget, expressing these views:

Before commenting on the equal employment
opportunity policies that appear to be

emerging froP) the present AdminiStretion and this
Congress, we must first point'out

that our statement must be rather general, due to the lack of precise.information

that has been made available to -effedted groups as to what these proposals actually

include. The League hat alwags commented on initiative; by past adMinistt.ations. to

revise or reform legislation and' regulations. PreSentlY; however; it is difficult

for us to engage in a meaningful discussion of
possible changes due to the virtual

Closed dooi- atmosphere in which revisions in affirmative action programs'are being
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contemplated. Our response to the proposed changes in equal employment law is

guided only by informal statements of cabinet officials and their preliminary ac-!

tions regarding' enforcement. NO writtendrait of proposed regulations bas'been

provided for us to consider, and the administration's consultation with represen-

tatives of civil ri,hts organizdtions has been extremely limited.

We had hoped that the Administration would take the opportunity to enlighten us on

its proposals at these hearings sponsored by the House Subcommittee on Employment:

Opportunities. Those invited to ,testify, includitig representatiyes.from the De-

.. of Labor, the Department qf Justice, and.the Office of Management and

Budget; declined, with the suggestion that the subcommittee should await the Ad-\
ministration's final actions before commenting. If this suggestion is taken,. it

will set a dangerous precedent regordingileture input from those groups who will lbe

most ffected by ,Jianges in laws submitted by new administrations. It is the

LeagUe'S long-held belief that citizens must participate in:making, and not 04rely

be the recipients of policy in a democracy. The current procedlre suggests that

haste and lack of input accompany this Administration's policy-making procedures,

and we do not feel that citizens will be well served by these practices. We hop, e

that in the future, closed door policies will not be the norm in this Administr4

tion's policy inttiatives.

Sex and race disc;imination continue to be a serious deierrent to women and minori-

ties seeking employment even after the enactment of major affirmative action

programs over the last two'decades. For example; although fifty-oneper cent oc

all women aged 16.and over are now in the i,4ork force; they represent a disbropor-
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t :natd share of the workfh,g poor. WoMen continue to be paid substantially less

than men. Overall, women earn'eftlY 59t for every dollar earned by a man.I In

1979, YOU time women workers who were high school graduates
earned less on the

average than fully employed
male Welters who had not completed elementary school.

Women workers who had graduated
from college earned less than Male workers with

an 8th grade education.2

The primary reason for this wage
differential is that most women work in a liMited

_ .

neMber'of sex-segregated jobs that tend to,be low paying. As stated in the League's

amtcws brief in Whited
Steelworkers v. Veber 443 U.S. I93(1979):

Over 25% of women workers are
concentrated in occupations

that were 90% or more female.
The list of Jobs in which

women constitute the vast
majority of workers is a litany

of low paid, low status jobs in our society:

Secretaries
99;1% female

Prekindergarten & Scheel Teachers 98:7%

Housekeepers,
97.2%

)Telephone Operators
95.3%

Sewers 8 Stitchert
95.2%

KeyPundh Operators
93.2%

Waitresses
90.4%

, 8o6kkeepers
90: %

Cathiers
87. %

At the_same time, women's
underreptesentation in the pro-

fes§ioi;t and highly skilled, highly Paid
blue collar
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jobs'is as dramatic as their saturation in loW-paid,

low-status jobs'.3

In orivate industry, women are substantially underrepresented in managerial roles.

In 1978; men were 83% of all.officials;and managers; women were 82% of all office

and clerical workers. Men were 65.7% of all professionals in private industry;

women were 8;6% of all craft workers.4- This occupational segregation; Combined

with an unemployment rate 1.32% -times that of men 5 shows that employment opportuni-

ties for women are still far less thail those of men.

For blacks and other minorities, employment opportunities are substantially fewer

than even those of white females. In I97q; the unemployment rate for blacks was

2.4 times that of whitesi the widest 40 betwen,Lbe: two groups since the federal

government began recordihg employment statistics by race.5 In 1980, black teen-

age unemployment was more than twice that of white teenagers (36% unemployment

for black youths - 16% for white youths).7 The National Urban League's study,of

poverty rates for blackytates the follqwing:

As a result of the disproportionate impact of two recessions

and rlcnr:-1N-1 inflation on blacks during the 70's; the

number of poor blacks rose sharply over, the decade, while

the number of poor whites declined. For example, while

the number of poor white families fell by 2% (from 3.6 to

3.5 million) between 1969 and 1979. the number of poor

blatk fainilieS soared by 22% (from 1.4 to 1.7 million).

*

123.
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Similarly; white the cumber of poor white individuals

remained relatively unchanged
(at i6.7. million) over that

ten yetr period, /he number of per black individuals

jumped b.4. 11% (from 7.1 to 7.8 million):

This disproportionate increase
in poverty among blacks

led predictably to a widening of the income gap between

blacks and whites'. 1 1970, blatkt
had 61% of the income

_ A

of white families, but by the end of the decade blaCkS

had Only 57% of the income of white families.8

The study continues to show that the median income among black
faMilieS in 1979

rose by $5,330 from 1970
(from $6,279 to $11,609)'While the

median income of

White families rose by $10,209 (from $10;236 to $20,438). Thus, the median income

of the average White faMily
is nearly double that of a black family.9

Job segregation is an
additional; continuing barrier to minorities as well as women

in the workforte: In private industry,
minorities are severly under-represented

ih higher status, higher-paying
jobs: for example, a 1978 EEOC report on minorites

and women in private industry showed that:of all OffitlaIS and managers in private

iriddttty; 78.0% are white males. Only 6:8% are minorities. 60,8* of all Ore-

fessionals in private industry are
white males, 9.2% are minorities. The only job

(ategorieS where the minorities are more
highly represented than White males are'

office and clerical workers
(14:7% white males - 16.5% minorities) and service

workers (30.0%.White males - 31.5% minorities):
The evidence shows that minorities

continue to work at low paying jogs -46tftlit-thig in a substantially lower income.'

10
level than that of white males.
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Still; the picture is not as grim as it once was. As women and minorities have

entered the work force, they have 4emanded and have obtained training and employ-

ment opportunities that were once considered to be off-limits to them. 'le submit

that the progress that has been male in increasing the participation of women and

minorities in the work fo'rce is largely due to strong enforcement of anti-

discriMination lawS and affirmative action programs. Without affirmative action.,

this participation would lecrease drastically and progress towards equal employment,

opportunity could quickly become a thing of the past.

Current philosophical attacks on affirmative action and administrative proposals

that threaten enfOrcement of anti-discrimination laws make the aril of affirmative

action a real possibility. Charges that affirmative action is reverse discrimi-

nation, or that goals and timetables utilized to measure thz success of affirmative

action are in reality quotas; fuel the opposition to the continuin^ enforcement of

equal_Lmployment laws. In addition, critics of-affirmative action maintain that

affirmative action places too Treat a financial and accounting burden on tho business

sector to repent for society's past transgressions, and that affirmative action

objectives established by the federal government are not achievable in light of

today's economy.

'!e believe that these arguments are grounded in serious misconceptions. First,

complaints about the drawbacks -- real and imagined -- of particular affirmative

action technic:Lies, are treated as if they discrdit the entire concept of affirmative

action. Affirmative action is not synonymous with goals and timetables; although
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one would think so from newspaper coverageshit issue. What is.really at stake

here is any collection of concrete steps;
particularly those that take into account

race or sex, Used to remedy the
lack of employment opportunity for women or minori-

ties.

Second; criticsasseting "affirmative action"
often fail to acknowledge that there

are different kinds of affirmatiVe action programs; with different legal base$.

The Most faMiliat is the court-ordered program, one of therOMOUs typically

awarded in discrimination cases as a means Of removing the effects of the challenyed

discrimination. The authority of the courts to include affirmative action as a

remedy has been upheld so often it should no longer be Open to discussion.

AffirmatiVe action programs are often included in thitconcithtion agreements peso-

tiated in settlement of discriminatiom OlaiMS pursued through the EEOC. Agai.h. the

`purpose is obViOut -- to remove the effects of the discrimination that prompted,

the claim.

An afilrmatie action program can also be voluntary, adopted by an employer who

wants_to.address an obvious iMbalance in the workforce Now that the Supreme

Court has upheld the validity of voluntary affirmative action efforts with its

detiSion in Kaiser v. Webe,, hopefully private industry will increase its use of

such programs, .

Affirmative action programs are else required of recipients of federal funds by a

number of federalstutes and by Executive Order 11246, as a'means of implementing
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our national polity of equal employment opportunity; These laws and the Executive

Order have withstood numerous court challenges. Most recently, the minority set-

aside program for government contractors was upheld by the Supreme Court, in

Futliiove v. Ktutznick.

These affirmative action requirements are also remedies, designed to remove the

barriers to equal employment opportunity for those traditionally excluded. If we

are as a nation committed to equal employment opportunity, then federal money must

be dispensed in a manner that furthers that goal.

The argument that goals are the same as "quotas9 is often used by critics of

affirmative action. Supporters of affirmative action contend otherwise. In the

business world generally, goals represent a fundamentally sound management tool,

without which no business would be able to measure its success.' With respect to

affirmative action, goals represent flexible targets ,ormeasures of success in

implementing legally recognized anti-discrimination 1Wi7Quotas, on the other

hand, reflect rigid requirement of selection with little or no emphasis on merit.

In fact, under the Executive Ordar, good faith effort by...the employer is the real

lest of implementation; goals need not be infleXible. Affirmative action programa

are not quota programs. However, affirmative action without numerical goals to,

measure success in placing minorities and women would be an essentially useless

tool.in the fight against discrimination. The League strongly opposes any change
. -

in legislation or regulations that would forbid the use of goals or timetables in

implementing affirmative action programs.
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Othei- criticisms of affirmative
:ion include ehatges that it is cost-prohibitive,

and that is imposes too great -den on American business. We disagree that the '

cost of AffirmatiVe action is too high: In a recent study by Working Woma"n, an

Z-Oahitatien of 12,000 office-workers, a cost- benefit analysis, was used to deter-

mine the cost of affirmative action per employee,11 The study was based on data

gathered by the Business Roundtable;
The average cost Of an affirmative action

program for a bank is 0.01 per cent of, gross revenues, or $12.50 per employed.

Three major bankS that were studied spent an average of 5356,000 on affirmative

action in 1977. In that same year, they grossed M9 billion. in revenues. In

terms of the benefits reaped by society as a whole as compared with the small costs

incurred as a result of affirmative action, we
do not believe that the.burden suf-

ferbd by American business is too.great to bear..

Other critics maintain that affirmative action Objectives are not achievable in

today's business climate: However. in 'a study entitled "EmplaYer. Attitudes Towards

AffirmatiVe Action," commissioned
by.Barehill-Hayes..lInc.,I2 a substantial nuMber

(47%) of corporate executives
surveyed believe that, the Objectives of affirmative

action as establiShed by the federal government are
Athievable within the framework

of their current business praCtices.
TWenty-five'percent of those surveyed said

that they do not believe theSe
objectives are achievable; but, over a third of these

respondents believed that the reason is a lack of qualified candidates. Nearly half

of the business Community
surveyed.believes that:business has not been asked to

assume too great 6
responsibility with regard to eliMihating discrimination in

society: In terms of how corporate
executives feel about the eifeCts of affirmative,

action on their business
activities, by a 5-1 margin (72-15%). executives surveyed
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contended that their companies' employee productivity had not been diminished by

affirmative action13 Finally; the majority of corporate'executives surveyed said

that affirmative action-is-not aeclining as an Issue for top management; and that

it has been.an effective tool in advancing the cause of women and minorities in

employment in the private sector.14 Affirmative action, Seems to have become a fact

of life in the corporate world; and is generally viewed as an acceptable management

tool.

Another argument frequently raised by, the opponents of affirmative action is that

is hasn't Worked:, The:LeagUe, however, does not share this view. We maintain that

without affirmative action, women and minorities would Centintle to face insur-

mountable barriers to employment oppOriunities. Since the Equal Payiict of 1963,

the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and ExecUtiVe Order 11246, tremendous strides have .

been made by women and minorities. From a historicalperspective. blacks in white

collar occupations accounted for only 6% of all black employment in 1940; and by

1960, the proportion doUbled to I3% The proportion, of bleCk workers in wbite

collar occupations continued to increase in the 1960's and reached 24% in 1970.15

Urban League etulies show that between 1975 and 1980; the number of employed blacks

increased by 17%, the biggest gains in higher status occupations, 16 and that ac-

cording to a 1980 poll in -Fat* Enterprise magaiine, affirmative action has been

the greatest single contributing factor to this upsurge.

_ -

Dramatic strides in the employmentof Women in nontraditional careers have also

been a result of affirmative action. In testimony before the Senate Labor and

Human Resources Committee earlier thit yeee; Betty Jean Hall of the Coal Employment
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Project, an-organization that works with women miners, spoke of the progress ihey---

nave experienced in breaking the barriers of sex discrimination 16 the coal industry;

It probably won't surprise you to learn that. according to

federal statistics, thete was no such thing as a woman coal

miner in this country until late 1973. By Deeethee 31;

1980,'3,295 women had begun underground coal mining

careers.

To paint the picture clearer:

In 1973. 1/1000 of 1% of all Underground miners'hired were4omen;

Di 1974; I/200 of 1% of all'underground miners hired were women;

In 1975. 1% of allunderground eo41 Miners hired were women;

In 1976. 2% of all underground coal miners hired were women;

In 2977, 3.4% of all underground coal ninert hired were women:

In 1978. 4.21 of all underground coal miners hired were women;

10 1979; I/.4%.of all underground coal
miners hired were women; and

In 1980. 8.7% of all underground coal miners hired were women.

These dmamatic strides were made possible. We tepee; only

because of the combination Oflott of determined women who

wanted those jobs; and the support fo.the Office of Federal

Contract Compliance Programs. who responded to our plea for '

help. (Testimony before the Senate'Labor and Human Resources

Committee, April 21:19814
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This and numerous other examples of the strides women and minorities have made as .

a result of affirmative action make it clear to us that these programs, combined

with strong enforcement of anti-discrimination laWs have U effective, andshould

not be weakened or eliminated; We believe that affirmative action will continue

to be necessary as a remedY'to.eradicate the effects of past discrimination as long

aS discrimination persists as a problem in our society.

We are extremely concerned about the propoials pending in Congress and the general

posture Of the administration in regard to its continuation and enforcement of

anti-discrimination laws. The variety of attacks against strong equal employment

opportunity laws include the fell-6416g! 1) Senator 01:rin G;Aatch's proposed con-

stitutional amendment; S.J. 41; which would bar the enactment of laws that use race

conscious measures; 2) Senator Don Nickles'. proposed amendMent to Title VII, which

Would prohibit the voluntary affirmative action program upheld in the Weber case;

3) Representative Robert Walker's proposal: HR 3466, which would amend the Civil

Rights Act of 1964. Orbhibitihg the use of g6a1s and timetables-as:an enforcement'

mechanism by government agencies; 4) Representative Paul Maloskey's proposed

revision of Executive Order 11246, which Would eliMitate reporting requirements

foe federal contractors and reduce sanctions that could be administered for non-
.

compliance; and 55 the Department of Labor's proposed.changes in OFCCP regulations

that would substantially reduce the coverage of Executive Order 11246.

We believe that. the enactment of any of the above proposals would effectively

eliminate enforcement-of anti-disceiminition laws and would certainly undermine

affirmative action efforts in any form.
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The League opposes the concept of any
constitutional amendment similar to that pro-

posed by Senator HatCh that would_prohibit
affirmative attion programs Senator

Hatch believes that the Constitution should be color- blind. We believe that it

is, but that people are net; and until sex and race discrimination are eliminated in

this country; affirmative action will be necessary to assist those persons whose

merits are not recognized in the absence of such measures.

The League is also gravely concerned about
proposed amendments to Title VII being put

forth by Senator Don Nickles: Such changes would irreparably damage both the

ability and the flexibility of the EEOC to resolve complaints; Among the limitations

proposed by Nickles are: limiting the scope of investigations by EEOC: mandating

conciliation as a prerequisite to filing suit;
eliminating EEOC't systemic complaint .

program; and limiting both the legal forum and
the legal remedies available to those

who file complaints. Any of these changes; or others that would go even further;

would virtually eliminate effective enforcement from the federal agency withprimary

responsibility for enforcing equal deployment opportunity. The League is adamantly

opposed to-any Stith changes;

The League is equally opposed to proposals
repeatedly put forth by Cefigressman Walker

that would
prohibit- federal agencies from requirlhMhe use of goals and timetabTes.

As indicated elsewhere in this statement; goals and timetables represent Sound

business practice utilized as indices of success. There is no sound basis for

eliminating such a use for one aspect of buiness eg. personnel Matters. The

elimination Of'goals and timetables as a remedy would render enforcementagencies

totally ineffective in cOmbatting race and sex discrimination. Goals are the most
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effective means available of measuring the success of affirMative action programs:

To eliminate theM would create a world of uncertainty for businesses trying to

measure their success in hiring women.and.minorities.

The revisions to Executive Order 11246 proposed by Congressman McCloskey 'would

eliminate almost all reporting requirements for federal contractors and retain only

the .sanction of debarment for noncompliance. Such proposals would cause irreperable

ham io the OFCC program. Fewer reporting requirements would make agency enforce-

_ _

ment extremely difficult, if not impossible. Further, the elimination of back pay

as a remedy meads that victims of past discrimination would go uncompensated. This

flies in the face of one of the firmly held tenets of our judicial system -- that

. . _ _

injured parties are entitled to be made whole. Debarment does nothing tocompensate

those who were unjustly denied jobs or denied promotions.

We would like to comment briefly on what we know of the Department of Labor's prepotalt

to revise the OFCCP regulations. DOL has proposed raising the ceiling on contractors

required to SU6Mit_AAPs from current levels of 50jor more employees and a contract

. of $50,000 or modto 250 employees and a contract of $1,000,000, AS Wat said in

position paper sent to DOL on behalf of a number of women's groups:

We are opposed to reduction in the number of contractors

subject to the requirement of submitting affietative action

plant (AAPS); This requiremenb provides one of the most

important tgols for ensuring equal employment opportunity

in the entire arsenal of enforcement mechanisms. Only when
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employers Undertake self-analysis
of their mirk f5eces, and '

develop steps to correct underutilitation
will significant

progress be made toward full-scale integration_of women

And minorities into the jobs from which they have been

historically barred. The purpose of the federal contract

compliande program is to achieve that progress by requir-
,,

ing such self-analysis and affirmative
action planning of

all companies that have any significant contracts with the

federal government. The right of the.gove'rnMent to

impose- this requirement at a condition of doing business

with it hat been upheld by virtually every court that has

been faced with the issue.

Another Changebeing considered by the Department of Labor would change the reporting

requirements, eliminatir6 annual
AAP'summaries in lieu of five year plans. While

the requirement o) an annual
submission alone will not guarantee review of Affirmative

action program it does mean that contractors will perform a regular assessment

of their affirm tive action performance, thus serving as an additional
incentive to

comply With affi ative action standards. The league is opposed to any reporting

changes of this ature.

Third; DOL has indicated that it is considering
eliminating preaward reviews. The

Government his an
Obligationlinder both the Constitation and ExeCUtive Order 11246

not to grant contracts-to-employers that diteriminate. Some effort must be made to
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ensure that Prospective employers are in compliance with the law, if the government
3

is serious in its efforts to achieve equal employment opportunities. The preaward

. review is the only ,00lavailable to accomplish this

Finally, DOL has indicated that it is uncertain as to whether back pay should be

retained as a remedy for past discrimination on the part of an employer. The,fact

that the Administration is even considering reftinding such a requirement is a clear

signal of the AdminiStratien't intent to retreat from effective enforcement. This

incentive has proved to be of unparalleled effectiveness in carrying Out the intent

of the Executive Order. It is well recognized by the labor kelatiolis community that

there cannot be effective law eilycement without having some "make whole" provision

to.remed;discrimjnation.

In sum, while the League would like to work with Congress and the Adminitti.atiori to

improve enforcement of equal employment opportunity laws'and the functioning of the

OFCCP. We firMly believe that none of the proposalt discussed above would do so. In-

stead, all of the proposals would drastically.OUrtail government oversight and en-
_ )

forcement in this are)), and effectively eliminate any incentives for employers to

carry out voluntary affirmative action programs: -:The fight to eradicate sex and race

A'

'discrimination in employment in this country is not yet over. If the federal govern-

ment reduces its arsenal of weapons availabie to win the war, it will mark a sinifi-:7

cant retreat; Women and minorities. will once again be left behind, unable yo reach

even the first rung an the employment ladder.

We thank you:for the opportunity to submit our vibws.

1 5
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OVERSIGHT HEARINGS ON EQUAL EMPLOY-
MENT OPPORTUNITY AND APFIRMATIVE-
ACTION

Paid 1

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 23, 1981'
.

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES;
SUBCOMMITTEE_ ON EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES;

COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR; -

Washington, D.C.
The subcommittee met;_ptirsiFint to notice, at 9:20 a.m., in room

2251, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Augustus F. Hawkins
(chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.

Members present: Representatives Hawkins, Clay, Washington,
Petri, FenWick, and DeNardis.

Staff present: Susan Grayson, staff director; F(dmund D. COoke,
legislative_ associate; Carole Schanzer, legislative associate;

Terri P. Schroeder; staff assistant; Edith Baum, minority counsel
for labor; and .SteVe Furgeson, legal intern for graduate studies in
labor law.

Mr. HAWKINS. The Subcommittee on Employnient Opportunities
of the Committee on Education and Labor is called to order. This is
the fourth heaiing, in a series that the subcommittee-has conduct-.
ad-in excercising its oversight of the Federal Government's enforce-

' merit of equal employment opportunity laws.
Since our initial hearing we have attempted, to insure that-the

administration had an opportuinity to discuss its _developing EEO
PolicieS With this subcommittee. The Office of Management and
Budget; the' Department of Justice, and the Department of Labor
have each been inVited to testify during this series of hearings;
first at the hearing held on July 15, 1981, and most recently at the
present hearings. While we viewed their earlier refusals to appear
with some Concern; we are pleased that the Department of JustiCe
and the Department of Labor have agreed to testify. We- look
foiward to hearing this morning from _Mr. William Bradford Reyn-
olds.; Assistant Attorney General for the Civil Rights Divition; Det
paittrient of Justice. In order to allow the Undersecretary, of Labor
designate Malcolm Lovell to testify for the Department of Labor,
his_ .testimony has been rescheduled for October 7, 1981. We look
forivard to hearing from the DOL representatives at that time

Throughout these hearings, we have focused on the emerging
equal employment opportunity policies of the Reagan adininiStra=
tion disclosed bdth by statements of principal Cabinet officials
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and by actions,of thoso officials regarding matters relating to the
enforcement.of equal opportunity laWS.

As a result of recent disclosures and publications, we now know
that the Justice Department will no RInger require goals and time-
tables as remedies for employment dikrinlination. We do not -know
what alternative remedies it will employ to' insure the eradication
of present discrimination as well as elimination of the effect§ of
past discrimination.

The lira witness b-efore the committee this morning is 1GIr. Wil=
liarn Bradford Re5)nolds Assistant Attorney General for Civil
Rights DiviSion.

Mr. Reynolds; I was purposely delaYing the hearing slightly be-
cause several members are on the way I appreciate the fact that
your time is limited; and so is the committee's,_ and for that reason
we will proCeed. Other niernbers will be joining the committee this
morning.

We appreciate your testifying before the committee. Unfortu-
nately, however; we did not receive the prepared statement until
this morning. It is a rule of the committee to have the statements
before the committee at least 24 hours in advance, but we well
recognize that all of us are busy these days;

) I have not yet had an opportunity to read the statement; so I
hope that you will spend as much _time as possible on actually
presenting the statement and not, feel constrained to economize on
time in giving only the high4ghts, because the Chairand I am
Sure the members of the committeehave not had an opportunity
to-analyze the statement.

PerhapS, before, the morning is through, we will have an opportu-
nity to be a little better acquainted with your views, as well as
your becoming better acquainted with the views of the members of
the committee.

Again, may I express appreciation for your appearing before the
committee. We look forward toyoUr testimony.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM BRADFORD REYNOLDS, ASSISTANT
ATTORNEY GENERAL FOR CIVIL RIGHTS, U.S DEPARTMENT

OF JUSTICE ,
a _
Mr. REYNOLDS= Thank you, Mr. - Chairman. I apologize for the fact

that this did not get to you until this morning; I think in light of
the fact that it was a late deUvery, it would -be useful for me to
give -/o you the full statement. That would also have a benefit for
th.)s,.- people who are on their way being able to pick up with the
text of it while I am giving the statement and follow on.

If that is agreeable with the Chair, I think I would prefer to do
that.

Mr. HAWKINS= That is quite satisfactory. Thank _you.
Mr. REifIOLDS. Mr. Chairman, I am pleased to be afforded this

opportunity to discuss With you my views -and the views of this
administration on the important issues relating to how inequities
that occur_ in the area of employment should be eddressed and
corrected. I also welcome the opportunity to hear the queStions and
views of you, Mr: Chairmen, and other members of the subcommit-

e.
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This 'appearance is my first before a legislative body since I
assumed office on July 27 of this year. It is fitting, it seems to me,
that my initial appearance concerns the subject of equal employ-
ment opportunity, since the field of employment is one of the most
important in the area of civil rights.

If a person is denied employment because of race; national origin
or sex, the consequences may well be so serious as to make other
civil rights largely academic. For example;_acCess to equality of
housing opportunity has little practical significance if an individual
is discriminated against in the job .market 'and cannot earn a wage
to purchase decent housing.

Similarly, a diploma becomes less valuable if it fails to open
doors to positions for which the person was trained.

So, the issue we are addressing today,--equal employment oppor-
tunityis of paramount importance. I know that this subcommit-
tee, and particularly you; _Mn Chairmariftilly appreciate the sig-
nificance of equal employinent opportunity and have done exten-
sive and significant work in this area;

Before turning to the specific subject of my remarks today, let
me provide a framework by first outlining for you what Isee as my
job and my role.

As the Assistant Attorney General for Civil Rights,1 am a law
'enforcement official, sworn to uphold the Constitution and the laws
of the United _States. The role of the Civil Rights Division of the
Department of Justice is to enforce in the courts all Federal civil
rights lades which come within the Attorney General's enforcement
responsibilities by act of Congress, and to perform such other
-duties in the field of civil rights as the Congress, the President and
the Attorney General may assign.

The general areas receiving attention by the Division include
housing;, education, coordination of grant-related civil rights re-
quirements, public services, institutions,. and other public facilities,
criminal civil rights violations and, of course, employment. Of
course, under title VII, EEOC brings suits against private employ-
bra

My testimony today has two principal themes.
First, I want to underscore the fact that this administration

intends to pursue a vigorous policy of full and effective enforce-
ment of the equal employment opportunity laws: On this point it is
worth taking a few moments to describe what the 'Civil Right.
Division has been doing recently in this particular area

Second, I want to explain and discuss with you our policy with
regard to corrective or affirmative action to overcome the effect-of
past discriminatory practices.

As to the record of the Civil Rights Division in 1981 in the field
of equal employment opportunity, both the President and the At-
torney General have spoken repeatedly on this administration's
intent and determination to enforce vigorously the laws prohibiting
discrimination, and particularly laws\ prohibiting discrimiiiiiti-)u
employment practices. I Share that intent and that _determination;

Let me give some specifics to show what the Civil Rights Division
has been doing to enforce the laws. \ .

I have been in office for less than 2 months, so much of what I
describe here took place before my assumOtion of authority.

139
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One, thUivi§ion has filed several new-pattern-andipractice suits
alleging digcriminatory practices__based upon race, national origin,
and sex di§crithinatiOn. Although I have been in office for but a
short time; I have authorized -fullpattern and practice investiga-
tions into the employment practices of more than a dozen public
employers: Just last week we filed a complaint and obtained a
consent decree in a suit alleging sexually discriminatory practices
in the New Hampshire State Police force.

Two, in contested litigation; the Division had a successful trial in
February in a suit against the North Carolina State Police Depart-
ment on the limited issue of the discriminatory use of rninirnutn
height requirement, with the judge ruling favorably from the
bench. In United States v. County of Fairfax, _a trial in March
resulted in a ruling of diScriminatory, practices against blacks and
women by the county in the job categories involving the largest
numbers of county employees. We are now in the elaborate and
difficult stage II of litigation; where individual_ claimants may be
shown to be victims of past discriminatory practices and thus may
establish their entitlement: to back pay and priority in offers of
employment and promotiOn.

In August, we tried a suit alleging that certain employment
practices utilized by the Texas Department of Highways and Public
TrariSportationone of the largest agencies_of the State of Texas
discriminated againSt blacks, hispanics and women.

Three, the Department has filed important amicus briefs with
the Supreme Court in -a number of cases; including Gunther v.
State of Waslungton; involving the dinstruction of title VII as it
concerns sexually diScriminatory pay4fractices.

GiVen the inevitable delays of a transition, I suggest' that this
record is one of accomplishment. I believe it is evidence Of this
administration's commitment to vigorous enforcement of Federal
equal employment opportunity laws; ,

Let me now direct my attention to the new Justice Department
approach in faShiening appropriate relief to correct the effectt of
past discrimination.

The focu§ Of today's hearings is on affirmative action and en-
forcement of equal employment opportunity laws; It should be
noted at the outset that the phrase 'affirmative actiori" means
different things to different people, ranging from simple diligence-
in insuring against discrimination to conscious favoritism of per-
sons of one race or sex.

To avoid confusion, I -will try here to describe our position using
neutral terminology that stays away from convenient coined
phrases.

The approach, henceforth, of the Department of Justice in the
employment area in suits brought to enforce title VII and similar
statutes can be simply stated. We no longer will insist upon or in
any respect support the use of quotas or ad's, other numerical or
statistical formula designed to provide to nonvictims of diScrimina-
tion preferential treatment-based on race; sex; national origin or
religiori.-To pursue any other course is, in our view, unsound as a
matter oflaw and unwise as a matter of policy;

Race-Tconscious or sex-conscious preferences are, as history has
shown, divisive techniques which go well beyond the remedy that is

140 a
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_necessary to redress, in full measure, those injured by '.a. particular
employer's discriminatory practice& A brief backward _glance
through the tragic history of our experiences with racial distinc-
tions in American life and the different Government* responses,
both legislative and judicial, that have been given will help to
explain.

From the birth of this Nation, racial discrimination has stained
the fabric of American law. The Declaration of Independence pro-
claimed the principle that all men are created equal; yet omitted a
denunciation of slavery or the international slave trade. The Con-
Stitutien Of the United States, when originally ratified, accorded to
black slaves 'a fractional statuz beneath that of free persons for
purposes of apportioning representatives and taxes among the sev-
eral States, and no rights to freedom, or the vote, or indeed any
constitutional rights. Untir 1808; the Constitution authorized the
importation of slaves and directed "free" States to return fugitive
slaves. _

NO lesser authority than the U.S. Supreme Court added its
weight to the then prevailing attitude by holding in the infamous
Dred Scott decision not only that the Constitution does not endow
black Americans with citizenship, but that.COngress lacks power to
prohibit slavery-in U.S. territories. That decision, together with-a
growing awareness of the inherent inequities embedded in the
insfitution of slavery, ultimately led this country into civil war,
which, in turn, led to tratification of the 13th, 14th, and 15th
amendments. The compromises that ended Reconstruction,_howev-
er, effectively ended Federal inquiry into matters of civil rights and
discrimination survived the Civil War amendments.

The Supreme Court again contributed to this _setback in fashion-
ing the separate but !equal doctrine in Plessy v. Ferguson; 163 _U.S.
537 (1896). Only - Justice Harlan, in a powerful dissent, sounded the
note that was later to_become the battle cry of civil rights grolips
across the land. In eloquent style, he insisted that the Constitution,
is colorblind and permits_neither legislatures nor judicial tribunals
to "have regard to the race of citizens when the Civil Rights
those citizens are involved."

It was a ,while; howeve , before this principle began to take hold.
Under the SeParate;blit=eq al doctrine, opportunities were virtually
always separate; but ran y equal. Discrimination based on race,
color,_or ethnic origin continued to be tolerated by the courts, not
only against blacks but also against persons_of Chinese or Mexican
origin, and during World War II against citizens of Japanese ances-
try. And; of course, women were relegated to second-class citizen-
ship until suffrage was obtained and were generally treated:sepa-
rately and unequally in employment thereafter.

It was only after years-of litigation in the courts than the Su.--

preme Collet, in Brown v. Board of Education; 347 -U.S ; 483 (1954),
finally overruled Plessy v. Ferguson andi following kUstice Harlan's
lead in dissent- in the earlier case, held that the equal protection
clause of the 14th amendment prohibits_purposeful racial discrimi-
nation in all aspects of public facilities and functions.

The Brown decision spurred an unprecedented judicial and legis-
latiVe quest to purge racial_discrimination; both public and private,
from American life. Significant mileposts along the way included

______
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the 1957 Civil Rightg Act, the 1960 Civil_ Rights Act, the 1964 Civil
Rights Act, the Voting Rights Act of 1965, and the Fair Housing
Act of 1968.

In the area of employMent discriinination, title VII of the 1964
Civil Rights Act prohibited discrimination-"against any individual
with respect to his compensation' terms conditions, or privileges of
employment, becauSe of Such individual's race, color, religion, sex,
or national origin * *;" 42 U.S.C. section 2000 e=2(aX1). That title
VII mandated nondiScrimination in employment decisions was
made clear not only in the act's language but also in the legislative !
debates preceding its pEiSattet. .

For instance, Senator Hubert Humphrey, a leading advocate of
racial equality and a foremoSt proponent of the 1964 Civil Rights _
Act unequivocally rejected the suggestion that title VII_was in-
tended to countenance race=conSciciuS preference& His words are
worth restating: "It is claimed that the bill would require racial
quotas for all hiring; when in fact it provides that race should not
be used for making personnel decisions." 110 Cong. Rec. 6553
(1964).

In like manner, remarks by, other proponents of the legislation
endorged the view that title VII establiShed a principle of calor-

. blindness in employment. ,

The basic outlines of the law are well developed and relatively
clear. Title VII not only prohibits purposeful discrimination based
upon race, eeYt, religion and national origin, but also prohibits
employment practices which have a discriminatory effect, unless
those practiceS are predictive of successful job performance or oth-
erwise required by business necessity.

A unanimous_ Supreme Court so ruled in 1971 in a decision by
Chief Justice Burger,_ and the Congress accepted that interpreta-
tion when it amended and extended title -VII in 1972 through the
Equal Employment Opportunity Act of 1972, and when in 1972 and
1976 it adopted the ReVenue Sharing Act and amended it and the
Safe Streets Act: '

Where such proviSionS of Federal law have been violated, the
courts have the power and duty not merely to eliminate future
discriminatory practices -but also to correct the effeCts-Of past prac-
tices. And the Supreme Court has made clear in McDonald N%
Santa Fe Trails Transportation Co., 427 U.S. 273 (1976), that this
statutory prohibition against racial diScriniination applies to pro-
feet With the same force as, it protects black
employees.

During the late sixties__ and into the _seventies minorities and
women made significant strides in the field of employment with
the assistance of such statutory and decisional law outlawing dis-,
crimination. on grounds of race, sex and national origin.

Relief for individual victims, however; began to be expanded into
class-oriented _relief; fostering the use of new hiring, requirements
designed to achieve immediate numerical equality among the races
in the workplace; Racial formulas, moat notably in the farm of
hiring quotas, emerged. under the byword of affirmative action.
This new concept went well beyond the traditional view that a
racial or sex preference is permissible only when necessary, to plate
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an individual victim, of_ proven diatriMinatOry conduct in a position
he or she would have attained but for. the discrimination._

In addition; affirmative action became associated with the en-
dorsement of such' preferential treatment to aid persons who 'were
notidentifiable victims. .

The .proponents of this view sought the granting of preferences --
not simply -to individuals who had in fact been inured but to an
entire group of individuals based only, on their race or 'sex.. It
mattered not_that.those who benefited had ..never been Wronged; or
that the preferential treatment afforded to theni_ was at the ex-
pease of other: employees .who were .themselves innocent a -any.
discrimination or other wrongdoing.

By elevating the rights 'of groups over the rights of individiial
racial preferences; such as I have just described, are at war With
the American ideal of equal opportunity for -each person to achieve.
whatever his or her industry and talents warrant: This -kind of
affirmative action needlessly creates a caste system in _which . an
individual _is_ unfairly disadvantaged for each perseti who is pre-
ferred. A ,divisive influence is inevitably introduced into the. work,
place; thecOmmunity; and the country as a whole... .

Nor. is there any moral justification for -such an approach; Sepa-
rate treatment of people in the field of employnient,-.._ bated on
nothing more than personal: characteristics of race or gender; is as
offensive to standards of hdinan`decency_today as it was some 84
years ago when countenanced Ferguson; _supra.'

I can make the point no better Man-Prof.- Alexander. Bickel did,
in his eIoquentremark: -

The lesson of the great decisions of the Supreme Gotiri and the lessons of contain-
porary_history have been the same for at least a generation:. discrimination on the
basis of race is illegal; immoral; unconstitutional, inherently wrong, and destructive.
of democratic society. .

. .

The Attorney General WAN no' less articulate in his speech Of m4y. .;

22;_1981;_before the Amer lan LaW Institiite in Philadelphiapages
12 and 13when he stated:

While well intended, quotas invariably have the. practical effectof_placing inflexi-
ble restraints on the opportunities afforded one race,in an effort Aci_reinedy_past
discrimination against- another. They stigmatirk the beneficiaries. Worst of all;
Under a quota system, today's minimum may become tomorrow's maximum

This administration firmly committed to the view that the
Constitution and the laws of the United States protect the rights of
every person; whether black or white; male or female, to pirate his,
or her goals in an environment otracial and sexual neutrality. The
colorblind ideal, of equal opportunity 'for all that guided the fram-,
era of the 0 Eiatitutich and the drafters of title. VII holds greatest
promise ot__.--fting the incubus of lace; national . origin, and sex
diacrimiiiatien from the Nation;_and of realizing the proclaination
.of-equality M the Declaration of Independence.
.

By embracing the principle of equal opportunity without prefer-
ence the 'field of public and private employment, the Justice
IYepartment in no way intends to relax its cOmMitment to_remedY
proven discrimination. Fidelity to the ideal of equality demands
that no indi-Vidilal be disadvantageously circumstanced...in. the
workplace because of unlaWfuldisCriminatery.practioes.
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The Department is firm in its resolve to seek in suits under title_
VII and similar statutes, affirmative remedies such as backpay,
retroactive seniority, reinstatement, and hiring and promotional
priorities, to insure that any individual- suffering employment_dis-
criniination on account of race or sex be placed in the position that
he dr she would have attained in the absence of such discrimina-
tion.

In Some circumstances, the granting of such relief will serve to
advance individual victims into seniority positions or onto career
ladders, in preference to incumbent white or male employees
shown to have been improperly favored. Similarly, appropriate
relief should and will be sought for those qualified. individuals
shown to have been discouraged from seeking positions because of
past practices of unlawful discrimination on the part of the em=
ployer.

Make no mistake about it; the Department of Justice will be
unyielding in its enforcement efforts to deter and renedy-complete-
ly identifiable. injuries attributable to discrimination in the work=
place.

In addition to seeking full redress- for individual victimS, the
Department will continue to seek 'injunctive relief directing the
employer, to make employment decisions on _a nondiscriminatory
race-neutral and sex-neutral basis. To insure that the injunction is
fcillowed, we will require as part of the remedy that the employer
make special effort§ to reach minority or female workers through
comprehensive use of employment recruitment techniqueS, such as
media adVertiSing and visiting high school and college campuses.

In connection with this enhanced recruitment of minorities or
*omen, the Department will insist that the employer periodically
file records of its recruitment_ efforts.-

Where _appropriate, we will seek percentage recruitment goals
for Monitoring purposes. Such recruitment goals will serve as a
triggering mechanism for Department inquiry into whether the
employer has complied with the injunctive_ command to its

These'discriminatory' practices. rezruitment goals will be related to
the percentage of minority or female applicants that might be
expected to result under a nondiscriminat6ry, employment policy,
after joli-related factors, such as age, education and work experi-
ence among various applicants are taken into account When corn=
bined with fair and nondikriminatory selection 'procedures; they
Should be sufficient to correct the effects of past discriminatory
practices.

Because there may be legitimate nondiscriminatory reasons Un-
derlying an employer's failure to satisfy . a particular goal,' the
Department will not treat recruitment goals as inflexible standards
which muSt.' be met_ by the employer without regard to qualifica-
tippr`At the same time, we will be alert to guard against employers;
in .an overzealcius attempt to satisfy recruitment goals, engaging in
discrimination.. Were we to treat the matter in any 'Other light; we
'Would be vulnerable _to the charge that we have sought to meet
discriinination with discrimination. This the Department will 'not
do.

In sum, our approach will emphasize a three-pronged remedial
formula consisting of: One, specific affirmative relief for identifi-
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able victims of discriminatiOn; two; increased recruitment efforts
aimed at the group previously disadvantaged; and three, colorblind.
as well as sex-neutral nondiscriminatory future hiring and promo=
tiOn practices. . -.... /

It is -our view that such relief will effectively overcome: the/ef-
fecth of past discrimination without prejudicing the legitimate in-
terests of others in the work force; : /

In conclusion, -I wish to emphasize to the Members of the Sub -
committ ae the administration's commitment to 'enforce this Na-
tion's civil rights lavVs. In the erriployMent area we believe/equality
of opportunity can be achieved without resort to reinedies which
unfairly penalize thbse who are innocent of any disCriminatbry
behavior;

Thank you. I will be glad to respond to any questions you may
have. /

Mr. HAwKINs. Thankyou, Mr. Reynolds.
Mr. Reynolds, ,in your prepared statement and/also in the state-

ment made to the American LaW Institute and ,other public utter-
ances, you have Suggested that reliance on ,quotas as a remedial
tool to rectify present and past discrimination will no longer be '
relied upon, and I think you have made that' point very clear thiS
morning. /

In view of the fact that most courts and/businesses that operate
today in the-, economy do make a distinction between goals and
timetables that are routinely and systematically util* by busi7
nesses to monitor their performance, May I ask -you you make
any distinction between goals and timetables on the one hand, and
quotas on the other? ,/

Mr. REYNOLDS. Mr. Chairman, I think there is a distinction be-
tween quotas and goals and timetables; although Iralso believe that
the distinction has through practice in a number of instances'
become blurred.. /

-/
In my view, quotas are inflexible numerical standards_ which set

a minimum which must be achieved. Goals; on the other timid; I
think, conceptually are targets, if you *ill, which are flexible and
-in terms of the distinction that is available are' not rigid numerical
requirements.

I think that the difficulty has been that people have tended to
use different labels to say -the same thing and that quite often one
man's goal becomes another man's quota
I do agree, there is a' distinction and the distinction would relate

to whether there is a rigid requirement to meet a Certain numeri-
cal objective, as opposed to a more loose, flexible target which one
then would seek to achieve.

Mr. Ilikwxnvs. Recognizing that there is a distinctioli, and grant-
ed that it is sometimes blurred in operation, deliberately or other-
wise ;. do you believe that an agency such as .yOurs; which is in a
position not to blur it not to misuse it or to abuse it, could
reasonably have goals and timetables to effectively uphold the law,
rather than abandon it? On that basis, do you think it is sometimes
misused; that it is necessary to sacrifice goals and timetables be-'.
cause they may be construed to be quotas?

Mr. REYNOLDS. We' are prepared, Mr. Chairman, to make use of
goals in the area of recruitment. It seems to me that when you
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confine' the use of goals to that area you then do not run into the
difficulty of employers using the goals as quails, which seems to
very- frequently happen when you talk about goals and timetable§
as hiring Standards

I think that in the area of regruitinent it certainly makes some
sense_ in appropriate cases to set a goal based- on the percentage; if
you will; of expected minority participants in a labor force that
realistically can be defined in terms of job credentials or job-related
credentials.

Mr. HAWKINS. Inasmuch as you would use them in terms of
recruitment, why would _pill then abandon them when it comes
doWn to the actual basic process of hiring individuals? Why would
goals be useful merely in terms of advertising or makinKSome
effort§ to go Out to recruit individuals, if at the same time discrimi-
nation is allowed among those who are recruited?

In what way is it consistent with the nonuse of goals as you have
suggested?

Mr. REYNOLDS; I guess two things:_ We *Mild not alloW_discrimi-
nation in the hiring aspect of the process, but the use of goals at
the recruiting end is a monitoring techniqiie,:or a triggering device,
only It is a means by which the Department could_ look to see
Whether the employer is, in fact, living up_ to the injunction against
disdriminatory practices in the employment area.

We would not be looking togoals or using goal as a standard for
an employer to_meet in his hiring, but we wottld simply look to
that as a guidepost; if you will, if theretaere an expedtation'that
some 20 percent of the applicant pc:419'in a job Market would be
represented by minorities, and we hadqizily two minorities`'that
were hired in -a particular job for 100 places, I, think that that
Would suggest to us that there i§ a reason for inquiry. c--,17-

At the same time, as I indicated; we would uSe the goals in to
of our monitoring activity to be Sure that an employer is k iiet

simply hiring numbers of people without regard _to qualifications,
simply to reach some numerical objective: But goals as we have
described them would not be used for any purpose other than'a
monitoring mechanism to, if yeti Will, check the progress of an
employer or the attention the employer is giving to the court
injunction against discriminatory practice&

HAwEINS. Let us take a hypothetical case of a company that
has a record of discrimination and is obviously; let us say, withoilt
minorities and women inits workforce, iS perhaps a Federal con-
tractor, and let us say,hat pending against it a countless number
of charges of discrimination, and you have every reason to suspect
or you have investigated and found that it has a record of discrimi-
nation. Yet with your having abandoned the concept of affirmative
action, hoW would you go about correcting past discrimination of
that company_ on the theory that_you are not going to be conscious
of the color of the individual or the sex of the individual? Just how
would you prodeed in an instance suoh,as that?

Mr. REVikroLns. Certeinly; I would look-to determine which indi-
viduals .could be identified as having been the subject of theAis-
criminatory conduct, and those individual§ who can demons rate
Ghat they eithei veie denied the opportunity to have a job or those
Who could demonstrate that they had refrained from applying on
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the knoWledge that this was an employer that would not in any
event recognize their application; it seems to me, would be entitled
to full individual relief.

In addition to -that; I believe that the erfiployer should be en-
joined from ariy discriminatory practices in tiv future. It would' be,
I think; as an elernent of that relief in that regard, appropriateAo_
use the recruitment aspect of the remedy that I talked about to
monitor the employer's activity, to be sure that he is acting in a
nondiscriminatory fashion in the future.

Mr. HAwkiNs. In other words; you are going to rely heavily on
the specific individual being able to prove discrimination and will-
ing to run the risk of proving, it in order to have enforcement in an
instance such as this hypothetical case that I have presented to
you?

Mr. REYNOLDS. Generally that is right.
Mr. HAwitiNs. Short of that, there will be no correction?
Mr. REYNOLDS. Well, there will be an injunction to stop discrimi-

natory practices.
Mr.' HAWKINS. What about the individual already suffering? We

are dealing With a hypothetical 'case of those who have already
suffered past discrimination.-

MX. REYNOLDS. Those individuals who have been wroriged are
entitled to that relief

Mr. HAWKINS. On an individual-by-individualibasis?
Mr. REYNOLDS. That is right. But -those individuals who may be

part of the class that is wronged, but who themselves were not
wronged, would not be peciple who I feel are entitled to receive an
advantage by virtue of the discriminatory practices that were di-
rected at others.

Mr. HAWKINS. What about those who; let us say, have been
advantaged by the fact that discrimination has been practiced.
Take for example, two individuals, one who gets a_promotion who
is not a minority, let us say, a white male gets an advantage by
virtue of discrimination and somehow continues to enjoy that ad-
vantage; and on the other hand; one who was discriminated against
and who was kept from promotion, unless that individual willing
and able- to- come-forward and prove the case; will the Government
not act in his or her behalf?

Mr: REYNOLDS. Generally; I_ would agree with you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. HAWKINS. Could you be specific? How, would you agree or

disagree?
Mr. REYNOLDS. Specifically, I . think the individual who, let us

say; has been shown to have been advantaged by the discrimina-
tion, is the individual who, as- I discussed in my_ testimony; would
be the one that would have to bear the burden of a preference that
would be afforded-to a victim of that discrimination:

Mr. HAWKINS. Under, your approach, that individual would be
helped by the Government becauSe of the charge of preferential
treatment. As to the other individual, certainly that individual
might not have wronged anyone specifically, certainly not with any
intent, but still enjoys an advanW@. It. seems to me what, you are
really suggesting, to get away fforrithe hypothetical case, is that
you are going to operate on an individual-by-individual basis rather
than on a group basis; is that correct?
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ltelm REYNOLDS. I think that is basically correct* We are going to
require that people who are wronged by diStrinoination be-put-in a
position they should have attained but for the discrimination. -/

If that remedy entitles them to preferential treatment over those
who were "advantaged" by_the discriznieation; I think that would
be appropriate relief But do not believe that people who have not
been ableeto demonatiate they have beyn -injured by discrimination _

are entitled to the same kind of preference either under the Consti-
tution or titleiVII. .

Mr. HAWKINs. The _only thing I can: Suggest,is that the adminis-
tration is deviating from past experience under both Republican
and Democratic administrations since the administration of Frank-
lin Delano Roosevelt. -This is indeed a shocking departure; it seems
to me,'in the field of civil rights.

I can only suggest you that if you are going to proceed as you
suggest that the cutback in funding for the civil rights agencies;
which Has been veil SubStantial, is certainly unjustified, because if
you are going to operate on an individual basis, obviously you are
going to need a dcitibling or tripling of resources for the_agencies
otherwise you will ,have the problem of a backlog of cases building
up over a period of time The agencies were just beginning to make
Some Progress remedying that pro-blend. IfItevery individual is going
to have to wait 2 or 3 years before the complaint is processed, it
seems to me this is what we Eire going to go through; and we will
be concerned, I think, in this committee with what consider to be
a real setback and a tough job of trying to oversee_ the agenc .

I just don't see how you can operate on that basis I don't thi k
you have the staff to do it, even if you had the commitment. I
think that you are asking for a lot of trouble in trying th handle a
impoSsible job with/a limited Staff by going in the opposite dime--
tion to the way it should be going; /

Mr. REYNOLDS. Mr. Chairman,. I guess I would respond to that by (11,

saying that to my knowledge the Department has always had as an

is shown to he wronged. That is not a new dithension or su Bestselement of relief in cases of this sort redress for the individuEg who

an additional burden on the Department's enforcement resources.
That has always been.= element of the cases and willcontinue to
be an element of tie_ cEiSeS. '

What I am suggesting to you is that to the extent that relief has
included; in act to that, race - conscious -or sex -conscious Prefer-
ential treatment for a claSs as a whole Without regard to whether
those members had been disadvantaged; that that is the area in
which we are taking a different approach.

Mr. HAWKINS. YoUr APprbaCh is the same approach that the rich
as well as the poor have a' right to -beg on the streets. You are
saying that whites and blacks are going. to be 6041, but that there
is no remedy if there is discrimination, The Government is not
going to be On the side of the individual Who is diScriminated
against unless that indiVidual has the means; patience, time and
the freedom to complain and to have SOmething done about-it.

The people who are Ordinarily discriminated against are fre-
quently without the actual means of ProVing discrimination. If the
Government is not_gomg to be on their side in the case, then you
are asking for the impossible, it seems to me.
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lijust regret that we are moving in the wrong direction.
Let_ meyield_at this time AO others.. __ ______

- d
__

Mr. REYNOLDS. Let me say that the Government is on the side of
the people who have been discriminated against. What we are
concerned about is the practice of employing relief where discrimi-
nation is met with discrimination in telrms of trying to cure the ill.

I think that our view is that that is omething that runs counter
to the Constitution aMzi to 'title VII, and we don't think that that
kind of preferential treatment is in the law.

Mr. HAWKINS: It seems -that you are abandoning affirmative
action and wiping it off the books as a weapon to be used when this
has been upheld -consistently by both Republican and Democratic
administrations. I think you are embarking on a new course and
getting way out into'waters that no one has yet beenable to show
would prove satisfactory in the elimination of discrimination. It iS
a protection to those who are discriininating and we have not had
one suggestion-this morning of one single change in the adminis-
trationof the law that would be on the sideof those discriminated
against.

Consistently; every suggestion that has been made has been to
protect' those who might discrim" ate either directly or indirectly.

I think that we should have toe balance. There ought to be .--'"
something that we should do to limiate some of the confusion in
the law; to improve the system. We certainly should eliminate
some of the paperwork. , i .

We certainly should have bettei efficiency. There are things we
could do to help the business community.

It seems to me that what we are doing now is taking away all
the protections from those who are being discriminated against
without; at the Same time, adding one single thing which is going
to help them; including the funding support for the agencies inves-
tigating individual complaints of discrimination.

The individual discriminated against may be the one least able
`-to afford tq prove that he or she has been discriminated against':

MrS. FENWICK. May I;ask some questions?
Mr. HAwioNs. Mrs: Penwick, I was going to yield to Mr. Petri. If

he cares to yield -to you, 'I will -*be very glad to recognize you.
Mr. PETRI. I yield onfthe basis of Sex. .

Mrs. FENWICK. I worked very closely in cases of discriminationjn
my State, for .many reasons, being chairman of Governor
Hughes' Democratic Governor Hughes'Committee on EquakErn-
ployment Opportunity.

What I found vmsthim-cif_wouldIike-to ask you if it will
continuewhen somebody wrote, telephoned or spoke to me about
a- case of discrimination, I would find out where it was taking
place; if it was a section of the company plant, what section; if it
was *unfair pay, with two production lines that were absolutely
similar but paid differently, with the categories divided so that-the
white males would'receiVe the high wages and the others would be
in the other line. -

One of the cases resulted in some $250,000 in 'back pay to the
, particular people working on that second line. I would telePhone,

without giving the name of the' employee so there would be no
question of any danger of their being fired, and 1 would get action
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on the part of the Department to move in, and they knew exactly
where to look They did not ask for anybody because I did not give
them the name; and I did not want anybody to get figed in the
course of this would45e benevolent- activity;

That was very successful. Could that continue? Suppose I called
and say one of my constituents has been so discriminat&d 4ainat,
and I Say I don't want them fired So I can't give you the name, but
would you please inspect such and such a line in such and such a
place, section B?

Mr. REYNOLDS. We would certainly, move against that anmove
.as vigorously rive_ have in the past.

Mrs. FsiszWitk7 So there would be no change in your ability=
Mr. REYNOtrii. To go after that kind of discrimination or any

similar kind of dikrimination in the work force. I think that is
probably part of the response to the Chairman, that the division
does not intend to back off in its responsibility in terms of going
after employment disCrimina*ton. We intend to go after it; we
intend to Seek as full a remedy we F think is periniSsible or
appropriate under the law; and we will not back down from that at
all.

Mrs. FENWICK. Would you_ still have the power under the.law to
require the pay slip, as evidence to show 7unequal pay" *fGr equal
vzork? Would you still baize the power-to7require-thosedoke

REvis-roLns. Certainly we would have thevoWer:to do it, and
we would proceed to do that without hesitation.

Mrs. FgrzwfOx. I was -very happy to see your idea abj)ut recruit-
ment; because some Of the companies in my State 'have indeed
moved forward and brought in;guidance counselors to explain what
jobs are open in thek particular companies; I don't.think that IS
enough:7-

I think a inbred group from the company should go into the high
schools ,and; for example; by their very composition and without
stressing race or _sex _or_ anything, by their very composition Show, '

"I am a' nurse.-If you want, to be a nurse_ you have to be good in
this subject." "I am a doctor and if you don't brush up on chernis-
try or math; you won't get into,ine-dical school" One is black; one is
female. , -

Mr; REYNOLDS. I agree with that. There is certairtly room for that
under our polity.

Mrs. FENWIatc These !erriployees could explain what skills are
needed for the particular position; am an accountant, `trubk-
driver"whatever is needed for_the particular occupation and then
by the composition of the group that comes from the company;
show fair employiiient more clearly than sitting quietly in some
office with the _guidance :ounselors. That iS gOod," but it is not
perfect. It is leSS uitiii;.ligand less convincing; than a team to go
directly into the schools..

Thank you.
Thank you, Mr; Chairman.

HAWkii4S. I think you have used about 4 minutes of Mr:
Petri's_time. If Mr. Petri Would like to use some of his Own time=

Mr. PErki. I have one or two_question.s.
Do you recall .how many_ different categories, there are hat e

plOyers or others are supposed to keep track
rn=

. of, that they. are
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required not to discriminate against or that they give preference
to? I- undertand it is 25 or 26 different .=

Mr: REYNOLDS; I am not sure I understand your question:
Mr. PETRI. I am trying to get a reaction to the Sears case I

believe; the employei said;
Could you please set some priority for us because if we have to give prefeience to

all the different categories that are referred to as categories, it adds up to over IOU`
percent, and what do we do if we have a series of applicaiith who are from different
minority groups, which ones do we hire first?

Of course, the courts are not going to touch it They would prefer
that the Congress or the administration try to set -priorities or else
I guess they leave it up to the individual company; but they are not
going to help them. Is that an area that is a problem area or not?

Mr. REYNOLDS. I am not sure how much of a problem area it is. I
think in terms of the testimony this morning that our view would
be that the company should engage in nondiscriminatory practices
in all areas and it would be incumbent on the cornRany to demon-
strate that it is living up to an injuriction of that scope:

We would ask-the court to insist that there is no discriminatory
Conduct in any-of the company's areas of employment:

Mr. PETRI. We are required, I. think, to extend some protection to
groups ranging from the Aleuts in Alaska to veterans and so on
Are there some you are aware of that do not receive such protec-
tion that we should extend that to? Are there other groups that
shoiild be added?

Mr. REYNOLDS. Special piotection in terms of what?
Mr. PETRI. In terns of the civil rights protection we are talking

about here this morning?
Mr_: REYNOLDS, I think that the, protections that-you are referring

to relate to theis kt the American natives and Alaskans?those,
as I understand, are the subject of special legislation that is de-
signed to attend to special cultural and societal norms of those
particular groups; the only ones I am aware of:

I would not suggest legislation to expand that.
Mr. PETRI. Thank you.
MT. HAWKINS. Mr. Washington?
Mr. WASHINGTON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman:
Mr. Reynolds, I find your testimony extremely disturbing and

also perhaps revealing. It is disturbing for several reasons:=First; it -

seems to me to lack any -conception of what the problem is all
about. Racism is a factor; sexism is a factor. They are part of the
mainstream of American life, so to speak.

I am reminded of a situation of a friend of mine who teaches`at
the :University of Chicago, a devotee of Milton Freedman, I would
say, who wanted to buy a factory and reopen it in a small town
outside of Chicago.

In talking with the officials there pursuant to making arrange-
ments to open the factory, the one question that quite a few of the
officials asked him in a rather raspy: manner was; "You don't
intend to hire any blacks in this factory, do your making very
clear that blacks weren't wanted. Itlwas a shocking experience- =for
my friend, but one which I am glad he got because he didn't
understand that racism is a factor of American life:
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All through your presentation could not detect that you really
understand this. Blacks did not create the prebleiii;-women' did not- -
create the problem; it was thrust upon. us: What has happened over
the_years is that r,ongress, the cOurtsi and the Chief Exeeutives
have attemPted to fashion some meager tools to at leaSt put the
finger in the dike; if not to completely resolve the problem

I find your presentation lacking)fi many things that I think it
Should carry: For example, there_are a number of points in your
testimony Where you suggest interpretations of major 'title VII
cases which do not correctly reflect majority opinions of the court.
For example, you ignore the Supreme Court's opinion_ in Feder v.
Karser, and you appear to be relying on Justice Rehnquist's dissent.

For example,you say that numerical and statistical formula are
unsound as a matter of law. That is not true_The Cbuii did not
find any Such thing. The Court said; title VII _'does not fbrbid
employers and unions from adopting race-conscious affirmative
action plan§ to eliminate conspicuous, specific racial imbalance in
traditionally segregated job categories.

The Court went on .to say;
It would be ironic indee4:1 if a law triggered by concern, over racial injustice and

intended to improve the lbt of those who had -been excluded from the American
dream So lohg, were to institute a legislative - prohibition- against voluntary. Private,
race-conscious efforta to abolish the traditional patterns of racial segregation hiring.

That was your Court's _position. Your statement that sex- and
race - conscious remedies and numerical formulae are wrong as a
matter of law isnot correct.

You may not like that; but it is not accurate, to say they are
prohibited by law. I hope _your policy has not been based on a
misinterpretation of existing case law in this area.

, I want to make it clear that you are departing from esta blished
case law, reversing Federal policy in this area, not because you
have to; because you don't have to as a matter of law, but be-cause
you want, to. That is the way I read it. Do yod want to respond to
that?

Mr. REYNOLDS. I guess that we do have -a_ bit of a disagreement.
Mr. WASHINGTON. That_is a major understatement. -

Mr. REYNOLDS. I, appreciate that-the situation that has existed
throughout the ?ears -with respect to the uneven and unequal_ _
treatment of blacks is not a product of_the blacks' making or doing.
I understand that I think it is a product of a practice that has
existed in this country far too long, where unlawful discrimination
based on race has been tolerated.

I think that we are turning the corner and this country is
looking to address that problem in a meaningful Way.

To me; it is difficult to_justify addressing a problem which is
generated by unlawful discrimination based on race by using dis-
criminatory means based on race. o not believe that two civil
wrongs_ make a civil right

Mr. WASHINGTON. Isn't that just a play on words?
Mr. REYNOLDS. I don't believe it is a play on Words. I think it is

fundamental. I think it is in title VII I think it is in the Constitu-
tion. I believe that the Weber decision, which I agree is a very
narrow deciSion, certainly does not have application in the_public
sector of .this area where, of course, the Department's primary
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responsibility lies. It arose in a situation in the private sector. and I
wonder whether the Court would have given the same response- if
State- action had been involved. It was very careful to go to great
length to say they were not looking at that separate question, if
there had been a constitutional aspect to it:

I don't believe it is a play on words.
Mr. WASHINGTON. In the Kaiser case it was called voluntary;

voluntary in the sense they did it without necessarily a court
order, but not voluntary in the sense -that the pressure of a possible
suit was pending. So they voluntarily got out ahead of the oper-
ation and decided to clean up their act.

Your posture; it seems to me, will destroy-the basis for future
voluntary decisions that you seem to think you want.

Mr. REYNOLDS. I think future voluntary action of, that sort is
certainly-to be encouraged-as-long as it is not premised on a notion
of providing a preference to nonvictims of discrimination based
solely on their race or their sex or their national origin.

Mr: WASHINGTON. You coined a phrase, "nonvictims" ' by which,
first of all, you are charting_ a new path. This concept runs
throughout your testimony; Yet the whole point of discrimination
is that it operates against groups, not individuals. A black man or
a woman is discriminated against,. not becau%e they are individuals
but because they are members of a group. That is the whole point
of affirmative action, goals and timetables, back pay; and so forth:
That is the whole point, that an individual suffers because he or
she is a member of a group.

So, the concept of `nonvictim" sort of escapes me. You cite
history, the Reconstruction period. You had better read a little
closer because the analogy is so close it frightens the heck out of
me. The same charade that we wen': through in' the Reconstruction
era; we are going through Snow, with; for example, pulling back on
support of the Voting Rights Act and on laws and programs de-
signed .to encourage blacks as freed men getting jobs; The analogy
is so close it is frightening.

Your concept of nonvictims escapes me: There is no such thing,
sir. If you are a member of a class in this country, or of a race in
this country, then you bear the burden of a certain onus place d
upon that race by the dominant society. It is a fact of life. Your
presentation ignores that coMpletely. If you say that -the redress or
the relief should be individually focused; you are getting away from
the entire problem. Is that purposeful?

Mr. REYNOLDS. I guess I don't agree with y Jur conclusion that
you came to. I am addressing the law enforcement responsibility
under title VII. That law enforcement responsibility said that you
ferret out and target discriminatory practices by- employers against
employees in the work force. By any conceivable reading of the
legislative history, it is clear -that was not intended to foster or
encourage class relief that would provide preferences to people who
had not been disadvantaged by the particular employer's practice
based solely on their race, sex, or national origin.

What I am suggesting to you is that the enforcement arm of the
administration is going to proceed' to pursue, vigorously title VII
employment cases of discrimination and that the r-1;ef we are
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going to afford is the relief that I believe is contemplated fully by
the statute, its language and its history.

Mr. WASHINGTON. You are summarily abolishing a whole body of
regulationS and rules from EEOC without consultation with Con-
gre; without any consideration of the agency itself You are abol-
ishing rilleS and regulations and taking over, lock, stock and
barrel,_the whole EEO operation,

Mr. REkr4citna. I think we ought to be careful about exactly what
I am saying and what I have addreased today.

There is a bb-dy of rules and-regulations that has been promulz
gated under Executive orderI believe it is 11246. That body of
rules and regulations does in some respects incorporate specific
procedures that go to the affirmative action area The enforcement
of that body of law, if you will, is something that is separate from-
title VII enforcement --

As you are aware, those rules and regulations are part of the
review process that the Vice President'S task force is now under-
taking. =

I have not addressed in this testimony that other area which I
think is certainly a legislative matter and an appropriate topic of
discusSion, but I believe it is not within the framework of the
testimony I_ gave today that was addressing the Department of
Justice's enforcement responsibility under the law and under title
VII and similar statutes.

Mr. HAWkii4S. Would the gentleman yield on that point?
Mr. WASHINGTON. Yes.
Mr. HAWKINS. Your response seems to indicate that you are

speaking with reference to title VII; yet your case and your refer-
. ences are primarily to private employment In view of the fact that

title VII, Justice Department jurisdiction applies to State and lived
governments as opposed to private employment; are you articulat=
ing the position of the adniinistration with respect to title VII; or
merely to that part of title VII which applies only to the juriadic=
tion of the Department of Justice? Because you seem to be saying

, that this is a change in policy for all title VII enforcement, which
would include private employment

Mr. REYNOLDS. Mr. Chairman, let me try to explain it
Mr. HAWKINS. Which is it?
Mr. REYNOLDS. The cases that are cited which "relate to iiivate

employnient are cases that were brought before the 1972 amend-
ment to title VII. Prior to that time the Federal GOvernment was
enforcing private discrimination. In the 1972 amendment, the State
and local enforcement reSpbriSibility was given to the Department
of JUStice and private responsibility was giyen to EEOC. I think
that those cases demonstrate,as do other eases; that the standard
of title VII applies equally,to private and public employers.

My _feeling is that that Standard of enforcement should be one
that the Government should apply on an, evenhanded basis, since
we speak with one voice with respect to the title VII question.

;Mr. HAwkii4S. There are two things about that which disturb me:
One, are you speaking for the Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission,, or should this committee have that commission come
before it and speak for itself; Two, are you speaking merely for the
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Department of Justice enforcement of that part of title VII which
relates only to State and local governments?

If you are speaking for the broader aspect, then obviously what
you are- suggesting to us this morning is a much broader change in
policy than any that we:have had before us.

rertainly, systemic discrimination, for example, and action on a
group basis, have both been greatly. supported by court decisions:
The body of the-law applies very strongly in that direction, but you
seem to be changing all of it If you are changing not only your
own jurisdiction but also anticipating that eventually the Depart-
ment of Justice is going to be enforcing all the civil rights laws
with respect to discrimination, then certainly this is more ominous
than what we even feel this morning--

Mr. REYNoLos. I am not suggesting the latter.
1W.-1=LVNKINS. That is being discussed, incidentally; in the closet;

not publicly, but certainly I think it is even more ominous.
My specific question is are you covering the policy with respect

to title VII or only with respect to that part of title VII which
relates to your own juriSdiction?

Mr. REYNOLDS. I am speaking today about the Department of
Justice's enforcement responsibility under title VII and-those simi-
lar statutes.

Mr. HAWKINS., And not EEOC?
Mr. REYNOLDS. I would suggest it would probably be well to have

the Equal 'Employment Opportunity Commission appear before you
to testify.

Mr. HAWKINS. We hope they will respond a lot faster than they
have so far to the request to appear, in any event.

Mr. WASHINGTON. Is it not EEOC's responsibility to set Govern-
ment-wide policy in this area?

Mr. REYNOLDS. The EEOC has responsibility, to, review, as I un-
derstand it the rules and regulations under its 'Executive order in
the area of civil rights; I believe that-it has a coordination responsi-

, ,bility in that regard.
Mr. WASHINGTON. Coordinating authority?
Mr. REYNOLDS. Yes, with regard to the Executive order; as I

understand it.
Mr. WASHINGTON. One final question: .I am not sure what you are

really saying, Mr. Reynolds; in terms of enforcement policy. For
example, will the Department of Justice no longer .bring class
action suits?

Mr. REYNOLDS. My understanding is that the suits that we bring
are pattern and practices, and we certainly would continue to bring
pattern and practices. That is the nature of the suit; I believe.

Mr. WASWNGTON. If a suit were broaght against apolice depart-
ment which read historically discriminated; would you object to a
remedy aimed at accelerating_ the integration of qualified minority
candidates into that police department? Would you object to such a
remedy?

Mr, REYNOLDS. I would feel it inappropriate to have a remedy if
an acceleration were based on nothing more than race or sex.

Mr. WASHINGTON. I yield at this time.
Mr. HAwHiNs. Mr. DeNardis?
Mr. DENARDIS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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I think we are moving back and forth here from Executive orders

to pre-Visions of the statute end the same la' does not prevail-
across these different provisions. But in_ the spirit of your presenta-
tion, which is really sort of a philosophical basis for the adminis-

-tration's interpretation of affirmative action; let me ask thiS ques-
tion. On page 5 you say that:

AffirmatiVe action means different things to different people, ranging from simple
diligence in insuring against discrimination to conscious favoritism of persons of one
race or sex.

AffitiriatiVe action may mean different things to diffekent_people,
but affirmative action means to -those of us in Government; and
where Government rules-4,nd regulations are applied,_ something
that is decidedly not the first interpretatibri, which is never passive
but rather an active policy _of pursuit. That i5 what affirmative
action legally ,and philosophically iteilDS, at least what it has
meant to me' in the years I have been in the State senate and now
as view it from this perspective, a policy of active pursuit, in
employment.

In some reasonable way we see a reflection of the community
demography.

I want to know, as you_are tiling to recast your interpretation
here, what level of activity you see, because it haS never been a
passive policy. Affirmative action times beyond, passivity to specif-
ic activity. We may disagree as to what level of activity ought-to be
pursued. I just want to get a fix on -where you see that activity.

Mr. REYNOLDS. I see that -activity focused principally at the re-
cruitment stage-of-the preteas.

Mr. DENARDI& Recruitment goals?
Mr. REYNOLDS. In terms of seeking to reach those communities

that have not been reached and to hair& a more intense effort at
approahirig minority groups or those people who have not in the
past been approached in order to bting them into the applicant
pool.

I would - think in -that area the attiVe effort; would be something
that would b'e encouraged and appropriate as part of the relief that
you have in mind:

Mt. DtNARtns. I think that should be _made Cleat. Whetherr. I
agree with that or not,_you are still talking about an active policy.
It may not`be as active as some people, including- rilyself,,would
like, but you are not talking abot4t sitting back and respc5:iing or
reacting to a particular wrong' as it develops? You do contemplate
a policy of actiVity?

Mr._RV;NOLDS; think that is i,ight. I think that we would expect
that if the recruitment effort were conducted in an active way and

' that there was the absence of discrimination, that the hiring by the
employer commensurate with the racial compoSition of the appli-
cant pool should reflect thatcomposition, and it would; it seems to

provide also a better ability, in the event that it doesn't, to
identify those individuals who have been victimized by a continued
diStriminatory course of action, and then to provide them the
redress that we believe they are entitled to:.

Mr. DENARDIS; And then in fact there would be a quota plan?
Mr. REYNOLDS. No; I dori't believe there would be a queta plan. I

think any individual who demonstrates' that he or she has been
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discriminated againejand injured by discrimination is entitled to
be put in a position' that that individual would lave attained and
would have been in but for the discrimination.

.Mr. DENARDIS. Tyield back, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. HAWKINS. Mr. Clay?
Mr: CLA1, , Thank you; Mr. Chairman,. \
That individual who encountered discrimination that_you just

spoke of, is it individual discrimination or group discrimination?
When you talk about remedies for individuals, are we actually,
talking about individuals who have been d_ iscriminated against; or
are we talking about groups of people who have traditionally been
discriminated against?

Mr: REYNOLDS; About individuals who have been discriminated
against.

Mr. CLAY. Because of what?
Mr. REYNOLDS. Because the employer has pursued a practice of

excluding those. individuals from his work force based on personal
-characteristics such as race or sex or ethnic origin.
; Mr. CLAY. So, we are really talking about groups? It would fit in
the-definition you_ just gave this committee?

Mr. REYNOLDS. I would certainly include any and all people who
had suffered as a result of that discriminatory practice. If that is
more than ones personI don't know whether a group is two

Mr. CLAY. Why should; the _remedy have to be individual if dis-
crimination is against a group?

Mr. REYNOLDS. I think the remedy should fit the wrong. The
individual who has been disadvantaged is entitled to be put back to
the place where he or she would have attained. What we don't
-subscribe to is taking a group of people who also are in that same
Minority class, who were not discriminated against or denied the
opportunity to work for this particular employer; and by a prefer-
ential affirmative action plan allow them to be benefited at the
expense of others who have done no wrong who are in the work
force.

Mr. CLAY. You just said if the company had policies and practices
which discriminated, you would deal on an individual basis to
remedy those individUals who had been discriminated against?

Mr. REYNOLDS. And enjoin that discriminatory practice from con-
tinuing.

Mr: CLAY. At the same time you are abandoning the whole
concept of affirmative action and you refer to it as preferential
treatment? Explain to me how; when racism has become institu-
tionalized, sexism has become institutionalized, in a company or in
a system, in a society, in a government; you deal with it unless you,
deal with it at the institutional leirel in terms of changing: all of
those things that have prohibited people, because 4 the definitions
you gave; from getting employment, unless you take some affirma-
tive action? If :You don't move to change that institutionalized
racism, how is it ever changed? Voluntarily? On its own, or what?

Mr. REYNOLDS: I believe it changes by redressing- the wrong to
the individual and by- ending the discriminatory conduct so that it
does not continue in the future.
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As an element of that, if the employer engages in more intense
and widespread recruitment activities, in that way that will assist
inzemedying, as you call it institutionalized discrimination.

Mr. 'CLAY. If racism is pervasive, and I think evidence indicates
that it is in this country, tell me which individuals you are going
after or you intend to go after, who are discriminated against
because of race and sex?'

Mr. REYNOLDS. I think you go after anybody Who is discriminat
ihg against people because of race and sex.

Mi. CLAY. Whom are you going after?
Mr.-REYNOLDS; I think you are going after any and all_ employers

who have a pattern and practice _of _discrinaination. That is the
charge that we have under title VII. _I don't think we can be; if I
may use the word, discriminating; with respect to the emWoyers
that fit in that category. We will pursue that charge under title
VII and go after all those employers.
' Mr. CLAY. Y. Whom have you gone after So far? How long have you
been in the office?

Mr. REYNOLDS. I have only been in 2 months, Conessrnan. As I
stated at the outset of rny testimony, there are a number of initia-
tives that we -have taken and are taking and :there will be a
number more that we Plan to take. We will continue to pursue this
area as a high_pribrity area of_the Civil Rights Division._

Mr. CLAY Can you be speCific about whom youare getting ready
to go after? Somebody has got to be discriminating if discrimina-
tion is pervasive; _

r. REYNOLDS. I Understand that; but it would he inappropriate
for me at this juncture to give testimony on specific investigations
underway or specific cases.

,Mr. CLAY. I believe if I phrased the question in a different
Manner you probably would very willingly_tell me who is guilty of
reverse discrimination; would you not?

Mr; REYNOLDS. I am Sorry. What was your question?
Mr. CLAY. If I phrased the question in a different manner, you

would 'probably very .Willingly tell me who is guilty of reverse
discrimination, because; you would. probably Say_the City of Wash-

, ington; D.C.; in its lottery SyStern to hire policemen or firemen,
would be in violation of the law; I would imagine that you would
say that after reading your testiinou here on what you refer to as
"preferential hiring. Even though{you said you were not going to
use the convenient, coined phrases- in your statement; it is filled
with those convenient, coined phrases..

Could' you tell me Who is guilty of reverse discrimination then?
Mr. REYNOLDS. I cannot give you a different answer and would

not give you a different answer. It seems to me that it is inappro-
priate to be discussing litigation; whether it relates to discrimina-
tion or; as you term it, iace_diScrimination; We do not discuss
investigationS that are underway or cases that are underway, and I
think it would be inapproPriate for us to engage in that kind of

dialog.-
Mr. CLAY; What is the logic of your offering sex/colorblind reme-

dies to addreSS Sex/color-conscious discrimination?
Mr; REYNOLDS. What is the logic?
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Mr. CLAY: What _is your logic in offering sex/colorblindand. I
am quotingremedies to address sex/color-conscious discrimina-
tion? . .

For example; if underutilizatibh is a problem; how can -your
remedy be corrective and; if corrective; how can it not be preferen-
tial if you are going to correct it?

Mr._ REYNOLDS: Underutilization or underrepreSentation is -a_ con-
cept included'ih a number of regulations of different agencies
under the Executive order._ There are many procedures that are
associated with that concept and how that then works itself out in
the work force That really is an area that is removed from the
title VII enforcement area that-I have been_ discussing today:. ____

_ Mr: CDVY., Tell_ me how_ colorblind remedies which you are offer-
ing & anything to halt the unfair advantage which white.individ-
trals _gain over minorities solely by virtue of their race when dis-
crimination-occurs?

_ Mr: REYNOLDS. _I think that 'What this remedial. relief formula
does is directly address the _problem of- employment discrimination.
It providet a remedy to end that discrimination m the work _force.
It does provide full relief for those individuals who can demon-
strate they have been injured _by it .

What it does--not do is _meet that kind of:discrimination with
discriminatjon. That is what i, I said a number of.- times' in my
testimony in __response to questions: I think that what everybody is
intent on removing is discriminatory conduct based on race. I think
it is inappropriate to discuss relief or _discuss:the eradication of
that evil by relying on the same kind of offensive sort _of disCrimi-
natory conduct that fostered the problem in the first place.

Mr._ CLAY. So you say that 'you should not meet discrimination
with discrimination? in other words; are you saying that by equal-
izing present discnmination that you are addressing past discrimi
nation?_

Mr. REYNOLDS. i think that probably at the heart of the disagree-
ment that we have is the extent_ to which the_ sins of past genera-
tio_ns ..are a proper topic .of relief in a single court case. I _am
Suggesting to you that it_is not the_intent of the law nor0 think,
the purpose of the Constitution, to try in a single court case to go
back -and cure all the evils of past_generatTs.

I think that what we are about is talti- each of the cases that
involve employment discrimination, and redressing the iniur3y that
has resulted frOth those cases to the fullest and best means that we
are capable of doing consistent with the 'fundamental principle in
the Constitution of -equal employment opportunity, whichis also
embedded in both the language and in the legislative history of
title VII.

Mr. CLAY. The Constitution you Speak of had major defects in it
and you pointed them out in your: testimony; as I read abotit_the
free persons for purposes of appcittiiihihg and taxes; human bond-
age;- denying women the right to vote by definition of who was
qualified. ,

Now,_ when they got _around to try to correct some of these
inequities, did they_say that we have to-do-it on a case-by,cade_basis
individually; or did the 13th, 14th and 15th amendments address
the problem of groups? I guess the 22d or whatever; the women's
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voting rights amendment, did say each woman had to do it; or did
they address the problem as a group?

Mr. Ittirtit.e.§. I think they addressed them as kitit4p* I think
the appropriate course for one to take in the event you are going to
try to achieve some kind of group or class 'remedy to a problem is
through either the legislative or the constitutional route: It is not
appropriate, _in_ my view; for the courts to be providing that role or
performing that function, that the courts are supposed- to enforce
the _statute,__ which in this case is essentiallY title VII, and to
eradicate the employment discrimination existing in the work force
of a particulr employer,

Mrs; FENWICK. I would agree with you that; if you are looking for
class relief, there are other places that is more appropriate to
turn to in order to effectuate that kind of relief.°

CLAY. As I understand what is going on here, it is not the
courts; it: s the AsSistant Attorney General who is reinterpreting
What the law is You are coming in here and saying, in a sense;
that it is agairiSt the Jaw for yo:i to take affirmative action to
eradicate all the discrimination thEt is taking with in this country;
Is that basicallY What you are saying?__

REYNOLDS To the extent that affirmatiVe action incorporates
a concept of race -conscious or sex-conscious preferential treatment
for a _class of per.-..ile who are not those that ca... demonstrate their
part of the grat.p that was victimized by the particuar discrimina-
tion, I wo ,ld agree:

Mr. CLAY. Is it your opinion that the extension of the rights of
group treads on the rights of another group?

_ Mr. don't think it necessarily needs to do that no.
my contention would be that in extending the rights of one group
we should be careful and. be terribly attentive that it not tread on
the rights of another group.

Mr. Cum Thank yen.
_Mr. HAWKINS. May I ask you this_ilheatieri: Did I understand; in

reply to Mr. Clay,that you said that the administration policy is
not to address the effects of past discriniiiiatien? -

Mr. 13,14-cii.ifiS. I don't believe I said that I said we would pursue
as vigorously in our enforcement area.-----

Mr. EllitVictir8. Would you Simply clarify by telling us in what -
instance or, under what conditions you would redress the effects of
past discrimination?

Mr: REYNOLDS: You addr e effects of past discrimination by _
using the three-pronged re formula that I have set forth on
page 16 of my testimony.

HA.WKINS. That is the first full paragraph?
Mr; REYNOLDS. That is right.
In aurniourtipproaclfwillmpliacizre,a4lirebl:iiiirigernedial=fornatilasconsistin

of (I) specific affirmative relief to identifiable Victims of dttcriptination; (2) incre
recruitment efforts aimed at the group Deviously disadwintagbd; and (3) color-blind
aas well as sex-neutral nondiscriminatory future hiring and promotion practices.

Mr. ElAwKiNs. Let me quote _you from a statement made by
James E. Jones, professor of law at the UniversitY of Wisconsin,
which I think describes the administration's approach; He says:

Acceptance by the courts or other governmental entities of the notion_of reverse
discrimination puts the country in an impossible position. The only feasible way to

(
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remedy the underparticipation of some groups (that is, in employment) is to devise
pregrams specifically aimed at the members of these groups. For example, if under -
utilization of women or blacks is a problem, it would be patently idiotic to craft a
remedial program that ignored sex or race.

It seems to me that is exactly what you are telling us, accept
something that is patently idiotic, ignoring the fact of the discrimi-
nation having been based on sex or race that in fashioning-the
remedy you are going taignore it?

Mr. REYNOLDS. Mr. Chairman; you do have ad advantage over
me. I have not seen the statement.

Mr. HAWKINS. I will be very glad to give, you the statement;
because I think that there were some other excellent statements,
made and cases cited which I think place reverse discrimination, to

that' erm, in an impossible position.
What _you are saying, in effect; to individuals who have been

discriminated_. against, is that you are net going to _give them an
advantage but merely-use the same method to discriminate against

,them, to remove that discrimination and not treat them as a group.
when they have been .discriminated against as a group; that it is
wrong to do so. Is it in a sense reverse, in that'you ate- reversing
for a deSitable constitutional end and that becomes bad; but you
ignore the fact that that is the basib on which they have been
discriminated againgt.

So; in a sense; the term "reverse discrimination" used in its
purest sense is notgenerally understood.

I will be very glad to supply you with a copy of the entire
statement. If you care to make any further comment at this point,
we will be very glad to accommodate you.

I think that all the .mernbers' or the committee have had an
opportunity._

Are there further questions? _

Mr: WASHINGTON: Mr: Reynolds, isn't the bdttom line that you
disagree with race-conscious preferential hiring ordered by the
courts? For example, in the -Weber case you simply do not intend to
follow it?

Mr: REYNOLDS: I would have to tell riu that the Weber case is
now the law. It would be improper and irresponsible for me to act
in a way that is contrary to the law. I certainly am not suggesting
to you that my intention is to ignore existing law;

Mr. WASHINGTON. What is your response to the Weber case which
is law?

Mr. REYNOLDS. My response to the' Weber case is twofold: One is
that I do not believe that the Weber case controls by far the'bulk of
the employment discrimination cases that are handled by the Civil
Rights Division in the Department Of Justice.

The second response is that I do feel that the W-eber case is one
that is very narrowly drawn and whether in another instance the

'acircumstances would be identical so as to require the same kind of
pproach, or whether a different approach would be required, cer-

tainly would-depend on the facts at that time.
Mr. WASHINGTON-; Your position is clearly going to have a chill=

ing effect on a substantial number of ,people in this country. I
daresay -that minority groups and women will not look to the
Justice Department for any help in terms of tying to resolve this
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knotty problem; which you admit has existed in this country for so
long.

Mr. REYNOLDS. I do agfee, it is a terribly _difficult problein. I
think we are trying_tO address the problem in the most responsible
way that we can and to resolve it in a way._that is.corisiSterit7With
the norm- of nondiscrimination that I believe is embedded in the
Constitution and under title VII.

Mr. WASHINGTON. I Submit to You that you are not doing that.
I yield.
Mr. The committee will certainly be willing to help

you in anyway to do what you say you want to do. '
We certainly want to express our appreciation - for your attend-

ance thiS morning: While we may have sharp_ differences, if there
are any areas Which we can explore together or be of some assist-
ance, the committee_is looking for constructive remedies tO use and
will encourage the Department to do everything possible, particu-
larly the Civil Rights Division, and we stand ready to cooperate
certainly in the views that we have expressed; Mr; Reynolds.

Thank you very much.
That concludeS thia_part of the hearing.
Mr. REYNOLDS: _Thank you, Mr: Chairman.
Mr. HAvixiirS. The next witness is a distinguished member of the

HouSe and for the purposes of introducing her, I would like to call
on RepresentatiVe Patricia Schneder, a friend of the committee,
for that purpose.

Mrs. Schroeder, we will._ now call on you for the purpose of
introducing our next witness:

STATEMENT OF HON. PATRICIA SCHROEDER; A REPRESENTA-
TIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF COLORADO; CO-
-CHAIR OF THE CONGRESSWOMEN'S CAUCUS
Mrs. SCHROEDER. Mr. Chairman, the gentlelady and myself are

Wondering about sex discrimination. They all left the roont when
we took the stand, but we will proceed.

I am here basically as the cochair of the Congresswomen's caucus
to introduce Someon who needs no introductionLindy Boggs.

I am here to put it in a framework and compliment the subcom-
mittee. The CongreSeWomen's caucus works together with the Mack
caucus on many affirmative action goals and rules.

I :think we have all been a little frustrated in deterMining any-
thing as action.: You can -call-it-glacial action. That is_ not exactly
what I consider action;_ but I have a feeling we are moving more
toward the glacial tendency than some of the others we would like
to see.

The reason I want to especially compliment you is that I chair
the Civil Service Subcommittee. We have been trying to get the
EEOC in to testify before our committee as to what is happening
on affirmative action.

Today, the acting-chairman came in and said "We have a terri-
blevroblem at EEOC. Of the five-member panel; there are ,Jnly
three, and one of those terms is up in October,- which means we
can't even do any business after October 1 unless there are some
new appointments:"
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We know there is still no chairman of the EEOC. The Commis-
sion still haS an Acting Chairman. All the emphasis appeeis and
all the policy decisions appear to be Made somewhere else.
Obvioualy with a Commission panel that is not in-place, without a
new Chairman on board, and with a let; of budget? cuts being
targeted in this area, you begin to wonder if the EEOC is not a
mere shadow of its former self.

In having those conferences -with the EEOC, as we try to coax
them in, what happened to affirmative action ? Is there any left?
Are we being too uppity to_ ask to do something about sexual
harassment or affirmative action? I caret say how important these
hearings are today-because it _appears that Jtiatice is calling more
of the Shots than anyone else at the moment: They seem to be the
ones who are plugged into the administration. So, I use my time to
introduce Lindy and to compliment you; because know Lindy has
been working so hard on this. I think she has been a real tribute to
the whole WO. We know how hard she has worked-on it.

We, in the Congresswomen's caucus compliment You, and Lindy,
we are proud of you.

Mr. HAwxiNs. On. behalf of the committee. I welpineyou and
join with Mrs. Schroeder in the kind remarks she has made. They
are certainly, I think, rather bland in a sense as to what could
have been said; but she has done an excellent job. _e

I certainly want to'perSOnally join in the compliment to you. You
represent a district and a State-which is any native State and I am
very Proud that you Say that I was born in the State; becau:se of
you, largely: There are some other reasons I Would not want to
deny, but 'certainly in your case it is a great tribute, I think,..to
your- distinguished husband who was a very dear friend of niine,
and I think you carry on the same tradition;

I welcome you before the committee.
MrS. SCHROEDER.. We really think of her as a national treasure,

not as a State treasure.
Mr. HAwxiNs. Now; you women may take over.

STATEMENT OF HON. LINDY (MRS. HALE) BOGGS, A REPRE-
SENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF LOUISIANA,
ON BEHALF OF THE CONGRESSWOMEN'S CAUCUS

Beddg. Mr. Chairman,iI think I should quit while I am
ahead; .

Mr. Chairman, I do thank you and all the members of the panel
very much for allowing me to testify this morning;. and I very
much appreciate the beautiful introduction of my colleague, the
cochali of the Congresswomen's caucus. With her; I would -like to
commend you for holding these hearings and making certain that
there is some oversight on the various practices that we know are
being changed and the new regurations that are being written.

Before I go into my testimony, I _would simply like to comment
on something that Mrs. Schroeder has said., namely; that the De-
partment Of Justice does' seem to be geared up, even though the
EEOC is not.

I would like to call to the attention of the committee the fact
that the EEOC has a staff of 3,468. The staff of 3,468 pursues
individual employment discrimination complaints and initiates
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vestigations of companies suspected of past discriminatiOn. It has
been able to reduce the: complaint backlog from 100;000 in 1977 to
about 29,000- today. But the budget and staff restrictions recom-
mended by OMB will delay elimination of this backlog to fiscal
1983 instead of a year earlier, according to the Acting Chairman of
the EEOC, J. Clay Smith, Jr.

I do think we have to realize that as a result of budget cuts and
staff cuts, even in the Justice Department area that reviews the
Commission -and the discriminatory practices throughout the coun-
try, the EEOC be understaffed and will have fewer resources
with which to pursue its goals:

But I' am here for another purpose, of course; and that is to tell
you that We are pleased that the Subcommittee on Employment.
Opportunities is fully reviewing the proposed changes in the equal
employment and affirmative action regulations. We are committed
to insuring that advances made by American womenall Ameri-
can women of every color, creed, and conditionWill be continued -
aS a result of these Federal policies;

I hope that our comments Will be both informative and construc-
tive.

The Congresswomen's caucus is aware that trying to attribute
directly to affirmative action many of the gains that women have
made in the past 16 years is extremely difficult. Nonetheless; we
Would like to highlight for the subcommittee- several areas in
which progress in the promotion of equal employment opportunity
for women can be demonstrated:

At the American Telephone' & Telegraph Co., a leader in the
communications industry and the largest company in the world,
women have made significant progress. As the result of an affirma-
tive action consent decree, women management -positions at A.T.
& T. rose from 224 percent of all managers in 1973 to 28:6 percent
in 1978. Women in craft positions at A.T. & T. made up_almOSt 10
percent of the total craftworker pool in 1978, up from less than 3
percent 6 years earlier.

Almost one-third of the Nation's bank managers are women, up
from only 17.6 percent in 1970.

Women's participation in skilled trades increased by 80 percent
during the seventies; an astounding gain, but we must remember
that women had been _virtually absent from the- skilled trades
before the Federal Government established its affirmative action
policies. -

My belief in the promise and effectiveness of affirmative action
for women has been influenced greatly- by the success of programs
in our own State of Louisiana. In 1979, for example, -the U.S:
'Department of Labor ranked Louisiana second in the Nation for
the number of women participa7,ing in apprenticeship programs. In
the game year the Labor Department named Louisiana's preap-
prenticesliip program in carpentry a national model program;

I would like to briefly share its success story with_ you, _as an
illustration----the fine: cooperation that can be achieved among
labor groups, private'_ businesses, and the Federal Government in
pursuit of affirmative:action.

The preapprenticeship program in carpentry was initiated in
1978 in New Orleans, La., through the joint efforts of the Louisiana
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Bureau for WoMen and carpenters' trade unions: The cealyst was
affirmative action regulations established for contra:Aors. The
unions wanted qualified female workers to partiCipate in Federal
contract work. The women wanted to train for well - paying jobs:
Bath groups got what they sought.

Funded through the CETA prograin, women trained on the job
with journeymen carpenters. They learned the technical skills nee.;
essary to pass union entrance test. and the physical skills required:
of them on the j=ob._ Of the fornalz preapprentices; 100 percent_in
carpentry were placed after having completed the program. Still
popular and effectiVe, the preapprenticeship programs are continu-
ing and a millwright program has been added.

Despite thegeneral decline in the economy which haS Stilled the
construction industry, over 60 Percent of Louisiana's preapprentice-
ship graduates nowt; rid work:-

The- success story has additiOnal Significance for me because the
city of New Orleans has been designated by the U.S. DePartinent of
Commerce as the site of the 1984 _World Exposition. Newspaper ads
recently_ solicited bids from women._ and minority-owned firms for
participation in construction of the fait'S exhibition hall.

I feel sure that the female carpenters who were trained through
the Louisiana's Women .Bureail preapprehticeship program will be
a great asset to the construction of this very imLiortant project a
project that will bring economic well-being to private enterprises,
businesses, suppliers and services throughout Louisiana.-

This is just one example of the way affirmative action programs
can work. The American ec-,nornY rests on the la* of supply and
demand, and the success Of preapprenticeship program in car-
pentry demonstrates that women can be sighifident participants in
the supply side of the economy. No longer can we assume that
women are primarily consumers on the demand Side.

The dramatic _influx of women into the labor market during the
seventies indicates that an increasing_ number of families need to
supplement their incomes to overcome the ravages of inflation.
Most women work not because of SelPfulfilltnent needs; although
this is certainly an honorable goal; but because they simply need
the_ money for themselves and Often for their families;

Mt. Chairman, As you may know; serve as a member of the
House Committet. on ApprepriatiOns. Recently; the Appropriations
Subcorl....; :41 Military Construction reported out a bill which
the full ,:chirnittcie adepted. You will be_ most interested. to learn
that the committee provided $14,730.000 for the consLuction
chIld-care So that the wives of military cteisonnel ai
bases can tiritt it easier to go to work.

The commit tee language states:'
The (Appropriations) Committee feels that child.carzcenters have become a
1. element of life in the work!ng community z?nd tilerefole, should be tivrilafr'i' to
mbers of th, Armed .Services' '
Research, by the Cong:...SSWomen's Caucus h= shown that the

rapid changes in work roles .:ow occurring ShoW every ,rdication of
ontinUifig into the Women's increases! pm. 1,:cipaLion

the work force has become particularlY noticeable beer USC ithas
coincided with the labor Pir:le. e'..try_ of young women 1,6*.i
the post-World War H baby bet an. If these women, -,Aiho will ue 27
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to years old in 1990, continue to display a strOnger attachment
to the labor market than do their female eldersas well as a

. heightened &sire to integrate their market jobs more harmonious-
ly With their personal and family lives then they will continue; to
revolutionize the ways in whith families live.

The' apprOpriation of funds for day-care facilities at military
installations' demonstrates that women are willing to adapt their
lives so fhat they can continue to earn, the salaries that provide the
sole support of many households,_help to pay_ the rent and grocery
billS, and often combiine with a spouse's income to hedge against
inflat ion.

The Congresswomen's caucus would also like to call to mind
some of our special concerns about_Proposed changes in affirmative
action policies, so that you may consider them during your delib-
erations.

One, we suggest that the subcommittee carefully examine the
increase in ceiling levels for_the amount of contract awards requir-
ing written -arfirrnative action plans; in light of standard inflation
adjustments for other small-business contracts.

Two, affirmative action regulations proposed by the Carter ad-
ministration requiredcompanies with at least 50 employees; and
having contracts worth $50;000, to submit a written affirmatiVe
action plan each year The proposed revisions would raise the
employment level to 250 employees; and the contract threshold to
1 million kiore a written plan is required.
Three, small companies; those with 100 or fewer employeeS,_gen=

erate 80 Percent of all new jobs in the United States In light of the
fact that 6 of every 10 new entrants to the work force are Women,
we ask the SubCommittee to consider the effects of the proposed
revisions on the employment of women nationwide. .

Four, in 1980 the research arm of the Congresswomen's caucus
completed a study on the economic issues facing Older Women. The
study revealed that many aging women require employment for
their economic survival. This refutes the popular thinking that
most elder People can anticipate adequate retirement income. 'Un-
fortunately; women retirees have often worked injObS- that carry
loWer Pay, so their retirement income is loWer as well.

The Congresswomen's caucus recommends that the subcommittee
eicplore emplOyment opportunities for older women, particularly
for the age group of 50 to 59, a time during which many women are
forced to financially support themselves for the first time Affirma-
tive action programs should-also service more older female-work-
ers, with an emphasis on counseling and retraining which will
enable them to secure employment.

Five, we also urge the subcommittee to consider the _increasing
need for Skilled employees who will participate. in upcoming con-
struction of military weapon systems and in advanced technology
programs such aS the NASA spaceprogram. Women can contribute
greatly to these national efforts if educated and trained properly;
And their participation should be strongly advocated and promoted.

The entire Nation bears the cost of deliberate or unintended
employment discrimination against women. The United States will
not realize its full &eductive capacity until women are recognized
as able-bodied; willing workers.
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Single women continue to enter the work force at a great rate
and should be trained and encouraged to enter occupations that
Will tap 'their talents properly and provide them with adequate
income throughout their lives. Female heads of households, or
wives who must supplement the family income; should not be
allowed to remain in large numbers in low-paying; no-status jobs:

In 'closing, the Congresswomen's caucus firmly believes that the
Federal Government's commitment to 7tqu al employment opportu-
nity and affirmative action must be maintained strongly if we are
to be a productive nation and if private businesses and labor are to
coope7ate in teaching this goal:

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. HAWKINS. Thank you; Mrs Boggs,
I don't have any questions, but It m reascn,t you, if necessary;

that the special concerns that you exprtised, beginning on page 4
and continuing on page 5 and the 5-.voromeudations made; will
certainly be given the full consideration of this subcommittee.

I also want to reassure you that whim ever we speak of minorities
or speak of women, we_use the terms almost interehangeably in
terms of the interest of this committee. I feel that 'ale greatest
amount of cooperation should be maintained because, Obviously,
what affects women also affects minorities and what affects minor,
ities affects women as well I think they are both being treated
pretty much the same. At the same time it is almost benign ne-
glect, if you can even call it that much.

We are certainly concerned with the other points raised in your
stateinent I want to congratulate you on a very meticulous and
clear-cut Presentation of the concerns of the Congresswomen's
caucus._

Mr. Clay?
Mr. CLAY, Thank you; Mr. Chairman.
Let. me also commend our colleague on her statement which Was

both informative and very clear.
For, the record, I also would -like to commend the other half of

that dynamic duo; Mrs. Schroeder, for her contribution this morn-
ing..

I have one question: The preceding witness, Assistant Attorney
General for the Civil Rights Division-at the Department of Justice,
said that the phrase "affirmative actiiiii"-Frielans-diffetent things to
different people, ranging from simple diligence in insuring against&
discrimination to conscious favoritism of persons of one race or sex: tf
Is that how you-would describe "affirmative action"?

Mrs. BOGGS. I think "affirmative action" certainly means to me
what the words imply; that,, you have an affirmative attitude and
that the actions that insure from that attitude are affirmative in
regard_to the people that you are trying to protect and to help.

Mr. CLAY. Thaxilcyou.
Mr: HAWKINS.Mr. Washington?
Mr. WASHING'iON. I alai very much appreCiate your testimony,

Mrs: Boggs. You;heard the testimony of Mr. Reynolds, of course?.
Mrs. BOGGS. Yes.
Mr. WASHINGTON. What is_your response to his position, which

he reiterated several times; that even where a pattern of discrimi-
nation was found to exist, he did not support and presumably the
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adm;nistration does not-support, preferential, race-conscious or sex-
conscious hiring to alleviate that pattern? What would be your
response?

Mrs. BOGGS. Mr. Washington, I did not hear all of. Mr. ReynOlds'
statement or testimony, but if indeed that is the intention of the
administration, I think that we will regret it I think that the
attitude, has been that affirmative action programs, nondiscrimina-
tory actions, are more or less in the hands of the courts and the
Executive ut I believe that you, and, your committee, Mr. Chair-
man, a Saying that the Congress is not going to endorse the
action f which we disapprove by simply allowing the executive
and e courts to determine future actions, and that the rep-arts of
this committee and whatever ensues from it will certai. help to
otittermine the actions of the executive and, hopefully, will see that
the laws will be properly interpreted by the courts:-

I don't think he could possibly have meant that they were not
going to look at that fiacklog of cases that I mentioned earlier, It
has been greatly reduced but there still is a tremendous number
there. Even though the budget figures suggest that they will not be
able to get to the backlog uritil 1983; instead of this year, they have
said that they would get to them in 1983.

I hope, of course, that that can be accelerated: I trust thai this
committee and the Congress will be able to have some input into
making certain that the legislation that we have passed is really-in
tandem with the Executive order. Often Executive orders have
ensued from hearings ii;/the Congress and often laws by the Con-
gress have ensued to implement the Exedutive orders.

So,I would hope that this committee will be able to come forth
With some recommendations that will insure, that-the executive
branch continues to pursue affirmative action that has been ex-
pressed certainly since the Executive order of Lyndon Johnson in
1963:

Mr. WASHINGTON. If Mr. Reynolds and 'presumably the adminis-
tation prevail, oh. viously minorities and particularly
black women will suffer, because at the ;present time many black

1 women are often the sole providers for their families and they
suffer a double whammy, one being female and the other being
black.

If Mr. Reynolds' position prevails, it will wreak havoc on many
black women in our community. I will take your optimistic note
and leave here with it.

Mr. HAWKINS. Again, Mrs. Boggs, thank you very much for your
participation. _

Mrs. BOGGS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and thank you for hold-
ing the hearing:

Mr. HAWKINS. By unanimous consent, if there is no objection; the
brochure referred to; edited by Mr. James E. Jones, professor of
law at the University; of Wisconsin, will be included in the record
this morning.

[The brochure submitted by Congressman Hawkins follows:]
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International Labolir Revrew, Vol. 120, No 4, July-August 1981--

"Fte.Irse discrimination" in employment
Judic,ial treatment of affirmative action

programmes in the United Sates

James E JONES'

1. introduction
The fundamental premise of this article is that the term "reverse

discrimination" is a popular corruption which has emerged recently in
American law, particularly in the law respecting equat employment Oppor--
tunny, as it Shorthand way of expressing adverse judgment on the validity
of affirmittive action; i.e. action specifically designed to improve the
position of a particular group that has hitherto been, disadvantaged.

To appreciate the recent popularity of the_term. and its present use in
American law, it is useful to consider briefly certain historical devel-
cipitientS of a century. ago accompanying the adoption of the Fourteenth
Amendment to the_Constitution of the United States' as well as the current
legal status of affirmative action, principally but not exclusively in the
equal employment arena; At the outset; it should be understood that this
article discusses uses and meanings of these concepts- as.they have emerged
in tali. The major difficulty which obscures the modern debate is that the
various parties proceed from differing premisessometimes moral, philb=
sophical Or idecilOgical, at other times practical or political, and at' yet
others historical, legal or constitutional as orten as not without identifi-.
cation of the premise adbpted or recognition that these ditTerences imply
different cortclusions.

Some of the recent iiterature refers speeifically to "reverse discrirrii:
nation", and in the years between the Supreme Court's DeFinds y.
Otlegnard case= and Regents the _Unirersity of Calffitrnia v. Bakke' there
has' been a plethora of books and articles on employment quotas and
affirmative action; pro and con." It_ is my impression; witho_ut counting
heads; that the majority of the. American intellectual community has -been
opposed CO the. idea of -affirmative action. This may be because it was

Professor of Law: Unkersity.of Wisconsin-Madibon.
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litigation _coneerning entrV int() the professio_nai ischools that brought the

probleni before the Supreme Court..The "elitist' emplositient categories

see this as a threat to their particular preserves. Ostensibl. many of them

accept a COlOtit-blind ideal as the only morally correct one and view any

threat to that concept is mor:illy, legally and philosophic: illy wrong. They
generally Ignore history JO the contrary :Ind assert that the notion Of
worid in Which race k irrelevant is the only one that ought to he accepted

in a. democracy.
ar,The idealS. hOpeS and les Of intellectuals and scheil:trS are often

reflected in the opinions of the courts and contribute o differences in
rationales and outcomes, in particular cases. The vacillation and Lek of
clarity in the multiplicity of opinions that emerge- from the courts when

these issues are cOnsidered rellett both the conflicts and the uncertainties

invol% ed.

2. A brief look at the historical background
. .

To put' the current controversy over reverse discrimination and
affirm:am :tenon in proper perspective would require several volumes. It

must suffice fOr this article to point-out that concern-with racial preferenteS

is not new. though it has 31,:en"dormant for almost a century.
Between 1863 and 1870 the Congress of the United States .adopted

series of Acts giving special hone its to Blacks. The moit_far-reaching were
the so-called Freedmen's Bureau Acts, the chief of which, and the one on

which there was most debate, was adopted in 1866. The_arguments for and

agiiriSt the special legislation for B.lacks were fullydevelOped in the course

of ti -is coincided- ,4lth the consideration and approval by
the'of the Fourte Atli Amendment to the'Constitution.

Legislative history supports the conclusion that the racial distinctions
in these laws were clearly intentional. There was vigorous debate and
opposition, and much of the legislation was passed not only over a vocal

minority in Congress but 01;0-the:vetoes of President - Andrew Joht-kori.

Some of the earlier bills were directed to "'persons of African tie5tetit" or to

such persons as having once been slaves7 While the .legislation also
authorised aid to "refugees", the Bureau provided most assistance to

Blacks alone
The most significant Of the Freedmen's Bureau__ActsWas passed by the

39th Congress and- vetoed by President Johnson. The Civil Rights Act. of
1866 was also passed by COngressand vetoed; but Congress overrode that

veto and enacted the measure into-law in April_of that year." During the

spring of 1866 the Founeenth Amendment was formulated; passed by both
Houses and subriiitted to the Secretary of State 0)3_16 June 1.866, and to the

several states for ratification. While. the Fourteenth Amendment was being

debated in Congres, a second Freedmen's Bill was prepareda
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. compromise bill that both Houses approved in July. The President again
.etoed the Bill but this time the veto was overridden and the Act was

q

passed on 16 July 1866.9
The debates surrounding both the Reconstruction Era"' legislation and

the Fourteenth Amendment provide compelling evidence_ that one_ of the
major purposes of the Arnendment was to make clear that it was within the
constitutional power of the Congress to enact the special legislation
.designed to aid former slaves: _

In introducing the Amendment to the House, Congressman Stevens
described its basic- purpose as providing for the, amelioration of the
condition of the freedmen. Any fair reading of the legislative history
strongly indicates that the 39th Congress was fully are of the race-,
conscious_ remedies and,limitations_contained_in the Freedmen's Bureau
Actit had passed in February and July 1866.Ht is also inconceivable that
the same Congress intended by its`approyal of the Amendment in June
1866 -to invalidate 'and Forbid remedies it ha-d laboured so hard to pass.'t

The Fundamental principle involved in the Freedmen's Bureau legis-
lation is_ constitutionally indistinguishable frOm modern-day affirmative'
action. Of course,the contexts differ, as may opinions regarding the need
for special efforts. That however; raises isSties of political judgment rather
than of constitutional permissibility.

The debates surrounding the Freedmen's Bureau legislation- between
1'864 and .1870 leave no doubt_tharthe principal issue in dispute was prefer-
ential treatment for Blacks. Since the proponents ,carried the day so many
times. why, a hundred years later. are.we still debating the constitutionality
of spedial programmes for minorities'' Part of the answer lies in the
emasculation of the Keconstruction Era programmes; both in their
pfactical application _and by deciSions of the US Supreme Court from the'
Civil Rig /its caves of 1883 to Messy v. Ferguson of 1896. These, decisionS
eviscerated the Reconstruction taws and_the constitutional amendments.'`

The reverse discrimination debates of the past decade have, with minor
modifications, reenacted those of a eentnry,ago..There are signs that legally
the results will he the same. It is to he hoped that this time both the legal
and the practical outcomes will he more lusting. .

3 The corruption of a concept
The controversy- over reverse discrimination did not beeome

acrimonious until rather late in the modern civil rights revolution: One
reason. in my opinion, lies in the f cs that at first,the civil rights revolution
had little practical impact upon Whites. It was not until theoretical rights
began to be exercised in practice_ that opposition developed on a large
scale. As long as the Executive Order programmes of presidents and
governors were confined to fhe "jaw-bone phase" arid Title V111'
litigation was concerned largely with procedural and conceptual issues,
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only 10ited attention was given to so-called reverse discrimination.
4;W eVer,onee affirmative action beg:in totztke off "'and the focus of Title VII

litigation shifted to the- zidOption of affirimitive action plans to remedy
entrenched interests were threatened. Employers, unions

zind innocent White employees were put at risk and attacks on'the bona
tides ollflirmative aetion_began in earnest. Allegations of reverse discrimi-
riatiOn became a key element in sui:h

The term "'reverse discrimination" is of rather .recent vimage in
,American particularly in the law on equal_ employment opportunity,

I EEO). With the aid of a_computer we searched the recorded cases" and
the earliest deriVati6n of the term we discovered was in_ a dissent to a 1964

NeW Ytirk State court case, guluban v. Rubin." In this case the majority
sustained the action of a school board in drawing boundaries with a view,
among Other things, to improving racial balance in the new schbol. The

; dissent asserted:
This the reverse. of anti-discrimination, The; rinciple of anti- discrimination is
that each person shall be treated without regardto.race,_religion or national origin.
It is discriniiriatiOri to adtnit a person because h is a _Ne_gro_Pole,,Caiholic, Anglo-
Saxon, Jess, and SO On. 11,persons can legally -tit admitted becausethey belong to
any of these groups, then they can be excluded lot the kune.reasons. Such a result
would he contrary to the equal protection clause of the federal and cote Consti-

tution....

The hie and fall of "reverse discrimination" in EEO taw-
"The earliest federal cases we discovered_both concerned erripldyment.

In HUHarrl v. Si. Louis-San Francisco Railroad Co.;;" a 1965 case brcitight
Under the Railway Labour Act and crowning a 40-year struggle by Black

"train porters to be clasSified, paid and promoted with full seniority as
"brakemen", the Court saidthat to allow the Blacks to use their seniority as
trainmen could result in White brakemen, junior to them in years of
service, beirtg OUSted from,their jobs. This the Court characterised aS "a
kind of discrimination in reverse.2'

In Quarles V. Philip Morris, Inc.,'- the first case underTitle VIII the

1964 Civil Rights Act in whiCh the term occurs, a nuMbott of princ\plrs
emerged. First, the.CoUrt determined that Congress did not intend to freeze

' an `entire generation of Negro employees into discriminatory patternS that

existed before the Act was passed. Therefore it required that Nekro
employees who had seniority in race - segregated departments of itie
company be allowed to use all of it in competition With Whites for Job
vacancies and promotions anywhere in the plant, The Court held, however,

that Congress did not i.require that Negroes discrimitiatOrili denied=

employment be preferred over White employees with employment
seniority: that Would constituteo"reverse disorimination".

One aspect or-the Quarles case, the "effects or consequences concept,
sAsequentlY endorSed by the Supreme Court in Griggs v. Duke Power,
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and relating ter- the present effects. of past_ discrimination, had a
sub;iaritial impact upon-the development of Title VII law:_ Ironically, the
revei-e discrimination line in Quarles_ was a "throw:away" having nothing
to_ do with the case. It was repeated. by the Court of Appeals of the Fifth_
Circuit in Local 189. UMW Papermakers and Pap erworkers v United
Stnt.0 again as an exanipie of what the law did not require. It was not a
me:inineful part ot either decision, but it obviously provided a . usable

concept for future litigation Tlf complainants could show that a proposed
action constituted reverse discrimination, arguably the action_ violated
Title VII. It Should be noted that Local_189 and Quarles were_decided very
early in the development of Title VII law (in 1968 -and 1969) when .a
statement by any authority was quickly seized on inthe controversy 'over
the direction the law should take.

712everse discrimination" was an_antilytic-al element in the Quarles

c:ise but not essential to the outco_me._In_ Franks v. Bolvinani-5 however, the
relief requested for individuals discriminatorily refused emplciyment was
denied by the lower court as."ficaional seniority"; which_Under the Quarles
and Local 189 .analysis as_reerse discrimination". The Supreme Court
rejected this analysis as having no foundation in the law or its legislative

history.
The next_ year, the Supreme Court rejected, or at least

. restricted, the'remaining contribution of 'those_ cases It concluded that`
seniority systems did not violate. the law merely because they telescoPed

into the present past discriminatory hiring or placement practices. The .

contrary view had been expressed by_ eight courts of appeals in more than
30 decisions::: The Court also ruled that actions taken before the EEO Act
Sias passed. thbugh they would he in violation of thetaW if taken now were
beyond relief under this So_hy 1977, When the reverse discrimination
debate was in full swing, the legal basis of the concept had ironically been
rejected by the high& court of the land.

A_Affi cmative action makes, its mark .

ad it notbeeti for the Executive Order programme in the field of
equal employment opportunity., the debate over reverse discrimination
would hive died down after the Supreme Court decisions on seniority; The
modeilti thrust into-affirmative action begins with efforts to give meaning to
that term _asitwas used in 'Executive Order 10925 Of 1961:9 and continues

; today witlithe implementation of other Executive Orders."_' A_ development

that strengthened the Executive Order programmeand intfvitably led to -

charges of reverse discrimination was the introduction'of the Philadelphia
Plan by the Federal. Government in the late 1960s." Executive Orders
already required government contracting agencies to _write into their

.
contracts specific clauses 're- ,,ecting fair employment practices including a
provision that the contractor would take affirmative action to ensurerthat

/
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job applicant!: are employed and are treated during employment without
regard to race, colour, religion, sex or national origin-.3: In mid-.1969 the
Sei:retary of Labour issued an order_ setting out the conditions that
construction contractors in the Philadelphia area would have to meet if
they Were to bid successfully for federally assisted contracts. Th-eSe

included specific goals and timetables for the eMployinent of Minority
group members in six skilled crafts. The Government's action was
Challenged :incl. after losing in the federal district court the plaintiffs took ;

the case to the Court of Appeals of the Third Circuit:"
The complainants contended that the Philadelphia Plan was illegal and

void for the following reasons:
, (I) It is aetion by the Executive Branch not authorised by the Constitution or any

stattve and beyond executive power.
(2) It is inconsistent with Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964:
(3) It is inconsistent with Title VI of the Civil Rights Act or 1964.
(4) It is inconsistent with the National Labour RelatiOns Act.
(5) It is subiaantivefy inconsistent with and was not adopted in procedural
accordance with ExccutiveiOrder No. 11246.
(6) It violates due process because la) it requires_ contradictory conduct impos.'ble
of consistent attainment:- (b) it unreasonably requires_ contractors to undertake \to

remedy_ an evii l'or which the- craft unions, not they; are responsible; (c)
arbitrarily. si%;gles out the five-county Philadelphia- area for discriminatory
treatment without adequate basis in fact or law; and id) it requires quota hiring in
violmion of the ,Fifth Amendment.

'This was a very significant case for a number 61 reasons, the most
notable being that it was one of the first challenges to the Executive Order
and if the Government had lost it. the 'entire affirmative action effort might
have been aborted.

addition to claiming a violation of the anti- preference provision of .

Title VIL_the eflaintifis contended that the Philadelphia Plan violated the
basic: prohibiti....n against discrimination by imposing racial _quotas and

violated the -due process: clause of the Fifth Amendrilent ("No person
shall be deprived_ of life, liberty or property :without due process of
law ...")because a decision to hire Black employees necessarily involved a
decision not to hire qualified White employees ih other words; reverse

discrimination.
_ The Court rejected all of these contentions and sustained the_

Government's plan. Two years later in Associated ,Getteral Contractors of
Massachusetts; Inc. Altshuter.34 the First Circuit Court of Appeals.
reviewing a similar affirmative action plan in construction but one with

even more stringent requirement than the Philadelphia Plan, sustained the
goals and :timetables against allegations of illegal quotas and reverse

discrimination.
These cases show that there are two cotexts in.Which the colour-

consciou's quota issues have been consitutionally treated and upheld. The
first is where courts; pursuant to a federal statute (including Title VII). have
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ordered remedial action for past discrimination. These cases are instances
of remedy imposed after adjudication: Clearly this type of remedy_ is not
novel:"..The. second __context in which 'race has been recognised as a
permissible dnterion for employment is in 'affirmative action programmes;
not as a result ;b1 adjudication of discriminatiOn charges against specific .;

defendants but as_a matter of general policy. and' practice either by the
executixe. some other administrative agency, Or the legislature. The Court
of Appeals_ in 'Nan case discussed above clearly
recognised that the affirmative covenant in the plans at issue was no
different in kind from covenants..specified in invitations to bid for
contracts. lt,.opined that the plan did not impose a punishment lorpast
misconduct but rather exacted a covenant for present per=formance: The
distinction between affirmative action programmes -as undertakings
required as a matter of general policy and affirmative action programmes
as a remedy for adjudicated_discrimination is significant. It-is the difference
between the tort, malicious injury.concept and a public pOlicy requirement
directed towards changing a social condition:

Despite the failure of the Philadlphia Plan challenge, several attacks
were launched against the Government's use of goals and timetables. in the
overwhelming majority of cases _the programMes. were sustained, but the
enemies of affirmative action did not desist, regardless of the growingAist
of defeats in the federal courts. Efforts in Congress to prohibit affirmative
action requirements by attaching .riders_ to the Labour Department's
ap.propriations met with decisive defeat after extended discussions of.the
alleged horrors of employment quotas imposed by the Government.`

in addition to appropriation riders, when revisions of Title VII of the
Cixil Rights Act were being ;conskiered in 1972 attempts were made to
'enact specific.' legislation which would prohibit the use of quotas.". Not only ,

did C ongress reject these but it enacted section 718 of Title AM of the Chril
Rights Act of 1972; which_ giyes increased legislative validity to the
affirmative action plans required under the Executive .Ordets:

These victories were followed by furtlier_developments of great signif7
icance to 'the reverse discrimination conlroversy., First. the Federal
Government generalised the affirmative action requirement that had been
validated in construction and applied goals and timetables to mogt other
contractors.`` Second. the US Congress incorporated the affirmative action
idea with varying degrees of_ specificity into a large .number of federal
prograMmes. These included JO programmes ,,reltitidg to educational
benefit>. a minority business enterprise programme programmes to help
elderlyt members of minority grpups and provide domestic assistance to
persons who do not speak English fluently; the S' :te and Local. Fiscal
As.sistance Act of _I 972; as amended (the _Revenue Sharing Act), rind many
others. Additionally. many state and local bodies have -adopted comparable
programmes so that if is doubtful whether' anyone now knows the Tull.
extent of affirmative action obligations throughout the country.
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4. DeFunis to Bakke: five more wears

of acrimonious debate (1974-79)

I3y 1974: then, there was an abundance of affirmative. action

progranims, Aid although they had won approval by a substantial number
Of federal cowls the icutical isve of the constitutionality of affirmative
action_ had still not been addressed by the US Supreme Coun.

The first major case to reach th,. highest court of any state was DeFunis

v; Oileguarc0 ;.
. Marcb DeFinik,ii White male; was denied admission to the University

of Washington School of although more than 30 applicants with lower
acziclemic credentizilS; an itietnbers of minority groups, were admitted.

DeFiiiiig sued in the state court alleging he had been denied admission
solely on the basis of race, contrary to equal protection of the laws. The
trial court agreed and a divided Supreme Court of the State of Witshiligpil
reversed: The United _States Supreme Court granted certiorari:41: Thirty

briefs were filed in the SirriterrietCourt addressing the multitude of eompleA .,
constitutional issues; but the Court. sharply divided, ruled that he case was -,

moot. .

6

Heated debates over the underlying issues continued for the next live

years: Bakke 1., Regents_of the Lliiii;i..0ty Of California" not only provided

fuel for the continiiirig_debates, but offered the US Supreme:court another
opportunity to enter the fray.42 Unfortunately, the Supreme Court's dispo- . -

sition of the) Bakke' case did less to resolve the conflict than the deep
diViSion to he intellectual community deserved. -__

The Bakke case concerned a_ _special_ programme for admitting
minorities to the Medical School of the University of California at Davis.
Sixteen of 100 slots in the entering .claSs were specifically reserved for
minority candidateS who were, however, also eligible for the other 84. This
was the process that Bakke; who had been turned down for admission
several times; _challenged as Unconstitutional, a violation of Title VI
C:Non-diScriMitiatiein in fede:ally assisted programmes") of the Civil
Rights Act of 1964; and as a _violation of the Constitution of the State of
California. The trial court in California found that ,the special programthe

operated A5 a racial quota because 'minority applicants were rated only
against_one another and the 16 places in the class of 100 were reserved for

them. This the Court said violated the federal Constitution, the state

Constitution; and Title VI. However, the Court refused to order ,Bakke's
admission beeiiiiSe he failed to prove that without the special prOgraMMe

he would haze been admitted_to the Medical School. -
On_appeal; the Supreme-Court of California held that the programme

violated The equal protection clau_se of the Fourteenth Amendment of thd
federal Constitution because Bakke -had been rejected on the basis of his

race in favour of another who was less_qua!ified as measured by the

standards applied without regard to race. The Court ordered Bakke to be

_II
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admitted to the Medical School and enjoined the Univ, rsity of Califor-
nia -Davis from considering the race of any applicant in itsadmission
process. _ .

The Supreme Cciun of the United States granted i...Qiineari to consider
the important constitutional questions raised._ record number of amicus
curiae brieFs were filed, and when the Court finally issued its decision, all
sides claimed victory. One 'description of the outcome was that fit' was a
4-1-4 decision (the Supreme Court consists of nine justices). 'Four justices,
Brennan, White, Marshall and Blackmun, fully accepted the Davis
programme. They held that the Government_ may take race into _account
when it acts not todemean or insult any racial group, but to remedy disad-
vantages minorities have suffered by past racial injustice, at least when.
appropriate findings have been made by _juckicial, legislative or adminis-
trative bodies with competence to act in the areas concerned. Mr. Justice
Powell joined the four by indicating that he was prepared to _accept _a
system that takes race into.account as due factor in selection, and he'-would
approve even numerical goals where there had been a finding of prior
illegal _discrimination by a competent administrative or legislative agency.
Four justices, Stevens, Stewart, Rehnquist and Burger, ruled that the
university's programthe was prohibited by Title V' of the Civil Rights At
of 1964 'because the intent of Congress in that Act was that any such
programme be/Colour-blind. Therefore it was unnecessary to take a

_.position in this case on the constitutional,issue of the use or race quotas to
achieve a specific remedial effect.

The sum of the Supreme Court's treatment left much to be desired.
Althdugh there seemed to be five clear votes, tinajority, for the proposition
that under certain. circumstances racial classification_ _and actions_based
thereon would pass constitutional mlister,with.the shift of Justice. Powell
nn one critical issue, there were five votes that said the Davis: programme

..".7v1. At t-ie very least _five justices concluded that the racial _classifi-
r nil Mk. use of specific remedies were not per se unconstitutional.

justices took refuge behind the will of Congress as manifested_in
Thle 'Vi_ left unresolved the'question of their views on the constitutionality
of the Congress's deciding to require or permi,' affirmative action: With
such a_cliiud over the meaning of the Bakke case; the debate over the desir-
ability' and legality of affirmative action continued. One effect of the .

decision. at least as it affected_ education, was that the faint-hearted or the
. doubtful were moved td reStriCt of irmative action efforts. On the other side

of the ledger, encouraged by a five-vote majority that race.-.could be
relevant, the more_resoltlte tmoponents Of affirmative action were moved to
devoic their attention to the specificS of their various programmes to ensure
that__ they met Justice Poweirs cot)cerns, The Federal GovernmenCyvhichi
had supported the California-Davis programme before the Supreme Court,
continued its posture that such programmes were con.sthutional - _

While the world was waiting for the Supreme Court's disposition of the

83-171 0 - 82 - 12 177
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Bakke case, the Fifth Circuit Court of AppealS issued an opinion in Weber

Aluminium and Chemhal Corp.4' The 14:.her as was a Title VII,

challenge to a Oluntary affirmative action progr:iiiiine ,providing for a

one-to -one ratio in selection for an on-the-job training programme_ for

skilled craft jobs ill Kaiser's Gramercy (Louisiana) plant. Tliis plan, Which

formed part of the collective bargaining agreeMent between the company

and its' union was adopted partly in order to comply with Executive

Order 11246. The company previously had no training progyammeS and

had hired its skilled craftsmen directly from the Streets: The Court of

Appeals ruled that plan violated Title VII by discrirhinating against

WhiteS since it had not been determined or shoWn that Kaiser was guilty of

any past discrimination._
,

ObsererS VieWed IVeber as an opportunity for the Supreme Court to
01-ohounce comprehensively on the issue of reverse discrimination. The
Court of Appeals went out -of its way to determine that even if the plan

were-in response to the Executive Order, the Order,WaS invalid as it was in

conflict with Title VII provisions that all preferences based on race violated

the Act.
The Supreme Court in---a--5--2clecisivon ruled that the plan was not

prohibited by Title V11.44 Mr. Justice Brennan for the majority of the Court

reasoned that to interpret Title VII as prohibiting voluntary preferences of
the kind agreed to by the parties in thiS case would be inconsistent with_the

'clear concerns that Congress expressed in enacting the_ statute1.45 The

majority opinion in the case is a rather curious one as it addresses only the

validity of vo/unrar affirmative action plans in the context of Title \ALB
is all the more curious - because; although the incidentS giving rise to the

case occurred in 1974,_-no discussion, appears in any of the opinions of the

legislative histOrY of Congress's 1972:amendments to the 1964_ Att. The

cowl behaved as if Congress had shut up Shot, and never discussed the
relationshipbetween affirmative action and Title VII after its-debates of
1964. It could be argued that as thus discus'sed, the rtiling-Offers stronger

support of affirmative_ action than might otherwise have been the, case.

What it plainly establishes is that a private emplbYer and a union, - ;n

employer alone, can voluntarily act to elirriinate manifest racial imbi
in traditionally segregated jobs where no official bodyjudicial,
or auministrative has established that there was discrimination by ;that

employer. Such conduct does not violate Title
Unfortiiately, the Court missed the opportUnity to address directly

many of the critical issues which were raised in the lower court. While

recognising the value of judicial restraint -one still wonders at the Court's

teluttaoce to gasp the nettle. The affirmatiVe..attion/reverse discrimination
issue had plagued the country fora decade; particularly in employment,-If

°ever 0 more wide-ranging opinion wasjustified, it WAS in the Weber case.

And yet the Court once again_spoke With uncertain voice and the debates

continue.46
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the ,cholarly law journals tend_to lag_ a season behind the Supreme
ourt l' been a modest amount of post- Weber comment and, no

10iiht. theft is cork in progress which will make its4,opearance_next
season 1Aleanwhile, before we have digested Weber, the 'SVPreme_COUtt
decided Frilliiiive Min:nick on 2 July 1980:r This case may be the
Supreme Court's fundamental contribution to disposing of the reverse_
discrimination issue but it would he too optimistic a reading of Fullitove to
0)110tid0 it will end the controversy: There were three opinions. among
the Justices voting to sustain the programme under attack and two opiriiiatiS
among the three dissenting justices.

At issue was a constitutional challenge to the requirement in a congres-
sional spending programme that, unless an administrative waiver is

granted. 10 per cent of the federal funds granted for local public_ works
projects must he used by state or local grantees to procure services or
supplies from businesses owned and controlled by members of the statu-
torily defined minority group (this was the minority business enterprise
programme mentioned earlier). There is no question that this is classifi-
e.ition racial or other_ minority criteria and that it provides a
"preference" for members of the groups so defined. In the district court the

of the titogramme was upheld in Fultittae v. kreps;" The Court of_
Aj'pQals of the Second Circuit affirmed, holding that even by the_MbSt
e.icting stimclardS of review the programme passed constitulional
muster:'" considering the pro,',,ramme in the context of many years of
go\ ern mental efforts to remedy past racial and ethnic discrimination. it
iiati difficult to imagine any purpose for the programme other than to
remedy such_ discrimination.

In the Supreme Court a plurality opinion written by Chief Justice
13ureer and joined by Justices Whi and'.Powell. after reviewing the legis-

e history anf! the administrative procedures relevant to the minority
hi mess etit:::rprke programme, declared that: "A programme that employs
racial or criteria, even in a remedial context, calls for elciSe eXaMi:
naiiJni."'" The COtirt noted that even Acts of Congress are not immune
from scrutiny and that it ni4f look closely to determine whether Congress
had 6V-etstepped its constitutional power. The Court concluded that the
objectives of the legislation were within the power of Congress, that the
limi:ed use of racial and ethnic criteria in the context .presented was
ciiiiStitutionallv permissible means for achieving those objectives, and that
the Act did not violate the equal protection component or the dUe process
clause of the Filth Am :iiilmc it.

It rejecti2d the contention that. even in a remedial context. Congress
must he \khollv colour-' find. With regard tti the objection that the'

iinpertiiissibly deprived non-minority businesses of access to_at
least a portion or the government contracting opportunities generated by
the Act (the re.erse discrinunzition charge). the Court recognised that the
objectie of remedying histcrical impairment of access could have the
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4:11CCI of awarding elsewhere some_ contracts which would othervise have

been ;iwarded to non-minority busideSSeS that may themselves he innocent

of any prior disciinainzitory aclti. It noted that the fziilure of non-niinOrity
firiiiS tli receive certain ,contrzicts was an itieiderital Consequence of the

progrimme; not part of its objective: SimiLirly, it conceded that paSt

tin ,atrnicni of access by minority firms to public ecituracting opportunities

nay ha% e been :in incidental consequence of "business as usual"_by public

contracting agencies and among prime, contnictors.' but the C. bun

eOnelitded that it was not a constitutional defect in the programme that it
might diszippOitit the expect:ilk-MS of non-minonty firms. It declared:
'Wheti effeetti:iting a limited .1114 properly tailored remedy to cure the
ettects of prior discriminati(M. Stieli a 'sharing of the burden' by innocent

parties is not iniper
Op the charge prograninre excluded certain groups; the Court

noted -that it was legitimate for the legislature -to take one step at a tirrie to

remedy part of a broader problem. CongreSS had not sought to give select

minority groups a prererred Standing in the construction industry Kit to
place thein onaMbre equitable footing with reSrect to_contracting-:oppor-
tunities:'-' Perhaps _the most telling statement from the Burger plurality
opinion was the rollbwing:
Congress._after dueconsicleration. 7iereeked a pressing need to move forward with
new approaches in the continuing.efiort to aeliieve the goal of equality_cf econoniic

opportunity: this eflon._Congress has necessary latitude to try new techniques
such as the limited use of racial and ethnic criteria to accomplish remedial
objeetkes: this especially is so__in programmes where ioluntary co-operation with
remedial measures is induced by placing conditions on federal expenditure; That
the programme may press the outer limits of congressional authority tin-lords no
h:isis for striking it dawn.... Petitionerti have mounted a facial cl)allenge to
programme developed by the politically responsiye branches of_ government....
Congress must _proceed only with programmes narrowly tailored to .ichie.e its
objectives, subject to continuing evaluation and reassessment: administration of
programmes must be vigilant and flexible: and When i:uch a programme comes
under iUdiCial review, courts must_ be satisfied that the legislative objectivcs and
p-ojecfed administration give reasonable assurance that the programme will
function Within constitutional limitations."

rYlr:Justrce Powell, althotigi. joining the opinion of the Chief Justice,

also Set firth his view separately for the purpose of applying the analysis of

his opinion in the Bakke case. He.tated With greater specificity what must

he done if competent' legislative or zidministrative bodies are to he
successful in imposing -race- conscious reMedieS.

vies Justice Mzirshall, iciLed by Justices Brennan and B ckmun,
concurred in ar' iudgment of the Court but wrote separate opiri ris for a

Rarticniar pr. Agreeing with fellow justices that pr prammes
whieh'cOntain suspectclassificat?on are subject and can be

justified only it furthering a compelling govc:trtientill pbrpose; and even

then only 11 no less restrictive alternative is available, the Marshall 0-60
Wrote to reinforce the position they took in Bakke, namely that principles
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outlawing the irrelevant or pernicious use of race. are inapposite to racia
classifications that provide benefits to minorities for the purpose. o
remedying the present effects of past discrimination. i
Such _classifier:ions Idle} wrote) may disadvantage some Whites but Wines asja
class lack the "traditional indicia of suspectness7f the class -is not saddled with such I
disabilities,, or subjected to such- a history of purposeful unequal- treatment. or ,

relogated to such a position of political powerlessness as to command extraordinary
protection from the majoration process. Because the consideration of race: is I

relevant to remedy thz: continuing_ effects of past racial discriminat;or.. and becalisc
governmental programmes employing racial classifications for remedial purposes
can be crafted to -avoid stigmatisation; we conclude that such prograinrnv., shobld
not he subjected_ to conventional "strict scrutinyscrutiny that is strict in theory
but fital in fact.'

Justices Rehnquist and Stewart joined in a dissent, the burden of which
was that the Constitution is colour-blind and neither knows nor tolerates
classes among citizens; and_that on itsface the provision at issue in this case
denied equal protection of the law; Their sentiments were summarised as
follows: -

- TheTfourteenth_ Amendment was adopted_ to ensure that every person must be
treated equally by each state regardless-of-the colour of his-skin. The Amendment
promised to carry to its necessary conclusion a fundamental principle upon which
this minion had been foundedam the law would honour no preference based on
lineage. tra_girali promise of 1868 was,not immediately fulfilled, and decades
passed before 'es and the Federal Government were finally directed to
eliminate detrim lassifications_ based on race. Today; the Court derails this
achievement al its imprimatur on the creation once again by government
of priv:leges

In their view. undpr ti,c Constitution, we may not practise racism even
temporarily as an everiment. -

Mr. Justice Stevens, wt:.) also dissented; seems- _come down
somewhere between the position of the, Chief Justice :,Ito that of the
Rehnquist/Stewart dissent. .He was not convinced that _the _Constitution
contains an absollite prohibition on classification by race, but he believed it
is up to Congress 7._ ...--imons-trate that any unique statutory preference is
justified by a releyai., chr...icteristic that _is_ shared by merilbeis of the
preferred class. In his opinion Congress failed to inake that demonstation
in the programmes under scrutiny and consequently failed to discharge its

. duty _to govern impartially) as _requiredby the Constitution
Two things may he said about the impact of this decision on the

ccitinuing driiate regarding reverse discrimination/affirmative action. The
view that racial classifications per vioktre the Constitution managed io
garner onl: two votes (Stew-irt and Rehnquist).. Marshall Brennan, and
Blackmun -ould have sustaincd even the Bakft,r programme and took a
more flexible view of what governments may do. They found no constitu-
tional impediment his programme and no doubt continue to./
appt,-ve efforts to rem :dy discrimination in this fiishion. Burger, joined by/
White and Powell; gave indication that all future programmes using
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elussifieirtions iie4 going tO he Si. r ut i se d on ;1 C,Ise7tIN-cii:c

..Ndd to l'oweITS reeit:ition ofi die sategaluirds required by such programmes

Stocns's unli.ippiness \ ith he extent to ss Inch-Congress complied with

those requirements thi, time, we can anticipate continued assaults upon the

prin,..pe of if firmative action und .r the guise of seeking review' specific

prOgr.inimes. 'The Supreme it secnis. rather than resoking,the
Ihis ensured th.it deftitc ovc..r it \\.11 be prolonged. 111t:

opuuan is a \ ery narrow approach y,hich suggests trouble for other

progr.immes which might not be able to fit into the structure estahlishedpy

the publi-c WOrksl.itiploymem Act of 1977 and the history of adminis-

trillion of the minorit buSiiieSS enti.:rprise programme._
on the plu!:, side, it seems LiC:ir that an_ SIX of the majorth believe

del-cit.-nee is due to the legislature, is a coequal hninch of go\ eminent, and

that resolution of the COfifliet more appropriately belorigS in the

aren.i Even the dissent of Stewart and Rehnquist in that clireqion.

Th:it tie itkbilte will he continued is gialiranteed by the Supreme

( ourt's d-ocket rot- 19512: If the position outlined in the 13Urger plurality

opinion t.ind sc.beming.ly endorsed by Mr. Justice Stevens) prey:ills:- _can

anticipate a steady flow of cases seeking Supreme Court revieW until all of

the 111Cs have he. addressed.

5: Conclusion
.1-he term "reverse discrimination is a corruption no Matte, in which

sense it is need. If t is uSecl to Ldescribe denial of a right Or benctlt or an

expectation to a White heciiust Blacks or other minorities gis;:n

RI-dere/lee, it is a corruption of the law. -The Suprcmc (Ourt ha! 'Tied

( Mr. Justice ;Nlarshall for.:i Unanimous Court) Otat Title VII of the (.isit

Rights Acc-cif 1964 and the Reconstruction _Era Civil bights Act prohibit

dieritnin:ition on grounds of nice-=-White._ Brown or .,Black."

Whenever race or -Mini*: backer.-;.and is used as a distingiiiShing fzictor

in programmes -hi:nett:mg the members of groups so identifii.-2. such

ptogramtr -re.attacked "reversediscrimination7. Up to a point, the

term is aptthat, is tilt. programmes do identify the gt0Liti, not for the

rurpose of stigmatising. exeludi:ig or abusing its members: but to ensure

that they are i .eluded :.f;d hi:If-led. Thus it is true that this is the reverse of

he purposes for : ,5C groups were ehisSified lot many years in

:he brined States, and that the attention given them undLi inOdern

:firmative aCtiOn Programmes is the reverse of the tre:itn:ent thc reed d
in the p'.1t. But this is not \\ hitt those_who use the term "reverse diSertmi:

nation" ir. ean. What they t-tean is that their group risks lbsing some right,

benefit Or "xpecuition while other groups reeetVe or trill receive special

attention ai,d thatthis is or should be. illegal.
_Accertanee by the courts or other govertunental entities et the

of "reverse discriminatuM would put the country in an iiripirSible
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position. l'he only leasible way to remedy the underparticipation of some
groups (e.g. in employment) is to devise programmes specifically aimed at
the members of these groups. F.or -example, if underutilisation of women
and 13Iackfrtis the problem it would he patently idiotic to craft a remedial
programme that ignored sex ovace.

The social purpose of affirmative action programmes is to achieve 1
distribution throughout occupational and professional categories, or other
life chances, that is appropriately representative of the diversity of our
population 'generally/. To achieve this objective;_someindividuals in an
underutilised group /Lill necessarily be "windfall- beneficiaries of altered.
and hopefully. improved, economic circumstances. Unfortunately; some
indiyiduals in othergroups whose_participation is average or above willif
opportunities-ace not unlimitedbe unintentionally restricted or forced to
lower their expectations. To label such programmes _"reverse_ discrimi7_
nation- is tO determine legality and constitutionality through the Use of
undefined terminology. ..

Analysis of the use made in law of the term "reverse discrimination"
casil\ reveals what is at issue. Discrimination is. not defined in' equal
employment opportunity law: rather_ its meaning has emerged through
judicial decisions. There is discrimnationinvidious discrimi-
nationskhich is not in violation of Title VII' or of other civil rights legis-.
iation:-'.What the law has endeavoured to do is to-determine which kinds.-
of discrimination are actionable. The reverse discrimination lobby would
hose the last prohibit any benign conduct based on race; by government or

( pi-is ate _parties compelled by government. becaus- any such programme '

, st OUR] exclude sonic group.
Is there no justification for go,.ernmental ,ttention to the ;plight of

innioriues in modern America? Is there no of racial underpartiei-
pation in the her-.fll.s of America? Mr: Justic: Marshall_in his separate
opinion in the liaA,. case summarised the mo",ern condition:

:iosition of the _Negro today in America the tragic but inevitable conse
quence 01 centuries of unequal treatment. Nteasim.d by any benchmark jii- comfort
or ,ehitnei.,ent. meaningful equalitv remains a distant dream fin the Negro. ...

Ii !re 1.010%1 LinOes dentOnNir.inng that Blacks are On average at a clear ,

,Inta,e,c in res{ect of life expectancy. infant mortality, income and empLyment.}
. The rclaniinship- bemeen these figures and the history of unequal treatment

.droied to Negro_cannot he denied.-At eserevery point from birth to.death the
intravl the past is reflected in the still diSfaoured position Of the Negro

In light ol lift .0115 history ol thsi.rimmanon.arid its devastating impact on the
lives of Negroes, bringing the Negro into the !millstream of American hie Should
he a state inter :4 the highest miler. fo fail to do so is to. ensure that America stilt
finet er remain a di % society."'

Americans :tic great believers in_statisties and there is no wax that the
figures cited h Mr. Justice Marshall can he explained as accidental. Oe
can, of course; take refuge ni the .belief.tbat'Blaek Americans _are genet.-

'Is inferior and, coupling this slew with a notion of social Darwinisr,
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conclude that the minority population's participation rate is what thin
population deSers es. Another approach. of_ course and one seenfingI);

ticeeptable to 'Mr. Justice Rehnquist and Mr. Justice Stewartis that
1t:2,11(11eSS or thC country's history and any current conditions of inibtilance,.
the titi,Stitution requires colour-blindness. and effort to deal with this

pri.iblern dial in% olveS, classification 'by rice and specific attention Co' the
giotipSO ClasSilied violates constitutional rainciples.

There is substantial es idencc that the repreSeintitives of the majority of

Americtins reject the Rehnquist-Stewart approach unit whether;de not they
reject tile genetic inferiority view, they accept the,iitiligatiiiii,,of society to do

something. ;thou( the severe imbalance One of the difficulties _with _the
er the past decade, as was also the cue in the 1860s,

has been !hat legislative Kodies have felt it necessary to include other

groups as Well tiSlilticks in the special programmes to nike,ilient
tetilly Palatable. Thus we see attention_ also given CO women, the Spanish-
speaking. the Indians and the Aleuts. History documeins that The impact

ins diserinuntition in this country has_ been felt most cruelly and

perniciously Blacks, but neither_ pOlitictil power-nor moral persutl-

\ encss haS ever been great enough for programmes becriftedSolely for

their benefit.
_ , e

Despite thc continuing attacks on affirmative action programines in

periodic cases and in the leg il and intellectiial journals, these
prisgrttninies have gained wide acceptance over the cr st ten to 12 years.

Thre Many_federal programmes on_the subject that no one seems to

haSe an exact count: the estimate is that congtel;s ha5 some 60 to

80 such Ittws.e'' NOr is there any estimate of how .mar:, progr.-mmes have
been enticred by states; cities and counties;, through 'Jr.zxecutive

thlugh videnceagain indicates that the nurmser
. The shrill and persistent attacks on affirmative action as a concept

apparently come from a well educated Sid well financed minority which
has creati.d an impression that more people object to the race-s_peeific
approach to a historical evil than is really the:c65e. Yet it seems-. at the time

of this %%Thing. that zhc% have been less effective than some other interest

groups. The proliferation of affirmative action programme.; during the past

decade strongly suggests that they have been accepted by _ate most
democratic of our_ processes. Nbv 1.1S Supreme Court has given
qualified approval to affirmative action in the Fiiiiitni?e case, so that at the

very Least there is no per. se con.:inntional prohibition of race- ar ethnic: .

specific programmes for the benefit of the protected _:asses. Both the
tntfilow and ljakke cases make clear, however, that such programmes will

be subject Co searching review arid most be crafted with du - care if they are

to avoid constitutional infirmity. Thus_ it seems likely that the .17z,os will see
continued litigation over them, as neither the anti- no the pro affirmative

. action forces likely to give up easily.
The continued viability of affirmative action programmes; Ihe field
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of job opportunities will also of necessity, be heavily dependent upon the
economic health of the coluntry, as sharing the burdens of past discrimi-
nation is more acceptable when job opportunities are abund:tnt. For this
reason the future of affirmathc action/reverse discrimination will now
depend less on legal theories or philosophical ideak than on economic and

realities:
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Association for the. Ad% ancerneni of C_iiloured Peopla Legal _Deie_nce._an_d
Inc., in Weems o/ the toner sir ralibirnia,.op. ell_ pp 10.54,_ which discusses the_legislat_ke
tinaor% of the I ouri, -.Ali Amendment and docinnents the rac2conscious actions of the 39th
( ongress.

38th congress. 1st Session (1864), p. 2S01.

R igh . of I Xtl, ch. .1f,14 Stat. 77.
Act pit 1 i in and to .tr,id "An -Act to establish d fin re4u..for the Fir id'

r 7.r.rttineit Anil Relecec. c '4 Stat. 477 I stir,1.. .

" The Reconstruction I.t.t l I8io.77) was the period during and otter -the War iii
which attempts is ere n+ -air to solve the -political, suet)) and _economic problems iirising feon,
the 'mon of the II Confetler.ite slates th.it had secedi:d:

" A 1C-I' brief, op. cit.: Ii. l-lack: --Me adortust-s- the -Fourteenth ,41s. rfuhriesn
i 1 Valtimi Hopkins -!.'.res, 191181: -1. Ten' Brock: Eraii1 wider __die law

ttetitti,' .4 boom the hector:en Bureau (l'hil.6.1elphia
Pii.1.1,..11911.1 Press. 195).

' 1 "If istor of segreg,,tion in the- United States-. -in Annul* she
.1rneo,,in P ninss 1 and -skin! .S"ctent (Philadelphia), liar. -19c6, pp. I .1 nd

!tie 1%%0 i%orlds of rase . in Nail/a/to I Iiiistont, fall 1965, pp. 899,' 20,
" I viAiitoe Orders aiSe administratke decrees used by the piesiLIelit iiplement

certain pot eft, wnhorN the nerd hor lull Congressional .apprioal. an
seLIiist2 (-der-11.1%e financi.il.intpl.,:.ition.. the Congress must goe it a_equieseeir,e if the

)rder is to he Culp implemented fhe,..tine.,ipplies. ttuthstis nintandn, to orders issued by state
30%errors.

lone. "federal contract-compliant:e in ritise I!: the dam. ning-of Clhe age of i...11
1,f,C171C01 -01 -emplmt-^imt ohhgauo,n in t,A!hen
SW-littler 1970. Op 75ti 11

.
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International Labour Review
-;

einploydrierildspporionits_"1 of the'Coil Rights A_ ct -or 1964_ ii

-i.614-0(1(ied 11110111n Series7(dieries.d11_0), or an finaly:iS _of this ;
1ille set -1 1 .

Ntealls -.1 en.mlosinent cacti 's legislation anif enrorcement in the tinned

same.", tit biteinational
Ehrhart' Retie.., Ado. 19(in. pp. 2:0-242. -

".See_J banes: -The bogabOii cif cniplo melit quotas".: in 'ItisenOni Law Review

t'sIddisontSViveoltsittih..197o.
141

L'iidgd esfs.3I %lefll _______________ legal documents. we tor_stresiuested,

_lit opinions eoi...taiiiing"!lie tclin "reser,* dist: _ 11,1:0411oir- and_ then all (hose cklni.1111111e Kith .

..te,ete"
tvlhm 11% C WOIliN of e:fx.11 other..The

,conil search recosc,si ch as "diserimination if reverse" and "reverse racial diseri-

,,matroIC .

.x1 ied,,alles ssedisued oiscrimination in a similar

arm 1.11o. which .1(0- 461 ionceiri__,mmlo mot_ _discrimination were immediately.

,fiscarde(.1, and 60 More foninf to be noi .reles am to tlic analysis. In :inoper 19 eaSes the

term "iesersc ssas merely a parlYs licit was not accepted b)-. the

court -10 s cases lb 1.0111 ssas tele% ant to rat: decision'
e studied most closels the remaining 67 in svhich_"reverse dkerimmatiori" was a

..1611sui_ lot In 30 cages the court labelled the contested consent decree. or

Al lir maple Action the :Ievued relief "re% erse,discriminatme_and strutkitOwn. In 37

the (.ourt ilpheld 'Ole decree or pi riirrainine or granted_ _relief b_y_ announcing that it was

re% cr.,: disuitionat (Ni9elhat these statisitcs__cohcern the use of the term "reecr5e-discri.

lomat Ion". but not time Lite Of the 1.iv. pn aftirmative action. In some instances, both-trial and
Appellate court in the same cuss are included. Also some opinions on,afrittnative
action. do not t,C1, el%e discommition". Those cases 40-not appear in the statistics.)

AI ter ..iitiiouticing the conclusion "reverse diseriminatimi", the courts rarely_. reasoned

Itather. _If the _target received a preference,- it wls _"reverse discrimination- and

)ne eNCeption in the US Cour3 _AppeL ,s.-Second Cirettit in Kirkland v.
'Owe 1/1711. 'of Correctional Seriire.s. 520 F:2d 420_(1975)_The_Kirkland test has cwo

pronp: lirst. there ninst he a "-cleiiiCirt_pitteiii of it s.:,itina_ed and egregiovs racial discri-
mination" and...a:cond. the effects of the itirrnative action must not fall on It

tillable group.
I ,8,,,fahrm t F.unur, 14 N. 1' 2d 193: 199 N.E. .2d 375 1 I 'WI):

, 14 N.Y. 2d, p. ;99 199 N.F.: 2d: p. 3'18.

11,;iiii1 S. Sr. Loun-San Francitco Railroad Co.. 244 1965)

p. I 012. The iish of trust porter was indistingui!,11, .! except th,:t

Idlacks stliodr,:rfoinied all of the duties that brakemen cl_i_d_itad,,,stra piing svieeping,

centr.il detinitti and helping riaSSen- .S: For doingdndsre_wor x.dhes,rsfccis.rd less pay. :'or the

entire sordid skid. see Fl,i;.ii-ra !fp,ou, 72 F.Supp.695. reversed 191 F.2d 442, all titied

sub nein trainmen s. 34. 768 (1952).__

Quarles v. Philip Aforiii. Tric, 279 F:Supp: 505 (E. D. Va. _1968)._

tirikks v. Duke Power Co.. 401 U.S.. 424 (1971). See also A. W. filtirnrosen:-Stranv
in patadise:_GnAer v. Duke Power Co., and tht'-concept of erriployment discrimination- in

ifi,b02,in Lay. Review (Ann Adm..- Oxlichigardid. 1972-73: pp. 59 It
rapermakers and raperworkers v. Untied Stares, 416 F.2d 980 (5th

1964): irt denied, 397 U.S. 919 (1970).
Frank% s. Bowman Transportation Cy., Inc., 424 U.S. 747 (1976).

Itutynotional Brotherhood of re-aMitrs Uniiid Stares. 431 U.S. 324 (1977).

There are I L _United States courts of appeals in 10 circuits composed of three or more

states ..nd nit malt for the Mistrict of Columbia.

(.1mr,.; .4sr/Mei. s. trans: 431 U.S. 553 (197

I.secutive Order Iti925, title 3cade of Federal Regulations.. /959-/963 compilation

tWa'shington. 1964f: pp. 438 .454. Ste alSols.1eans:_op. cit.. pp. 220-221.,

"_Sex-based discrimination was prohibited by EkeeUtive _Order 11-375, Title 3 Code-of

reiliobl Keen/mains: f 966- /Y70 romprfatioit: (WaShingt)n_...19_71)_;__pp.,_6847686. Enforcement

sA.Is transferred from I I cep:iraic compliance :igerieies tathe Secretary of Labour by Execut.ve

truer 1211x6. ride _3 ('ides Of Fe-de-rat Rkulanons: /978 -Eampslarion (Washingtcrn. 19791,

pp 2)0-213.
-\\e
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"Ree, :e o employment

" See I he Plidadelphi'l Pisan! eye if :osplovient opportunity in the construction
trade, in Co Joon( .1 o, Low l'ine;lems (New YOrk). May 1970, pp. 187 ff.:
E. Icnhen "Preferential:tie:Mount in rti skilled building trades. an analy,is of the Phila-
delphia n Curie// ('t'ire's. ilthaca (New York)), 1970, Vol. '6, pp. 84 fl.: and
Jones. "The bugaboo of empis men; quotas -. op. cit.

prohibition of so.-nased oiscriermiation ssas added l967 oy Ext:cutise Order
11375, See note 30:

Contra( torc',...Issoemoon %. Sec;erati. .1 Labor. 442 F.2d,159
(.3d ( ir 197'1, cent ilemd. 404 U.S. 854 I ).

'4 -I m:eil General (.mitmetrol Aloc%achosetts. Inc %. Alishuler, 490 F.2d 9 (1st ('jr.
19711. ,ens denied. 416 L'.S. 957 (1974).

See Ron % hiterp_me Steam-linen _Lo, al h3S 5ill F.2d 621(2d Ciir
(974). p. 629, for a list of thevight circuit Courts of Appeals that approved the imposition of a
quom reined% olive dismil»ination %%a,* found.

The Phiadelpl Plan: a study in the dynamics of executive power', in Univervity
(lin:ago_Low 4_Cliicsi,m), Summer 1972. pr. 721 tf.

" Ibid.. pp. 747-75 7
"(Order No. 4. Clk le Id Feder di (WashingtOn, 1979), s'oi. 41. part 60-2.

pp 110 if
C..'eymmt 4: Wash 2d 11-. 51)' P.20 1169 (1973i,

: err (nursed. 414 U.S. 1038 (1973).
P s. Regeni, /ht L'iliVe/ al Colt1;:ront. IS Cal.3.1 34, 551 P.2d 1152 (1976).

cr.( granted. 429 U.S. 1090 (19773,
li 'ober s. Aluminot n or,,! Chelr11,11 Corp., 563 F.2d 2:6 (5th CI.; 1977).
roiled .`iteeli%orAer% Weber. 443 U.S. 193 (1979).

" .7,tices Sta.a%%art,, White, Marshall and Blackmun joined Brcnnan'S opinion, with
Justi. :clonini also filing a separiate_conemrencs,Justh.:, Burger and Rehnquist dissented:
Ju ak: ',tarns and Passel! did not tail:: part in the case.

"'.See If Fdsvais: "Affirmative- action or revers- discramina0ort:_the head -and tail Or
Wel-c..-7: in Crew/iron Law, geriess (Omaha (Nebraska.), 1980; Vo1. 13. pp. 713__IT: idem:
"Preferential remedies and affirmatise action in. emp:osam.mt..in the wake elf ILikko--.. in

mlongton ost-,',air Lai,. _Quarterly (St. Louis (N.I.isouri)k, l979 No. I. pp. 113 ill. and
-Some post-13akke-and Weher reflections an revere discrin..tAiorC.. in 1,:iite.-.arc nl

Reenter (Richmond (k'irginia)). 1980, Vol. 14, pp. 171
lullihile s. klut:melc, (IX) S. Cr. 2758 (1980).
fulliTme s. Areps, 443 F.Supp. 253 (S.1).N.. 19771

" tollelme %. Atep%. 554 1.2d 6110 I2d Cir. (978).
Tulhlure % Klut:nicA. op cit., p. 2771.
Ihid . pi, 7777-2775.
1h1d. p 2778

op .7781)

'11,1.1. pp 279s 2-96
(hid , p The Ioutweigh Amendment applKs to sire stairs. _rhe 1)ue Twee,.
01 the ' -i101 Amendment perfoi Ins the office of h'oth tl, Due Process and Equal

Prolestion lauses of the 1 ouneenth Arivmdment in requoing the Feder ;I Sosereign to act

!bid : 2811.2814

the Conn will hear one challenge , a state oftir ''arise action programme.. and Iwo
other challent..e., of cite aftirmatise action se.' s roicw.

%. Swint Ti' Trod .Fronyormiton Co: 4 27 U.S. _277.11.17/1.
"' See. for evample. lutrnnnwrnul 1110110711-00(1 -:(4toiterl. op. cit.: / .tirlmec,

cit., and t,eneritl Electric Co. s. When, 429 U.S. 125 (19761
"' Regent% i)/ the titmer%iti. uJ Cahlornia, op. cit.; separatopinion of Justice Marshall.

pp 387 and 395 396.
Telephone \vial lames I). Ilene,, Assou.ste Solicitor of Labour for ( is 1

rights. IS l'epartment of tabour, 7 July 1980,
The rinr Emplotoicot Prof toe .tloossal \Vashington. Bureau of Natioiy Affair.o.

5.5.0 195; I. reports 20 slates and the Distriet of ( oluinhia as has ing taken some tvpe of
allionmise as-tion initiative tics en states have enacted azttutes. Nineteen, including (ise that

11,1e statute has casicd by Foes:Luise Order or adriiinistrah%e rules.

1 87 47,
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Mr. HAWKINS. I would like to remind the members and the
public that the next hearing is tomorrow. We are meeting tomor=

row morning m the same -room, at 9 a.m. We wi 1 hear from Mr.
Eknia,min HOOka, executive' director of the NA I"; and othei dis-
tiriguished public witnesses.

Mr. WAsiuNGTON. Mr. Chairman, in light of the fact that the
ASSiStant Attorney be eraYs statement came in late, would it be
-permissible to subini dditional questionS?

Mr. HAWRiNs._ e Chair:will be delighted_to convey the tit:Jet=

flow. I had inded the Assistant Attorney General this morning
that the ill es .do _provide that the _statements should come in 24

hours in advance. only received them this Morning. Y.

Ed Cooke of the staff did remain in the office last night f r the
purpose of receiving the statement but it did not arrive.__I t ink it

is most unfortunate because we did not have time to analy e the
statement, I wish we-had more time to do,so: I am quite sue the
questions might have been a little -more incisive.

Mr. WASHINGTON. Perhaps briefer.
Mr. CLAY: I suggest, Mr. Chairman; affirMative _action in

future be included in the suggestionS to the Department.
Mr. HAWKINS. I think that is reverse discrimination.
In any event, that concludes the hearing_for today.
[Whereupon; at 11:30 a.m the subcommittee was adjoi2riied, to

reconvene at 9 a.m., Thursday; Septerriber 24, 1981, in the same

room.]



OVERSIGHT HEARINGS ON EQUAL EMIN.i.)17-
MENT OPPORTUNITY AND., AFFIRMATIVE
ACTION

Pail: 1

3PPTEMBER 24; 1981

OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITT...; f .;:.' UPLOYMElsiT OPPORTUNITIES;

;' iTEE ONEDUCATION AND LABOR,
Washington, D.C.

The Subcommittee met; pursuant to call; at 9:15_ a.m., in -room
2261, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Ted Weiss presiding.

Me-';hers present: Representatives Weiss, Washington; mid Fen-
Wick:

Staff present' Susan Grayson, staff director; Edmund D: Cooke;
Jr.; legislative associate; Tern P. Schroeder, staff assistant; and
Edith Baum, minority counsel for labor:

MP. WEISS. Good morhing. The Subcommittee on Employment
Opportunities will come to order:

The vagaries of traffic and travel being what they are we can't
always adhere to the schedule that we ;set for ourselves is to the
order of witnesses. Mr. Hooks has not yet arrived but I understand
that, Ms. 'Fleming is here and so I think that we will proceed.

M. Fleming, if you will approach the witness table. Usually our
problems are the other way arouLd,, Let me welcome you at the
outset on behalf of the- committee and invite you (,) present your
testimony in whatever fashion you deem most effective.

Without objection; your entire statement will be entered into the
record.

[The prepared si-,:itzincnt of Jane' Fleming follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF JANE P. FLEMING, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR. WIDER
OPP1RTUNITIES .F'OR *WGMEN, INC.'

Mr. Chairman and members ot the Committee: Wider Oppornities for Women
applauds your decision to hold

W
hearings on equal employmunt opportunity and

affirmative action, and for providing a forum for a much-needed discussion of this
important public policy issue. I appre,-:iate the opportunity to discuss our ?xperience
and our concerns with you.

BACKGROUND ON- WIDER t:".oRTUNITIES FOR WOMEN, INC.

Wider Opportunities for Wo.en, fIcnown,tis_WOWL is a 17- year-old indr_,2enc17
organization_ which works to xpand employment opporttunities_fer

women. Since 1964, WOW has provided iirect services to wom_en seeking assistance
n entering or re-entering thf jol, market. I'or the last 10 years, we have pionftred
in de.;:-.!-,nir,g employment programs-for women in skilled, well-paid nontraditional
Nczupt,tinns. in working with employers and unions to develop a partnership for

(183)
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effective- hiring and prdnioting of women, and in serving as advocates for women in

the:development of_redelel einidoyment
- ThiS work has occurredin many forms. Far 10 years, our_Nontraditional Work
Programs have offered hands-op-skills training in a variety of-skilled occupations,
including construction- As a result; several years ago WOW became involved in a
suit against the Department,of Labor, Adoccit6 Women v. Marshall. The genesis
Jr the stilt was the lack of enforcement, bY the Department_of Labor, of ExecutiVe

Order 11246, as am_ended by Executive Order 11375. One result_of thi!i suit sves the

establishment of nationwide goals and timetables for women in construction.
Were established_ in April, 1978 for a three-year period. The goals are state° -aS a

percentage of the total number ,of hours of work: Currently. they are applicable to
contractor's aggregate on-site construction workforce, whether or not part of

that work force is performing work on a federin or fedezalay assisted construction
contractor a subcontract. Goals for the utilization of nationwide to all
construction_ crafts, The_goals and timetables for women wer as follows: from-April

1; 1178 to March_31, 1979-3.1-percent; fretit April_1; 1979 to March 31, 1980-5.0
percent; from April 1, 1980 to March 31; 1981-6;9 percent.

The_goals are realistic numerical objectives_in terms of the number Of expected
vacancies_ and_ the number of qualified applicants_ available. Thus, if through no
fault of th_e contractor there are fewer( vacancies than expee.ted, -he suffeit
sanction since he is not expected -to diSplace_existing employees or to hire unneeded
employees to meet goal. Similarly; if the_co_ntractor has made every good faith
effort to include women bat has been unabled to do so insufficient numbers to meet
Ins goal, he i3 not Subject to any sanction_ The female workliours goal4 ire one
objective measure of a contractor's affirmative action success. But they were not

meant to be the dole measure. _ _

As a result of the above -mentioned suitia five-year Der..1:rtmerit of Labor Monitor-

ing Committee .s- established: The purpose of the Committees to oversee -the

implementation regulations- sod to.measure their effectiveness. This _responsi

bility includes oVe;-_..ghi. of the. goals and timetables fin- Werner in _construction and

in the a_pprenliees.r.ip programs; the outreach program anti the_ enforcement _efforts

of the Departinerit Of Labor:I am an appointed member f this CoMmittee_This Sall

we trust that the Committee will be convened by Department of Labor for its

fourth meeting. _

In 1977, WOW established_Women's Work Foree, national network of women's
employment programs, to monitor the impact of public polity on women'a_employ-
ment, to serve as a communications vehicle for approximately 300 programs across.
the , and to strengthen_ the efforts of local programs through_national technical
assistance services- Most of the programs affiliated with_ Women's Work Force'

provide skills sessment,_job counseling support services; job development. and job
plaCern fit services to wmnen. Most focus on the needs of_ economically- disadvar,-

taged women and work: to open up new Well-paid opportunities in occupations
formerly closed to women- ne so-called !`nontraditional jobs.

THE WOW STUDY

Last year WOW received foundation funding to conduct -O monitOr:ng project_ to

evaluate the extent to which women have obtained employment or federal_ and
assisted construe on project% The Center for National Policy_Retiew has

assisted in this tii.oject The ourNse_ of the_project was to determine thec_o_nfluence

of elements that create 1i successful utilization or an tinatiecessful utilization of
women construction worker', Th_t objectives of the projett were (1) -to obtain infor-

mation on the participat crwarrien in construction projects subject-to Executive
Order 11246, as amendeo421_to identify problemF;-enco.iiitered by_women, women'::

training and support programs; cont.rac ors anel in_ increasing__ women's
participiition in such- projects; and (3) to identify the riaturearafetent of OFCCP

enforcenierit and other_attivities which are deeigriod to increase women's participa-

tion in covered construction projec ts.
Widee Opportunaies_ for Women seleCted for Ion as' monitoring sites; thr,,-e

sites were Tucson, Arizor a.: Longview, Nasiiington; Ra..r4leb,_ North Carolina; an
_Kento_cliT. The selection criteria ricle!'zs: fzzirs such as the presence-of

cone+ruction trades training program for woman; stable administration of the

tieor am; feJeral struction activity, monitoring, experience, ,-nd geographitel
location; among Oiler cons,.dera. it,Y1S At tlachsite in-depth intervii:WL, were conduct-

ed with women corstru.tion e-mployees and applicants. women training-and aup-
port _hrogre.ms. com.actem,union-business

rgertLijoint apprenticeship and i.raining
r.:oordinotors, BAT and -OFCCP officials; Approx....;nately 110 interViews were coiduct,

durink. the project. In three of the ff-._!_r locations OFCCP complianze review fires
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weee examined to ascertain the degree of enforcement and compliance activities
with respect to construction contractors and sex discrimination issues. Approximate-
ly 31i files were feviewed. '

The data subdivides most-readily into nine.issues. The issues include; fl) goals and
timetables; 12) access and availability; (li)poperwork; (4) workplace environment; (5)
stereotypic- attitudes; (6) OFCCP ',enforcement; (7) AUCCP complaints_;_181_womert's
entry into the construction trades; and (9) positive and negative perceptions of male
and female employee.-

Now that the interviews are completed, the data is being analyzed and a final
report is being produced. This report will be used as a vehicle to document and
highlight t'e strengths and weaknesses identified in the implementation of the
system to ensure that women are not dikriminated against in the construction
trades Data collected by the interviews will be the basis of my testimony today.

OCCUPATIONAL SEGREGATION

I am here today to talk about the women-who are breaking into the- well -paid
nontraditional, blue-collar jobs long monopolized by Men, and what' affirmative
action means to those women. Although there are more than 44 million women in
the paid labor force today, the majority are restricted to just 20 of the 420 hated
occupational categoriesmostly retail sales service, clerical, factory, or plant work.
The growth of job opportunities- in these traditionally female occupations has', not
kept_pace with the growing number of female job seekers. As a result, women make
up the :majority (66_percent) of "diseouraged. workersthose who have actually

uplooking for paid employment, Of those v.--rien who found jobs in 1978, only -
9.!_) percent held weltpaid_traditionally_"rnale" s; 21.6 percent held sex-neutral
jobs; and 68,5 percent of the female work forci vls segregated intojhe low-paid:
traditionally "female" jobs.

Most women work and need to workin fact, w: men. are the- fastest growing part
of the labor force. Women are entering the 11).or force liecause_they and their
fr'niliet need the income: Yet the current '0,-t-o differential_between_ men and
women, is enormolfs; women earn 59 cents for fsv dollar earrie by a_man. To look
for a moment at actual wages, one can see the .pact of sex dist.6rimin_ation_
ately. In a 1379 study en the median weekly 'es of full-time workerS; theBureati
of Labor-Statistics reported that sales work ,'teh has a traditionally female work
force) generated $154 per week for female w; ,,,ers and $297 for male workers. This
is frequently the case. Even in occupations 't ;:ich are predominantly female; men
hold positions of-greater responsibility. st.se,..6 and financiarreward. In the tradi-
tionally male occupations, the problem lies rzut only in the wage patterns, but in the
barriers to the entrance Of women. Because 4;0. affirmative action and pioneer efforts
to train- women -for traditionally male fl!as in the last decade, the number of
women in skilled trades increased by Sr, uercent. 7i-t this figure is based on the
previous invisibility of women in these trades.

T!. :-se -gains are the direct result of the fetlecal equal employment laws created in
the 1960's to.,elim -inate sex discrimination in he lab-or market.-Among these laws
was Executive Order 11246, as amended, by 7,xecutive Order 11375. These ExecutiVe
Orders require covered contractors and subcontractors to ensure equal employment-
opportUnity for women- t y eliminating discriminatory practices and by taking al:
firmative aztions. Construction contractors and subtontraiotors working on federal
or federally assisted construction projects are coverer ! by these requirements.
Through the Executive Order, the federal government endeavors to create an envi-
ronment in which women seeking employment in the construction trades are as-
sured o_f_fair consideration without regard to their sex; by doing this, labor market
imbalances createdby past exclusionary practices are being rectified.

Sine', the issuance of _the Executive_Oraer; specific standards for the participation
of no.writieS in the construction trades_have existed. However, it was not until 1978
that'the Department of Labor issued similar standards,_including numerical goals
and timetables, for the participation of warnerin constry!tion- The Department
made that,d&ision because experirlce u_ad shown that wornen_seeking_employment
were not being riven fair and equal consideration. In maricases both employers
and unions were . -(using even to consider womc r for these jobs.

Tocla'y,1 would like to discuss t throe issue that the WOW study has estab-
as 'Vital to the continued elimination of occupational segregation by sex in the

construt:-'iun trades. The first issue is the need to focus resources on opening up
access for women in skills training,and construction employment opportunities. The
second issue discuss is the demonstrated need for goals and timetables for
worsen in constriction. 'The third issue is the requirement of a vigorous OFCCP
enforcement program. These are the throe ke, issues which emerge from the WOW
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study. illustrates the extent to which the OFCCI1_, women 'workers, and

women must work in partnership to eliminate the long-standing occupa-

tional sew...4 <kiwi that exist: in the construction trades.

ACCESSIPPIN'OT AVAILABILITY. IS THE PROBLEM

The taw. n of Whether Or not there are_suffi cient nurribers Of interested women

to meet .11S has been the foca._ of a great deal of attention: This high_ level of

attentior, was stioNn in the WOW study by the frequency with which_ contractors,

onions, and joint apnrei,`iteShip and training committee etiordinators raised this

issue. The WOW study establishes that there are many more women interested in

working in the construction trades than_can obtain training or employment. There-

fore. the **bottleneck" occurs n access_to training or jobS, not jn a lack of available

women who are interested in participating,
Whether contractors, Unions; and joint appreticeshiP and training_ committee

coordinators do not kribti.i where or _how to find women workers or ac s_ -the_ WOW

study establishes, thtY simply are notattempting to discoVer women workers, there

are numerous organizations
and agencies that could assist them in meeting their

goals. One. obvious source is the training programs for economically disadvantaged

wornen that are ftinded through public monies. Theie prOgrams hav-e__pllacerient

goals_ that must be met as a prerequisite .to continued funding: For example,_ one

organization, begiibeginning pre-apprentice; -7 training prOgilini, held a meeting with

area contractors and unions to fine ".-any job-ready women_ construction

workers they would hi-re 'The lacerro,Nt ,..4.47s were then established on the basis of

those e'onimitmentS. Whi-; f. a- worne- r completed the training,. however, the

progrzun was unable t. one vb-enl. 'Those women- had excellent entry-level

skills, they were phYSii but -they were nr., hired, although male_construction

workers 'were being GC...ngthis period. Due to their inability to place their

clients, the program Managers knew they would be forted to close; so they returned

the money to the State. The issue, here, as elsewhere, was not a lack of available

women. bUt the inability of women workers to gain attest to the construction

trades.

GOALS AND TIMETABLES FOR WOMEN IN coNsTitti.7rioN

Since the gools_and timetables Urn- women in construction were 1h-A irted in
197K,-there has been endless controversy about the_possibility of me,-ting gnois, the

ramifientiops of not meeting the goals, and how future goals should be esW?),,isin.sd,

The new Arkiptnistrotion has now-added to the list of controversies the question of

the continueo existence of the goals,
Numerous _objections to the -goals for women in const,uctitaii Were' rnised by

respondents interviewed in the WOW study. One objection focuses itpOn antea!

sonabler-sselgoals fer the specific Oat-actor or union workforce whit agie_eing to

the need for_ goals in principle. One contractor said "Goals- may be s:.zessary_in

some eases,:_uut not in our case.'' Another contractor, who had no women_ in_ his

workforce,_ maintained that "litlinercial goals are not necessary on our projects. I

imagine_ on a lot of projects they would be'necessary." A third contractor said that

he believed goals were necessary: '!Nat forme but as a whose you're going to ne.d

that._I know two or three (contractors } -who won't hire women unit they re force..

to."_ One example of thiS mixed perspective was enunciated by a contractor who

drew_the line for women Ork,:rs between skilled or-- unskilled workers;-he main-

tained goals are heeded for tins'..!Iled, trades, bur not fer skilled ttad_es, The distinc-

tion between skilled and unskilled trades, and to whict.. of the two c,_te_gories women

should gain access, is a perststne; theme throughout the study. Contractors, union

officials, and cotir inn ors are7contirittously--making the decision about what women

can and cannot do; with little or no communication with the women workers

themselves.
A second objection to goals was that they were-unattainable-and therefore should

be abolished. Otie contractor states,_Ido not think a goal_ shaiild,be set b:.-,:.ause

women are not available, Most women are not trained.__If_they wariter!46 work _we

would tie oyei- any goal set." Another contractor said 'Wornan aren't interested in

construction:" Ad OFCCP official agreed that there were no ad...guath nunibeis

*s[illedleriiph&is added] wonv.A to meet the present -eel -asked why, the

official replied that -it was due to sex- discrimination iii apprentice

selection. A program cperator maintained that U le recruiting

interested women:, Rhe stated, "They-have beaten_ tt er siace

opened:. we torn away_ applicants." When asked if .
Interestid

women to meet the goals, she responded; "DefinIet;,."
.'.,ted why the
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goals were not being met Rer experience show her that it was a combination of
items which she listed as follows : ,high school and vocational education's 'failure to
guide women into nontraditional careers: the- apprenticeship system's failure to
train qualified women; and discrimination .by employers.

A third objection to goals wm that contractors should _be permitted to hire the
best qualified workeravailable. One contractor maintained that goals were unneces-

.\ sary and that contractors wouldn't/didn't folloW goals anyway. "The labor market is
such that the construction trades hire qualified persons regardless of race and sex.
Numerical goals serve no purpose other than to bui den companies with paperwork,"

union business-agent made a similar point when he said, "Government regula-
tionsaren't_necessary in thy union: All you have to do is_a good job." One contractor
who had never recruited or hired a- woman stated; "My attitude is you have a
person for a job whether they are male; female; black; yellow ... I should have thg
right. to who I want to."

A.varia.,,_ the concern for hiring whoever is. most qualified is the desire to hire
to':A.mever ore pleases:_ One union official responded to goals by saying; "I'm not
.'oL.Ipletely sold on goals. Pretty soon there will be no jobs left for average White
[male] workers._" In_1979; women were only 4 percent of painters; 3 percent of
machinis s;_2 percent's:if electricians; 2 percent of tool and die makers; I percent of
plumbers; and_ _I_ percent of auto mechanics:, Given these statistics; the union
official's fear appears _ungrounded.

An OFCCP administrator stated; "Around here contractors only hire men. It's
like omething out of Charles Dickens and the Dark Ages as far as consciousness?:
When :vatted why the resistance_exists; the response -ww-that Women are an un-
knoWn _commodity and meant_trouble on the job because men do not want women
Working with themThe official added that this is demonstrated by contractors

rmitting_harassment on the job so women will quit. Another contractor suggested
chat government-should not differentiate at all between workers; but should
allow _a volunteer system; the _results of which are well understood-,women are
almost never considered for construction trades employment and rarely hired:

Many respondents were _angry about the federal government's role in construction
ieven.though the government is a major employer) as well as the fact of government
requirements. The ',anger is apparent in the following quotes. A union,business
agent_stated-"The government should keep its nose out of a lot of-things. The goals
are- necessary or there wouldn't he any apprentices: But the government shouldn't

fla involved in construction as it is:" A contractor addressed a similar point: "The '
contractors in this town resent government requirementsthey don't like having
this_matter_shoved down their throats and will go out of their way not to comply."
Another_federal_ contractor objected to his lack of control over numerical goals set
by the government. "-The -goal should be reduced because there's not enough women
itr_my_field_to meet the goal. And because I don't have -any control of the goals; I
don't get_in_volved=_I'm notsure _I can fill the need:" As a result; this contractor
made no-effort to meet the.goals for women. ;

_Amid the_vociferous_ negative reactions to goals for women in construction were
positive reactions_aswell.OPe union official stated that "Numerical goals have been
necesSary_in the past- It's the onlrway to get people to hire women. If we would do----
thoright thingto begin_with; government wouldn t have to make us." A contractor
with &15 miilionin contracts_and no women in his workforce said; "Goals are the
one ma_y-Cantractors are not going to do it voluntarily."

Often respondenti saw _goals a_transitional and limited measure. As one union
business agent sEdd; _"Numerical_ goals are necessary _until _contractors come to
realize women can do the job.'_A contractor_ said the same _thing: "Continue the
goals and contracrors will accept _equal= employment opportunity for women{ in
construction." Another union official said; ±'_Goals_are necessary at_thistime;_defi-
nitely. They need to beimaintained. In six_ m_o_r_e_years_we_shoulsibegin.to see some
results." The generally held conclusion was that goals must beenforced.

ENFORCEMENT BY OFCCP OF EXECUTIVE ORDER 11246 REGULATIONS

To the extent that the barriers of occupational segregation have begun to fall,
there is a partnership effort underway. The combination is of determined women
Who want to- obtain -and retain jobs in the construction trades and the aggressive
enforcement by OFCCP of Executil e Order 11246, as amended. Without these two
elements, occupational segregation will continue unhampered despite the current
needs of women for increased access to high-paying, male-dOminated occupations.

Newland, Kathleen; The Sisterhood of Man: Norton and Co., New York, 1979.
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It is important to say at this point that we are not talking about-forcing camps,
Ines to seek tail Women wito,_might want jobs. Instead we are talking about the
enforcement action laws that support women -who -are qualified for
jobs but have been unable to Dictum them. There are available; job-ready women,
but they need access to the jobs,_ Enfort.ement of the affirmative action provisions of
the Executive Order regulations can accomplish that. The workability of this_ part-
nership has been demonstrated most graphicallY in -the coal industry. _OFCCP_s
strong enforcement aided women who were atterripting to obtain well,paid_ coal

mining jobs. Betty dean Hall; Director of the Geri' Employment Project_has data on
the nuMbera of women who sought coal raining jobs when those_ jobs became
available to wornen_Peabody Coal Company, by far the nation's largest coal produc-
er, showed inits own_ affidavit that in ,Kefittieky alone, the_numbers of women
applying for coal miningjobs increased as the word spread that the coal companies
would have tohire women. The hiring occurred as follows: ______-

1i; 1972; no women applied for mining jobs at Peabody in Kentucky;
In :973; 15 women applied for mining jobs at Peabody in Kentucky;
In 197,1; 94 women 'applied for mining jobs at. Peabody in_KentuckY;
In 1975; 291 womert applied for mining jobs at Peabody in Kentucky;
In 1:1711; 297 women applied for Mining jobs at Peabody in Kentucky;
In 1977; 720 women applied fdi Mining jobs at Peabody _in_ Kentucky:
In_ 1978 1;1:11 women applied fin- mining jobs at_Peabody in- Kentucky.
These dramatic 'strides were made beause of the_effective enforcement of equal

employment opportunity law§ with affirmative action_ provisions. Without the effec-
tive enforcement of thitse IOW's; women cannot break the economic barriers Of
occupational segregation.

One often repeated complaint about OFCCP- enforcement of the regulations is the

i paperwork burden. Contrattott answered a _series of questions concerning that /ague..
They were asked if-they believed that the reporting -or the application and recruit-

ment data were uridirl,bUcderisorne; if the contractor weld maintain similar records
notwithstanding the regulations; if the data were not:maintained how a good faith
effort could be deterrititted. The contractors were also asked to suggest alternatives

----to-the repo-king and paperwork _requirements.
The contractor responses to the questions of whether the -reporting and record-

keeping requireMetita are unduly burdensome were split 60 percent-40 percent.
Approximately sixty percent responded that the requirements were not unduly
burdensome.

Those who felt that the requirements were a fair burden made fewer_ additional
comments. Two of those atiden_dums were by way of suggestions to other contractors
on how to ease the burden "Setup a good system- that makes it easter;" and "the
records are toniputerized_so it's really not that much trouble."

Those contractors who stated that the requirements were unduly _b_urciensome
made a variety of explanatory comments. TheMii§t frequent refrain_was_the cost
element. One respondent stated, "It costs me 50 percent of our corporate profits to

fill out paperwork That'sjunk that nobody ever uses."-ft should benoted for the
record that the contractor who made that statement has over_Sl_million in con-
tracts.- Another response focusing on cost suggested the elimination of reports and
recordke_eping and stated that those requirements ere one_reason why construction
is so costly- A__third contractor stated-"One person works for the government which

increases our overhead and increases it-Makin"
Another subject of concern to the contractors who_objectec to the paperwork

burden was the degree of benefit to either the government- or to the contractor
himself. One contractor succinctly staled his position,_ It should- be eliminated
because it doesn't help me." Another contractor_ stated- that The reports don't do
any_good. The government doesn't do an adequatejob of enforcing compliance:.' A
third contractor spoke on the same colbject_He_advocated eliminating all reetird,
keeping_ requirements; he added as an_explanation, "What the hell do yeti need
them for? You either have -women or you don!t.". '

In answer to the question of whether the contractor would- maintain records and

data similar to that required by the government absent -the requirement; most

contractor's said they would not
When- contractors stated they would like the recordkeeping requirernents_elimi,

nated, they were asked how the OFCCP should determine good faith compliance
with the regtilotions, Most contractors maintained that the recordkeeping require-
ments we -re the only workable system. One contractor stated, "I dotft _seeany other
way for them to do it; other than the-way they are doing it now, which is probably

the cheapest."
Several contractors had specific suggeatiOne.'One -contractor suggested; "I would

rather see OFCCP establish local coordinators with personal contactsomeone I.

1 9 4
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"could talk:to personally." _Another contractor_ suggested a return to the pre-consoli-
dation .crystern orreportinffils.)_each agency for whom work is performed. Ono con-
tractor responded :in_ frustrtitiokk"'l don't -have any ideas. that's their problem, they
solved it by dumping it off on

SUMMARY

By way of, WOW wishes to_ express our alarm
1at the questions recently

posed for public comnient_by,OFCCP and opposition to the proposed OFCCP regula-
tions: The very provisions which we see as vital for .women to benefit from the
Executive_ Order-appear to he at risk. This is a time when equal employment,
opportunity_ laws_ are_ beginning to have an impact, and increased enforcement is
vital to continue the gains women have achieved. Yet the Administration is severely
curtailing the scope and the enforcement provisions of those regulations. WOW
strongly suggests that the Executive Order_ program be strengthened. The four
recurnmendations we suggest would accomplish that goal we urge your close atten-
tion to and to the extent possible,; implementation of, our four recommendations.
The needs that underlie them were clearly' established and illuminated by the data
gathered, in the WOW study. We recommend that:

1. OFCCP's presence with construction contractors be increased through lin-
proved enforcement of the Executive Order regulations;

/ 2. OFCCP obtain direct jurisdiction over the construction trade unions;
3. Construction contractors increase- women - targeted recruitment efforts, es-

/ pecially through the utilization'of existing resources for women workers;
/ 4. Successful enforcement of the Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training goal

for women in registere-d-tramink programs.
/ In closing, we with to assure the Committee that the study's final repok
ible later this fall, Will- be distributed at, that time t0 the entire_Cornmittee. As far as

/ we know, the WOW- Construction Contract Comptiance Monitoring Project is
' unique. To our knowledge, it is Pie only study that documents the _workings_of

affirmative action and equal employment opportunity heyond_the_parameters_of a
single program's or organization s experience: The _W_OW study has_ trieti to docu!
Merit, compare, and Make an objective amassment of this Issue_ in _several sites
across the country. It is our hope that this pilot study_wilLire_recognized a_nd used as
an important place of evidenceevidence establishing:the need_for cont,ipued equal
at-61)10160M opportunity laws with strong and effective affirmative action provi-
sions. -

STATEMENT OF _ JANE P. _FLEMING.,__EXECUTEVE DIRECTOR,
WIDER' OPPORTUNITIES FOR WOMEN, WASHINGTON;
DX:, ACCOMPANIED BY LAURIE A. WESTLEY; COUNSEL
M§. Flt1iiiir4-o. Before I- begin I would like to introduce Laurie

Westley who is here with me. She is an attorney on our_staff who
has directed the study- to which I will be testifying today and she
will be able to answer technical questions abbut,it.,

Mt. Chairman and members of the committee:
Wider Opportunities for Women applauds your decision to hold

hearings on equal employment opportunity and affirmative action,
and for Providing-a forum for a much-needed discussion of this
important public policy issue;

I appreciate the opportunity to discuss our experience and our
concerns with you;

Background on Wider Qpportunities for Women,
Wider Opportunities for Women, Inc. [knOwn as __WOW],_ is _a 17=

year .---old independent, nonprofit -organization which works to
expand employment opportunities for women.

Since 1964, WOW has provided direct services to women seeking
assistance in entering or reentering the job market.

For the last 1-0 years; we have pioneered in developing employ-
ment programs for women in skilled, well-paid nontraditional occu-
pations; in working with emploYers and unions to develop a part:
nership for effective hiring and promoting of women, and iii serv-
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ing as advocates for women in the development of Federal employ-
ment policy.

This work has occurred in many forms,For 10 years, our nontra-
ditional work programs have offered hands-on-skills training in a
variety of skilled occupations, including construction.

As a result, Several _years ago WOW became involved in a suit
against the Department -of Labor, Advacates for Women. v; Mar-
shall.

The genesis of the suit was the lack of enforcement, by the
Department of Labor, of Executive Order 11246; as amended by
Executive Order 11375;

One result of this suit WAS the establishment of nationwide goals
and timetables for women in construction. They were established
in April 197g fbr a 3-year period. The goals are stated as a percent-
age of the total number of hours of work,

Currently, they are applicable_ to the contractor's aggregate
onsite construction work force, whether or not part of that Work
force -is Performing work on a Federal or federally assisted con-
struction_ contract or a subcontract.

Goals for the utilization of women _apply nationwide to all con-
struction icraftS. The goals and timetables for women were as fol=
lows: fro di April 1; :1978 to March131,_1979, 3.1 percent; from- Aprili
1, 1979 to March 31, 1980, 5 percent; and from April 1, 1980 to
March 31, 1981, 6.9 percent.

The goals are realiStic numerical objectives in terms of the
number of expected vacancies and the number of Qualified appli-
cants available. ThuS, if through no fault of the contractor there
are fewer vacancies than expected; he suffers no sanction Since he
is not expected to disPhice existing employees or to hire unneeded
employees to meet his goal.

Similarly; if the contractor has made every good faith effort to
include women but has been unable to do so in suffiCient nuniberS
to meet his goal; he is not subject to any sanction. The female
work-hours goalS are one objective measure of a contractor's_
firmative action success. But they were not meant to be the sole
measure. - ;

As a result of the above-mentioned suit, a 5---year Department of
Labor monitoring committee was established. The .purpose of the
committee is to oversee the implementation of the regulations and
to measure their effectiveness.

This responsibility includes oversight of,the goals and timetables
for women in construction and in the apprenticeship programs, the
outreach program and the enforcement efforta of the Department
of Labor.

I am an appointed member of this committee. This fall we -trust
that the committee will be convened by the Department of. Labor
for its fourth_meeEing.

In 1977, WOW established women's work force, a national net:
work of women's employment programs, to_monitor the impact of
public policy on Women's employment; to serve as a communica-
tions vehicle for approximately 100_ programs across the United
States, and to Strengthen the efforts of local .programs through
national technical assistance services.
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Most of the programs affiliated with women's work force provide
skills assessment, job counseling support services; job development;
and job placement services 'to women. Most focus on the needs of
economically disadvantaged women and work to open up new well-
paid opportunities in occupations formerly closed to womenthe
so-called "nontraditional" jobs.

These have included local employment programs, executive
agen5y committees, landmark legal cases and congressional hear-
ings and briefing sessions.

An expanded gtatement. on WOW's activities is included in our
written statement. ,

I would like now to move to the issue we are here to discuss
today.

Last year WOW received foundation funding to conduct a moni-
toring project to evaluate- the extent to which women have ob-
tained employment on Federal and federally assisted, construction
projects.

The Center. for National Policy. Review has assisted in this proj-
ect. The purpose of the project was to determine the confluence of
elements that create a successful utilization or an unsuccessful
utilization of-women construction workers.

WOW selected four locations as monitoring sites; these sites were
Tucson, Ariz.; Lbngyiew, Wash.; Raleigh, N.C.; and Louisville, Ky.

Approximately II0 interviews_ were conducted during the_ project.
In three of the four locations OFCCP/compliance review files were
examined.

Occupational segregation:
am here today to talk about the women who are breaking into

the well-paid nontraditional, blue-collar jobs long monopolized by
men, and what affirmative action means to- those women;

I would like to discuss the three issues that the WOW study has -
established as vital to the continued elimination of -occupational
segregation by sex in the construction trades.

The first issue is the need co focus resources on opening up
access for women to skills training and construction employment
opportunities.

_ The second issue I Will discuss is the demonstrated need for goals
and timetables for women in construction.

The third' issue is the requirement of a vigorous OFCCP enforce-
ment program.

Each illustrates the extent to which the OFCCP; women workers,
and women's programs must work in partnership to eliminate the
long-standing occupational segregation that exists in the construc-
tion trades.

The WOW :study establishes that theje are many more women
interested in working in the construction trades than can obtain
training or employment Therefore; the "bottleneck" occurs in
access to training or jobs, not in a lack of available women who are
interested in participating:

Whether contractors, unions, and joint apprenticeship and train-
ing committee coordinators_ do not -know where or how to find
women workers or, as the WOW study establishes, they simply are
not attempting to discover women workers; there are numerous

- ti 19
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)organizations mid agencies that could assist them in meeting their
goals.

One obvious, but overlooked, source is the training programs for
economically diSadVaritaged women that are funded through_public
Moneys. For example, one organization,_ beginnning ,a preapprenti-
ceship training program, held a meeting with area contractors and
unions to find out how many job-ready women construction work-
ers they would hire.

The placement goals were then- established on the basis of those
commitments. When the women h completed the training, how-
ever, the program was unable to ace one woman: These women
had excellent entry - level- skills; th were physically fit, but they
were- not hired although male construction workers were, being
hired during this period:

The issue- here, as elsewhere, was not a lack of available women,
but the inability of women workers to gain access to the construc-
tion trades:

The Second issue is the necessity for goals and timetables-for
women in construction.

One objection focuses upon the unreasonableness of _goals for the
specific contractor or union work force while agreeing to the need
for 'goals in principle:- .

One Contractor said "Goals -may be necessary in some cases, but
not in our,case."

Another contractor, Who had no women in his worr force, main
tamed that "numerical goals are_not necessary on our projects: I
imagine on a lot of projects they would be necessary:"

A third contractor said that he believed goals were necessary:
"Not for me but as a Whole you are going to need that. I know two
or three contractors who won't hire women until they ,are forced
to:"

A Second objection to goals was that' they were unattainable and .

therefore should be abolished. One contractor states, "I do not
think a goal should be set because women are not available: Most
women are not trained. If they wanted to work we would be over

,
any goal set."

An OFCCP Official agreed .that there were not adequate numbers
Of skilled women to meet the present goal. When asked why; the
official replied that it was due to sex discrimination by the unions
and in apprentice selection.

A program operator maintained that__ had no trouble recruit-
ing interested women; she stated,_ They have beaten the doors
down ever Since we opened; we turn away applicants." When asked
if there were enough interested women to meet the goals, she
responded, "Definitely:';

A third objection to goals_was that contractors should be permit=
ted to hire the best qualified worker available. One contractor
maintained that goals __were unnecessary and that contractors
wouldn't or didn't follow goals anyway, "The_labor market is such
that the construction-,-trades hire qualified persons rega,rdless of
race and sex: Numerical goals SerVe no purpose other, than to

,burden companieS with paperwork:"
One contractor who had never recruited or hired a woman

stated, "I Should have the right to hire who I want to."
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A variant an the concern for hiring whoever is most qualified is
the desire to hire whomever one pleases. One union Official re-
sponded to goals by saying, "I am not completely sold on goals;
Pretty soon there will be no jobs left for average white workers."

In 1979, women were only 4 percent of painters, 3 percent of
machinists, 2 percent of electrician% 2 percent of tool and die
makers, 1 percent of plumbers, of auto mechanics;
Given these statistics, the union official's fear appears ungrounded.

An OFCCP administrator stated, "Around here contractors only
hire men." When asked why the resistance exists the response was
that women are an unknown commodity and meant trouble on the
job because men do not want women working with them. The
official added that this is demonstrated by contractors permitting
harassment on the job so women will quit.

Many respondents were angry about the Federal GovernMent's
role in construction. One contractor 5tated: "The contractors in, this
town resent Government requirements:-they don't like having this
matter shoved down their throat§ and will go out of their way not'
to comply." ;

It is important to note, however, that amid the vociferous nega-
tive reactions to goals far women in construction were positive
reactions as well One union official stated that "Numerical .goals
have been necessary in the past. It is the only way to get people to
hire women. If we would do the right thing to begin with, Govern-
ment wouldn't have to make us."

A contractor with $15 million in contracts and no women in his
Work force said, "Goals are the only way. Contractors are not going
to do it voluntarily."

Often respondents saw goals as a transitional and limited meas-
ure. As one union business agent said, "Numerical goals are neces-
sary until contractors come to realize women can do the job."

The generally held conclusion was that goals, must be- enforced,
which brings me to the -third issue: The necessity for enforcement
by OFCCP of Executive Order 11246 regulations.

To the extent that the barriers of occupational segregation have
begun to fall, there is a partnership effort underway.. The combina-
tion is of determined women to want to obtain and retain jobs in
the construction trades and the aggressive enforcement by OFCCP
of Executive Order 11246, as amended.

It is' important to say at this point that we are not talking about
forcing companies to seek out women who might want jobs. Instead
we ,Are talking about the enforcement of _affirmative action laws
that support women who are qualified for jobs but have been
unable to obtain. them. .

Betty Jean Hall, director of the coal employment project, has
data an the numbers of women who sought coal mining jobs' when
those jobs became available to women.

Peabody Coal Company, by far the Nation's largest coal- produc-
er, showed in ita own affidavit that in Kentucky alone; the num-
bers of women applying for coal mining jobs increased rapidly as
the word spread that the coal companies would have to hire
women. The hiring occurred as followd:

In 1972, no women applied for mining jobs at Peabody in
Kentucky;
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In 1973, 15 women applied for mining jobs at_ Peabody in
Kentucky;

In 1974; 94 women applied for mining jobs at Peabody in
Kentucky;

In 1975, 291 women applied for mining jobs at Peabody in
KentuckY;

In 1976;. 297 women applied for mining yobs at Nab-tidy- in
KentuckY;

In. 1977; 720 women applied for mining jobs at Peabody in
Kentucky; and
__ Iii 1978; 1;131 women applied for mining jobs at Peabody in
Kentucky.

"These dramatic strides were made because of the effective en-
forcement Of equa! employment opportunity laws with affirmative
action provisions. Without the effectiVe enforcement of these laws,
women cannot break the economic barriers of occupational segrega-
tion.

An often repeated complaint about enforcement of the regula-
tions is the paperwork burden. Contractors answered a series of
questions concerning that issue.

Their responses to the questions of whether the reporting and
recordkeeping requirements are undtily burdeneome were split 60-
40 percent. Approximately 60 percent responded that the require-
ments -were not unduly burdensome

Those who felt that the requirements were a fair burden made
fewer additional comments. Two of those addendum§ were by way
of_suggeitions to other contractors on how to ease the burden.

ThoSe contractors who stated that the requirernenta were unduly
burdensome made a variety of explanatory comments. The most
frequent refrain was the cost element.. -

.It should be noted for the record that the contractor who said "It
costs me 50 percent of our corporate profits to fill out paperwork,"
has over $1 million in contracts.

Another subject of concern to the contractors who objected to the
paperwork burden was the degree of benefit to either the Govern-
ment or to the contractor himself. One contractor stated that; "The

don't do any_good. The Government doesn't do an adequate
job of enforcing compliance."

When contractors stated they would like the recordkeeping re:
quirements eliminated, they were asked how the OFCCP should
determine good faith compliance with the regulation& Most con,-
tractors maintained that t'he recordkeeping requirements were the
only workable system.

One contractor responded, "DOcumentation is the only way to
determine." Another contractor stated, "I don't see any other way
for-them to do it."

By way,of summary, WOW wishes to express Our "alarm at the
questions recently- posed for piiblic comment by OFCCP and 'our
opposition to the OFCCP regulations.

The very proVisions which we see as vital for women to benefit
from the Executive order appear to be at daft. This is a time when
equal employment opportunity laws are beginning tO have an
impact; and increased enforcement is' vital to continue the gains
women have achieved.
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Yet; the administration_ is severely curtailing the scope and the
enforcement provisions of those regulations. We strongly suggest
that the Executive order program be strengthened:

The four recommendations we suggest would accomplish that
goal. We urge your close attention to; and to the extent possible;
implementation of, our four recommendations.

The needs that underlie them were clearly established :and illu-
minated by the- data gathered in the WOW study. We recommend
that:

No. 1. OFCCP's presence with construction contractors be in-
creased through improved enforcement of the ExeCutive Order reg-
ulations;

No. 2. OFCCP obtain direct jurisdiction over the construction
trade unions; .

No 3. Construction contractors increase women-targeted recruit:
ment efforts; especially through the utilization of existing resources
for women workers;

Nb__ 4. Successful enforcement of the Bureau of Apprenticeship
and Training goal for women in registered training:programs;

In closing, we wish to assure the committee that the study's final
report, available later this fall, will be distributed to the entire
committee at that time:

As far as we know, the WOW construction contract compliance
monitoring project is unique. To our knowledge, it is the only study
that documents the workings of affirmative action and equal em-
ployment opportunity beyond the parameters of a single program's
or organization's experience.

The WOW study has tried to document, compare, and make an
objective assessment of this issue in several sites across the coun-
try.

It is our hope that this pilot study will be recognized and used -as
an important piece of evidenceevidence establishing the need for
continued equal employment opportunity laws with strong and
effective affirmative action provisions.

Mr. WEISS. Thank you very much. Ms. Westley, do you have
anything to add at this point or will you just -be available for
questions?

Ms. WESTLEY. I will just be available for questions.'
Mr. HAWKINS. Mr. Chairman, may I indicate for the record that

because-of a prior appointment .I could not be present this morning
for which I apologize to Ms. Fleming because I only heard part of
the testimony.

MS. Fleming, may I ask, first of all, whether or not vou see a,
distinction betwenquolas on the one hand and goals and timeta-
bles on the other?

Ms: VLEMING. Yes; I do, and I think that we are talking about
are goals and timetables, not rigid numerical so-called quotas.

Mr. HAWKINS. There are some witnesses who seem confused and
tried to confuse the public, I suppose, as well as this committee,
that there is no distinction between the two and try to make a case
based on an argument against quotas. You do see a distinction.

May I ask whether or not you see any possibility of making any
progress in the elimination of discrimination unless we do have
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some numerical goiila set tit least as a means of measuring whether
or not We are complying or even making ally progresS?

Ms. FLEMING: I think it is essential and what our study haS
demonstrated, AS you will .ee When you get the numerical data in

the final report; is that while ithA.not been startling -and dramak,
is there has been progress because of the goals and "timetables.

Mr. HAWKINS: May I ask you again whether or not you believe
that the adminiSitation's, proposal; as contained in the _prOposed

.regulations to concentrate on individual complaints as a means of
enforcement rather than clearing with class actions or with SySterri-
atic discrimination, offers any particular advantage over the cur- ."

rent system?
FiLtMISIG. I think it means the end .Of real enforcement.

Mr: HAWKINS. Finally, in connection with your statement_ you
indicated that you made certain recommendationS. You seemed to
be suggesting there be increased enforcement, within existing re-
sources. In view of the fact that the President has already proposed
and if Congress.goes ak.* With the proposal to_cut_back on the
personnel as Well as the funding.for EEOC and OFCCP, that mould
certainly weaken the effeetiVenesg of those agencies:

Isn't it a little idealistic for you to be recommending increased
enforcement under the proposed regulations and with the cutbacks
that have already been made?

MS. FLEMING: Probably. We have to keep trying.
Mr. HAWKINS. Have you had any opportunity to present your

views to the administration?
Ms WESTLEY. Yes.

FLtMINC. Yes, we have:
Mr; HAWKINS. Did you get any answers?
Ms. W ESII-EY. They believe that they are increasing qiirorcement

They believe that they are only cutting unnecessary:costs. It is a
curious dichotomy and when one looks at the regulations I dig-
agete, as many people in the civil rights community do :disagree;
but it is their perception or at least their public positien that they
,are going to increase enforcement by making the cuts they are
making. _ ,

If I may also enlarge on a feW of the_questions you have already
asked. In terms of the goals, there was a suit brought that WOW
was part of the so-called Advocates for_Wontett v. Mamhzill and it
was a suit againSt the Department of Labor for the lack of enforce-
ment of the Executive order to benefit women.

One of the results of that suit was goals and_ timetables for
women It was only after goal's were established that there was any

:effort at all to i'eatiiit and hire. women: Prior to that women were
not even considered_for construction trade employment:

The other Peint I would like to make is that I_ think the coal
employment fgures are the perfect evidence of the need for a
systematic approach to enforcement: When the coal emplayitient
project approached OFCCP concerning- problem of not knowing
where the specific- women were who would be interested in coal
employment but knowing that they-did exist, OFCCP.was the only
agency that could ,;help them because it 'could take that systematic
apptoach, and it was very successful as the figures clooument.
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Mr. HAWKINS._ Certainly I guess it buttreeses_the poktion I seem
to see as one individual. I am surprised at the calmness -of those of
us who fought for these_ things through Democratic and Republican
adininistratiah'8 since the Roosevelt adrninistratiom

This committee .has_ not had any indication, that anybody has
bee-dine angty as yet.. But we see what is happening today as-you,
along- with many othersi begin to _raise your objections. Yeti am
surprised at the caltnness with which individuals accept it as if
statements madeby--the'adininistration - are true when we know
they are not true. We allow national leaders to express themselves
on the media with very falSe statements; I could be much. stronger
in my _language but I won'tand yet there is such indifference, a
lack of feeling in: those who know what is happening and who
know what_ the results are going to be._

Those who represent _minorities_ and_ women and other groups
who are going to be adversely-- affectedand eventually_ all _soci-
etyand yet we seem to be accepting these things just as we accept
budget cuts and nobody yet has in my opinion, been strong enough
in opposinf,Ithese things.

Groups in the. Congress are _doing it but those who oppose them
are labeled along with the rest of the individuals. No-distinction is-
made; That; . think; is a sad commentary on our deinocracy. This
is not a lecture to you, certainly it is not intended to be, but the
fact. that we can discuss_ these things and make recommendationa
that we knew ard_notgoing to be accepted and know the results, it .

seems to _me we have to express ourselves and get others to express
themselVes much more strongly than we are now if we want to .

save dettinstaey and our institutions and if we want to make any
progress.

Ms. FLEMING. May I respond?
Mr. HAWKINS. Certainly.. -44:

MS. FUMING. Ih our work with many other groups across the
country one of the things' _that is_ really apparent: is that- most
people have not yet realized. the full extent of the administration
proposals Iviiich will_ dismantle the equal opportunity protections
that have beeneStabliShed. .

The _media has not put it together. It has_been a very piecemeal
reporting, if at all I would_ hope that would_ be one thing that could
'come out of these hearings; a strong report that shows the whole
pictuKe

- Mr. HAWICINS_ Thank_riLt Lcertainly want to- express apprecia7-
tion to _3roh and to the Wider Opportunities for Women and also at
this time to express appreciation to liur acting chairman_ today, Mr..
Weiss of New York, who was here to diligently pursue these hear-
ings -when I was called away and certainly express my aPpreciation
to him.

_Mr; WEISS.,Thank you; Mn ChairMan.
Fen wick.

Mrs; FENWICg. Thank you; Mr. Chairman.
I am fascinated that youi emphasis is so much on the construc-

tion trades and mining That happens to something I know a
little about. I was surprised to hear our distinguished chairman say
this had been worked since the Roosevelt administration.
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I can only_speak of the result L found in 1961 which was abso-
lutely zero. We had in the State of NeWjetsey, Bureau of APPren-
ticeship, over 4;700 apprenticeships of whom 14 Were nonwhite; and
none was a woman.

I, worked very hard and found six promi§ing young black appren-
tices who were desirous of entering the electfical union, and fih6lly
at 1 o'clock in the morning after-one het Summer night on Spring-
field Avenue in Newark, I was told 'in no uncertain terms- those
apprenticeships were saved for the sons Of members and perhaps
the ions of friends of members but certainly not for my six hopeful
young men:

This was the situation After the long period of work which we
heard describedJiere.

I see that you have as No 2 of ,your,,goals to obtain direct
jurisdiction over the construction trade unions. I wonder if your
organitation realizes the difficulty-cif such a thing?

Ms: ;FLEM1NG. Yesi-awe do; we work with both contractors and
unions in ounown program&
-_Mrs. FENWICK.- Finally;_I_PerStiaded the Commission on Civil
Rights to come into New Jersey; to Newark, to investigate this and
I will never forget the busines§ agent who testified and said quite
frankly, that he never had a black as a member of .the union...

I think there has been some Change. This was before I was in
politic§ and this was not a political exercise on __my part. I am
amazed to learn about the number of women applying for the jobs
in the Mines.

What could be more convincing? You start with 15 and wind up
With 1,000 in such_a short time

Ms. 'FLErviii..g. The_ same_ thing happened in Seattle when the
. pals were established; I believe, at the work -force paritg and
everybody said it was impossible...The sine thing happened in the
Maritime Administration in Pascagoula, Mis§., where they said
they would never_ get women Lot they- established goals anyhow.

Mrs. FENWICK. That isn't unionized. Did you have trouble there?
Ms. Fr.cnin4G. We were not working there but this was the exile=

Hence of the Maritime Administration and in Short order they had
vast numbers of women applying. '

Mrs. :FE;NWICK. Many of the skilled _trade& of -course; are not
unionized._ For example, in my hometown there was one_ person
who wanted to be a carpenter and had done 3 years apprenticeship

' with a Carpenter who was nonunion; thinking that would serve' as
an apprcriticeship. He was told to_go to the neighboring town and
sign lip as a mason; because he was Italian, they didn't want him
in the union for carpenters which had very few people of Italian

-origin.
So we had ethnic groups dividing not just black and white, and

Male from female; but German-origin Americans or Ariglo-Ameri-
cans from Italo-Americans. This is a very curious setup in the .

whole union _field:
I wondered if you had had experience and perhaps more difficu17

ty in the nonunionized area After all if there is a union_you can
talk to a specific persOn who is the business :agent and Who is
.4--

_ responsible. Did' you have more trouble with unionized or-nonun-
ionized contractors?
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Ms: FLEMING; I don't really know the answer to that.
WESTLEY. With the unions there are two hurdles to be

jumped:_ One is the union hurdle either access to the apprentice-
ship training program or the business agent and then the contrac-
tor hurdle-the contractor actually accepting the woman into the
workplace, in other words.

In Ronunion there is only one. You only have to deal with- the....
contractor. Since unions are not directly covered under the OFCCP
or under the Executive order; there is no real enforcement tech-
nique that OFCCP can use:

The way that unions are covered is that contractors are supposed
to report unions that are not referring sufficient :Lumbers of
*omen to OFCCP. If you understand the construction trades, one
realizes quickly it is not- in the contractor's interest to rad-that.

Mrs. FENWICK. Then that is what you meant by section 2 tot.
obtain- direct jurisdiction over the construction trade. _Of course
that would be a key thing if you are going to move into the highest
skilled trades.

MS. WESTLEY. yes.
Mrs. FENWICK. So -you would suggeit then the law be extended to

give jurisdibtion and goals for unions as well as for contractors. Is
that the point?

Ms. WESTLEY. Yes; the jurisdiction be extended, yes.
Mrs. FENWICK. T-hank you; Mr: Chairman.
Mr. WEISS. Mr. WaShington.
Mr. WASHINGTON. Thank you; Mr: Chairnian.
I want to thank you, Ms. Fleming, for sharing with us the results

of WOW's study._I find it _very helpful:
I share the chairman's concern about the lack of clamor -in

,:opposition to what_is,going oh in this administration relative to the
whole concept of affirmative action.

Mr. Reynolds, in charge of, the Civil Rights Division in the Jus-
tice Department, yesterday took the rather blunderous approach -to
this whale business and labeled this whole process as reverse dis-
crimination:

How do_ you- respond to that charge? What do you say about that
catchword which seems to frighten a lot of people?

Ms: FLEMING: I think it falsifies the issue completely. What we
are trying to do in' the first plaCewhite males have been discrimi-
nating for centuries, and what we are trying to do is redress the
balance so there is equal opportunity for everybody:_

Mr: WASHINGTON. Wouldlt be more apt instead of saying reverse
discrimination td.call it sort of shared discrimination? )

Ms. FLEMING. The French, who have established an affirmative
action system modeled somewhat n ours; call it positive discrimi-
nation. -

Mr. WASHINGTON; We_ have to get some words to replace "re-_
verse" because it does frighten people. It does conjure up that sort
of _thing: c 43

I have no more questions. '-
-Mr: WEISS: Mrs Fenwick had asked a question I think you start-

ed to respond to and then you were_ diverted: That was the re-
sponse_ of the construction unions to the effort to try to get them
more directly involved in jurisdiction:
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Do you want to complete that response as to what experience you
had with them?

Ms. FLEMING. With the anions?
Mr: WEISS. Yes.
MS. FLEMING. I think maybe I could best answer that by talking

about our own specific program experience with contractors and
unions where we began about 4 years ago.

We have dcine nontraditional training for If) years but noi) in
-,- construction until about 4 years ago when- we-finally persuaded the

carpenters' and the_ electricians' unions to begin working with us.
After about 2 years when they decided that it was a fruitful

relationship and that we didn't have horns and were not going to
sue them, they began to help7us connectwith other unions and
then finally with the Building Trades CounciL

Now we are working with about _six trades. They provide-': the
training. The journeymen who train_onr women are also committed
to helping them in the placement of jobs and into apprenticeships:

Actually, though,_ the key to it all, both in our own specific
programs and under the regulations is the contractors who hire,
because Without the jobs, the union question is irrelevant.

Under the regulations there can be leverage on the unions be-
cause contractors go to the unions for and can request women and
if they- don't get any women, then they can look for women outside
on their own. :

That is pretty powerful leverage if they want to use It
Mi. WEISS. Did your study involve only people who had Federal

contracts?
Ms. FLEMING. Yes.
Mr: WEISS. You were in four different locations?
Ms. FLEMING. Yes.
Mr. WEISS. How many companies, how m individuals were

the subject of your interview?
Ms. WESTLEY. We interviewed six contractors in each location,

six unions, three joint apprenticeship councils, six women employ,
ees; two or three women's programs, OFCCP; and the Bureau of
Apprenticeship and Training:

We also looked at 12 compliance review files which are the
OFCCP documentation or review of contractors' work forces to see
if in fact the regulations are being enforced or complied with in all
except for one location Where we could not obtain access to the
-files.

Mr. WEISS. Do you have any estimate as to`vwhat the situation is
in those areas where there are no Federal contracts involved, in
just the general industry itself ,as far as the hiring of women - is
concerned?

Ms; WESTLEY. That was Opecifically addressed in one of the inter-
views with a program director: This is not a women's training.'
program but a leap program that does recruitment and outreach
and is a placement vehicle:

She specifically said that one of the problems with goals is that
they only covered Federal contractors_ and it is only Federal con-
tractors who ever contact them for women; and that wishes
that all contractors were somehow brought under the same regula-
tions.
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Mr. WEiss. Go ahead.
Ms. WESTLEY. Her point would be that non-Federal contractors

do not hire women at all.
Mr. WEiss. Is it fair to assume in your testimony today that if in

factthe Federal Government now withdraws from enforcement of
its own regulation and equal oPortunity laws we have adopted, all
efforts to bring women into the work force in the areas you have
discussed, will in fact come to a halt or be seriously impaired?

Ms. WESTLEY:*I think they" would come to a halt and I think
there will be the absolute elimination of women in the nontradi-
tional fields.

M. FLEMING. The other side of that coin is the severe cuts in
BETA which provides the funding for the programs that train
women in these skills so it is the supply side.

Mr: WEISS. Do you feel your organization, or any other organiia-
tions, or the individual women who might be affected will have the
resources to in fact follow through on- generating individual legal
action either on their own or through the efforts of the Justice
Department?

Ms: FLEMING. Most of these women are low-income women who
do not have that kind of resource.

Ms WESTLEY; They also do not understand the system well
enough to participate in it on that level. Women who are working
in nontraditional jobs understand the tenuousness of their own
positions and to bring a lawsuit when they live in a particular
location and are going to have to deal again and again with the
same small universe of contractors is very difficult for them.

In the Study xnqst of the women that we interviewed had been
sexually harassed; yet only two chose any kind of formal working
through of that problem. One was sufficiently discouraged by_ an
EEO counselor that she never pursued a normal complaint. ThiS
other did and has been out of work now for 3 months.

Ms. FLEMING. I was going to make the same point.
Mr. WEIss. So that again the thrust of _your testimony is. that

either the Federal Government continues to exercise its responsi-
bility or nobody is going to be enforcing the effort.

Ms. FLEMINC. It is a systematic problem; not an individual prob-
lem

Mr. WENS. Thank you very much.
I -think it has been very important and valuable testimony and

we look forward to receiving the full copy of your report.
Mr-WEiss7Ourifirst scheduled witness, Mr. Benjamin Hooks, if

you will approach the table I think we can proceed at this point.
Again I want to welcome you on behalf of the committee and to
express our understanding that given the vagaries of travel and
traffic, meeting schedules these days is even more difficult than

We have a full statement that will be; without objection; entered
into the record. You proceed as you see appropriate.

[The prepared statement of Benjamin Hooks follows:]
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF BKNJAMIJ' L. HOOKS, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, NATIONAL
ASSOCIATION FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF COLORED PEOPLE

Mr. Chairman and members of this Subcommittee, I am Benjamin L. -HOoks,
Executive Direttor of the National Association for the Advancerrient of Golbred
People (NAACP).

Addompanying me today is Althea T. L. Simmons, Director of WaShington
Buretiii. I appreciate this opportunity to .appear before you on behalf of the more
than 1800 local branches, state conferences, youth and college units Of the As-stti-
iition.- to voice Our wholehearted s_up_port for the continued use of affiriiiiitiVe action:.
to achieve parity within the American labor force and "educational institutions.

Affirmative actionthe taking_of positive steps to seek out and include qualified
blacks; hiispanics; womenand_o_ther victims of systemic invidious diScriiiiination in
the ranks of previously segregated areas of public life, has proven to be the only
effective means_ of mitigating the present effects' of years, of diScrirriihation in
employment and _educational institutions.

Affirmative action as p_ublic policy has beenin existence -since the 1960'8. It
became our nation's pronounced policy of attempting to erase the present effects of
past discrimination at a time when our country had before it everWhelrhing evi-
dente that blacks; Hispanics, and women remained underrepresented in the nation's
edutational institutions and underutilized in technical and skilled Professions, --de -'
Spite previous efforts undertaken to redress these inequities. It was deteriiiined that
it efforts_ to make whole the victims of invidious discrimiriatien, Which included
policies of "riondiserimination", were insufficient to erase the iheidence and depth of
inequality which remained manifest. More than neutrality Wag. needed -to- achieve
parity. As blacks had_ for_yearebeen deliberately and systematically excluded from
the American mainstream because of their cator, their ,incliigion Would likewise
have 'to be deliberate, systematic and race - conscious. What was needed and what is
demanded is positive action to either promote opportunitieg to qualified members of
the victimized clizs; or_ to enable members of this class to- become qualified where
they are not Such _action is the only way America can realize its aim of achieving a
desegregated society after hundreds of years of segregationthe Only Means of
redressing the biro contingencies in the direction of equality. NO less is sufficient to
overcome the residuenfinstitutional discrimination.

The intended beneficiaries of affirmative action are the- victims of past and
present discrimination. The theory supporting the concept of affirmative action is
the benign treatment of blacks, Hispanics and women, after generations of exclusion
from the mainstream of American*ciety.

The constitutionality of affirmative measures to recruit, employ,- and promote
members of the _protected class, ;is now well settled. Oh three-oecasions in recent
years; the Supreme Court upheld the constitutionality of affirmative action, in
Regents of the_University of California v. Bakke the,-Ourt affirmed the constitution-
al _power_of _federal and state governments to act affirmatively to remedy rlisatIva12-
tages _caskon a group by past racial prejudice. The,CoUrt went further and conslud7
ed that race can be used as a factor in-shaping the Affirmative. remedY._ In _United
Steel Workers of America v. Weber, the- Court concluded that privetaemployers and
unions may voluntarily agree uric:in a bona fide affirmative action_plan that takes
race into account for the purpose Of eliminating-manifested racial _imbalances in
traditionally segregated job categories. - Most recently; in Fullilove_v_Klutzaick, hy a
vote of 6 to 3, the Ceiirt approVe4 the 10 percent minority business enterprise (MBE)
provision contained in the 1977 Public Works Employment Act.

Despite the high court's clear and consistent holding that affirmative action plans
which take race -into account and impose numerical goals and timetables do not
offend the constitution, affirmative action _is_once _again on trial. Some are still
arguing that affirmative action is repugnant te-the constitution"Un-Americae

_a retreat freiri the constitutional mandate of equal protection. Those who hold thiti
view "however; fail to accord deference to _some established tenets of Federal law.

CaSe law establishes beyond_preaciventure that historically; racial claSSifications
have oast an ignominious shadow over the nation history and its beak ftindeinen-
till principles as a free _democratic society.' These classificatiMiS were designed,
utilized and enforced- "explicitly or covertly to stigmatize, exclude or accord inferior
treatment to minorities.2 The Supreme Court's doctrine hcilding racial Classifica-

'Bolling v. Sharpe. 347 U.S. 497 (1954): Me Laurin v. Oklaharna; 339 U,S. 6371L950): Sweatt lb
Painter, 339 U.S. 629 (1-950hSipuel v. Oklahoma, 332 US._63/' (1948) (per curiamk Missouri ex
rel. -Gaines N r i . Ciiheidii. 305 U.S.- 3 3 1 (19371: Pearson v. Murray, M 590 (1936).

2 Bakke v:. Regents of the Univ. of Cal. 18 Cal. 3d 34, 67, -132 Cal. Rptr. 680,703; 553 2d 1152;
1175 (1976) (Tabriner. J. dissenting), aff'd in part, rev'd in part; 438 U.S. 265 (1978). See; e.g.,
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lions constitutionally "suspect" arose iri the context of these classifications which
had the purpose and effect of disadvantaging blacks and other minorities.

The central purpose of the equal protection clause of the fourteenth amendment
and of federal civil rights legislation was to. protect_ blacks and others from oppres-
sion and discrimination inflicted by the majority. The Court has not implied that
non-oppressive and non-invidious racier classifications imposed under these laws are
suspect or impermissible. On the contrary, the Court has consistently permitted
race to o-be taken into account for remedial purpmes. See, e.g., Bakke; Weber; Fulli-
love, supra. These cases and others have upheld the utility of racial classification as
a viable means of eradicating "badges of slavery". and promotin& the goals embodied
in the fourteenth amendment. Moreover, where .segregation results from direct or
indirect racially motivated pubLicpolicies, the Constitution has been he to require
favorable treatment of minorities.3

In the field of employment, societal discrimination has had particulary gruesome
effects upon the lives of those who are the objects of that discrimination. These
effects may never be mitigated without some form of preferential treatment being

riaccorded to the innocent victims of the discrimination. Over a peod of years blacks
have been segregated, from the mainstream of employment_by law and custom. The
overt and.covert practices of excluding the black worker has had the unjust, effect of
providing the white worker with job security _and economic development. The pover;
ty experienced by many blacks. today is a direct consequence of their history of
unemployment. Unfortunately, the consequences of these institutional practices of
radial dicrimination remain manifest. The actions which resulted in the exclusion of
blacks were deliberate, systematic, and race-conscious. The plan for their inclusion
must likewise be deliberate, systematic, and race-conscious. '

It is,,against this background that a distinction must be drawn between racial
classifications designed to discriminate and those designed to eliminate the plight of
those who have for years suffered the dehumanizing effects of slavery.

The Constitution's guarantee of "equal protection of. the laws" does not provide
that race may never be used as a form of classification for scarce benefits.4'urther-
more, the Constitution does not provide that courts would be wrong to sanction such
racial classification& The problem is to determine when the racial classification is
justified and when it is not.

The fact of being black does not ipso facto give rise to a moral 'claim for differen-
tial treatment, but the fact of blackness, in correlation with certain other consider.
ations, may give rise to such a claim. W. Bernard, The Idea of Justice and Equality
127 (1971), Congress found the consideration of the historical and contemporary
discrimination against blacks and others, which resulted in their underrepresenta-
tion in the nation's educational institutions, and underutilization in the American
labor force, sufficient to warrant their differential treatement. This decision is
sound and in no way offends the equal protection clause. For one cannot properly
speak of equal distribution of goods, whether it be educationally oriented .or employ-
ment oriented, wihout taking into consideration the distribution of the opportunity
of achieving these goods. Therefore, in oi.der to treat's ll persons equally, to provide
genuine equality of opportunity, society must pay attention to those- with fewer

inative assets and to those born into less favorable positions, particularly where, as
is the case with black Americans, the persons with fewer native- assets those, born
into legs favorable conditionswere so born because of the intentional invidious acts
of the majority. The idea is to redress the bias contingencies in the direction of
equality. affirmative action requires no more than thisredressing the bias contin-
gencies in-the direction of equality.

Justice Blackman recognized the propriety of this school of thought In the Bakke
case he opined: order to go beyond racism, we must first take account of race.
And in order to treat some persons equally, he must treat them differently." 438
U.S. at 447.

Until, the bias contingencies are redressed in the direction of equality, that is
until blacks and others who have been for years denied an equal opportunity to
compete for this country's employment and educational opportunities; are fully

*-\

Hunter v. Erickson 393 U.S. 385 (1969); Jones, v. Mayer Co.. 392 U.S. 409,'445 -47 (1968); Gayle v.
Browder, 352 U.S. 903 (1956) (per curiart).

3 In United States vr Jefferson County Board 'of Education, 372 F.al.836 (5th Cir. _1966), tett.
den - sub_nam. _ddrt Parish &loot Bd. v. United States, 3S9 US. 840 (1967); the court of appeals
held that school districts formerly segregated by law must go beyond neutrality and take
affirmative action -to -bring blacks- into formerly -whitewhite schools. See also, Swarm v. Charlotte-
Mecklenburg Bd of Education, 402 U.S. (1971); trter v. Golicg5er.45aF.2d n15 (8th Cir. 1971),
cert. den., 406 U.S. 950 (1972); Porcelli v. Titus. 431 F.2d 1254 (3d Cir. 1970), cert. den., 402 U.S.
944 (1971).
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integrated into the American labor force, at all levels of employment and, in the
Nation's educati_onal institutions, there will remain a need for affirmative :action.

While affirmative action,has to date yielded some positive results, there is clear
and present needfor its continued use An inordinately high percentage of the black
population is- poor. Blacks have an unemployment'rate of more than twice_that of
whites. Blacks are uhderrepresented in the Nation's educational institution_The
poverty and undereducation of blacks is a direct consequence of the well-entrenched
patterns of discrimination which permeate this society evew;today. Affirmative
action which takes race into account is the only viable means by which black can
"catch up" and assume their rightful place in today s society Any_plan_fon achiev-
ing equal opportunity, after years of invidious discrimination; which_does _not take
race into account is inadequate to erase the depth and incidence of discrimination
which permeate this society. Such plans must be rejected forthwith. _

The NAACP finds particularly odious the Justice Department's three - pronged
approach td achieving equal opportunity which was aired before this_Stibcornmittee
yesterday; by Assistant Attorney General William Bradford Reynolds. -The Justice
Department's proposal reflects a complete abandoment of this Nation's_affirmative
action policy; and runs contrary tun now established tenets of law.It_is .an- affront to
bled( Americans and others who suffer the dehumartizing effects of invidious dis-
crimination. .

The Department_ proposes to abandon the use of goals and timetables for hiring
minoritiesand women in labor forces which have over the years_accorsied white
nudes preferential treatment, and systematically excluded blacks and others. The
Department would likewise retreat from -its present policy of seeking broad class
relief to "make whole" the victims of inVidious discrimination, and req_u_ire case-by-
case litigation of individual discrimination cases; Each of these _proposals runs
contrary to the letter and spirit of the law and will turn the clock back more than
forty years.
-A;sl*rave already suggested the fallacy of the notion advanced' by the Department,
that race-conscious affirmative relief to remedy the present effects. of historical and
contemporary discrimination, in some way offends the Constitution-Ex_aminaticrn of
the law regarding class relief and the use of goals and timetables belies the Depart-
ment's position on these points as well.

Discrimination on the basis of race, color, religion, sex; or nationaLorigin arei by
definition class discrimination.4 Necessarily then, relief from_discriminatory prac-
flees_ must be class reliefand the Supreme Court has recognized that- the relief
must be broad, affirmative relief,

Where a respondent has engaged in unlawful employment practices, Title VII
specifically states that the courts have authority_not_only_to enjoin continuation of
the practice (as suggested by Mr. Reynolds to be the_ ppropriate relief,-but also to
order "such affirmatiVe action as may be appropriate,!_ 70fi(g), 42 U.S.C. 20006=5.

Although the granting of affirmative relief issliscretionary in nature,- the Su-
preme Court has emphasized that Congress' purpose in granting the courts this
discretion was to make-it possible for the 'fashion[ing] [of] the most complete relief
possible.'" Altkrtharle Fag& CO. v. Moody; 422 ILS, 405 (1975). The Courts are to
"[issue] broad remedial Orders to eradicate discrimination throughout the economy
and make persona Whole for injuries suffered through past' discrimination. Id., at
421.

In Lou liana V. United Slates; 154, the Supreme -COurt stated the
dutY courts generally in cases_of discrimination. This the NAACP believes is also
the duty of the Justice Department:_" [The court fend Justice] hake] not merely the
power but the duty to render_a_clecree [and Justice to seek relief] which will so far
as pOssible eliminate the discriminatory effects of past as well as bar like discrimi-
nation in the future!!

In the Weber decision, the Court explained that this bread- equitable reliefoould
he fashioned even absent a specific judicial oiradministrativefinding of past discrim-:
illation. ,

The relief_ include the setting of race-conscious goals and timetables_ for
hiring minorities and women (referred to by some as preferential hiringt° back pay,

Haul. v. CagatePalmolitv Co., 416 F.2d 711 (7th Cit,_19694; Qatis v.. Grawn Zellerbach-Corp.,
4:198-F.2d- 4i.)(3, 499 (5th Cir. MS); Hicks v. _Crown Zeilerbach-Corp., 49 F.R.D.- 184: 188 (E.D.1;ti.
19671; Hall ej Ifferthari _Bag Corp , 251 F.Supp. 184,- 186 tM.D. Tenn. 1966). Set Monett v
Department of Social _Services of N.Y., 357 F.&100. 1051; 10541Si). N,Y. 19721 (42 U.S.C. 1983
case). Congress confirmed this approach to Title_VII by indicating an intent not to affect class
action practice ufider the Act when it amended the statute in 1972.

'_Although 703(g); 42 U.S.C.- 2000e-21.) colnsels against preferential treatinent,_it is now.well
settl6d that this does not preclude preferential relief necessary to remedy past discrimination..
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retroactive seniority; and any other relief deemed necessary to "make ' the
victims:

This is the present status of lawWined at ameliorating th_e effects- of--historical
And contemporary discrimination -_-a national policy of the highest priority. Franks
v. bowman Transportation Co., 424 U.S. 747; 788-79 (1976);

The present effects of discrimination remain manifest Black unemployment-is
more than twice that of whites. According to the. National Urban League employ-
ment report, black unemployment is close to 31 percent6 Black male college gradu,
ates who are fortunate enough to find work; earn about the same annual income as
white high school graduates-There are still disproPortionately low numbers of
black§ in managerial, technical and highly skilled professions. There is only 1 black
doctor for every 3,400 black persons as compared with 1 white doctor for every 557
white persons.7

These statistics crystalize the fact that black 'Americans-Continue to 'suffer the
expense and inconvenience of the deliberate race-conscious policies which have cast.
them into a second class citizenship. The present Administration must not falter
from the position accepted by past Administrations and the Court, that deliberate,
race-conscious. measures must be taken to incorporate the victims of invidious
discrimination, into mainstream America:

STATEMENT OF BENJAMIN L. HOOKS; EXECUTIVE- DIRECTOR;
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF COL=
ORED PEOPLE, . ACCOMPANIED BY ALTHEA T. L. SIMMONS;
DIRECTOR; WASHINGTON BUREAU; NAACP
Mr. Hoots. Thank you, Mr: Chairman. We were here 10 minutes

tobut the bulletin gave the wrong meeting room. We satin room
2175 for a half hour until someone came to look for us:

Mr: Chairman and members of the subcommittee:
I am Benjamin L. Hooks, executive director- of the National

Association for the Advancement of Colored People. Accompanying
me today is Althea T. L: Simmons, director of our Washington.
bureau:

.I appreciate this opportunity to appear before you_ on behalf of
the more than 1,800 branches; State conferences, youth and college
units of the association to voice our wholehearted support _for the
continuing: use of affirniatiVe action to achieve parity within the
American labor force and educational institutions:

I have a written statement that I would like to request that it be
entered into the hearing record. I will direct my oral-comments to
the Justice Department's three-pronged. approach for achieving
equal opportunity:

The, NAACP believes that the. Justice Department's proposal
reflects a completeabandonrnent of this Nation's affirmative action
policy and runs contrary to now established tenets of law. It is an

In the Bakke case, Justices Brennan, White, Marshall, and-Blackman summaelzed the law with
regard to preferential treatrnent, in the followfng manner: 4

10 fur cases under Title. VII of_the Civil _Rights Act.have held that,in order to achieve minorit
participation in previously segregated areas of public life, Congress may require or authorize

referential- treatment for those likely disadvantaged by societal racial discrimination. Suth
legislation has been sustained even _without a requirement. of findings of intentional racial
discrimination by those required or authorized to accord preferential :reatment, or *a case-by-
case determination that those -to be benefitted suffered from racial discrimination. These deci-
sions compel the conclusion that states also may adopt race-conscious _programs_designed to
overcome substaittinl_chronic_minority tioderreyresentation where there is reason to believe
that the ,evil addressed is a product of past racial discrimination. (Regents of-the Univetsity of
California v. Bake,. -- U.S. --, 98 S.Ct. 2733, 2787. gee .Justice Powell's Response at page
2858, fn. 44).

"The-Urban League 'counts unemployed persons; "discouraged workers", and 46 percent of the
part-time workers who want full-time wqrk.

vThese- figures were taken from a yet unpublished statistical study prepared by Dr..Eli-zateth
Abramowitz of Howard University's institute fnr the Study of Educational Policy (LSEP).-
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affront to black Americans and others who suffer the dehumaniz-
ing effects of invidious discrimination. ,

The Department proposes to 'abandon the use of goals and time-
tables 'for hiring minorities and women in- labor forces which have
over the years accorded white males preferential treatment, and
systematically excluded blacks and others.

The Department would likewise retreat from its present policy of
seeking broad class relief to make whole the victims of invidious
discrimination, and require case-by-case litigation of individual dis-
crimination cases. Each of these prOposals runs contrary to the
letter and spirit of the law and will turn the clock back more than
40 years,

Case Jaw establishes beyond peradventure that, historically,
racial classifications have cast an ignominious shadow over the
Nation's history and its basic fundamental principles as a free
democratiC. society.

These classifications were designed, utilized; and enforced explic-
itly or covertly to stigmatize; exclude or accord inferior treatment
to minorities.

The Supreme Court's doctrine holding racial classifications con -
stitutionally suspect arose in the context of these classifications
which had the purpose and effect of disadvantaging blacks and
other minorities.

The central purpose- of the_ equal protection clause of the 14th
amendment and of Federal civiErights legislation was to protect
blacks and others from oppression and discrimination inflicted by
the majority, A

The Court has not implied that nonoppressive and noninvklious
racial classifications imposed under these laws are suspect or im-
permissible.:

On the contrary; the Court has consistently permitted race to be
taken into account for xemedial purposes.

Case law has clearly:and consistently upheld the utility of racial
classification as a viable means of eradicating "badges of slavery':

-7--and promoting the goals embodied in the 14th amendment..'
- _Moreover, where_ segregation results from direct or indirect ra

cially 'motivated public policies, the Constitution has been held to
require favorabre treatment of minorities:

In the field or .employment, societal discrimination has had par-
ticulailST grtiegbine"effects upon the lives of those who are the
objects of that dikrimination.

This discrimination,- on the basis of race; .color, religion, sex, or
national origin is, by definition, class discriMination. Necessarily
then, relief -from these discriminatory practices must' be class
reliefand ihe Supreme Court has recognized that the relief must

broad, affirmative relief.
Where a respondent has engaged in unlawful_employmenCpra6-

tices, title VII specifically states that the_courtS have anthotity not
only to enjoin_continuationof the practice [as suggested by Mr."
Reynolds to be the appropriate reliefJ, but alSO, to order` "such
affirinative action as may be appropriate:" 706[g], 42 U.S.C. 2000E-
5:

Although the granting of affirmative relief is ,discretionarY M
nature, the Supreme Court has emphasized that Congress purpose
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in granting e courts this discretion was "to make it possible for
the 'fashion[ ] PA the most con5lete-relief possible'." Albermarle
Paper Ca v. Moody, 422 U.S. 405 [19751 The courts are to: -

"[Issue] road 'remedial orders to eradicate discrimination
throughou the econbmy and make persons whole for, injuries ail=
fere& thro ghpast discrimination:" ID.; at 421.

In Lou- iana v. United 8tates, 380, U.S. 145, 154, the Supreme
Court sta the duty of courts generally in cases of discrimination.
This the AACP believes is also _the duty of the Justice Depart-
ment: . ,

[T]he Co rt [and Justice] halve] not merely the power but the duty to render a
decree [an. 'Justice to seek relief] which will so far at possible eliminate the
discrimin ory effects of past as well as .bar like discrimination in the future.

In th = Weber'clecision, the Court explained that this broad equita-
ble reli f could_ be fashioned even absent a specific judicial or_
admini ration finding of_past discrimination.

T elief may include the setting of racezconscious goals and
tim alpes for hiring minorities and women [referred to by some as
preferential hiring]; back pay, retroactive seniority, and any other
relief eemed necegsary to make whole the victims.

This is the present status of law aimed at ameliorating the
effectS of historical' and contemporary discriminationa national
policy] of the highest priority. Franks v. Bowman Transportation
Co.; 424 U.S. 747, 778-79 [1976].

The present effects of discrimination ,remain manifest. Black
unemployment is more than twice that of- whites: _Black; male;
,college graduates who are fortunate enough to find work,_' earn
about' the same annual income as_ white high school graduates.

Th re are still disproportionately low numbers of blacks_ in man- --
ageri 1, technical; and highly skilled professions., There is only I
black doctor for every 3,400 black persons as compared with 1
white doctor for every 557 white` persons;

Th se statistics 'crystallize the fact that black Americans contin-
ue to- suffer the expense and iuconvenience of the deliberate race-
consc ous policies which have cast them into a second-class citizen-.
ship.

The present administration must not falter from the position
accep ed by past administrations and the ,Court,_ that deliberate,
race-t nscious measures must be taken to incorporate the victims
of inv dious discrimination into mainstream America. ;-

The k yoU; Mr:. Chairman; and the committee; for allowing me
', this o portunity to be heard on this very vital issue.

I w 11' be happy to respond to any questions you may have.
. Ms. immons, did you want.to say anything at this point?

Ms. SIMMONS. No; I will answer any questions.
Mr. EISS. Mr. Hawkins._ .. -. -

Mr AWKINS: Mayi express my own appreciatipn to Mr. Hooks
and M . Simmons, both of whom have-been in this fight for a long
time c nsistently since the early days. I think we certainly owe a
debt of gratitude to the NAACP- and to its executive director, Mr.
Hooks, or the progress that has been marde. -

If the e is any hopeand thereAs a small ray of hope-7-ft certain-
ly is th ough such readership. So I think it is, a great pleasure to
have th testimony before the committee today.
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Mr. Hooks, I am sure that you are fully aware of both the budget
cuts as well as the efforts to reduce and to in some instances
eliminate the enfdrcement of civil rights laws.

May I ask you what I believe I aSked_the other witnessesI am
quite. sure _there _is general agreement between the views expressed,
by you in the Statement and certainlyi-the_majority of this commit-
teewhy do you believe there has been so little public, reaction to -
what is threatened in the unbearable budget:Cuts already being felt
and the vast majority which have not yet had impact, the threat to
the almost total elimination or lack of enforcement of civil:rights
laws and yet we seem to have as yet so little public discusSion?

There seems to be some public Support to what is ',sing proposed.
We deal with all of the reasons ,why it should not be but why is it
that there iS a perception that budget cuts somehow are desirable, -
that everybody is going to get a tax reduction and that the laws are
going to be nf6reed and there is so little reactione on the part of
the public to this entire threat?

Mr. HookS. dui not altogether able to formulate answers to that
important question.except that I remember specifically that-in the
early part of this administration the NAACP spent.almost $200,000
preparing an economic plan for recovery which we presented to
Mr. Bush at the White House in the absence of Mr. Reagan during
his recovery from a gunshot wound.

remember when We came out of the west wing of the White
House and we faced a battery, of news people, the only question
they really asked is why are you up here when it is all over up
here?

The congressional Black Caucus went to great efforts to prepare
a beautiful _document. Mr. Fauntroy called a press conference.
When the evening news came on they had a coverage that lasted
about 5 seconds.

I think itis difficult to engender public debate when the estab-
lished communication simply act as.-.if there is but not one cited.

Recently there has been change, and' _I think that is for the
better but in the early part of this administration it would almoSt
get no attention anywhere. It is hard to discuss when you can't get
it out before the Public.

The recent Federal CZanmunications Commission action to elimi-
nate the fairness doctrine=-4 know it is extraneous to this discus-
sion certainly impacts on the ability of people who are in the
minority.

I would hope that these hearings and other hearings we have
attended will have the effect of focusing_ some attention to the fact
that this administration is actually rolling .back the kinds of en-
forcement action that have been proven to be effective.

When went to the FCC I served as EEO ,Commissioner. They
had those affirmative recruitment policies Mr. Reynolds _talked
about. They are almost meaningless We didn't have to deal -with
affirmative recruitment, that doesn't mean hiring affirmatively.
We had to deal with the results.

We went through ream after ream of paper where these enter-
,prises had elaborate systems of recruitmentthe Urban League
and the NAACP.. They say they advertise in black newspapers but
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nowhere were they required. to say what happened When you re-
cruited.

I think the administration ignores history or is not concerned
about effective enforcement of the law.

, I have tried to indicate that when you think in terms of the fact
that most people who are discriminated against are the poorer
people, who do not have access to lawyers and courts and do not
understand the .remedies, and you put the burden of eradicating
discrimination on their backs, it is very unfair:

Mr. HAWKINS. May _I suggest one possibility in trying to get the
truth. That seems to be the most difficult thing; I recd the Kice
President speaking to the NAACP Conference this year in defend-.
ing budget cuts and -the elimination mid reductions in jobs pro-
grams, including.- CETA, the Comprehensive Employment and
Training Act.

He made a statement that in many of these programs the admin-
istrative costs were as high as 60 percent That statement was

.made to the public in reference to budget cute in an effort to show
these mrograms have not succeeded; that the employment programs
of the sixties had failed, that CETA had failed, and so forth.

Since that time We have- been trying to find out what program he
was referring to. .What program has as much as administrative
costs_of60 percent? There was no backing up.

The President on national television has twice indicated that he ,

was opposed to any cuts in social security. In one of the instances
he made that statement we had already slashed social security 'at
his-suggestion. .

He is going to go on TV tonight to repeat his pledge to support
social security knowing full well there is no way to balance the
blidget unless we do slash social security and so we are going to
listen to another episode of Jaws 2 talking about budget cuts.

Already. in Congress in the Gramm-Latta budget reconciliation
bill; there is going to be approximately 51-percent reduction in
CETA, which means the total elimination of public service employ-
ment and the Young Adult Conservation Corps programs.

The credibility of-our national leaders is involved: I was wonder-
ing if you; .as the leaders of one of our great national institutions,
might consider inviting such leaders to discuss the issues; I wonder
whether it would be a good idea to do it contingent on the ability of
any of the individuals making statements to which objections could
be,raised to verify some of, the statements that they make. They
will make a wonderful case of supporting equal righth; of being
against discriminatiOn, of not doing anything to hurt the needy
knowing full well what they are doing is hhrting people, yet we
have no way of. calling them to task for the statements they make.

Do you believe it would be feasible for organizations such as. the
NAACP to demand that those who seek to be heard before such
groups be responsible for the statements that they make? How we
could work it out is another matter.

I think the threat of saying beautiful phrases is that if you are
not responsible for what you are saying; you are going to be held to
task and what you say might be the means of eliminating some of
them from the rhetoric which they profess to adhere to but we
now full well they don't.
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Mr. HbokS, think your premise is good-, I am not sure how We
Can enforce it What we did at nur own conference, we only- invited
the President- and the .c...lecret:ary of Housing and Urban DevelOP.
merit. We had a press coni,:rence _immediately afterwards in which
we attemPted_to go _over Certain statements made. Our rebuttal did
not receive equal time to Say the least, but at least our delegates
were given information about that

One of the other problems as I' read the statement in the Wash-
ington Post a few weeks ago-when Budget Stockman teSti=
fied before Chairnian Carl Perkins' Committee on Education and
Labor, Mr. Stockman was throwing around some figures-Mr. pet:
k'ins rebutted hini_from the viewpoint of one who has been around
for many years, Mr. Stockman said; well, if my figures are wrong
We will go to something else,

In other words, the figureg didn't mean very much.
The point is they are determined to cut without regard to who

getS hurt. -I was amazed at that exchange. Rather than the Biidget
Director saying let me g back and look at thishe instead said if

/ your figures are right let's move on, it doesn't change my view:
point.

I,:think the approach has been we decide how much we are going
to cut and_then we decide_who it hurts and we don't really care. I
think the NAACP; as an organization will be stepping up its rhet-
oric in terms of try;ng to get some attention- o it._

In a fight like this you welcome all allies. I notite we have
received strong support from Wall Street recently and I am not'
going to be very upset about the types of helP I get: I don't know
much about Wall Street but I welcome their investigation of cer-
tain policies. .

The things that we said in the human rights and labor commtini-
ty are now being said by others and are getting repeated much
better.

I would like to_ make clear. for the. record; as it relates to reverse
discriminatioh, _Chat it is almost ludicrous to think you can have
300 or 400 years of deliberate discrimination-based on color and sex
and you can simply close your eyes and say don't pay any attention
to it and it goes away.

Our word has been reversal of discrimination 'because what we
have had has been discrimination;_aa_a_previbus witness testified;
for White males. -There is no question that every job in this country
for a long time that was good was there for white males Now that
We are _opening the door_ to everybody; I can sort of sympathize
with how they feel but I don't-agree they were ordained by God to
haVe all those jobs and we are.just simply cogecting something
that has kept in our_historY. .

I am satisfied that white males who are competent and qualified
will not be _lost in this country. I think they will be able to make it

Mr, HAWKINS; Mr. Chairman, may I just Clatify the one point.
The-comment about the actual 60 percent of administrative costs

clause was not, per se, made at the NAACP convention: He did
deal with administrative costs but the comment about_ the 6o_pet7
cent was a restat of a speech at Thskeegee Institute. I just want to -
make Sure we locatethe point where he made the statement that
was absolutely untrue.
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Mr. WEISS. Mr. Washington.
Mr. WASHINGTON. Mr. Hooks; I join the acting chairman and Mr.

Hawkins in welcoming you here this morning. I shall add that
phrase= reversal of diScrimination to my growing list of phrases
which I shall use in the future.

Mr. Reynolds yesterday clearly indicated that where .a pattern of
discrimination was found to exist they would combat it with affirm-
ative recruitment. Are you privy to any discussions of the adminis-
tration attempting to spell out what they meant by recruitment?

Mr. Hooxs. No; sir; I have not been privy/ to any conversations
about that. In fact, my contacts with the administration have not
been as extensive as I would have desired.

I am not trying to suggest that they have closed the door because
they have not. They may be closed but I haven't knocked so I don't
!:now.

What happened as, read his testimony on affirmative recruit-
ment is if one is familiar with the history of this act and how we
progressively were able to enforce it, affirmative recruitment was
one of the first tools and remedies we used to try to get the
employment situation in a better posture.

It was passed over, discarded, because it didi.not produce results
as we wanted them. tilt

As I mentioned about my Federal_ Communications Commission
experience, when I went there in 1972 it was the only gency that
had adopted an affirmative action programA went through page
after page of affirmative recruitment plans from radio and televi-
sion stations. They were not working:

It was then in 1976 we came out with new regulations that had
to do with affirmative hiring.and looking at what happened.

I must say that strangely enough I served in, a Repujilican ad-
ministn tion, I was a' part of -the Democratic -minors t but the
majority that time at the Commission was favorably inclined
toward eforcement of EEO law. They certainly didn't go as far as
I wantedAhem to go but I suspect they would, be viewed as speed
demons by this new conservative tepublicanisrrivve-hava.-

I think affirmative recruitment is not only a step back but into
something _which has been proven unworkable. I have to conclude
either total ignoranceand I hate to think that of a lawyer, I like
to think of lawy- rs as qualified and able, being a lawyer myself-=-or
it is a deliberate turning rack on the 'kind of goals that we have
been seeking to achieve.

Mr. WASHINGTON. It is in harmony with the general attitude. Mr;
Reynolds also coined a phrase "nonvictims'! in his opposition 0
this system and indicated they wanted the President to concentrate
en a case-by-case approach. He didn't seem to uriderstand that the
reason the black or the woman was discriminated againSt was
because they represented a class, or race, or group and not, as
individuals. He just seemed not to be able to grasp that concept.
With a meat axe they chopped the budget and the same thing is
happening.in the concept of affirmative action.

I think -the bottom line Is the message has "to be gotten out;
People have to be aroused and have to combat this kind of flagrant
attitude toward all these various programs and tools that have
been designed to remove discrimination.
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' Mr. Hooks. laiwould just like to say one thing. I read that state-
ment_ about nonvictims. As I came over this morning I talked to
Ms., Simmons to try to get_ the background of that ward.

Since I have' been head of NAACP, I have tried to make it a
point to say what had to be said without unnecessarily faising
hackles; and what I am about to say, now for the public record, it
possibly will ridge some because I believe it deliberately and
calrilly. I think every black in this country has been a victim of
invidious discriminationevery black. _

If you were born prior to the 1954 Supreme Court decision you
were a victim of separate but unequal school system. If you were
born since then, we have gone through the Struggle.

I suspect that in my adult life I have spent fully one-half of my
working heurs fighting for rights which white people in this coun-
try take for granted. .

I might be as rich as the President if I had not had .to do that. I
don't regret it because I have some new shoes on They didn't cost
as much as some, but they are nice.

I would think that once we understand that, and when I say that
I say that deliberately, not to raise hackles but as a fact. _When we
think of all the thousands of private clubs__ in this country where
blacks' cannot belong because they are not white, we are victims Of
discrimination; of a cultural heritage.

The most promising _thing is there are millions of white people
who at least know; acknowledge it-and are trying to help change
it I is unfortunate at thiS point in the history of this world and of
this -,Untry %re have brought to power people who have not known
that

This world is two-thirds colored and to have the kind ofremarks
and statements made is a diSregard=-and, Mr. Hawkins; it seems to
me one of the things we- must also expect is l'or more of our
Republican friends and Democratic friends in the .House and
Senate who are white to speak out-more loudly and more clearly.

I pray- to God that may be happening in the next few days but I
think I don't have any problem with saying this question of nenvic-
tims is simply a loaded kind cif thing that Will not standup under

i
examination. .

I know what Mr. Reynolds is attempting to eay, if you didn't
apply to the Senate fcir_page boys' jobs; you are nonvictims even1

though the reason you may not have applied-is because you knew°
they were not going te hire blacks 30 years ago. I guess' he expects
us to go into a useleSs exercise. , :.,. ...

A question was _raised about burdensome requirements. _It iS
burdensome to me to have to go 55 miles an hour in a car that will
do 90. The law SOS 55. It is burdensome to have to go to the
airport and bother about advanced reservations. I Wish they all ran
like the Eastern shuttle.

There are a lot_ of things that are burdensome but they are
necessary. I don't think because some employer says these thing§
are burdensome they ought so be repealed Without looking at the
total cost to society. ''' -

I think. in the area of equal opportunity- employment while we
have made great progress they have not been so burdensome as to

2.1. 8
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quire their removal or their revocation or even their diminution.
la is exactly what is happening; ...
I read. this speech with great interest. to the committee because it
irts off pretty. good: After_ about the third page it runs downhill
rapidly that you wonder if you didn't have two different authors,

to to'start it and one to finish it.
I _glen to address that at 'another time. I apologize for taking so-
Lich time: _

Mr. WEiss..- Mr. Hooks, of course that really is the thrust of the
!ministration in area after area. The President comes on the air
the chairman indicated, and says that he wouldn't want to hurt

:ople who are social security recipients, or young people who are
oking for education, or he wouldn't want to do anything to turn
ir backs on either to create greater equality of opportunity.
Then you look at the programs he is suggesting and -there is a
iestion whether he has ever read''what his Budget Director or
Tartment heads are in fact proposing -in his name.
One of the networks this morning had a program referring to the
fining ceremony of the Executive order -on assistance by the Fed-
al Government to traditional black colleges. They then had on
le air the president of one of those colleges- saying they had the
ime kind of Executive order during the. Carter administration
hick is to provide greater focus of Federal contracts in the tradi-
onal black colleges. Of course, it never happened.
He said what he is really looking at is what itS happening because
the cutback 'in tuition-assistance program rants and loans. In

is college the student body applications fe11,from 1;700 14st year to
,300 this year because the' youngsters who would bei"applying
.:nnot afford it because of the Federal- cutbacks in programs:
So I think what.we have to do is to focus on the t or-put the

-uth td them because if we accept what they say ith t -looking
t the fi print of what they are actually doing I v will all
e_in gre -trouble.
I didn't mean to make a speech.
Let me ask you: In the area of equality of opportunity; what do

ou think the ramifications will be in the minority-communities if
r when in fact the understanding spreads that this administration
; in fact doing a reverse spin on that?
Mr: HOOKS: There are two possible consequences as I see it. One
that we had some figures released recently that point out some t

,0 percent ,of black youth of America are unemployed. That is a
ery dismal type of thingto consider.
In 1933; when conditions of white unemployment were not as bad

black, the scenario was that this country would undergo. a
iolent revolution if something hadn't changed. I recognize there

tre high-bound Republicans who are still cursing Mr: Roosevelt but;
t least they ought to be grateful he made it possible for them to

le- around through the kinds of things, he did:'
Apparently we are expected to have a much lower boiling point

han anybody else:
Despair and gloom, a sort of mental depression can be so deep

hat the black community could become an-unproductive part of
his economy, simply give up and fall into such a state of psycho-
-agical depression that they could have a deterrent effect on the
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whble ability of this country to move forward. That is one kind of
thing.

What happens to a.dream deferred? Does it sag like a heavy load
or does it explode? If you go from sagging like_a heavy load to the
fartheSt extreme it would be explosion and of course; to.say that is
to invite criticism, There should be press present when I say some-
thing like that They always come out Ben Hooks- says there will
be a riot. lishould say that, that explosion can take many forms.

Of course, there is a middle ground in which we simply have to
do what started to happen on Solidarity Day, trying to explain to
the American public, and the only way_you can attract attention
through mass- movement; that there are many of you who are
concerned and we will now start -our efforts for voter registration,
Voter education, and other kinds of efforts to bring back into publiC
life people who are concerned-and in a nonviolent sense punish our
enemies and reward our friends.

We have some Democratic friends who deserted us at a very
critical time in the House. We could have had more comprehensive
hearings.

I think thoSe are three possibilities: We sag,like a heavy load, or
we explode, or in the middle we may become more_actiVe.

My personal hope is -dye won't explode and that we won't sag. I
get much more thrill out of exploding some of these in the Con=
g,ress by retiring them from public office and let them get out in
the private sector and deal with the problems out there as private

ecitizens:_
I would hope we can do that in the great American tradition of

votingand peaceful change. I think we will be doing that..
Mr. WEISS._Thank you very much
A last question; the chairman had asked the last witness to

comment. on the -issue of goals and timetables against the attempt
to characterize all of those numerical declasSifications as quotas.

I know in the course of your written testimony you spend a good
deal of time talking about the goals, and timetables and the legal
and constitutional backing. _I wonder if you would care to comment
on the distinction between the two?

Mr. Hooks.. We at NAACP undeistand have .what we call Dix-
onry meetings and then they have meanings in the common order
usage. The word "quOta". was.an,invidious word when used in the
human relations sense that meant an artificial ceiling. It was used
primarily with the Members of the Jewish community when it was
Said you can have two of your kind; two Jews to go to Harvard, or
Yale, or Princeton, you can have two do this but no more

So a quota becomes a word for racial discrimination. It Meant
somebody in power selected an arbitrary number and said that you
can have two but no more So then NAACP has historically rejett-
ed the idea of a ,qubta._ We don't want anybody to say there can
only be 19 black Congress people at any given time.

But we do believe in the concept of goals and timetables: This is
in the American. tradition: I don't know of any way we _measure
anything without goals or timetables. If you are a salesperson or a
Congressperson; you have some goals and you have to reach then'
in time and space.
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We decided we wanted to have the automobile industry deal with
the emission of pollution and so we set a fuel efficiency criteria
by January 1; 1983; a hypothetical dateautomobiles must get at
least 27.3 miles_per_gallon. That was a goal and a timetable was
set.

We decided to save gas, so we set the maximum speed limit at 55
miles per hour. Likewise with Federal income tax reporting; we set
an arbitrary filing date of April 15...

Why is -it that in the field of human relations it has become such
a bad thing to have goals and timetables, I fail to understand. It is,
again, in My judgment, symptomatic of this administration as even
opposed -to recent _Republican administrations.

I recall at the FCC we were arguing about goals and timetables
and one of the Commissioners was a little apprehensive ; -but Presi-
dent Nixon said I approve of goals and timetables. All of a sudden
the opposition caved in.

That is why I say we are reinventing the wheel. A goal is a floor
that you must reach and then you can go as far above it as you'
want. _

The Congress operates on a timetable. Sometimes I remember it
seemed -to me the clock was stopped so you could operate with any
timetable. It didn't make any difference what time it was. I just
think it is much ado about nothing in one- sense to pretend that
goals and timetables are quotas but even though that is my posi-
tion I defend it with all my might, if we use the word "quota" in
the other sense not an artificial ceiling, I almost feel like saying so
What?

The quota was 100 percent white males for 300 years and we
didn't have -any-help on it. Now that we might say there ought to
be a woman there; or a black; or a Hispanic-American, oh, my God,
no, you are making pebple who didn't have anything -to do with
past discrimination pay for it.

That is a subtle predisposition to the fact that somehow white
males are better qualified. You have to accept that premise if you

__are_ _saying_you are_making persort_pay:_for_sometb ing
responsible for.

I have not"been able to pin down instances where a woman or
minority has been hired into a job where he or she was Jess
qualified.

Finally, the whole business of qualification can be overworked. I
am. not at all sure we have the best qualified man in the whole
wide world to be President but we have a President.

I am not at all sure they have the best man or woman to be
executive director of NAACP but I am it and I will stay there until
I lose out.

I am not sure we have the best qualified 100 people to be Sena-
tors or the best qualified 435 people to be Representatives, but you
are there and you are the best we have

Whenever they let one person in there are all kinds of sublimi-
nal and subjective criticisms going to qualifications: It sickens me
to see people raise qualifications to a scientific art so they say A is
better qualified.
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When Henry Ford became president of- Ford I am- not sure he
was the best qualified manat the age of 25 to have that job but I
am sure he.was the senior g?andson of the owner._

As I read about selecting a new chairman of General Motors
there are all kinds of factors that go _into it: I am amazed and
disturbed by the vast amount of misinformation that is going out
abbut affirmative action.

You have young white men who fervently believe they are not
going to get a job because some woman who is less qualified is
going to get it.

I say to them, you have to prove, first of all; that the women are
less qualified. If you are superior, then you have to demonstrate it.

When we had women out of the work force and blacks out of the
work force and 50 people applied for the presidency of Western
Maryland State College, or Yale or Harvard; -they could only select
one. I didn't hear all these cries of anguish about how they got the
less qualified person:

It is only when we started to include it that the psyChological
revelation that somehow if a white man loses his job he didn't lose
it because he was less qualified but because they were trying to
satisfy some intangible requirement: -I think that you members 'of
this committee, my organization and others have to start raising
more truth about this and try to demolish some of the lies because
affirmative action has become synonymous in some quarters with
reverse discrimination and no greater lie has been perpetrated.

Those of us who have gone through the recent history* of World
War II ought to be mindful of how much damage can be done by
this big_lie. If you say it often enough, long enough, loudly enough;
it becomes the truth even though it is a lie.

I pledge to you, members of this committee, thatthe Nk.ACP will
do all that we can to disabliSe the Nation of the notion that trying
to include all o in is in any way reverse discrimination: It is
reversal of histo c past discrimination.

Mr. WEISS. ank you very much: I think it has been very
important testimony and we are privileged to have you as wit-
nesses today: ,

Our next group of witnesses is a panel, Dr. Bernard Anderson
and Dr: Marcus Alexis: Your full statements will be entered into
the record in their entirety. We shall be pleased to hear from you.

[The prepared statement of Bernard Anderson follows:]
'

PREPARED STATEMENT OF DR. BERNARD E. ANDERSON, DIRECTOR, SOCIAL SCIENCES
DIVISION, THF: ROCKEFELLER FOUNDATION

Mr. Chairman and Kembers of the Subcommittee: Much of the discussion con-
cerning affirmative action focuses on whether special efforts to assist minorities and
women are necessary to assure their successful participation in the labor market.
Many critics argue that attitudes toward race relations have improved to a substan-'
tial degree and discrimination is no longer a major factor in explaining employment
and earnings disparities among minorities and others. According to this view, eco-
nomic growth, and the expansion of jobs through unregulated, free market processes._ -
is all that is required to improve, the economic status of minorities. If this view is
correct, then there might be a legitimate reason to discontinue affirmative action
policies designed to assure- equal opportunity in the workplace.

Unfortunately, the available evidence does not support the conclusion that recent
improvementS in the employment and 'earnings - position of minorities were the
result of salubrious "free market" processes, and that future gains for minorities
Will be assured in the absence of affirmative action. There is some evidence; some of
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which will be cited below, to suggest that just the reverse is true, namely, much of
the progress achieved by minorities and women in some occupations and industries
was either the direct result, or %vas substantially influenced by affirmative action
remedies to employment discrimination.

Perhaps an analogy would be helpful. The position of black:4 and other minorities-
in the economy is like that of the caboose on a train. When the train speeds up, the
caboose also moves faster. When the train slows down, so does the caboese. But no
matter how fast the train might go; the cali6ofie will never catch up with the engine
unless special arrangements are made to change ita position.

So it is with minorities and the economy. Aii the economy improves, so will the
status of some minorities; and as the economy worsens, minorities will also he hurt:.
Bute the best of times, there will be no -change in the relative position of
minorities unless affirmative action, or other special measures are taken to assure
their full participation in the widest range of employment and income earning

-opPortunities.
Policies designed to improve the relative position of minorities are justified by the

continuing evidence of racial inequality in American economic life. In 1980, black
unemployment was more than twice that of-whites (13.2 percent vs. 6.3 percent).
Unemployment among black teenagers now officially reported at close GO 50 percent,
has been greater than 30 percent throughout-the-past-decader-hat-has-not reached
that level among white youth in any year during which the official statistics have
been recorded. Further, the employment/population ratio, for some purposes a more
instructive measure of labor market participation than the unemployment rate, lim
steadily declined among black youth-while increasing among whites. About 25 of
every 100 black youth had jobs in 1980, compared with 50 of every 100 White youth:

Comparative income data also -show continuing evidence of economic disparity
between blacks and others. In 1979, the average black family had only $57 for every
$100 enjoyed by whites. The-ratio reflecta a decline in the relative income position
held by blaCk families in- 1975, a decline experienced in every major region ,iof the
nation. Even . in families headed by persollis fortunate enough to work year round,
blacks have failed to achieve income parity, earning only 77 percent of the income
of comparable white families.

In my iudgment, a necessary national goal should be Go move toward a narrowing.;
and the eventual elimination, of such disparities. It would be incorrect to say that
the continuing presence of such economic inequality is entirely the result of overt or
systemic discrimination, and that affirmative action alone would improve the eco-
ncimic position of minorities. .

There is no question, however, that much-of the income and employment disad-
vantage of blacks and other minorities reflects the accumulated impact of past
discrimination, and -the continuing presence of many, seemingly objective policies in
the workplace that have- disproportionately unfavorable effecth on the hiring; train!.
ing, and upgrading of minority group workers. Affirmative action has an important
role to play in correcting such inequities.

gome critics of affirmative action argue that such policies require employers to do
only what they would do in their own self interest in the absence of affirmative
action. There is ample eviderke to refute this claim, but perhaps the experiences of
one company might suffice.

In 1969, -I completed my docto I dissertation, a study of Negro employment in
public Utility industries.' Part of e study included an anWysis of the employment
practices of the telephone industry,'ncluding AT&T and its Bell Telephone opera,
ing companies. At that time, blatk orkers represented 6.7 percent of_the_nearly
600,000 employees in the Bell System, arid were largely composed of black women
employed as telephone operathis. Only 2.4 percent of Bell's black employme were in
management (compared -with 12 percent among whites), 7.2 percent were- skilled
craftsmen (compared with 26 percent among whites); and less than one percent were
in professional jobs (compared with -8 percent_ among whites).

In 1971, the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) issu_ed_a_charge
against AT&T and its affiliates for dmcriminationagainst minorities and women. In
1975, after prolonged litigation and negotiations, EEOC ancLAT&T agreed to a
consent decree designed to correct the inequities in; the _company's employment
practices, and to provide back pay to many minority and female employees who had
not enjoyed full equal opportunity in_the past. As a result of the decree, AT&T has
made substantial progress in eliminating discriminatory hiring and promotion pro-
cedures; and in correcting gross under representation of minorities and women in

'Bernard E. Anderson, Negrro Employment in Public Utilities (Philadelphia: Industrial Re-
search Unit, Wharton School, 1970).
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.certain occupations through the use of strict goals and timetables,In_1979, blacks
and other minoritiea:,accounted for 14.4 percent of the Bell System's_ manaKerial
employees; 18.7 pereent of the outside craftsmen, 19.1 -nt of inside craftsmen,
and 23.3 percent Of the sales workers.2-

Thera were no "natural forces" evident within AT&T 168 to suggest_that the
progress achieved in the company's employinent of mine; Ales and Wom_en_ during
the ,past decade would have occurred in the absence of affirmative_ action. The
consent decree was the catalyst necessary to spur the company toward many posi-
tive changes in personnel policies that toff management today lauds as beneficial to
the firm -The more efficient and equitable personnel selection and assessment
system adopted by AT&T and its Bell Operating affiliates pub:i the telephonecompa7
fly in a much stronger position to compete with Other firths in the increasingly
difficult and complex information systems markets.

The experience of AT&T, and other specifically identified as subjects_for
affirmative action enforcement is instructive for understanding- the potential impact
Of affirmative action on the occupational Status of minorities. Fik purposes of public
policy formulation, such evidence may be more useful-than broad aggregative stud, :

ies that attempt _to show the relationship between tiffirniative action and minority
employment opportunities-Studies that attempt to analyze data for black workers
as ti whole often, cannot separate out the partial effectS of affirmative action
programs from the_ total effects of all antidiscrimination programs: Further; such
Studies often have beentinsucc_essful in Measuring the unique impact of affirmative
action on minority group, occupational trends during perickla of expanding economic
activity:

-AS a result; much of the_ current debate among economists abbilt -the impact of
affirmative action on minority economic progress is incancliiiiVe. Quite frankly,
public- polity concerning the_future of affirmative action is unlikely -to lie informed,
much leas enriched;_ by the conflicting evidence now available on the economies of
diacriiiiihatiOn. That is not say the reserach by economists Sheilld tie ightired.
Iiiitead, the prudent course of-!action by policy makers would-lie to weigh the
eVideifee on both -sides of the issue;_ancLmake a choice which refleCtS-iitit Only the
economic es-Seth-ph but also the employment gains achieved through the actions of
enforcement agencies, such as EEOC and OFCCP.

UNFAIR CRITICISM OF AFFIRMATIVE ACTION

Another argument that should be laid to rest -is that affirmative action has_been
unsuccessful because it has not contributed to the improvement in economic - status
of the undercLasa_So_me have suggested that if- affirmative-action hm helped anyone
at all; it has beriefitted only a relatively small- number of-well educated minorities
who were destined to achieve success even without special assistance. A few critics
go further to suggest that affirmative action has generated a widening gap within
the black cornmunitybetween those with better education and stable work experi.
ence; and the less fortunatewho in many cases are restricted to a life of dependen,
ey And long term unemployment.

t

There is evidence-to- suggest that much of the progreaS achieved by blacloin come
occupations; such as_managerial jobs where their numbers doubled during the:past
decade; was largely She result of the goals and timetable requirements imposed on
many business firms,3 Much__the same can be said about some of the gains blacks
reported in professional,_ technical, and skilled blue collarjobs

In- fact; the black community is no longer monolithic. It consists of persons now -,
employed Ina widening_range of occupations, representing equally diverse earnings.
The so- calls "black middle class" is not limited to professionals in white collar_jobs,
but includes_skillwicraftsmen, technicians, and many semi -skilled blue culler work-
ers whose family incomei often representing contributions from both husband and
wife, exceed_ $30;000 per year.

At the same time, the status of some aegiiiehtti Of the black community_ has
worsened in _recent years. This is especially true of black families headed _by_iiingle
women. Between 1970 and 1980, the number of such families grew by 73 percent
while all - American families increased by 12 percent The median income cf_h_lack
female headed families is $7,740, or only 44 percent that of husband -wife families.

21-lerbert R. Northrup -and John A. Laraciii, The_Impact of the AT&T-EEOC Consent Decree
(Philadelphia; Industrial ReSearCh nrin;_Wharion School.j973).

3 Julianne_Malveamc ;'Shifts in the Employment and Occupational Status of Blatk Arriericans
itta Period of Affirmative Action," Rockefeller Fouridation Working Papers, Bakke; Weber and
Affirmative Action, December 1979, pp. 137-170:
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Almost half of black female headed families live in poverty, compared with only 23
percent of similar white farriihes.

The alarming situation among black female headed households should be a
matter of national concern, but-the worsening Of economic conditions for this group
does not suggest a failure of affirmative action. Through affirmative action, minor-
ities and women who are prepared to compete in the labor market are assured' the
opportunity to do so. These who are disadvantaged because of limited basic skills,
training, and work experience are less likely than others to benefit from special
efforts designed to protect equal job opportunity: Education; job training, and job
creation programs are a necessary prerequisite to affirrnative_action as measures_to
improve the status of .specially disadvantaged groups; such as black female single
parenW.

AFFIRMATIVE ACTION IN GOOD TIMES AND BAD

The consensus projection, for economic activity during the next year suggests a
rise in unemployment followed by-more rapid economic groWth with ita attendant
expansion in private sector jobs. Affirmative_actionis necessary on both sides of the
business cycle.

When economic activity' lags and unemployment is rising, affirmative action is
necessary to assure that an unreasonable burden of the adjustment to economic

change does not fall upon minorities and women. The federal government should
encourage employers to voluntarily adopt workforce adjustment measures- that
soften the blow - on previously excluded groups. Conversely; when economic activity
is expanding, affirmative action is necessary to assure full participation by minor.
ities and women in jobs across the widest: range of occupations and at all levels of
the firm:
' The failure to preserve; and strengthen; affirmative aetion_Avotild runthe _risk_of

reintroducing employee selection_ criteria_that_haye the__effeat of screening_ out
disproportionate_numbeissfmingrity_group pemns_who are fully qualified for the
availablejobs, Many erriployers_now_ have_sysms in ;place to widen their range of
recruitment _sources; _rationalize_theit_assessment_ of job applicants, and improve
theirability_to_s_electerriployee_s for promotion on the job. These measures have been
adopted in respon_se_ to affirmative action requirements, and should continue to be
usedSuch_measur.do not impose an unreasonable burden on employers and have
become s routine part of the business operation. Affirmative action represents a
beacon of hope to millions of minorities who want only an equal chance to compete
in the market place.

STATEMENT OF BERNARD E. ANDERSON,_DIRECTOR; SOCIAL
SCIENCES DIVISION, THE ROCKEFELLER FOUNDATION

Mr: ANDERSON: Mt% Chairman; let me begin. I am on leave from
the uqrversity and I want to give over some of my time to ProfessOr
Alexis who is still in the university and professors need more time
to say what they have to say.

Let me express my high regard for Congressman. Hawkins for
whom I have the deepest respect -and -highest admiration only in
part because Of his enormous and dedicated service on behalf Of
:full employment that many of us were involved in:

It is .always a pleasure to receive a letter from Congressman
Hawkins and I don't consider that an invitation: I consider it a
duty to come when he asks.

Let me say that I would ,like to make several points; some. of
_which are expanded upon in the formal statement but-they are
aimed at the question of the relationship between affirmative
action and changes in the economic position of minorities in .the
economy as a whole.

You are undoubtedly familiar with the raging_ debate that is
currently under way involving such persons as Professor Sowell
and. Professor Walter Williams and others who claim that affirma-
tive action is neither necessary nor desirable as a means for achiev-
ing itriprovemqte in the overall economic position of minorities.
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If that is so, if in fact nothing other than the operation of the
free market unfettered by anyregulation is necessary for the irn=
provernent in the relative economic position of minorities; then it

. gdes Without saying affirmative action is unnecessary and there
would be a legitimate reason to abolish

I regret to Say_ the available evidence does not support that
conclusion and that; in my view, there is evidence at all that the
salubrious operation of a so-called free market has been responsible.
for the kinds of gains; minimal as they have been, that have been
observed in the position of minorities over the past s'everal decades.

Pthink an analogy might help in this case. ,I think the reftion-
ship between minority economic progress and changes in the econo-
my as a Whble is like that of a caboose on a train which is to Say if
the train moves faster, the caboose moves faster. If the train slows
down, the caboose slows down.

But unless you do something special, if you move the caboose to
another track or do something else, the caboose will never catch up
With the engine.

What we are saying here is if you look at the position of minor
Rid§ in the American economy it is very comparable to that If the
economy is moving ahead you have _balanced growth; you have the
expansion of jobs. Of course; the position of many minorities will
improve.

Conversely, as the economy slows down, unemPloyment rises,
there are fewer jobs available, and the position of minorities will be
Worsened.'

If one of the objectives of our Nation is, and would suggest it
should be; to narrow these gross disparities between minorities and
others in the economy, then something other than the_pure and
free and, unfettered and unregiilated_operation of the economy will
be necessary and I consider that other. thing to be affirmatiVe
action.

Without it there Will be no significant improyement in the rela-
tive position of minorities. What do we mean by_the relative posi-
tion? We mean- that position_ which does not exist when as we saw
in 1980 the black uneMployment rate was twice_ that of whites,
when as we have seen over the past 20 years the rate of unemploy-
ment among black teenagers has been, greater than 20 percent over
the past 10 x, ears and is now close to 50 pertent.

In no yea. _during which unemployment statistics have _been
recorded has the rate of unemploYment: among white teenagers
been as high Si 20 percent. But it has been higher than that level
for black teenagers for the last 20 years.

If one lookS at these disparities, labor market participation rates, '

employment population ratios, median family income, you see vast
disparities between the minority community; blacks in particular,
and other communities.

believe that it is not enough to say there ,should be opportunity
available. We should be moving as a Nation toward narrowing
those differentials. Unless we have a special effort aimed at the
groups most_ disadvantaged, there will be no significant narrowing
of those differentials.
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There are those who suggest that the-statistics show the failure
of affirmati e action to have certain: positive effects in achieving
goals that I ave articulated.

I believe t at statistical evidence for reasons pointed _out in my
evidence sho Id be called intOqtestion and I do not think_that it is
possible to 1 k at broad aggregative economic studies and draw
any firm co elusions about the relationship between affirmative
action and the change in the overall position of minorities in the
economy-. - \

I think better evidence is to look at specific cases in which firms
have been tht object of affirmative action remedies and see what
happened in those firms to the employment of minorities.

The exampl which I present is.one of the A.T. & T. and the Bell
Telephone_ Sy tern. I had the privilege hi 1969' of completing my
doctoral disse tion at the Wharton School on negro employment
in publit utilities and as part of that study I analyzed the employ-

c.ment position f blacks within the Bell Telephone System.
At that tirn , and this was for 1969;_ only _6;7 percent of the

nearly 600,000 employees were black: Most _of them were black
Women working as telephone operator& _Only 2.4 percent of their
black employeeS were in management, 7.2 skilled craftsmen and
leaS than 1 percent were in professional jobs;

As you know,kin 1971, the EEOC issued a charge of discrimina-
tiontion against the_ company: _In 1973; there was a co t decree
entered into between: the Commission and the comps ny, and by
1979, as a result of the application of strict goals and timetables
the results were as follows: B-__1979, 14.4 percent of the Bell Sys-
tem's managerial, employees were black. Eighteen percent of the
outside craftsaeri, skilled jobs in which men and women erect the
telephone linEep and so forth; 18;7 percent of those jobs were held
by blacks. Of the 'inside akilled_ craftsmen, 19.1 percent were held
by blacks and 23:3, percent of the sales workers were black.

If you want to; see the _im_pact of affirmative action I would
submit to you that you have to look at cases ;like that to see where
a company the -same thing can be said if you look at other compa-
nies as to what happens as a result of companies applying these
requirementa. I

The Chairman of the Board of Al": & T. reported, I think in
beWashington_ in a speech fore the Press Club last year; that they

were very happy that they had adopted . these new ,procedUreS
because it helps them develop a more efficient, orderly; systematic
way of assessing their work force.

So the Bell SyStern today is in, a much better system, to compete
in the increasingly 'difficult communications and information 'in-
chiStry than they would had they not opened up the oppOrtunities
for a broader range of employees.

I will end with that statement to say that I simply senb
justification in any_of the- statistical evidence to suggest that

improvement in the relative economic position of minorities '
,will occur in the absence of affirmative action and for -that reason I
find it very difficult_ to understand why anyone would suggest that
doing away- With affirmative action requirementS would have no
impact at all on the economic position of these groups.

Thank you. _
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Mr: WEIS& Dr. Alexia.
[The prepared statement of Marcus Alexis follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF MARCUS ALEXIS, NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY

Chairman Hawidns, member of this subcommittee, / an happy to be- able to
accept your invitation to appear here today My commentk focus on affirmative
action in higher eduiation. The relationship between higher education, training and
employment is also discussed.

INTRODUCTION

For nearly a decade institutions Of higher education have been subject to Execu-
tive Order 11246 as amended' by Executive -Order 11375a_Revised Order No. 4and
applied to nonconStruction ceintratts of colleges and universities. These orders have
been the subject Of considerable controversy in higher _education. Critics have
charged that effirmiltiVe action in colleges and_nnivereities_results in (1) reduced
standards of excellence; (2)- restrictions on academic_ freedom_.; (3) ibterference with
university gcivernance; and (4) imposition of quotas, They have also argued that
affirmative action has been ineffective as applied to institutions of higher educa-
tion.'

The intense debate surrounding affirmative action in college and universities
grew more heated as a result of the Bakke case.2 -

To fully understand the sues raised in_Bakke and to evaluate the overall effects
affirmative action one must reyiew the record of what has been going on in

minority enrollments in higher-education institutions in recent years.3-
Charges by critics, referred_ to above, are unsubstantiated. Indeed, affirmative-

action programs in higher education have lead many salutary effec-ts-These benefits
include but are not limited to (/) greater presence on -major U.S. campuses of.:
qualified minority schol&rs;12) enrichment of intellectual dialogue and course offer-
ings by the presence_of_minority scholars; (3) increased interest in careers- in higher
education by miiwrity students;_(4) broadening of the universe from which scholars
at- eminent colleges and_ universities are recroitecl; and (5) development of more
objective bases on_ which to determine qualifications for employment, promotion;
and tenure. These results are largely products of the times in which increased
interestin minorities as participants in higher education took place: They developed
before the issuance of the executive orders, following the civil rigio activity of the
late 1950s and 1960s.

Minority scholars, induced in part by the promise of opportunities formerly fore,
closed, turned in increasing numbers to the scholarly professions. In the late_196_0s
and_ throughout the 1970s there were incrected pressures for job rationing and
favoring established ties. The piing made in the last years of the 1960s and the
early years of the 1970s were threatened.

-Racial,- religious, and ethhic bigotry in American colleges and universities is a
matter of record. Some of the most- prestigious colleges anct universities did not
accept black students untilafter Werld War H; they were not accepted_ at Princeton
(With the exception of the- World War II special program for the_arrned services), nor
were they accepted at Washington University (St_ Louis), _Vanderbilt University
(Nashville), or in any one Of the state universities of _the old Confederacy. Most of ,

the prestigiouS colleges and universities also discriminated against Jews in under-
graduate and graduate programs and as faculty members. Women too have bi-en
discriminated against in higher education._ _

Overt discrimination -based race; religion,_ethnic origin, or sex has been virtu-
ally eliminated from the campuses of all_ American universities. There is still,
however, an underrepresentation of minorities and women.. Supporters of "merito-
cracy" attribute this deficiency to -the paucity of "_qualified" minorities and women.
The representation of minorities and women is directly related to the policies and
practices of the past and to recruitment arrangements that persist to this day; this
underrepresentation can-most equitably be reduced by a policy of rigorous- enforce-
ment of affirmative action. affective affirmative action does not require rigid
quotas; it does require consideration of the available pool of minorities and Women

flionias Sowell, "Affirmative Action Reconsidered,"- paper .submitted for -the_ rPenrii; Hear-
ings on Affirmative Action as Anplied to Institutions of Higher Education, U.S. Department of
Labor, Office of Federal COntracteaMplianceiAugust 20; 1975.

Rege.rits of the University of _California v. Bakke
3 Marcus Alexis, "Summary of Presentation,- Reconvened Heanngs_on Affirmative Action as

Applied to Institutions of Higher Education;" DuBoise Institute Report 1, Spring 1971, pp. 1-19.
. _
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and their qualifications. Employers must not only refrain from policies and prac-
tices_that operate _to discourage women and minorities from heingIsuccessfifi candi-
dates but that they take action to remedy the effects of past discrimination. Among
other things, they are required to be specific about qUalificationa and to demon -
strate them -tot ejob-related.

The participation of-minorities and women in higher education isl important for at
least two reasons, First, there are countless numbers in both groups who have the
abilities and_ the inclinations t4_ benefit from the instructional programs at the most
eminent colleges and universitiesIt is these colleges and universities and the
leading colleges:of law and medicine that_have been_the focus of most of the recent
Clamor about affirmative action. The reasons are quite clear, Professional opportuni-
tieSin teaching and researchopen to graduates of the prestigious institutions are
much greater -than they are for graduates of lessers-known, institutions, Also applica7
lions' for admission. to colleges of law arid medicine are Many times larger than the
available places. This creates a need to ration; The method of selection used_by most
laW and medical schools under-such pressure N to weight undergraduate graties_and
scores on standar-I:hied tests. Minority students tend to fare much worse on_ such
tests than whites. An important question, one that is beyond the scope of this paper
is how well the scores on these tests measure the aptitude or capaCity of minority
students for successful completion of -the graduate or professional programs in
question. This question is currently being studied by a committee of the National
Academy of Sciences.*

THE SUPPLY OF MINORITY COLLEGE APPLICANTS

Minorities; especially blacks; Puerto Rican Mexican-AmericansiChicanos),
are heteliiing an increasing _fraction of college-age youngpeople. The birth rates of
bleekS,PtierthRitting, and Mexican- Americana are much higherthan for Americans
as a Whole. According to the Census Bureau; in the 20 to 24 age grOnp; the_number
of noniiiiiiority persons will decline slightly from 1970 to 1980. The_nu_n3_ber of
blacks will increase 38 percent and the number of Spanish-surnaniO persona-will
incise 43 percent during the same-pericid.6 Thus, by-1980 the 20 to 24. age groUp
wil 22.4 percent minority, which represents an increase of five 'perice, ntage points
over the 1970 level. As this is the age group from- which college stUdents will be
drawn, there will be a larger potential pool from which to draw minbrity Students;

There have been dramatic changes in the college enrollments of black students.
Black freshmen increased steadily from 5.0 percent in 1967 to 7.4 perCent in,1974; a '
50 percent increases While there were 'some year-to-year variations, the trend has
been unmistakably upwiird. Total college enrollment Of blacks increased from
370,0_00 in_ 1967 to 814,000 in 1974more than doubling: The comparable figure for ,
white students is 5,905,000 in 1967 and 7,781,000 in 1974.7 Thus, whilelwhite college
enrollments_ were increaeilig_by 32 percent, black college enrollments were increas-
ing 120_ percent of four times as fast. It is not certain what -acco ts for -this
explosioli in black college enrollments, but surely the high level of economic activity
during the-late 1960s and early 1970s and the widening opportunities for black
college graduatesbrought on paitly by antidiscrimination legislation and the -civil
rights activity of the late 1960s and the 1970smust have played a role. Meek
youngsters. responded. in impressive numbers to the perceived change in laber-
market conditions. No matter what the rhetoric, large numbers of young bleiekS
have voted-with -their tuition dollars and deferred incomes, deciding that a college
education is a worthy investment.

!Committee on Ability Testing of the Natiohal Academy of Sciences. The report a this
committee is expectedsto ix released in late 1980 or early 1981. The_scope_of tho_incitury of the
committee is much larger_than tosting_for adsaissions to graduate and professional schools; it'
ericompawes precollege testing_and testing for employment. _ _

k U.S. Bureau of the Census, Census of the Population: 1970. Characteristica_of_the
Po ulatiorr Part 1, United States summary, SeCtitin 2 (Wmhington, D.C: Government Printing

Reports, Final. Report PC (21-1C, Perions of Spanish Origin (Washington, D.C.: Gevernment
Ce,._1973),_PP-593=95; U.S. Bureau of the Census, Census of the Population: Subject

Printing Office, 19734, p. 8.
"ACE Research Repoi-U, NatiOnal_Norms_for Entering College Freshmen, Pall 1966Fall

I912_(Washingtori; D.C.: American Council on Education); The American Freshma National
Norms for Fall 1973 and Fall 1974 (Les Angeles:American Council on Education rind Coopera-
tive Institutional Research Program, University Of California at Los Angeles).

Bureeu_of_the Censtust; Current Population Reports P-20, No. 278, "School Enrollment
Social and Economic Charactecistics of Students: October 1974," Table I, Advance Report,
February 1975 (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing Office).
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The stotv is no, less _impressive for shifts in field of study and enrollment in
graduate, programs Improvements ii; the labor market for educated -blacks have
increased blacks* college attendance and induced shifts in fields of study in pursuit
of postgraduate edus:ation." The study of education has truditionally'had the great-
est :attraction__for black students. In 197:1-74, the Jest year for which data are
available, -more than one-quarter 123.9 percent) of all black college graduates earned
their bachelors'.,degrees in education Of 'blacks in the- class -of 1975-tfreshmen_in
11171) 'nay 11.1 percent planned to'major in education; high school seniors in 1971
the. class of 1976had an even loWer percentage rif students-planning to major in
education i10.5). Some of this decline can -be accounted for by The decreasing job
opportunities in public school teaching.-Shifts in interest as students

m

become in-
formed of new opportunities in other fields most certainly play a large role: _ ___ .

This shift in field of study is also apparent in- the social Sciences, anothertradi,.
tional major of black students. In 1973-74,_ 26.0 ,percent of the black_ students
receiving btichelors' degrees were- trt- the social- sciences; -the corresponding_perceat-
itges for the classes of 197a and 1976 were 19.5 arid 14.9, respectively-The_magni-
tude of the shifts strongly suggests that they_ are not statistical - illusions -but repre-,:
sent genuine changes in vocational choices. Every field, with_theexception_of the
physical sciences, gained significant numbers of black - students;- though; as_we have
pointed out there- were sizeable shifts in the percentage expressing:. interest in
education and in the social sciences. Among the largest _gainers in_the__enrollment
ShiftS of blark_Stlidenta were biological and health_sciences,_ engineering,- and--the
"professions" (law. business, etc.). Even mathematics experienced a 50 percent in-
cm's'. between the clifsses of 1973,74 and_1976_ ___ i

It is notworthy that nearly I> percent_of_ black high school seniors in 1971
indicated an interest in bioLogical _and_health sciences. This compares with 7.5
percent of those- receiving bach.elors_d_egrees in_19.73-74. If this doubling of young
bliiekS entering Siologicat health _sc_ncea_ holds up, the pool of yOung blacks poten-
tially M..iiiltible for application_to medical schools will have doubled in two short
years. Even if one -third__ of those_ high _school seniors specifying an interest in '

biological 'arid health _sciences were to shift majors, there would still be a one=third
itiCi-eiie in the7 number of_potential applicants.

The same trends evident in undergraduate enrollments andifieldsaf specialiiation
Can be found/ in _graduate_enrollments. By whatever standard used; total minority
enrollment nd_ the _proportion of blacks in roaster's and doctorate programs have
been on the increase.9 In 1973-74, minorities in medical sehools accounted for 7A
percent of he total enrollnient and blacks alone were 6.0 percent In 1974 there
were _an es iniated 11,00 black physicians in the United States; 10 black-eritollment in
medical s9 ools that year was over 3.000. In less than eight years from now the
number o black.physicians, based on 1973-74 medical schoOl enrollmentS, will have .
doubled

As an /aside,- bliick enrollment in medical schools ik larger than black enrollment 1

in the atural sciences at master's and doctorate levels in PH:a-granting
institutor's, even though the total enrollment of all -students in these institutions
1A-as mt re than twice the total enrollmentin medical schools. When opportunities
exist, ;blacks and other minorities will respond quickly and in large_rturnbera,

It s Muld be pointed out that-most of the black medical student enrollment is ini/
whit institutions. Howard and Meharry, the two traditionally majority black medi-

,
1

L",National-Scholarghip ServiCe-and hind for Negro_StUdentS, Minority Youth:, The Classes of
1972 arid 1973 (Nev) York. NSSENS, 1974); alan FL Bayer, The Black college Freshman: Charac-
itiristics and Recent Trends (Washington. D.C.: American Council on Education, 1972); American

on Education, Higher Education Panel, 1975 (unpublished dlital;_analysis of data from
,NAS. NRC, DOCtorate Records _File, I'vhiy1197n; I. Bruce_Hamilton, Graduate School Programs for
Minority /Disadvanta),ed Stgdents (Princeton. NJ.: Educational -Testing Service, 1973); and
Elaine II. ElKhawas and Joan-L Kinier.-Enrollment of Minority Graduate StudetiMat Ph. a-

--/- Granting Institutions. -Higher Education Panel Report 19 (WWshington; D.C.: American Council
/ on Education. Atigust 19741/ .

' " US. Department of Health. Education, and Welfare, Office lbr Civil RightS Facial and
Ethnic Enrollment Data-from Institutions of Higher EducatiOn. Fall tWashingtom DE.:
Government Printing Office, 1972J; U.S. Department of Health Education, and Welfare, Office
for Civil_ Rights; Racial and Ethnic Enrollment Dbta from Institutions of Higher-Educatiom Vail
1972 (Washington, DE.: Government Printing Office, 1975); I-- Bruce Hamilton, Gradbate_School
Programs for Minority/Disadvantaged Students (Princeton, Ham. : Educational Testing Service,
19731; NatiOnal Association_of_State_ Universities and Land-Grant Colleges, figures derived from
Fall 1972 survey of minority enrollment (enrollments for-first professional degrees are included);
Elaine II. El-Khawas and Joan-L. Kinzer. Enrollment of Minority_Gradtrate_Students at Ph.D.
Grantingelnatitiiiiiiiia, -Higher Edbcation Panel Report's; No. 19 (Washington, D.C.: American
COuncil_ori_Eduention: August 1974L ,

'" National Medical Association. /'
.,

/
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cal schools. account for lt!SS than One-quarter of the black medical student enroll,
ment. This contrasts with the more than 60 percent of black physicians practicing
in 1974 who are graduates of the two historically black medical schools.

MEDICAL SCHOOLS

The Bakke case concerned itself with admissions to a medical school. (The other
case ofodmissions practice that received widespread attention recently involved a
law selioel. at the University of Washingtonin Seattle ThiS was of course, the case
of Dennis v. Odegaard." Medical schools occupy a special place in American
higher education and American culture, A_s the source of both scientific andpracti-
Cal training for physicians; their admissions policies_determine who will be permit-
ted to enter the highly esteemed and renumeratiye profession of medicine.

:AS indicated earlier; minorities were a small fraction of those admitted to medical
schools in the late 1950s and early_1960& This isaf some importance because all
people at sometime or another find themselves in nerd of a physician. If physicians
thcidae to locate in areas of the couritry_or_within sections_of a city that are not
readily accessible to particular groups; it becomes difficult for these_groups to secure
proper medical- treatment. In addition; physicians have_a_a aversion to treating.
certain group's in society; these groups suffer unduly.it_was_partially in response to
theSe considerations that the A-esociation of American_ Medical Colleges JAAMC)
undertook a program in 1968 to increase the number of _minority vaup members
entering medical stir is and subsequently; entering- the profession- of medicine.

In 1968_ at its -afititial meeting. the governing body of_the__AAMC adopted a
resolution that stated in part: "Medical schools must, admit_ increased__ numbers of
student:9 from geographic areas; economic background; and ethnic groups that are
now inadequately represented." "

This was a Significant attempt by the leaders in medical education to address the
serious problem or the IOW, numbers of students from minority and Lower -class
backgrounds in medical school& It should be noted that the resolution quoted above
speaks of both geographic areas and economic background as beingqf concern in the
recruitment of medical school -students. This is contrarY to the impression -often
'conveyed in discussions of -the- Bakke - ease, which have projected the7impressiontha_t
special admissions programs were addrested only to the problems of minoritiesIn
actuality"; medical schools were concerned that geographic area and socioeconomic
status as well as minority.group membership be represented in future medical
school classes on a basis more. eloSely reflecting their percentages fn the overall
population. ,

Medicine has long_been a profession attractive -to the offspring of the well-to-do
The class that entered medical Sch6cil in 1976-77 illustrates this well approximately
two-thirds of the fathers of these students were physicians or worked at other
health occupations or were owners, managers, administrators or other professionals.
The students' mothers followed a Shinier pattern, with approximately one-fourth in
the occupations just specified. Black students, on the whole, were from families that
were less likely to be engaged in the professions and were less likely to 1 xve high
incomes.

Nearly half of the black medical studenta came from families whose incomes were
less than $10,000; this compares with only 11.6 percent of the white students -;and
4D,8 percent of the Hispanic and Indian student& Of all students taken together;
fewer than one in six (15.8 percent) came from families whose incomes were below
$J0,000.13

P.ecause of the intense competition for places in medical schools and the,difficulty--
in choosing between many highly qualified candidatee medical school adttlinistra-
rt,,is are sorely tempted to make admissions decisions on the basis of some oombina-
tion of grade-point averages and MCAT scores. Privktely, some administrators admit
that a quantitative admissions criterion is a defehsive tactic used to minimize!
appeals from unsuccessful candidates and avoid costly lawsuits.

Medical-
When One looks at comparative gtaduation rates for students with stores on the

College Admissions Test (MCAT) science subtest of 500 to 549 and 600 to
649. one finds them to be 93 percent and 9:5, percent, respectively, based on a sample.

"Defunis v. Odegam.V82 Wash:. 2d-11, 507 15. td 1169 (1973), vacated and remanded per
curiam,a.s motA-41.6U.S. 312 (19741_ _

',Darin_ Prieto. "Minorities in Medical Schools, 1968-78," Journal of Medical Education 53
(August 1978): 694". '

F. Dube, "gocioecandiaic Background _Of Minority and Other U.S. Medical Students,
1976-77, Journal of Medical Education; 53 (Augusf 1978):'443-44.
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. of more than 75,000 students who entered .U.S. medica] schools during the years
1949 to 1958 and who were followed longitudinally through the fall of 1962.34

More recent studies show that retention rates were even higher for those who
entered medical school in 1968-69: 95- percent had received the M.D. degree by 1973
and an additional 1 percent were still in school; this represents a net attrition rate
of 4 percent. Attrition rates for underrepresented minorities were somewhat higher;
but by 1973, 89 percent had- already graduated and 91 percent were expected to
graduate eventually, despite having had relatively modest undergraduate GPA and
MCAT scores. In addition, the Ri-st.year retention rate of_blacks rose from '
percent for 1971-72 first-year students to 95 percent for 197A75 entrants." The
performance record is thug extremely good. Indeed, superlative."'

The latest data available from ETS on the race or ethnic identification of Gradu-
ate Record Examination (GRE) test-takers show that in 19757-76, 10.7 percent-identi-
fied themselves as being black, Hispanic, Oriental, or Asian-American.,.Blacks and
Hispanics alone accounted for 9.5 percent of the total test-takers. The 21,868 self=
identified minorities who took theGRE in 1975-76 were compared with a total of p

24,000 minorities reported in graduate school in 1973-74. Self-identified minorities
increased among 1976-77 test-takers :to 11:4 percent, and blacks and Hispanics
increased -to about 10 percent. The total number. of minority students who took the

. GRE in 1976-77 incretLied by 87 to a total of 21,781. Thus, while the total number of
minority test-takers remained virtually unchanged rrbm 1975-76; to 1976777; the
total number of test-takers who identified themselves by-race or ethnicitiy declined-
by 12,000.

. -It is because of the stability of minority test- takers -and the decline in the number
ofnonininority test- takers that the percentage of minorities in the response group
increased. Those GREtest-takers who identified themselves as members of minority
groups in the 1977-78 school year increased to 11.6 percent and the number in-
cremed to 22;503. Thus while the number of test-takers increased by approximately
1;600 between 1976-77 and 197748, the number of minority applicants increased by
over 700, accounting for more than 40 percent of the increase.

Reliable statistics on minorities in grquate programs are difficult to come by.
Using test - takers as a proxy, the absolute number of minorities is either steady or
increasing slightly and the percentage of all test-takers who are minority-group
members is on the increase. One must be careful abOut drawing inferences froni
such spaise data, though it is hardly speCulative to conclude that the potential pool
of graduate students is likely to be madeup increasingly of minorities.

4

Ibid., pp. 961-62.
' Ibid., p. 9662.-
" Prieto. p. 695.
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Th e is strong. evidence of the continuing shift in minority student's interest. Of
11., 6 blacks reported as takers of the _1977-78 GRE, only 2,656 specified education
as their undergraduate 'or-24 percent. Even more telling, only 3,436 of the

'11,728 blacks identi i y adute major were in education. This 30 percent share
is in sharp contrast to the 60 percent share of all black doctorate recipients in 1973-
74 who specialized in education-_

From the data available two g.enertili tions are possibl& First, there continues to
be a shift in preferences; with respect : graduate field. with educaton declining in
importance. Second, the interest of mi rity students in- graduate education, con-
trary to that of the general_ population, haS not waned. Ir anything there is a
growing pool of potential students from minority background& The statistical pro-
files of these students,_as we saw in the case of medicin& are likely to differ
substantially frornthatraditional graduate enrollee.

This poses a problem for admissions offices,' which must determine if the statisti-
cal difference_areinflicative of differences in the likelilind- of sUccesSfully complet-
ing graduate- programs. In addition, it raises the question of whether these studvits
would be assuccessful as traditional students under different conditions Or iristrac
dors and support service& But if the medical school results are extrapolated to
ip-aduate_success rates should be high (roughly similar to white candidates). Minor-
ity candidates present an additional problem to graduate and profemional. schools.
Because of their lower family income they are in greater need of financial aid for
admission and to continue: .

;
CONCLUSIONS

The past decade has been an unusual one for minorities in higher education: The
civil rights activities of the 1950's, and the 1960's civil rights legislation (1964-65);
and the_ issuance of Executive Order 11246, as amended- by Executive Order 11375 .
and applied-to nonconstruction contracts including colleges and universities (Re-
viser) Order No. 4), have dramatically changed the climate of Anierictri campuses,
This change, generated by the civil rights activities and prodding from the federal
government, has produced greater awareness on the part of university administraf
tom of the underrepresentaton of ethnic and racial minorities in their student
bodies arid on their faculties.

There has been a massive shift in the interest of minority students, particularly
blacks, away from traditional areas of Study.- The greatest shift has been from
education; there has also been a noticeable shift of smaller magnitude -away from
the social scienceswith the exception of economicsand into other _academic areas
and business administration." There has also been marked growth in minority
enrollments in medical find graduate schools over the decade. __ _

The enrollment grow h -at bOth the undergraduate and graduate_levels is likely to
continue because of th increasing number of college-age minority _youth and the
decline in enrollmenta f white students. Thus, the college poptgation for the. next
several years will con in a large proportion of minority students: than in the cast,
A similar prospect is 1 kely for the, graduate schools_whicludepend on the under-
graduate pool for their udents. Although total graduate enrollments are declining,
minority enrollments ar holding their own or gaining slightlyand the percentage
of minoritieS in total graduate school enrollment_is edging upward.

What will ha ppki to minority enrollment in_professional schools, particularly law,
medicine, and-dentistry, is not clear, Minority students, on the average, present.
statistical profiles characterized by lower _grade-poiht averages and lower Medical
Ccillege Admissicitis Test scores than whites. Care should be exercised in interpreting
these data. The attrition. rate of lower-sc_oring students is only marginally more
than it is for those with MCAT scores_averai6ng 100 points or higher.

For the future there will be- continued enro,iinent growth of minorities at both
the undergraduate and graduate levOs. In professional schools, a forecast is more
hazardous. It will depend -upon 7.1),.riy things- rewards' from college attendance,
admissions policies and practices. and financial aidto name a few. The demograph-
ics indicate a positive trend; but the admissions policies have:an uncertain direction.
What. Congress does with respect to. affirmative action will certainly effect the
outcome, _

Affirmative action in higher education is important for several reasons. First,-our
colleges and universities are the training ground for scientists, engineers; physi-.
ciansattorneys, industrial managers and other professionals: Second; higher_eductif
tion is a proven vehicle of mobility foryouth. Third, by opening more jobs at the top

z" The shift in minority enrollments in uduate schools of business is documented in Alexis
p. 12.
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for minorities we also create opportunity in the middle for those below. Fourth,
highly educated people have lower unemployment and higher incomes. Lastly, the
demographics are right and there is excess capacity in higher education.

STATEMENT OF MARCUS ALEXIS, DEPARTMENT OF
ECONOMICS, NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY

Mr: ALEXIS. Thank you:- I want to address a segment of the
market which has more or less been ignored in much of the discus-
sion of affirmative action. I was happy to hear some attention paid
to it by the questioning of the previous witness, that is the entire
area of the professions, the highly educated and the highly skilled
workers.

Agreat deal of the attack on affirmative action and none of the
emotionalism has really come about because cf the enrollment
pressures in some of the professional schools which are the gate-
ways' to high-paying professions; particularly_law and Medicine;

In two cases that aroused emotions, the ReFunis and Bakke
cases, dealt largelyX not exclusively, with the questions that were
raised this morning, questions of merit, qualifications "reversei dis-
crimination." -

These_ issues arise because the number of positions available in
these schools is limited and as the number of individuals who seek
to enter those professions is quite large relative to the number of
seats available for first-year students. Those professions are fore-'
closed to anyone who does not have the proper accreditation;

I have been a niversity professor for 25 years. I must/say some
of my students w o get into distinguished medical and law schools
sometimes befud le me. I don't know what the admissiOns commit-
tee had in mind. Some of those that should be window/washers end
up in the Ivy League professional schools and some of those that I
think are brilliant don't get admitted.

To say that graduate admissions is an art ratherthanthan a science
Nis to put it mildly. But it is crucial to be, selected pinto one of these

institutions if one is.to realize this ambition.
The `unfortunate truth is that there are many, many more young

people who are "qualified" than there are spots. In the seventies,
by any standard you wanted to use, by the average undergraduate
grade- scores; by their admission test scores; whatever you have to
use the students in 1970 who were being turned away were better'
than the students 20 years_ ago who were. -being accepted.

So that in fact what the professional schools were doing was
rejecting very, Very good students; Lain -told by experts in medical
education that two-thirds of the applicants to medical schools
would have no difficulty- completing the course of-study; They can
over-admission to one-third so in/fact they are rejecting half of the
qualified students knowingly because they don't have any place for
them. //

One way of dealing with this question of scarcity and shortage on
the part of the professional schools is to make it easy for them-
selves. It may come as a big surprise to you that professors; like
other people, are lazy and what we like to do is to find an admis-
sions procedure that will get Us a class of the quality and gize we
want with minimum effort.
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If you have large numbers of_people knocking on the door with
their fists full of money willing to pay and sometimes having their
wealthy parent also offering generous gifts; it is not hard to find a
way to decide who gets in. -

One thing you can do is construct a little table and add LIP or
combine somehow the grade point average_ and some score, and if
you want to admit 250 people and,you know you have a 50-percerit
rejection rate because these kids are sneaky, they apply:to 10
places; so if you want to_admit 250 you have to admit 500. You list
them Out and get 500 people send out the offers to theM and just
like clockwork you get 250 full-paying _members,

There is no assertion' that I know of that those 500 you admitted'
are any better than the 500 you rejected necessarily but it is a nice,
easy way, and it has the additional period of being "objective" so
that when you get Sued by the aggressive parents of the unsucceSS=
ful applicant; you have something to fall back on

You can say, we took the grade score average and multiplied by
200, we added to it the admission test score and we took everybody
who had a score over 1,750. When the court looks at it yeti find
that is exactly what they did and it is an easy-system:

One of the unfortunate effects of a system of that sort is that if
followed to its extreme it would greatly disadvantage and continue
the underrerireenthtinn of minorities in many of the_ professions.

That participation is important for a number of reasons but one
of the important reasons is that a way of solving the probleM of
the loWest paid; least skilled minority_ employees is by raising the
opportunitieS for them to fill jobs higher up in the occupational
distribution,

If the bettet educated mintitties:do not have an opportimity to
fill those higher level jobs, continue to put pressure on
low-paid, loW=Skilled jobs and the effects are that it increases the
pressures there and reduces both compensation and increases the
unemployment_ level.

So that contrary to a good deal of what is said; while the prob.=
lems of the lowest paid; most unemployed workers is most critical;
attention ought to be focuSed throughout the occupational distribn:
tion on Skilled, occupations; focused on the professions, because it is
by giving mobility to some workers that we create opportunitieS for
the underclass to move up in the occupational distribution.

I would like to say a word about the question of reverse discrinii;
nation and also about the goals and timetables.

I think a good deal has been said about it but just for the record
to point out that goals and timetables do not necessarily, imply a
fixed quota which is in some way inflexible.

It need not and it does riot, and _what it does it seems to me
there may be a rebuttal* presumption, a lovely word I picked up
when I was a Commissioner at the Interstate C,ommerce Commis-
sion, which is used by- lawyers often and it is in administrative
practice and contained-in some legislation;

For instance, in the ,Staggers Rail Act, Which this Congress
passed just last year, there is a trigger "at which certain fteig_ht
rateS then become suspect and when they_ crash through that bar-
rier there is a presumption that the rates become unreasonable
and, therefore; become illegal. But that those railroads who can

,
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justify the relationship of rates to cost car; remedy the situatioh, so
that while the presumption is that the-rate is unreasonable, -it is
rebuttable.

It seems what we are saying in -the case ocsome employment
situations is when you know the characteristics of a project,you
know what the labor pool is like, anclysaseerthat-ther-e-is-a-great
disparity between what one would expect and- *that one sees, then
you will say that there is reason to believe that this situation could
not, develop unless there was some systematic- process going on
which prevented minorities and women from being represented in
larger number.

That, it seems to me, is a _very reasonable position to take.
I would like to conclude with some illustrations from sports. I .

appreciate Dr. Anderson referring to the caboose and the engine
tand since I spent some time -at he Interstate Commerce Commis-

sion it makes me feel a little, more at home. It is my testimony
since I left -the Commission;

But in the area of sports very few people remember that the
National Basketball Association; which now "suffers'! from the
problem of being too bladk a sport, did not have a single black
basketball player until 1956. when George Sweetwater Clifton was
taken on,by the New York Yanks.

There is a sport in which having grown up in New York where
every kid is born with a basketball, the question never was a
question of talent and the opportunities unfolding and then what
economists would call the supply side responseit is a different
supply side than the one this administration talks aboutbut the
surge of talent when opportunity presents itself is clearly evident
in a number of areas.

I have tried, in my written comments to suggest to you what has
happenetLeven in higher education. As opportunities have moved
away from traditional fields for blacks; away from public school
teaching, social work, the clergy, the changes in courses oGstudies
of black students which I look at particularly; has been tremendous
and overnight.

Now we find in many, predominantly black schools just as we
find on white cam uses, that the No 1 interest of these students is
in economics and n business administration which was not true a
decade ago when elds like education and social work dominated.

So these opportunities that are there do have a significant effect
on the employment aspirations of these young people and having _a
public law there does also mediateand in some ways influence the
attitudes or positions of corporate decisionmakers, that it very well
might be taken as a signal that the,Congress does. not believe that
any attention should be paid to the Plight of Minorities if signifi-
cant watering down of the laws that deal with protection of minor-
ities in employment and affirmatiVe action are permitted to go
through.

Thank you.
Mr. HAWKINS. May I first express my personal appreciation to

both Dr. Anderson and Dr. Alexis for their responding to the
invitation to appear before this committee and also to pay a tribute
to their contribution over a period of many years, as a matter of

-
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fact, several decades; to the advancement of economic thought In
this country:

I would like to assure them they were invited not as a_reaction to
the 'statements of another economist, Mr. Thomas Sowell of Stan-
ford, whom I do not know, but I am delighted to know their views
are somewhat different from his.

I recall it has not been very long 'ago that Stanford University
did not have a Single black on its faculty and it was very difficult I
recall the first black- student who went to Stanford because ,he
happened not to be black in complexiOn; and got in through a
subterfuge. So at least through the great 'struggle in the field of
civil rights, we now have an._ outSpOken voice in Stanford even
though he may differ with -us as a result of this struggle.

I would like to address, however, a question or two to either one
of you or to the two of you in terms of the present light of
minorities and women in reference to the use of such weapons as
affirmative action and Systematic discrimination; _

_The best way. to state it, .I guess, is in terms of my understanding
Al? lock of market Participation of hluck rxis in the ottivp
years between 25 and 54._I think Dr. Alexis referred to the occupa-
tional distribution of blacks in the labor market.

It would seem that much has been lost in the decade of the
seventies by minorities and by women as a result of increased
discrimination and despite gains made in a few instances in the
higher brackets, the vast majority ;of blacks did lose in the seven-
ties what primarily had been gained in the sixties.

Several of the means of reversing this it would seem tome would
be the ability to use systematic discrimination m addressing the
problem. The mere absence in various fieldS of a substantial,
number of blacks or women is certainly a great indication of past
discrimination.

ASSuming that the proposed changes suggested by the adminis-
tration that we cannot address these problems except on an indi-
vidual basis depending on single individuals being complainants
and being able' financially and otherwise to come forth and _tip
prove discrimination rather than being able to tackle the inad,
equate participation of black males for whatever reasonsand I
won't get into that this rnoriiing=iii certain fields other than basic
industries Mit not in professional positions, not as managers, and
so forth, if discrimination at such and if affirmative action as such
are both , weakened will the downward trend that we now see
developing continue - and_ are building, therefore, an underclass- of
blacks and women that will be irreversible perhaps during a full
decade?

Mr, ALEXIS. Let_me respond;
Mr. HAWKINS. What are the alternatives if we don't have afarm-

ative action? What is left? .

Mr. ALExis. You have asked a mouthful, really, in the question;
Let me try to give you some pieces.

During the seventies, I think we have to be very careful when we
say progress- was lost. in a sense all work is lost in the seventies
because of the §higgi§h level of the economy so Alio potential for
growth and advancement that was lost is lost fore:rer because those
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experiences were not gained, those jobs were not filled; those/prod-
ucts were not produced.

The 'Second question has tb-do with the issue of where one places
the burden. It is actually an old administrative law gimmick_ to
shift this enforcement burden from one party. to another: Where
you place the burden greatly affects the outcome. That-is whY
lawyers are very concerned: about where the burden is: What these
changes will do very clearly_ is to shift the burden to those least
able to bear it the discriminated against employees and also extend
the time of adjudication..

If there is a real concern about the equity and the administra-
tion, of present law then that question ought to be addregsed direct-
ly rather than redressing this whole balance that e4sts in current
legislation and in current rules.

Even some of those, who complain. about the onerons burdens
employers face say:they wouldn't want to do anything.to upset title
VII employment, Executive. Order 11246, contract compliance. At
least that is some of their rhetoric.

But I would _be very suspicious about efforts which would shift
that balance of burden in a sense from the class of employees to
individual employees having to make their own _case.

Then you raise the question about systematic remedies as op-
posed to these individual ones; It is clear to me where there is a
general findingand I-think in the case of minorities that finding'
has been reached:

Even critics Of-affirmative action are hard pressed to deny that
there is thiS legacy Melloola talked about of discriminatory prac-
tices in various sectors of American life.

The question then is how to offset that legacy and, move quickly
toward position when the opportunities facing minority and ma-
jority people will be equal.

The affirmative action changes that are being recommended cer-
tainly woldd set Iliat back. It will not advance-.that process at all.
TWo things that 4.103.ve nothing to do with legislation that would
advance it greatly would' be a healthy, vigorous growing economy,
and as the previous witness said, even ,Wall Street is not.excited
about the performance of this economy and its forecasts for' the
future is not bright either.

Perhaps initiatives coming from the Congress which would take
away some of the defects that are forecast would certainly be a
step in the right direction.

That is important far another reason. It is not only because of
the caboose story that Mr. Anderson'talks about, but in periods .of
high employment and generally rising' wages; the electorate is
much more compassionate and nerous and its willingness to
undertake and to support equity measures is much greater.

If you look at the period Of Amegican economic history when-the
progress of minorities has been greatest, _it has been greatest -in
periods of great economic upswingi. It is- not just that we -move fast
with the train but' in effect they/have in tt sense moved forward.
Their relative position; as well as their absolute position; has im-
proved.

I think the economic and Political climate is somewhat at issue
here and the really sluggish state of the economymany white:
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workers are badly hurt now, too, and they are 'cooking around
find a victim; a cause; and they are being told if theSO minorities
and women didn't have this advantage, their chances would be °.
better. .

The truth is their chances would not be any better or not enough
better to make a difference in their lives.

This appears in this period to be an additional hinderance or
friction in the market;

I would argue that it is not because in many respects these
workers are not what economists call close suite in any case.

HAWKINS.. :Using the illuatiation that _you did of the . train
with the caboose being attached; would you say that it is appropri-
ate to use this in terms of what did happen to blacks during the
seventies in which the relative income dropped from roughly 60 to
57, as I recall, of the whites, that the caboose ---you would assume
the train moving' forward you would assume the caboose would
mean in a relative position with the engine but it appears the
caboose has broken loose and has. lost .a few

Mr. ALEXIS: It is on a very elastic Chain.
Mr. HAWKINS. Sci that the possible use, then, of macroeconomic

policies attacks the proposal we have and monetary policies with
the elimination, of Structural programs, inclucagi affirmative'
action as well as jobs programs; training programs and so forth,
just simply means the caboose is not going to catch up with the
train even if it begins to move forward; there will_be. some forward
movement among blacks but black§ will Still be relatively left
behind._

Mr. ANDERSON: This is the point that I was trying to make, yes,:
about that and that is to say that one cannot simply depend upon
these salubrious economic forces working through the economy at
large to improve the position of blacks and other .minorities. The
economy, doesn't operate like that.

During the seventies; if I am not mistaken; there were created
'more than 20 million new jobs- in the American, economy. The
American economy's capacity to produce new jobs was; if anything;
the wonder of the Westernworld. The*British were envious of the
American ability to create obs.

If you look at the unemployment rate among bleats I believe you
Will find in 1980, the unemployment rate WAS higher than it was in
1970 so despite all the new job creation; the black community as a
whole was relatively worse Off AS measured by the degree of its
joblessness. .

There_is_another intereAting_partOLithatLexPerienee; Tf you look
at what happened during the 1974-75 recession which at that time
was the worst recession this country had experienced since the
thirties, there was a more rapid rise in unemployment than among
whiteS, that is-o say," the black itheinployment rate went up very
rapidly and it reached a very high rate.

We had a little blip in 1976,in the latter part; when_Mr. Carter
came in with his °economic stimulus program, it started to move -a
pace. But the interesting thing_ was black unemployment_ never
really recovered froth the_loss that occurred during the 1974z75
recession.
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Black unemployment among yOuth never recovered and today it
is- closer- to -50- percent than it has-ever-been.

What this suggests is that there are some very strong undertows,.
structural elements in the economy that do not seem today to
respond as much to change in the overall posture of the economy
as might have been the case in the past.

So I disagree with Marcus a little on this. If you look at the
fifties and forties and a specific rate of economicgrovith and see
blacks were moving along. Today that doesn't seem to happen to
the same degree it did before so I think there is even more reason
to have structural programs; together with a imacroeconomic
polityand I am not convinced, Mr. Chairman, I/will be Perfectly
frank with you, this economic policy is_going to work. -

Take any part of itit may be OK but when you put it all
together it is a quagmire of policY that I think /will -be devastating
to the country. The rate of interest will remain' high for a year or
so. That is for another hearing. /

There were some growths within the black community during
the seventies. Blacks who were college edUcated, who were able to
move into sprofessional, and _managerial/jobs_Ldid=Keaapnal...-
during the seventies. In fact, if one take's a flight to Europe in ihq
summer or to the Caribbean in the 'winter you can hardly fmd a1
seat on the plane for middle-class blacks doing well econonucally.
But _that represents a small part of the black community as a
whole.

Further; -in final response to your question; there is- a group
within our society that made abselutely no gain during the seven-
ties and that is the black_ female -- headed household in which todaY,
Mi. Chairman, almost half of all black children under the age of 18
live:

We have a situation in whic/ h that group growing very rapidly.
We have a situation here in which the futu e generations are going
to be severely jeopardized because' of the high rate of poverty
among those households and I can think of no natural forces in the
marketplace that would ordinarily .improve the position of the
black female headed-household.

The economic recovery program will not help them. Keeping the
constraints on is not going to help them. Cutting takes is not going
to help them. One needs a structural program aimed Specifically at '_
that group.

To say the rising tide lifts all boats, what that misses is the
rising tide does nothing to help the shipwreck at the bottom of the
sea. That is the art 1"..7111WRIMIl:; :iiermlAs I
economic growth moves ahead ,and the fact is a dis_proportiona
number of economically-disadvantaged blacks and other minorities
simply do not benefit from, the kind of economic: growth that we
have promised,

Mr. ALEXIS. MaylI add something to that?
Mr. WEISS. Please.

AtExis.-What has happened structurally now that the 'ques-
tion has been raised, what made the seventies different from other...
periods were, [1] an influx in unprecedented numbers of women
-into the labor force; and [2] that we have now the first period
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really_sincethe end of World War II when we have had a very
large_immigration.

Those_ two events together Create a great deal of competition for
many of those jobs that minorities, partictilarlY blacks, would have
been opting for.

In Some respects their faiNre to advance the way Bernie talks
about is because they were crowded out

The other thing that is really very important to notice is that
those 20 million jobs that were noted, of them very few were
created in traditional -industries such as manufacturing, construc-
tion and the well-paying industries for semiskilled and unskilled
workers.

Where the jobs are created in low-paying, lbw-productivity serv-
ices; fast food jointS, to put it directly, and thoSe are not the kinds
of jobs and that is not the kind of growth in the economy that is
ping to offer much in the way of economic advancement for lower
income people,

So not only the economic growth per Se is important but the kind
of growth you get. I akree fully with Dr; Anderson that there is
nothing in this Christmas tree gift bag that the administration got
through Congress_ that assures poor: and not well-off people .will
gain at all from the economic changes that were wrought in 'the
budget and tax bills.

That economic program is one which will enhance the opportuni-
ties and the economic position possibly -of the affluent and is a real
gift to the rich.

I think this was at a very-sabStaritial cost changing economic
incentives and rewards. What structurally has taken place has not
dealt with the kinds of problems in the population this committee
is concerned about.

Mi. ANDERSON. I would like, to,make one comment in the individ-
ual case versus class action.

I would argue it i8 more economically efficient and cost effective,
to pursue a class action strategy than an individual strategy. If one
pursues the individual strategy_doesn't there have to be more
investigators; more people from WaShirigton and other cities going
out_checking every plant?

If the enforcement agencies_can Purtue a class action strategy
one individual' case can trigger a company-wide investigation_ in
Which all members of the-affected class-Would- benefit from the
remedy and that should be on balance a cheaper way to enforce the
policy -than to work through the adjudication of individual griev-
ances.

Mr. WEISS. A distinguished member of the other body comment-
ing_on the proposed cutback on mine safety inspections suggested
that, [a] unfortunately there will always be accident§ in mines and;
[b] inspections really have little to do with preventing accidents,
that better labor management regulations are what you need.

So I suspect by analogy, the argument they are going to give you
is you don't really need more investigators or more lawyers or
Whatever, what you need is better attitudes and they will be gener-
ating_those_better attitudes it says here.
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Mr. HAWKINS. If you will yield one second I have an aappoin ent
to go down to-defend -the Job Corps program and will
have to absent myself for 20 minutes to do so.

want to make that explanation iso Dr. Alexis and Dr. An erson
will not. feel they have driven me away. I do regret this I would
like to express my appreciation to both of them and also th you,
Mr. Chairman, for filling in today and-4 will attempt to get back
Kist as rapidly_ as possible.

Mr. WEIKS. If I may, on the basis of the economic analyis that
both of you just gave with regard to the people at the bottom of the
sea; if. you will, take into account the elimination of the CETA
program for the most part whose participants were predominantly
those _people at the bottom of the economic ladder, the elimination
for all practical purposes of the disregard in outside earnings for
those-people receiving- aid-to dependent children benefits, the elimi-
nation or reduction significantly of child care assistance, the cut-
back in tuition assistance programs for many of the single parent
family women heads of household who are beginning to attend in
large numbers the community colleges and other- educational insti-
tutions, is the issue of affirmative action at all relevant or germane
to -the plight of those people:

.Mr. ANDERSON. Let me try to answer that first and I am sure
Marc can add to it

I see affirmative action as a set of procedures designed to assure
that all individuals who are: qualified for specific available jobs
have an equal chance to compete for those jobs. That is the way I
see affirmative action: I don't see it as a mechanism through which
individuals who are unqualified forobs are into those Jobs
in preference to individuals -who are more qualified for the jobs. 7

Taking into account what Mr. Hooks said earlier al7k)ut qualifica-
tions4 don't know that I go quite as far as that with respect to.
Qualifications. There are some reasonably good criteria by which
individuals can be measured.

I see affirmative action as being a set of policies that assure all
individuals who have qualifications to perform a job are considered
for it. .

For many ,of the people who are served through CETA, the
qualifications are not at a level where they can adequately Compete
on a fair basis for the available jobs so then CETA is a way of
bringing them up; -it is .a way of increasing their potential to be
competitive in the labor market and thereby expanding the oppor-
tunities for them to increase their employmentiand reduce their
de ndency.

o to the extent one is pursuing on-nffirm-m. tivp-surtinn-reir
the one hand and CETA on the other hand- then elithiriate
the CETA programs which contribute to the development of ern.;
ployability, you then ate saying that those individuals will perpet;
ually be left behind and. there will be .no recourse available to
them, no resources for them to build up their. ability to compete in.
the labor market and the result is that they will fall farther and
farther behind.-

That is the way I analyze. the relationship betWeen the two
Mr: ALEXIS; There is nothing Dr: Anderson says I would disagree

With.
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Much of the ,'acquisition of skills that people have is not gained .

---by-going- to school:Yam-get-generally:schools' _reading, Writing, andi-
so forth, and though Lam an educator, there is a great deal that is
structurally wrong even with our way of viewing_thingS.

One of the things that struck me years ago is how little we spend
on vocational education in our ,secondary schools, how little we
spend for _Preparing for productive work young people who are not
going to college.

`Our Whole educational slant is toward that 25 percent that _ie
going fa go to college, and get 80 percent of the resources; Even
though Lam a college professor I think that is an unfair way to
,treat those who are notgoing to go to college.

InduStry does a tremendous_ amount of training. One thing that
affirmative action does, even for the _Person who has not acquired

you want to be a carpenter it is very hard to learn to be a
carpenter by doing it, people want to be machinists and some of

-these are very remunerative occupation&
If you want to operate the big earth-moving equipment; I don't

krid* of a high school that teaches you how to do it. You acqUire
that skill.

For generations industry has taught people or given them those
skills and one of the things that affirmative action does for many
minorities who would otherwise l* in low-paying jobs, it createS an
upward pressure on ernplOyers to make those opportttnities availa-
ble so that one doesn't simply have the skill presently but-=--they
are comparable to the whites who have thoee skill& -

I met a person once' whccwaa film emulsifier coater or some-
thing of that kind. Eiietnian_Kodak has machines that make a
million feet of film a_day. There is no place in the world where you
could learn to Coat film except in a plant like. Eastman Kodak's.
Nobody else makes film that way. =

In the economy of the Sixties that company adVertised through
outpaid relocation expenses and taught people skills specific to
their plant That goes on characteristically in American industry.

I think that another way of looking at the of the aver-
age minority perSon it to have the opportunities to lbe considered
and to be trained for these kinds of positions_ rather .than to have
them foredlbee4_That would be an important advancement

The other aoblem are the female-headed households: To give
you the magnitude of that problern; I looked at it before I came
into the Government Four out of 10he talked about half the
children in black America are raised in those households but 4 out
of _10 black families is headed by a female. art ii, povertyThey_
account collectiVely between them for maybe a third of all black
poverty.

When you look at Vhite poverty they account for a miniscule
amount of it, under 5 percent. So I think when one looks at these
problem§ .you have to understand the structural and demographic
differences between the white population and black population;

The birth rate among blacks and hispanics is higher than among
whites so you are going to have more children in these households.
They_are going Co be affetted differently than you will have if you
are thinking about childless two-couple working households.
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These problems have to be addressed by a program specific to
those problems. ..

WeTalso-need-generic-or7systematic-solutions to the overall Prob.,.
lern of using, race is a factor in affecting people's occupations and
their incomes.

Mr. Hooks said he had very nice shoes on Mine are not as nice
as his but in my employed life I have been fortunate to have some
very good- poSitions: However; thilore is;no doubt in my m4nd that
being black has limited my op rtunities. There is no question
about it:

I know Many white people who are-less talented who have done
much better: It wasn't simply because they were better looking. It
is a factor up and down the scale.

Mr: WEISS: I assume what -we are saying is- that in order to deal
' with the problem in its totality the affirmative adtion program id
essential; but if you don't have_the opportunities for people to be
employed to begin with, the affirmative action program by ,ithelf
for that sector of our population is not going to mean very much:

Mr. ANDERSON. I would agree entirely with that construction of
the issue. ..

The Writ that I would like to make i.- exactly that, that affirms-.
tive action must be seen, as a vital pa of any effort to improve the
conditions of opportunity, the Tife ances of minorities, and possi-
bly also women in this society. ,

Let me be candid with you and sa if you look at the statistics
very carefully and I would not want y statement to be misinter
preted-there is reason to conclude that majority group women
have made greater economic progress than minority groups during
the 1970 period.

-._

I think that further emphasizes the point'that, Dr. Alexis made,
that is, race continues to be a very important factor in eliminating
the opportunities for a substantial number of people in this coup-
try. / ,

But rwould say that you need affirmative action policies and
practices and procedures and regulations in order to assure that
the/groups that have been excluded in the past; including minor-
ities and women, continue to make the kind of progress that they
haVe made and make even more progress.

There is nothing in .the operation of the economy that will pro-
duce those kinds of gains.. .. .

-/if you have simply the operation of the economy without affirma-
tive action,without s_pecial effort; you will not achieve an improve-
orient in the relative position. of these groups;

- -I On the other hand, if you try to have affirmative action without
......:the-economy m oving_along-progres.sively-and-at-a-satisfactory-rate,-
first of all, I am sure that would not be itically feasible because
/What would happen would_be that; you wou iting to,redistrib-
I ute a constantly shrinking pie and that it simply not politically
feasible in this country .but even' if it wei-e feasible if people would-

'stand for it, it would not accomplish_ the objective:
' So I see these two as working hand-in-hand, being absolutely
essential; not just aimed at the better off; There are those who say
affirmative action only helps those who would advance anyway.
That is not true. Every time a black or hispanic or other minority

. . .
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who IS qualified for a better job gets into that job,- there is another
place for someone to come into the job that first person vacated.

BO unless we see affirmative -.action as operating all along the
line we would be limiting,the opportunities for minority and kir
women but I thirik we have to see these_ two as being essential.

Certainly if we look at What we are likely to 'havemy estimate .
is the rate of unemployment will rise over the next year, that it
will rise above 8 percent and then begin to decline

There is all the more reason in that type of environment to have
affirmative action. In order for business firms to continue to be
sensitive to finding those ways voluntarily, in most c'ases_to tr_y to
cushion the blow on these protected groups who in the past have
been denied Opportunities-if you Simply drop the affirmative
action,I suspect you will have a situation even worse than we
experidhced during 1974-75.

Mr. Wens. Assume- the administration follows through on the
path that Mr. Reynold§ outlined here yesterday, take the kind of
company you outline in your dissertation and in )rfour testimony, do
'they continue to adliitre to their policies or is there a possibility
they will decide since nobody else seems to be doing it they will not
adhere to it either?

ANDERSON. No, I think their system is in place__I have not
looked at -A.T. & T. closely, althoughthe followup study was done
by my colleague§ at the'Wharton Achool. .

There is a sysfem in place in the Bell System that will continue
to select out minorities and women for a broad spectrum of job
Opportunities.

My own expe..:tation is there will not be the relative gains_ be=

tWeen 1980 and 1985 as there were between 1975 and 1980, but I
don't think that they will go back to the position that I discovered
in 1968 and 1969.

Mn WEISS. Take seine' body like Seam Roebuck which was in the
middle of an investigation and subject to Some orders on systematic
noziaffirmative action. Then the new administration comes in and
says, don't worry about that; we are going to have to prove in fact
you discriminated on an individual bags.

What happens to companies such as. Sears which have not been
Olt in the process?

Mr. ArlotitSON. There is noingentive for them to put it in. It is
very costly for a major multiplant company to.;put in these Sys-
terns. It is costly. I would not doubt that AT. & T. paid an enor-
mous amount to put this system_ into place.

So unless_. there is pressure generated by the Federal Government
or other enforcement agencies to see that these systems are put in

place, the incentives would be not to Rut them in place. That does
not mean this company is going- to discriminate but simply they
would-not develop the kind of systematic changes that would over
some period of time lead to improvement in the position of.these
groups. .

I think it would be very harmful, quite frankly; to send out a
message at this time that -the development of these kinds of sys-
tematic ordinarily means for assuring equal employment opportu-
nity is no longer necessary ,because there would be a tendency to
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drift back into the old ways and I am not convinced simply recruit-
ing does anything.

Why is it when it comes to affirmative action and equal employ-
ment we say you can't measure progress by the numbers? We
measure progress by numbers everywhere else. Why don't we
measure progress by the numbers now?

The fact- is I liappen to work for- an organization that is in the
business of making grants. They give away money. My 'success is
measured in part by the numbers. When I was at the universit3, for
10 years, every year the can wanted tO know how many students
had been in my classes and if the classes were too small that was a
bad mark against me, Maybe I wasn't doing a good job teaching.

In every aspect of American life we measure progress by num-
bers but when it comes to assuring equal opportunity that is wrong
and I think that is nonsense.

Mr: WEISS. Or. Alexis; in the same way what do you project as
happening -as far as career _professional selection is concerned as-
suming the administration follows through?

Mr. ALEXIS. I think you are going to find a mixture depending on
what kind of industry. In smile - high technology -industries; -for
insUince, silicon, where the chips are made in California, that
technolOgy changes so rapidly and tile skills are so special that
they x_n not care if people have three heads and nine arms as
long as they can make a contribution and keep them ahead of the
market. That is important.

Where intense competition exists you ma_y not find problems.
But in those areas in which there is a-lot of interchangeable people
of roughlyequal,abrlity and there is some slack in the system in
-which there is the level of unemployment Dr Anderson referred to'
which is clearly within the realm of possibilitycertainly Within
the range of 8 or 9 percent or even 10 percent is not an unreason
able prediction for the next 12 to 18 months and then a backing off
from itcoupled together with a signal from= the administration
that people can do What they feel comfortable doing in terms of the
issue of employment of disdadvantaged people, minorities; women;
and others. The -employers then have no indentive to incur the
costs of such a system.

There may be employers who feel they can get a jump on the
market. If everybody else isn't doing it I should do it because I can
get all this talent cheap. Some people may do it out of self-intereSt.
But there are not enough of those blue chip Silicon Valley outfits
to employ everybody and not enough smart managers to figure
they should capture the talent early so the net effect can-be more
pressure on minorities should the administration be successful.

You don't have to make the statement that the employers are
discriminators; that they are evil; terrible people. All that is re-
quired is that they choose the path of least resistance.

If I have a plant and I have 2;000 employees in the plant and
they all come from a particular part of the city of Chica_go, one
that happens to have no black people or hispanics, and they can
supply me with a steady stream 6f their relativeswhen a job
opens they tell a cousin; and that person is a reasonably good
worker, and I look at the income statements every week and I am
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making money, I wouldn't care if they had chimpanzees out there
working,

That is the mentality of much of Management: They don't care
who produces as long as they produce at a cost that makes money
for them. But they will not interrupt a selection. process which
systematicallY excludes siisme workers because they-don't scare.
There is no profit to them in changing the selection system.-

AffirMative Action is important in those instances of indifference
as well as of those where there is active venal kinds of discrimina-
tion.

I want to make it clear that I think you need it for the people
who are not discriminators too.

Mr. WEiss. Thank you.
Mr. Washington:
Mr. WASHINGTON.,Thank you.
Dr. Anderson, first I regret I was called .away and I missed your

original presentation but I have tried to read it I welcome both of
you.-

On pages 5 and 6, Dr._ AnderSbn, I think you very effectively
answer Some of the false criticisms of affirmative action people

-Who claim affirmative action is designed for elitist groups and it
does not help the masses.
-In light of the fact that you separate the two, that affirmative

action is designed to help those who need training, such Prbgrairis
as CETA could__ probably accomplish that, it is thy understanding
next year we will_ be rewriting the CETA program

What would be your recommendation as_ to a linkage between,
affirmative action and these various federally funded training prO-
grams?

Mr. ANDERSON. One of the things about CETA in the past has
been the relatively low rate of takeup among employers of OJT
despite the fact that most people; in this labor market learn their
jobs on the job.

_l_would like to relate three thingS. First of all, much of the cut in
CETA, as) understand it, came in the public service employment'
segment although CETA has been cut in half. That leaves the
ernPlOyable development activities; skills; training, perhaps some of
the other activities, but the Major eniphaSiS seems 'to be on the
Private sector, that is to say, that everything I have heard sugges ts
that a major effort will be made to increase the private sector's
role in CETA or whatever comes after CET*.

This would be a golden opportunity_td link up employment and
training activities with affirmative action' because if the private
sector's role is going to be expanded, I assume what that means is
that the _private sector would be making more jobs available to
economically disadvantaged people.

If it dOesn't mean that then I don't understand what is Meant 1J'
expanding s the role of thk private sector. If it does trAn what I
have suggested then it wilkbe all the more important that in
expanding job opportunities for the economically disadvantaged;

_that be done within the context of goalS and titnetables aimed at
including minorities and women across the broadest range of occu-
pations being made available.
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There is another part of the linkage and that is that CETA
programs should be operated with a fair amount of affirmative
action and inmany cases they have not If you look at some
employment and training programs under CETA, you will find a
relatively limited participation of women.

You will find in some areas a limited participation of minorities
although in the youth programs I believe about 50 percent of all
participants were blackyouth.

That was largely the result of the targeting requirements im-
posed in 1978.

But I think if we are moving toward a set of programs or policies
for employment and training, call it what you will; CETA or post-
CETA; that could very conveniently be linked with affirmative
action goals so that the firms would-be-able-to-achieve their affirm-
ative_ action objectives while at the same time expanding opportuni-
ties for the economicallydisadvantaged.

Mr. WASHINGTON. Would you assume_ then that the various in-
dustries would provide the range of skills to be taught for these
Federal-funded programs?
__Mr. ANDERSON. My realistic expectation is that to the extent that
employers _open_up_more jobs for the economical disadvantaged?
they will not be among the better- jobs in the firm. I have in mind
the experience under the NAB jobs program back in the late
sixties, early seventies.

I would hope that the broadening of erbplbythebt cpportunities in
the private sector would not be disproportionately concentrated in
the lower level dead-end, make-work kinds of jobs -in industry.

That_is interesting_because public service employment is said to
be make-work as if to suggest also to make work in the private
sector. I have never heard anyone. in the private sector say it
publicly but there are many make-work jobs in the private Sector
as well.

Given the characteristics of the
you

that are Served by
CETAand I have to be honest with you the typical CETA partici-
pant is not a high school graduate, has limited work experience,
has limited basic educational qualificationsthere will be relative-
ly few jobs in most technologically oriented companies in which a
person with those kinds of qualifications could be hired and
trained. I think what you are likely to get . is a broadening of
opportunities at the entry level with the firm committing itself,
hopefully, to a longer period of orientation and adjustment of the
employee on the job hopefully With some cooperation from co mu-
nity7based organizations and others to help acclimate that peon n
to the private sector employment.

It will not be easy but I don't think any rewriting of CETA is
likely to result in a significant increase in CETA.= eligible members
of the labor force in the Silicon Valley kinds of jobs Professor
Alexis mentioned before.

I have never seen evidence of that happening throughout the
manpower period, and I have been studying manpower programs
for the past 15 years. I don't want to be over-optimistic about what
might happen.

The other point I would make is that a disproportionate number
of the jobs created in the seventies were in the services industry
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and there are more opportunities likely to be created in those
industrieS over the next 5 or 10 year than in the manufacturing
and durable goods typeindustries.

We don't have as Much information on the characteristics of
employment in the services industry. We know that the structure
of employment there tends to be different The opportunities for
upgrading are. very different from what they are in the manufac-
turing sector. But it very well may be that there will be more jobs
created for CETA--eligible persons in the services industries as a
result of linking affirmative action with post -CETA than in the
manufacturing_and other durable goods industries._

Mr. WASHINGTON. Would you wish to comment, Mr. Alexis?
Mr. ALEXIS. Yes. I would say that the growth is likely to continue

in the service industries.. It is interesting that while America's
trade balance has reflected these deficits and while employment as

a _percentage of-total ,employment has been decreasing in the
United StateS, _the consumption of manufactured goods hasn't
fallen relative to the incomes of Americans;

What we are doing is buying them from overseas. So to some
extent what we are doing is exporting the kinds of jobs we used to
have available which people could aspire to who were intelligent?
industrious. So that is shrinking somewhat

Many of the service jobs are not well paying and there is also a
temptation to further automate those jobs, to subdivide them and

to make thein have less opportunity for growth unless one is talk-
ing about managers.

Therefore, you are talking about a jump from a class of individ-

uals who are really very similar in terms of low level skills and few
job opportunities to some supervisory&oup.

What we are alSo seeing in the service industry in things like
fast foodS, those jobs are also being further satisfied: and there is a
growth of a part-time 'market Interestingly, a lot of the female
employment is in part-time jobs and some of the occupations are
relying on these Workers in some cases because-firms find that by
not hiring people themselves they can escape some of the provi-
sions of Federal laW if they hire the service for trash removal; and

so forth.
Part is a managerial decision about supervision and some of it is

an attempt to minimize the kindS of costs.
That sector does not seem to me; to hold great promise for

upward mobility;
Also, the world is becoming more open in terms- of competing

directly and therefore, we have the phenomenon of Japanese auto-
mobiles. I was reading in the businesS press recently if the Japa-
nese have not communicated to the administration they have not
made any Secret -to the -rest of the world they have no intention of
cutting their trade surplus.

Some people think it is at leaSt as good- a car: It certainly is
going to create pressures on those kinds of automotive and steel
industry jobs.

In dealing With the problems of the poor, the undercla.ssed, it is
not to look- for -a magic cure, a single purpose cure. Americans like
the quick fix. We like to find something that will solve our prob-

lems all at once.
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There is a ,magic Supply side economics, monetarism; the moral
majority; whatever. So we look for these ,single strategies and we
gamble heavily on them. If they don't work we swing with some-
thing else. . .

I think the problems we are talking about really need an arsenal
of many weapons to, attack We have to 'see whether the same
medicine that will be successful in treating the problems of the
female-headed household are going to be useful for the non- English
speakinimmigrant, for the, inner city youngster who does not
acquire a good formal education; and these _may be subsectors
which may have to be treated somewhat differently in order to
reduce acceptable results.

I would like W say one thing about the high school graduate. I
am not as expert in this field as Dr: Anderson:, When you talk to
employers about the high school certificate; the ones I have talked
to don't believe it meansa better worker in the sense of being able
to do a better job.. They, look upon it as evidence of discipline that
somebody can complete soniething; that someone has learned to be
able to get to school enough days a Year to get through and has not
gotten into So much trouble that he got expelled:

They are looking to the schools to give a signal that this is not
the worst of the lot: If the schools could be made to- also perform
better in their job,preparation, vocational education; for instance;
think we could do a 'lot 'in the school system: They are playing
games.

The city of Chicago is more interested in avoiding the is-sue and
spending large sums of money to not educate poor people than it is
in trying to make them competent; self-sufficient and able to go out
and do something in life without becoming a potential recipient of
public aid.

I think we have to put pressures on other public institutions as
well as private employers. --

Mr. WEISS. Dr. Alexis and Dr. Anderson,, thank you very much
for very important and provocative testimony. We are very grateful
to you.

Our next witness is Mr. George Sape.
Mr. Sape, we appreciate your patience and perseverance. We

have your prepared statement which, without objection, will be
entered into the record in its entirety and you may proceed as you
deem most appropriate.

[The prepared statement of George Sape follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF GEORGE P. SAFE, VICE PRESIDENT, ORGANIZATION
RESOURCES COUNSELORS, INC.

Mr. Chairman, members of the Suixommittee,_ my name is George P. Rape. I am
Vice President of Organization Resources Cour-4elors,Inc. (ORC) a world-wide man,
agement consulting firm which specializes in areas of employment relationships
and the utilization of human resources. Our work requires that we assist employeni,.
both public and private, to design, review, anti improve the systems and procedures
which they use to manage their employment processes, and to assist them insolving
problems and implementing various portions of their personnel management _proce-
dures. Our work, therefore, touches upon the various areas of_personnel_manage,
ment, and ranges from review and assessment of the effectiveness of a corporate
organization and structure to manage people, to the evaluation of specific manage-
ment personnel practices. We also strive to be sensitive to new trends_ and c_oncepts
in personnel management and to. be responsive tofithe techniques for implements-
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Lion of programs mid priictices required by governmental and regulatory require-

ments.
To this end;_we work with management in various specific areas such as domestic

and international compensation, occuptional safety and health, labor-management
relationship%_employee attitudes and Productivily,and training and development.
Our clients_tend to be prodoniintintly large corporate organizations or agencies of

either federal, state, and local governments:
One major area of our consultative work, involves equal employment Opportunity.

In this area of employment relationships; we provide- consulting services to 210,:of

the nation's major employers Who are representative _of every major segment -of
American business and of all areas of the country. In this regard, I feel that ORC

has both wide-ranging experience and a broadly based perspective on the -effects of

EEO programs. We gain our perspective and expertise by a continuous interchange

with the appropriate Federal and state agencies having_EM responsibility and by

ensuring that we have a regular and coritinu,ing interaction with our client compa-
nies through an ORC activity called the Equal Opportunity G'roup (E0G). The EOG

is an ongoing activity through which we meet regularly during the year with the

management representatives having key equal erriployme_nt responsibility within
their Companies. Our meetings, which are conducted in aand

or small round=
tables sessions, are held to discuss current developments and_ requirements in the
equal employment area to exchange information on Current issues and concerns, to

examine governmentaLand judicial initiatives, and to examine and analyze the

gains and_problems experienced by employers in attaining their equal employment

objectives.
'This continual and regular contact with'thiirlaige number _of major corporate

organizations provides as with a good cross- section -of the successes. and failures that
businesses experience in grappling with the multitude of problemsiencountered in

implementing equal employment prOgrams: It has also prqvided s _with a good

historical and evolutionary picture of EEO progress among major U.S. employers, ,

and I feel, a good perspective on the future needs of EEO as part of a broader

corporate management program.
It is within this framework that we are pleased to present oul- testimony to the

subcommittee today -in- its - continuing oversight hearings dii affirmative action and

equal employment: ORC is not_a_law firm, although we have lawyers on our staff,

and we are not a trade association. Accordingly we will not seek to present tathe
committee a legal analysis ecurrent EEO problems. I am certain that the commit-
tee will hear frbm lawyers_repiesenting all sides of the issue: We alsowill also not

seek to speak for one industry or industry group, although it is fair to state that our
perspectives are probably more reflective of large rather than smaller employers,

1" I feel, therefore; that where ORC can be helpful to the committeeis in presenting

a management perspective of the issue of equal emplOyilient opportunity as it is
reflected in one cross - section_ of American-business-today. By necessity.; our testimo-

ny presents: road ideas and views in order to provide the committee with as wide a
perspectiVe as possible - within the time and limita of this hearing, In areas where
the, committee may wish additional material or a further explanation, we would be

pleased to accommodate itseeds, as possible,

COMPANY IMPLEMENTATION OF EEO

'The best way to appreciate the management persRective on eqUal employment

issues_ is; I feel, to undeMtand one thing about American businesa leadership.
Executives are by-andslamepracticalactical people _Their interest is to produce- a good

product, to sell that produet,-and to make aprofit for the company. To this end;
anything which negatively affects the ability to attain these objectives is viewed at

best with suspicion, or more likely with opposition.
This practical approach to business objectives is virtually beyond political mo.

tives. In equal employment Opportunity; perhaps the best way to demonstrate this

fact Is by an example. Some months after the current Administration has been
installed in office, and as various press reports -began to appear about what was

being characterized as. a wholesale retreat from equal employment and affirinative
action issues by the Adininistration; I. received atelephone call from the president
of a large company who was concerned about these reports.

His concern was based upon a very practical issue. The surd of his concern was
that these reports Weald hart the employee relations climate at his company which

could, in turn, affect his bilsifiess. As he noted, the company had an integrated_ work

force. This integration had been achieved under various company affirmative action
programs over several years: The company had progressed to the point where the
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president felt comfortable hat his multi-racuil,_rnale-Jemale work force represented
an inevitable and desirable long-term integration within the company.

Now, however, with theireports circulating widely about the dismantling of equal*.
employment ens' affirmative action, he was concerned about the effects that these
would have on the morale of Minority and women we kers who constitute a signifi-
cant portion of the work fume. To-the:presidentthe' r wasiipecuically that
employees would assume. that affirmative action at the company would c_ometaa
halt, that this would initially reduce the morale of minor workers, and that then
this might generate hoAility toward the company. He was worried thatIrustrated
Minority workers would lose interest in their work, or orga against the compa-
ny, or would leave. In! any event, he felt that productivit would be negatively
affected, and that the company's market position and prenability mrght suffer,_ no
matter how insignificantly. Furthermore, he was concerned that the company's
societal commitment to equal treatment would be eroded.

He felt it important to make sure that the company's' affirmative action efforts
were understood to be internal and integral to the company and not politically
motivated: To this end, he issued a statement to all employeee stressing that the
company's EEO commitment was an ongoing effcirt and was not dependant upon
who was in the White House or what political party controlled the Congress. This
example, while representative of only one company, is not isolated, and senior
executives at other companies have expressed similar concerns and sentiments.

The role of equal employment issues within broader 'corporate objectives is, how-
ever, often still not well understbod. While the attainment of progress in equal
employmen,t is viewed as an importantobjective by business, the manner by which
the objective is attained causes wide divergence of opinion, depending upon the size
of a company, its product line, its profitability, and whether it is in a growing or
declining business. All of these elements influence a company's internal flexibility,
which is the key ingredient toward efective EEO management by any organization.
What we are talking about, after all, is jobs and moving people irito those jobs.

My previous example of the company president's concern provides a key to
uriderstanding the role of equal employment opportunity- in today's large corporate
organization': There was never any question in his mind that equal employment was
a part ofhis company's overall management program. His concern was not that
equal employment was going to disappear at this company, but that it be under-
stood by employees as an integral part of the company's human resource manage-
ment process.

Our experience shows' us that this is the general position in large, companies
today. Unlike_ the_earlier history of_ESO, companies have in. major part made EEO
a normal part o£ their management of human resources and have institutionalized
many bfits_cornponents: E_very_miijoi_II.S. employer with whom ORC is acquainted
has an_ _established_ EEO and affirmative_ _action unit_ at_ its, _crirporate_ offices, its
divisions,_ and at any sizeable_operating facility.. This_establishment_of_ a _company,-
wide management StrUct_ure responsible for equal_ ernployment_programs may have
been at its formation dependant uwn_government regulation; but it has long since
become a part of corporate mahagement.

In addition to the specific functions assigned to designated EEO officials within a.
company, most large companies also have included EEO responsibility in the list of
responsibilities assigned to all managers, and an increasing number of companies
calculate a pdrtiork of a manager's,annual salary package and rate of success within
the company on the basis of that manager's demonstrated EEO successes. Further,
EEO considerations have been 'built into a large number of other company areas,
from compensation, recruiting, training and career deVelo_pment to areas such as
advertisements and marketing. All of these programs are designed to assist the
company to formulate, evaluate, implement; and monitor corporate EEO objectives
in conjunction with other corporate objectives.

GOVERNMENT ROLE

One of_the_ biggest impediments_ to the implementation of smooth_ and more
effective_ corporate _EEO_ programs in recent _years_ has _been the role of -the Federal
Government. The actions of the Government agencies sluring the past few years
have often damaged on-going and successful company_EEO-programs by_disrupting
their operation or by damaging the credibility of compan_y EEO officers, Govern-
ment agencies responsible for EEO enforcement __or_ contract compliance often
appear, based on the demands that they put to companies, either totally unaware of
how American business operates or locked in time in the 1960s, viewing every
company effort in the EEO area with suspicion, and second - guessing, every company
decision.
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The program most criticized by employers during recent years _has been the
contract compliance program under E.O. 11246. Much of:what has been criticized
aliotit the role of government regulations generally is reflected -time-and - again. in .

the contract compliance program. Those companies who are among the 210 which

comprise the CIRC Equal_Opportunity Group are-mostly large federal _contractors.
They are, therefore; under the jurisdiction of OFCCP and subject to the require-

ments of that agency's rules and regulations. ConsequentSyi.the main_ theme of a
large number of the discussions at Equal Opportunity -Group meetings- uring the
last few years has centered upon the demands of OFCCP official s=tand -upon negative

effects of various contract Compliance requirements .insisted upon by the agancy.
The criticism has been largely uniform, often severe, and always: echoed by other
companies with similar negative experiences.

It is not the purpose of this testimony to parade before this committee along list
of incidents- pointing to the often destructive actions of OFCCP: Flowever_the
committee should be aware that_ there is significant 'mistrust of government_inten7
tions in the Cataract compliance area and that much will have to be done to
improve understanding between, the OFCCP and thoie companies which arecovered
federal contractors. While the EEOC has been subjected to may of the same criti7

cisms in the past, its efforts- during the past few years to improve its internal
management procedures; strike more balanced view in its processing of charges of
discrimination, and increase professionalism among its Staff have eased many of the
earlier concerns that employers voiced.

The single greatest problem with OFCCP's implementation of federal_contract
compliance has -been its rigidity and intransigence on what it views as compliance
with the Exeuctive Order This problem was most graphically demonstrated by the
issuance in- 1979 of the OFCCP Contract Compliance Manual. This guide to OFCCP
field compliance officers subjects most aspects of soy contractor's affirmative action
compliance program to rigid requirements and allows little if any variation for

individual bUsiness objectives and operating needs.
S:ime contractors have refused to accede to theie kititiS Of rigid anclinflexible

demands, and have challenged the OFCCP's authority to insist on what are viewed

by the contractor ws unworkable or inappropriate Procedures. The recent action in
Firestone 7Yre & Rubber Co, v. Marshalli 24 FEP-Cases 1699 (E,D. Tex-la81), is a

case in point There the company challenged the OFCCP authority to insist on its
method of determining when,rninoritiep are underutilized in certainjob groups over
that used by the company which, in fact, yielded identical, if no better_resultsi The
company prevailed: the _court held that OFCCP had exceeded its authority in de-
mantling that the company adhere to the rigid government formula The Depart-
ment of Labor recently determined to voluntarily withdraw its appeal of the adve,rse

ruling of the lower court.
Affirmative action programs cannot operate rigidly and cannot he judged by an

inflexible formula: OFCCVs tendency in the Peat few years had been to insist on
'unworkable _job groups; artifical eight-factor availability analysis unrealistice con-
cepts of utilization of _minorities and women, and rigid and inflexible goals and
timetables. This approach has contributed to isolating affirmative_ action functions

in many companies. Their overall effectiveriesa has been because_affirmative action

has come to be vim d as a responses tq government demands an not as an intergral
part Of management,

To make corponte equal employment effort§ work notwithstanding these actions,

many companies have for some time maintained what amounts_to a "double set of

books:" These companies maintain.oneaffirmatiVe action plan_for submission to the
government for review, while a different arid-often much more_demanding program
is used for their internal EEO objectives. These paralled internal programs are
specifically designed to reflect the conn:arira-intitiagerrient philosepby and incorro-
rate its _unique features and needs. These companies have found that the only way

to maintain any momentum and creditability to their affirmative_ action programs
was to divorce them for the government's contract compliance requirements.
. We are aware; of_course, of the recently- issued proposed changes to OFCCP rules
and regulations from the Departrrient of Labor: While this is not the appropriate
place to discuss each-Of the numerous Changes 'Proposed_in the agency's rules, we
generally support the revisions that the Department has_published.While we do not
fully agree with some of the proposals such aa, the new threshold provisions for
written affirmative action plans which-would exempt-small businesses while forcing

large employers to absorb the brunt of contract compliance, we applaud the easing

Of many of the rigid and unnecessary paperwork requirements -that have character-
ized the contract compliance program to date: We areLdveloping detailed comments
to the Department based on the reactions of the companies in the ORC Equal
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Opportunity Group and would be pleased to submit a copy to the c mmittee when
we have completed our analysis.

We hope that the Deportment of Labor will move quickly toim meat the more
balanced rules and regulations reflected in its current rule-rnakin proposal. Fur-
ther, we also hope that the Department will quickly revisecertai _other critical
areas of its rules and regulations, as it has already indicated it will. _he three_most
important areas, availability determination, back pay, and jo_b grow _fotmulation,
are majcir elements of attaining a balanced contract compliance p gram which;
When combined with the present proposals to ease the paperwork burden and_ allow
greater individual company flexibility in 'affirmative action plans will produce a
much"more meaningful and effective contract compliance program.

THE FUTURE OF EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY PROGRAMS

Throughout my testimony; I have attempted to emphasize to you, Mr. Chairman,
and to the committee, that the role of corporate EEO programs is undergoing
dramatic changes, and that company perspectives on equal employment opportunity
are_very different in 1981 than they were ten or even five years-ago when many
existing government regulatory and legal positions were formed. I am not always
confident that the government understands these changes and appreciatea the insti-
tution_al nature of_rnany_corporate EEO policies and programs.

I am, howey_er; als_o_not naive enough to suggest that all companies have come to
the stage of their development willingly; and that all enforcement programs
or regulato e e_ dHowever; I feel that the government
can better utilize its resoikrees_and_aehieve more effective EEO implementation if it
understands_ some of the maja shifts in equal employment concerns and programs.

Changes in the'external work force.Wjth_or_without _direct government presurei
employers will be hiring larger numbers of minorities and women to staff their
work force. This will be necessary because_ minorities and- women will increasingly
account for a larger portion of the available labor pool _in the United States: In a
study done by Howard N. Fullerton, Jr., a demographic statistician in the Bureau of
Labor Statistics. and published in the December 1980 Monthly Labor- Reviews a
projection of the labor force to the year- 1995 shows that women workers_ will
account for two-thirds of the total growth in the' labor force; and that the-black
lalior force will grow twice as fast as the white force.

Further, in some major population and employment areas, the' results_of the 1980
'census-will show a dramatic increase in minority population. Preliminary results of
the 1980 census for the top 50 metropolitan areas, published in the August 1981
Numbers News, a- supplement to American Demographics, show that blacks will
account for aver 20 percent, of the population in eleven of the 50 metropolitan areas
(Atlanta, Baltimore, Birmingham, Chicago, Detroit, Memphis, Newark, New Or-
leans, New York, Norfolk,. and Washington, D.C.). A;though Hispanics will account
for, over 20 percent in only three metropolitan areas (Los Angeles, Miami, and San
Antonio), the Hispanic population will be larger than the black population in ten
metropolitan areas. It is also important to note that in two metropolitan areas

(Miami and San Antonio) blacks and Hispanics will account for over 50 percent of
the population. I have attached a copy of the projections for all 50 metropolitan
areas to my testimony. t-
__Changes in the internal work force.The changed composition of the internal
company work force is as significant as these external figures. While individual
company figures- showing utilization of minorities and women are not- publicly
available; aggregated EEO -1- statistics are published by the Joint Reporting Com-
mittee,. A revie_w_of these_figures shows that both minorities and women have made
and_continue_to make significant prouess in integration of the work %toe: Reteotly;
a growth comparison between_ 1966 anti 1978 participation rates published in an
April 9, 1981. General Accounti_ng Report to the_Congress entitled "Further Im-
provements Needed in EEOC Enforcement Activities: show_ a steady_increase in all
categories for women and minorities,_except_in unskilled_laborers and service work-
ers for minority males. The fact that there is a negative growth in_these_ two
categories for minority men should be an encouraging sign, because these are the
lowest paid and most menial of jobs in any organization.

Since these figures reflect all companies with 100 or more employees, it belies the
fact that the growth rates among minorities and women among large employers has
generally been faster than the figures shown In the GAO report ORC's experience
with those companies in the Equal Opportunity Group, confirmed by our own
internal surveys, bears outthis fact.

Censequently, major U.S. companies have assured the continuity of2EE0 within
their own organizations. An integrated work force which was recruited under the
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aegis of :iffirinali action will insist that those efforts continue once they enter the
work force. Each employee entering the work force today is More sophisticated than
those of a decade ago andel* much more cog_nn.ant of their rightS and much more
vocal about their expectatiOns.Employee&-therefore now account for the internal,
upward pressure of EEO.as they seek to improve their position and status within
the organization, and push against any of the remaining barriers to affirmative
action that may still exist within organization. Consequently, companies Will
have to provide their minority -and women workers appropriate incentives, advan-
tages, and fair treatment or suffer crippling turnover as minorities and women go, to
companies where internal-equity is more apparent,

Changes in emphasiS.=ThiS new internal pressurefor_equal employment has also
changed the areas of concern. Prior to the late 1970'S EEO concerns were primarily
locus_ed on recruitment and selection: -With the integration of the work force,
management concerns have shifted to -those employment systems which control an
employee's future in an organization. The systems which are coming under increas-

: ing review are such areas as perforinante measurement; job evaluation, "compara-
ble worth' and wage disparity; and job Standard& ___

I have appended to may testimony aaanick-reference chart of-the major new issues
which reflect EEO concerns and *hat some of those concerns are

This set of new and evolving EEO concerns, spurred on by court rulings such as
.Vayanich v. Republic National Bank, 24 FEP Cases 128 M.D. Tex, 1980), where a
great many-of these post-selection issues came under extensive scruqoy, is_paral-
leled by a general new set of employment concerns which younger workers bring to
the work place, Fn recent attitude surveys-of younger workers under 35, attitude
research firm of Yankelovich, Skelly, and White; found that younger workers are
bringing them expectations of certain entitlements which they assume employers*
Will provide. These attitudes touch upon a hire iilimber of employment areas,_ but
focus heavily on an expectatihn of equitY, Self ...ietelOptnent, and individual recogni
tion. Accordingly, aa these personal concerns xgcus on minority and female issues
company EEO programs will not be a le. to escape addressing these new concerns
and these new concerns will not be able to escape EEO pressures:

The net reMilt of these_new attitudes and concerns will be to require a Much_mere
sophisticated and well-developed management response in all areas affecting em-
ployee relations: However, unlike in earlier EEO iSsues such as recruitment_and
Selection where the factors of discrimination could he identified, isolated anclmeas7
ured under 80the type of uniformly applied principles, these new areas do not lend
themselves to such categorical assumptions. _

The existence of discrimination in such,catekorical personnel decisions as- initial
selection has often been inferred by the courts and agencies from simple statistical
disparities between minorities__and whites, men and women. Where a personnel
action contains within it a uniform measure or value, such gross cemParisons are
sometimes meaningful. However, most of the neW poSt-selettiOn systems interre-
fated, and reflect multiple and overlapping deciSions and measures:_ Consequently,
no uniform measure -of the existence of bias is possible: As reflected by Judge
Higginbotham in his ruling in the Vuyanich-CaSer_the individual effects of various
complex personnel practices have to be examined both separately and_itt_concert
with other practices ancLmeasures. Existing_government contract compliance stand-
ards or Title VII examinations have not yet made the distinction; and_attempt to
judge all corporate personnel practices by the same Measures, often with-untenable
results.

THE ROLE OF MANAGEMENT

All of these element§ in the changing nature of EEO doncerns suggest that the
role of government will haVe to change also. In order for companies to meet their.
EEO_challenges for the next feW years; they will have to design programs which are
tailored specifically to their employment systems and needs and which are much
more sensitive to the concerns of their employees_Accordingly, no uniform program
can be expected to Work iri,eVely instance or in every company even' ithin an
industry. Contract compliance tahhot, therefora&assume to impose rigid-and uni-
form requirements. Rather, each employer shouls1 be allowed to develop affirmative
action .programs which work within its business_climate. The governnient should set
broad guidelines Within Which such programs -must operate, .outline the kinds'ern-
phasis and results that it will seek; and monitor the results. In this regard, a
broader perspectiVe -alleWing for greater _individual company initiative, such as
reflected in parts of EEOC's Guidelines on Affirmative Action, will probably be
more effective.
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ManaRement., for its part, will have to make EEO responsibility a company-wide
activity. In-forming individual managers of their specific EEO responsibilities will
become more important to ensure that corporate employment decisions are consist-
ent, reflect the EEO needs of_the company, and constitute appropriate actions to
implement corporate EEO_ objectives, Reflecting this concern; a recent decision by
the Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals is quite instructive. In_ Lehmart v, Yellow
Freight System. Inc. 26_ FEP Cases 75 (7th Cir. Inn, the company lost a challenge
from a- white male employee who had been passed over for a promotion which went
instead to an apparently lms-qualified bloat.

The substance of -the ruling, however, is not an emphasis on the act of discrimina-
tion, but on the failure of management to inform file lead manager- of the terms of
the affirmative action plan, the levels of minority pertic'pation- that were expected
at that particular. facility, and the time frames within which these affirmative
action goals were to be met. Without such specific instruction, the promotion of the
black constituted unlawful preferential treatment in 'violation of the principles for
numerical remedies set down by the Supreme Court in United Steelworkers of
America v. Weber. Obviously, therefore, if companies _plan Co operate effectively-
within developed affirmative action programs, it will require a broad effort with
trained and informed management.

Mr. Chairman; our testimony was designed to convey to you and to the committee
a management view of affirmatiVe action; and to preseht some perspectives on how
those persons in private industry responsible for implementing the laws and regula-
tions of equal employment opportunity view their job: We also hoped to present a
perspective on how EEO is _ changing in the corporate 'envIronment. We- hope that
this information will- supplement the committee's understanding of the various
kin& of problems and concerns which make up equal employment- as it enters thee
1980s. We will be happy to provide the'committee with any further information that.
we might hays on any issue that we have raised, and I am grateful to the committee
for this opportunity to appear and present the views of ORC in this important area.
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ATTACHMENT

1980 CenSus Projectibil8 for 50 Large.st Cities

"1 '-:i. NUrnberi News i'supi ! merit to Arnericari Dkriibgrarhica

.
.

BlaekS andillispanIcs 1. th, Top 50
Metz uuo1itm.- Areas*

SMSA_ _
-.,,,

Total POO ,l Black % -Bl -aek Hispanic % Hisp.

I; Fe,- Yorx .

9,119;737 :1;7;0715 21.3 1,493,081 16:4

2. LosAngeles-Long Beach 7,477;657 944,009 12.6 2,065.727 27.6'

3 Chicago 7.102,328 1,427,827 20.1 580;592 8.2

4. -rhi-,14;_aklphis_
4,716,818 884,405 18:8 116;280 2.5

5. Detroit .
4,352,762 890;417 20.5 71,569 1.6

6: Saa..Franc1sco-Oakland 3,252.721 392;214' 12.0 351,915 20.0

7. Wash:nelon, D.C. 3;060,240 053.043 27.9

6. Dallar-Fort Worth 2.974;070 419,272 14.1

de SI146'

_9. Houston 2.935.350. 528.513 18.2

1.,. :, *ton .

2,763.357 160,434 5,63 66;417 2.4

11. httwa,Suffolk
2,605,813 162;484 6,/.2 101,975 3.9

12. St. LoUir. 2;355;276 407,734 17.1 22;285 0.9

13. Fitt:-.1,-rgt
2;263.894 175,603 7.8 .11,881 0.5

1:.. 1,altImore - - - 2,174,023 , 556,872 25.6 21,410 1.0

I-.. Minneapolis-St. Paul
2,124,256 -50,046 ±2.4 22;272- 1'.1

it Atlanta
2,029,618 498.821 24.6 23,383 1.2

17 Neeari.,
1;965;304 417.513 7/21.2 132,356 -6.7

Ananez,Zanta Anna-Gdn Grove 1;93157P 25,285 2.3 286,331 14:8

19. Cleveland ,
1;898,720 345,632 18:2 _25,920 1.4

2,. San Diegc
1,861,846 104,452 5.6 .. 275;176 .14.8

21. 1. ier.;
1,625,979 283;379. '17.2 581,030 35.7 -,

22. Dev:.er-Boulder
1.619;92: 77;779 4.8 173,362' 10.7

27. Seattle -Erett 1;606,765 58,14c 3:6 32,057 2.0

2.. Tamra 1;569.492 145.702 9.3 -79;429 ..5.1

25. Piverside-San Bernardino-Ont. 1.557,080 78,597 ,5:0 289;791 18.6

26. Pnoenix __ 1,508,030 48,112 _3.2 198,999 13.2

27: Cibtinnatl
1,401;403" 173;656 12.4 7,877 0.6

26. Milwaukee
159;677 10.8 34,343 2.5

29. Kansas City 1;327.920 173,084 13.1 31,820 _244

3b. ::itn Jose' 1;295,071 43h15 3.4 1' 226;611 17.5

J.. baffale
1,242573 113,975 9:2 16.206 1.3

37.. Portland
1,242;187 _31.384 2.7 24,327 2.0

33: New Orleans 1;186;725 367.393 32.6 48,407 4.1

34. 'nd4a.ra-,o1P- 1;166;929 157,258 13.5 '8,845 0.8

35. Cel%imbus, Ohio 1.;093.293 134,686 12.3 _7;572 0.7

36- Sa:. A.r.tonic
. 1,072,954 /72,739 6.8 481;511 41+:g

37. Ft. Laad,.rdale-Hollydood 1,014,043 113,582 11.2 10,252

3E. Sacramento _ 1,014,002 1 61;298 ; 6.0_ 101,692 10.0

39. Roc?.e.ster 971;879 / 77.930 6. 19.342 2.0

40. Salt Lake City-Ogden 936.255 / 8,684 , 0.9 , 47,268 5:0
/

4:. Frovidence-Warwick-Pautucket 919,216 / 24,928- -2.7 19;333 2.1

42: I-1,:tphis
912.887 / 363,944 39:9

8;139 0.9.

43. Louisville
906,240 1 117;845 13.0

.19.174 (:10:1,4.Nashville-Davidson . 850;505/ 137,348 16.1

45. 1,irmlnghat 847.360/ 239,673 28.1

'46. OklaoMa City '834,988 74,960 9.o 1
h

8Z
.

47. Dayton, 830.070 105,261 12.7 -5,653 0,7

4E. Greensboro-Winst. Salem-High Pt. 627,30 359,578 29.3 ° 5,574 0.7

49. Norfolk-Va. beach-Portsmouth 806,691 223,413 27.7 13,779 1.7

50._Albany-Schenestady-Troy 795;09 29;399_ 3.7 _ _8,146 .1,9

Metropolitan Totals are final 1980 cerSud figures. Black and HiSWit totals are
prs::,:ional 1950 census figures. /

-.
,
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ATTACHMENT II:

Post-selection Employment issues

POST-EMPLOYMENT SYSTEMIC CONCERNS

General Concern: PROMOTION

Specific _ .items

Job Descriptions

Performance Appraisal

EEO Management Issues

Current job duties
Objective job values
Minimum, nri ideal qualifications

Reflects real job objectives
Job oriented notrtrait onerited
Objective evaluation criteria
Employee participation
EEO-sensitive review
Supervisory training
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POST-EMPLOYMENT SYSTEMICONCERNS

General Concern: CAREER OPPORTUNITY /
Specific Systems

Training/Educatiod

East - tracking/Replacement
Planning

EEO Management 'sues

Reflects internal work force EEO
distribution problems
Designed to correct disproportionate
representation
Provides meaningful skills development

USes meaningful job Criteria
EEO Sensitive
Reflects affirmative action needs
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POST-EMPLOYMENT SYSTEMIC CONCERNS

General Concern: JOB VALUE

Specific Systems EEO M

job Evaluation

I'
Subjective process not EEO serl:itive
Preserves historical labor-market or
company discrimination
Relies on suspect values

- Not validated
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POST-EMPLOYMENJ SYSTEMIC CONCERNS

General Concern: COMPENSATION/BENEFITS

Specific Systems

Wage Assignment

Benefits ProgramS

EEO Management Issues

Based on biased market values
Not audited for EEO impact

. Women receiving less than EqUal
benefits
Sex-based disability pregnancy

BenefitS programs disparately favor ;
higher job levels
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STATEMENT OF GEORGE P. SAYE, VICE PRESIDENT;
ORGANIZATION RESOURCES COUSELORS, INC.

Mr. SAPS: Thank yoU; Mr. Chairman; and I thank the committee
for the opportunity to appear today to talk to you about some of
our observations in the area of equal employment opportunity and
affirmative action enforcement.

I should say at the outset since I suspect the committee members
are not with us, we are a management consulting firm that special-
izes in areas of employment or personnel, industrial relations, labor
relations, and the like.

Our base of activity is centered almost exclusively in the large
companies in the United States, the Fortune 500, for a shorthand
term. Much of what I would like to convey to you today is drawn
upon from our experience with those companies in the area of
equal employment opportunity and affirmative action.

I stressed at the outset we are a consulting firm. We are r t a
law firm so we do not attempt to analyze the legal in's and of
each of these systems and whether one is better than anochei--;
although we do come into those problems.

We are not a trade association so I ,don't speak today for a =z cup
of employers or a specific industry group but rather perhaps reflect
some of the work that is going on in some of the larger companies
in the United States.

;-There may be some differences between what the large compa-
nies do and _perhaps what the large number of small companies do
in the United States. So, you will have to; I am sure, drav some
conclusions about these large companies and the resources -that
they have to do some things that perhaps others are not doing
right now.

The other thing, by way of _introduction, perhaps more than
anything else today I represent the views of many corporate equal
employment opportunity managers. TheSe arepeople. who often are
the least heard outside the narrow 'circle of their _company; They
have oftentimes few friends inside and fewer friends outside. They
are the subject of the point of contact with the Government; They
are also the subject of problems within their own management
systems trying to accomplish- the aims and objectives that they
have been assigned to do. So if I take liberties to speak for anyone,
I hope 1 can say that I reflect some of the views and concerns of
corporate equal employment opportunity managerwho-have been<-assigned duties by their corporate management.

What I thought I could do for the committee today would \tie for
me to present a management view of where equal employment
opportunity is today in American business.

The reason I stress the management view iS that oftentimes
perhaps that is not heard very much because indiyiduai interest
groups have individual interests. Individual companies have unique
perspectives -that perhaps reflect their work; whereas our contact
with over 200 companies on a regular basis perhaps gives us a little
bit broader sense;

The best way to appreciate the management peispeative on equal
employment issues, I think; is to look at American business leader-
ship, and I find myself reluctantly agreeing with ohe of the previ-
ous speakers, I think it was Dr. Alexis, who said executives tend to
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be somewhat_ practical, and somewhat Calking even in how they
approach probleina They are very practical. Their interest 'is to
produce a good product; sell a good product, and to make a_ profit.
Anything that falls too far away from that; that series of objec-
tives, is viewed either with diaintereat or with less than enthusi-
asm, and if it really interferes with that end; it is sometimes
viewed with outright opposition. I think that sometimes- falls,I
think equal employment opportunity sometimes doe§ tend to fall,
in the minds of some senior executives, in one of those categories.

Notwithstanding that, the overriding interest in 1981 in_most
large corporations is to make a profit and produce a good product.

In 1981, executives for the most part are all operating_with an ,
integrated work force. By way of example that this practical sense
takes a very nonpiilitical direction; to give one example of_a senior
executive who is Chairthan Of a large corporation who called me
shortly after the new administration had been installed- in office.
Many of the-press reporta that I am sure you have all seen started
.coming out about the dismantling of equal employment opportuni-
ties; the holdback on affirmative action, and the various kinds of
things that were presented:

He was 'concerned about these. I have no idea what political
party he was affiliated with I suspect he is for this administration.
But he was very concerned about these reports: His concerns were
based upon what those reports would do for the affirmative action
program of his company. He indicated that he did have and recog-
nized that they had integrated the work ferCe over the last 15
years; there were, large numbers of- minority and women workers
at various of the facilities that the company maintained, and that
he felt that these reports seemed to suggest that in American
business 'affirmativeaction and equal employment opportunity
were motivated by politics, depending on who was in the White
House. He felt looking at it again from a Practical sense that that
kind of feeling arriong_the minority and female workers in that
work force would_ result in their attitudes about the company
changing,/ negativism perhaps creeping in; and there would be
problems; and he was concerned about what the company could do.

Well.hat the company ultirnately_dicids_what_many companies
are dofrig right now in our operation. That is to issue a direct
statement to the employees that affirmative action and equal dm-

/ployrnent opportunity in this company was not motivated by poli,
tics and was in fact part of the established routine, _established
management style; and system Of the company, and that employees
shoUld not look to the outside for affirmative action results, but to
the- inside:

(That I think reflects part of where we See'_the management
direction in the large employers with equal employment opportuni-
ty programs today:

Mr. WEISS. Mr. Sape, if I may, I have to ask you to be patient
just, a little bit longer. We have a vote on the floor at this point.
We will vote and then come back. We will resume in about 10
minutes.

The committee will stand in recess.
[Recess.]

HAWItirts [presiding]. The subcommittee will reconvene.
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Mr. Sape; you may continue.
Mr. Weiss will be back shortly, but in order to not unduly delay

the witnesses; I think we should proceed.
So, will you kindly continue where you left, off.
Mr. SAPE. Thank you; Mr; Chairman;
The point I was trying to convey to the committee was by using

the example of the Chief- Executive's concern and what has become
the institutionalization of equal employment opRortimity.

From my own personal experience, 10 years ago; it was view&I'as
a very external; perhaps inho function.

I do not sense in our t=oo -king with corporate,organizations that,
it has become institutions: that in some respects it has become
and is becoming incl.-et/ 3iugi: mainstream in the organizations. As
a consequence there been increasing problems between corpo-
rations formulating better ideas that are unique to them, creating
a conflict with the contract compliance program.

We have seen over the last few _years increasing difficulty. The
role of the Government is one that remains somewhat of an
enigma and somewhat of a puzzlement to many corporate organiza-
tions. They feel that they have in fact corn to terms_with many of
the concerns that are equal employment Try feel they
have made the kinds of adjustments and tr.in6:s of changes that
in fact achieve equal employment opportunity for them, yet they
are confronted, particularly in the contract compliance program;
oftentimes with very rigid, very inflexible demands, demands that
do not take into account the individual corporate structure; the
individual corporate ability to make adjustments. and implement
personnel programs and simply judge them against totally unrelat-
ed standards or standardo that may be drawn from another indus::
try or another part of the community.

We feel through our own work. with these organizations, that
there is still and will continue to be for some time a great deal of
mistrust, particularly of the OFFCP and the contract compliance
program.

I should saymaybe just because it makes me feel a little better
because I was there for some timethat much of the concern about
EEOC has disappeared over the,past few years: i think; particular-
ly. in the last 4 years; the agency has improved its internal manage-
ment process, improved the case processing system; charge revolu-
tion system, and many of the- kinds of_things that we used to
confront EEOC we no longer hear. We continue to hear them about
OFCCP and we do feel that _there should be some work done to
improve that agency also:

We are, of course; very much aware of the recently issued _pro-
posals and regulations that the Department of Labor has presented
tu try to, at least on the surface, ease some of the operating
requirements that the OFCCP has placed on many large organiza-
tions.

By and large we support those proposals; We do think: that the
Department should move quickly to implement changes. We think
the Department should establish amore balanced set of rules and,
regulations that will' reflect the realities of today's equal.opportuni-
ty climate rather than our race to perform some function of pre-
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supposition of what 0061 einpleYrkient opportunity might have
been in the private 'employer sector some years ago.

My greatest interest in aPPearing befere the committee was to
convey What:equal employment opportunity looks like to us in the
next few years; notwithstanding whoever_the administration may
be In ;bar in the large corporate institutions and organiza-
tions, we have an institutionalized concept of equal employment
both as to the event and to actual management practices and
systems. We feel that those kind's of progress that is what has been
made will continue to be made, itr,eSpective of who and what the
external pressures from Governinent may be.

That, is not to suggest__ that there are not serious concerns about
Government positions. ghat is to suggest from the Practical Stand-
point; again, the hardest part is OVer, the first 15 years of the Civil
Rights Att. Clearly those were difficult times for corporate organi-
zations to adjust to the new reqUireinetitS.
. They have, at least it our view; adjusted, by and large, te the .
changes and are looking forWard to the next generation of equal
employment that they face.

There are really about three thing§ that are critical to in
looking at the future of equal employment opportunity and the
corporate organization.

'The first one represents changes in the external work foree.
Here, I think, more than anything else we see that even those
organizations who 1=itly not be fully committed or who may be
holding back on their commitment to hire minorities_ and Women
would have no cl.oiee in the next few years but to make that
commitment.

The largest reason for that is that increasingly the labor pool
that i available minority anti female. I would really refer the
committee to a study thine by Mr. Howard Fullerton. who was a
demographic statistician 'who did alabor statitic where he Made a
very accurate projectionor at _least it is the kind of projection
that many peciple feel comfortable withwhich shows that women
workers will account for two-thirdS of the total growth in the labor
force up to 1995_, and that the black labor force, will grow during
the same time period`twice as.fast as the white work force.

That torus itdicateS that organizations; whether they want to or
not arc ding to be confronted with a very _different makeup of
workers and labbr force growth than they have seen in the PaSt.

Furthermore; I think the 1980 census showed us some very inter-
esting things alSe that I would refer to; and that is that in the 50
largest metropolitan areas in the United States which account, I
would suspect, for_ the largest employment centers in the United
States, the percentage of minorities- and _pettehtage of Hispanics
and blacks accounted fora significant increase

I have attached to my testimony a chart which shows the projec-
tion of the 1980 census in the 50 largest areas;

It, is interesting to note. just a cotiPle of things. For example, _brio
of those ,When_you count bOth'blacks and Hispanics together,
account for over 50-percent minority. That is a significant .fa for
any employer to know who has been in bi4s.iness in those area
because that is where they haVe to draw their labor force from; ;
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There are 11 other metropolitan areas where the black popula-
tion; for example, would be over 20 percent here in the next
decade. Sol think we are looking at an external labor force which
is going to be changing 'and which will force businesses to adjust
their own patterns.

It also would suggest that one of the key measures that future
equal employment opportunity compliance,as it were, might use is
to lcok. at this exteinar market and to begin to compare what an
organization has done in the aggregate with its internal work force
and whether that reflects the external durability:

We are dealing with quite a few of the companies that :have
undertaken a project to-be done, using census :material and apply-
ing it, so for the next 10 years we will have a Much more accurate
count of the available skills in the outside labor market and what
those skills may mean for hiring inside. We would, of caurse, be
very happy in the future when that project., is developed tkdeliver
the results to the committee for help in ifs work.

The second character, which I think is critical to equal employ-
rnent opportunity, is the change in the internal work force. It is
newt15 yeais later croft' the beginning of the period of equal
emplaythent opportunity; the formal _beginning Many new organi-
zations that we deal with have significantly integrated their work
force.The role of minorities and women has changed dramatically;
the numbers have changed dramatically.

Of course it is not publicly 'available to discuss equal employment
opportunity statistics for individual companies because of the sensi-
tivity of that information that companies still have; but aggregated
statistics are available, and I would simply refer to the statistics
published by -the GAO an its April 9 report 'to the Congress on
EEOC, which shows that there were considerable changes in the r.

total percent utilizaticin of minorities and women in all major.
categories.
4 We, therefOre, feel that this change in the internal work force of
major organizations has also produced and is now beginning to
produce at an accelerated rate internal management changes,
changes in emphasis in equal employment opportunity;

Much of the early history of equal employment opportunity is
centered around selection and recruitment material, and while we
do pat suggest that is no longer important, I do is_purely
based on observation of- programs -that are being worked on right
now that that emphasis Is changing. The recruitment-and-selec-
tio process has; by and large; established itself? Muth of it has
bean litigated,,corporationS" have adjusted so that,_. by and large, it
at leastassures them of a continual flow of minorities and women
into the work force to satisfy their various needs.

What; of course; has happened' during -that smile time period is
that people who have gone to work for those organizations in the
last 15 years have represented a very different mix of work force
of employees than .those- who were there, before. Not only has it
resulted in an increase of minority arid women workers; -but it has
resulted also in a very. different attitude of employee. Employees
are- much more -vocal now about their aspirations; their needs, and
their interests. They are much more willing to go to the outside if
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they :feel a corporation does not satisfy their ;needs; They are much
more _willing to leave. .

__There was a study done recently by the attitude survey team of
YankeleVich, Skelly & White which of course as _yet probably
know; there is a general _sampling of attitudes which really bears---------

, this out and which clearly indicates that whenit comes to matters
of equal employment opportunity, employers will be faced with an
incite:singly vocal and assertive work force that brought into equal
employment opportunity and affirmative action; programs in the
recruitment and selection stage would insist that those sahib prin-
ciples he continued and be part of the ongoing management respaii
Sibility to the organization. , . '

.. As .a coneequence, we now see corporations more turn=
ing inward to examine their own programs or management system;
Just a few r_ears agog_ it was really not a common practice for ,.

corporations to conduct personnel audits, They would audit them-
selves on the operation of their various personnel assistants. Now
it is uncommon- for large organization§ hbt to conduct routine
audits of their personnel-operations to reevaluate their own status
in the treatment of employees generally.

We are lOoking at new systems: I_fiave attached to the testimony
a quick-reference chart; a series of tables which show the major
employment systems that we find corporations are incred§irigli
studying to deterrnihe whether on not these are working to provide
the kinds of thingS the organization wants for minorities and
female workers as well as the population in general.

What we- see coming out of much- of this is a concept of WOrk
force or workplace equity Wherein fairness in the workplace -be-
comes Paramount to some of the more traditional ways; perhaps,

, that the employment system was adMihiStered in the -past:
The role Of management in all of this is criticar. It is necessary

for an organization to recognize from the top down that equal
employment opportunity, now that it is an in gral part of the
corporation; to work effectively;_it needs senior anagement corn-
Mitirient. Sometimes that is possible and sometimes that is very
difficult; That remains to be one of the biggest chEdienges to the
equal employment opportunity manageri that person I mentioned
at the beginning of my testimony with whom I deal more closely
than -I do with other parts of the corporate organization. That is
the person who iia§ to persuade senior management that equal
employment opportunity is good business. IncreeSiiiklY equal em-
ployment opportunity managers are doing that They will have to
do that over the next few years. . ,

In order to -make equal employment opportunity cork in the
eighties; I do not think that more Government pressure or more
Government activity will help .,

Large organizations have found that the Government oftentimes
poses a threat: Compliance agencies have spent a let of time
moving paper from one office to another office with very little to
Slid* by ,V,vay of enfgrcement; EEOC has stepped up its \ individual
charge process esteni, resolving charges at an accelerated rate,
has not generated any large recent action that would convince

-corporations that the motivation for equal employment opportunity
Should be the eyternal threat.

2 6.8 ,
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The motivation for equal employment opportilnity is the internal
concern for the human. resources that it has Human resources like
other resources are an investment. It is expensive to get employees;

;it is expensive to train employees, and it is expensive to keep
employees -The corporations increasingly are worldrigtoward- re-
taining and maintaining a stable work environment which when
we talk about a 'work environment means maintaining good equal
employment opportunity programs internally.

I hope that some of this information is helpful. We will, of
course, be hapPy to submit any further answer to questions as they
emerge. We de have data and information which we will be happy
to provide..

Mr. HAWKINS; Thank you; Mr; Sape;
Certainly there is not the desire of this committee, nor it seems

to me, the intent of the Equal Employment Opportunity Act, to
interfere with corporate decisions. Admittedly, any type of compli-
ance program would involve some paperwork, but can you be a
little more specific as to what regulations appear to be imbalanced
and which part of the enforcement process imposes unreasonable
paperwork on the corporate sector?

Mr: SAPS. Again; speaking just on the basis of :out experiences,
perhaps the biggest annoyance, the biggest drain on corporate ac-,
tivity in trying" to, maintain equal employment opportunity prc-
grams has been the revised order No. 4 program under Ekecutive
Order 11246: As part of that program, contractors are required to-
maintain individual written affirmative action plans at every facili-
ty where they have Federal contracts. For a con+any that has 500
facilities, and that is 'not uncommon when you look at organiza-
tions such _as the insurance business, at some of these facilitieS
there are five people, and they are required by the legislation to
maintain a full affirmative: action plan at each facility. They. met
audited, and if they do not have a full compliance program at each
facility, they can- be cited...for deficieney, and, of, course, sanctions
would be invoked. ,

That 'does not serve, in our view, the future of equal employ-
ment It creates simply a paperwork burden: These people do not
really implement equal employment opportunity programs, they
simply maintain the paper that accounts fox' the existence of the
affirmative action compliance plan. That is one example that we
would cite.

Mr. HAWKINS. I was a little confused as to why azi employer of
only five employees would be required to have an affirmative
action written plan at that location. It seems to me that illustra-
tion does not conform with the present exemption.

Mr. SAPS. The current Process under the Executive order gives
the corporate parent the contract, and all, entities of that parent
become a part of that contract. So if the contractor himself has
over 250 employees, all parts of that organization are covered. The
way that has been interpreted is to require a w itten plan at each
'citation. -

,Mr. HAWKINS. For that location alone; is that it? That seems to
be a total corruption of the /idea.- I would certainly 'agree with you,
that would be unreasonable:

Do you have any other examples?

26?
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Mr. SAPE. Another example. which is somewhat different; and
this one gets closer to the question 'of enforcement compliance, it
&tea g_enerate a paperwork process; and that is something that is
referred to as the age ifactor availability analysis. You may have
had other witnesses testify on that. ;

Essentially the purpose of this-analysis is a good one, and that is
to establish a :measure by which to identify whether or not an
organization is Utilizing minorities and females at- levels that it
should be given their availability in the work force. The problem is
that with almost everythie who has studied this process; I am
talking about demographers; econoniists, agree that it is not
feasible process. It tends to 'double count and overlap factors; Some
corporations cannot -comply With that; yet through repeated compli-
ance reviews, OFCCP insista not only on the rigid _adherence to the
age faCtor analysis; but specific weighting ibT each factor whether
or not that makes sense to the organization or not

What one finds, therefore; is that' corporations go through eicteri=
sive Paperwork burdens' to justify the age-factor analysis when it
really does not" even reflect a reality of what we do in the prdeeSS.
This we have found results almost in a double set ,of books; Manag-
ers are not going to manage by something that_iS'Untealiatiq they
Will manage by -what makes sense. They will prepare the age-factor
analysis for the Government and leave it on the shelf, and when
the Government agent comes in, they will give him_ he age-factor
analysis and not spend days arguing on who is right\and who is
wrong on each one of the factors.

The organization itself is maintaining a set of internal o jectives:.
oftentimes_ more stringent than--those found in the afi mative
action plan of the Government. We are really dOtibling the process
Simply_by the rigidity of the system: This concept was developed
really for the defense. industry and would make some sense
the production requirements involved in that industry.

Mr HAWKINS. Feeling such analysis is not necessary, are there.
feasible or effective alternatives?

Mr. ,SAPE. There are It would require, of course, a major change
for _the Department of Labor. We feel all that is really nf ..,:tssary by
way orjudging generally whether compliance is or is not taking
place is perhaps what I would call a 2- or 21/2-factor analysis. The
key indicators really are what is the availability outside? What
does the employer have at clearly specified job groups arid joly
levels? And then what isthe employer doing by way of gaining an
upward movement to modify those levels ?_

That is really al.l you need to look at It is a very simple process.
There is no n3y-stzzy in moving people' from one job level_ to another
job leVel or hiring people from the outside to do -a certain- job.

To go through the elaborate cross-referencing that the ()FCC?
hag set up quite franklY is burdensome and counterproductive.

Mr; HAWKINS. Do you consider the setting of goals and tirneta-
bleS to be an unnecessary burden? .

Mr. SAFE. Goals and timetables are a form of measurement as
long as the failure to make a goalwe often call_them corporate
objectives; goalS and timetables has an unfortunate connoi7,ton.
The failure to meet an objective should not be a preSumption that
discrimination is taking place. It should' be the beginning of an
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inquiry to see whether or not things changed during the course of
the year that a goal or objective could not be met. But the use of a
measurement system, as some of the witnesses testified to earlier
today, there is nothing unusual about that I would find it surpris-,
ing if a large number of ;corporate organfiations would oppose the
existence of some-kind of numerical measurement;

Mr. FlAwiciNs. I assume from the answer that you do not neces1
-Sarily look upon them as quotas;

SAPE. No; we look upon them as management tools.
Mr. HAwKINS. Mr. Weiss?

What, do- you think will be the effect of the individual
approach rather than the systemic approach, o companies
which are not already involved in affirmative ac-:. pro&fams?

Mr. SAPE. _Well; in 'the first- instance I guess my problem is; I
heard by reference that the Attorney General testified this was
going to be the Justice Department's approach. '

I have some difficulty with that, only lidcause I suppose in our
business we take our cues more from the Supreme Court than we
do from the Justice Department. The Supreme Court in 1971 told
us that systemic discriinination was one of the two kinds of dis-
crimination we need' to look at. I have not heard the Supreme
Court say- that has changed.

When the Attorney General is appointed-to the Supreme Court, I
may be more attentive to that issue.

I think we will have systemic discrimination in organizations
where there are problems; large-scale discrimination. I think just
by the sheer place where American business is today, we are not
going to see that much more systemic discrimination.

Most of the major problems would give rise to the concept of
systemic discrimination such as m 1971, which entailed the whole-
sale exclusion of minorities and women in certain jobs and certain.
industries. That Ls no longer there, So I do not see the conceptI.
see it of diminishing importance. I do not see it disappearing; It
certainly is not disappearing because one part of the Government
says_ it is no longer around.

Mr. WEiSS. This administration when it came M, told the Com-
missioner to discontinue trying to substantiate charges of systemic
discrimination. Sears, Roebuck comes to mind. The commission
had teen at that for a number of yew's; They were in the proCess of
getting a settlement from Sears, Roebuck,when all of a sudden the
administration says: ;`-`Hands Off; we are not going to-be concerned
about this any more"

I am not sure (a) that in fact we ao not have these kinds of
problems anymore, or (b) that in fact this will, not have 'an impact
in the Government charging individual acts of discrimination
rather than systemic. to-

Mr, SAPE. I guess I am reminded of the fact that _prior to 1972
and the passage of H.R. 1746; EEOC could not sue anyoneanyway.
Most of the systemic cases that were developed prior to 1971, the
big ones.

Where there are grievances, where there is discrimination, I
think potential employees or current employees would take it to
court. If the courts roll frAck the concept of the seventies, then it is
no longer available. But at the present time I think it is still
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available as a form of remedy. Whether it should be used by the
GoVernment or not be used by the Government; quite frankly, I am
not in a position to say.

Mr. Weiss. Well, given the example that you cited at the outset
of your testimony about the_phone call you received from the head
of thiS large cerporation;.and the concern that he expressed to you,
I do not quite understand why you would not be in a. position to
say what the Government ought to or ought not be doing: if you
are concerned about the kind of signal that employees of the corpo-
ratiOn which you represent Jnity be getting, which,may not be the
signals that the management Of those corporations would want

. them to get. ;
Mr. SAPE. Well, on that point, _I think the kind of signal that the

Government sends out is very important, and I think perhaps if
the Justice Department is sending a signal that it is going to be
more lenient in the area of equal employment opportunity that is
going to be the>kind_of signal that some corporate managers are
going to find troublesome: .

;The mere fad that the Justice Department if it is in fact going to,
no longer pursue systemic cases and if that in fact does impact on
the EEOC, Which I really do not know today whether it does or
does not, that will change a very small portion of the total enforce-
ment process of equal employment opportunity. I think most corpo-
rate managers perceive that.

The corporate concern and the corporate _disillusionment with
EEOC has been less with EEOC and title VII than it has been in
the whole concept of the program. The signals from EEOC at this
time, because of the number of vacancies on that agency, are, not
forthcoming.

I really do- not know what the position of the Justice Department
is, Whether it will represent something that will trouble the chief

,executive officer or simply reinforce his concern. He is the kind of
a person, however, who would say, "I don't. really care now any
longer what the Government is doing, because we have come to
grips with it."

Mr. WEISS: That is as far as the company whidi has conquered
the problemand even there you have indicated in your testimony
that there may be an internal problem that is created by the
Government reversing field in this situation. But some of the testi-
mony we heard before you indicated that in fact it is a fairly
eXpensive proposition to adopt an affirmative action program and
that in fact a number of companies may in fact decide if the
Government does -not care to- enforce systemic discrimination viola-
tions any men, why should they?

You are suggesting that in fAct there is hardly any of that
anymore._ ,

Mr.. SAPE. Based on the context which I can Speak from, _which
are 2W companies we deal with on a regular basis in the area of
equal employment opportunity, we are familiar with their

.
grams,_ know what they do and how they do'it, and we know their
progress and their failures. None_ of those companies do not have
not only an affirmative action plan but an extensive affirmative
action progrs:..1 So in my 'experience, I am sure there are compa-
nies .put then:: which do not I am positive of that. I do not know
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;;;ley are or where they are right now; but among that part of
eorpprate environment which really represents the top- of the

Fortune rating of large corporations, I do not think you are going
to find a corporation that does not have an affirmative act -ion plan
that is probably far in excess of anything the Government even
thinks they have,

Mr. WEISS. I guess to close out, are you saying as far as you are
concerned, it does not make any difference whether in fact the
Justice Department moves on enforcement from systemic acts'nf
discrimination to individual acts of discrimination, or as far as you
are concerned you dol not want to comment on that because it is
none of your business? -

Mr. SAPE. I could say I do not want to comment on it I think I
can answer the question because the- Justice Department does not
have the authority to sue under title VII any of the companies that
I work with The Justice Department only has authority to sue
public institution's. So frankly from our standpoint, and I am sure
from the standpoint of the companies we work with, the Justice
Department issuing a statement they will no longer pursue system-
ic cases would be interesting to the city of St. Louis and the city of
Denver, but not to any of the private employers who are currently
under title VII jurisdiction.

Mr: WEISS. There is a piece of legislation, apparently it has been
rejected, but was_proposed by some of the more liberal members of
the opposite party which in essence would remove enforcement
powers from the commission and transfer all of it to the Jtstice
Department.

It was -in that context thP.t it seems to me there is some cause for
concern'as to Government's view on the matter,

Mr. SAPE. There is :a long-term concern. Were this to happen
tomorrow, I would suggest that-would constitute a disruptive event
in corporate equal employment opportunity programs, If it happens
10 years from now, .suggest it would' make very little
differenCe beO`au---to. ,:,cement will have ceased to be tOe
major event ibat it air._

There is a court case T),...ntIld simply for the rear d indicate
that is taking the firs" v step toward this already. That is the deci
sion against the Republic National Bank of Dallas, which I have
cited in my testimony,where Judge HigginhOtham, after extensive
trial which looked into allegations of systemic discrimination
throughout this particular bank,_concluded that the whole concept
ec systemic discrimination was an archaic concept. It was designed
for an earlier. time when yoti could not establish except by a page
of proof the practices that lead to discrimination;

As we move into a more sophisticated time, the emplikyrnent
system as a rule has new areas where discrimination may be
present. We liave,also added other things like computer-applied
statistics to demonstrate how certain employment practices impact
to the point where wecan refine the individual impact, and infer
the- existence or nonexistence of discrimination. if Judge.'Higgin-
botham is in fact correct, then the reilure to pursue systemic
discrimination case§ may be small item indeed: I do not know
that.
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WEIss. I have not read :that decision, go yOti have the advan-
tage over me.

Thank you very much.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman._
Mr: HAWKINS,_Thank you,- Mr.
Thank you, Mr. Sape: Your testimony' is very_ valuable to the

committee. We appreciate_your appearance before the committee.
Mr. HAWItINS. Our next and final witness is Mr. Lawrence

Lorber; Esq., representing the American Society for Personnel Ad-
miniStration. _

Mr. Lorber, we welcome you before the committee. We look
forward to your testimony. Your written_ statement in its entirety
will be entered in the record at this point; and,perhaps we might
better gain from your giving_ us the highlights of it, rather than
with reading the prepared statement.

You may .,deal with it as you so_desire. .

[The prepared statement of Lawrence Lorber followsl

PREPARED STATEMENT OF LAWRENCE Z. LORBER ON BEHALF OF THE AMERICAN
SOCIETY FOR PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION

Mr. Chairman, members of the Subcommittee,. my name is Lawrence Lorber_l_
appearing before you today on behalf of the American Society for Personnel Admin-
istration.

The American Society fi)r Personnel Administration (ASPA) is the_vvorld's largest
association of personnel and indUstrial relations professionals representing nearly
3,1,G00 practitioners in business, governtrierit, and education, dedicated. to the fur-
therance of personnel and industrial- relations management._ASPA mernbers are
involved in all aspects of personnel policy including the development and implemen-
tation of employers' equal employment and affirmative_ action policies. The organi-
zation has long been involved -with the contract compliance program inclUding the
sponsorship of numerous continuing education serninars_on_various aspects of con-
tract compliance as well as taking a leading role in establishing,the climate which
has enabled the broad consensus -in favor of equal employment Lo become a fact in
American life. Indeed,- While ASPA members come from every level of business and
government, and hold positions at every leyel within theil. organizations, ASPA
represents the operating personnel practitionerof the small to medium size comp-
nay or operating facility within a larger company, This background and member-
ship composition giVeS ASPA a rather_ unique_ perspective on the contract compli-
ance prograin and the real functioning and_possibilities of affirmative action.
. My own background might be of someessistance as well. I am currently a partner
in the Washington office of Breed; Abbott & Morgan and represent bmployers in all
aspects -of- equal employment including OF_CCP matters. Prior-kJ my joining the law
firm, I held Various positions in government including that-bi- Direct-or /Of the Office
of Federal Contract Compliance Programs in the For During that
tenure, the regulatofy__reform effort at the OFCCP, was comnenCed, including
Various detailed discussions svith sc./.scommittee staff and testimony before this
subcommittee on that vital question. As a result, I hope I bring some perspective
and understanding of the issues to you.

As I noted; the effort to reform the regulatory prOcediltet of the;OFCGP; and a
general consensas that such reform is necessary is not- new:-It is see to say_tbatfew
of the government's regulatory programs have been the subject of such a p_ustained
review_ process. Why that process has taken so long, with so little tangible_resUlt, is,
I believe, one of the vexing _problems your committee must addresS,J believe one of
the main reasons is the woeful lack of understanding of the nattire. of the OFCCP ,
Program and its role in the broad spectrum- of the governmenesequal employment
efforts. As this Committee is well aware; the publir _policy to7rds equal employ-
ment has been marked by- a conscious desire to broaden the avenues relief and
multiply the forums in which equal employment-issues c.an be raised. While each
program, or statutory scheme has certain distinct- features, remedies, and oblige-

I tions, the overall Concept has been to afford_as _many_different means of relief,as
possible. Were one to try .,to create an apple big_enough to. abiorb as many -bites as
are possible in this area, one would have to create an apple bigger by far than has
yet to be divered.
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Of interest 1, ?hat this dtN tItipmtIll- Iii not come without debate,--Indeed, the
Congress was EMI 1.111i1Will'I. "I I la, prIddl11-1 Nrile-11- it enacted _the_ Civil Rights Act-of
196.1 :1[1(1 when it fundamentally amentled---Title VII in -1972 giving the REOC,
enforcement authority. In the- debates of 1964, the Senate- defeated an amendment
()tired _by Seakitor Tower-which would have made 'fide VII ..he exclusive federal
fill,_,[,{ for deahng- with allegations of employment_discrUnination, and the House

itrnendment offered ._by Representative McC'hiry which_ would have pre-
vein, ;' ,o...erlap between _Federal_ and Ate. jurisdiction. Iii _1972 the Congress
rejc,e;.' ffOrt to merge the .0FCC .11 EEDC.. And in 1978_,P.resident eti
itjiCted 5 recommendatiiiii- that the (M lie folded into the EF,OC.`-These results:'
based ip.s they were upon the tissumptiou that more riitt...,r than less was an appro,
mate, pubh: policy in_ the_ employment_ discrimination area creati'd a bureaucratic

has yet _to he resolved. That is. what .is the appropriate role fur the
itgencie.:._ Too. and most important for these hearings, could_an..accornmodiition_
iii iIi' bitvn the _agencies so that' could .supplernent_Vilh other kind contribute to
tbe nalional goal of equal opportunity, or would they mirror each other and
(impet far the same prize. In this regard; the. dichotomy between affirmative
action :01,1 Horn -disc ritninat ion becomes paramount.

...,alysis or ow issue,. which,1 believe would successfully standclose scrutiny,
provides a backdrop for the conflict today between the proponents of rational
reform of the convoluted regulatory mess that is the OFCCP and those who decry
anv change as an attack on affirmative action. First, it must be pointed out, and in
ASI'A's opinion. highlighted, that the modest changes proposed by the adminis..ra-
non to date media.- effect in any way meaningful the substance of what is now
known as affirmative action or indeed. fundamentally alter the burdensome aspects
of :lie program In our view, the package of changes so far proposed are, in essence.
inertly hurt ;1cratic responses to a deeper problem. A regulatory scheme which has
resulted in mounds of paperwork and data, unread or reviewed by the government
and pr: irrelevkint tic the reality of personnel- ildministrzition- will not be
changed. Fewer employers will have to engage in the expense and effort-. and
perhaps some will not h:ive to do it as frequently, but for those employers, who, as
the Labor Department itself notes will still employ over 711 percent of the covered
employees, there will be no change. On-an :I'lliunting basis, paperwork reduction
will be shown, on a real basis, there will be nu change.

This is not -to say that there will not be Improvement: Reduction of the covered
universe could-result in a better- use of resources and more- rational reviews. But the
substance of the burden. the highly controversial_ methodolOgy of determining the
measures which trig:Tr the- affirmative _action. obligation, the rigid- requirements
that all employers group their employees according to_ the same formulas,_regardless
Of th-skills employed. or the business structure and other. fundamental questions
are st ill- reserved-fOr further review. Yet it is these issues in _the_ first_instance which
create the 1roblni. So.that. the .regulatory changes propo'sed attempt t- lea' with a
problem hy lessening the _infected area._ but not by_ eradicating the source of _the
infection. 1: might seeni_to he the better course to deal_ witit_the_fundarnental
question', first: and only then .review the universe covered to determine if relief is
needed._

ASIA would suggest treat the toe:ms are at..htind to readily make these chang,es.
The previous . two_administrations..had recognized that the triethodolo for deter-

nevied to change. Indeed, the Carter admihistrzition comrhis-
s:oned an elaborate and expensive stud:, to determine if the factors used to deter-

availahility should be changed. That, study recommended sweeping changes.
,ellcted a rational and workable definition of affirmative action and at-

t -,oted to define. for perhaps the first *rale. what the obligation actually Meant.
put, t le question always present but never answered was whether. the

.:mgation nie::nt that special outreach. recruitment and even employment consider-
ations would be directe,". *o those in our society who are currently ernployable Or at
a stage whs re they (an no readily trained, or whether the obli.,ation for employ-
ment would go beyond. to any member of society who simply-belongs to a group
deemed deser-,ing of special consideration. This conflict has always bedeviled -the
program. acid has been the cause of much of the concern a burden tical
terms. the pr(igrz un as is currently constituted. requ res omployers, large-or small.
:lilt v;,szly diffrir.; resources and-str-uc;ures- to quantify in minute -detail the

ha empl,yinent in specific jobs without regard to L:pecific skill _needs.
Whether or not t.-1;e, to...,1 1)01)(11:Akin actually- possesses necessary "kills is irrelevant.
he-io;sumption is that everyone -is- employable for very-job. The wish becomes_ the
reality. has co ised _much of the cenflict, much _of the confusion, and much of

.zic1,..er;:irlal 11:,:iir of -thy program. Our personnel__ specialists ore_ compelled to
engagi in strii, and often unreal debates with OFCCP personnel untutored in'
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labor maket economics is to what availability is. Costly data collection effiirtie,
repeated two or three tiiiieta for one review are required; _and every employer,
whatever its size, must ger -through this meaningless exercise. We would therefore
recommend an analysis of the Abt report; and its rapid adoption.

Too, we would question the capacity of the government to require every employer
to structure its workforte along rigid lines. The workplace is too diverse, and the
government's expertise WO Minted; to require with _any degree of rationality this
homoy,enization of the American workplace. Rather than require one job grouP
methodology or even Offer one or two options; the OFCCP should allow each emPlOy-

er to decide its own beat of structuring its workforce with the understanding
that the employer May have, to explain its structure if questions arise. Should this
concept be adopted, much Of the paperwork burden; 'much of the excessive cost and
much of the criticism of the program would disappear. \

Other substantive aspects need review. Of _particular importance_in
ASPA's view, is the need to review- OFCCP', role in .the equal rneployment spec
trum. As I noted at the beginnhiiig this testimony;_ there is no griping void to the
mosaic of EEO hiws or regerliitiOria_WhiCh the OFCCP fills. Absent any OFCCP or
Executive Order, not one individual who is now afforded protection and assistance
in his or her quest to beCome a part of the American workrorce will be left
unprotected. The assumptiOn that qualified persons will _be left unprotected without
the OFCCP as currently constituted and enforced` is simply without foundation.
Indeed, most of the sigiiilicarit_CaSeS in equal employment Hee. came as a result not
of government inVOIVerrient OFCCP; EEOC or Justice .ment, but rather as a
result of private litigation. SO that we must view the OF as a supplement to the
equal employment effOrt and - fashion rotefor it that will contribute to effort and
not dilute it To that extent, it iSASPA's view that careful review must be made of
the almost single fikini Of-the OFCCP on copying the EEOC and private litigation.
Indeed, the ORVP MIS been most ingenious in expanding its adversarial role,
creating new, unlimited doctrine to give itself the authority to expand its reach so
that we have experienced extended litigation over the dubious and unsupportable
proposition that there Were on OFCCP's authority. The 15.C. Circuit Court
has decisively, and hopefully finally rejected this Qantention. We witnessed signifi-
cant expenditures of time- and resources over the question of the OFCCP's ability t6
demand the production Of data, computer tapes; indeed even confil.atial university
tenure discussioria so that it could satisfy its apparently unlimited appetitie for
numbers and paper- with he indication at all that the agency, could utilize the
information at all. -Not one- job was created; not Qne individurres wrong righted nor
was any Fonceivably USeftil reault obtained by these cases. Rather, the only issue
raised whether the OFCCP could retire the title of most uncontrolled bureau-
cratic bully in town.

ASPA would strongly suggest that OFCCP refocus its main efforts to the buSinek-s
it was created to do, that is, expand- the job opportunities fof minorities and women
on government contract related work: .

Finally, we Minn note that the confusion over the OFCCP, its proper-Tole and
structure, in no small part eesuits from the confusion over the term affirmatiVe
action itself. AltneiSt unequally in public policy, a whole body of law, and perhaps
our most vexing social debate has grownaround a term which is both Undefined in
any specific SeriSe. and Used iiiterehtageably_ to many contexts. The obligation roe a
government contractor -to -take affirmative action is an independent obligation found
in Exec.utiVe omee 11246: The Order also requires the contractor not-to-discrimi-
nate. The terms, at tease in the OFCCP co_ntext are not synonymou4. Unlike Title
VII, the Executive order is silent on what remedies are appropriate after- it -line been
determined that the Order was violated. Thus,- nowhere does the-Order define what
is. meant bytiffirmative action, As the program evolved, one method of determining
whether- aftii-Mative action efforts_ might be required was the use Of numerical
standardS. Goals arid timetables did not become the definition of affirmative aetion.

\ Rather, they were introduced in 1969 and 1970. long after the Ex--e;;..AiVe Order was
;promulgated as a inearis_ot measurement, That 'the? :lave evOlVed in only ten years
to assume almost a mystical role_ tn our society id be a-source Of great amaze-
ment. That they have been 'interpreted to become ,4e sole del-Mill-On-Of affirmative
action should be a cause of great concern. Indeed,-1 beliee, arid ASPA's own
members would attest to the general proposition that numerical-standards can he
helpful tool for- employers to measure and prioritize their own efforta; But to create
Of this helpful tool a rigid unyielding system whereby ability, merit and even equity
are abandoned; where jobs_ are to be doled out by the government as an allotment,
and where every employer told how its workforce must appear ori a demographic
matrix of racial and sexual characteristics is simply unwarranted; And by so doing;
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this helpful will'hecome so oftnsive to our constitutional standards that it will
ulttniatelv_b rejctiit

It is J.PA's hope, therefore. that this committee wilhongage in a dispassionate,
and non-partisan_review_of this crucial issue. Rigid adherence to_n bureaucratic
system- Jerry built over the Itist_decade will_ not be constructive. Condemning all
those who are nttempting_to create a more rational and less intrusive_system which
will truly_ineet itsinandate as enemies of affirmatiVe action will not be productive.
Rather,_ it will confirm the view which is gaining over ..wider acceptance_ that
allirmative.action is antithetical t_our_baF,ic concept of fairness and\meril and that
it has-.no place in our. system: ASPA _believes that such a _result_ will...9nstitute
disservice to the cause of equal opportunity in employment to which its members
devote almost the ehtirety of their professional lives:

STATEMENT (W LAWRENCE Z. LORBER, ESQ., AMERICAN SOCI-
ETY FOR PERSONNEL ADMINISTRATION, WASHINGTON, D.C.
Mr. LORBER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

be helpful if I very briefly describe the American Society
for Pev,onnel Administration, the organization I represent.

It is the world's largest organization of personnel and industrial
relations rofessionals and represents nearly 34i000 practitioners
in business; government; and education: Its members are predomi-
nantly those who are the operating personnel practitioners in com-
panies; They are the people who _administer and ,create affirmative
action plans and are 'responsible on a day-tb=day basis for the

-' operation of personnel systems and the implementation_ of equal
employment opportunity policy tyPe preparations. Indeed I would
suppose the members here are notj_even _one step away from those

Mr. Sape spoke about as equal employment opportunity man-
;,r> \
It h. :ht be helpful fdr the comrhitte .give a very brief sum=

na my own_ background; In the ;:iministration, I was the
1 ); lor of the Federal Office of Contr ...c.,r7lliance Programs. At
that time I had the opportunity _to bt._ ore your committee
and meet with your staff and I think, at that time, rr,...<3e the initial
effort to_ form the -OFCCP regulatory process: -At -:rme we did
not think it would take that long. It is now \6 years later and the
issue-is still with us.

The testimony that I p <:sented and will discuss today will focus
in large meastire on the OFCCP.

I think it is important in the context of w.oe't the administration
has been trying to enact at OFCCP to bring the_r::firmative action
issue into some perspective, both for the record and to repeat in
some respects what Mr. Sape indicated.

In the equal employment_ area, we are faced with a multiplicity
of' ways a person can avail himself if he feels he is being discrimi7
rented against; both_statutor,, regulatn-y, and administrative relief
is possible at every_leyel of Government.

I think it !s ;nportant _to_ note; point out; 11:1d to bring the
OFCCP into cot that it is not t-,e only agency i..hat deals with
equal_employrient matters; nor_is_th. Justice Department or is the
EEOC, and ,..cieed were the OFCCP to tlis--..:pear tomorrow; were

-- the 1-.'resident to assume _Executive Order 1I'L .6I might add...there
is no indication and absolutely no reason to ;,.,these that Will
occur not one person protected by that order; ;tot one person who
has !.,vailed himself or herself of the protections in that order
wou.1,1 find himself without recourse.
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So, in viewing the OFCCP and in viewing the equal employment
and affirmative action policy question, we have to bring the pro-
gram and the concept into some kind orfocuS.

In doing this; I would firSt like to address very briefly the regula-
tory charigeS which the-administration, the Labor Depertthent has
proposed. _

I think there is no question that back in 1976 you and your
colleagues then indicated a Pei-Si:Mal question as, to whether regula-
tory reform was necessary. The prior administration airreed it was
and after a lengthy study; proposed sweeping regulatory changes.
There is no doubt, at least there is a consensus of sorts that change
and improvement are necessary and required.

The concern I would have to point out is that the organization I
represent holds and; indeed; I hold that the_ changes proposed by
the administration are bUreaucratic responses to a deer problem.
There are problems in the administration. I honestly think there is
no doubt that it is a burdensome and paper-tenezated program.
Yet the changes recommended seem not to address the underlying
reasons for the regulatory burdens -but simply address it by lessen-
ing the impact, increasing the_ size of companies sUbjected to the
OFCCP regulations, therefore lessening the number of employers
who have to prepare plans and perhaps stretch the time that those
plans would hir,'e to be current. ;

On an accounting basis, a small paperwork reduction will be
show::, but on a real and meaningfUl ba.s!;,__in terms of paperwork
burden and bringing some sense to affirmative action; I think there
Will be little change; if any at all.

What the OFCCP seems to have done; 1 think, is address the__
probleni by lessening the affected area hilt not by remedying the
source of the affection. SO it is the conc, rn of -the organization I

represent tine I believe with _others; that the Labor Department
focus s mould rather be pointed -to the underlying areas of concern,
those as iuite been summarized_ by those before me. The critical

-eac of methodology is one that-has been studied; there was a very
..:..aborate and expensive study: The study indicated the eight factor
be cast aside: It was detz.xmined it_ had very little re'. :.-Ivance in
determining c vailability and the focus should be pointed not on
eight factors; mixing and match"r_things which have no rel-
eviince,,but rather on determining who is ifideed, available in the
job force now fei employment or whlis at the stage to
be trained.

The impact of this st,idy and its recomniand^ ions goes beyond a
bur:: ucratic or paps_ k reduction: It merely addresses perhaps,
for the .irst time, the question as to what is affirmative action in
employment.

The affirmative action obligati; 7, means special outrerch;_equip-
ment; and Special employment considerations. The question; is
what persons in our society would avail themselves of this oppOrtu-
nity? To whom would affirmative action be directed? The poSitititi
of the study commissioned by the previous administration is that at
least in employment, in the context of employment alone, that
focus should be- on those who are Pmploya ij e now or who can be
trained for emplOyment.
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Recog-nition I believe thiit individual employers themselves, it is
unrealistic to believe that those employers individually will take on
either the aggregate responsibility of society to bring into employ-
ment a trainable condition, those who for any reason; educational
deprivation or housing problems, whatever the other societal proh-
ierris we recognize at present; are not ready and available and
ready to be eniployed. I think the two economists who testified
previously indicated that was the situation. One of them indlcated,
that the high school .diploma indicated a "stick-to-itiveness."

So changing the methodology of determining availability; the
bureaucratic response I think would go a long waytoward rectify-
ing some of the abuses and complaints of the program, some of the
adversarial nature of the program. Knowing that however, it
should be understood that in some respects-the definition of affirm-
ative action in the employment context, arid although it has never
been answered, the problem of who benefits from affirmative
action in employment has been one that I am aware of having been
subject to great debate. It has never been answered and has been
part, of the problem of the OFCCP that it never knew who it was
::;upposed to deal with, whom its clients were or what its focus was

Anotht.r area of improvement, another area of problems certain,
ly for representatives of the organization I speak for today is that
the Gaernment has taktin upon itself the requirement that every
employer divide it work using the same methodology and applying
the very saw, rigid pre.criptions. It is a\homogenization of the
Ametican work- force- wnich has no basis \in reality ;.end which
causes the problems that Mr. Sape and other's: have :Token about,
in that you have an affirmative action- program which might or
might not satisfy the Government, but having nO.relationShip, no
relevance to your actual personnel system, It sits on the shelfAt is
ii plan on paper and a plar which in fact is implemented only t-,
the extent to equal employment_ upward mobility ane
+.:,e other nersonnel functions are carried

So, I: thi.A it is incumbent non the committee, and certainly
upon the Libor Department, to revise their regulatory rprio'
cb inging the and persons who are covered: As I indicated;
tiiey are not the only I:la-ye: in town, and to the extent to which
:hey could in regulatory terms where they haVe focused: in fact :-
upon the large employe,...:. rr:ght enable them to do a better job,
might enable them to have hPtter zoverage: The underlying prob-
lems of affirmative action are burdensome and I think overly b,ur-
densome, of a convoluted nature of the problem, the methodology
which perhaps' keeps statisticians, eclometricians, and demogra-
phers wealthy but does not help anybody else. I believe that should
be _changed.

One other avenue of approach and one other instance of concern .

that our organization f-2els against OFCCP is: that it has devoted
itself almost single-mindedly toward replicatin,, and mirroring
what EEOC does and what I ,ate litigation does.

As indicated, thby arc not the emly player in
perhaps other laws and other protections; there is nt gap which
they must fill. In repeating what other agencies are 4,-ared to do.
designed to do without encumbrances, of the proeu n.. t system
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which OFCCP most follow, it seems to me they are diminishing
their role and diluting the equal employment effort.

The contract compliance program and _the Executive order were
initially designed to deal With the problem of increasing minority
and female employment in Government contract's. '

. The purpose of the eXecutive order, to the extent which the order
finds suppert'ins the lawiand T.think it does, it finds its suppoit as
a procurement agency-.

As an ifiSta-iCe, ass the,pourt in the Philadelphia plan said; to
assure that the Government liaS the longest possible 41early quali-
fied employees With which itcan perform its work and'get its goods
and services produced for it.'"

The OFCCP of late, I think, has. simply left, that function aside. It
has involved itself over the last few years in litigation which has
not eve-i devoted itself toward increasing employment It has en=
gaged in Contest§ with employers as to whether_or not computer

-tapes; tenure discussionS, all the minutiae of personnel can be
given to the :Government For no other reason ,than. to show` that
the OFCCP can demand it and retain it without showing its rel-
evance and witheiit stiewing its need '

The OFCCP has engaged (ner the last several years in an effort;
a very interesting one, _to show that it is beyond the law, that there
are no constraints upon the ExecutiVe order; _that title VII, or any
other_indication .of special intent, had any relevance at all to the 'T
CTCCP in its own effort.

So there has_ been extended question as,to whether theOFCCP is
bound by the Supreme Court's deterniination that bona fide senior-
ity systems cannot be attacked. There has been extensive litigation
o7.rer Issues subb sia thot The OFCCP has 'lost it Indeed, the D.C.'

circuit, a panel of judges, recently appointed by President Carter,
ruled that obviously; the OFCCP must be bound by title VH. I .
belie% e your former colleague, now Judge Mikya, wrote the opinion
in that decision.

The cFCCP over the last .,severel years has devoted extensive
resources tba very difficult Po§ition._

Finally, I be *eye it is important for the pun. oses of understand=
ing affirmati tion that the concept of goals and timetables;
miracle stan ardS the indices of measurement whiCh PrOfeaabr
AlekuS talked about has been warned that it is,' initially rather
new It was only tleirelOped in 1969 and 1970 to deal with the
probleing of the Philadelphia plan and then s deal with
the problem's of n.r iStiring prog-res. on the part of larger' defemie
contractors. "

The 'Concept; which is over 10_years old, interestingly enough haS .
alit o§tasSurned a rather mystical quality in this country. It has; I
thins, unfrturiately become the definition of affirmative action;
when it was always meant to be a tool fo7 measuring progreSS. The
concept of affirmative action is so intertwined with goals, and
timetables, and standards, they were never meant t becorrie rigid
euotaS, have ir-iepd in seveial enforcement cases s d in my view
the OFCCP's policies today are viewed as sine qua n-n, the end=all
and he-all of affirmative action.
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There is an enormous amount of; I think, unfortunate litigation
as well as and very widenink dismay of their concept of affirmative
action:.

Mr. LORBER. Goals and timetables are a helpful and necessary
tool for employers to measure and prioritize their efforts. Without
it most large employers would have no idea in any regard how
their persohnel System is functioning.

it is a concept and a system which I believe has been incorporat-
ed in almost every management personnel tool by companies large
and small in the country so that as a practical measure-goals and
timetables have a very different role now than they did 10 years
ago,

The chamber of commerce has recently come out in favor of their
retention: The problem is the_OFCCP and some proponents of
affirmative action choose to define it solely in terms of goals and
timetables':

Doing that effort, I think, involves a disservice to the cause of
affirmative action and; in my view; will possibly develop an atmos=-
phere which will become so offensive to our constitutional stand-
ards that a court will not be able to take the liberties the Supreme
Court did in the. Weber case where it chose not to deal with difficult
issues and cast the Kaiser plan as a mandatory plan to retain the
concept of numerical standards.

It will be an effort as 'the court did in 11 -cases to define the
rationale for numerical standards in a way that will not do offense
to statutes but the continued effort to phrase affirmatNe action as
goals and timetables will make it difficult for the day-to=dayrob-
ferns to deal withcompliance to which the extent There won't be a
case as there was in Kaiser where but for the Government's sign-
ing its agreement to the training program which if subsequeptly
did in every instance, the court may not have been able toisay that
was a solely volwitary plan.

So that affirmative action, in my vie'- and in the view Of ASPA,
does not simply mean goals and ti-!: . ,. They are an indication

nrogress, a tool uut ni,t ,n which rests the future
-;tence of affirmative a

So that in our ..iew the ceper role of the OF a role where it
can contribute very significantly to th9: continued development of
minorities 'and women in employment is c. role which will. focus
upon its initial role as job creazor, job monitor; assisting corpora-

It found its genesis in plans and prsgress lit. the work force. Now
that the protective groups are large, more groups are ou-ered, the
rolesis an even more difficult one one that the organization should
fault and hopefully it will nut i believe it should fulfill that role in
the context where it is understood it is not the only agency in the
city dealing with equal employment and,. as George Sape indicated
a.....o.st every major case in the last 10 years has been private
litiga. ion in which the Government has aided in the litigation and
I think that will continue.

Mr. _I-lawxasto. Thanl you.
On page 7,, Mr. Lorber, you say:
Rather than require une Job group mithodology or el.% n offer one or-two options,

the C/FCCP should allow each employer to decide its ow.: best i..eans of structuring
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its work force with ihO iiiideestranding that the employer may have explain its job,
group structure if quesiiolig

Are you in a sense adVotating their voluntary compliance?
Mr. LOR1381t. No; what I am saying; the current regulatory

scheme,forces to put into slots employees-according to a
methodology ordained by the Goverorrient.

The OFCCPi finding its genesis in' an industrial context; views
almost. every company that it does reviews for as. asking, for exam-
pie; what is their seniority ,system; their lines of progression?
Asking that of professionally.devoted Companies such as accounting
firms or higher level Of corporations -makes no sense.

Promotions at that 'level are not &One by seniority. There are no
lines of progression. Yet, that is the focus of the OFCCP.

The point I make in tl testimony i§ a point submitted to public
review years age, that companies should be allowed to outline the
way it actually functions its actual _kit-Winel system without de7

noting seniority_ where it may not exist without denoting lines of
progressior, where they may have no meaning

That is h=2 point I think whht we alluded to in the- testimony
was some of the regulatorY problems Whitt: have led to the allega-
tions of an overlyburdensome system.

Mr. HAWKIDM If that were to be 1i-hilted that each company is
going te`be allOWed to use its own methodologY and -to use- what-
ever method it so desires to comply in its own view with affirma-
tiv_e action,,how would you judge the.,.results?

Mr. LOKBER: You would judge_ the results as yoti do today; you
would look at how many minorities and women' they had a year
ago and how many they hhVe toddy within their own definitions
their. work force and structure and has there been any change
according to their own methodology, have they met the burden of
showing they are employing numbers of minorities -and_ women as
they are represented in the fdrce or are they below that number?

If they are below that percentage is there any explanation why?
Perhaps_ there is. -

Mr._HAwitirts. I misunderstood you then I__th _ght you were
engaged in an argument against numerical complit

Mr. Lehatitil Not at all We have said it is Soniething; a measur-
ing tool. The point is simply that and the rigidity of the current
program and of the current regulation§ creating problems with
employees--because it _ititiitcss Iense for them and an undue
amount of paperwork andcosts aye the problems.

That rigidity is serving a disservice and causing as 'ninth of the
, problem as a king else.

Mr. HAWli ,. It seems we are dealing with a prbbleiri that didn't
arise overnii ; but has beer br 1c4igtanditig. I think some of the
suggestions ;_l u have made; e: Though they appear te be very rea-
sonable and I would say I don't _disagree with all of them; for each
.:ompany to otganize,.its own system of complying without any
standards whatsoever; filen you would -get back to the situation
where they would de It in such a way as to appear in best compli-
hziLe with the law itself.

What would keep the r-mpanY from--grouping janitors with ex-
ecutives to give the impression that a company has a great number
of minorities with out specifying categorieS?
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It has-. been doi:e. It certainly will Le dont, under any raet.f,or.
used: We have eonipanies that have testifjed lo-'nre.th., corarnittee
what progress theme have made. We have looker at ti-,.r results of
the Federal Government; for example; in terms 'now wonderful
certain depariments are what great prukreso they ha.;., made and
yet .when yc break it down in terms of _classification, you see an
obvious concentration in certain classifications.

If you leave_ the methodology to that particular_ agency or to a
company that believes because it has hired a lot of minorities but
over period of time they are still in that owes classification; then

am sure they would use that as -,:res...nting their case to the best
appearance they possibly can.

I might agree it would be wonderful for us to have some flexibil-
ityI don't knoW we could go that far. -The Government would_ be
making a mistake to go that far into- alloy -ing that type of flexibil-
ity and_ getting away from_ some standards. -

Mr, LORBER. First -of all; since 1970, I di,n't think -we hav-e tried
that system at all The regulationF._have not allowed- that I think
in the example you gave- certainly -I -would find it -very difficult to
Iriieve any company could successfully e:erend such _a matching. It
'would-fly in the -face of the EEta_desir-nations and it woulri in any
neutral_ context before any adjudicatory body fall so any ..:ompan_y
attempting_ that is_ outlining very boldly the fact it had .1 serious
problem. That would not be sustained.

We_ certainly expect to the extent anybody had reviewing author-
ity if the system made no if it clearly desig_ned to hide
problems or to eliminate pro .,ss, which may be illusory at best;
the system would haVe to fail.

--Mr: HAWKINS: You seem _to_ assume a virtue for the corporate
sector that no other part of the economy Or society enjoys, that
every _ernployer is_going to_be virtuous and comply with the law;
that there isn't deliberate discrimination in America, that there is
no _pervasive, discrimination; as a matter of fact; still remaining
and it isn't confined to businesses.

It is throughout the society; and to believe_ that we are going to
.get that type of compliance it seems to me tobe rather naive for us
to even_discuss, particularly in view of the fact that the possibility
of e.:er being pohced or being caught is going to be reinote if you go
along with the aclirrinistration s program that :y-on are going to
under fund the agency, that you are not going to have the person-
nel to do it, that you are going to _extend the inspections such a
lone- period- of time that the possibility of ever being_ caught is
remote. And if they get caught they are not going to .Luffer anyway
because of past discrimination,

You seem to sagg st in the _pre_pared testimony that you a_gr.--e
als^ with increasing the thresholds for requiring affirmative actiGn

':rns and updates so that by those regulations you are_goin_g
exi,mpt significantly over. 80 percent_ of the new job opportunities
that are going to be created by small businesses.
__ You exerni..* 'them completely. from comphAng with that part of
the law requh:or affirmative action .pr,,,.;ams.

If you put all_ tins. 't--gelfrer and +hen on top of that suggest what
you are suggesting, it seems inn me that you just get down to no
enforcement whatsoever and we are. back to I5,years ago When
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there Wag Widespread_clisccimination prevailing and an encourage-
ment 'or th: few who are going to continue to be the discrimina-
tors_ to go ahead and discriminate:

That is the situation we grA into, it seems to me.
Doelr. LORBER.:Let me ansvver.
Mt. HAWKIps I am stating it- hypothetically to /some_ extent

merely to getthat reaction' I. we can assume that is the situation
we are looking to._

What is the explanation? What is the alternative?
Mt. LORBet. First of all I don't assume purity on the part of

corporate Anieried or anybody else. They fully expect that they
Will be reviewed be it by government; private litigation or their
own. employees.

They fully expect ancPare more aware now that_labor -organiza-
tions-will be focusing even more deeply upon these pr blerns so I do
not be "eVe there is an expectation at all that they_a e Only erigag-

e al employment policies necessailly because it is the right
thing to de-d.

' would ad And submit that I don't think today; 194; that is out
of the question -but I do not believe and would not to-- his
committee or anybody else they are doing it because it is the right
thing to do.

There is an understanding if they_ cidn't do it they will
significant problems leading to significant disruptions in their
Work force. Companies which have- suffered_ consent decrees know
this is circumscribed dramatically. Certainly_ as a business proposi-
tion they will do good because it is good business and because it is
the way with the recommended changes we have submitted and
others tOrmeet their legal obligations as well as to get on with their
job=

With reSpett to the OFC-CP regulations I would_ say our testimo-
ny took the _opposite tacit. Personally_having been there and having

. examined this issue, 1
You

_question who wa :7. the e_p_proptiate
regulatory response. You :don't __get that mars; opportcnities .to
engage in Major_ revision of regulations _and we suggesi,sd they
focus on the reasons for the problem_ rather_ than the manifesta-
tions which is that sr- all business has a very legitimate problem
with paperwork:

If the problems -are taken away _perhaps ::-tertyrz,uld 15e, ;ia
necessity to raise the threshold. That is the focus of that testhnory,
that theY .have done it somewhat backward; The real issues 11:Ve
yet to be addressed:

The manifestations of the problems are Nihat they are addressing
now Perhaps they might want to consider doing it the other_ way;
Relieving a- lot if the paperwork may take it away. I would imag:
ihe it would fall on easy and in his, own experience' I am led to that
conclusion.

With respect to the enforcement level_ of the government I_ wot.,Id
point out that regardless of stiffing le,:rel_and funds; any individual
employer cannot expect_ to be "reVievied. If_yon aco viewing it on a
percentage baSiS regardless of whether they have 1.100 persons
1,800, individual employees could simply say they ..rnbably won't
get to me they are probably right:

1
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What they can' say is nobody will get to me, or my employees
won't raise questi- ns. If they say that they ale playing with legal
fire which I_ thin will result in a severe burn' to theni.

Viewing the p. ocess as an all - encompassing one does not leave
any rational _employer secure in thinking the problem is going
a way. It is not g ing_away. - .-.

Now with the evolution of the age act and other problems they
are even_ more -susceptible to legal attack: You cannot deal with
one problem wAthout a whole host of personnel systems that Will ,

lead_ you into /a thicket; be it age; or sex; or handicaps, where -

employers today haVe vulnerabilitY. *
-Level -of staffing -is important; the level . of government involve._

ment is impoiitant. The government is still the-r..1- am not aware of
any efforts td' the agencies away and _: -. '1,-,-. -: tent _to which
there will sill be government fostered litii.i,..... . t will Still. be
there._

A Government suit is still open to privr- !.:-.--.Tention. Even'
when the Justice Department sues _a municip....H-'. certainly there
can be foundation for a belief that the problem is going away and,
therefore,_they can revert tp-something 15 years_ago.

This iS 1981. Regardless of the Government, that is the reality, I
would submit. on the particf the companies such as ASPA mem-
bers Ire which are Sioall, medium size.

-So I stmply_don't rest our presentation on the presumed
itof American industry at all. I would rest a good part of it on the

business sense of _industry; on their need to be prociuctivb and t.)
have th'e best work force possible.

I would rest as well on the susceptibility of the Government to be
sued itself if it does not carry out its mandate so- we are not left

--With a-void. Viewing changes as something that is harmful.is quite
honestly very counterproductive. Change may be very helpful: We
hav_egonea long passage. . .

.. Mr. HAWKINS. You and Mr: Sape both take the view, and you
could be right; that most of the problem or a substantial:mrt of it
hail been solved and that most- companies are in compliance; !are
reasonably set hi the methods they use to comply with the law, et

= cetera.
nowWo:Ild that indicate it would be more disru iptive to change it ow

that everybody is operating'rwithin -the I ay. _E., -Id is more familiar
With it than you Will be with the-changes? If we begin to change
them now you will get_ another athrinistration_ later and there are
More changes. Wouldn't that be more disruptive than not chang-
in g?
/ If things are as good as you report and everybody is doing a.
reasonably good .,'ob familiar with the current system, why change
it?

Mr. LORPIT,12._ I_ don't know things are as good. i would _si y the
i-/ problems are different. The focus of equal employmeia`_ is to,- bring
I minorities and women into entry level jobs _pr- viously excluided to

t} em. These were th-,-, problems of the sixties which carried over to
'112 seventies. . 1

q _I think_ that aspec of ..it, if not and _certainly not completely
7 eliminated,_is under -I, nstant review and a great deal of control.
1 There are problems of .. -sward mobility; of ;female ghettoization in
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the work force, prOblems of channeling into areas which may not
have upward mobility;

Those are problems butbut problems of a different nature. They are
n,oblems more individualized, less susceptible_to the mass of el-
k, .ks on the segregated seniority system we witnessed for years.
.,1ct to say they are less important or less intrusive_ or less harmful
*i; those who will suffer, that they are different; perhaps

iring different methods of attack and remedying the problems.
'oncern is'that viewing any change I saw that once

before xith a different_perspectiveto view that any sort of change
represents' a retreat; to view that, what we have we must keep
forever I think is a very negativp attitude -

In some respects I think it is harmful 'because it focuses the
effort of the Government to the extent it is involved; and every!.
body else, oft areas where problems exist but are not pervasive and
they simply avoid the other problems

In dealing with those problems which prihaps should have been
the problems focused on initially, we have dealt with one set and
now we are dealing with anither. _

It seems to me some irgenuity qould be brought to bear on those
problems rather than saying -we shall roL; change anything because
we can look at society as a whole and s.-.M not see total integration;

That is true, unfortunately, but I don- Chink that is the area of

concern anyOreni .

Mr. HAWKIIM I assure you thiS committee will never take the
position that no Chiiige is needed or desirable. However, _we do try
to deal with the changes suggested and if they can be defend ad to
support them, Unfortr,hately, the administration has not seen fit to
do what yOti have done today, to present views and to discuss with
us why changes are needed.

If the administration is going to submit regulations and not
publicly defend them, obVidiiSly I think their changes are suspect
to begin with.

Mr. LORIIER: When I was director, in my discourse I,always found
yda_ and your staff to be helpful:

Mr. HASATKINs We appreciate your candor- and we certainly ap-
preciate yotir testimony. It is very helpful an we certainly hope
we can continue, to have your views and cbopeietion with the staff
as you have always done.

Thank you very_ much
That concludes the hearing teddy.
[Whereupon, at 1:55 p.m.; the subcommittee was adjouri,ed.]
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OVERSIGHT HEARINGS ON EQUAL EMPLOY=
. MENT OPPORTUNITY AND AFFIRMATIVE

ACTON

Part 1

WEDNES1).AY; OCTOBER 7; 1981

HOUSE 'OF REPRESENTATIVES;
SUBCOMMITTEE ON EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES,

COMMITTEE;ON EDUCATION_AND _LABOR;
Washingtoni D.C.

The subcommittee-Me pursuant to call, at 9:15 a.m.; in roan
2175; Rayburn House Office Building; Hon. Augustus F. Hawl.ing
(chairman of the subcommittee) presiding.

Members present: Representatives Hawkins, Washington,
and Fenwick.

Staff-present: Susan Grayson; staff director; Edmund D..,i^,)ke,
dr.; legislative associate; -Terri P. Schroeder;_staff assistant: 1;:ith

_Baum, minority counsel for labor; and Steve Furgeson, legal i .:tern
for i_!raduate studies in labor law.

Mr. HAWKINS. The_Subcommittee_on Employment Opportunities
of thr Committee on Education and Labor is called to order-

This is _the final hearing in a series that the subcommittee has
coniiiicted in exercising its oversight of Federal enforcement of

inploymmt o, ortunity laws: The subcommittee staff is -now
ok.c....9ss of preparinga report on thene proceedings, whiCh we

the near future, Wc wish to express_ our
;,np,.. ior C.f ,.!Qaperatioo and assistance which ,we linve
received the many witnesses:

We will_ hear this morning from officials of the _Department of
Labor and Eq,ial Employment Op_portunity Commission. We wel-
cdme both Mr. Lovell and Mr. Smith; and look forward to their
testimony. .

- Mr: Lovell; Under- Secretary of Labor; we welcome you back; to
the committee_ have enjoyed over_a long period of time yOur
friendship and cooperation. We we;crne yon to your new post,
r,ihich is certainly not'unfamiliar to you. r^ -.vant te rominenct the
acrtoinistration for what we consider to be one of its out Landing
apaaintments. .

As a personal friend, I am indeed glad to have you before the
COIT1 rn i ttee
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STATEMENT OF MALCOLM LW, UNDER SECRETARY, U.S.

,.DEPARTMENT OF . LABOR; _ ACCOMPANIED BY ELLEN M:
SHONG; DIRECTOR; OFFICE OF FEDERAL CONTRACT COMPLI-

ANCE PROGRAMS
Mt. Lovsmithank you _very much, Mr._ Chairman.. I am delight:

ed to be here and have_the opportunity of wok-king with you again;
I would like to thank you for the opportunity to appear before

your sitbctinithietee today to discuss the Depaitment of- Labor's
contract compliande Prbgram. I am accompanied vete by MS. Ellen
M. Slicing, who is the Director of the Office of Federal Contract
Compliance Programs ,

The OFCCP- is,_ as you know, the office within the Department of
Labor which had day_-to-day respojigibility for administration and
enforcement of the three mandates 'which make up the _contreet
compliance program Executive Order 11246, _section of
Rehabilitation _Act of 1973, _and_ Section 402 of the `:seta,: i Era
Veterans Readjustment Assistance Act.

The primary focus of my testimony-will be i.;; :kr

hensive proposed revisions to_the Federal c-- . &kit liance reg-
ulations: I will also note briefly some of the initiatives in the
contract compliance program area.

_Letame note at the outset that we are well aware of efforts,
Chairtnan, and the efforts of this subcommittee toward assur,

ing that the contract` compliance- program lives up to its- pOtential
as an instrument to ensure equal _employment opportunity for the
handicapped, disabled, and Vietnam era veterans; minorities and

- women.- _

The adminiStration _shares your concern in seeing that the pro-
: gram fulfills the promise it holds_ for these groups, and We ltiek

forward to working with you and your subcommittee to see that it
ti;:es.

Vie Mandate of the Executive order, enforced by the OFCCP; is
that Federal contractor may not discriminate and that they take
affirmative action to insure that applicanta and employees are
treated without regard: to race, color; religion, sex, or national
on

Early in our adinihiStration we looked at the enforce-Mei-it of this
program and concluded that it _was not working effectively or effi-

ciently. Indeed, in many _other regulatory areas we found, a
program which _was nin a_highly adversarial manner and which
principally produced pi.iperwork, aggravation and oon;ertipt for the
entire affirmative action. concept among the contractors trying to
adhere to tho.law, and among the public at_large. In response to
this situatioi,,e undertook a review and revision of Federal regu-
lations the-Executive-or-cler

Our 17e1...'ew indicated a- need to-reduce compliance-burdens, espe--
cially kir smaller contractors. The regtilatory revisions that we
have proposed are designed to reduce- ose burdens without Unnec-
essarily infringirg the protections afforded to V-khheTt; minorities,
veterans, and; the handicapped.

At the-same time, we considered enforcement techniques of the
OFCCP that seemed to produce only unnecessary cOtifiontation and
data requests; and we considered_ a "tuneup" of th-J enfereeitient
vehicle that would continue to, provide protection .vider th!,: law
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without the Government trying to dictate every detail of a contrac-
tor's personnel practices.

Some critical policy decisions remain to be iniide after analySiS of
public comment on our advance notice of proposed rulemaking:
While I am constrained in discussing determinations not yet made,
and at a time when wetave not yet had an opportunity to review
comments solicited from the public; I am here today to report to
you the progress OFCCP has made to date .to insure that the
mandates of the Executive order are carried out.

First, in these days of tightened budgets OFCCP has determined
that it Must provide better and faster service to carry out its
mission of achieving nondiscrithination by Federal contractors and
insuring that\ contractors take affirmative action. To this end, we
have recently instituted Several management reforms within
OFCCP which we believe will reduce the existing backlog of cases:

As one example; OFCCP haS moved quickly in recent weekS! to
abolish some of the backlog of the 250 appeals to the Director
under section 503 of the Rehabilitation Act. Through improved
internal procedures, and despite budget reductions, thiS backlog
has begun to subside and Should be completely reduced within the
next few months.

In addition, we are reviewing the complaint intake process_ to
determine what might be done to allow for earlier determinations
of jurisdiction and at le-eat orima facie merit. This will alio*
OFCCP to more quickly remove from its inventory those com-
plaints which are clearly Without merit br over which it has no
jurisdiction.

These reforms will alSo prevent OFCCP from artificially inflating
the expectations of complainants it cannot help._ The agency witl;

as a result; be in a better position to obtain a faster resolution of
bOnd fide, complaints.

Second; OFCCP has slated increased enforcement efforts regard.:
ing the rights of handicapped person§ under section 503 of the
Rehabilitation Act, and veterans under section 402 of the Vietnam
Era Veterans Act. Although the results of increased 503 and 402
enford'ement will not be _registered for several months, OFCCP is
now proceeding vigorously in this area. . ,

Third, OFCCP haS _moved to renew the emphasis on voluntary
compliance by contractors and has sought to eliminate an attitude
of confrontation which has beset and weakened its compliance
capability. A major criticism frequently heard and often cited as
the cause of compliance difficulties is OFCCP's former posture as
an adversary.

As-l-noted-abbve, we intend to change this image and the prac-
tice of OFCCP to that of cooperation. We acknowledge, for exam-
ple, that OFCCP has the capability of annually _auditing only a
small percentage of thecOntractor work force. Clearly, comprehen=
sive compliance can only be achieved when contractors ,,police
themselves and are given the necessary direction and technical
advice froni OFCCR__

To thiaend, OFCCP haS begun to meet with "liaison committeeS"
in the regional offices; as well as the national office. These commit-
tees are being forined by business groups, special interest groups,
and other organizations and have been assured of OFCCP's willing-
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ness to meet With them at their initiative to discuss issues of
mutual concern

We expect these committees will provide a forum to exchange
technical compliance information and promote a greater under-
standing of compliance problems. In _a spirit of cooperation, we
believe greater compliance, with_affirmative action dictates will be:\
achieved for a greater number of contractors and employees. '\-Fourth, and perhaps most significant; on August 25, 1981; .4

OFCCP published proposed new regulations for comment. These
new regulations were drafted with two basic premises in mind:
First; the contractual requirement to undertake affirmatiVe action
was not to be comPiomised. Second, unnecessary paperwork was to
be reduced; particularly _if_ it is costly and burdensome to contrac-
tors, taxpayers and OFCCP, and if it does not lead to improved job
opportunities for minorities; women; handicapped persons; and vet-
erans.

Beide outlining some of the major changes the OFCCP has
proposed, I think it is important to explain the mandate of the
'Executive order and how it differs from title VII of the Civil,Rights
Act and other civil rights laws. This explanation should clarify
some of the terminology we will use in our testimony,_

The mandate of the Executive order is twofold. First, and like
title VII, the Executive order prohibit; discrimination in employ-
ment. Title VII; however, applies to employeis generally, whereas
the Executive order applies to employers who are Federal contrac-
tors, that is those employers who voluntarily decide to provide
'goods and services to the Federal Government.

Second, and unlike- title VII; the Executive, order requires each
contractor, as an added contractual condition of being a Federal
contractor, to, engage in affirmative action; regardless of whether
the Federal contractor has been found to have discriminated. The
objective,of affirmative action is to insure that the employment of
protected groups does not vary to a major degree from the avail -
ability _of their qualified, willing, members in the work force.

With this brief background, let me now turn to some of the
specifics of the proposed new regulations. I must emphasize again,
however; that the new regulations are only proposed and that no
final decisions have been made in regard to the proposals;

THRESHOLD CHANGES

OFCCP has proposed to change one of the two "thresholds" of
contractor coverage. Currently; OFCCP has jurisdiction over those
contractors with $10,000 or more in contracts, and $2,500 in the
case of the Rehabilitation Act. Such contractors are prohibited
from discrimination in employment and are also required to
engage in affirmative action. OFCCP is not proposing to change
this -basic antidiscrimination threshold in any way.

OFCCP is proposing to change the second_ threshold relating to
written affirmative action programs. Currently, contractors Vvith_50
employees or_ more and with contracts of $50;000 or more are
required to develop detailed written affirmative action Rrograms.
These written programs describe the steps which the contractor
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proposes to take during the year to effectuate its basic affirmative
action Obligation.

They are lengthy documents which are costly to the contractor to
prepare. Their review by OFCCP is costly to Federal `taxpayers.
Without changing the basic obligation of all contractors,_big and
small; OFCCP has proposedtoreduce this costly paperwork by
eliminating the'annual documpreparation requirement for con=
tractors with less than 250 employees and a contract of under $1
million.

It is important to note that 4ris proposal in no way limits
OFCCP's previougly existing authority to, investigate and proeecute,
discrimination. The proposal would not limit or change the require-
ment that contractors _demonstrate good faith compliance efforts Or
deprive the OFCCP of the authority to conduct full scale _compli-
ance reviews of even the smaller contractors with only $10,000 or
=rein contracts. .

Thus, OFCCP would continue to _have jurisdiction over those
small contractors with more than' $10,000 but with less than $1
Million in Federal contracts. If an employee fromsmall contrac=
tor files La complaint with OFCCP, the agency could and would
investigate that .contractor of refer the matter to the EEOC for
investigation. tt,

In 'no/sense OFCCP abandoning its jurisdiction over Federal
contractors, and in no way is it reducing its moral commitment to
provide affirmative action for protected employees of Federal con
tractors.

Rather; this proposal is a narrow one designed to require only
contractors with large Federal contracts to be put to the additional
burden of annually preparing a detailed written affirmative action
program.

It is significant, too, that under the change regarding written
affirmative action program threshold; nearly 7q- percent of the
employees currently included in affirmative action programs would
continue to be included. At the same- time; of the 17;000 contractors
which must now prepare written affirmative action Programs, only
4;000 contractor's would be required to do so under the proposal.

Since the 13,000 contractors who would he eXempted from filing
annual_plans under this proposal only employ 23 percent of the
employees presently covered by such_plans, this change would_both
reduce _costly paperwork for small-contractors and permit OFCCP
to conserve enforcement resources for use with the contractors who
have the most job's -to offer-

Although this change will bring_ about significant paperwork
relief to many contractor% it does not in any way impair_OFCCP'S
present jurisdiction overall- currently covered contractors and em-
ployees, or prospective employees of those contractors:

REQUIREMENT TO SET GOALS

The regulations require thati,rontractors set a goal for each job
group in which minorities or women are underttilized. Underutili
nation_ is a term unique to the OFCCP regulatory program. It is not
a finding of discrimination; rather it means that a contractor cur-
rently employs demonstrably feiver qualified women or minorities
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than reasonably might be expected by virtue of their qualifications,
willingness_and_tivailability for the work in question. It is the
existence of underutilization that triggers the requirement to Set a

goal to correct the underutilitization.
Although the existing regulations do not further explain this

term, the OFCCP's pa§t enforcement efforts were aimed at forcing

a contractor to declare itself underutilized and to set a goal in the
event of any numerical diSparity between availability and existing
utilization, _even if that disparity was not statistically significant.

In some cases this insistence_on the part of the agency resulted
in a contractor, in effect, having to set a goal for a part of a person.
Needless to say this both Strained the credibility of our efforts as
well as reducing Serious.Confrontation with contractors.

The proposed regulations provide a rational and statistically
sound measure of reasonable, utilization. Absent other compelling
circumstances as determined the Director, a contractor would

not be required- W declare itself underutilized or to set a goal for
job groups in which the employment of women and minorities is at
least 80 percent of their availability.

This does not mean that the administration only wants to pro-
vide 80 percent of the coverage which previously existed. Rather
this proposal reflects the fact that_our statistical methods of deter-
mining the overall availability of certain groups in the labor
market are not precise to the decimal point, and that contractors
should have some ieeway in responding to the composition of their
work force for pqrfectly legitimate and practical reasons.

CONSOLMATED WRITTEN AFFIRMATIVE ACTION PROGRAMS.

OFCCP is proposing to, permit contractors to prepare one consoli7
dated program for all facilities .subject to the same personnel con-
trol. This change is designed to reduce repetitiouS and burdensome
program' writing without sacrificing any of the truly necessary core

program element§ Which affect all employees.
For example; a contractor preparing a consolidated program

would be required in all circumstances to display statistical analy-
ses of each facility. As a, result, there will be no possibility for _a

contractor to hide the fact that it maintains a segregated facility or

one in which minorities or women are underutilized.

ELIMINATION OF HOW TO DO IT REGULATIONS

OFCCP is proposing to eliminate subpart_C of its existing regula-
tions. That section sets out burdensome ,and often inflekible re-
quirements for contractors concerning ways to accomplish affirma-
tive action in general.

This change is intended to reduce thelopportunity for confronta-
tion in what contractors term as "boilerplate" affirmative action
language. The change would not lessen enforcement capability in
any way.

Specifically, what OFCCP has proposed to eliminate are the pro-
visions that a contractor that it has publiShed stories
of affirmative action in in-house newsletters, that regular meetings
with employees have been held, that affirmative action policies
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have been disseminated internally and that it has identified prob-
lem areas.

OFCCP continues to suggest to contractors that they undertake
these affirmative action efforts and other sash initiatives if they
make sense for the particular facilitY involved and the affirmative
action problems it is experiencing.

Although always permissive, these proVi§ions have frequently
been applied as mandatory, resulting not only in unnecessary con-
frontation but in an unwarranted and counterproductive focus on
process rather than perfermance. This would no longer be the case.

More importantly; such required steps, When in applied
by Government bureaucrats-, harm the goal of achieving genuine
cooperation from contractors and public support Or the entire
affirmative action program. This administration cares more about
fostering and achieving real equal opPortunity in the workplace
than about making contractors publish newsletters.

FIVE -YEAR AFFIRMATIVE ACTION PROGRAM APPROVAL.

In an effort to create incentives to comply and to provide greater
training benefits to protected grpap members, OFCCP is proposing
to approve for 5 years; instead of 1 Year, those written affirmative
action program§ which comply with the Executive order, and which
in addition include an approved training program.

This emphasis on training is a new concept and again under-
scores OFCCP's commitment to the attainment of jobs for protected
class members -and its desire to cooperate with contractors which
are willing to take positive steps in this direction.

At, the same time, OFCCP is not propo,sing to turn ib back on
employees of those. contractora granted 5-year compliance certifi-
cates. Rather, OFCCP would retain jurisdiction to investigate com-
plaints and would retain the authority to revoke certifications for
substantive breaches of all 5-year certification agreements.-

In addition; contractors Would be obligated to report to OFCCP
on an ongUing basis regarding any changes in the affirmative
action program or training programs for protected group members
during the 5-year approval period;

would like to pause now to share with the committee some
philosophical views which I share with both Secretary Donovan
and with the Director of the OFCCP, Ms. Shong. think these
views provide a useful framework for the evaluation of the changes
thisadministration has proposed.

FirSt, as I indicated in my introductoit-remarkS, we believe that
the mission of the OFCCP is to insure that Government contrac-
tors' 'affirmative action efforts produce real equal opportunity in
the Workplace, and that the employment of protected groups does
not= vary to a major degree from the availability of their qualified;
willing members in the Workforce.

To the extent that the agency has in the paSt concentrated -on
fozin -.rather than substance, and the recet past is replete_ with
such examples; it has lost sight of that mission. More importantly;
it may Will have encouraged some contractors to lose sight of this
fundamental objective because its enforcement was frequently
geared not to the contractors' performance; but to the process of

-A
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demonstrating This allowed many contractors who
were not making satisfactory progress to use the agency's _preoccu-
pation with process to obfuscate their performance in this regard.

It also subjected the agency to justifiable criticism from contr_as-
tors who 'were increasing opportunities for the protected groups
that the agency not interested in those results so much as it
was interested in the manner of athievilig the results.

Second, we believe that many of the current regulations and
previous enforcement strategie§ not only failed to further the objec-
tive of jobs but in fact compelled a focus on form rather than
substance: Our regulatory proposals and management initiatives
are designed specifically to eliminate_ those elements of concentra-
tion on process and tO return us to a focus on performance.

Evetything OFCCP has done, and everything it plans to do is
designed to streamline the burden of demonstrating and measuring
compliance so that contractors can help fulfill the national goal of
full participation of all people in all segmentS of economic activity,
on the basis of availabilitY, individual interest and merit; and not
on account of rare; color, religion; sex; national origin, handiCap, or
veteran status. -

-Our- elimination of pre-award reviews; for exatripleochanges only
the timing of our monitoring activities, not the results of that
activity. Providing incentives for contractors who undertake signifi;-
cant training efforts focuses again On the primary objective of -
emploYirient Of the protected groups. I now you will recall other
examples in my earlier remarks.

At the Same time we have recognized that the proper role for
Govetnment, indeed the only defensible role, is to insist tharGov-
ernment contractors ferret out and eliminate artificial barriers to. -
achievement of equality of opportunity, thereby insuring that their
employment policies and practices are in fact nondiscriminatory.,4

Outreach and recruitment to include minorities and women, and
goals to measure progress _toward achieving equivalent participa-
tion are proper and defensible Selection of the unneeded or un;
qualified, however, is not defensible. _Preferential treatment or
quota8=including measures_ by any other name that conatitute
quotas--7are_110tmper or defenSible, absent proof of discrimina-
tion.

Although,we continue to require that contractors set goals where
there is not a reasonable utilization of the available minorities or
women; we will not insist on or support anything that operates as a
quota. -

Certainly there have been changes in the manner in which
OFCCP operates. Where we found a regulation with a ..focus on
compliance process rather than on performance, where we have
found a §Y§tem without rationality; where we found an enforce-
ment strategy based on sentiment rather than law and reason, we
are propoSing changes. But -one thing has not and will not change,

rand that is ou commitment' to the citizens of this country to
eliminate unlaWful discrimination from the workplace.

_conclusion ,by some commentators that the Reagan adminis-
tration iS going to sell out on affirmative action under the Execu-
tive order is wrong. Imptoved management. of the OFCCP and
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sound regulotory reform stand tis proof of the agency's continued
commitment to equal employment opportunity.

In fact, we believe that the changes which we are making wile
produce more jobs over time for minorities and women while pre-
serving the support of the .American people for the goal of equal
opportunity for all: And equal opportunity is justice for all.

In the months ahead, we will be looking for other ways to im-
rove the contract compliance program. In this regard, let me say
that we would welcome any suggestions which you or your subcom-
mittee wish to offer.

This concludes my prepared testimony. Ms. Shong and I would be
pleased -to respond to any questions.

Mr. I lio,vkiNs. Thank you Mrt Lovell.
The prepared statement of Malcolm Lovell followsd

PIO:PA RED STATEMENT DE NIAt.ent.m Lovi.a.L. UNDER SECRETARY. IJ.S. 1)EPARTMENT
LAMM. A(COMPA NI En BY 1)IRECTOR, ()FFICF: CONTRACT
CoMIclIA NCI.: PROGRAMS

Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, Thank you for the opportunity
to appear before your Subcommittee today to discuss the Department of Labor's
contract compliance program. I_ am accompanied here today -by Ms Ellen M. Shong,
Director of the Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs (OFCCPl. The
OFCCP- is as you know, the office within the Department which has day-to-day
responsibility for administration and enforcement qf the three mandates which
make up the contract compliance programExecutive Order 11246, Section 503 of
the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 and &ction 402 of the Vietnam Era Veterans ,

Readjustinent Assistance Act.
Theprimary focus of my testimony will be on our recent comprehensive proposed

- revisions to the Federal contract compliance regulations. I will also note briefly
r, some_ of our other initiatives in the contract compliance program area

_Let_me note at the outset that we are well aware of your efforts, Mr. Chbirman,
and_the efforts of this Subcommittee toward assuring that the contract compliance
program lives up to its potential as an instrument for ensuring equal employment
opportunities for the handicapped, disabl6i1 and Vietnam era veterans% minorities
and women. The Administration shares your concern for seeing that the program
fulfills the promise it holds for these groups, and we look forward to working with
you_and_your Subcommittee to see that it does.

Tbe mandate of the Executive Order, enforced by the OFCCP, is that federal
contractors may not discriminate and that they take affirmative action to ensure
that_applicants and employees are treated withont regard to race, color, religion, sex
orn_ational orgin. Early in our Administration, we looked at the-enforcement of- is
program and concluded that it was not working effectively or efficiently. Indeed, as
in many other regulatory areas we found a program which was run in a highly
advemarial manner and 'which principally produced paperwork, aggravation and
conte_mpt for the entire affirmative action concept among the contractors, trying to
adhere to the law and among the public at large. In response to this situation, we
undertook a review and revision of federal regulations under the Executive Order.

Our review indicated a need46 reduce compliance burdens, especially for smaller
contractors. The regulatory revisions that we have proposed are designed to reduce
those burdens without unnecessarily infringing the protettions afforded to women,
minorities, veterans and the handicapped. At the same time we considered enforce-
ment techniques of the OFCCP that seemed to produce only unnecessary confronta-
tion and data requests, and we considered a "tune-up" of that enforcement vehicle
that would continue to provide protection uner the law without the government
trying to dictate every detail of a contractor's personnel practices: Some critical
policy decisiops remain to be made after analysis of public comment on our advance
notice of proosed ruleMaking. While I.am constrained in discussing determinations
not yet made and at a time when we have not yet had an opportunity, to review
comments solicited from the public, I am hete today to report to you the progress
OFCCP has made to date to ensure that the mandates of the Executive Order are
carried out.

First, in these days of tightening budgets -OFCCP has -determined _that_it_must
provide better and faster service to carry out its missionof achleving_nondiscrirnina!
tion by federal contractors and ensuring that contractors take affirmative action. To
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this end, we have recently instituted several management relbrms within OFCCP.
which we believe will reduce the existing,backlog of cases. As one examples OFCCP
hasinovi.d quickly in recruit weeks to abolish serne of the backlog of the 250 appeajs
to the Director under Section 503 of the Rehabilitation Act Through improved
internal processing procedures and despite _budget reductiOns, this backlog has
begun to subside and should be completely_ reduced within the .next few months.

In addition, we are reviewing the complaint intake process to determinewhat
might be,done to allow for earlier determinations of jurisdiction and at least prima
facie merit. This will allow OFCCP to-mom-quickly remove from its inventory these
complaieta which are clearly without -merit or over which it has no jurisdiction.
These referms will also prevent OFCC_P_frorn artificially inflating the enpectations
of complainant, it cannot help. The ugency_wilLas a result, to in a better position
to obtain a'- faster- resolution of bona fide complaints.

Second, OFCCP has slated increased enforcement efforts regarding the rights of
h iricticaeped.persons under Section 503 of the Rehabilitation Act anti veterans
under Section 402 of the Vietnam_ Era Veterans ct. Althoughthe results of
increased 503 and 402 en

P.

enforcement -will not be registered for several months,
OF-CCP is now proceeding vigorously in this area.

f '

Third, OFCCP has moved to reneW the emphasis on voluntary compliance by
contractors and has sought _to eliminate an attitude of confrontation which has
beset and weakened its- compliance capability. A major criticisrii frequently heard
and often cited_ the_cause of compliance difficulties is OFCCP's farMer posture as
an adversary. As I noted above, we intend to change this image and the practice of
OFCCP to that of cooperation, We acknowledge, far example; that OFCCP has the
cttpahility of annually auditing only a small percentage Of the contractor workforce.
Clearly; comprehenseve compliance can only be achieved if contractors police them-
selves and are given the necessary direction and technical advice from OFCCP.

To this end. OFCCP has begun to meet with "'Liaison Committees"_ lathe regional
offices; a_s_ well as the National Office. These Committees are being_ formed by
business groups, special interest groups, or other organizations and have been as-
sured of_OFCCP's_ willingaeAs to meet-with them at their initiative_to-discuss issues
of mutual_cancern. We expect these CoMinitteeS will provide a for_urn to exchange
technical_ co_nipliance information and promote 6 greater understanding of compli-
ance problems. In a spirit of cooperation; -we believe greater compliance with affirm-
ative action dictates will be achieVed for a greater number of contractors and
employees.

Fourth, and iperhaps most significantly; On August_25, 1981 OFCCP published
propesed new regulations far comment These riew_regulations were drafted with
two basic premises in mind. First the Contractual requirement to undertake affirm-
ative action was not to-be compromiSed, Second;_unnecessary paperwork was to be
reduced, particularlY if it is costly and burdensome_ to contractors, taxpayers and
OFCCP, and if it does not lead to improving jobioPportunities for minorities, women:
handicapped persons and veterans _ i

Before outlining some of the major changes the OFCCP[has proposed, I think-it is
important to eicrilain the mandate of the Executive Order and how it differs from
Title VII,Of the CiVil Rights Act and otherciyil rights laws. This eiplanation should
clarify some of the terminology we will use in our testimony.

The mandate of the Executive Order is two- fold. Firet, and-like Title VII; the
ExecutiVe Order prohibits discrimination in employment jTitle VII, however, applies
to employers, generally, Whereas th_e_Executive Order applies -to employers who are
federal tontraCtors, that is these_employers who voluntarily decide to provide goods
or services to the federal government.

Second, and unlike Title VII, the,ExecutiveOrder requires each contractor; -AR an
added contractual condition of being a federal contractor, to engage in,affirmative
action; regardless -of whether the federal contractor haa been found to have discrimi7
noted, The objective_of affirmative action is to insbee that the employment of
protected groups _does not vary to a major degree from the availability of their
qualified; willing members in the workforce.

With this brief' background, let me now turn to- some of- the specifics of the
proposed new regulations. I' must emphasize again; however; that the_new regula-
tions_are_ only proposed and that no final decisions have been made in regard to the
proposals.

1. THRESHOLD CHANGES

ower has p-oposed to change one of the two "thresholdS" of contractor cover,
age. Currently, OFCCP hos jurisdiction over those contractors with $10,000 or more
in contracts ($2,500 in the case of the Veterans Act). Such contractors are prohibited
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from discrimination in employment and_ are also required to engage in affirmative
action. OFCCP is not proposing to change this basic anti-discrimination threshold ina n y way. ---------------

OFCCP is proposing to change the econdthreshold relating to written Affirma-
tive Action Programs. Currently, contractors with 50 employees or more and with
contracts of $50,000 or niore'are required to develop detailed written Affirmative
Action Programs. These written programs describe the steps which the contractor
proposes to take during_the year to effectuate its basic affirmative action obligation.
They are lengthy documents which are costly to the contractor to prepare. Their
review by OFCCP castly to_Federal taxpayer& Without changing the basic obliga
tions of all contractor% big aral_small,OFCCP has pioposed to reduce this costly
paperwork by eliminating _the_annual report requirement for contractors-with less
than 250 employees and_a contract of_under $1 million.

It is important to note that this proposal in no way limits OFCCP's previously
existing authority to investigate arid _prosecute discrimination. This proposal also
would not limit or change_ the requirement that contractors demonstrate good faith
compliance efforts or deprive the OFCCP of the authority to conduct full scale
compliance reviews of even the smaller contractors with only $10,000 or more in
contracts.

Thus, OFCCP would continue to have jurisdiction over those sniall,contractors
with more than $10,000 but with less than $1 Million in federal contracts. If an
employee from a small contractor files a complaint with OFCCP,-the agency could
and would investigate that contractor or refer the matter to the EEOC for investiga-
tion. In no sense is OFCCP abandoning its jurisdiction over-federal contractors and
in .no way is it reducing its moral commitment to provide Affirmative Action for
Protected employees of federal contractors.

Rather, this proposal is a narrow one designed to require only contractors with
large federal contracts to be put to the additional burden- of annually preparing a
detailed written Affirmative-Action Program. It is significant too that under the
change_ regarding written Affirmative Action Program threshold; nearly 77 percent
of the employees currently included in Affirmative Action Programs would_ continue
to be included. At the same-time, of the 17,000 contractors which must now prepare
written Affirmative Action Programs, only 4,000 contractors would be required to do
so under the proposal.

Since the 13,000 contractors whb would be exempted from_filing_annual plans
under this proposal only employ 23 percent of the employees.presently _covered by
such plan& this change-would both reduce costly paperwork for_ the small contrac-
tors and permit OFCCP to conserve It.4 enforcement resources_ for use with the
contractors who have the most jobs to offer. Although _this_change will bring-about
significant paper.vor% relief to many contractor% it does-not lo any way impair
OFCCP's present jurisdiction over all currently covered contractors and employees,
or prospective employees of those contractors.

2. REQUIREMENT TO SET GOALS

The regulations require that contractors set a --goal for each job group in which
minorities, white& women or men are "underutilized." Underutilization is a term
unique to the OFCCP regulatory program. It is- not a finding of discrimination;
rather it means that a contractor currently employs demonstrably fewer qualified
women or minorities than reasonably might be expected by :virtue of their quaiificaf
dons, willingness and availability for the work in _,question. It is the existence of
underutilization that triggers the requirement to set a goal to correct that_untleruti,
lization. Although the existing regulations do not further explain_ this _term, the
OFCCP's past enforcement efforts were alined at forcing a contractor to decLare
itself underutilized and to set a goal in the event of any_ nurrierical disparity
between availability and existing utilizatiOn, even if that_disparity w_as not statisti-
cally significant hi some cases this insistence on the partOf_the agency resulted in
a contractor, in effect, having to set a goal for a part _of _a p_erson. Needless to say
this strained both the credibility of our efforts as well as producing seriousxonfron-
tation with contractor&

The proposed regiilations provide a rational and statistically sound measure of
reasonable utilization. Absentcether compelling circumstances as determined by the
Direct-Or; a contractor would not:be requirl to declare itself underutilized or to set
a goal for job groups in Whichthe_employment of women and minorities is at least
80 percent of their availability. This does not mean .that the Administration only

1 wants to provide 80 percent of the coverage which previously existed,Rether, this
proposal reflect& the fact that our statistical methods of determining the overall
availability of certain groups in the labor market- are not precise to the- decimal

C.
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.point, and that contractors should have some leeway in responding to the composi-

tion Of their workforce For perfectly ligitimate and practiCal reasons.
---

a. CONSOLIDATED WRITTEN AFFIRMATIVE ACTION PROGRAMS

OFCCP is pi-oposing_to- permit contractors to -prepare _oneconsolidatesi_ _Program

for all facilities subject to the -Jame personnel Control. This change_ is_designed 'to

reduce repetitious and burdensome Program writing Without sacrificing any_of the

truly necessary core_ Program elements which affect, all employees For'27exvriple, a

contractor preparingn consolidated Program would e required in allcircuOstances
to display statistical analyse' of each facility. AS result; there yvill_be no possibility
for ii contractor to _hide the_fact that it maintains a segregated facility or one in

Which Minorities. whites, women or men are underatilized.

4. ELIMINATION OF "HOW TO DO IT" itEbOLATIONS

OFCCP IS peoposing to_ eliminate Subpart C Of its existing repilations, That
section Seta out burdensome and often inflexible requirements for contractors con-

cerning:wby:4to accomplish affirmative action in general. This change is_intended to
reduce the opportunity for confrontation in What contractors_ term as _"boiler plate"

affiritiatiVe action,language.'The change would not lessen enforcement capability in

any way.
Speeifically; what OFCCP has proposed tO eliminate are the provisions that a

eiiiitractor demonstrate that it has published- Stories of affirmative action in in=
house newsletters._ that_ regular meetings with employers have been held,- that
affirniative action policies have been disseminated internally arid that it has identi-

fied problein areas. OFCCP continues to 8uggest.tb contractors that they undertake
these affirmative action efforts and other such initiatives if they make sense for the
particular facility involved and the affirmative action problems it is experiencing.

Although _always permissive, these provisions have frequently been applied as
iiiandatory_:_resulting not only in unnecessary _confrontation but in an-- unwarranted
and counterproductive focus on process rather 'than performance.-This woUld
longer be the case. More importantly, such requiied.steps, when inflexibily applied

by government bureaucrats, harni the goal of achieving genuine cooperation from
contractors and public support for the entire affirmative action program: This
Administration cares more about fostering_ and achieving real equal opportunity in
the workplace than abOut making contractors publish newsletters. S ,

5. 5-YEAR AFFIRMATIVE ACTION PROGRAM APPROVAL

In an effort to create incentives-to ebitiply and to provide greater training benefits
to protected group members, OFCCP is proposing to approve for five yearsitiristead

of one year) those written Affirmative Action Programs which comply -(vith the
Executive Order and which in addition inelade_an approved training program: This
emphasis on training iS a new concept arad_again underscores OFCCP's cbinmitment
to the attainment of jobs for protected class members and its desire to cooperate

with contractors which-are willing to take positive steps in this direction.

_ At the same time OFCCP is not proposing to turn its back on- employees of those
contractorsffrarited five year compliance certifications. Rather, OFCCP would retain
jurisdiction'Io investigate complaints and would retain the authority to revoke
certifications for substantive_ breaches of all five year -CerAifiteiratin agrPemPnts
addition, contractors would be obligated to report to OFCCP on an ongoing_basis
regarding any changes in 'the Affirmative Action Program be training programs for
protected group members during the five vear approval peritid.

I would like to pause nmv_to share with the Committee atinie philosophical views
whichl Share with both Secretary Donovan and the Direct& of the OFCCP. I think
these, views_ provide a_useful fremwork for the evaluation of the changes this
Administration has proposed.

First, -as =I indicated_ in my introductory remarks We believe that the mission of
the OFCCP is to_ ensure_ that government coat-6am' affirmatiye action efforts
produce real equal_ opportunity in the workplace; and that the erp'ployment of

peabbtod groups do6 not._ vary to a major tigtee from the availability of their
qualified; willIng_members in the workforce.

To the extent_that-in the past the agency has concentrated on form rather than
tilbstance tend the recent past is replete with such examples) it has lost sight of
that mission. More importantly, it reldy well have encouraged some contractors te
lose sight of this fundamental objective ,because its_ enforcement was frequently

geared not to contractors Performance; bat io the process of demonstrating "coMpli-
ance." This allowed many contractors who were not making satisfactory progress to
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use the Ageticy'..s preoccupation with process to Obfuscate their Performance in this
regnril. It also subjectid tbe agency to justifiable criticism from contractors who
were increasing opportunities for the protected grouPS that the agency was not
interested in those results so much as it was interested in the Manner of achieving
theyesults.

Second, we believe that many of the current regulations and previous enforce,
thent,striitegies not only failed to further the objective of jpbs but in fact compelled
a focus on form rather than substance. Our regulatory proposals and management
initiatives are designed specifically to eliminate those elements of concentration on
process and to return us to a focus on performance.

Everything OFCCP has done and everything it plans to do i8 designed to-4ream-
lino the burden of demonstrating and measuring.Compliance so thatcontractors can

_help_fulall_the national goal of full participation of all peoples in all segments of
economic activity on the basis of availability, individual interest and merit; and not
on account of race, color: religion, sex, national origin, handicap or veteran status.

Our elimination of pre-award reviews, for example, changes only the timing of our
monitoring activities, not the results of that activity. Providing incentives for con,
tractors who undertake signifidant training efforts foCuses again on the primary
objective of' employment of the protected groups. I know you will recall other
examples in my earlier remarks.

At the same time we have recognized -that the proper role fbr government, indeed
the only defensible role, is to insist that government controctora ferret out and
eliminate artificial barriers to achievement of equality of opportunity_,_ thereby
ensuring that their employment policies and practiCes are in fact nori,discriminato-.-
ry. Outreach and recruitment to include minorities and women and_goals to_meas-
ure progress toward achieving eqivelent participation are proper_and_ defensible.
Selection of the unneeded or the unqualified, however; is not defensible. Preferen7
tin! treatment or quotas including measures by any_ _other _name that constitute
quotasare not proper or defensible, absent proof of discrimination,

Although We continue to require that contractors set goals where there is not a
reasonable etilikitibti Of the available minorities or women; we will not insist on or
support anything that operates as a quota.

Certainly-there have been changes in the man_ner in which OFCCP operates.
Where we found regUlation with a focus on_complianceprocess rather than on
reSiiltS, where we found a system without rationality; where, we found an enforce-
ment strategy based on sentiment rather_ than la_w and reason, we are proposing
ChangeS. But one thing"has not and will_not_change, and that is our commitment to

= the' eititeriS of this country to eliminate unlawful discrimination from the work-
place.

The conclusion of some commentators_ that the Reagan Administration is going to
"sell-out" on affirmative action_ under the Executive Order is wrong. Improved
manfgernent of the OFCCP and sound regulatory reform stand as prcief of the
agency's continued commitment to equal employment opportunity. In fact, we be-
lieve that the changes which we are making will produce more jobs over time for
minorities and women while preserving the support of the American people for the
goal of equaL opportunity_ for all. And equal opportunity is justice for all
_ In the months ahead we will be looking for other ways to improve the contractor
compliance program. In this regard, let me vy that we would welcome any sugges-
tions which you or_your Subcommittee wish to offer.

-.This concludes my prepared testimony. We would be pleased to respond to any
questions.

Mr: HAWKINS. _Ms. ghong; do you care to supplement the State=
ment of Mr. Lo ell in any way?

Ms: SHONG, No; Mr. Chairman; but I will be glad to respond to
questions.

Mr. HAwxiNs.Thank you.
Lovell, I cannot say that I disagree entirely with your prei.

pared statement in its broad sweep. However, one of the things
that the committee has called attention to I think; persistently haS
been that all the proposed Changes seetiito move in one direction
only Collectively; you have I think; very well covered the various
changes, but the impact of them would be, that they amount to
exemption of smaller employers. Perhaps taken alone that might
not be sO serious, biit in addition to that, the cormiiitte has looked
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with some degree of reservation on the difference in the setting of

goals.
:

In add Ition to that, you have suggested that consolidated written
affirmative action programs be changed, whether we construe to be

weakening Or _not, I think certainly they are not, in the opinion of
some of us, strengthening them.; You have suggested eliminating
certain regulations pertaining to examples of how some bf these
objectives are to be accomplished.

In other Words,_ the changes seem to be -icioving only in one
direction, yet the conclusion is reached that in some way; and the
phrase is used; "real equal opportunity" in the workplace _will be
aSSured. Yet, not one has explained to the committee in what way
the situation of those* who ..are discriminated -against will be im-
proved, against all of the changes that.hre_being suggested, which
collectively seem to be moving only in one direction, and that it to
ease the burden on the employer, which obviously would be the one
who would be doing the discriininating.

It is very difficult to understand in what way real equal opportu-
nity An the workplace will be improved merely through removing
some of the burdens that are'now alleged to be placed 'tan those wtho

were the ones who would be discriminating in the workplace.
May I parenthetically say that we would join You in removing

Some of those burdensome...reg-ulations on a case by case basis.
However, we don't see one instance in which we think the enforce-
ment will be improved in any way.

Would you care tp comment On why it is that nothing has been,
at least in the view of some of us, Considered that would strengthen
the case against those who would discriminate?

Mr. Lbvtia... Your question is an excellent one I think to an
important degree it differentiltes between the philosophy of Vat.:
ious groups, all of which are committed to equal employment op-
portunity; but who have choSen to pursue different goals in reach:
ing it.

Social engineering is a very inexact science: It almost makes
economics look exact. We really don't know that well how various
efforts work in this regard. But we are a free society; and in the
final analysis, whether we have equal opportunity or not is going'
to depend on the determination of the people in that society to
achieve that goal.

What we are trying td do in the -changes we have made is to
encourage the individuals and the corporations that basically must
take the action to achieve this equal opportunity in the workplace,'
to eneourage them to do it

I am just going to give you a personal judgment here, Mr. Chair-
man. I believe that the main reason this Nation has_moved with
the determination that we have, and with the many favorable
results we have in bringing minorities and women, particularly;
into the work force, is a 1;noral judgment on the part of all of our
people that this is the thing to do;

It has been implemented in a number of ways by laws and
regulations, but none of these would stand much chance of working
if the people were not behind it We have had examples of that
Prohibition is probably one of the most Outstanding oneS, where
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the laws in themselves were not adequate to achieve an objective .

that people did not want.
1 'am convinced that the people of this country do want_ equal

opportunity. I think that they do want to have a race-free, sex-free
environment where people are chosen on their interest; merit; and
willingness to work, the capacity to Work. I also think that it is not
always so, but we have moved In a very important degree in the
last 15 years toward breaking down some of the old prejudices and
some of tke old barriers.

I-am not suggesting that all those old barriers and prejudices
have been eliminated. But I am saying that the determination of
the American people has not yet weakened in this regard; and I'
think a lot of the things that we are doing here is recognizing that
we are not dealing With 1960 or 1950, but we are dealing with 1981
where the vast majority of people in this country do want to see
this kind of effort prevail. /

Therefore; the steps that we are taking are in the direction of
encouraging a more voluntary cooperation toward these perceived
goals. ObViously, in anything of this character-, there are going to
be ekceptionS, and we do say, and we make it very clear; where
there is a complaint, even among some of those smaller companies,
We will respond to that complaint, and we take action in the event
that_that company is proved to have violated the regulations, or
the Executive order.

So we are not abandoning it We are putting more reliance on
voluntary cooperation, but we are not disbanding the police force.
We may be cutting down on the numbers of beats that they moni-
tor, but they are still availablezrif you call the number:' -

Mr. HAWKINS. Starting with; you0aSt Statement there. We ap-
preciate the fact that you.propose to monitoring and to deal
with the various problems' on a m6fre Specific basis. But how does
that square with the fact that the resources of the agency will be
reduced which adds again to the Movement in only one direction.

When the number of enforcers will be reduced, isn't this a clear
indication to those who might he prone to discriminate that they
Will be less likely to be caught:

Mr. LovEr4. We think not.
Mr. 1-liwiciNs. I _don't see; with the reduction in force that you

have how you Will be able to do an adequate job certainly of
dealing with the various problems as they arise.

If you provide all the exemptions and the softening of the var-
ious requirements to the point that has been made, then you
redUce alSo the number of those who will be monitoring the proc
ess; or to be made available even for technical assistance, If you
reduce that number you are moving again in that same direction.

Mr.,LOVELL: In recent days and Weeks, Mr. Chairman, I have
heard that argument from almost ev y sector at the Department
of Labor. As you know, in the entire overnment, we are reducing
the number of employees; and reduci g the amount of money we
are spending on our effortS.

Everybody thinks' that when you stop spending so much money
and reducing the number of people, the efforts automatically must
become less effective. Fortunately, that is not always sound, in. fact
it is usually not so.
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In my former life with the Rubber Manufacturers Association;
we had to reduce our staff by 20 percent, and I was rather appalled
a year later to find we were doing just as much work and doing it
just as efficiently, perhaps even a little more efficiently because the
people that remained were determined that we would not undergo
that kind of experience again.

I think that it is -going to be possible, not only in our OFCCP; but
in the operation, of all the programs at the Department of Labor, to
maintain the level of integrity of our performance even with the
reduced staff. .

IAhink the main point; Mr. Chairrrian,_is the one I made a little
earlier, that no program of this kind; whether you tripled the staff
or Quadrupled the staff, or incredied_it ben-fold, could _possibly
begin to deal with the thousands of employers that are affected by
the regulations and the ExecutiVe order. We must have a general
sense, a willingness to comply. In addition to that, you have to
have a process by which those who choose to disregard that, where
they cannot proceed in utter disregard of the law.

The basic reliance does have to be ori the fact that it is part of
the direction this society is moving to achieve equal emplgyment
opportunity, and to give our free society, an opportunity to show
that they really mean it and that they can do it.

We are going to Have to 'stand in judgment in terms of what we
do 31/2 years from now, perhaps 4 years after that, but we are
prepared to do that That is what we want to be judged on; not how
much money we Spend, or what kind of commitments- we make, but
what sort of country this is going_td be at that time We are
convinced, at least to the best of our ability, these steps that-we are
taking will take us in thatidirection:_

We also recognize, obviously we are human beings working in a
political .milieu, it is not always the easiest thing to do to be right
all the time But I think We are a lot closer to it than we have been
for some years in our society._ -_.

As we. proceed down this path; we do hope to work with you and
the members of this committee_and the members of the committee
in the other House, so that by working together and taking a look
at where we are going, and trying to make adjustments where tkey
are necessary, we will haV_a better country in this area.

Mr. HAWKINS. On page 17, Mr. Lovell, you indicate in the second
paragraph that the elimination of preaward reviews, for example;
changes only the timing of monitoring activities and not the results
of that activity.

I assume that the monitoring will take place after the award has
been made; and that you intend to provide much`anore monitoring
after the -award has actually been made. I assume that is the
thrust of your statement?

Mr. LoVELL. Ma. Shong, would you answer that, pleaae?
Ms. SHONG. Mr. Chairman, if I might comment on your earlier

question as well as this tOestion.
Currently, the Eicecutive order coverage extends to approxithate

ly., 103,000 facilities and 17,000 -*contractors. ,We have never been
able to review but a Small perdentage of those contractor facilitiea.

One of the things that made it _esy.en.more difficult for us. to
review with any frequency or recency a cross section of contractor
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facilities was the preaward review. We found ourselves looking at
the same contractors and the same contractor facilities repeatedly.
Consequently, there were facilities and there were contractors who
had never_gone through a compliance review process.

The elimination of the preaward very importantly eves us the
management right and responsibility to allocate our diminishing
resources in a way to cover the most ground, to look at contractors,
perhaps, who have never been reviewed before; or who have not
had a review very recently.

The timing of that compliance review for all contractors will be
based certainly upon the size of their Government. contract, the
significance of that contractor in the labor community in which it
exists, and the number of outstanding and unresolved complaint§
filed against that contractor--=all the rational criteria that we use
to exercise our discretion in a way to get the most cut of our
resources.

Mr. HAWKINS. The question I was going to address to you was,
what better time is there to weed out those who are krone to
discriminate than at the time when that party is bargaining for
the contract?

In other words, would you also exempt at that time those who
are bidding on a contract who, let us say, would not agree to
comply with the quality of material that -might go into a contract?

In other words, at the time of bidding on the contract,, the
commitment not to discriminate is only one of many provisions for
the selection of the contractor: You are not then, treating tthe
commitment not to discriminate in a different wad from 'the
others? You are not going to say to a contractor; you may use any
type_ of material in the fabrication of a .product. You certainly
would insist that that provision be upheld.

You are not going to say:
We are going to monitor you after you get the contract, therefore, we are going to

let bidders bid without any specificity as to the pravisions that go into the contract.
It seems to methat here you have an individual who comes forth to obtain bUsiness
from the Federal Government at taxpayers' expense, and it would seem to me that
a commitment at that time would relieve you of that responsibility.

You say, "in spite of diminishing resources to monitor the con-
tractor," it would relieve you of that responsibility tb some extent
because it is at that time that the burden is placed on the contrac-
tor to insure that that part of the contract is going to be complied
with

You are letting the individual; then; go scott free, and then/you
say; "But if you later discriminate, or if youlater engage in any
unlaWful practices, we are going to be watching you." So you have
in a sense, it seems to me, discouraged compliance.

Mr. LOVELL. I think most contractors realize when they sign a
contract with the Federal Government, that they are going to be
expected to live up to to all aspects of the contract,

I am really not an expert in that field; but my recollection would
be if you sign a contract with a company to provide spark plugs for
the military; they don't necessarily inspect the factory. They don't
necessarily make sure that the fair labor standards regulations are
being properly enforced. That is part of the law. They make a
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commitment to obey the law. They are subject to review under the
law as anyone else who is covered by it.

I would think that there may be times when we might want to
do a preaward review, if a company had a bad reputation, and
historically it performed in an unusual manner. I think in most
instances when a company agrees to a clause of the contract,_You
take thein at their Word that they understand the meaning of it,
and-they will indeed perforth AA they are expected to

HAWKirls. I suppose you liS.Ve more faith in human beings,
Mr.-Lovell, than I think most of us do. .

Mr. LtiVam.. I find I have more faith in human beings than most
people I deal with, but I think I have been right more than they
have.

Mr. HAWKINS. I pride myself on being somewhat moralistic, WO.
But if I get on the highway and drive 75 miles an hour; I am
violating the la*. The only thing that stops me in some PlaceS is
that I know the law is vigorously enforced. I obey if because I know
I am going to get Stepped. It is thatfear, peihaps, that causes the
to be a little bit more law abiding., I think that is human nature.

Mr. LOVELL. YOu also obey it because you know if you -drive at
that speed all the time, when you have an accident you are more
apt to be killed, too. So there is another kind,of fear. ,

Mr. HAWKINS; I don't thiiik of that when I get behind the wheel.
Mr. Washington
Mr. WASHINGTON: Thank you, Mr. Chair
I also Want to welcome you, Mr. Lovell, and Ms. Shang. It is a

pleasure seeing you here this morning.
You realize, of cointA, and perhaps better than I do that Con-

gress has oversight responsibilitieS Within the scope of the Office of
Federal Contract CoMpliance programs;

Mr. LOVELL: Yes; sir,
Mr. WAsHigGTEDDI. The committee takes these responsibilities

very seriously. ConsequentlY, we -have an obligation and a right to
be informed notjUSt from your agency and your shop, but from any
shop,in the Federal Government.

On the other hand, you _have-a responsibility, it seems to me an
almost. absolute responsibility to consult with committee and over=
sight people on an ongoing- basis, and not capriciously when you
feel-that you have nothing else to do.

LovELL. I agreft.
Mr. WASHINGTON:-So it makeS it very difficult for us to cartY Out

our functicinS when we have to find out what you aredoing reading
the Washington PoSt or the Federal Register. Insofar as these
proposed changes are concerned, that is exactly -low we got what-
ever information we had prior to last week, when Mr. Reynolds
appeared before us.

I might alSO add that it is _somewhat annoying and disturbing;
And it borders on disrespetti think; if I --may say so respet:tfully,
when we get testimony of this magnitude and complication, and
this revolutionary, only an hour or two before you are to appear
before us to testify. Then; you read it in a ver3r rapid tempo, so it is
very difficult to digest the nature of what you are 'talking_ about.
We simply have not had the time to really go into your sulimis-

sions here.
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Based on that, Mr. Chairman, I am -going to ask that these two
witnesses be requested to appear before us again within a few
week. if we find it necessary, based upon further study of theirs
submissions; to ask additional questions.

Mr. LOVELL. I would be delighted to do that; if,you want, Mi.
Chairman:_

I,do apologize. You are quite right; _to give you this testimony an
hour before is not defensible. It is better than an hour after; I
guess. I can't defend that The least we can do is to make ourselves
available at your convenience after you have had the time to study
it.

Mr. WASHINGTON. It might be better to submit it after you finish
because some of your_statements are so euphemistically phrased
that I am not certain I can interpret theM within the light of what
we are talking about.

Anyway, I do appreciate that commitment. It does make me feel
good to hear you say- that -you are committed as a person and as an
employee of the Federal to the concept that knotty
problem of discrimination in employment is something that you
are committed:to trying to eradicate and bring the affected groups
into the mainstream of the conomic picture in this country.

Do you agree that the basic theory underlining Executive Order
11246 is that of contract; is that not, the halsic theory?

Mr. LOVELL. It is dealing only with Federal contractor&
Mr. WASHINGTON. No The theory, the relationShip is a contrac-

tual one between the Federal Government and various contractors
who come voluntarily to apply?

Mr. LovELL. That is correct.
Mr. WASHINGTON; In other words, they come voluntarily. They

don't have to come to you; is that correct?
Mr. LOVELL: That is correct.
Mr. WASHINGTON., If a company decides that it doesn't want to

sell its products to the Government, be it services or goods, it
doesn't have to come before you; is that correct?

Mr: LOVELL: That is correct.
Mr. WASHINGTON. Then you would have no jurisdiction over

them; would you?
Mr. LOVELL. That is correct.
Mr. WASHINGTON. The OFCCP wouldn't have any jurisdiction

over them.
Mr: LOVELL. That is correct.
Mr. HAWKINS. Mr. Washington, would you yield for 1 second.

Mrs. Fenwick has to leaver and she wanted to ask a question. Do
you have time to yield to her?

Mr. WASHINGTON. Yes, I will yield.
Mrs-FENwicx. I hesitate.
Mr. WASHINGTON. No, you don't-[General laughter.]
Mrs. FENWICIC Thank you, Mr. Washington.
I would like to ask you something am very much concerned

about equal employment opportunity. If a person cannot get equal
opportunity for a job at equal pay with other people, life becomes
almost hopeless, and I feel very strongly about that.

I wanted to ask you sorriething about submitting an affirmative
action program. I wonder if all those people who are supposed to

a.
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read thoSe affirmative action programs, would not be more effec-
tive if they went around and looked.

I found when I was working in equal_eraployrnent problems in
New Jersey that the only thing to do was_to go to the job Site,- and

see who WAS there, doing what, whether there were minority elec-
tricians; plumbers, and the carpenters; or whether everybody was a

day laborer.
I don't know how one could do that on a national leVel, but I am

never_verpiriterested in this prefiling of a program: I would rather
have an audit and a disqualification and a fine, if necessary, when
equal juStide has not beeq done. It would seem to me more effi-

cient; in other words, if they knew they might be visited.
. Perhaps we should not ask for any plan, but simply tell employ-

ers what the la* and what the rules are, when they sign the
contract. Then, let them know that they might be visited and if
they are_found Out of compliance they are going to be fined, that
some of the prbfits they expected to make are not going to be
coming to theft.

I -don't know whether that is a sensible suggestion; Mr. Chair-
man; but it seems to me that it is a more practical approach than
all this filing of a:program Which_people have to read; and nobody

seems to inspect. It seems like an awful lot of Wei*, for nothing;
Mr. LOVELL. I do understand -what you are saying. I think We are

really trying to move in that direction_ in a sense_ It is not quite
comparable, I recognize, but it is somewhat in that direction.

Mrs. FENwibk. Are there fines here?
Mr. LOVELL; The Internal Revenue Service does that onlyThey on

audit about 2 gercent, but everybody know§ that if they do not
conform to the, regulations -that they are more apt to be subjectito
an audit, and more apt to be penalized; and most people are pretty
conscientious; _

Mrs. FEiv*ick. Row do you mean more apt?
Mr. LOVELT.; If an employee of a Federal contractor complains

that he is being discriminated against, _that employer, will be in-
spected,_and that complaint will be investigated.

Mrs. FEN wiCK. Who_ will inspect?
Mr. LovEtx. We will, -or EEOC.
Mrs. FENWICK. EEOC inspects.
Mr. LOVELL. Either one of us, it depends on the nature of the

complaint.
Mrs: FENvhcic. A fine is imposed?
Mr. LOVELL. Not_necessarily.

-.Mrs; FENWICK. That is where I think we ought to begin to do
something, I think if there is acontract that they have not lived up
to; there should be a fine for noncompliance.

Mr. LOVELL. Title VII does cover discrimination, and that applies
to everybody, -and the penalty for failure to comply with title VII is
equitable relief. It is in the law that Congress passed.

Mrs. FENWicic. Equitable relief means that you giVe the employ-
ee_what he should have had?

Mr. LOVELL. Yes.
Mrs:, FENWICK. I know, I have done those cases,_too. I think we

have-come to a point now where we really ought to have a provi-
sion for the possibility of a fine;
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Thank you, Mr. Washington, very much. I am sorry .I interrupted
you.

Mr.iHAwxiNS. Thank you; Mrs: Fenwick.
Mr. Washington, thank you for yielding.

WASHINGTON. I cii,Tee with _Mrs. Fenwick. We need more
compliance officers, obvicusly, but I dare say that we will not get
them out of this austerity budget. We need More sanctions and
fines. I think that that is the route to go.

We have established, one, there is a contractor relationship and,
two;. the contractor does not have to do business with the Federal
Government, period.

Mr. 'LOVELL. Right.
' Mr. WASHINGTON. Since that is true, don't you think you hay
overstressed the point of contractor hostility because of rules i
posed upon those contractors which are designed to eliminate dis-
crimination?

The example you point to of IRS audit is a perfect ,example. The
IRS doesn't go around asking you if you want to pay 'taxes. If you
don't pay them, you may be audited andlu suffer the penalty. It
seems to be peculiar to civil rights enforcement that you have to go
around -and ask who you are giving_Government largesse to in the
forth of a contract whether or not they like the rides and regula-
tions.

The contradictim just stuns me, and the fact that you bring out
that example just makes me want to ask you to embellish your
point.

Mr. LOVELL. I think that the basic concept that I advanced is
that in a free society these concepts of equality in the workplace
have to be believed in and enforced by all the people..I compared it
with prohibition, for example, which is a better example than my
IRS example.
_What we are trying to do is not really_to reduce our compliance

effort, but to expand the voluntary effort. The reduction of the
paperwork really is an important aspect of what we are doing; but
the baSic condept is to improve the performance of Government
contractors in this regard, so that we do have_a performance that
carries_ uS down -_the direction we want to go in a faster way.

What you are saying is that the only way they are going to 'do it
is by threat of punishment. The chairman and I discussed that a
little bit, and we are saying that is not the only way. You do have
to hold over threat of some kind of punishment; but you also
have to,encourage people to follow the dictates of the national
conscience. _

I would wager, Mr. Washington, that the vast majority of organi-
zations that are employing women and minorities are not doing it
out of fear. They are doing it because they think it is right; and I
think you agree With that The majority of people do not hire .

minorities and women out of fear.
Mr. WASHINGTON. I don't think that is even relevant. The rele-

vant question and point is, if a contractor voluntarily comes to the
Government for a Federal contract; why do you insist on saying
that you resent the enforcement laws which enforce contracts, and
affirniative action is part-of enforcement laws.
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Mr: LOVELL. Fir St Of all, I think you ought to recognize what we
are saying affirmative action is Affirmative action is not a quota.

Mr: WASHINGTON. I did not say -anything about Quotas. Let'S not
go off on that track;

I am trying to nail down my basic premise that it is a contrac-
tual relationship, and we agreed. Second, I am citing the IRS as an
example of auditing, in which they simply go out arid check, and
see whether or not there is compliance. It is not hostility. It is their

. job, as it is ketiimably your job to make certain that these people
who get these contracts comply with the law.

Mr. LOVELL. We are going to do that
, Mr. WASHINGTON. Now you -say that the voluntary- is

the approach. Where in history; what empirical evidence, what
logic do you have to support the- proposition that discrimination at
the workshipp it going to -end through a voluntary process? We

don't have that information, and I would like to see it;
Mr: LOVELL. I will say, Mr; Washington, that all of the evidence

of everything that has ever-been done in the social arena in this
country has been done importantly because the people wanted to
do it I really will take issue on that with you; sir. I -do not think
they do it out of fear of punishment. They do it hecause they think
it is right; they think it is the. proPer thing; because their institu-
tions accept it as being correct.

I think that it is one of the mistakes that has been made over
the last 4 Mears, the lack of confidence of our institutions to obey

the law; to follow decent principles. We are not going to abandon
the policerrian role, but we are emphasiting, in addition to the
policeman role, the importance of voluntary action on the part of
citizens and on the part of free institutions.

Mr. WASHINGTON. Notwithstanding your faith in human nature,
you simply_ don't make it e er for. Prople to steal, and you don't
make it easier for them to iolate regulations which are arrived at
for a good purpose; it is just that simple, and I feel that yours do

that; , __ i_
__ ./

Let't look at these _regulations. _You insist that the proposed
regulations would ndt IiInit OFCCP's jurisdiction.

Mr. LOVELL. That is right.
Mr. WASHINGTON. Doesn't that make the point? Won't these

changes limit OFCCP's ability to monitor and enforce the reg-uja-

tions? .

Mr.-LOVELL. No; I don't think so. i ,

Mr. WAsninqdriziri.; As the chairman .pointed but,,if you have no
preaward, if you have no showing of compliance, or intent to

comply, and you just willy-nilly give a contract hoping they will
...voluntarily comply. Then you are short of compliance officers, and

you have no way of checking on them. -, .

You hav,e no record of their commitmenti t'c that when you
check them, you don't know what you are checking them for It
seems to me to be a catch-22 situation that you 4e- imposing On
yourselvet.

Mr. LOVELL. I think quite the contrary, Mi. Washington. I think
if a company signs a contract with the Federal Government
says that it it going 10 make a spark plug with two heads for the
Government; you don't have to have made.a spark plug with two
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heads before you sign the contract. You just say that after you sign
the contract you are going to make spark plugs that way; So the
commitment is --

Mr. WASHINGTON. But you set out the specifications for the Gov-
`ernment so they can know whether or not you can make a two-_
headed spark plug.

Mr. LOVELL. That is. right.
Mr. WASHINGTON. You set that out Or they will not get the

contract?
Mr. LOVELL. I don't know' whether that is a complicated proce-

dure, but there is no question in my mind that there is no:company
in this country that can't abide by these regulations;

Mr. WASHINGTON. I agree' there is no company that cannot.
Mr. LOVELL. But there may be companies that cannot make two--

headed spark plugs. .
Mr. WASHINGTON. Between your analogy and my point, we are

going to get confused here.
Mr. LOVELL. I am -a little confused myself. [General laughter.]
Mr. WASHINGTON. I have problems with the notion that because

an agency did not do its job and made use of a yardstick, and that
is your criticism of past performanceI have a problem with the
idea that just becauSe they didn't do that, they should, throw out
the whole Ardstick.

Mr. LOVELL. We are not throwing out the whole yardstick. I
think we are recognizing that. We are going to try to make respon-
sible judgments in terms of performance; and there are going to be
a number of things you are going -to look at in that-process.

We are not really changing the basic premise of OFCCP, which
does rely on affirmative action. That is the thing that distinguishes
it from title VII. We are not changing that. We are making
changes at the margin to, encourage" better participation on the
part of employers so that our long-term objectives can be reached.

We are making some assumptions just as previous administra-
tions have made assumptions about what will work better, and we
are willing to stand up and have r you take a look at us= We
recognize your oversight responsibility, sir, and contemplate and
expect to come back here many times to tell you how we are doing, -
and to give you information about what we are doing.

I am appalled' if we didn't give you information on the changes
in the regulations. Ms. Shong said we did, but if we haven't, we
certainly will. It is not the intention of the Department of Labor to
withhold information of that sort from this committee.

Mr. WASHINGTON. All this committee got were some letters of
'regret from Ms. Shong, Mr. Donovan, and a few others saying- that
you couldn't appear. The next thing we know is_that we pick up
the Washington Post and see all these finely tuned-, regulations.

Mr.- LOVELL. I will not take issue with you on that, but if that is
so, that is not defensible, and we will not treat you that way in the
future;

Mr. WASHINGTON. Don't you think that it is a bit reckless to
propose eliminating 75 percent of the plan in terms of coverage,
and at the same time require5-yearLapprovals?

Mr. LovEm...,We are not eliminating 75_percent of the/plan. We
are not eliminating anybody: from coverage; ye are eliminating
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about 23 percent of the people from filing an affirmative action
program. We are eliminating 77 percent of the written plans; but
nobody from the coverage.

Mr. WAgfrirCraltirl. In_ terms of dollar% what would you estimate
77-percent would cover ?.

Mr. LoVgii.. I would not know. If _would like, we can take a
look at it and see if we have any figures to give you, but I don't
have it at the top of my head.

SadNo. We don't_ have the answer to that question, Mt.
Washington. I-/owever we do estimate- that the elimination of this
paperwork will saVezthe economy approximately $20 million..

Mr. WASHINGTON._ The economy?
Ms: &form. It will save_ the expenditure of $20 milliorw
Mt. WASHINGTON; I am in no position to challenge your figure.

How many employees Would escape coverage,!potential emplOyee?
Mr. LOVELL. This is an impottrt pointnobody; The coverage is

complete:
Mr. WASHINGTON. The coverage_is not complete. Let's talk about

compliance. Let'S talk about reports. Let's talk_ about preaward;
Mt. LOVELL; We are talking about the -necessity of filing an

affirmative action_ program, isret that right, Ellen?
MS. SHONG; To develop an affirmative action program..
Mr. LovEm. TO develop it; not to relieve them of the responsibili-

ty for taking affirmative action.
Mr. WASHINGTON. Potentially; how mririy employees would it

cover?
Ms. Sabild. Of the employees who are currently included in

written affirmative action planS developed by contractors who cur-
rently develop thenie there would_continue to be approximately 77

percent of all those employees still included in written plans be-
cause,.clearly, more people work for the laiger contractor%

We think the law protects_ people, and not the written document,
and the law obligates the. contractor not the written plan. There is
no change in our Juiisdictien over those contractors.

Mr. HAVVRINS. Would -the gentleman yield at this point?
Mr; WASHINGTON. I will be pleased to yield; Mr. Chairman.
Mr. HAWKINS. Recent testimony,before this committee indicates

that the change in coverage would exempt those with 100 or fewer
employee% and would exempt 80 Percent of all new jobs because
the employers who are exempted from written affirmative action
plans, Would be hiring that number of employees. Is that reason-
ably correct? _

We are-dealing with two different .sets of statistic% it seems to
me. The statement has been Mide that by changing the coverage;
small companies, those with 100 or fewer employees; who would be
generating 80 percent of all new jobs, would be exempt from cover-

age..
Mi. LOVELL. From preparing,affirmatiVe_action programs;
Mr; ILAwKiNs. Pardon me, I did not mean coverage, but from

filing affirmative action plans. Is that reisonably_correct?
Mr. LovELL. I just don't know; Mr; Chairman. What I Understand

you to say, as.you look ahead, yeti think that most of the employ=
ment is, going to be in the smaller companies; is that what you are
saying?
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Mr. HAWkft4S. Historically, it has been for at least a couple of
decades- that these have been the ones who have employed the
most This was taken from the Department of Commerce's study
itself. The President has indicated that 13 million new jobs that are
going to be treated. That is what we are thinking about: _

Mr; LOVELL. I would not take issue with You that ManY_cif the
jobs that are going to be created over the next decade_are going to
be in different kinds of Industries than they are now They are not
going to be hiring in the automotive industry and in the steel
industry; or indeed in the rubbet industry, to the degree they have
in the past.

You are going to have new industries develop, electronic,_ and
biogenetic, and this kind of thing, and service industries; some of
which will at least,start off in a smaller way: On the other hand,
We are notI want to reemphasize thiswe are not excluding
these people from coverage.

Mr. HAWKINS. We agree on that, that you are, not excluding
them from coverage. We are simply saying that you are excluding
them from filing affirmative action plans. I think the 'essence of
what we, are saying is that this is one of the- -best means of enforce-

- ment that you have with the limited resources available;
If you don't have a written affirmative action plan, then you

don't have any method of really monitoring and checking on those
against whOm you are going to be enforcing the law. That, in
essence, is the thrust of what we are saying;

Mr. LOVELL. I understand what you are saying. I think you may
have a little more faith in the filing of an affirmative action plan
achieving the performance You, want than I do. Anybody can file an
affirmative action plan; the boiler plate is very well known. They
say all the right things, and then whether they do it or not is
really the critical question;

Mr. HAWKINS. American business doesn't rest on faith, it rests ,

on a contract. I recall; .and I think you will probably recall with
me, that prior to 1972 when we g_ave to the Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission -court enforcement; .-we depended on vol-
untary compliance, conciliation and arbitration, and it got no
place. Fortunately, it was under the Nixon administration that We
were able to get court enforcement. You were in the administration
at-that time; were you not?

Mr. LOVELL. Yea, I was.
Mr. HAWKINS; We do recall that the voluntary compliance Tiro=

grams that is now being proposed had failed miserably. We see no
reason to resurrect that which has failed.

Mir. LOVELL. We are not removing in any way the coverage.
Anyone who feels that he or she is_being discriminated against
may file, a complaint. That really is the essence of equal employ-
ment opPortunity, the knowledge on the part of the hiring entity
and the knowledge on the part of the individual applicant that
discrimination is illegaland if they helieve that they have a case
in which they were discriminated against, and that company is
Government contractor, they can file with OFCCP, ur if they are
not a Government contractor, or even if they are, ,hey Cali file _a
title VII complaint. That really is the, major- enforcement ingredi-
ent in equal employment opportunity, the rights of the indiVidiialS.
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Mr. HAwKINs. Of course.. The rights of individuals cannot always
be exercised,_ Mr. Lovell; because that individual cannot afford to
go thretigh several years of very 'costly litigation with an .unfriend-
ly agency. Individuals just simply don't come forward to be guinea
pigs fm4vario,us reason-S.

I See po reason why those who do business with the Government,
and that is what we are talking about, those who have their fingers
in the till, as it were; and as the court said, why shouldn't they be
willing; therefore, to exercise a little dernocracy when their fingers
are pulled but of the till because they are the ones who are getting
the benefits. I think that is the difference.

We disagree that case by case enforcement is an utter failure.
Individuals are not in a position; on the basis of an individual
complaint, always to come forward and to exercise their right. If
we cannot look_ at the discriminatory practices of a company
through its obeyance of an affirmative action plan for those who at
least do business_ with the Government, and We are not even _talk-

ing abOut title VII cases, we are talking about those who are doing
business with the Government; It seems to me that this is the best
case that we have.

Mr:' LovELL I understand what you_ are Saying;_and'I think yOU
.

are really basing your concern on the filing of an affirmative
action plan. I think that your confidence in that process, perhaps,
is greater than mine.

HAWKINS. It has worked pretty well in recent years.
Mt. LovEm... We really don't knew those things that have worked

well; and those that don't I agree with YOU that in recent years;
certainly over the last 10 yentS; we have made some remarkable
progress. I think that it is probably the GeStalt of all we have done

ias a Nation of which this is a part.
But I Would _find it very difficult to assign _in any equitable

fashion the respenSibility for this progress to any particular pro-
gram; to Say nothing of any particular part of a program such as
the filing of an affirmative action plan: .

This Nation has spoken out loud and Strong against discrimina-
tion, and, we have taken a number of steps that demonstrate that
we were Serious about, it and put into law and contract that
concern; The total effort that has been generated by this has pro -
duced-seine fine result's;

I think we are movin_g_inte a period where we want to continue
and even speed -up the progress that We have made, and we should

not limit ourselves only to the tools we have used in the past. I
think we should be willing to use new tools, not abandoning the
objectives, btit to pursue them; in an imaginative and vigorous way;

and see what works better.
I =am saying to you; Mr. Chairman; that I think that -with the

kinds of regulations that we have published inrc; with other
changeS that we will make or may make as we hear evidence and

hear more discussion_on it, the performance in this society toward
the objectives that we all cherish will move - forward hi a -responsi-

ble fashion.
.

Mr. HAWRINs. We will join with you in speeding it up; but in the
past 8 months women and minorities have suffered, disproportion-
ately in the layoffa
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Mr; LOVELL. This has nothing to do with the Government pro-
gram. Women and minorities suffering layoffs is because- of the
seniority System, Mr. Chairman. I recognize that problem, but that
has nothing to do with the Government program: There is a very
tough dilemma in dealing with the seniority system which -has
been used to protect workem against 'discrimination of another
kind in- employment

Mr. HAWKINS. We were talking_ about results. The results in
September happened to be that minorities suffered unemployment,
21/2 times thatof their white counterparts. And this is an increase
in the gap. The same could be Said of women as well So if we are
going to judge 'results. so far the results have been very discourag-
ing.

Mr: LOVELL. I do hope that over the next few _years that you and
I, and others concerned with the differential between white and
black unemployment can put our heads together and see if we can
come up with a better understanding of the nature ,of the problem,
and with better solutions than we have come up with up to now

I must say that am appalled with everything that has been
done in_ terins of _some of the Government programs in this last 10
years. The rate of black youth unemployment. has just been insensi-
tive to all the Government ,efforts we have put on. It seems to the
that there are other things. Perha we are not addressing the
right problem, or perhaps the right groups are not addressing it I,
think it is a social tragedy in this country, and I know you share
hat concern. I hope maybe we can do something about it
\ Mr. HAWKINS. Mr.. Washington.
Mr. WASHINGTON. Thank you 1*. Chairman;
Lets clear the record on that point. According to the _Depart=

merit's own initial estimates, fixing the threshold at 100 employees
and $1 million Contracts, it would reduce the number of companies
subject to the affirmative action plan requirements from 17;000 to
4,200:

Mr. LOVELL. That is correct.
Mr. WASHINGTON: Or 75 percent' of all companies presently spb-

ject to the affirmative action plan, requirement
Mr. LOVELL: That is right: .It is 250; and not 100 that we are

changing to but that would reduce it from 17,000 contractors to"
4,000 contractors; and as I 'understand it' it would_ reduce the
number of people covered to '77 percent; is that right. In other
words, there would be a reductiorh of about one-fourth of the people
covered, but a reduction of over three-fourths', in the number of
companies covered by affirmative action:plans:

Mr. WASHINGTON. According to the congressional committee with ?.?
the jurisdiction over small businest--a large nuniber of the new jobs
created each year emanate from the small business sector, those
with under 250 employees. If every small business hired one
person, it would virtually eliminate unemployment in this country.

In addition,,small businesses often supply the training ground for
new entrants into the field, as minorities and women are likely to
be, thus providing a stepping stone from which they can grow into
higher level managerial, technical, or professional positions in
larger firms:
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Doesn't this Make the impact of lessening the affirniative action
reporting obligations somewirlat grave?

,Mr. LOVELL, If you believe that the preparation and submission.
of an affirmative action plan has a direct relationship to perform7
ance; you would be tight. We do not think; particularly for small
companies, that the development of a plan of this charaater is of
that level of iiripoitatide. We may be wrong; but We don't_ think so.
There is certainly noisevidenee that_the development of a plan in
itself is .going to add Oh0 iota of xlifference in how that company
performs.

Mr. WASHiNottaq. It does have a basis for monitoring?
Mr. LovELL. Again; if we monitored every firm.

'Mfr. WASHINGTON. Not every firm._ _

,LOVti.L. Let's say you have:17,000firms that submit affirma-
tive action. plans, then if you were to monitor each of them in 3
months, 6 months; and 9 motithsLI suppose, that sort of-police -type

action conceivably could, but I don't know that even. that would
produce any results; Frankly, it would produce a lot of agitation.

Mr. WASHINGTON. You have to assume that you wouldn't moni-.

tor all 17,000.
Mfr, LOVELL. NO; we couldn't, that is right.

WASHINGTnN; You monitor' like the IRS does. That
would send out Clear signal that you arQ at least interested in
enforcing it. If you have no plan, and the company has7a contract,
why should they assume that you are going to monitor them at all?
If you do monitor them; you have to go back and ask the original
questions that *Ai could have gotten at the beginning. _

Let me put this question to _you_ Did you consider a simplified
plan; rather.than no plan? Did you give that consideration?

Mr. LOVELL, In all fairness- to the regulatory process; Mr. WaSh:
ington, we have published this; We are still_ in the process of
getting comments; and we have_not finalized it So; obviously; we

are still considering all of the comments that have been Made. This
is not the anal regulation.

Mr. WAs0dttir4. Did you consider a simpler _Plan at any time?
LovELL. I really cannot say: I was not there; and I can_ of

tell Afipu the tents of the intellectual process_that took place. But
we ffie currently, and I can answer this, we- are currently looking

the suggested changes that I have outlined here, and qther
changes as well.

The regulations as they are finally published, I think _in all
likelihood will follow a Close resemblance to what I have told you,
but may well be changed. There may well be changes _in this when
the final regulations are published, and after we have heard all the
public comment and examined the Pnblic comments.

Mr; WASHINGTON. Whom did you consult with in coning forward
With this proposed plan?

Mr. LOVELL. Neither -of us was there
Let me say;_just from my 'general recollection of how thingS_gq in

this area, and having served for some years with an organization
that did some lobbying itself, the 'fact that the administration was
considering aitinges in these and other regulations was no secret.
As a result a vast number of _documents; and argumentS,_ and
proposals are submitted to the Department in regard . to this and
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either regulations. Meetings are held, and there is contact with the
various civil rights groups, with business organizations, and so
forth. -

Mr. WASHINGTON. That is the usual procedure.
Mr. LOVELL. That is the'usual procedure.
Mr. WASHINGTON. But you .doret know if it was done in this case?
Mr. LOVELL. I can't tell you. I would believe that it was, but

would not be able to tell you;
Mr. WASHINGTON. SO the record will show that you don't know.
Mr: LOVELL. I do not personally know because I was not there.
Mr. WASHINGTON. Nor does Ms. Shong?
Mr. LOVELL. Neither of:us were there at the time. But I would be

surprised if that was not so.
Mr. WASHINGTON. But the point is you don't know.
Mr. LOVELL. No.
Mr. WASHINGTON. You did not consult with this committee,

:which obviously is a reservoir of experience in terms of Mr: Haw-
kins and others. You did not consult with the committee?

Mr: LOVELL: I just can't say;
Mr.' WASHINGTON. Did you consult with people such as Ms. Elea-

nor HolmeS Norton; who may have been a valuable person to
supply information?

Mr; LOVELL. Again; I recall; Mr. Washington; that- after I left
office as Assistant Secretary of Manpower, and a democratic ad-
ministration came in; they never consulted me. As a matter of fact;
when my successor who was a Republican came in, he did not
consult me very rrxuch either,

Mr. WASHINGTON: I am not concerned about that. I am concerned
about what you did. You are Corning in with anew plan. You are
coming in, and you- are going to -clean up the rfieSs. You are coming
in, and you are going to pave the road toward .voluntarism. I just
want to know who you-talked to 'to come to that conclusion! :

. Mr. LOVELL'. I will tell you this. Since I have come in, and I can
:relate that with more_accaracy; Lhave started a series

Mr. WASHINGTON. Pardon me,Mr. Lovell, I am just trying to nail
down that one point about whom you consulted with; and you don't
know.

Mr. LOVELL. Let us do this, let us submit for the record whatever
information there is on the process, if that would be appropriate.
Just because I don't know doesn't mean that it did not' take place.
Of course it took place, but I don't -want to- give -you false informa-
tion. I- will find out what we did do, and I will give that to you.

[Information submitted by Malcolm Lovell follows:]
RESPONSE TO CONGRESSMAN WASHINGTON, REGARDING OFCCP's PROPOSED

REGULATIONS ,

The Department of Labor held consultations on the proposed regulations pub-
lished August 25, 1981, on May 11-12, 1981, with- represehtatives from businesses,
unions and other interested groups. We have attached a listing of these invited
groups for your information.

INTEREST GROUPS (OPCCP)

Women's Rights Project, American A.s.ociation of:Unwersity Women, Mexican
American Legal Caucus, NOW LDEF, Working Women, Mexican American Nation-
al Women's- Association, Woman's Legal Defense Fund, League of Women Voters
Education Fund, Southeast Women's Employrrient Coalition, Women's Work.Force,
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Coal Employment Project;_ WoMen's Equity Action Letigiie, American Coalition of

Citizens with DisabilitieS, .1.;eadership Conference on Civil Rights, Mainstream_ Inc.,

Le_ague of United Latin American Citizens, Lawyers' Conimittee for Civil Rights,

National Urban League, NAACP Puerto _Wean Legal Defense, American GA.

Forum, National Council of- Le _Rua, Disallled American Veterans, American
Legion, National Bar Association,NAACP LegaLDefense, Cuban National Planning
Council, Center for Law & Social Policy; and Women Employed.

BUSINESS GAWPS ;10FCCP

Association -off General. Contractors, Associated Builders & Contractors, U.S. -

Chamber Of Commerce, National Federation of IndePetident BusInessme_nEqual
Employment AdviFory Council; Business Roundtable, Organization Resources Coun-

selors, Inc., National Association of Home Builders, National Association of Manu-

facturers, and Government Research Corp.

UNIONS (OFCCpi

Laborers International Union, United Steelworkers; Building and Construction

Trades Department, AFL-CIO, International Union -of ElectricaL Radio and Machine
Workers, AFL-C10; IUD, Coalition of Labor Union Women, UAW, and International
BrotherhoOd of Teamsters.

Mr. WASHINGTON. In this instance, particularly?
Mr. LOVE1;U Yes.
Mr. WASHINGTON. What measures will you Use to evaluate the

good faith contractors' effort; and what sanction's will you employ,
particularly in those areas where no affirmatiVe action plans are
required?

Mr: LovELL. MS. Shong reminds me that this Whola_subject is up
for public comment; and I think we are somewhat constrained from
discussing it at this point. Once that period is over, we, of course;
wig be glad to come back and do that.

Mr; WASHINGTON. You mean that this.committee can't get some
inforthation about _what ideas you have TOr enforcing this mecha-

nism? _
Mr. LOVELL. I am told not. - -

Mr. WASHINGTON. It would not have to be a fine, but just give us
some inkling as to what yeu propose to do to enforce it

Mr; LOVELL. Let me do this, let me check with our attorneys as
to Whether we do have any constraints_ of that kind: If we don't, we
will reply in writing to you, if that is all right.

Mr. WASHINGTON. Certainly_
[Information Slibinitted by Malcolm Lovell folloWs:]

MONITORING SMALL CONTRACTORS AFFIRMATIVE ACTION OBLIGATIONS

As I mentioned at the hearing; this subject- was a subject of public commenC and

no decisions haVe been -made 5Tt Those decisions will be made _following_the
ongoing review and analysis of comments received on our. August 25, 1981; Notice of

Proposed Rulemaking.
The Department has -spetifitally raised this precise question in its August_ 25,;

of PropOsed Rulemaking: `Now should small contractors be monitored
for their affirmatiVe action obligations if the thresholds are raised."

The comment period relative to this issue closed on MondaY, October 26; 1981; at

which time the Department received over_ L400 written comments. The Department

is now_in the process'of reviewing, tabulating_and coding the comments. No decision

-as to the issue raised has yet been suggested or finalized.

WASHINGTON. Do_ you feel that the threat of debarment and
the 'requirement that contractors remedy existing discrimination
before being deemed to be in compliance :has proved to be an
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effective means of achieving the congressional intent of the Depart-
ment's goal?

Mr. LOVELL. I think the threat of debarment is a serious threat,
and when it has been used; it has been taken very seriously.

Mr. WASHINGTON. Do you suggest any unique or different ways
of using that sanction under you voluntary proposal?

Mr. LOVELL. I want t? make this clear. Our program is not
entirely voluntary. We are maintaining the basic integrity of it

Mr. WASHINGTON. Voluntary in the sense that you have used the
word.

Mr. LOVELL. What we are doing is; in- addition -to regulatory
responsibility, "to to encourage a climate of voluntarism that can
expand many times the effort on the part of the contractors to help
us Eirchieve our 'purpose. We are not making the whole thing a
voluntary program. There is still a contractual requirement We
Still have our affirmative action-r_ equirementS in there.

Mr_ WASHINGTON. Is that the end of your answer?
Mi. LOVELL. Yes.
Mr. WASHINGTON: Aside from enforcement; without the summa-

ries, without the proposals, without the plans, how will your office,
Ms. Shong; know whether contractors; whom it does not review;
have affirmative action programs?

MS. SHONG. Excuse me; Mr: Washington; and Mr; Chairman; if I
might back up for just a moment, because I think this is a point
that is commonly misunderstood;

Neither the Executive order nor the regulations,_published under
the Executive order currently and proposed require anyone to file
an affirmative action propam; they only _require certain contrac-
tors; of a certain level of employee work force and size contract; to
develop the plan. We never see that plan until we notify the
contractor that we have scheduled -a compliance review. So we
don't know if any contractor has a plan, unless we have asked for
the plan in the course of doing a desk audit and an onsite compli-
ance review.

We use; for purposes of scheduling those reviews; among other
things, EEO-1 information. The EEO-1 report is filed annually by
employers of at least 100 employees. That information, especially
over time, over 2-, 3-, 4-, 5-year periods, where we can look at how
the employer's work force, how the contractor's work force has
changed, how it has grown or not grown, if minorities and women
have participated or not participate, is a piece of the information
we use in notifying a contractor that there is going to be a compli-
ance review. Only at that time does the contractor submit the
written affirmative action plan; if in fact he has developed one;

So we would continue to use that _process for all contractors
whether or not they are the ones that have to develop a written
affirmative action_plan. The change in the threshold for the pur-
poses of developing that document; that instrument, does not limit
our jurisdiction to do a compliance review or a complaint investiga-
tion. We might nonetheless conclude that a compliance review is in
order for a contractOr who has fewer than 250 employees _and $1
million in business.

We might conclude that a compliance review is in order on the
basis of that EEO-1 information, the existence of outstanding com-
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plaints; the expressions of concern by special interest groups in the
community, and a- number of other pieces of information that we
currently use in scheduling reviews.

We will be looking at that contractor's existing work force, and
working throuth the availability analysis, whatever methodology is
finally adopted; at the time we do the review; which is exactly
what we do now Frequently contractors don't have it in advance of
our coming; so we have not loSt anything in terms of time in doing
that compliance review.

Mr. WASHINGTON. Are you, therefore, assuring us that the ad=
ministration will not propose changes or reductions in the EEO-1
through 6 reports?

Ms. SHONG. _I_ am sorry; I did not hear your question.
Mr. WASHINGTON. Are you assuring_ us that there will be no

changes in the EEO-1 through 6 report:0
MS. SHONG; I don't have exclusive responsibility for that, Mr.

Washington.
Mr. WASHINGTON. What is ycitir feeling on it?
Me. SHONG. We have proposed a change in the regulation that a

contractor would have to file the EEO-1 report if he has 100
employees, as opposed to the current_ requirement of 50. That 100 -
employee trigger, if you will, comports with the existing EEOC

requirement.
Mrt.LovEtt. It makes it consistent with the EEOC.
MS. SHONG. That is right.
Mr WASHINGTON. I Will yield for the time, Mr. ChairMan.
Mr. HAWKINS, Mr: Weiss.
Mr. WEISS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, but I have no Cplestiorts.
Mr._ HAWKINS. May I ask you, Mr. Lovell, the administration's

failure to solicit comments pertaining to the awarding of back pay
Under the Executive order, doeS this by any means indicate that
there is a reluctance to submit this; or that there is a position on it

at this time? _ _

Mr. LovELL. I think we have 'asked for comments, 'haven't= we?

MS. SHONG. That is true.
Mr. LOVELL. We have asked for comments.
Mr. HAWKINS: You have aSked for comment; yes, but doers_ that

solicitation of comments on the awarding of back pay indicate an
Open mind, a disposition to be for or against it?

Mr. LovELL. I think that it indicates an open mind.
Mr. HAWKINS: We would certainly hope-so.
Any further questions; Mr: Washingtim?_
Mr.o.WASHINGTON. No Mr. Chairman; thank you.
Mr. HAWKINS. I suppose that conclude§ the testimony this morn-

ing, Mr. Lovell, and Me. Shong. As you indicated, you have made
yourselves available to the committee for which we are deeply

appreciative. May-I- indicate with respect to the faildre of certain
witnesses to appear or not to appear, that we have had a disap=
pointing experience which I am confident will now not be so..

I was a little reluctant this morning in introducing-your_ Mr.

LOvell, as to whether or not you had been confirmed- My under-
Standing is that you have been confirmed as Under Secretary of
Labor for which we are certainly pleased. I know` that despite
differences; we will have the usual cooperation that we have
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always enjoyed with you in your position. We certainly, look for-
ward to that cooperation: .

. Personally,. I am very pleased that we will be able to explore
some of the changes that .are .being Ataggested: We; _obviously; are
very reluctant to look with optimisth on them, but certainly we
hope that we can achieve the results that you so optimistically
expect. _ . . _

If -along the way we sometimes are a little critical; certainly I
think you Will understand that we have been disappointed -before,
and -we hope_ that this disappointment will not continue. We cer-
tainly appreciate your appearance before the committee.

Mr: WEISS. Mr :- Chairman:
Mr. HAWKINS. Mr. Weiss..
Mr WEISS. I wonder if I could address just one area. I under -

stand that there was a general comment before I arrived; and I'
apologize for my late arrival; on staffing that you may have availa-
ble for enforcing the areas of concern .that_ we are talking about;
_Can_ you give us a more specific idea as to what your staffing

Situation is; what kind of a cutback is there, from current compli-:
ance staffing levels over last year's?

Mr. LOVELL. The President has asked-alrnost_all Federal depart-
ments; .1- think, -with the exception- of the Sinai Peace Force and the
FBI, and the Defense Departmentr;_perhaps; to make a 12 -perCent
cut; We are now taking a_look at what that would mean for us. He
has asked it to, be across the board._ , ___

I presume we will just move_ in_ thatiareaj but we are still in the -
process of taking a look at -What it _means to the Department--of-"'
Labor; _and we are not yet in a position to have the information'...
froin the various units so that -the Secretary can make the judg-
mentrs as to where these cuts will in fact take place.

Mr. WEis-s. That is the new proposal; is that right? _ _ __ _-

_ i Mr. LOVELL. Yes; that is the new one that is coming before the
Congress.

Mr. WEISS. _My question really is. What kind of a cutback has
there been-already-implemented in the Reagan administration?

Mr.- LovELL._In OFCCP?
Mr: WEISS. Yes:. ' ,

.

Ms. SHONG. I don't recall the precise figures, Mr. Weiss.
Mr: WEISS. Do_you have a\percentage?
Ms. SHONG. We.can _get ,you -that: I can tell you this, first of all it

is only -a proposal at this point -a _request:
Mr. WEISS. What is only a req est?
Ms: SHONG.__The allocation of t e "by line item_;" if you will; on

the budget. What we have requeste& is that whatever reductions
will be experienced primarily; and what we have taken to date, in
ADP Moneys and contract support rather than in staff people; or
staff hours. .

Mr. LOVELL. I think the _question _was,- have we made any ,redUc-,
tions in the last 6-months; before this? _ ...... _ .

Ms: SHONG: No:
Mr. LOVELL. She does not think 8h.

_ Mr. WEISS. Compared_ to January -20; 1981, what is your current
level of staffing, do you know?

Ms; SHONG. I will have to get that infOrmation fOr you.
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Mr. WEISS: WOUld you _provide us -with that information as well

as your projections for the next fiscal _year?
Mr: LOVELL. As soon as we have it; we will do that.
[IrifOrthation submitted by Malcolrri Lovell follows:]

CURRENT STAFFING OF OFCCP

OFCCP , informationts most readily_available on a fiscal-quarter Mugs: As

of December 1980, OFCCP employed _14283 persons on -a hill time permanent
basis and 62 persons in "other"-categories for a total of 1,345 employees.

As of September 30, 1981, OFCCP employed 1i183 persons on -a- -full time pernsa7

nerd basis and 24 persons:in "other" categories for a total of 1;207 persons-This
represents a reduction of 138 persons_l10.2 percfint) due to attrition only Toriat%no
OFCCP employees have been separated due to reduction-in-force or due to other

budget limitationa.
_ _ _

Although staffing 10;1618 will be_reduced as a result of budget reductions_ in fiscal

year 1982, the Depattitimt of Labor has not yet fintiliied its projectionsreg_arding .

the extent of those reductions. We will, of course, adviSe you once that information

is available.
Mr. WEISS. Thank_you very much.
Thank you; Mr
Mr. HAwitiiit Thank you; Mr. Lovell and MS. Shong.
The next _witnesses consist of the -Honorable J. Clay _Smith, Jr.,

Acting Chairman of the Equal Employment Opportunity Commis-

skin, who is accompanied 13y Ms. Constance Dupre, Acting Deputy ,
General' Counsel; Ms: Debra Millenson, Acting Director of the
Office of Systemic Programs; and Issie Jenkins, Acting Eirecutive

Director.
We welcome all Of the witnesses. We look forWard to your testi-

mony.
Mr_ Smith; I assume you will be the anchorperson, as we are

sometimes cautioned to say.

STATEMENT OF J. CLAY SMITH, JR., ACTING CHAIRMAN;

EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSIQNJ ACCOM;

PANIED BY DOUGLAS BIELANi 1ACTING DIRECTOR; OFFICE

OF INTERAGENCY COORDINATION;_ CO_NSTANCE DUPRE;

ACTING DEPUTY GENERAL COUNSEL; DEBRA MILLENSON,

ACTING DIRECTOR; OFFICE OF SYSTEMIC PROGRAMS; AND

.ISSIE JENKINS, ACTING EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

Mr: SMITH. Good morning. I am pleased to appear before the
Stibctiiiiiiiittee on Employment OPpertiiiiities_today to point_ out
some of the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission's accom-
plishments during my tenure as Acting Chairman; to discuss with
you some of the activities and plans of the Commission's Office of
Interagency Coordination and Systemic Programs; and to share
with yoii ,my thoughts on the important issue of affirmative action

and equal employment.
Before beginning my remarks; I feel it it appropriate to note that

I can-speak only for the Rregeht and with regard to the activities of
the EEOC to datc Hearings on the nomination of Chairman-desig,
nate William Bell and General Counsel-designate Michael Connally
were scheduled_ before the Senate Committee on Labor and Human
Resource& the day before riw scheduled testiiiibriy. Once the perma,
herit Chairman and General_ Counsel assume -their position, they, of
course, will speak to the future policy of the Reagan administration
in this area:
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My testimony will co' the following subjects: _First; class dis-
crimination and class relief; second, affirthative action as a remedy
interpreted by the judiciaa;_thirsi...afflrniativel action_ as part of
voluntary compliance; fourth, the EEUC'S 'Office of Interagency
CoOrdination; and, fifth, EEOC's Office of Systemic Programs.

Four of 'the Commission's staff are sitting with me this morning.
They are ISSie Jenkins, Acting Executive Director; Constance
Dupre, Acting General Counsel; Debra MillenSmi, Acting_ Director
of the Office of Systemic Programs= and Douglas Bielan; Acting,
Director of the. Office of Interagency Coordination.

I have attached several appendices to my statement today. I
particularly want to point your attention to one of them, appendix
A; at this time, Since it contains a fuller statement of my views on
equal employment opportunity and affirmative action.

Now-I would like CO- go into the history of title VII; and .the
concepts of remedial and voluntary affirmative action.

THE HISTORY OF TITLE VII SUPPORTS THE CONCEPTS OF REMEDIAL -

AND VOLUNTARY AFFIRMATIVE ACTION

The House COnimittee on EduCation and Labor, in its report
accompanying the 1972 amendments to title VII of the Civil Rights
Act of 1964; rook note that when the Committee. had considered
title VII 8 years earlier, "employment discrimination tended to be
viewed, as a series of isolated and diStinguithable_eventS, due, for
the most part, to ill will on the part of some identifiable individ-
uals or organizations. TodaY, experts fanifliar with
the subject describe the problem in terms of 'systems' and 'effecta'
rather than simply intentional wrongs." The C'ommittee's Report
specifically 'noted with approver the US; Supreme Court's decision
in _Griggs v. Duke Power Company. In Grigg#, the Court held, in
voiding the use of unvalideted general intelligence tests and high
school diplomas as selection &Vice§ by the Duke Power. Co., that
practices, procedures, or tests, "neutral in terms of intent," cannot
be used _where they operate to fieete the status quo of prior dis-
criminatory employment - practices; unless they are justified on
grounds of business necessity.

The committee's regtht not only reflected the committee's legisla-
tive finding's, it tilaci reflected EEOC's and several district courts
and circuit courts of appeals' experiences. It is interesting to note
in this regard that the first reported ease arising under title, VII;
Hall v. Werth= Bag a 1966_ case, found that "racial discriminatibn
is by definition class discrimination" since the existence of the
discriminatory policy threatens the entire

Because it found entrenched patterns and practices of employ-
ment discrimination; Congress in drafting title VII took care' to
arm the 'courts with full equitable powers in section 706flg) of title
VII: This section permits courts, who find that an emplOyer has
engaged in unlawful employment practice, to enjoin the employer
from engaging in such unlawful employment practice and to "order.
such affirmative acLion as may be appropriate; which may include,
but is not limited to,_reinstatenient or hiring of employees, with or
without back pay * or any other equitable relief as the court
deems appropriate."
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AFFIRMATIVE ACTION: STATUTORY REMEDY AS INTERPRETED BY THE
JUDICIARY

Now I would like to go to affirmatiVe action as statutory remedy
as interpreted by the judiciary.

The_ wording of section 706(g), referred to above,,caused consider-
able concern becalige some thought it might be construed to re-
quire the use of quotas or exact parity in determining an employ-
er's compliance With title VII; The sponsors of the bill repeatedly
assured -their colleagues that thiS was neither the intent nor the
effect of this Settion. However; BIS Congress retognized ix enacting
the 1972 amendments to title VII,iitiriierital; rate-conscious i relief
is available under title VII to remedy empleyment discrimination;'
All nine of the Federal courts of appeals that have considered the
legality of-thl s-IfixtrOf relief haVe found it lawful when necessary
to remedy discrtmination, and the U.S. Supreme Court has de-
-dined to review these rulings.

Thus; the courts_ haire recognized that affirmative action goals.
and timetables May; in some respectS, ecinitably benefit members of
protected g-rou_pS who Were not specifically victimized ,by an em-
ployer's unlawful acts; just as they May, in certain circumstances,
interfere with. the expectation of incumbent workers who did not
'petifically benefit from the employer's unlawful' acts

The deciSiVe factor in considering the appropriateness of the
, affirmative action under title VII has been the recognition by the

courts, of the overriding public policy enunciated by Congress in
adopting the Civil flights Act_ of 1964. That policythat the perva=
sive effectS of a societal pattern of discriiiiination in employment
must be eliminated before Opportunities can truly be equalhas
been judicially determined to outweigh the ex ectations of incum-
bent nonminority males once unlawful discrimination has been
Shown. - .

Affirmative action is not the exclusive relief which EEOC seeks
in attempting to remedy diStriniiiiaticiii. In many instances the
fotus of the CoriiiiiieSiOn's remedial effort is upon- the- individual
victim of specific unlawful discriminatory acts Back ,pay; seniority-
adjuStiiientS, and retroactive promotions are also Wins of relief;
and must _be given appropriate *eight in the title VII remedial
scheme. Howe ier, the history of enforcement has d.:monstrated
that- the effects of diecriiiiinatien cannotalways ,be fully eliminated
by these remedies; and that; as a .prattital matter, not all victims
of an einployer's'diSciliiiiiiatory acts can'be individually !identified.
The. Supreme Court recognized in the General Telephone case that
EEOC is charged in its pattern and practice litigation with a re-
sponsibility which.goes beyond Seeking relief for specific individual
class members.__ The Commission must serve, as well, the public
interest in the complete eliiiiinatitin of discriminatory employment
practices.

The decisional law LS dear; affirmative_ action is a legal and
appropriate remedy for violations of title VII.

It is important to _note_ that the factual .circumstancesthat
the continuing discrirnination and pervasive employment disadvan-

,

' There is no basis on WhichAn distinguish between the protected classes in this regard. Sex-
conscious, national origin-conscious, etc. relief is equally valid.
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tages suffered by minorities and women,which_underlie existing
public policy and EEO law has not been so markedly changed that
title VII and its affirmative relief are no longer critical to insuring
equal opportunities.

AFFIRMATIVE ACTION AS PART OF VOLUNTARY COMPLIANCE

Now I would like to address affirmative action as part of volun
Lary compliance.

Voluntary compliance by an employer within the dictateS of title
VII is central to the efficacy of the statute. The Supreme Court, in
Alarander y. Ucirdner-lknver,_ emphasized the importance to title
VII of voluntary resolutions of disputes

In order=to-render meaningful EEOC's efforts to Obtain such
voluntary compliance; the agency and covered employers must,
have available to them all the means of eliminating discrimination
which could be judicially invoke& Thus; the courts have held that
once an employer determines that a particular race-conscious
action is appropriate to remedy either apparent employment dis-
crimination in its workplace or the present effects of past discrimi-
nation, the-employer is free to adopt :voluntarily a reasonable
affirmative action program.

The Supreme Court; in United Steelworkers v, Weber, recognized
the importance of employer input in remedying title VII violations:
The court pointed out

Title VII could not have been enacted into law without substantial support from
legislators-in both houses who traditionally resisted FederaL regulation of private
business. Those legislators demanded as a price for their support that/management
prerogatives and union freedoms . . . be left undisturbed to the greatest extent
possible.

In exercising_ these prerogatives, emPloyers prefer-voluntary re-
medial action to- Government enforcement of title VII. AS a compa-
ny witness testified during the Web-er

We realized that if we did not, do something on our own, then the Government
was going to do it to us , and_ whatever their remedy is its one heck of
a lot worse than something we can work out ourselves.

The concept that a remedy- under title VII need not always be
limited to the identifiable victims of, proven-discrimination is par-
ticularly applicable in the context of voluntarY compliance. To
force an employer to admit unlawful conduct as a precondition to
remedy would eliminate a significant incentive for voluntary com-
pliance and settlement without litigation. Such an admission might
well be prejudicial to the employer in subsequent proceedings
brought by persons outside the scope_ of settlement; and might
subject the employer to_liability beyond that which he would have
incurred in litigation. A major reason why employers seek to re
solve title VII disputes voluntarily is the expensei both in actual
costs and in disruption to 'the workforce; of litigation. The mone-
tary incentive for voluntary settlement would be materially les-
sened were individual identification of victims required The mech-
anisms for identifying the individual victirns of discrimination are
cumbersome at best In the absence of extensive and discov-
ery engaged in at trial, any such determination woiild he to some
degree speculative. Even if some mechanism existed for identifying

I
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victims u thel coarse of voluntary compliance efforts; the cost and
delay of t at process_would be .prohibitive. For example, in the
nationwide teel consent degree case, United States v. Allegheny-
Ludlum In tries; Incorporated, it was conservatively _-estimated
that individua --determinations by a special master for the 60,000

claimants; with each person's case taking one hour to resolve,
would consume 28 years of 'trial time In US. and EEOC v; Lee
Way Motor Freight, Incorporated, a. case in which specific victims
were identified and their claims indiwidually_adjudicated, the trial
on the pattern and practice of _liability was completed and an
opinion rendered 18 months after suit was filed. The hearings on
the appropriate individual remedies consumed the next 4 years.

expense and workforce disruption of proceedings such as
those in Lee Way if required as a precondition to voluntary resolti-
don, could render that type of resolution unfeasible. An- 1-1ployer

who might otherwise seek td avoid the costs of litigation through
voluntary compliance with title VII might find that such compli-
ance entails the same expenditures and disruption without the
potential for exculpation which he might obtain through litigation.

Mr. HAWKINs.__Mr. Smith, if I may interrupt. There - is a vote
pending in the frouSe on Senate Bill _1181; the 'Armed Forces PaY

Act, and I am sure the members of the committee would want to

vote on it. I would like to take this opportunity to recess for 5
minutes.

[Recess;]
Mr. HAVi.riciM. The committee will resume its sitting.
Mr. Smith, we apologize, and will you continue?
Mr. SMITH. YeS,Mr. Chairman.
Against this backdrop, let me explain EEOC's Affirmative Action

Guidelines. The Guidelines have three significant features.
First, the Guidelines encoUrage voluntary action; Thus, the

guiderines provide a climate in which employers can undertake
voluntary affirmative action, that is, employment decisions appro-
priate to enable PaSt victims of discrimination, prandrily Minor-
ities and women; to overcome the effects of past or present employ-
ment policies which operate as barriers to equal opporbinity. This
is very important because Congress intent in title VII; as,I noted
earlier; was for einPloyers to improve voluntarily the employment
opportunities for past or present victims of discrimination;

Second, the guidelines recognize that discrimination againSt all
individuals because ofrace, color, seic, religion, or national origin,
is illegal under Title VII. Theguidelines make clear that Charges of
discrimination filed by non-minority male will be processed. by the
Commission.

Third, the guidelines are EEOC's way of instructing employers as
to how to harmonize two seemingly conflicting themesaffirmatiVe
action and the duty not to discriminate.

If employers adhere to the three Rs of the gpidelines, they can
institute effirmatie action and can be immunized from liability for
discrimination. The three R's that are set out in the guidelines are
as -follows: (1) Reasonable self-analysis; (2)_ Reasonable basis for
concluding a particular employment action is appropriate; and (3)
Reasonable action.
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The first "R", of the Affirmative Action Guidelines contemplates
that the employer will conduct a reasonable self-analysis. A reason7
able self=analysis is one in which the employer determines whether
any of his 'employment practices:

Exclude, disadvantage, or result in adverse iinpact or disparate treatment
of previously excluded -or- restricted groups, or leaye uncorrected the effect of prior
discrimination and if so, to attempt to determine why.

A reasonable self=analysis 'much like a blueprint. Both contain
important specifications and the user knows the underlying reason
for each figure. A self:analysis should cover all employment prac-
tices and their effect on protected group&

The second: "R" is that Ihere be a seasonable basis for the em-
ployer's affirmative action. The. Guidelines contemplate that em-
ployers evaluate their work force or employment decisions to deter-
mine whether they have situations which could be in violation of
title VII. No employer has to state publicly or privately to the
Eff0C that he has violated' title VII.

Reasonable action is the third "R"' contemplated by the g-uide-
lines. An affirmative action plan must be reasonable in relation to
the problem disclosed by self-analysis. In considering the reason-
ableness of a particular affirmative action plan, the EEOC will
generally apply the following standards:

The plan should be tailored to remedy the problem identified in
the self-analysis;-

The plan should be designed to insure that employment systems
operate fairly in the future while avoiding unnecessary restrictions
on opportunities for the work force as a whole;

The plan, if it has race or sex-conscious provisions, can be main-
tained only as is necessary to remedy the problem; and

If the plan includes goals and time-tables, they must be reason-
ably related to Considerations such as the effects of past cliScrimina-
tion, the need forprompt elimination of adverse impact or dispa-
rate'- treatment; the availability of qualified applicants, and the
number of employment opportunities expected to be available.

It should be emphasized that only affirmative action plans adopt-
ed in "good faith, in Conformity with,' and in reliance upon" the
Guidelines can receive the full protection of the Guidelines, includ-
ing the immunity defense provided by Section 713(bX1) Of title VII.2

The Guidelines also state' that the EEOC will give comity to
affirmative action plans developed/pursuant to Executive Order
No. 11246. This is important; because- many employers are govern-
ment contractors and therefore subject to Executive Order No
11246 as well as title WI and in enforcing the Executive order, the
Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs may have already
required an employer to develop an affirmative action,_. plan. The
Guidelines state that an employer, who has had a plan approved in
order to ,come into compliance with the Eitecutive order; may rely
On that plan to demonstrate compliance- with EEOC's guidelines.

1 .

2 This section reads as follows: "(b) In any action or proceeding bas&i on any alleged unlawful
employment practice, no person shall be subject to any liability or punishment for or on account
of U) the commission by _such_ persoa_of an_ un/awful_employme.nt practice_if he pleads 'and

a proves that the act or commission complained of was in good faith, in conformity with, and ir...
reliance on any written interpretation or opinion of the Commission, . . . .
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Hence, the Government's approach in this area is coordinated
and avoids potential conflicts between the two priinary Federal
agencies enforcing employment anti-discrimination laws.

I have attached a copy of the guidelines to my preSentatiOrt this
morning; and ask that they be made part of the record. They are at
Appendix B.

EEOC'S OFFICE OF INTERAGENCY COORDINATION

I would like to discuss the EEOC's Office of Inferagency Coordi-

nation:_
The Commission received interagency coordination responsibility

in Reorganization Plan No 1 of 1978 and-in Executive Order 12067.

The affirthative action guidelines, whiCh I have just discussed, were
among the first actions__ coordinated by EEOC pursuant to_ thi§
responsibility. The Commission office responsible -for coordinating
the guidelines, and all other- external Federal EEO issuance, is
EEOC's Office of Interagency Coordination._

There has been no change in this ffioce's role in the new admin-
istration. For the record, I have attached' the exchanges of corre-

.. spondence between OMB and myself that make thiS clear: They
appea l. as appendix D. .

ThiS bffice'S Second annual report, covering fiScal years 1979
through 1980; is presently being printed at the Government Print7
ing Office. I would be happy to provide copies of it and the office's
first annual report to all the interested members of the subcommit=
tee.

One of the matters presently being coordinatea by this -office is
the Federal Contract Compliance, 'Program's Notice of Proposed
Rulemaking on Affirmative Action _Regulations for Government
Contractors, under Executive Order 11246.

The CommiSsion applauds OFCCP's effort to reduce burdens on
smaller employers; to diminish the paperwork reqUirements of the
contract compliance program; to introduce regulatory Simplifica-
tions, and to reconcile the_contract compliance requirements to the
guideline§ issued by the Commission under title VII.

The proposed regulations raise several issues that relate tb_the
concerns expressed by the subcommittee today. One of these issues
is OFCCP's propoSal to adopt higher-threshold requirements Which,
We believe, would limit coverage of ExecutiVe Order 11246: Another
issue is OFCCP'S proposal to authorize extended duration affirms-
tive action plans without what we believe are proper safeguards.

Of course, I cannot predict for you this morning hovi the further .

negotiations required by Executive Order 12067 will affect these
-issues. I alSo cannot predict for you this morning how the Commis-

, sion will act on -these .proposed regulations once a Commission
quorum is formed.

EEOC'S OFFICE OF SYSTEMIC PROGRAMS

I now Would like to go into a 'discussion of the EEOC's Office of
Systemic Programs.

The Commission's Office of Systemic "Programs has made- signifi-
cant progress during the_latter half of fiscal year 1981. ThiS' prog-
ress, we believe; will continue during fiscal yeAr 1982.
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The criteria by the office for targeting respondentS were adopted
by the CoMmiskbri on July 201 1978. The criteria, which are pub-
iished in the Commission's Compliance Manual, serve not only to
guide systernic targeting by EEOC, but also to make respondents
aware of the program's standards and focus.

I will not' read these standar& since they appear in my prepared
statement and thus will appear in the record.

Lwill more now to page 14 of my prepared testimony.
The implementation of these criteria has; in our view, led to a

more efficient use of the Commission's systemic resources, since
these -factors are designed to focus on the worst discriminators
first. Theyhave led to the issuance of 130 systemic charges against
employers ill) date. Our pro:deeds:MS Show that they will lead to an
additional 45 systemic charges during fiscal year 1982.

During 'the last quarter of fiscal year 1981, new computerized
models fbr targeting systemic respondents were ,completed and dis-
,tributed to' the field. These models will -Make it easier for EEOC's
field officei to impleinent the Comnus' sion's systemic targeting pro-
gram: White the models presently focus only 'on employers, they
will be expanded soon to include unions and apprenticeship pro-
grams. L

The targeting .models permit comparisons of employers who uti-
lize sirnilarjjob skills in various industries, as well as comparisons
of the employment practice§ within those given industries; Employ-
ers. are reviewedwitk.fespectto their overall ernployinent profile,
as well asby job and by Specific protected class. Some of _the other
factors taken into consideration are locations within an SMSA, sizes
of the employer's work force, growth trends, and commuting pat-
terna. Using a computer model and other targeting tools, the _Office
of Systemic_ Programs generated 23 new Commissidner charges.
during the third and fduth quarters of fiscal year 1981.

Charges in the system are progressing on schedule. During the
fourth quarter of fiscal year 1981, the Conimission issued its first
seven systeinic charge decisions under thiS program. These are now

conciliated. If these efforts fail, these charges_ will be referred .,
for litigation. We expect to consider another 45 to, 50 such decisions-
(hiring fiscal year 1982.

Recognizihg the benefits to' Government, industry, and the vic-
tims of diScriminatiOn from the voluntary resolution -of title; VII
disputes, we are making active.efforts to settle thege charges even
prior to decision. HoWeVer, even allowing for a substantial number
of settlements, we anticipate that approximately 15 systemic, laW-
suits will be filed next year by our field offices, resources permit-
ting.

CONCLUSION

While I realize that these hearings center on the subject of
affirmati'e action, I would like to assure You that the EEOC is
alive and /well.

There has been some concern about equal employment opportu-
nity, but the public is not often able to assess the positive actions of
their government in this vital area. I wish to report to yod that
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the Commission's title VII backlog, which stood at almost 70;000
charge§ as-of January 1979, is now below 24,000 charges.

During the first three quarters of fiscal year 1981, charge proc-
essing figures show_a continued climb in the area of 'production and
benefits. During this period, the Commission took in for processing
40,293 chargeS. Our field offices resolved 54,482 charges, or 35
percent more than we took in This represents a one-third increase
in production over comparable figures df last year, fiscal year 1980:
In the title VII area; the Commission received 31,751 chargeS and
resolved 45,456, or almost 45 percent more than we took in.

lv(lor-e- important, Commission processes continue to provide tub=
stantial relief. Despite the extraordinary number of new charges;
the title VII rapid charge settlement rate is holding at 43 percent.
Tile settlement rate for age discrimination charges ho risen to 25
percent, and equal payisettlements, have gone up t6\27 percent.

During the first 9 months of 1981, in many of which -I served as
acting chairthan, approximately $60 million in relief was obtained
for 36,682 people: These figures exceed benefit attained for all fiscal
year 1980. .

On the litigation side; we _recently settled an emplOyment diS;
crimination suit against the Nation's largest retail employer; Sears;
Roebuck, & CO. The terms of the agreement were directed at insur-
ing that Sears would implement procedures to monitor its own
hiring practirceS in ways that should assure cOmpliance with the
law. We believed then; and we believe now, that this agreement
will enhance minority opportunities at Sears; and we hope to ob-
serve signs that will justify that belief in the near future.

'On September 11, 1981, EE0c reached an agreement with Na-
biSco. In the agreemezt, Nabisco agreed to establish, a settlement'
fund -for the benefit of a nationwide class of female bakery employ-
ees. This settlement fund, upon final_approval by the U.S. district
court in Pittsburgh, Pa, will exceed $5 million.

In addition to the foregoing, we obtained $4,990,000 through
'litigation for alleged victims of discrimination during the first 6
months of 'fiscal year 1981,_vThich was a Substantial increase over
the $2 million-plus received over -a comparable period of time
during fiscal year 1980.

I Would, like to thank the committee for inviting me to teStify.,
My statement and the appendixes are respectfully submitted for
the record. _

[The prepared statement of Clay Smith and appendixes follow:]
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PREPARE!) STATEMENT O.). CLAY SMITH, JP.., ACTING CHAIRMAN, EQUAL EMPLOYMENT.
OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION

I. INIT:OrUCITON:

Good morning. I am pleased to appear before the Subcommittee on EMployment

.Opportunities today to point out sane of the EEOC's accceipIiatibeitsdlYrthgMY

tenure as Acting ChainMan, to discuss with you sane of the activities and plans

Of the Commission's Office of Interagency Coordination and'Office of Systemic .>

Programs. and to share with you my thoughts on the important issue of affirthatiVe ".

action and eqUal employment opportunity on WhiCh you so ht comments in your

.letter of invitation: Before beginning my remarks; however; I feel it is

appropriate to note that I can speak onlyjor the present and with_regard to

the activities of theElDOC to date. Hearings on the nominations of' Ciainhan-

designate'qilliaM Bell and General Uknadl-designate Michael Connally were

scheduled before the Senate Committee on Labor and Human Resources Only the day_

before my scheduled testimony. Once thepermanenhairmanand General COunsel

assume"their positions, ,they, of case; will speak to dhefuture policy Of the

Reagan adaunistratian

my testimony will'cover the following subjects:, Class discrimination and CUSS_

relief...affirmative action 40 a remedy interpreted by the judiciary; affitmative

action as part of voluntary cOmplianCe; the EECC's Office of Interagency Coordi-

nation. and EEpIC's Office of Systemic Programs.

Thiee,of the CcuriSsion'a staff are sitting with me this morning. They are:

Issie Jenkins, Acting-Ekecutive Directar, Cionatened alpre;ACting General Counsel,

-and Debra MilIdnaan; Adana: Directbr; Office of'SYstemic Programs.

have attached several Appendices to my statement toddy; I part arty
.uent to point your attention to one Of them; Appendix Jc; at this time; since it

contains a falter statement ormy views on equal employment opportunity and affir-

mative action.

II; The History of 'title VII Supports the Concepts of Remedial and-Voluntary

Affirmative-Action:

The HOUid COMMittee on &location and Labor; in its Report accompanying the

1972 amendments to Title. VII of the Civil Rights'ACt of 1964, took note that

when the Committee_had:consideredTitle VII eight years earlier "employment

diarriMinatieh tended to be viewed as a series of isolated and distinguishable

events,; due; for the most part; to ill will on the part of some identifiable

.
indiVidual or organization.... rlioday....jelxpertsfamilier with the sUbject,

generally describe the Probleth in tease Of 'ayacata. atid.'effeets' rather than

singly intentional wrongs." The Committee's Report specifically hooted with approval

the UnitedStates Supreme Court's decision in Griggs v. Duke Power Co. ,. 401 II;S;

424 (1971). In Griggs, the Court held, in vadiAktbauae of unvaidated general

intelligence tests and high school diplomas as selection devices by de Mike
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.-Power (`Vthat practices; procedures, or.tests, ".neutral-in tetMe---&f:intene;

:cannot 7Se used ,Jhere they opere- to freeze the status coo of prior discriminatory

employment practices, unlgs they are justified on grounds of business necessity.

The Committee's Report not only reflected the COMMittee's legislative findings,

it also reflected EEOC's and of-several Dist Courts and Circuit Courts of

Appeal experience: Itit Interesting to no*in this regard that.the firat reported

case 'arising Under Title VII; Hall v. Werthan Bag, 251 F. Supp. 184 Ka. Tehon:

1966); found that "racial discrimination is by definition class discrimination"

since the existence of the discriminatory policy threatens the entire class.

Bed-AUte it found entrenched patterns and practices of employment diteriti-

nation; Congress, in drafting Title VII took care 65 art the courts with full -

equitabilawersin Section 706(g) Of Title VII. This section permits courts, Who

find that an -dtiployet has engaged in an unlawful employment practice, to enjoin

the empIo,er from engaging Ili;such'unlawful employment practice; And

"Order such affirmative action as may be appropriate

Which'may include, but s not limited to, reinstate:Merit

or hiring of employees, th or witheut back pay ...

or any other equitable r ief as the court deems

appropriate."

III. AffirmativekxAon. Statutory Keitiddy at Iicerpretated by therudiciary

The wording of Section 706(g), referred to above, caused considerable concern

because same thought it might be construed to require the use of quotas or

exact parity in detettlining an employer's compliance with Title VII.

The sponsors of the bill repeatedly assured their colleagues that this 'es

neither the intent nor the effect of this section. However; as Congress _

recognized in 'enacting the 1972 aMendments to Title VII, numerical race,

conscieUtli relief is available under Title VII to remedy emplOyMeht

discrimination. Alllpine of the Federal Cairta Of Appeals that have
*-

considered the legality of this kind of relief have hound it lawful when

necessarY -6to
remedy discrimination; and the United States Supreme CoUrt hoe

declined to review these rulingd.

I/ There is no ha .s on wtich to distingUiSh_hetween_the_protected clasies in

this regard. Sex-conscious, national origin conscious, etc. relief is equally

valid.

'0
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Thud; the courts have recognized that,affirmative action goaIsandtiMe-

tablea may, in some respects, equitably benefit members of protected groups .

who were not specifie.ilyTvictiMited,byan esfloyer's unlawful acts; just

as they may; in certain circumstances, interfere with the expectationA of

tricarbent workers who did not specifically benefit firth the employer's

trlawful acts. The decisive factor in considering the appropriateness of

affirmative action Under Title VII has been the recognition by the courts

of the overriding public policy enUnciated by Congress in adopting the

Civil Rights Act of 1964. That policy -- that theperVaaiVe'effes of a

societal' pattern of discriminatiOd LleMpIr5ermit must be eliMinated before

opportunities Can truly be equal' -- has been judicially determined to outweigh

the expectations of incumbent non-minority sales once UnlWfuI discrimination

has been shown.

Affirmative action is not the occlusive relief Which EECC seeks in Attempting

to remedy discrimination. In many instances the focus of the Commission's

remedial effort is upon the individnaI victim of specific unlawful discrimi-

natory ACC'S. Back pay; seniority adjustments and retroactive promotidhs__

are also valuable tome of relief, and must be given appropriate weight in

the Title VII remediAl acheme. .HOwever, the history of enforcement has

demonattated that the effects of discrimination cannot always be tUlly

dltminaced by these remedies; and that, as a practical matter; net all

victimsof an employer's discriminatory acts can be individually identified.

The Supreme Cenktredognized in the General Telephone case that, EEOC is

Charged ift its pattern and practice litigation with a responSibiIity Which

goes beyond seeking relief for specific indiVidu class members.

The Commission must serve; .aa welt, the public interest in the complete-

eltMinatiOn of discrisinacory employment practices.

The decisional Law is clear; affithatiVe action is a legal and appropriate

remedy for VidIatiOna of,ile VII.
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It is important .to note that the factual circumstances -- that is the CantinUing

discrimination and. pervasive emplcymk:nt disadvantages suffered by Minorities

and women -- whichUndirlie existing pdbiid policy and EEO law has not been

so markedly Okringei that Title VII and its affirmative relief are no longer

critical to ensuring equal opportunities

IV. Affirmative Action as Part of Voluntary Compliance

Voluntary compliance by an employer with the dictates of Title VII it

central to the efficacy of the Statute. The Supreme Court; in Alexander

v. Gardner-UenVer.emphasized the Importance to Title VIIofvoluntary

resolutions of disputes. In order to render meaningful EEOC'S efforts to

obtain such voluntary compliance, the Agency and covered.employers must

haveavailable to theM all the means of elismbnating discrimination which

could be judicially invoked. Thus. the courts have heldithat,once an:

employer determines that a particularrace-conscious action is appropriate

DO remedy apparent employment diadriffiination in his workplace or the

present effeCtS Of pest discrimination; he is free to adopt voluntarily a

reasonable affirmative action program.

The Supreme Court, ii United Steelworkers v. Weber, recognized the impor-

t-Ailed of employer input in remedying Title VII violations. TheCoUrr

pointed out: ."Title VII could not have been enacted into law without

substantial support both J.gidtdeded in both /louses Who traditionally

resisted Federal regulation of private business. Those legislators &Mended

as a:price for their support that management prerogatives and union freedoms...

be left undisturbed to the greatest extent possible."
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In the exercise of these prerogatives, employers prefer voluntary remedial

action 66 litigated enforcement of Title VII. As a company witnesa testified

during the Weber trial: "Esde realized that if we did not do SOMething on

our own, then the Government was going to do it to Us... [and] Whatever

their remedy ia, one heck of a lot worse than something we can

fork out OUrgell.;es."

The concept that a remedy under Title VII need not always be limited to

the identifiable victims of proven discrimination is particularly applicable

in the context of volUntaxy compliance: TO force en 64616yet to admit

unlawful conduct as a precondition to reliedy WOOId eliminate a significant

incentive for voluntary dompllahed and settlement without litigation- Sudh

admisSionTnight well be prejudicial to the employer in sUbseqient

proceedings brought by persons outside the scope of dettIement; and might

subject the employer to liability beyond that which he would have incurred

in litigatiOn.

Another major reason why employers seek tb resolve Title VII disputes volun-

tarily is the expense both in actual cost and in disruption to the workforce,

Of litigation. The monetary incentive for voluntary settlement would be ----,---

materially lessened were individual identifidatiOn Of victims required. The

mechanisns for identifYing the individual victim of discrimination are

dieberadhe at best. In the absence of the extensive and costly discovery

engaged in at ia1, any such determination would be to ddita degree speculative:'

even if acme mechanism:ekiatedfOr idedtitying victims in the course of

voluntary datilpIidited efforts; the cost and delay of that process would be

' prohibitive. For example, in the nationwide steel consent dedred case.

United States v. Allegheny-Iudlum Industries Thc it was conservatively

, estimated that individual determinations by a special master for the 60,000

333
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claimants, with Oath person's case taking one hour to resolve, you-Td =lame

28 ye4s of trial time. In U.-SarkiEECIG v. tee Way Wtior Freight; Inc.,

thlir

25 FEF 182 N.D. Ckla., 1980) a case in Mhich specific victims were identified

and claims indiViduaily adjudicated; the trial on the pattern and

practice Of liability was completed and an opinion rendered eighteen months

after suit was filed.. The hearings on the appropriate individual remedies

consumed the next four yeatt;

The expense and workforce disruption
of proceedings roan as those in LeeWay

could, if required as a precondition to voluntary resolution, could render

that type of readlUtiNO Unfeasible. An employer who might Otherwise seeds

to aVisid the &Mts of litigation
through voluntary compliance with Title VII,

might find that sr,:h compliance entails the sane
expenditure's and disruption

without the potential for exCuIpation which he might obtain through

Against this backdrop, let ma explain EX'S Alf#taative Action Guidelines.

The Qiidelines have three aignifidant features. First, the GUidelines

encouragevolUntary Action. Thus; the addclines provide a climate in

Whith employers can
undertake_voiuniary affirmative action; i.e.; employment

decisions appropriate to
enablepeatVidtiffit of: discrimination' --

minorities and women -- to overcome the effects of past or present eMplOyment

policies which operate as barriers to equal opportunity. This is very

imporcant,because Congress'intentin Title VII; as I noted earlier, was

for employer; to improve VOIUntarily the emplOyment opportunitiis for,pdat

or resent victims of:discrimination.
Second, the GUidelines clearly

recognize that discrhmination against all indiVOUAU because of race,

color, sex, religion, or natiOnel origin -is illegal under Title VII.-The

GUidelines make clear that charges of discrimination filed by norm - minority

Mae, will be processed by the Commission. Third, the Guidelines are

EEOC's way of instructing employereaa to hOwto harmonize eseemingly con7

Plicting themes ---affirtatiVe action and the dutY.not to discriminate. If

employers adhere to the threi 1Vs" of the Guidelines, tmy can institute

. .
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affirmative action and be ihmunized from liability for discrimination.

The "three R's" set out in the Guidelines are:

1. Reasonable self analysis;

2. 'easonable basis for concluding a

particular action is apProptiate; and

3; 'Reasonable action.

The first "R" ofthe_Atfirmative Action GUiddIinea Contemplates that emplOyers

'will condUCt a reasonable self-analysis. A reasonable self-analysis is one

th whidh an°employer determines Whether any of his employment practices ,

"exclude, disadvantage ... or result in adverSe ispector disparate treat-

ment of,:previoualy excluded or restricted groups or leave uncorrected the

effect of prior discriminationi and if sui to attempt to determine why." ; t

A reasonable self- analysis is such like a bluepfint. Both contain itper-

tent specifications and dhe user kn0WS the underlying reason for each

'figure: A Self-anaIsis should cover all employment practices and their

'effect on.protected groups.

The econd "R" &a that thete be 4..reasonable basis for the employer's

alfirffiatiVe action. The GUidelines contemplate that employers evaluate

their workforce or employment decisions to determihe Whether they have ,k

situation which could be in violatioh of Title VII. NO employer has to 12

state pUblicIy or privately to the EECC that he has violated Title VII. '

Reasonable action is the third "R" contempleted by the GU defines: An

affirmative action plan must be reason le in' relationship to the problem

disclosed by the self-analysis. In cionSiderili the reasonableness of a

particular affirmative action plan, the EECC will generally apply the

following standards: the plaii:ShoUld be tailored to remedy the.problem

identified in the self - analysis; the plan should be 6signed to ensure that

,
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employment systems operatefairly
futile while avoiding unnecessary

restrictions on-opportunities tar the workforce as a whole; the plan, it

it has race Or sex - conscious provisions, can
be maintained only as long as

it is necessary to remedy the problem; and, if ehe'pian includes goals and

timetables,. theyposcbe reeSanably
related to considerations such as the

-effects ofpeat.diderttrnation, the need for prappc elimination Of Adverse

tiPpeCt Or disparate treatment, the availability'Of qualified applicants,

and the number of employment opportUnitiet
expected to be available.

It should be emphasi -zed that only
affirMative action plena adopted in "good

faith; in'conformity with, andin reliance upon' the Guidelines can receive

the full protection of the Guidelines;.
including the immunity defense provides

by Section 713(b)(I) of Title VLI.

The OUidelines also state that theEECC will give comity to affirmative

action plans developed ptittuant to Executive Order 11246. This is

important §6cause.many employers are government 'contractors at therefore;

.tCljdde to EkeCucive Order 11246 as Well as Title VI/. In enforcing -the

Ekecucive Order, the Office of Federal Contract compliance Programs may

havealreadY raged an employer to develop an affirmative'adtiOn plan.

The Guidelines state that an employer Who had had a:plan'approvid in order

to come into compliance with the
Ekeatitive Order; may rely on that plan to

(
This1Section reads -as fallows: "(b) In briy actian:ar_PrOeeding based

On any alleged unlawful-emplayMent
practice;m0 person. shall be subject

to any liability or
OUnIshment_for,ovon account of-(1) the ceendasicma

by such tiditott0fLan_trilawful employment practice it he_pIeWs_ard_proves
that:the_aCr_or:oudssion complained of was in good taith_;_in conformity

with; -and -in reliance on any written
interpretation or opinion of the

Conndssion,..."
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deMenstrate compliance with EEOC'S Guidelines. Hence; the government's

a'PproaCh.in this area is Coordinated and avoids potential conflicts between

the two primary Federal agencies enforcing employment anti-discrimination

latjt;

I have attached a copy of the Guidelines to my presentation this morning

and,ASk that they be Made partof the record at this point. They are

Appendix B.

VII. EEOC's Office of Interagency Coordination:

The Commission receivedeinteragency coordinati responsibility inReorgani-

- cation Plan No. 1 of 1978 and in Executive Orde 12067,2/ The Affirmative

'Action addelines, which / have just discussed, e among the first actions .,

coordinated by EECC pursuant to this responsibility.-_The ContiSsion's

office responsible for coordinating the Guidelines 1 other external

Federal EEO issuances is EEOC's Office of ;Interagency Coo tion. The

Office of Tnteragency aerdttation has been extremely active since its

beginning. There has been no change in this office's role in the new admin-

istration. For the record, I have attached the exchanges of correspondenCe

between cm and myself that makes this clear. They appear as Appendtk D.

This office's second annual report; covering fiscal/years 1979-1980;_is

presently being printed at the Government Printing Office._ I woulege

happy to provide copies of it and the.offices first annual. report to all

the interested manbers of the suhcOMMIttee.

. .

Cne of the matters presently being coordinated by this office is the Office

of Federal nact :MpIiance PrOgram's N6tiee of Proposed RUTe MbkIng en

Affirmative Action Regulations for'Coverrinent Contractors Under Executive

Order 11246.

- /

'The Commission applauds OFCCP's efforts to reduce burdens on smaller

employers; to diminish the Paperwork requirements of

T
e contract compliance

2/ A copy of Executive Ctder 12067 is attached as 4ppendix C.

83-771 0 7 82 - 22
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program; to introduce_regulatory_simplifiddriOnSj_snd_to
reconcileeconcilethe__

Contract compliance
requirements to the Guidelines issued by the COMmi-ssima.

under Title VII.

The proposed regulations raise
several issues that relate to the concerns

expressed by the SubccaMittee today. One of those issues is OFCCP's proposal

to.adopt higher threshold
reqUirements which, We believe; :mold lir& coverage.

of ExedUtiVe Order 11246.
Another issue is OFCCP's proposalto authorite0

EXtended Duration Affirmative Action Plans without that we believe are/
proper safeguards.

Of course; I cannot predict bor you this morning how the further negotiations

reqUired by Executive Order
12067 will affect these issues. I also cannot

predict bor you this morning
how the COMmissien will act on these

proposed regulations.

VIII. :EDOC"-aOWce of SytteMid Programs::

Let me turn now to
theCommissidn'S Office of Systemic Programs. Thin 4

office has made significant progress
during the latter half of fiscal .

year 1981. This progress; we believe, will continue during-fiscal:ypm;

1982.

The criteria used by the office for targeting reapondents were adopted

by the emission on July a, 1978.
The;driferia; which are published

In the Commission's
Compliance Vatioal; serve not only to guide systemic

targeting'but aliO to Make respOndents
aware of the program's standards

and foCU-S. I have set out the criteria beIW:

1. Employers or persons object.toTitleFII uhe

dent-Eta: in effect policies and praCtes which

result in low utilizatiOnaSVailable
minorities

'andw6Min despite the clear obligation in Title:9n

to tdiily recruit, hire and
promote SUCh persons;
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_ 2._ Employers or_other persons_mibject to Title VIi_uho

employ a sUbstantialy smaller proportion of minor-

ities and/or women than other employers in the same

labor market who employ persons with the see gerwral

level of skillS;

3. EMployers or other persons sUbjectIto Title V1I who

employ substantial nuMbers of Mitiorities and/or women

is low-paying job categories;

4. EmploYers or other persons subject to Title VII lab

niintain dOediffdtterUitaillit; hiring, jab assignment;

promotton;disdharge; and other policies an3;practices

relating to the terms and conditions of employment that

have an adverse impact on Minorities And women, and are

not justified by business necessity. Such policies and

practices may include, but are not limited to, those

prohibited in the ComMission's Guidelines on DiteriMinatied

Bededbe Of'Sdr, 29 C.F.R 1604; CzideIines On ibiscrimi!*'

tion Because of Religion: 29 C.F.R. 1605; Guidelines On

DiscriMination Because of National Origin, 20 C.P.A. 1606

the UhifOrm GUidginet on EMpIqyee Selection Procedures;

29 C.F.R. 1607; and other guidelines as may be adopt.2d

from time to

5. Employers or others subject to Title VII chose employ-

ment practices have had the effect of restricting or

excluding available minorities and women tribM signifi-

cant eMpIoyment opportunities, and who are likely to be

used as models for other employers because of suds factors

339
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as the number of their employeeS;
thur impact on the,

local economy, or their CaMpetitive position in .the

industr7; And 44

6. Employers (a) wha because of Otpatinng_ employment or

significant turnover ratea,,even if the employer's

workforce is stable or in retrenChment, are likay to

have substantial nUMbers:of employment opportunities,

and (b) chose practices may rot provide available

minoritiid and warren with fair access to these

Opportunities.

These standarOs are necessarily bread,
encompassiag more employers ditai EEOC

can review, given its present level of resources. ACcordifigIy; Systemic

targeting has beeeturthernarrowe0
thedUgh informs guidance to our field

offiCes in a field memorandbM.
The criteria set out in, this mempranditiare

additional 64 thadd,Set out in EECC's Compliance Manual. These criteria

state that:

1. EMployers With Uorkforces of between 5046 and 2,500 atithe

t' Charged facility will be the primary focus or review;

2. Generally, a charge will involve either a one - facility

employer or one facility of a multi-facility employer.

Hiwever, where similar personnel systems, union

contracts or similarity of jabs Mskesei'broader

investigation efficient and manageable, a multi-faCili

charge may -be considered;

3. EEO-1 Reports for several years will be reviewed to .

deteratte whether there has been a significant declirs,in

the employers' overall Werkrarte and; therefore, insubstantial.

. .

X40
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hiring activity during the-period immediately preceding

the targeting;

4. Con siderationWill be given to recent improvements in an

employers EEO profile despite continuing underrepresentation;

and

5. Priority will be given to those targetecriMpfoyers_

410 shaw poOpr EEO performance on more than one basis:

The implementation of the criteria has, in our view, led to a more efficient

use of the Commission's systemic resources sine these factors are designed

to fOCUS on the worst diSeriihinaOfts first. Tcey have led to the issuance

of 130 systemic charges againstemployers to date. Cur projections show,.

that they will lead to, an additional: forty7five systemic charges during

Fiscal year 1981; ' '

Caring the last quarter of fiscal year 1981. new computerized models for

targeting systemic respondents were completed and diStribUted to the field.

TheSe edel-6 will Make it easier for EECC's field offices to implement the

. Commission's' systemic targeting program. 9iile the models presently_focus

only on employers, they will be expanded soon_to include unions and appren-

ticeship programs.'. The targeting models permit cOnparisons of empIojers

who utilize similar job skills in various industries, as well as comparisons'

7
of the employment practices within .a giverandus Employers are reviewed

with respect to their overall employment profile,-as well as by job andby__

specific protected diaSS; SOMe of the.other facto s 'taken into consideration'

are location within an SMSAisize of the employer rkforce;growCh trends,

and commuting patterns. Using a computer model and other targeting tools,

the Office of Systemic Programs generated 23 new,C6Mmissioner Charges during

the third and fourth quarters of fiscal year 1981'.

3
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Charges in theSySent are progressing on schedule.
Weihg the fourth quarter

of fisCaI year 1981; the Commission
issued its first seven systemic charge

deSisions under this program. TheS6 Are now being conciliated. 'If these

efforts fail, theSe charges will be referred for litigation. ke4oece to

consider another forty-five to fifty such deciiiiOna dUrtdg fiscal year

1982. Recognizing the benefits CO gayer-U*6m; industry and the vyctims of

discrimination in voliiitery resolution of Title VI/ disputes, we are

making active efforts oo settle these charges even prior 60 decision.

H50tvet; even allowing for a substantial nUMber.of settlements, ue anticipate

,that approximately 15 systemie laWSUits will be filed next year by our

field offices, resources permitting.

X. Conclusion A Positive Nbte

Mr. Chalheen and Members of the Committee, Lrealiii ehA5 theta hearings

center pn the subject of affirmative action. flOwever; I would like to assure
_.

you that the RFT is alive arid WOIL There has been same concern about eqUal,

employment Oiik.eetuoity; but the public is not often able to assess the positive

actions of thelr government in this vital area I Wish to report to you that

the Cannission's 'title VII backlog, Whichi stood at
almost 70,000 charges as of

January 1979, is row belo0 24;000 charges.

During the first three quar4rs of Fiscal Year 1981 charge processing figures

show a continued cliMb in the dreg of production and benefits. Awing this period

the Commie-Add took in tot processing 40,291 charges. OUr field Offices resolved

54,482 Charges or 357 more charges than we tia4itakhh in: This represents a-

one-third increase in production over COmporriple tygures for Fiscal Year 1980.

In the Title VII Ara; the Cbmmission has received 31,751 Charges and resolved,.

45,456 or amont 45% more than we have taken in.

Met
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importantConnissien proceases contihUe to provide substantial relief.

Despite the extraordinary narber of resolutions, the Title VII rapid charge

settlement rate is holding at 437.. The settlement rate for Age discsimination

charges has risen to 251., and Equal Pay settlements haVe gone up to 277..

Through nine months of 1981, approximately $60 million in relief has been

obtained for 36,682 people. These figures exceed benefit atteihW for AU of

FiscalsYear 3980.

_:J=:134n::_the.litigation side we recently settled four EEOdLemployment disoriMina-

tion suits against the nation's Largest retail employer, Sears, Roebuck and Co.

The tens of the agreeffieht were.diFectedat inbUi.ig that Sears would bmplement

procedures to monitor its oun hiring practices in trays that should assure

compliance with the Law. We believe then and now that the agreement will

enhance mindrity opportUnities at Sears, and we hope to observe signs that will

justify that belief in the near future. ,

On September 11, 1981 EEOC reached an agreement with Nabisco Incorporated

Qh6,- kredeva to establish a settlement fundfor the benefit of a nationwide :

class of female bakery employees. The settlement, upon final approval by the

U.S.DistrictCourt in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, will exceed $5 million.

In addition to the foregoing we obtained $4,997,705 through litigation

for alleged victims of discrimination durink_thefirst_sixmontha of Fiscal Year

1981 uhiCh was a substantial increase over the $2;064,250,received over a COD:

pat-able period during Fiscal Year 1980.

-
Thank you for inviting me to testify before this Committee.
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APPENDIX A

( A Fuller Statement
8f Acting Chairman Smith's Views on Equal Employment

.

And Affirmative action )

Defining Affirmative Action

Affirmative action is a term Which has been the subject of much public

debate and confusion in recent years 1/ It encompasses a wide variety of

activities, some of which haVe
extensive public support, and some others which,

a few have intensely criticized.
Affirmative action can be defined as actions

appropriate to overcome the effects of past or present policies or other

barriers to equal employment opportunity. Simply stated, an. affirmative

action plan, is no more than a systematic
organizational effort to reach

certain management objectives based on sound Organizational analysis and

problem identification; it is a plan designed to comprehensively correct the

discriminatory process
through,anti-diScrimitiatO0 measures that may be ra7i,

Sex, and national origin conscious.

Some examples of appropriate means to affirmatively aitihate

employment bairiers, which in design an4 execution may be-race; cofori-EDRX or

ethnic "conscious:, include:

A recruitment program
_designed_to attract qualified members

of the group in Aquestion; A_systematic effort to organize

work and re-desLin jobs_ 151 ways that provide opportUnitiei

for persons ladking 'journeyman'
level knowledge or Skills-to

enter and, with appropriate
training, to progriaa in a career

field; Revamping selection instruments or -procedures_ which

have not Yet been validated in order to tedoed Or_ eliminate

exclusiohary effects_
_particular groups in particular job

classifidatiOnc_ The_ of measures _designed to

assure that members of the
affected group who are qualified

344
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to perform the jdb are included within the pool:of persons
from which the selecting,official makes the selection; and a
systematic effort to provide career advancement training,
both classroom And on-the-job. to employees locked into dead
end jobs. 2/

in short, affirmative action is a concept that seeks to achieve two

objedtiVei! (I) the end/nation of barriers that have kept minorities and

women out Of the economic mainstream; and (2) the initiation of positive

measures chat ensure .a true equal opportunity for those previously excluded.

An affirmative action plan is -the vehicle to accomplish these two objectives.

An affirmative action plan may be implemented after judicial, legislative or

administrative findings of constitutional or statutory-, violations.

Alterndtively, in appropriate circumstances, an affirmative action plan may be

- adopted voluntarily even thoilgh there has been no governmental finding of

discrimination.

The Supreme Court has held that following a determination of Liability

under Title VII of the Civil Rights Act 6E1964, the courts have the power to

order relief which will "make persons.whoIe for injuries suffered on account

of uhlaWf61 660IOybene discrimination." 3/ Section 706(g) of Title VII vests

broad equitable powers in the courts to "order such affirmative action as.may

be appropriate; which may include; but is not limited to reinstatement or

hiring of employees; with or without back pay...or any other equitable relief

as the court deems appropriate." 41 All nine of the Federal Courts of Appeals

that have `considered the legality of fixed goal requirements .have found them

lawful when necessary to remedy disctimihation, and the Supreme Court has

deMiAned to review these iulins. 5/

It should be clearly underitOOd that Title VI/ does not impose

different- Standards and remedies on government employers Than on private

345
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employers. Blake v: city of Los Angeles,
545 F.Z. 1367; 1'372; 1374 (9th Cir.

1979).and Firefighters Institute- v.
City of St. Louis; 549 F.2d 506, 510 (8th

Cir.) cert. denied; 434 U.S. 819 (1977). State or local governments maybe

directed to implement hiring or
promotion goals following a determination that

Title VII has been violated.
United States v. City of Buffalo, 633 F.2d 643

(2d Cir.'. 1980), United States v.
City of Chicago, 573 F.2d 416; 420-424 (7th

Cir. 1978). Of course, affirmati4d aetion
plans developed by publid employers

tr
are subject to Constitutional Iiditations. Public employers May voluntarily

establish racial classifiCatiOna for ostensibly benign
purposes,_but only if

the classifications serve an important and articulated purpose and f they are

reasonably used in light of these objectives.
Sueh ClaSSifications may be

created following a judicial; legislative or adminiatrative determination that

there has been a Constitutional or statutory violation.

With regard to voluntary
affirmative action; the United States Supreme

Court Made tlear in sited
Steelworkers of America v. 6/ that employers

May adopt a voluntary
affirmatiVe action plan bas upon a selfASSessment

that there is an underreprededtation
of certain groups in its workforce.

Thus; an employer may voliiiitatity
attempt to correct its workforce imbalance,

regardless of whether it was caused by its own discriminatory actions or those

of the society at liege. The Supreme Court concluded, that to hold otherwise,

would contravene Congressional
intent in enacting Title VII that "management

prerogatives And union freedoms...be
left undisturbed to the greatest extent

possible." 7/

-----

Beth private enterprise and Labor unions have utilized voluntary

affirmative action measures.
They have done so when a

selfevalhatiOn of past

and present employment practidea
and an analysis of the workforce compared
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with the available qualified labor pooli indicated that something other than

mere chance may have been responsible for explaining the under-participation

of qualified minorities and females An the compadrs workforce. Prudent

management has dictated the adoption of voluntary affirmative action And the

taking of corrective steps rather than awaiting costly litigation and a

possible adverse adjudiciation.

An example of a veldntarilY adopted private affirmative action plan is

the one at Kaiser AIumithid and Chemical Corporation's Gramercy, Louisiana

Plant. The affirmative action program was initiated after Kaiser Aluminum and

the United Steelworkers of America negotiated a collective bargaining

Agreement which included an affirmative action provision for an on-the -job

training program for the skilled craft job category. The program providee.

that trainees would be selected'on the basis of seniority, but that 50% of the

trainees were to be Black until the percentage of Black skilled craft Workers

at Kaiser Aluminum was approximately the same as the percentage of Bladkig in

the local labor force.

There are some significant points that must be noted about the Kaiser

plan. In instituting this Plan; both the company and the union had believed

that a gross underrepreaentatiOd of Black skilled craft workers in the company

was not the result of past. discrimination by the company. There was a serious

shortage Of Black craft workers generally in the local labor market, and this

vas due to well known past discrimination by craft unions and union

apprenticeship programs that excluded Blacks from obtaining those skills.

Kaiser's efforts to recruit Black skilled, workers had been unsuccessful

because of the shortage of Black craft workers in the local labor market.

Therefore, in order to eradicate the effects of past societal discriminiaeion
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Kaiser and the United Steelworkers instituted a :7 training program for

non-craft Kaiser employees. The training program made available to all

don-craft Kaiser employee--Black as Weil as White. This is a good exampletf

how affirmative action plans very Often provide concrete benefits for 4II

workers regardless of sex or ta66. 8/

Some good faith valuntary affirmative
action efforts have become the

target of so-called "reverse
discrimination" complaints against Management.

It becamb clear that unless the government agency in charge of monitoring

compliance with the anti discrimination
Statutes stepped in Co provide some

guidance, pruient employers wouIdbe deprived of their prerognkive to initiate

business planning that minimizes potential risks, clearly something that

Congress never intended to_h1ppen. to recognition of this need for guidance,

in Janary 1979i the Commission adopted Guidelines on Affirmative Action/9/

i:hith delineated the scope of appropriate affirmative action under Title VII;

These guidelines, provide-:guidance; to employers who want to initiate

voluntary affirmative action ,ptagrad, and offer some immunity to ihode

employers who take gobd faith initiatives to come: into compliance with the

statute. ,The Guidelines allaW employers to anticipate and to take corrective

steps before their employment practices become a problem, subjecting them to

Title VII. liability.

II. MisconceptiOnd about Affirmative Action

(

A nd&bet of erroneous assumptions
have been made by some people about

-

affirmative action.
An affirmaeive;actiod plan is not a license to discrimi-.

nate against non-targeted groups, such as White Or male employees; it is not a

license to prefer unqualified minorities or 'women over qualified' Whites or

men. Court decisions and the Equal Employment Opportunity Coordinating

3 8
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Council's Policy Statement on Affirmative Action make it clear that equal.

employment opportunity laws do not require the employment of 'unqualified

persons. +a/ , However, employers are required to examine qualification

standards to- insure that'their standards predict successful job performance.

Selection procedures which are not job related an operate to exclude women

and minorities should be discarded as discriminator This evaluation of

employment criteria does not lower standards; it merely requires t,hat the
-

criteria are appropriately tailored to fit the needs of emPioyers.

A permis4ble affirmative action plan must not "unnecessarilytrammeI

the interests of the white [or male] employees.- II/ For example, Whites may

not be:discharged to make room for Blacks and the affirmative action program

may not bar Whites from advancement altogether. The plan must be temporary in

nature, not intending to maintain a :fixed racial or sexual balance in the

workforce, but rather to eliminate a manifest racial or sexual imbalance.

Critics of affirmative action claim that it requires the proportional

representation of women and racial groups in every organization and

institution and compels a system 'of group entitlement. GrOup classificati;ars

are only a means of facilitating an analysis of employment practices. To 5e

remedied, discrimination must first be identified, and it cannot be corrected.

without permitting 'race, national origin and sex categorization to the

Collection of evidence. Absent discrimination; an underrepresented group has

no entitlement becauSe group categorization is not meant to serve as a method

for the allocation of benefits or opportunities.

49
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however; where class wide
disci/ELME/on-exists, effective enforcement

of our nation's equal employment opportunity laws requires class oriented

relief; Discrimination by its very nature relies on invidious classifiCatiens

on the basis of groupcharacteristiCS.
To treat discrimination AS Merely an

individual problem ensures the
perpetuation of emPloyment practices our nation

has resolved to eradicate.
In recognition of this, Congress in 1964 gave the

Attorney, General of the United States the power to bring equal employment

pattern and practice Snits. 12/ Effective in . 1974; this statutory

responsibility for systemic enforcement was transferred to the Equal

Employment Opportunity Commission,
'14/ a responsibility which we

Consider to

_
be critical to the full and effective enforteMedt of our nation's equal

employment opportunity laws,

Thnte has been considerable
argument and confusion about chi use of

quotas, goals ;:and statistics in the Context of affirmative action. The use /

of Statistical methods of proof in discrimination cases is well established.

As the Supreme Court stated
id Teamsters- v. United States 14/:

... absent explanation, it is_ordinarily to be expected that

nondiscriminatory hiring- practices
will in time result in a

work force more or leso representative of the racial and

ethnic composition of the population in the community -from

' which employees are
h1red.Evidence of IaagIaatiqg and -gross

disparity between_the_compoalcion
Of a work _forte and 'that of

the gederSl_pepulation
thus may be Significant even though

SectiOn 703(j)_ makes' clear that Title VII _laipOses no

requirement that a work force mirror the general population.

The Court further stated that
where gross disparities . can be ahOwn,..

-they alone may in.a proper case
constitute prima-fhcie, proof of a pattern or

praCtice of discrimination. Statistical comparisops between an employer's
a

work force composition and that- in the relevant labdr market 'irea_are both

probative for
finding discrimination and for judging an employer's efforts to

implement an affirmative action plan. Thus, use of numerical goals in an
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affirmative action plan; be it for hiring, training; promotion; transfers or

' layoffs; is no more and no less than classical management by objectives:

Businesses typicallymeasure their success by comparing their_performonce to

certain pre-determined expected, goals, be they selling, servicing or

manufacturing; so too a business establishes objectives for affirmative action

and measures its progress towards these objectives. From EEOC's

tnvestigative findings are based at least in part- upon numerical measures.

When the numbers are seen to be reaching par with realistic external standards,

at a pace that makes up for past exclusion 'in a reasonable amount of time,

they offerrsome assurance that identified violation; have been 'corrected and

the/harm redressed.

Goal setting in affirmative action is a reasoned;process. 15/ It

requires a review of current employment levels; assessment- of internal and

external availability of qualified protected class candidates; projection of

anticipated vacancy and turnover rates; and consideration of other relevant

factors such as species working conditions] and collective bargaining

agreements. When this is completed, the process calls, for projection of

numerical, objectives for each year over a planned and fixed time period.

Goals ;day be by individual job titles or "Coobined related job groups and are

expressed -in terms of percentage of selection, short or Iong term

partieipaties rates or other appropriate measurements.

Achievement of goals- is normally conditioned by evidence of good faith

effIrtA by employers, since it is impossible to :predict with certainty

employment levels and needs, and there is no assurance that qualified and

interested targeted class individuals will be available for seleCtion when job
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openings occur. The employer iiihibits-good faith by complying with the

procedural requirements of the affirmative action plan and by otherWiSe

establishing a record of positive effort and intent.

Coals are SinpIy numerical results which are expected to fel/c;., from

the operation of the affirmative
procedures adopted in a plan: If they are

_,not_achieved, it is a warning signal to critically reeiaMine the employment

practices to determine whether the failure 'to achieve those. goals is the

result Of discriminatory employment
procedures that may still be operating to

disadvantage the employment opportunities of the targeted group.

III. Discrimination: The Problem Affitdative Action Seeks to Remedy

A thorough understanding Of affirmative action is not possible without

reference to the problem'it seeks to cure. Affirmative action is a remedy for

the disease of discrim:.natitin which still exists in epidemic proportions in

As-stated:'in the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights' publication,

Affirmative Action in the 1980's: DismantUng-the Process Of Discrimination

( 81, at p. 5)

Discrimination has become a process that_ builds the

discriminatory attitudes and actions of indiVidUnIS into_the

operations of organizations and social structures (such_as

edutation;_employment, housing and government)._ perpetuating

past injustices into the present, and manifesting_ itself

through statistically :measurable inequalities; _that are

Longstanding and igidespread, thia_ditcriminatory_ process

produces unequal results elan; thi_ lines of race. sex, and

national origin, which in turn reinforce existing_ practices

and breed damaging stereotypes_ which_then _promote the

existing inequalities that Set the process in motion in the

first place

When such a &act-initiatory process is at work, insistence upon

neutrality and color7bliddneas insures
the continuation of current inequitable

practices.
of discrimination permeating our society

which affirmetiee action seeks to remedy. When this discriminatory process
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has beendismantled. affirmative action will no longer serve Any legitimate

social purpose am' will no longer be justifiable.

People who are a generation or two removed from an era when discrimi-

nation against minorities and women Wad gOVethMentaily_required or sanctioned

and almost universally practiced by private parties may not feel any

responsibility for.the past. NeVettheIeds, our shared-htstory has laid the

foundation for both the afflictions of today and the need to find a cure for

the future.

From the early I600's to 1865, Blacks in this country, with fel4

exceptions; were held in bondage. Although there ,have been other stave

.

systero in the world, slavery in the United States was unique co the extent to

which race was the determining factor for slave status= 16/ In the Dred Scott

decision of 1857, 41/ Mr: Chief Justice Taney; Speaking for a majority of the -

United States Supreme Court, described the American perception of Blacks at

the time of the foundation of our nation, in these graphic terms; .

0

(Negroes]..-were at -that time_ cdusidered as a subordinate and
inferior class of- beings, who had been subjugated by the

dominant race, -and whether emancipated or not, yet remained

subject_ to theit authority._ and had no rights or privileges

but such-as those_ who held the power'and the government. might

choose to grant them.

Negroes had for more than,a century before been regarded as

beings of an inferior order; and altogether unfit to

associate with the white race...and_ so. fir inferior; that'

they had no rights which the white an was -bound to respect;

and that. the negro might justly and laigary_be reduced to

slavery far his benefit. He was bought andsoId, and treated
as an ordinary article of merctiAndise and traffic; whenever a

protit could be made by it. This opinion was at that time

rimed and universal in the civilized portion of the white

race.

Dred Scott v. Sanford, 60 U.S. (19 Nov.) 393, 404-405, 406 (1857).

82-171 0 - 82 - 23
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The Civil War emancipated the Blacks, but
produced feW Changes in their

social or edOneSaic status. 18/
Some states enacted Black cadeS in an attempt

to perpetuate White persons' ability to control and profit from the labor of

Slacks. 19/ Although at the time of ReconstrucCion; a great majority of

artisans and skilled workers in the south, for example; were Slacks,

widespread action had already begun CO evict- them from the skilled

occupations. soy For example, iaWn Were enacted prohibiting White persona

_

from forming lat,or contracts With "Colored"
mechanics or masons. 21/

, The newly deVeloping unions either excluded Slacks completely or

relegated them to Segregated chapters and to the lowest paying and most

disagreeable jObS. 22/ Before emancipation, it had ten illegal eo teach

slaves to read and write. 23/ The entry of Blacks into the professions was

restricted by this enforced illiteracy ghd their excIoalon from professiOnal

schools.

In 1896, the Supreme Court dedided PIeSsy v. Ferguson, -24/ sanctioning

the separate and unequal conditions in which Blacks would live until 1954 Whin

Plessy was overturned by the iddiSinn in Brown v. -Board of Education= 25/

The existence of "grandfather clauses,' poll taxes, and literacy tests

effectively 'denied RIACkA the right to vote. Lynching was prevalent as an

:informal method of social concria of Slacks until
wellinto this century. 26/.

Disericlindtion by the White majority has not been limited to Blacks,

but bas operated to the disadvantage
of other racial and ethnic groups as

Well, including American Indians, A3ians,
Hispanics; and other nonmajority

persons 27/ Moreover, federal and state laws have aanctionedizarions forms

of discciminatiod against women of all races and ethnic backgrounds. 28/
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To be sire, Ln the LUSE 20 years; we have passed laws repudiating more

than 200 years of inequality and: disadvantage. Nevertheless, the blatant'

racial and sexual discrimination of our recent past continues to manifest

itself in the present. We have decreed by law that minorities and women are

no Longer inferior to other Americans, but as de Tocquevilli recognized 'tang ;

befote Slavery was abolished: "A natural prejudice leads a man to acorn

Anybody who has been his'174tItr, long after he has becomehis equal; the

real inequality...is always followed by an imagined inequality rooted in

mares." 29/

Of the 3,000 Black household's surveyed natonwide in a 1979 study by

Mathematics, a research firi; two thirds of Black heads of households said

that they belie'Ved there WAS CCM a great deal of discrimination in the

United States. 30/ A recent survey conducted by Data Black of New York City.

found that 60 percent Of Black college graduates said they had encountered job

discrimination. 31/

AS a result of deeply engrained prejudices and customs, employers

continue to treat minorities and women less favorably cause of their race;

national origin; or 'sex. This disparate treatment may be an integral part of

well established employment practices. For example, some minerities,and women

are still being channelledinto lower paying, lower status jobs; regardless of

qualifications. az/ This process often begins at the recruitment stage when

ads are selecrively placed-rinthe Minority press for unskilled Jobs but not

for skilled Pbsitions. WhileMahy newspapers
have absndoned the practice of

sex segregated ads, sex segregation in the occupations is still a widely

prevalent phenomenon in today's society. Traditionally, female and minority

Jobs have been consistently underpaid and characterized as lower status.

"e
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Employment interviewers often perceive women and minorities as being

less promising candidates than White males with similar qualifications. When

interviewers perceive a similarity between apPIicants and themselves;

according to a Leber of studies, 33/ they are likely to higher ratings

to the applicants. Since a high proportion of interviewers are nonminority

males, this tendency works to the disadvantage of minority and female

applicants. IntervieWers are often influenced by superficial characteristics

unrelated to job success. 34/ These factors include race, sex, physical

attractiveness and mangier Of dress. Interviewers'often have stereotyped views

which Oar-At,. against minorities; especially when an applicant does not

diiforM to Middle class standards. Women are still perceived as being more

IikelY to ctilit a job after marriage, to have family responsibilities Whidtk

WiII impair their ability to do their jobs, and as unable to successfully

Supervise males. 35/

Although many cqmpantes have now adopted affirmative recruitment

practices which enable them to interview many more minority and female

applicants, affirmative action cannot stop at the recruitment stage.

Different. hiring and promotion standards for minorities and women still

permeate the employment world. Ili a number of fields where mincrities_have

never been hired bCfate; qualifications have been.incieased with leniency in

the hitiag process practiced only for nonminority male applicants. 36/

Settee qualified Minorities may still find themselves being passed over for

promotions. For instance; in a trucking company, Black workers were required

to train lesser qualified White workers to prepare fat theft promotion to

higher paying jobs which the Black instructora themseIVeS were barred from

entering.d7/

356
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Employers whii engage is discriminatory practices like those discussed

above are sUbjedt to liability under Title VII. In recognition of the fact

that employers are not likely to confess a di,criminatory motive for their

adtiona, particular patterns of employer conduct have been held by the courts

to create an inference of discriminatory intent. The employers' diScrimi-

natory motivation is thus inferred, justifying the impositien of liability.

Well establi, ed rules, practices and policies of employers often

perpetuate discrimination although they do not purport to treat groups

differently on the basis of race, national origin or sex. The infamous -grand-

father clauses' . an example of d faCially neutral policy which preserved

the Inequities of the Peat. TheSe laws; enacted by some states, provided that

only those indiVidUala whose grandfathers had voting privileges.were entitled

to vote. Blacks, most of whose grandfathers were slaves and unable to vote,

were effectively disenfranchised.

qoWeVer, today; neutral employment practices which have a dispropot

tioudte adverse impact on women and minorities are often accepted as proof of

discrimination.

Employr at pi:attires, like word of mouth recruitment used by employers

_

with a predomiratly non-minority male employee population; perpetuate the

existing make up of the labor force. 38/ Studies of white and blue collar

workers have shown that they found their jobs through the use of personal

networks more often than through any other method. 31/ In she same way,

failurat-to- publicize promotional opportunities can have-an adverse- impact -.:On

minority and faMAId Candidates employed in a predominantly White that

e, ir,nment. Preference given to Erlends and relatives of present empIoYeaS

may AISO have a similar adverse impact on Minorities and women. 40/ EcTipIeyers

whiCh recruit new employees through wc1k-ina may end up with a predominantly

357
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White workforce if they are located in cOdidnities in which minorities do not

live. 41/ Suburbanization of business operations and widespread residential

segregation make this problem a 'very.reaI one. Also; employer dependence on

unions or ployment agencies with_diScriminatory referral systems hurts the

employment' opportunities of minorities and women. 42-/

Reliance on educational credentials and test scores of various kind& to

screen Applicants for hire or promotion is a widespread practice. Where these

requirements CandOt be shown to predict successful job performance; and they

unfairly exclude women and' minorities from employment opportunities; they

.

Viidate Title VII. Inferior educational opportunities Make minorities less

likely than Whites to have many of these formal credentials. 43/ In fact;

some of the incumbent management Officials
imposing these degree requirements

do not have these credentials themselves.
Discriminatory counseling as yell

as traditional family influences may affect flie extent to which women meet

formal degree requirements. 44/
Additionally; differences in the cultural

backgrounds of test designers and minority test takers may affect minority

performance on screening tests. 45/

Employment practices whiCh are -facially neutral" in their treatment of

different ground; "but that in fact fall more harshly on one group than

another and Cannot be justified by business necessity" 46/ subject an employer

to liability under equal employment Laws. In prigka v. Doke Power Co.; 47/

;for example; the Supreme Court of the United States found that a;high school.

diploma requirement and a passing score: An intelligence test were

impermissible prerequisites for certain job categories where they operated-to

exclude Blacks and could not be relateCtu job performance. Mr. Chief Justice

Burger wrote that in passing Title VII of the Civil RightsAct of 1964;

Congress required the "removal of artificial, arbitrary, and unnecessary
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bartier4 to employment *when _the
barriers Operate invidiously to discrimirtete

on the basis of racial or ocher impermissible classification." '-ika/

The external faldicacork Of the vicious discrimiracory cycle are

impossible to ignore. According to the U.S. Department of Labor, BIadka and

Ocher racial minorities Of nnesn,layed at twice the rate of Whiteg. 49/

Unemployment among, the minority. youth population is at epidemic

proportions. 50/ Moreover; according to 1980 annual average data on weekly

median earnings taken from the Current Population SurVey (CPS); which is

conducted monthly by the Bure2u of the 1Ansus, Black and Hispanic full-time
,

wage and salary workers earned only 80 r,acs and 78 cents respectively for

every dollar earned my umPIye, fUll-ti&d. Women employed full=.timc

earned only 65 cents for earned by their male counter±,rts

These disparities continue, cal within indIvidugl CPS job cacw3Ories and in

some cases acttinlly becara 13:-gee; In the 'manage: and administrati'..e job

category (extlusiv, of
daiiAgdrS); for instance., women empl,,yei

earned only 59; cents for every dollar earned by full-ti'mu Mili workers.

Blacks and Hispanics employed full- time as man:13,ms and adriiittrt,,rs earned

-soma-80 cents and 86 tents respectively for each dollar darned by caeir White

councerpartth. 51/

Significant disparities also continue to dkisr it ,mployment patterns

Of minorities and women, as compared to white men. This is evident from

employment data based upon the CoMmission's survey of private employ-erg,

called the Employer Information Report (EEO-1). 52/ Although this EEO-1

,,urvey is generTly-timited- to
those employers having 100 or more-Wetkera, it

is the only employer-baSed source of-, racial and ethnic employment; data

nationally available; The latest available EEO-1 data, covering I979i make

clear the present extent of the disparities in employment patterns 7paong the
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various population classes. For instance, 32.1% of the 13.6 Minion women

'employed by companies covered in the 1979 "EEO-1 survey, were employed in

office and clerical jobs. (See Table 1, attached.). This concentration held

for minority as well as White women. (See Table 3; attached). Of the over'-20

million male workers covered in 1979, however; only 4.6% were in,. this

Lltegory. On the other hand; Only 2.6% of all employed women were in- craft

jobs compared with some 19.0% of All Men. (See Table 1, attached).

_

With regard to minorities; they continued to be underrepresented in

such 'FEOrl Job. categories as officials and administrators, professionaIS add

technicianA. For ifista4e; only 2.6% of the 2.1 million Black men deployed by

surveyed Companies in 1979- were in the profe:. ,LA1 job category; whereas

IMZ Of the 16.7 million White men were in this category; Of the 1.1 million

Hispanic men covered in the 1979 EEO-1 survey, only 3.3% were in the

professional-field. (Sie.Table 2, attached).

It is often helpful to restate the relative earning positions .of

minorities and women in terms of a total dollar amount, covering all such

affected individtx,.1s. Taking 1980 Current Population Survey data on'

time Black wage and salary workers as an example, it is clear that .thded.

workers continue to suffer below-average earnings'not only because of IOWer

earnings in ady particular job category, but also because of their adlitoyt,nt

concentration in 'such low-paying jobs as laborers. 53/ Their beIrrO-Avere_e -

earnings in any given job category might be called a negative earnings effect.

Aft MostratiOn of this negative effect is presented by the 1980 CPS data in

the nianagetralandadministrativefield-1--(exclusiveoffarmmanagers)--where

Blacks ea rn some $307 weekly as compared with the $380 earned by all workers

in Chatfield.

/
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The concentration of Blacks in lower-paying jobs. on the other hand,

Bight be called a negative employment effect. Again, the managerial job

category might be used to indicate just how such employment impacts,upon

Blacks. According to the 1980 Current Population Survey, only some 4.4% of

i all full-time managers and administrators (excepting in farming) are Black,

whereas Blacks comprise 10.4% of all full-time workers in the work force.

Since full-time wage and salary workers in this field earn substantially more

per week than do all full -time wage and salary workers (ie., $380 versus $266

a week), this underrepresentation has a negative impact on the earnings of

Blacks as a class.

Summed over Current Population Survey data for all job categories;

Blacks, as a class obtained some $232 million a week less than the average of

all fOIl -time wage and salary .workers because of depressed earnings (earnings

effect) and some $142 million a week less because of their concentration in

jobs (employment effect). These two components add up to

appr....Locely $374 million a week which full7time Black wage and salary

workers fail to receive because they are not at .employment or earning parity

with other workers. This translates into a gap or loss of some $19 billion a'

year. Obviously, this gap or loss is attributable to zany factors, including

differences in education. type and length of work experience, .and age. ,meat

assuredly, however, part"of this gap must be attributed to continuing unfair

employment barriers and, more importantly, it must be redressed if we are to

achieve an open and fair economy.

Few persons today are unaware of the deeply rooted nature of the social

problems which are the fruit of this process of discrimination. The effects

of discrimination touch all of our As Chief Judge J. Skelly Wright

wrote recently (emphasis in original); 544
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How can we expect Macke and other minorities of

disadvantagedlgroupa to feel_ they have a stake in the

present system? They,are .deserted the fruits. of the.

nation's bounty. They ars_ crowded together in the

nations sIumsi they sufferiwidespread unemployment;
they receive the _worst of most goals/ services; they

- beer the brunt of the nation's brutalities. As they

. survey our white legislatures and congresses, our white
courtrooms and bureaucracies, must they oat feel that

their citizenship is second- rate that no matter what

the Constitution may say about their equality_ as

citizens; they are unequal and ruled from above? And if

this ob ective inequality undermines the- bond of

community felt by blaCk Americans, the fact that it_was

the deliberate product of. oppression by the ',bite

majority should make white Americans marvel_ the

continued patience' and ,tatriotism of_ their_ black

countrymen. Plainly, the disadvantaged position of

blacks and members of ocher, minority groups is

structural flaw in our political, system, and an

abomination. '?

Bipartisan and Public Support for Affirmative Action

The last four decades have seen bipartisan recognition of and efforts

at elimination of discrimination; these efforts bega4 with the announcement of

'principles of son - discrimination; and then after realizing the inadequacy of

thew: principles to make a real dent in the 'problem, the last two decades have

Seen an increasing* greater bipartisan emphasis on affirmative action.
o

d

Sinc.! Preiident Bootevelt's administratIci,. the Executive Branch has '
.

issued a serieu of Executive Orders designed to promote nonniiscriminntion in

employment. President,Kepnedy's Executive Order 10925; issued in 1961, took a

great step forward; it directed government contractors not only to refrain

from dir,:rtmisation but to undertake " affirmative action" to achieve equity in

employment practices. ?resident Johnson's' Executive Order 11246 in 1965 put

reaf--iuscIe into affirmative action measures, making many job, markets

penetrable for the first time by groups previously discrilanated against.
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President,Nixon continued the work of his predecessors when he t:sued

Executive Order 11478, firmly restating thz government's policy of providing

equal opportunity in federal employment. Under this ExeCutive Ovder, the

heads of executive' departments and agencies were required to. establish and

maintain an affirmative ,program of equal employment opportunity- far

civilian employees and applicants for employment within its jurisdiction.

Beginning with the Civil.Rights Act 1964, Congress has shown the same

keen awareness of the\need for affirmative action. In Title VII of the .A44,

Congress authorized the courts to order. affirmative action, whenever deemed

necessary, , to correct proven violations.

Moreover; while Title VII explicitly provides_that_it_does not require

employers to grant preferential treatment to any,indiwidual or group on the

basis of its race, color, religion, sex or national origin, 551 ,it leaves

r.updisturbed management prerogatives.rerogative to woluntaridy nndertake nffirmative

action inappropriate circumstances.0

Section 717 of Title VII Which. prohibits discrimination in federal

employment . requires that federaL.agencies develop and implement affirmative

action plans in order to correct underrepresentation of'minorities and women

in the federal government. Affirmative action efforts of the federal-

government include federal' equal opportunity recruitment program plans

developed pursuant to the requirements of Section 310 of the Civir.Service

Reform Act oC 478 (the "Garcia Amendment").

.
A majority of Americans accept affirmative measures as being necessary

to correct the effects of centuries of discrimination against minorities "and

women. According to a study conducted by Louis Harris and Associates in early

1979, ra majority of Whites in America favor affirmative action programs for
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Blickn in industry and in educational
institutions as long.as rigid-quotas-ate--

not used. 56/ A survey by the-American CO.:id-du cf Life Insurance Companieir
*1)

dISO_Cohducced in 1979, found that of 3;729 individuals surveyed, 71Z said

that 1.C.is fair for business to set up SpeCialized training programs
solely

for minorities and women. 57/

Most corporate executives accept
affirmative action as an inteOil part

of their business systems, according to a survey of 300 top executives in the

country conducted by Barnhill-Hayes; Inc.. of Milwaukee. About 72Z of the

respondents said productivity is'- -not hampered by minority hiring and 601

l" disagreed with the View that an employer's' affirmative:action burden is

unfair. 58/ Many labor unions have demonstrated their keen interest in

arfirmative action: For instance, the AFL-CIO, the United Steelworkers, the

InternatiOnaI Union of Electrical Workers; the United _Autoworkers and the

Coalition Of Labor 'Union. Women have
expressed their interest in playing a

greater role in the promotion,
and developT:enC of employdr affirmative action

plans. 59/

V. Costs and Benefits of AffirMatiVe,ACtion

I am not willing to put a price tag on freedom. justice and equality.

The colonists, during the ReVoIutlonary War did nr _weigh thdaei Cherished

goals on economic scalea nor should I. To them the principle Of'equality was-

.

too self- evident to require an accountant's judgment. iut seven so; allow me

to mention just a couple of recent and reputable code estflites that have been

offered in connection with EEOC paperwork said affirmative action.

According to a 1978 estimate by the GAO; business used-about 69 million

hours annually at an estimated cost, Of over $1 billion to respbnd to ircira than

2;100 federal reporting rieldiienots. 60/ Of' this tot 1, the EEOC's
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paperwork burden was estimated at only 0.8 million hours, that, is only 1.12.of

the total paperwork burden. the U.S. Chamber of Commerce claimed that the

Office of Federal Contract Compliance rogram's (OFCCP's) paperwork burden was

roughly thesame as that of the EEOC. -64/ So, even if one were to double the

EEOC :estimate, that burden is only slightly above 22 of all federal paperwork

requirements.

Another cost estimate was prepared by Arthur Andersen and Co. for the

Business Roundtable. 62/ Direct incremental costs in complying with

regulations of six Federal government agencies were studied in 48 Companies;

covering more than 20 industries. Direct' incremental costs were theCosts

incurred by these 4d companies during 1977 in order to 'take the necessary

steps to comply with various regulations and which would not have been

incurred in the absence of the regulations.

The total incremental cost attributable to both the EEOC and the OFCCP

was some $217 milliOn; or 8.3 percent Of the total $2.6 billion cost of

regulation attributable to the .six federal agencies studied. Of this $217
.

million cost of EEO activities, some three-quarters or $165 million was

attributed to affirmative action programs.

The relative impact of 'these cost figures on the-companies studied' can

be Seen by-comps-r-i-ngthe east-Figures to total company sales. Thiscomparison'

reveals that incremental cost for, all EEO Activities was less than 0.12 of

total sales, whereAg the cost for affirmative action programs was

approximately 0.07 percent of total sales.

DisAntling or .weakening affirmative action programs already In place

would halt the economic and social advances.that are finally being made. As

more minorities and women have gained access to higher education, their

3 ro
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representation in the professional and official and
managerial job 6icegeties;

__
has risen, as it generally haS in all better paying job/ These Changes are

evident, again 'frOri employment data based upon the EEO-I .torvey. ror

instance, the percentage of women in
the profegbiOnal field rose from 4.2% out

of 7.8 million women employed by
surveyed companies in 1966 to 7.92 of their

total in 1979. In the official and
managerial jolycatggnry; the percentage of

women rose from'2.47. in 1966 to 4.92 in 1979. (See Table 1, attached.)

These gains were- c41.-..lwri beyjnd the general movement in t e

economy during the past
decades% which was away from production or pla t jobs

1

. and into /service o office jobs. Thus; for instance, EEO-1 minage s add
4

officials increased f 2.0 million jobs in 1966 3.7 million jobs in 1979,

for a total growth of 1;7 jobs .over the pod. Women, meanwhile,

went from 327,000 jobs in 1966 to 673,000- jobs in 1979 for an increase of

346,600 jobs inthe otanage7:-ial'and official field. However,.fOr each 100 new

jobs in that field, women accounted
for nearly 21 of then, which of course

-provides a rate of Increase
substantially Larger than. their'. 1979 employment

percentage Of 4.9% in that field (-i.e., 346;000 jobs divideli'1.7 million'

jebd equals 0.207; which rounds to 21 per 100 new jobs). '

Changes in the emtloyment patterns of
Black and Hispanic meq between ;

1966 and 1979 also indicate areas
Of :-drovement in providing equal employment

,

opportunity and eliminating a segregated workplace. Both clasadd; first -of

all, registered dramatic percentage gains in the managerial and professional

fields. Black men aMpIoyed as officials and man2gers, for instance; comprised

0.9% of the 1:4 ettlion Black male workers covered in the 1966 EEO-1 surve

By 1979, this group was 4.8% of the total Of 2.1 million Black men employed.

The percentage of Hispanic 'male officials add managers, meanwhile, rose from

2.5.% Of the total 0.4 million Hispanic men
covered in the 1966 220-1 survey to
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'5.6% of the 1;1 Million Hiapan/C:men_covered in 1979. Black men registered

similarly impressive gains in the professional job category, going from 0.8%

`in 1967 to 2.6% in 1979. These growth fates, again, were larger than the

total (all population classes) growth rates in these fieldk. (See Table 2,

attached,)
r

Both Blacks and Hispanics have 'alsO experienced increadi in their

percentages of craft jobs during the 1966-1979 time period, even though the '

percent of U.S..employment in this field, as measured by ale EE0 -1 survey; was

declinIng (i.e., from 14.5% in 1966 to 12.4% in 1919). Thus; for Instance;

the percentage of Black men in craft.sjobs went fiLma a.oz of their 1966 EEO-1

employment total. t4.1% of: thelr 1979 employment total. The respective

percentages Of Hispanic men were 14.2% in 1966 and 16.6% in 1979. (See Table

7; attached.) Finally; it should be mentioned that;..aecording to 1980 CPS

data, the median salary of full -time craft workers was $328 a week, compared

to $266 earned by full-time workers in all job categories. In other words,

craft jobs tend to offer better than average earrings.

Despite these gains which are often impressive, the Occupational

distributions of women are male minorities still .indicate concentration in

lower-paying jobs, when compared with the jaal occupational distribution of
.

all workers. The fact thkt women are concentrated in office andAlerical jobs

has already been mentioned; Such jobs; according to CPS figures, offer_ median.

earnings. of some $214 a week for full-time workers which, of course, is beldW

the-$266 A week earned by all full-time workers.

Minority men; on the other hand, tend to be concentrated in the laborer,.

are operative job categories, more so than White males. AcCording to the 1979

EEO-1 survey, for instance, 17.2% of_ al], Black .men, and 20.5%-of ill HiSOanie

men were eployed as laborers. (See .Table 2, attached.) OdIY 7.5% of all
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White males were similarly employed.
Full-EiMe non -farm laborers, according

to the 1980 CPS; had:median earnings of $220 a Week which is substantially

Ie., than the $266 earned by all workers.

VI. Conclusion

Opponents of affirMative action claim that our Constitution is color

blind and mandates chat our Iawa be administered with abhvlute neutrality.

These critics argue that the government should remain aloof from iho matter of

colOr and treat all citizens exactly alike.

It is fallacious to argue that the interpretations of our Laws must

remain color blind when in fact they have never been Applied in a neutral

manner. Our nation's founding persons proclaimed
that "aII men ere- created

equal" but they also gave us a Constitution
which accorded to Black slaves the

fradtlehal status?of three- fifths of a free perSdh;.and provided a fugitive.

Slave clause to preserve the White master's Control over his slaves. Until m

the arrival of the third decennium in this century; women citizens of this

Republic were denied the basic poli4daI right; the right to vote. Until the

middle of this century4, the Equal Protection Amendment to the ConscitutiOn,

enacted at the test 'of a Civil war;
`meant only that Blacks were entitled to

separate but manifestly unequal treatment.

We Cannot lay claim to a .--cradi;;;.0,. of color and sex blind v7..;

administration of. our laws. In view of chid, it does Ilt behoove us -to

Suddenly make' the Constitution color and sex blind. However, it is my hope

that one day this will' change; that one day the badges of slavery will no

longer haunt our nation.

As Hr. .r4, tics Blackmun pL;t it "IM order to get beyond racism, we

must first tale account of race.... itnd in order to treat persons equally, we

must crear them differeatlY., We cannotwe dare not--let the Equal Protection

Clause verpetuate racial supremacy." 63/
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Table 1. Comparison of-066,
-1

and 1979 EEO-1 Occupational Distributions

for TOtal 1.16tkoi. s and by SR; U. SOMAiy

___

Occu ation
.

Total,- Both Suer; Total lien '__Total *pen

.1

1966- . 1979
-1/

1966- 1979
-1/

:1966- 19n

: (1) (21 13) 111 151 161 (7?

Total'Number, All Jobs

(In Thousands) 21,887 33,862 17,111 20,261 7,176 13,598

Nrcebt Total;

All Jobs

,

,

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Officials 2 11,0 10.9 15,0 ' 2,4 4.9

. Professionals /
6.'6 81 7,7 9.5 1,2 7.9'

Techniciansl
/

3.9 5,1 1.5 5.2 2.8 5.0

Sale!,

offk; Clefia

7.2

16:6

8,9

15:C
''..4,

6.4

60

7.2

1:6

8.9

18:2

11.1

3..1

Craft 11.5 12.1 , .19.7 19.0 1.0 2.6

Operatives 6.0 21.1 27.4 23.8 23,1 111.1

Laborers 9.8 8.3 10.8 9;2 7;5 7:0

.

1

Service . 7.5 8,6 6.2 6.5 10.3 11.8

,

-
. . . ,

To.help.assure_onfornIty wIth 10/1 eata professional and teChnical occupations cover

1967 rather than 1966.

Note: Due to rounding, iidividual entries may not sum to totals,

Source: Employer Information Reports (EE0-1).



. _ _ _

Table 2; Comparison of 1966.und
1979'EE0 -1 Occupational Distributions

fot Me6; by Seleced
Population Class, V. S. Summary

Occu ation

(1)

Total.Nambert

All Jobs

(In Thous:1,0)

_ .

PerCeht Total;

All Jobs

Officials

I-

I

Pidf6SsiOrials-

.... ___.... ....I/

b A Tech ians

i

Sales

OffICe, clerical

Craft

Operatives

Laborers'

Service

21,887 33,862i

100.0 100.0

11.08;2

6.6

3.9

7.2

16.6

14.5

26.0

9.8

7,5

8.8

5;1

8.9

iihit-e--4en----

His n

146iJ/ 1 1919
966 1979

11) (5) (6J
(8) (9)

15,165 16,724 1;421 2,124 136 1,082

100.0 100,0 100.0 100.0

12.1 17.0 0.9 1.8,

10.5 0.8 2.6

4.9 5,5 1.2 3,0

7,0 7,8 1.2 3.9

7.2 4.5

21,0

2F.3 22.1

7,5

5.2
8;6 5.0

1/

2/
Includes Asians, Pidfid !Slanders; Americ,4

Indians and Alaaii
"..diAtis; rot Chown separaN

2.5

0

8.0

5,0

'14;1

38.0 35.5

17.2

17,1 II' 13,9

100.0

2.5

2,3

2,9

sq

14,2

32.5.

26,1

12,0

1004

5,61

3.4

4,6

1,5

16,6

29;5

10,5

11,9

Td.belp.ASSure.confoimity with 1979 data, professiona1
and tech) 11 ocliHilx cover 1967

father than 1966.

and womin;

Ndt6: Due t.; rounding,
individual entkiet tay not sum to totals,

Source: Employer Inrormatioh hpoits (BE0-1), 374
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Table 3. Comparison of 19661/and 1979 CEO-1 OccupatiOnal Distributions

for Women, by Selected Population Class, U. S. Summary' ,

--Occgatim

Total, .All CIasses White Women . 43IaCk.Women IliviC wore

---41--

-156611 -1919- ;67 1 9 '

(53 ,

1 9 6 A

-(6)

1 9 1 ! 9-

(7i

1964.1

(81:'-Oh (21 (3) (4)

Total Nutter,

All Jobs__ _. ... i . . ...

(In Thousands), 24,887 33,862 6-925 10-813 609 1,818 195 612

Percent Total,

All Jobi 100.0 100.0 100.0 1000 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

Officials 8.2 11,0 2.6 5.5 A.7 2:5 08 2:6

-I/

Professionals- E, 8.8 4.4 8.7 < 6 1.6 2.8

Technicians1-
/

3.9 5,1 '20 5.1 3.2 1.7' 1.8 .1.2

Sales 7,2 P.9 w 9.4 12.1 4.1 7.0 6,7 9.5

Office; Clerical 16.6 15/, 10.5 33.5 17.6 '.I.6.3 23,9 26.6

Craft 10:5 12:1 2;9 2;5 2;6 1;9 3;7

Operatives 26.0 21.1 22,6 15.6 26.1 23.?. 30.5 21.1

Laborers 9,8 8.3 '6.6 X6.1 14.6 10.0 17.6 11,5

Service 7.5 8,6 . 8.6 10.1 29.0 20,0 12,1 130

11

To help assure conformity with 1979 data, professional and technical occupations cover 1967

rather than 1966.

2-

Includes Asians, Pacific Islanders, American Indians and Alaskan Indians, not shown separately, /

/

1

and men.

Note: Due to rounding, indiVidual entrier., may not sum to totals.

Source: Employer Information Reports (EEO -1).
, 375
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4430 RUM AND REGULATIONS

upon-the Compalasion's Guidelines on
afiarmauve Action.-

The Coomolaalon's_procedural reins.
lesions are accordIngly_reeued _to Mr

. elude- this soentlo type -01 nrMasse'
=dins as typo of -went= interpre-
ts-non or op thin of the Ossocumaion.^

&aced et WeLlogton. D.C. this
16th day of January 1079.

For the _Commisadon.
Warm* Eformss Narrow,

Chatr.
_ Therefore. 2.11 CFR 1601.33 h amend-' ad to read as follow=

160133 Limes.. of lewcpwrIabee or

Only the following runs be relied
mamas a "smitten interpretation or
emission- ofthe Cansualardoer-arrthin
the meaning of Section 713 of lOale
Tl
--te.)-A Utter entitled toninlon letter"
and Wined- by-the General Counsel on
behalf of the Comausuon. or

Idatter_publith est and sfeecal rally
doelimmed as in-the rammat-Reu-

_ sawa. Ocluctina the Comausszon'a
GUWAllota curAlfttrasrl AguarLor

rea-A-Cocarauslari deternummtors of
no reasonable cause. issued under the
circumstances described In 1 1608.10
faaor tIN _of the_Cammisaion's Guide-
lISMS on--Afilnuarlve -Astran-29--C-FR
Pert 1608. when ouch deterrsunszon-
coats= 11.3:41.41:atzu_t1=1k11 a -sm.

.ten-thterpreulian ce maim of the
ConnaueSon."
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APPENtIX C

ExecUtive Order 12067 i

?FIE PRESIDENT 28967

3 1 9 - 0 1

Executie Order 120177 June 30.1973
).;

Pros'i;fiag for Coordination of Federal Equal Erni:format Opportunity Pro7rons

By Yir.ue of the authority vested in me as Plesident of dm United States_
by the umstitution and statutes of the United States. including Section 9 of
Reorganization Plan Number 1, of 1973 (3 'FR 19807). it is ordered as

s: ,

implementanon of Reorgannanon Plans

_ L-101. The transfer to the Equal ..Employment_ Opportunity Commission
of all the functions of the Equal Employment Opportunity Coordinating
Council. and the termination of that Council; as provided by Section 6 of
Reorganization Plan Number I of 1978 (43 FR 19007). shall be effective on
JtilY 1. 1978:

1-2. Responsibilities of Equal Employment OppornmityCommission.

1-201. The_ Equal Employment Opportunity Commission shall' proyide
leadership and coordination to the efforts of Federal departments and agen-
cies to enforce all Federal statutes. Executive orders. regulations. and policies
which require equal employment opportunity without regard to race. color.
religion. sex. national origin. age or ha1ndicap. It shall strive to maximize
effort. promote eiTiCiency,and eliminate conflict. competition. duplication and
inconsistency among the operations ; functions andinrisclictions of the Federal
departments and agencies luving_res_ponsibility for enforcing such statutes.

-Exectune orders, regulations and policies.
1-202. In carrying out its functions tinder this order the Equal Employ

went Opportunity Commission shall consult with and utilize the special exper-
tise of Federal departments and agencies with equal employment opportunity
respoostbdilies. The Equal Employment Opportunity Commission shall coop-
erate with such departments and agencies in the discharge of their equal
employinent responsibilities.

.All Federal departments and agencies shall cooperate with and
assist the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission in the performance of
its funciions under this order and shall furnish the ConimissVin such reports
and information us it may request.

Sperrie

1-301. To implement ,,its 5c:spoils:battles tinder Section 1-2, the Equal
Emplioniein Oppoi minty Cconmission shall. where feasible:

(M. cleselop tinifoini standards. guidelines. and -policies clef-ming the
native of employment discriinatim on on the ground of race. color. religion.
sex. naci"na1 ongin-age or handicap router all 1;:detal St:Ittite4. EseV11111.

lu . Sc, la ti ins, andpoliries which remin'e eqn.d employment or4)ortunit:
(10 rlr, clap nnirorm nti 115 oncl procedures fir imestigations and cunt-

p;i.nuc VC, ICW'S it he CO1111'1(1(11 hy Federal departments and .(per cies under
any -Fedetal statute. Fxectitise older. legulation or polity requiring equal
eitudoi unlit oppot twins;

FECE1AL NEGISTEX. VOL 43, NO. 129WEONESZAY. JULY 5, 1971
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18968 THE PRESIDENT

(c) daresres with thc affected -agencies. including the use ofilittliqrs
__

memoranda of undo tanding, to minimize dupliative.investigationt or'c -
p lI'ance reviews of particular employers or classes of employers or others .

. covered by Federal statutes, F-XeCtIllt e orders, regulations or polities requiring
equal emplos ment opportunity:-

(d) insure that Federal departments and agencies develop their ON% II
standard,: and procedures for undertaking enforcement actions when compli
once with equal employment opportunity requirements of 2nv Federal statute.
Executive order, regulation or policy cannot be secured by voluntary means;

(e) develop uniform record-keeping and reporting requirements concerts- ,

mg employment_proctices to be utilized by all Federal departments and agen-
cies hOving equal employment enforcement responsibilities;'

(1) provide for the sharineolcotnplionce records, findings, and support-
ing documentation among Federal departments and agencies responsible for

. ensuring _equal employment -opportunity:.
(g) develop _uniform training programs for-the staff of Federal depart-

ments and agencies with equal employment-oppAunity responsibilities:
(h) a55,15t all Federal departments and agencies with equal employment

opportunity responsibilities in developing programs to provide appropriate
publications and other information for those covered and.khose protected by
Federal_equal employment opportunity statutes. Executive Orders, regulations,
and polideit'and

_ (i) inmate cooperative programs, including the development of merporan-
da of upderstanding between agendes,-designed-iii improve the coordknotion
of equaLemployment opportunity-compliance and =foremast.
-- _I-302. The Equal Erriployment Opportunity Commission- shall assist the
Ovd_Service Coinnussniiin, or its successor, in establishing Uniform job-relited
qualifications and :requirements forjob erasifications and descriptions for .

Federal employees involved in enforcing affFederal equal employment oppor-
tunity provisions-

_ 1-303._ The Equal Employment Opportunity Commission shaH issue such
rules, regulations,_policies,_procedures or orders-as it deems necessary to carry
out its responsibilities under this order.-It shall advise and offer to consult
with the affected _Federal departments and agencies during the development of
any_proposed rules, rezulations, policies, procedures or orders and shall for-
'molly submit such proposed issuances to affected clepartments and agencies at
icast 15 working days prior to public announcement. The Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission shall use its best efforts to reach agreement with the
agcncics on matters in dispute. Departments and agencies shall comply with
all final rules, regulations, policies, procedures or orders of the Equal Employ-
ment Opportunity Commission. _

I-30-1. All Federal departments and agencies shall advise and offer to
consult with the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission during the de-
velvinent of any proposed rules, regulations, policies. procedures dr orders
concerning equal employment opportunity. Departments and agencies shall
formally submit such proposed issuances to the Equal Employment Opportu-
nity Commission and other interested Federal departments and agencies at
least 15 working days prior to public announcement. The Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission shall retiew such proposed rules, regulations, poll-
ties.- procedures or orders to ensure consistency among the operations of the
f..anous Federal departments and agencies. Issuances related to internal man-
agement and administration arc exempt from this clearance process. Case
handling proredur6 unique to a single program also areekciiipt, altliotkah the
Equal Employment opporitinid Commission may review such procedures -in
order to assure maxintuni consistency within the Federal eqUal emplusment
opportunity program.

FEDERAL REGISTER, VOL 43. NO. 129WEDNESDAY. JULY 5, 191$
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I-303. Before promulgating Significant rules, regulations, policies, proce

dures or orders nnolsing -equal ciiiplotment opportunity. the Commission and
affected departments and agencies shall afford the public an opportunity to

comment.
I-306% The Equal ,Enifilnynient Opportunity Commission may make rec-

ommendations concerning staff-size and resource needs of the Federal depart-

ments and agencies having equal employment opportunity responsibilities to
the Office of Management and Budget.

F-307. (a) It Is the intent of this_ordcr that disputes between or among
agencies concerning matters covered by this order shall be resolved- through
good faith efforts of the affectedagencies to_ reads mutual agreement. Use of

the dispute resolution mechanism contained in Subsecuons (b) and (c) of this
Section should be resorted to only in extraordinary circumstances.

(I;) Whe}tever a dispute which cannot be /*V.:Dived _thitiugh good faith

efforts arises between the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission and
another Federal department or agency concerning the issuance of an equal
employment opportunity rule. regulation. policy, procedure, order or any
niatler_covered by this Otder. the Chairman of the Equal Employment Oppor-
Minty Commission or the head. of the affected department or agency may refer
the Matter to the Executive Office of the President. Such reference must _be in

writing and may not be made later than 15 working days following receipt of
tile initiating agency's notice of intent publicly to announce an equal-employ-
ment opportunity rule, regulation, policy, procedure or order. If no reference
is Inadi,X Within the 15 .day periivd, the decision of the agency which initiated
the proksed issuance will become effective.

1c) Following reference-of a disputed matter to the Executive Office of the
President. thEiUstit..tht to the President for Domestic Affairs and Policy- (or
such Oilier Offieial.at_itte President may designate) shall designate an official
within the Executive Office of the President to meetwith the affected agencies

-to resolve the dispi,ie within a reasonable time.

1-1. Annual Report.

1-401. The Equal Employment Opportunity Coniniission shall include in
the annual report transmitted to che President and the Congress _pursuant to
Section 715 of Title VII pf the_ Chi! Rights Act of 1964. as amended (42
U.S.C. 2000e-14), a statement of the progress That has been made in achiev-

ing_ the purpose of this order. The Emial Ehiplontent-Opportuttv CO11111115-
sion shall provide Federal departnients and agencies an opportunity to com-

ment on the report prior to )iirrnal Submission.

1-5. Cerimil

1-501. iii this order shall relieve or lessen the respodsibilities or
obligations iinp<iscd upon t any person_ or entity liv Federal cmi:ti employment

at Execinive order. regulation or policy..
1-7,112.. in this order shall limit the .Ntiorne General's role as

legal ads iser to the Executne Ittainli.

\\ um' Hot F.

.1.ow 107S

err: Doe. 73.1E06 Flea 6.30-78; 4:23 pail
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APPENDIX D

( OMB - EEOC Exchange of Let ters)

EQUAL EMPLOYILIENT__OPPOR_TUNITY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON; D.0 20506

lanarahle Edwin 1.. Harper _

Deputy Director
Office of Management _arid Budget
Washington; D.C. 20503

Dear Mr. Harper:

IL 2 1981

I am writing to you because of my desire to ensure that coordination of Federal
equal employment programs is as effective as possible. I am convinced that
increased consistency, reduced duplication, and more efficient government-wide
policies and procedures can have a substantial impact on the obtrusiveness of these
programs without diminishing the protections afforded.

As you know, the statutory responsibility for coordinating implementation of equal
ernpWyment opportunity legislation, orders, and policies is vested in the EEOC.
Executive Order 12067 specifically directs the Commission to review all proposed
rules, regulations, policies, procedures and/orders relating to equal employment
programs. The order requires agencies to work with EEOC during the development
of such issuances and to submit them for formal analysis at least 15 working days
prior to public announcement.

A_ number of agencies have expressed concern over the relationship between
EEOC'S regulatory review function and that of OMB under Executive Order 12291
on qederal Regulation. They are unclear on whether they should submit proposals
to- EEOC before OMB, submit to both agencies concurrently, or submit to EEOC
subsequent to OMB approval. Indeed, a few agencies have used this perceived
confusion as a justification for attempting to circumvent EEOC review entirely.

While I have been informed b: Nat Scurry, the Assistant Director of OMB for Civil
Rights, that EEOC clearance of equal em_ployment issuances is expected to precede
submittal to OMB and that I would receive a letter to this effect, I have_not
obtained any authoritative document concerning this matter from OMB._ In order
to promote government efficiency and regulatory certainty, I strongly urge OMB to
take the initiative to resolve this apparent and unnecessary, confusion.

Accordingly, I believe, it is important that OMB provide EEOC with a general
statement in support the equal employment coordinative function exercised by
EEOC- and a formal opinion specifying that review by EEOC is a condition
precedent to submittal to OMB under Executive Order 12291.

II you believe that it would be helpful, I would be pleased to meet with you to
discuss this matter in greater detail. I look forward to working closely with you in
furthering the Administration's civil rights goals,'

Siricerely,

1. Clay Smith, 3r.
Acting Chairman
EEOC
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF TH__PRESIDENT
OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20503_

SEP 9 1981

Honorable J. Clay Smith; Jr.
Acting Chairman -

Egual__Employment Opportunity Commission
Washington, D.C. 20506

Dear Mr. Chairman:"

This is in response to your letter_of July_21, 1981, in whidh you

expressed concern about-the relationship of"EEOC's responsi,
bilities under E.O. 12067:and those of this agency under E.O.

12291.

James C. Miller, Adtinittrator of -our Office of InformatiOn_and
Regulatory Affairs, sent you a Ietter.on August 12 that outlinfa

' a procedure that agendiet_are to follow_when both Executive

Orders pertain. A copy of that letter is enclosed.

I hope that Mr. Miller't
14tter_answers any guestiont that you

have and reinfordet our intent that E.O. 12067 nort6e

circumvented.

Si.cerely,

win L. Harper
Deputy Director

Enclosure
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET

wA51-iiNCTON. D.C. 20703

onorable J. Clay Smith
ctIng_Chairman
guaI Employment Opportunity Commission
ashington, D.C. 20506

aar Mr. Chairman:

am writing to confirm the agreement.that our staffs have
aaclied regarding coordination of EXecUtive_Ordeis-12231; 12250;
2067 and the Paperwork, Reduction Act of 1380 IP.L. 965111. The
avelopment of complementary procedures for the execution of
lese Orders and this Act will help ensure that the goals of the
ministration are met in a timely manner.

le principal feature of these procedures is that agencies will
a,reguired to submit any draft NPRM, final rule, or information
allection that is'subject to review under Executive Orders
!250, 12067,- or the Paperwork Reduction Act.to thedpepartment,af
aetice or EEOC, as appropriate, before the NPRM, rule, or,
iformation collection is submitted to OMB under Executive Order
!291 or the Paperwork Reduction Act, After Justice or EEOC has
Leered the NPRM, finiI_rule, or information collection, DOJ or
NDC as appropriate, will submit the NPRM, final rule, or- _

iformation collection to OMB for_review under Executive Order
!291 or the Paperwork Reduction At

expect the procedure to work as follows!

An agency_ proposing a draft NpRM; final rule:, or information
collection subject to Executive Order 12250 or 12067 will'
submit the proposed issuance to DOJ or EEOC, as appropriate.

r.DOJ and EEOC will perform their respective Executive Order
functions, including the resolution of differences between
the propoSed.rule and underlying statutes, case law, related
regulations, guidelines and policies, prior to submitting
the rule to OMB for review under E.O. 12291 or the-Paperwork
Reduction Act. Wiere both DOJ and-EEOC have jurisdiction
over_a dralt_NPRM, disagreement-will be resolved prior et)
the draft being submitted to OMB or the unresolved lasups
ilearIy,articuIated.

391
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3. DOJ and'EEOC shal1, as part Of their_reviews, study and'

attempt to minimize cottg and paperwprkrequirements. DOJ

and EEOC shall ensure that any benefit-lost analysis
requirdd by ExeCUtiVe Order_121 is included in the NPRM or

- final rule. HOWeVer, DOJ and_EEOCare not required to

perform a subttahtive review of the analysis.

4. DOJ and EEOC; at'appropriate, will forward the draft NPRM,

final kUIe_;_or_informationcollection to OMB. T6 the extent

that -both DOJ_and_EEOC have jurisdiction-over a draft_NPRM,

fitaI rUle.-_or_information collection, the entity_with
priMaryjUrigdiction shall forward it The - sponsoring

agency_ will_ be required to provide EEOC or Justice
supporting documents required by OMB Under E.0.-12291 or the .

Paperwork Reduction Act..

DOJ and EEOC should notify agencida_tafect_to_their jurisdj.ction
under Executive Orders 12250 and.12067 of these_procedures. The

OMB_desk officers within the Office of Information and Regulatory
Affairs will not accept 'for review any_draft NPRM's, final rules,

or information collectiOCS that have not been coordinated with

DOJ or EEOC under Executilie Order 12250 or 12067.

Should you or your staff have_any_questions, please feel-free to

call Mr. Nathaniel Scurry; OMB's Assistant Director fok CiVi/

Rights on 295-3556

Sincerely yours;

James'C. Millet III
Administrator for Information
and Requiatory Affairs
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:tr. James C. MIII4r._III
Adsra...emrstor fer_TnfairiatIeM
anZ izett.UAterY A2fnlit_

Office of nanagemont Ang3_95dget
EireedaVe Wfiee Of the_t*reident
WiShinston. D. C. 20903

Deer Hr. Hiller'
I am pleased to aCknOWIedge_your fetter of Angust_12._1901._which
confirms the aeIeetencWe agreement reached_by_ourSteffe_on VAe

sequence of reviews under Meet/awe Order 12067; tegotive Order

L1291 and The Paperwork_Rednetien ACt. The. agreement hringe,the
sUbstantial expertise of our reapec-tiwe agencies to beer on the
orclem of inefficient and ineffective regulatory requirements.

SyMIarifyThe and maLthg complisentary the reePentiwe roles of FICCO

and CMS na reed r.cOs rimArrw, me will Maremthit±2 and unify the
2Meenetie bremeh'ereeponsm_to inenlatery. reporting end record-
keeprng proposals dealing with equal eePis*eant oPPortunity proorams.
The_roview process outlined in your letter is in keeping with the

coals.of both rsecutive_ordars and The Paperwork Reduction Act.
which are to reduce duplication, conflict and overlap and vs choose
the 508t effective and least burdensome approach for addressing,*
dischttratod.:problem. The EEOC willIcontinue to cow!uct a detailed
and prompt analys03 of agency proposals to ensure -2:1.1 fulfillment of
these gOaIs. whiCh_are7an important part of ?rtsi.:ent Reagan's mandate
for regulatory 'efficiency: -

I have-sent the attached memorandum to the heads of Federal agencies
informing them of the amended procelures.

Sincerely,

J. Clay with, Jr.
acting Chairman

Mr. HAWKINS. Thankyou, Mr. Smith.
Do you wish Ms. Dupre to testify befOre we question you?
Mr. SMITH. No; we are prepared to answer questions at this time.
Mr. HAWKINS. Ms. MillenSon, are you going to present testi-

mony?_ -- --
MS. MILLENSON. No, Mr. Chairman, I am prepared to answer

quekions.
Mr. HAWKINS. Mr. Smith, you concluded on- a very positive note,i,

which the committee is very pleased to observe; This seems to
refute the charge that we frequently hear that changes are neces-
sary because not much is being accomplished under existing law
and methods of procedure.

Would you say-that-there has been a reasonable reduction in the
intensity, of discrimination in the workplace as- a result of the
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, and_ what authority
has been given to that Commission by changes in the law in 1972;
and otherwise?

Mr. SMITH. I think the enforcement authority that was given to
the 'Commission in 1972 is viewed by us at EEOC as a deterrent
factor. I believe earnestly that the business community; and the
union community now recognize that EEOC is armed with litiga-
tion authority and I believe that that authority has been effective
in deterring companies and unions from discriminating.

393
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We still receive Charges which is; of. course; a measure of deter-
mining whether or not there is still einPlOYment discrimination in
America. HoW We handle these cases- now that is; rapid charge .:
procedums, factfinding conferences; and so faith, is also a deterrent
to employers because they S661 that we now are capable and have
the resources to reach and to :,asolve emplOYMent- discrimination
grievances qUiCkly.

Mr. HAWKINS. You described the EE0d's rOle aS_the lead agency
in the equal employment field. Has the Equal Employment Oppor,
tunity Coniniission been consulted; orhas,it played any meaningful
role in the deVelopment of the new policy positions and the pro-
posed regUlatory revisions as disclosed by the Department. of Jus-
tice; and the Department of Leber? .

Mr. Srvirtri. M appendix D of my testimony describes, it was not
until July of this year that we Were able to specifically firm up the
coordinating functicin _procedures with OMB:

Initially; the commission's coordination activities with the De-
partment of Labor were a little rocky; to be quite frank and honest,

' but I think we are_ now at a point Where we are talking and
coordinating as the ExeCtitive order intended: _

In connection with the Justice Department,-,the only issue in that
connection and I am not sure' it comes within the coordinating
function, is a letter we received from the Assistant_ Attorney Gen-
eral for Civil Rights in 1-6SPOrige to our Federal affirmative action
program,_ Which EEOC has jurisdiction over pursuant to section 17
of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, that letter raised a question; as it
relates to the Department of Justice, about using goals and timeta-
bles in- terms of the internal Federal affirmative action responsibil-
ities of the Departinent of Justice:

The letter came in last week. I responded saying that based upon
past precedents_ of bah the EEOC and the Civil Service Commis-
skin, the predecessor of the Office of _PerSOnnel Management;

''-EEOC clearly was On solid legal grounds in connection with our
Federal affirmatiVe action multiyear plan instruction as distribut-
ed to each Federai agendY._

This is the only area where we have had any dialog, to my
knowledge; with the DePartnient of Justice_since March 3 of this
year, the date I became Acting Chairman of EEOC.

Mr; HAWKINS. In a recent hearing before the subcommittee; the
Assistant Attorney _General for Civi RightS, William Bradford .
Reynolds; announced that the Depart opt of Justice; and I quote
him will no longer insist upon' or in a y respect ct Support the use of
quotas or any other numerical_ or sta istical formulae designed to
provide to non-victims of discrimination Prefereritial treatment
based on race; sex; national origin, or religion."

He further indicated that the Department would rely on racial
or sex preferences; "only- When necessary to place an individnal
victim Of proven discriminatory conduct ;ii a Position he or she
would have attained but for the discrimination: "i

Would you comment -on that understanding of the law, and what
would be the impadt of proCeeding according to that type of policy?

Mr. SMITH. Once I meet Mr: Reynolds; I will tell him_ that after
he made that statement, he made my .life Unbearable at EEOC. My
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phone started to ring, and continued to ring for some time because
of his statement _ _

I would like, if you will perniit, Mr. Chairman,3to answer that
question in the context of Mr: Reynolds' statement that. 0.0pweti
recently in the Washington Post.

Mr. Reynolds, in explaining his policy statement in that rievspa-
per, stated that his testimony "" * * concerns only the Amp of
remedies the Department will seek in court following a findiag of
discrimination. In the past, the Department has routinely ookight
as an element of relief in this area; imposition of mandatory race
and sex hiring goals designed to benefit a group of persOns, without
regard to whether those preferred are themselves victims of_ ern:
ployers' discriminatory practices. We no longer insist on, Or ivari_y
respect support the use of numerical or statistical forrnula prcsvid-
ing to non-victims of discrimination preferrential treatmerit tiased
upon race, sex, national origin, or religion."

The article goes on then to explain what the DeRartment will do
in connection with affirmation action; only requiring; for -aiaple;
increased recruitment efforts, injunctive relief efforts, and the Dike.

The history of title VII enforcement indicates to us that only
affirmative action goals and timetables can successfully accomplish_ 11-W7-6Wective of eliminating the vestiges of a pattern of dim.irriina--
tionl Historically, efforts to achieve this aim through en,tia4oing
the.employer's recruitment pools, which is one of the affirmo-tive
action elements that Mr. Reynolds discussed, have been fouricl l'to be
insufficient. ' I0 Individual remedies have also failed to fully resolve the doi.kkage
done by past discrimination, since such remedies depend for/ their
effectiveness upon the Government's ability to identify inOliiidual
victims. This is a difficult if not an impossible, task. Maly ylich
persons may not possess sufficient information to -know th t OAY
are or have been victims of discrimination. It may be inipo ibi to
locate persons who mere disdouraged from _asserting theiy rights
because of the employer's discrimination. Thus; only cl -tgueld.
remedies afford the necessary relief I should add that cla,43-boised ,
remedies alp serve the interest of the employer in achievirk trial-
ity in his.litigation; consume less of his time and reduce hiS fitiga-*
tion costs and back pay liability.

Further; the simpler the remedy process; the :more in v-iSual
claimants will be encourag_ed to participate in a 'Single pro6tediag,
rather than pursuing independent litigation. This protects the rii-
ployer against piecemeal litigation andpiecemeal liability. .

Finally, the pursuit of-individual remedies is not feasibly in the
context of voluntary compliance. Voluntary compliance an__ irOlun-
tart'- affirmative action, while-not areas in which the De artuient
of Justice is involved, are areas in EEOC's, efforts are Gon-

trcenated_, arid we know that a majoriincenthie to volunt ry eorn-
pliance is simplicity. As I nested in'my_testimony, class-b4tetl af-
firmative:relief affords this simplicity. Focusing on individualized
relief increases the cost and complexity of charge resolution to a
level which may well make settlement impossible.

There has been a question raised; or at least it seems that there ,

is now a cloud that is being raised, over the guestion of legality of
affirmative action and the use of goals and timetables:
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We believe that:706(g) of title, VII, which specifically alloWS the
.courts to order affirmative_action, clearly indicates that those who
raise the cloud of illegality have Misplaced the emphaSIS as it
relates to" the congressional mandate as we Understand it.

The language of the statute gives the courts equitable powers. I
think Congress Placed this equitable language in 'the statute be-
cause it recognized' that there. may be times when equitable reme:
dies would hav,e to be fashioned to achieve the goals and objectives
of the statute.

When EEOC goes into conciliation, it should be pointed out, it
doesn't always ask for goals and timetables; It only requests or sues
for goals and timetables after it assesses that -they are appropriate
remedies in the context of the particular charge or case. We are
exercising our discretion in connection iwith the equitable relief
language of 706(g) of title VII.

Mr. HAWKINS. "Woulcf you say that the raising of the issue_ of
affirmative action and the obfuscation that results from question-
ing the use'of goals arid timetables, even in the statements made
by Mr. Reynolds, have: in_ way.complicated compliance activity

bYthe Equal Employment Opportunity Commission?
In other words, have emploYers taken _a harder line on complil

ance in their anticipation of _a new administration policy?
Mr. SMITJ-I. I will ask staff to be involved in this answer. I can '

Say for myselfin terms of my telephone calls-that his statement
caused a number of calls to me that inquired whether or hot goals
and timetables are appropriate remedies for the EEOC to pursue
now in light of this statement.

By the way, I think this really iswhether or not goals and
timetables is an apprdpriate xemedythe only diffeience between
Assistant Attorney General Reynolds' position and the pOsition I
am taking. i .

In answer to the qUestion as to whether or not his testimony and
position are having an impact; I can say that they are, because

the companies and the lawyers who have called me re saying: are_
you still going to pursue this matter of goals and,' timetables in'. .

your cases, since it appears to be the position of the Justice Depart:
meat that they no longer will pursue sue) remedies?

That is my answer, and rlowI would like for the EEOC staff with
me to respond.-_ The staff says that it is too -early to assess the
impact of the statement-However, yesterday, I'did some checking,
and there have been some inquiries to- the staff about the efficacy
of goals'and timeeables in light of Mr. Reynolds' statemeht

Mr. HACrknCts. Would you say the scale may be shifting from
goals and timetables to considerations of reverse discrimination?

Mr. SMITH. I would say that the Reynolds testimony creates a
Aherne that goals and timetables 'are, in fact, discriminatory be-
cauSe goals and timetables tend to benefit persons who are not
victirris of discrimination.

Of course, the request for eogls and timetables; as it may relatft
to persons who are not vict,R, really goes to what Con_greSS in-
tended when it wrote in section 706(g) of title VII that the courts
could fashion,'No: 1, affirmative action, and, No. 2, that the courts
had the power to provide equitable relief
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If you are an enforcement agency, you read the statute and say,
yes, affirmative- action is permissible in enforcement;and; yes;

fashioning equitable remedy, which might include-foals and time-
tables; are also ,appropriate bases for enforcement:" That is our
position. We believe that goals and timetables are equitable provi-
sions that have now been developed- and have become very much a
part 9f the jurisprudence. We feel that it is a basis upon which we
can rely.

I would like to give an example, if I could. Take a cab company'
that is regulated by a local public utility commission. The local
public utility -commission says that you shall not charge but' so
much per mile. Let's assume the cab company then says, "We are
going to violate the law and charge_ ahrgr rate." . _

A inember.of the public goes to the pubi.tc utility commission and
sues The commission finds that the cab company; in fact, has
charged an excessive amount. The commission then formulates a
remedy; and -that remedy -is that the ,company has to reduce its
charges for the next 50, 60, or 1,000 persons or for a particular s-
period of time. '

Now the victims, the people who paid the excessive amount, are
gone. They are all, over the country, and can't be identified. So as
an equitable principle in order to uphold the law, the courts ,will
allow the equitable relief fashioned by the commission to be im-
posed, even though the people who are benefiting from the lower
fee are not the victims who are overcbarged.

Because of the public interest standard, and because of the
portance of the statute, it is our understanding that this is the way
lawmakers are able to, police this type of violation; when the vic-
tims are not present to receive the lower taxi fares.

I feel; and I was an antitrust lawyer before I. came to the Com.
mission, this is the way the Federal antitrust statutes operate. I
really don't see why title- VII enforcement should 'be put in a
separate category from other statutes where the public interest
standard is part of the statute.

Mr. HAWKINS. In other words; I assume that you reject Mr.
Reynolds' nonvictim concept, and describe it as being somewhat
unique in law.

Mr. SMITH. Yes.
Mr. HAwicirr9. Mr. Washington,
Mr. WASHINGTON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Thank you, Mr. Smith, and your staff.'I want to thank you for an

excellent statement. It is a Very detailed and scholarly submission;
and,I certainly appreciate that.

Mr. Smirx..Thank you.
Mr. WASHINGTON. That kind of a Submission has been missing in

this dialog with witnesses up to this( point. I particularly appreciate
your summary of case law in the matter.

mildly admonished Mr. Lovell for his lateness in Submitting his
testimony in this" field. In all fairness; I must say the same would
apply to your shop. We would have benefited by having this mate-
rial in our hands, particularly because it is complicated, it is con-
troversial, and it is not simple to follow.

Mr. SMITH. Yes.

.
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Mr. WAsiiINGToN. I have no significani disagreement with any-
thing you say. I quote the court in Hall,v. Werthan Hag Co., as
saying that "racial_discrimination is by definition class discrimina-
tion." I think the chairman has nailed that point as contrary to -a
position taken by Mr. Reynolds who appeared before us last week:-

I especially_appreciate your statement that limiting remedies
under title VII to identifiable victims of proven discrimination
Would be, impractical from the standpoint of judicial administra-
tion; as well as totally ineffective. You use the problems encoun-
tered_ in Lee Way Motor Freight case as an example. I. am not
familiar with that case, or many others that you have_cited,

I Wonder if you would clarify the point about the Lee Way case.
Mr. SMITH. Why don't I have the people who were trying those

cases do so.
MS. MILLENSON. Mr, Washington, the pOint that we were seeking

to make through that example is that the process of identifying
individual victims of discrimination, even Where liability has been
proved and you have _a -court mechanism at your disposal, is an
extremely,time consuming- and unwieldy process._ It is costly to the
Government. It is coyly to the employer; It doesn't necessarily
provide a better remedy An terms of eliminating diScrimination.
- The entire time consumed in trying the individual claims in the
Lee Way Motor Freight case was a period during Which the employ-
er's backpai liability was running. So where the case could have
been Settled at the conclusion of trial on the merits on a class=
based basis; 4 additional years of backpay to these victims was due
and owing- at the end of the trial of the individual claimS.

It took about three times as long to try the individual claims in
the case AS it took to try the nationwide pattern-and-practice
action. The result was that relief was obtained for approximately
82 people, but because of the prolonged time involved in the trial
and in the claims procedure, the remedy in terms of monetary
relief to those 82 personstotaled close to $3 million:

The problem is emphasized if you look at the amount of EEOC's
work in terms of charge processing and voluntary cgmpliance,
because in that area of course, there is no mechanism like the
judge and a special master, or Some other tribunal to process these
individual claims, and the amount of information available to the
parties, is much less.

The mechanism becomes increasingly awkward. This is a disin-
centive to settlement since the Whole notion of settlement is to
arrive at some faster -and simpler resolution of claimS.'

Mr. WASHINGTON. So your reason for citing that case is the same
reaSon_you cited the antitrust law procedures, as being more effica-
cious in terms of resolving the systemic problem,

Mr. SMITH. Yes. Practically; as Ms.. MillenSon pointed out that
although some of our litigation involves hundreds of identifiable
perSonS, at other times we cannot identify theni, and if we tried to
identify them at trial or during discovery, we might have to liave
hundredS of minitrials to determine whether or not Mr. Jones, Ms.
Smith; Mr. Blapk, et cetera>diScrizninated against; where they
Should be placed in the system,. and how much back-pay they
should be awarded.
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When we look at EEOC and employer resources, we just feel that
this could become oppressive. This is the way we practically view
it.

Mr. WASHINGTON. On -pages 10 and 11, you deal with interagency
coordination; and you refer to the current interagency coordination
between. your shop and the OFCCP relative to the recently pro-
posed changes in- regulations.

Can we pinpoint that? Were you involved ab initio, was your
shop involved in the development process by which these new rules
came but?

Mr. SMITH. No; not in the initial phase. EEOC became involved
when those regulations were in complete form and submitted to us
under the coordination function. There was no preliminary discus-
sion with EEOC in the formulation of the initial proposed regula-.
tionS.

Mr. WASHINGTON. So you were faced with a fait accompli in that
respect?

Mr. SMITH. I will say this, we like to think' that, to use your
language, if it was a fait accompli, we were able to provide our
input to the Department of Labor and the Office of Federal Con-
tract Compliance Programs prior to the publication of the ,regula-
tion in'the Federal Register; Thus during the coordination period;
we voiced concern about certain issues, the threshold question
being one,_the duration of the affirmative action plans being an-
other.

We agreed with some of the proposals. We disagreed with others.
But during the Coordination period, our staff and OFCCP's staff
-came-together and tried to =work out a common position. When
some of our comments were not adopted, we asked that the OFCCP
place within the public notice our reservations about the proposals.
This they did. After this phase of rulemaking has been completed,
as Shong pointed out, EEOC will have, another opportunity
under the Executive order to work out a resolution of the differ-
ences.

Mr. WASHINGTON: I relay _be. wrong; but statutorily doesn't the.
interagency coordinationaI function _place your shop in the ascen=
dancy;-or do Lhave the_picture wrong?

Mr. SMITH. In what, Congressman?
Mr. WASHINGTON-I/1 front?
Mr. SMITH. Yes. You mean as the lead agency?
Mr: WASHINGTON; Yes.
Mr. SMITH. We believe that the Reorganization Plan No. _1 -of

1978 and Executive Order 12067 places EEOC as the lead agency.,
Mr. WASHINGTON. Which means what?

SMITH: Which means that Executive Order 12067 allows the
EEOC to receive proposed rules and regulations which have impact,
on equal employment opportunity; and to assess whether or not
these rules and regulations are consistent with title VII _principles.
What we try to do is to coordinate by persuasion and the like with
other agencies to bring their proposed rules and regulations in line
with the- title VII principles; so that there will not be any inconsist-
encies. In other words, we try to use Our expertise to provide
information to other agencies like OFCCP: For example; we might
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say to an agency, "Do_you realite that if. you do this; this result
will occur, or if you do -that; that result will occur."

Mr; WASHINGTON. You lack the power to reject them; though?
Mr. SMITH. We do not have the power to re$ct a proposal.. What

we do have if-there is a _disagreement between us-and an agency is
the power_ to appeal the issue to the President. This is called an
impasse; It is like a bargaining process. But we have always been
able to work out the differences that we have; and let me tell yOU
why. _

The Commission is not the chairmanthe Commission. is made
up of five people;

Mr. WASHINGTON. How many are- present-now?
Mr. SMITIC There are only two We don't have a quorum:
Mr. WASHINGTON. So you have no 'Amer to act:
Mr. SMITH. Yes; we-do.
Mr. WASHINGTON. You do?
Mr. SMITH. Yes,. when the Commission had a quorum,it delegat-

ed its authority to me, and I received it very reluctantly; I will
have you know. _-

Mr; WASHINGTON. Flaving_ that pbwet, did you agree with the
rifle§ and regulations, ,the' changes11._ _

Mr. SMITH When the proposed OFCCP regulations Were-before
us, we-had a _quorum. The regulations were proposed 2 months ago.
They have been out for public comment for nearly 2 months;
maybe 3 months now.

Mi. WASHINGTON; So you had reservations about the regulations:
Mr. SMITH. Some aspects of them.
Mr. WASHINGTM You filed objection to them?_
Mr. SMITH. We sent them correspondence outlining our differ:

ences.
Mr: WASHINGTON. Were your objections duly 'published according

to law?
Mr: SMITH. They were not _Published, and it is not required by

laWthat_they be published._We merely sent our objections Of our
differences by letter to OFCCP, hoping that they would alter the
regulations- They were going to put out for public comment. We
never obtained an agreement from them to incorporate our com-
ments into the proposed regulations:

Mr: WASHINGTON. But you filed formalsomments?
Mi. SMITH. Yes, and we asked them_to place within the preamble

of the regulations a comment that EEOC had reservations about
some of the proposals.

Mr: WASHINGTON: Which they did not do.;
Mr. SMITH. Yes, they did:
Mr. WASHINGTON. They did?

SMITH.-They did put our comment in there; yes.
Mr; WASHINGTON. Are these regulations procedurally defective in

any way_?_
Mr; SMITH; I am' not quite sure I understand your question; Do

you mean in terms of their issuance; or in terms--
Mr: WASHINGTON. The procedure by_Whith they were promulgat-

ed from point one to the Federal Register notice?
Mr; SMITH. No, I don't think so.
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:Mr. WASHINGTON. You point out your reservations about them in

your submission here; I notice:
I am a little confused by your disclaimer which preceded your

statement. You- suggest that you have no authority -to- speak on
behalf of the administration, and yet I thought the whole point of
EEOC; and the Congress went to some pain to structure a biparti-
san commission, with Commissioners appointed for fixed terms on
a staggered basis; so that- they compose a deliberative body which
could presumably speak for any administration, and over ary ad:
ministration;

Mr. SMITH. My statement was written with deference to the
' President's choice for a permanent EEOC Chairman; whose hear-

ings were held yesterday.
Mr; WASHINGTON; But this thing was, being processed; and obvi-

ously and clearly there is not enough time. We don't know when
the chairman will be confirmed; or the Commission will be brought
up to its full strength.

I am just raising the question. To be bound by an administration
in which you are sworn to uphold' some laws, and not speak out on
an issue from a bipartisan point of view seems to me; shall_wesay,--
not fully liVing up to the responsibilities of the Commission, par-
ticularly when you had objections or reservations about these
changes.

Mr. SMITH. I am here and- Fam speaking.
Mr. WASHINGTON. Belatedly, You are here. We. welcome you here,

but the point is, I am trying to find out just there_ were no objec-
tions made to the President, it might have dissuaded him.

Mr. Smin. We did make objections to OFCCP during the coordi-
nation process.

Mr, HAWKINS. Mr. Washington, would you yield?
, Mr. WASHINGTON. Yes, Mr. Chairman, I will be happy to yield._ Mr. HAWKINS. iIt is my understanding that you were asked to

comment on the proposed regulations, and that the Acting Director
of the Office of Interagency Coordination has responded. Ls there
any particular reason why that response; which you asked for and
you did respond with comments, could not, be made available to the
committee?

We. would like to have it inserted into the record, if that is
possIble:

Mr. SMITH. You mean the response that we nt to the OFCCP?
Mr: HAWKINS: That is correct; yeS; - --
Mr. SMITH. We can provide you with' that
Mr. HAWKINS. If you would because we h e only indirect knowl-

edge of it. If it can be made' available, e would appreciate, it.
Mr. SMITH. You mean the position of E' OC?
Mr. HAWKINS. The comments that u made to the Office of

Federal Contract Compliance Progra s. I understand the com-
ments were made by Mr: Bielan in esponse to a request_I am_
simply asking whether or not that ca be made public, and if so, if
we receive a copy of those cpmmen we will have those entered
into the record at this point.

Mr. SMITH. We will submit those;
Mr. HAWKINS. That may in some way respond to Mr. Washing-

ton's question.
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Mr. WASHINGTON; Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Smrrii. We will do so.
Mr. HAWKINS; Thank you.
[Information referred to appears at end of hearing.]
Mr. SMITH. Also, I would like to say to Cciii&etsman Washington

that the final rules have not been published. We are only in -a
notice of proposed rulemaking phase. This is the first cut. Once the
public comments .are submitted to OFCCP, under the Executive
order, prior to publication of the final rifle, OFCCP must ',submit
the proposed final rules _to the EEOC. .

So We are not out of the pictur& ti

Mr: WASHINGTON. I have a 'Sneaking feeling.that the final propos,-
als Were written at the same time the ones that were published
were written:

appreCiate your reference to popular misconcePtiOns,_but don't
yoU think that it would be a gOod_ idea to further publish for the
American public what the law requires, as well as W.At it does not
requite. That might be part of the problem.- I don't' think the
people clearly understand what you are doing; and I think the fatt
that they don't understand it makes it poeSible for .people who
deliberately want to warp, and twist, and turn what you are doing
to have a field day:

Is it possible that the EEOC should take stronger public stand
in terms, of just educating the public about thig

Mr SMITH. I agree with that. I will, in response to that; igsue a
yearend report to the civil rights and business community shortly:

Mr WASHINGTON. It has been Said that the Equal Employment
OPPortiiiiity Commission _coerces settlements, and it settles cases'
over which it has no jurisdiction. I don't subscribe to that; but 'I
would likelyou to respond to it; _ ,

Mr. SMITH; When you are an enforcement agency- -like the Securi-
ties and Exchange Commission or like the Federal CoMmunibations
Couitnission, where I was in the General Counsel's office for 4
years, the persons against whom the enforcement action is brought
are never satisfied with the action of Government. %.

In response to your question about forcing people to settle, 60
percent, of the business community hal indicated, and it is now
part of the Government's records since the GoverriMent Account
ing Office included these statistics in its own report that they like
the way EEOC_is presently conducting business. This not EEOC
puffing. This is a finding of fact by the Government Accounting
Office.

Now the question about coercion._ bet's see how it functions.
Someone is discriminated against: They come threitli our doors.
We have people there to assist their iii; filling, out the charge forms.
Under our own rules, we notify the employer; and say, _`. "There is a
charge against you:" That -employtr has an opportunity to come to
EEOC and Sit .down with the charging party and EEOC to try to ,

Work out thegrievance.
The eliargingpartY tells his side of the story; and the employer's

personnel, pefson or lawyer tells the employer's side of the story.
The employer_ knows whether or not they have dieCriMinated be-
cause,this knowledge is peculiarlx within their control; .
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-4Having represented management myself when I was' in private

practice, I suspect that many times mane !_ment says, _"Lidek, it IS
much cheaper to settle this case than to 'h
ment personnel come in because we y have a lot of other

,re a panoply of enforce -
ment

in here." We may have age disc :mination, we may have
equal pay violations; we may have sex dis rimination, race discrim-
ination or national origin problems. t

So the question is; if you want to use the term coercion, what is
really propelling business to settle? It is riot coercion on the part of
the EEOC. That EEOC fact-finding off Cer doesn't bludgeon the
ernployer'to settle the case.

The empldyer can walk away and n ver come back, The only
remedy we have is to put that charge ipto extended investigation
and develop a litigation posture which might 'take two years before
the, General Counsel recommends to the Commission that it au-
thorize litigation. i

Coercion, ,that is a nice term: But I have been to factfinding
caInferenccs, I have sat through many.- have sat through them in
Dallas, in Denver', in Atlanta, and in Meinphis in the 4 years that I
have been on the Commission, and I have not seen any coercion.

I have seen charging parties that feel that. EEOC is coercing
them: We get complaints from both sides. But we have a mecha-
nism that we feel is administratively appropriate to bring the
parties together,

So, _I don't believe, based upon my own personal observation, that
the charge of coercion is appropriate. I. am not saying. that we are
perfect,.. and I am not saying that there may not be some\ tech-
niques that may be used that are not aPpropriate; _ -..

I am not saying that before this committee. But I am saying that
AS far at a national polity that is passed by the five sitting Com-
missioners; and by the senior staff, that is not the policy that we
have sent out the district offices and the area offices which consti-
tute the_Equal Employment Opportunity Commission.

Mr. WASHINGTON. I am glad to hear that The rationale of the
people who claim that there is coercion is similar to that by many
of the coverage jurisdiction on the Voting Rights Act. They submit
to consent decrees, and then claim they were coercbci in- consenting
to consent decrees, but all the time they were just trying to -hide
Something else, -or they were so wrong on the issue there was no
reason to_fight any further.

LaSti-of all, I want to transmit to you a complaint against -the
Commission, by another prominent Meniber of the House. The
charge was made by Congressfvoman Pat Schroeder. She appeared
before our committee; and she was very disturbed that no one from
your agency appeared before them on request. .

That obviously cannot continue; Congress gets the impression, or
the various committees get the impression, that the EEOC people
and the OFCCP people are not appearing when called upon reason-
ably, with due notice. I think it will not go too well with agencies
Which have to have good relationships, and harmony with the on
gress; particularly in these rather perilous times for civil rights, if
I might say so.
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I would suggest to
/you that ysu make your peace with her, and

there is- every available opI;ortunity because she is not hard to get
along with.

Mr: SMITH: .I get6he message.
Mi. WA-sinNdro . I yield, Mr: Chairman, ,

Mr:, HAWKINS. Finally, Mr. Smith, may I just ask a question with
respect to the bvidget cuts; We estimate that you could be facing
what amounts td a 25 percent reduction in the budget ;

Could you giv'e us_ jdit a brief:explanation of hoW this would
impact on the gEC? Would it adversely affect the employees, or
Would it be absforbed as-was suggested this morning by the current
staff; et cetera -

Mr.Smixti. am in th process, immediately after this meeting;
of going back land responding to the request by the ;Office of Man-
agment and Budget on a proposed reduction of 12 percent for the
1982 budget. = ,_ _ :-

As you Itn , the _proposed budget that the President supported
initially was $140 million. When I became Acting Chairman of the
EEOC, this

/week,
the figure that OMB initially had recommended.

As of this /week, we have been advi4d by OMB that our previous:
ly approved 1982_ budget of $140 million will be reduced by 12
percent or $17 million, to a total of $123 million. So we have come
down $17 million from what we thought we-Would have, at least;
that is what the contentSiof the letter from OMB indicate.

The impact of that; as we understand_itwill be (1) An inability
to process' the title VIL_Age Discrimination in Employment Act,
and Equal] Pay Act charges within a reaSonable time; (2) a dramat-
ic reduCtion in the number of .cases _filed: for litigation, and ( )
reduced efficiency in the critical staff functions of policy direction;
program kuidance, coordination ; and monitoring and evaluation of
the Commission's charge-processing and litigation programs,

i In 1981, when the Commission testified for the $140 Million, it
had sorn concerns about even that level because it was felt that
the time for EEOC to 'process-zeharges would be lengthened. My
major "c ncern now; looking at $123_million, is that the Commis -'
sion' ii ventory of title VII complaints will grow by ()Vet 65 per-
cent, from 37;000 complaints;or.81/2 months of workload; tom 62,ao0
ComplaintS, or 12 months of work-load during fiscal year 1982. Its
ADEAfiomplaints will rise _by over 50 percent; and the inventory of
the fair employment practice agencies, will rise from 36,000 to
48;090 'Complaints. , ;

What this means, essentially; is that peopleare going to have to
wait lOnger for their charges to be resolved; \

Backlog has been; as you know, the bug-a=boo of EEOC. I don't
care *here I:go, I don't care whether it is with friends or `foes,
EEOCI and backlog; unfortunately, have betorne\ synonymous: We
have icut_inte the backlog; but i don't see how we can have a
substantial reduction in the backlizig in fiscal year 1982 if we are
cut by U7 million.

In connection with our litigationprogram, a $17 million cut will.
force the Commission to release some of its legal staff, since the
projected budget impact Will be that -the_Commtssion's personnel
ceiling will be reduced_ from 3,487 to 3000 staff years. During the
lait &sag year, our resources were reduced by 287 staff years, So

1 *.
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that within a matter of 8 months we could come down 700 btaff
years. .

In additioh, we may have tc.assess whether or not we have to
withdraw some of our litigation. I say this not for public fanfare,
but because we simply are,not going to have the money to litigate.

We have approximately 800 cases in litigation now Those cases
require costly expert testimony. We, may have to reconsider some
orthose cases and withdraw some of those complaints if the Com-
mission's fiscal year 1982 budget is reduced by 12 percent.

Mr: HAWKINS. Mr: Smith; I hate to interrupt you; but an impor-
tant vote is pending. I recognize that to take a recess would be
asking too much of the witnesses.

Could I ask you to submit to the committee the rest of particular
response on the impact of the budget. If possible, we would like to
have a copy of the EEOC response to the Office of Management
and Budget. If that can be made available, would you submit that
also?

Mr. SMITH. We will do so.
Mr. HAWKINS. At this time; because of the pending vote, and the

difficulty of trying to estimate what time we will resume, we would
like to conclude the hearing, and to dismiss the witnesses.

. May I express the appreciation of, the committee to all of you
who have appeared on this panel.- I think you have been very
forthright, and I think under very difficult circumstances you are
doing a`- -very commendable job. The committee would like to com-
mend you for carrying on your duties as you have:

Mr. SMITH. Thank you
Mr. HAWKINS. 'Thank you very much for the testimony this

morning.
That concludes the hearing today.
[Whereupon, at 1:05 p.m., the subcommittee adjourned, to recon-

vene'at the call of the Chair.]
[Material subniitted for inclusion in the record follows:]
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EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON. D.C. 20506

.r

eyMri
_Li_ -2 1981

Ellen M. Shong, Esquire
Director
Office of Federal Contract
Compliance Programs_ L_
U.S Department of Labor
Washington; D.C. 20210

Dear Mrs. Shong:

The Equal Employment Opportunity Commission is pleased respond to- the
Department of La_bor's request for prepublication-comments under the consultation
requirements pf Exe-Calite- Order 12067 on the Department's Notice of Proposed
Rulemaking dealing with its affirmative action regulations for contractors._ The
Commission applauds your effort to reduce burdens on smaller- employers; to ;
diminish the paperwork requirements of the contract compliance_ program; to
introduce regulatory simplifications; and to reconcile the contract compliance
requirements to -those imposed by the Conimissfon under Title VII of the Civil
Rights Act of 1964:

The Commission is concerned,. however, that the proposed Notice fails to meet
these objectives in- several significant respects. The Commission has ,sought to
highlight thett areas in the comments contained herein. 'These comments
represent the Commission's informal response to the NPRM, after an-initial review
and discussion ainon_g_yarious _staff members and the Commissioners.- In thiS
review; we have attempted -to be -as- thorough -and far reaching as possible. The
stringent time limitations which we have attempted to adhere to, however, have
precluded the typ'e of open and frank interagency discussion which is essential to
the formulation of sound governmental policy in the area of equal employment
opportunity.' Such disCussion is always appropriate; it is even morenecessary now

in light of the inconsistencies between the proposed _regulations under the
Executive order and established standards Under Title VII. Accordingly the
Commission has asked me to initiate discussions with you to address these issues

more fully.

The Commission's comments are of three types The first specifically endorses a
number of sections which promote simplification and consistency. We also offer
modifications to several of the proposals which should further these goals.

The second set of comments is devoted toa discussion of parts of the draft NPRM
which we believe are inconsistent with the Departnient's effort to reduce burdens
and encourbge voluntary compliance We propose alternatives designed to provide
the maximum costsavir' and efficiency consistent with the overall thrust of the
Contract compliance program.
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Finally, we critically_ discuss the method in which this proposal was developed and
the inannerin which the _Department proposes to solicit the views of the public on
this important _issuance. We, proffer suggestions for obtaining the most,
constructive and helpful comments from all interested parties.

Endorsements

We note with approval conscientious attempts to conform the contract complianCe
program to the Commission's requirements._ such as: defining "applicant" to
conform to the Uniform Guidelines bn Employee Selection Procedures; raising the
reporting requirement from 50 to 100 employees for EEO -1 1Standard_Form 100)
purposes; and delegation of authority tq sign conciliation agreernents__to field
directors as is the Commission's practice. We similarly endorse as useful
regulatory simplifications: the elimination of the requirement for notification te
the Diretfor of OFCCP of the award of subcontracts of $10,000; the deletion of
the subpart of the regulations consisting of suggestions and the Department's plans
to publish them Ma series of interpretive bulletins to contractors. .

We believe that these changes will reduce contractor and. OFCCP costs, eliminate
marginal paperwork, and decrease the level of uncertainty. which surrounds the
program, while having only _an insignificant effect on the protections provided by
the_Department. There are other changes which we support, if modifications are
ryle either to make them more consistent or to add needed clarification.

I: Although we _endorse the idea of_making the backpay liability period the same
under the -contract compliance_ program_ as_ _under Title VII-, We recommend
modificatiOn of Section 60-1.71 to indicate that the two year period Will date from
the time a complaint isrfiled with OFCCP or ,from_the date of notffication tO the
contractor by OFCCP in the case of a compliance review. With this slight ch&ige
your proposed rule would clearly parallel Title .,1/11's_requirements; which is
appropriate, since most violations of the Executive order program also are
violations of Title VII.

Settind, where equal pay violations are uncovered during a compliance review. the
two- and three-year Equal Pay Act statutes of limitations should apply. Absent a
Statement of Congrestional intent to alter these timeframes under the EPA._ it
Would appear inappropriate to apply a different standard to findings under the
Executive order..

2. We concur in the_ar_gument that the preaward requirement imposed an
inefficient burden on OFCCP andon some contractors. Accordingly, we agree with
the elirhination_of the preaward program as a routine-administrative enforcement
devices but_ recommend that'the proposal state that OFCCP retains discretion to
schedule_its cornoliance_ reviews to precede or to follow closely upon the award of '
contracts which_ are_either unusually_ large and/or which have the potential for
creation of large number_of_new_jobs._ Such _reviews are critically important in
these cases' to assure that the affirmative action_ objectives of the Executive adet
program* are met. Realisticallyi opportunities for increasing _the representation Of
women and minorities in the workplace are greatest where new jobs are created.

3. We support the proposal for development of abbreviated affirmative action
' plans by small contractors. However, we recommend that contractors with

betWeen 100 and 250 employees be permitted to develop abbreviated plans. This is

2
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i
consistent with our tecomi endation, presented later, that _threshol915_for the

requirement of a written. a firtnative action plan be set at 100 employees and

$250.000. i. is _our view that abbreviated plans are not appropriate for contractors

with'suhstantLil
e.g., 250-500, and that the cost savings to

these contractors would be minimal.

'4, We ccncur in _me rqductions and simplifications made in __the current l6

atfirmative action -steps required of construction contractors_to reduce the number

to 9. This_clian_ge eliminates many paper requirements which no longer appear .

/necessary _and__ could stiknulate innovative, voluntary_ affirmative actions by
'construction" contractors. NeverthelesS, we are concerned-_ about the deletion-of

l step __K _dealing with th requirement to comply_ with the Department's 60-3

/ regulations,_ Uniform Guidelinei on Eitipleyee
Selection Procedures. We urge that

/ this step be retained ,to avoid any MiSinterpretation,by construction contractorS

/ who might erroneously c nclUde that its deletion relieves them of responsibility for

'
conforming with the Gui ..tlineS' requirement's.

5. We endorse the ideal of permitting consolidaTion of affirmative action plans by

redefining the term "establiShment" because _of the reduction . in- unnecessary

paperwork projected. 1 There. 'appears to be little gained by haVing small
establishnients whiCh Tole Under the same perSonnel authority and responsibility

develop independeht lans: _jWe_ also agree that where establishinents_ are_ M

different recruitment areas there is a need for the employmei-t data for each
establishment_ to be identified separately. We presume that the_separate
employment data referred to consists of a separate availability estimation and
workforce and Utilization analysis documentation. We recommend -that thiS be
explicitly- stated_ in the regulation for the sake-of clarity._ Provision of mere
summary data for stablishments in different recruitment__areas could mask

underutil:zation or di crimination in one eStabliShrhent by subst.w:ing its data in a

larger base.
, .,

Suggested Revisions
,

In our_reyiew of thelfollowing propeSalS; we were'mindful of the announced goals of

th_e draft Notice to reduee unnecessary burdens to strive for consistency With

C_ommission practice, and to introduce regulatory_simplicity. Our analysis: relates
the_ objections whi h folloW to one of_ the announced goals. and in .each, case

concludes that the alterriatiYe we suggest will better foster the achievement of

these goals.
.

. ..-
,

I. O-FCCP Pro oseS Contradictor Definitions of ualifierf Handica ecl

Individual." Page 49 Of the Preamble, states that the Department is_ still

considering the Notice of Proposed Rulemaking implementing Section 503_of the'
Rehabilitation Aet Of '1973 which was published for comment on_ December 19,

J_
1980. The baSit tpose_of that Notice was to reconcile the Department's,504 and

:503 regulations y defining key concepts in an- identical fas_hionL including the

definition of qua 'fieci ,nandicapped Individual and adCption_of-a common appendix

providing guidan e on the meaning of reasonable accommodation under both

programs. In adclition_. the December 30th Notice would_have given identical
guidance On the 'Iming of preemployment physicals under both program's.

The effect of tie statement in the Preamble and the_proposed _publication of 503

regulations_ as pt.oposed rules is that the Departmnt_wi ,, be seeking comments -on

two different definitions of "qualified handica_pped individual.," The December 30th

Notice.proposeri to define the terms as meaning one whb is "capable of performing

I.
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the essential funCtions of the job or jobs for which he or she is being Cor i%jodered
with reasonable accommodation." The draft Notice sent to the Corntnisian for
r eview proposes to define the sameterms as meaning one who is '`aapqrle of
performing a particular job with reasonable accommodation to his or her liailtiicap.''

I

This confusing and contradictory result could he avoided by republii>iiik the
December 30th Notice (making the amendments required by the_1978 atneritlilients
to the Rehabilitation Act and amendments to conform the prcigramlp sllp neSy
proposed thresholds for triggering the affirmative action requiremKnO, We
recommend this course of action- since otherwise the4difference btweeri _the
Department's final 504 regulations 'and its 503 regulations will remain. leaving
contractors who are subject to both regulations with different rules for die same
erriployee.

2. ' OFC-CPProposes 1-lighLr Ti r hanFor- 36_10.iti!./e
The announced intent of the proposed Notice is to ameeiti

(Vietnam Era Veterans Readjustment Act of 19710 and 503 thresholds to Make /herr(
consistent with practices under Executive Order 11246. Instead, tht prep,osed
thresholds requiring written affirmative act:on plans under 402 and 50 are
considerably higher, because there is no provision allowing governrnerii hilis 51
lading to be accumulated to reach the threshold dollar amount as is the aas-ei..;nder
the Executive order program. We are unaware of any justification for this
inconsister,:y and recommend that the.accumulation provision be exteneied te, the
402 and 503 programs in order to achieve the intent stated in the Preariiblt

1. OFCC.P Proposes Guidelines'C°Qordinatin= the Position Of Various_ A erreAs on
the,_Manhart Issue. On page 12 of the Preliminary Impact Atih.1011, the.
Department proposes to develop at a fUture date a. regulation coordieletlie the'
positions'of various agencies ()tithe Manhart issue; This is the fiist notice that the
Commission has received __that _the__ Department of Labor _is_ developing- a
forthcoming regulation coordinating the positions ta Itarious_agencies." We_tirdit

particularly objectionable for this notificatidn _to' be obtained in_a lc:ow-pent
already sert to OMB. By statute._ this Commission _is charged -With *the
responsibility for coordinating government equal employment policim .:,-If the
Department believes that guidelines on this issue are necessary, it shou Ceiltact
the Commission's Office- of Interagency Coordination to discuss je j%suet
Unilateral publication by ilie,Department of its intention to propose guiithjineN., no
less to coordinate development of them, is inappropriate. Accordingly, we rvluest
that this statement be deleted from the Preliminary Impact Analysis bt;Iore it is
available for public inspection. . ..

4; OFCCP Proposes to Adopt a Lesser Affirmative Action Obli aft {or
Elirriinatiori of Sex Se re ated St;niorit S stems Than For Other Discr-itrij .

Practices. The December_30,_19130 finaLregulattons added the words "atiti povide
appropriate relief" to the OFCCP's Sex Discrimination Giiideline provisioh 4th,ling
with segregated_ seniority systems and provided an extensive discussiori of pheir
'ignificance in the Preamble; Although the Preamble of_this propoSW st4te% /hat
no changes were made to this part of the December 30; 1980 final regulation; this.
pnrase has_ been deleted front the proposed Notice. The_ Dep,VtnWit Atfirjuld
withdraw this deletion since it gives .the _impression -that the DepartnieN has
concluded that retrospective reliif_una,Lailable_where_ sex segregated _selliArfW
e;ists. This cohtrasts with the DePartment's position in other_parts oat_ the -u-,,

Preamble and NPRM which clearly indi_Fate that it is not pro_ooing_ in t104rall
Notice to eliminate retrospective relief requirements from the conttact

. -1u
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compliance program. This unexplained inconsistency in treatment of violations of
the Executive order can only breed confusion and uncertainty, two problems which
the Department has tried hard to dispel in other parts of its regulation.

1. OFCCP Proposes to _Adopt a Different StandardforDiscrimination Because of
Pregnaney. The draft Notice proposes to adopt.all of the Commission's guidelines
On interpretation of the Pregnancy Discrimination Act except for Section
1604.10(c). This would_put contractors in the position of having two contradictory
rules applied to them by the two major equal employment opportunity agencies.

contradictory to one announced purpose of this proposed Ndtice, i.e., to
--. reconcile the rules of the contract compliance program with the CommiSsion's

practices under Title VII.' The Department has used the consistency rationale when
the Title VII rule is less burdensome than the contract compliance rules, sucttas_in
the instance of backpay liability or thresholds for reporting on EEO -1: An_ this
instance, the Department's position is inconsistent and will result irtno cost saving
to contractors since they also are covered by EEOC _and will be held to the

-disparate impact standard by the Commission. Furthermore, there is no credible
reason given for the proposed deviation from previously agreeCtipon Department'
position on this issue. The comment on page 12 of the Preliminaiy Impact Analysis
.relating to cost is unpersuasive, since the_Department proposes to adopt all but
this one part of the Commission's Guidelines on the subject. Again, we note that
the Commission is willing to discuss this policy or any equal employment issue with
the Department if the Department so desires, but the attempt by one agency on its
own to undo a negotiated government -wide policy will have a deleterious effect on
all affected by equal employment regulation, including employerS: Therefore, we
recommend that the Department adopt the Commission's position on pregnancy.
discrimination.

6, OFCCP Proposes to Ado Bard on Sexual Harassment.- Our
observation is.assentially the same as our comment on -the proposed deletion of
part- of the EEOC Pregnancy Guideline mentioned abOve, i.e.,- to propose_ a
.diff._ n_t and lower standard is contradictory to the- announced_ goal of this .

pro -Notice and would result in contractors being subject to different rules_on

the e matter. Moreover, the statement contained. 011 pages I9 and 20 Alt the
Pretmble to the effect that the Commission's Sex .DisCrimination Guidelines
provision may result in contractors being held responsible for conduct or situations
over which they had no control -is a, distortion of _Section 1604.11(e) of the
Guidelines. That section states: "In reviewing these_ cases,the Commission .will
consider the extent of the employer's control and ay_ other legal responsibility '

which the employer may have with respect to the conduct of such non - employee:.."

It is;not.'the Commission's_ intention to_ hold_ employers _aCcountable for acts of
non-employees over which they have no. control. We suggest that the Department
adopt- the standards of the EEOC Sexual Harassment Guidedne, including the
qualification quoted above.

OFCCP Proposes to Adopt DifferentR-eligicsus Accommodation and National.
Origin Requirements. In the Decepiber 30, 1980 final regulations, the Department
stated that it intended to reconcile its religious accommodation rules-with those
the' Commission which became final on November 1, 1980.-,The Department_ has
had_ a_s_ufficient period of. time to make such a reconciliation since it litit.
announced suspension of the becember 30th regulations. It has raised no'.
substantive objection to the EEOC Guidelines either in the NPRM or fridiScusslimS

. with the Commission. We Suggest that the Department make the reconciliation
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and thfit avoid a situation in which contractors are held to
same subject.

In additions on December '29, 1980, after consultation with
Commissi_on adopted amended Guidelines on National Origin
suggest that for the sake of consistency, the Department also
with EEOC's National Origin Guidelines.

4

two standards pn the

the Department, the
Discrimination. We
reconcile its proposal

' 8. OFCCP Proposes to Adopt Unnecessarily Complex and High Threshold
Requirem-ents. In-keeping with the Commission's agreeMent With the Department's
goal of introducing regulatory simplicity and reducing the reporting burden on
small employers, it concurs in the decision that the thresholds for application of
the written affirmative action plan requirement need adjustment._ _ T_he
Department's proposal for a 250 employee and One million dollar_thre_shold_produces
a very substantial reduction in covered contractors and_plans _prepared and _a.
significant dirninUtiOn in the number 'Of employees_ protected. The Department's
rationale fOr its proposM is _based on_ the_eifect oLinflation and on the desire to
redUte contractor burdens. _We _believe that a 100 employee and $250,000 threshold
has the virtue of administrative simplicity, is a more accurate reflection of the
effect of inflation; And better balances the need to reduce the burdens imposed by
the program and the need to maintain an acceptable level of protection for
employees.

We propose that for the sake of consistency and administrative- simplicity, the
employee threshold be set at 100 employees. Any employer with leSS than 100
employees would have no reporting or written affirmative action obligatiOns.
Contractors with 100 employees would have both the EEO - -1- -and the affirmative-
action obligations. There would be no bifurcation of responsibilitieS.

With regard to the dollar threshold, we accept the Department's rationale that the
amount should be adjusted upwards to account _for inflation which has o_ccurred
since the $50,000 figure was set in-I-965 Since $150,000 is mere reflective -of the
inflation effect, we recommend $250;000 as the threshold to_give_con_tractors and
the public assurance that the Department will not be required to adjust the figure
again in the near future simply to account for the impact of inflation. -

Our recommended threthOldS would accomplish the same regulatory'objectives and
be lesS subject to Challenge as being arbitrary. Using the numbers provide in
Table 4 Of the Department's Preliminary Impact Analysis,_ the 100
erriployee/$250;000 threshold still would cause a 52.6% reduction in the number of
companies required to _file affirmative action plans, while retaining coverage on
95.4% of employees_working_for companies required to have written affirmative
action plans.Increas_es beyond the thresholds proposed by the Commission will
result in a percent reduction in employee coverage for every percent in the
reduction of contractors covered by the written plan requirement. The percent
decrease in employees covered by the program is even greaterthan the percent
decrease in the plans to be prepared. The Department's_ greater thregholdt clearly
are at the direct expense of covered employees:, Since these thresnolds_supplement
reductions of more than 50% of covered contractors and more than 60%_Of plans,
they must be supported by persuasive evidence demonstrating that cost savings
justify an almost 20% reduction in those protected by the program. The reductions

41\1
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we propose, along with the use _Of_ abbreviated affirmative_ action plans for
employees with betWeen _and 250 ernployees, provide _substantial relief for
small contractors without, signdicantlY decreasing employee protection.

If the Department adopts the $25%000 leyel which we propose, the deletion (with
the exception Of goyernmentbillsof lading) of the contract aggregatioti provision
is appropriate: because__Of the relatively small Lollar_ amounts involved. By
ContraSt,-41 the Department rejects our proposal and raises the threshold to a
Million dollars; we recommend that aggregation of contracts during the course of a
year 66_ perN4itted. To exempt an employer who had several Federal contracts in
the $800;000 to $900,000 range would be a gross violation of the intent of the
program.

9. OFCCP Pro Duration AffirinatiVe Action _Plant'!
_Without_Proper Safegu-arcis. We agree with the principle that contractors with good
affirmative action performance should not be subject to repeated, unnecessa0,
compliance reviews. Accordingly, we are in sympathy with the basic_ notion
presented in the Department's proposal to- create a concept of !'extended duration
affirmative action plans", but we have several concerns about the specific
provisions of the concept.

The proyisiorr which authoriieS the Director to 6rovide . an_ up_to_tive year
exemption from compliance reviews Uperi certain conditions i3 troublesome in some
respects. First,- the five -year period seems unnecessarily_ long,_ _We__believe
exemptions should be granted for two or at the most_three_years.___At a time when
economic conditions and a contractors place_ in_ the_competitive market_ may
change dramatitally; a five year _esemption appears unwise. In line with this, the
Preamble to the - regulations _should provide that, in determining whether a
contractor is i Atitled to art exemption; the Department will seek ftorri the EEOC
information as to the pendency of individual or class complaints under Title VII.

Second; we share your desire that contractors utilize approved training programs.
(1 Training programs are often an essential ingredient of voluntary compliance with

Executive_ Order 11246 and with Title VII. We believe, therefore, that the
Dep_artment4 in the Preamble, should make a commitment to issue -instructions- to
its- staff and -the public setting forth the criteria it will use in reviewing- training
programs. The Department should also .take into account that there are times
when a_ contractor may not need a training program. In such instances, it would be
inappropriate to predicate the exemption from compliance review activity upon
existence of a training program.

A number of points in the proposal require clarification. It appears_that'cturing_the
period of exemption, the contractor would net have to update _the_affi_rmative .
action plan annually. This idea makes sense those. cases where the -contractor
has set goals for each year of -the exemption;, If the exemption _exceeded the
duration of the goals,- it Would be difficult. to assurne_that_the contractor's
vofuntary effortS would be satisfactory during the exernption_period. The_proposal
also appears ritit to require that complaints be_investigated _during_ an extended
dUtation affirmative action plan. _ A positiNie finding in a compliance review does
not ensure that individual acts of discrimination will not arise. during the exemption

412
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period. Those' individual Complaints should be forwarded to EEOC under the '.
EEOC/OFCCP Memorandum of Understanding. If a class or systemic complaint
alleges a set of facts' _which were or should have been covered during the
compliance review, then the Department would have no obligation to act on it; but
if the complaint is Meg during the last year of the exemption, the Department
should be required to take some action with regard to it:

To_ surn_up;_we reco_m_mend _that_ where a_ contractor has received a finding. Of
compliance as a result of an onsite compliance review, and, where appropriate; has
a linkage agreement or other acce- ptable training program; the contractor should
receive a two or three year exemption from_compliance revie_ws _arid from updating
affirmative action plan annually providing the em_ploy_er'_s_ plait had_ goalS_co_vering
the 'period .of; the exemption. Of course, empidyers_r_equiring_tonciliation
agreements or letters, of commitment to come into compliance would not be
eligible for the exemption. During this period, individual complaints would
continue to be sent to EEOC for investigation, and class or systemic complaints --
unless based on matters covered during the compliance, review--would be
investigated under the procedures set forth in proposed Section 60-2.3(c).

10. OFCCP Proposes to Adopt a Definition of "Under utilization" Which Is An '

Itiappropriate APPlication of the Uniform Guidelineson Employee Selection
Procedures: We are in fUridamental agreement with the policy of allowing greater
flexibility to contractors in determining when to adopt goals and timetables. We
believe, - however, that not - requiring goals_ when a contractor has 8096 of
availability as proposed by the Department is _an inappropriate application of a
similar _rule in the Uniform Guidelines on Employee_ Selection Procedures. . That
rule sets forth the general circumstances under which a signatory agency would
take enforcement action based on a finding of adverse impact.

To give_ such broad discretion -to contractors_ in_ ter m s_ _of when goals are necessary
could have a chilling effect on _affirMative_aotien. __We suggest as_an alternative
that a statistical test of significance at the _95 % level _he__used _to_ provide
contractors with a reasonable standard for knowing when to establish goals. This
standard would meet the definition of "reasonable" _goals used by the Commission
Guidelines on Affirmative Action Appropriate Under Title VII (29 C.F.R. 1608).
The Department may desire to supplement that rule by also adopting an 80% rule
of prosecutorial discretion with regard to goal achievement to conform its policy
on enforcement under the affirmative action regulations to its enforcement policy
under the Uniform Guidelines -on Employee Selection Procedures.

11. OFCCP Proposes Deletion of Provisians Allowing for-Union Notification of
Findings of Violation and Union Participation in Conciliation Discussion. The
proposed -regulations would -eliminate sections which provided for notification to
unions of findings of violations and invitatiens to- unions to participate in
conciliation diScussions relevant -to previsions of an existing collective bargaining
agreement. The proposed_deletion of these sections, Of course, simply reinstates
the status quo prior to the December publication of,final regulations.

We are concerned that the DepartMent's deletion may be misread to discourage
creative solutions by unions and management to_the_problems_of discrimination and
to sound affirmative action planning. The Commission; on April I; 1980; Issued a
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resokitiOn which encoura_ges the voluntary efforts of unions and _employers__ to

eliminate discriminatory employment practices. We suggest thati_in the Preamble,
the Department encourage labor and management to participate collectively'in
achieving the goals of your program.

Procedural Matters

_ We now would like to direct your attention to several_ serious procedural matters
related to the development cif arid proposed_is_s_uance of this NPRM. Members of
your staff have worked most diligently to selorm_the contract compliance program

and make it cost-effiCient. We are _su_pportive of_ these efforts and note the
following becatiSe our experience _has_ been _that_ an open, intelligent dialogue
concerning pi-Oki-din ;Chrige enhances the final product and need not take an
excessive period of Me.

Contrary to- -the mandates of__ Executive Order' 12067, -EEOC coordination
regulations- (29 C7P,R. 1691); and_customary practice, the Deparithent did not
consult with the Commission during_the course of development'! Of this proposal.
AS a reStilt; Our staff w_as_unable_ to provide comment and analysis at the stage of
deVelopMent when such_comment and analysis would have been most helpful to
Department-of--Labor--staff, _Undoubtedly, had we been allowed to review earlier
drafts of the N_PRMi many_ of the differences which appear to ,exist between our
two agencies would have been resolved by now Similarly, early_ consultation would
have facilitated our response to the request for comments and obviated the need
for us to request an extension of the review period to analyze this lengthy and
complex proposal. While we have expedited our reView_prose_ss and held a special

meeting of the Commission to prepare these cbrnMentsin_the rigid time frames set
by your staff, we hope that in the future the mor_e_collegial and efficient practice
of early and full consultation will once again become the rule.

-
Section 11 of thePrearrible of the NPRM_requestS comments on four imporiany
aspects of the contract compliance _program_. No background information is

provided to assist the public in c_ornmentin_g_meaningfully_ on these matters.
Especially becatiSe this request is a part_of a detailed rulemaking, such a general
request does not appear calculated_ to_sepure broad and thoughtful We

believe that the issues involved are:too _significant fo be treated in this Offhand
manner and recommend _that_you, set _forth the four matterson whin public
comment is solicited in_a separate Advanced Noticeof Proposed Rulemaking which .

inOliideS a brief staff_ paper exploring the relevant facts and issues surrounding each

matter: For example,_with_ respect to backpay, comment should litesought on a

number of issues including when backpay is appropriate in securing compliance with
Executive Order 11246 and how backpay should' be _computed With respect to
availability, a number of studies currently exist: The Departmenti rather than
making -an open-ended request for comment, SiteUid develop_a new approach, if it
belie_ves_that the eight factor test is inadequate`, and should seek comments on that

approach.

Another item of concern related to the Department's proposed issuance is that the

P_mamble and the preliminary Regulatory/ Impact Analysis do not attempt -to
identify the benefits of the contract compliance program against which the public

. is being asked to compare the cost. The documents are devoid of any description

of the potential benefits of the rule; including those which cannot be qiiMtified, as
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required by President Reagan's Executive Order on Federal Regulation (12291).
The Preamble and liiipact Analysis are replete, however, with detailS on cost saving
for _contractors. We _46 not' belittle the Department's attempt to reduce
unnece_ss_ary_andstiirilmally productive requirements.' Indeed, as noted throughout
this letteri_weare most laudatory -of the Department's-efforts in that regard: We
also recognize the_need_to_strike a balance between cost savings to contractors and
diminution of Executive srder_protections_and thew derivative benefits. Since, the
Preamble and Impact Analysis_ generally lack analysis -of the proposal's effect on
the program's protections, they also do not _contain_a_ discussion of hoiv the-balance
was struck, or in the words of Execiltive_Order_12291_,:how potential net benefits
were determined. A graphic exarriple_o_f_the_Preamble's preoccupation with the
cost factor is that on page 4 it solicits_public commen_t_upon the likely cost impact
of the proposals without seeking comment on the impact on reduction in
We recommend that this request for comment be broadened to include an analysis
Of the effect of any cost savings on the protections afforded by the program and
ttie benefitS that result therefrom, and that such an evaluation be built into the
Department's Preamble and Impact Analysis.

Lastly, considering the number and breadth of changes proposed, the 30 day_period
for public comment seems inappropriately short. When the Department requeited
public _comment within 30 days on the proposed withdrawal of the private clubs
regulation, we viewed that time frame as adequate. Now, however, the same timelimit is_sought for an infinitely more complex issuance, to which the Department
has given little_prepublication exposure. Imposition of the 30 day limit may result
in- truncated responses; which ultimately may undermine the acceptability of the
regulation. We recommend that the Department allow 90 days for comment on this
NPRM.

In closing; the Cornmigsion_again applauds the efforts Of the Department to spongysor
major regulatory reforms_in the_contract compliance program. Such undertakings
should result in stronger more efficient and less costly equal employment
programs, a goal of both-oUr agencies,.

As indicated earlier, the ComMission desires to cooperate with the Department in
the development of these regulations, and has asked me to meet with you to diSCUSS
our comments. I look forward to working closely with you and your staff on this
proposal and on others in the future. In view of the urgency express_ed_by_senior
officials of the Department, I invite you and appropriate senior staff to meet with
Me in my office (Room 4208) at 10:00 A.M. on Monday, duly 6, 1981.

W' h kindest regards,

Doug Bieebn
' Actin rector _

Office Interagency Coordination

10
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
OFFICE OF MANAGE iNT AND. 31:1DGki.:

WASH I NGTC's C. 20503

31 OCT 5 P3: 54
bCT 2 MI '

2

Honorable J. Clay SOith
Acting Chair ;

Equal Employment Opportunity Commission

Washington, D.C. 20506

Dear Mr. Smith:

This letter proVideS_Presidential_Policy guidance for

preparation of your fiscal year 1983 Budget.

When the President SUbmitted_his 1982 Budget in MarCh,_he

made clear that sUbStantial additional__ reductions in 1983 and

future year agency- estimates -would be necessary-to assure

that we would continue on the path toa balanced budget by

1984. The 1982 Budget included_a commitment that we would_____

identify an additiOhAI_$30 billion in budget savings for 1983

and $44 billion fOr 1984;

Alsoi higher than expected
interest_rates_and other aeVtIop-

merits have made it necessary that_1982__Budget requests be_

reduced and that, as a Sihitliumithe_targets for additional

savings must be for I983_and 1984. All agencies_:

will need to Share in the reductions.

As you are well award,_the resident is committed to the task

of holding the 1982 deficit t 425 billion and to achieving

a balanced budget by 1984; Wit the exception of a very few

accounts, the Predident has deci d_to_propose across-the-

board 12% redbctions in his 1982 dget requests now pending

before the Congress: f

Also,.the Presideht,haS decided- Pon new outlay ceilings

reflecting the additiOhal bud _t savings,necessary.tb achieve

his goals. The endlOSUre ntains the outlay ceilings_for_
your_agency for fiscal years_1983 and 1984. These Ceilings

are net of proprietary receipts.

Achieving the President's economic objectives may require

reductions beloWthe outlay planning ceilings'_identified in

the enclosure. In addition,___ he final determinations -on the

amounts to be included in the 1983 Budget depend on_factors

that cannot be known with certainty now,_such as- Congres-
sional- action or inaction on Presidential proposals and the

economic and international outlook as it will appear'this

fall.
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The President has also dedided to Achieve substantial
reductions in federal civilian pMpIoyMent_starting in. fiscal

year_1982. You willbe notified Of the 1982; 1983, and 1984 ,

targets for your agency within a few days; ;

It will be necessary fiat your agency_ to proeeed_expeditiously
with revised budget regueStd reflecting these_enclosed_
ceilings. Your budget requests ShoeId_represent the_most
desirable mix of programs that can be devised_to_achieve the
President's major policy and Program- Objectives and_the most

realistic way to keep withih the-Se planning ceilings.

Your agencyq budget requests tefleCting_the enclosed outlay
levels must be received by_ovin no Iater_than_October 8i 1981.
Your cooperation in thid effort is greatly appreciated.

Sincerely;

Enclosure

David A; Stockman
Ditector

Enclosure.

EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY_ COMMISSION
(In millions of dollars)

Budget' Planning -Ceiling

Outlays (net)

J

83- 171 0 - 27

1983

124

1984

121

417
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE-?RESIDENT
OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET .

WASHINGTON. O.C. 20503

Uonorable_Tr Clay Sm th
Acting Chair
Equal Employment Opportunity Cominission
Washington, D.C. 20506

Dear Mr; Smith:

The President's decision h-s.-seek additional FY 1982 budget
reductions establish tight:',Wi0 outlay ceilings for FY 1983 and
FY_1984, and reduce 'Federal employment makes it necessary to
revise employment ceilings set last March for-FY 1982 and to
set clear targets for FY-1983 and FY 1984. Most reductions
will have to occur during fiscal years 1982 and 1983 since the..
President has committed to achieve 1984 full-time equivalent
(FTE) levels that are 75,000 below the levels that had been
planned for 1982.

The targets for your agency are shown in the enclosure. These:
targets are subject to review and revision during the 1983.
budget review process. Final employment, ceilings for 1982 and i

1983 will be set during that process. Until you are provided ,/
With final_ ceilings_, your_staffing plans should be based on the
premise that_the_targets for FY 1982, FY 1983, and FY 1984 will
be those specified in the enclosure and that, in some - cases,
they mLy be lower.

Enclosure

Sincerely,

418

David . Stockman.
Director
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Employment Targets

Equal Employment Opportunity Commissiop

Total employment, excluding die!.

advantaged youth and persolinel

participating in the,Worker-

Trainee Opportnity Program

NT0P) 111111111101111111111i11155111111

Enclosure'

r.'ll -tine equivalent

PY X982 ffijij _ PY 1914

3i0 ,2-1,970

Full-time permanent employment;

excluding personnel participating

in yTOR 11111.111111111111111N1111111 2-19 5 t2-1994 2i925

919
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:'710iiI/UF_CFPORTUNITY_CO:=SSION
7.ASMING/CoL_OXI__20506

October 8, 1981

Dl Fitt OF THE CHAIR

Honorable David A. Stockman
Director
Office of Management and budget
Old Executive Office building
17th Street A l'annsylvausla Avenue, M.Y.
Washington, D.C. 20503

Dear Mr. Stockman:

I have given ',out littlits dated October 2;_] 481; - which- provided ma.Presidential
Otaidy guidance for preparation of the FT 1983 budge; very. careful consideration.

, A

My staff and 'I have reviewed your guidance and developeda budget within thee*

constraints. MI, previous =mental which were forwarded to yen on October 6, 1981,
state very accurately the catescrophis-impaceof such a drastic induction f ;

resources darning chis'fiscal ysa as lingering-datriaaatai offide on Chi
Commission's capability to resolve charges in FY 1983 and the out- years.

A copy of this letter is enclosed along with:

o a_tabIe_ref/ecting the distribution of resources for FY'1982 (at the
S240,389400 and 2076 SY and $223,542,000 and 2,000 SY) and FY 2983.
for the reduced level of $224,000,000 and 3,040 SY;,

o a summary of the impact that these proposed resource Laval VIII eve
on charge inventory (charges we are unable to process) by sub-program;

o a revised set Of WoikIead tables; and

o a revised Object Classification table.

I am available and will be glad to preVide you any additional information that

may be requested.

SiOcereIy,__

.1.:

LtaiS.''+e
Smith, Jr.

Actirig Chairman

Enclosures
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EQUAL EMPLOYAIENTOPPORTUNITY- COMMISSION
WASHINGTON. O.C. 20506

October 6, 19814

Honorable David B. Stockban
Director
Office of Management and Budget
Old-Executive Offiee_MOildiO4
17tb Street a Pennsylvania Avenue, N.A.
Washington, D.C. 20503

Dear Mr. Stockman:

Wi_bave been advised that_our previously_approved ZE_'82 budget_Of $140
million viii be reduced by 12 percent. or 417 million to $123 million. Urei

urge that before -you make a final decision- on- this--matter, you consider
the Potential impact that such a severe reduction would have on the
Commission.

A reduction of this magnitude occurring_ right after a recently completed
agency-wide reduction-in-force of 287 positions; and an- absorption of in--
creases in operating_support_costs._wouI&_seriousIy_weaken:fhe_Commission.
ability to meet its statutory and programmatic responsibilities and cam-

,mitments. The following paragraphs support this assessment.

Of the previously approved level of $140 milllop, $96 million was to be
expended for personnel _compensation, $18 millIon_Tor_Pair Employment_
Practices Agency'grants, $16 million for fixed operational support ex-
penses, and $10 million for critical- program - related- expenses. Raving
reviewed_a_number_of_comprehensive_aIternefives_modifying_fhis_set of_
assumptions, the Commission finds that it has limited flexibility. In the .

area of staff, for example, our analysis reveals that the $6.8 "million ='
severance_and unemployment compensation costs associated with_a_reduction-,
in-force will minimize the net savings. Fair Employment Practices Agency
program funds are earmarked and therefore, cannot_be used forother pur-
poses. Operational support costs sych as space, telephone and postage
are controlled by the General Services Administration. Thus, the
Commission will be forced to absorb the bulk of its $17 million reduction
through Sizable decreases in critical program-related costs such-as case
processing, litigation support, essential travel, and data
processing services.

4
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The collec e impact on-operations wirl_bet Il) an inability to procces-10

the-Ifirtli
-_age_ DiSerrogiOation in Employment Act-(AUCA), and_Equal Pay

Act (EPI)_ laint inventories-Within a reasOMAhle tiOetrale2_(2)_a

dremetic in thenumber_Of_MaSide filed_ for litigatiosWand.

(3) reduced-effiCiehOp_ibithe_critleal
staft Innetions-of-poIleY direction

piOgrlagoidancei coordination, and-monitoring__Abd_aStInation of the

Commissi '31 charge processing and Iitigatlowpwograms. i

11
Our_WajOr kern that the Comalasione IMOebteiry_of_Title Sill com-

plaints grow-by over-BS Pek-Cebtitrom 37,000 epapleints,-or-S-.1./2__

months of workload t0162i.200 CoMpreints. or 12 months of weit3tIoeiLdrcring

42_182. 8iwilarly, the Fair Employment Pro con Agenfl!_ioventpry will .

rime frosek36400 complalntm_ti-s_4140MD_ l U.' Moreavei,-withoat

adequate ;_the Commission will :not be able to elIalBeta_tbe

prer1.979 tle VII backlog-by the and of I913-as planned, In addltlen.

ADEA corpaints will -rift/ by_eve*_50_ptreent to 10400 .coasplaints,,-* .

13-month_ entory bS_Ot eca of PP p82: EPA
complaints_WIII_Ilse by 40r4!

percent to 2700 complaints, or a 15-month inventory by the end of r;,82.
.--

In-the_past_ the_Commission has been heavily-criticized-OE the Congrese

and the private and public
seetbrp-for_not_eifednating=its Title 011 bank-

109 and Iles. strateblac_ont_the rbaxgn processing t.inet-raraes. To address

this issue- -the Commission has already restructured its_dtgatizatioe and

has overhauled its charge
proeessing_prodeddret._ As-A result, charges are

now settled, on the average_within_115 days. The negotiated settlements__
success Irate_is nearly 45 percent natAonwide. 'iridividuaI remedies amounts

to over 1859 million during the first 'nine nentha of FY '81.

This rapid_charge approach has been agplauded and supported_by_business_ar

protected classes because swift Processzng_Iessene_the burden on employers

and proirides reasonable_remedies to charging parties.,- -The systemhas_work

'so weIILthat other government agencies which have similar responsibilities

have ad pted these procedures. In_redegnition_of the development and,im-

plemenbation of_these_workload_management and prbeessing systeMs_and_prer_

ced6rel;_ 0MB praised-EEOC's overall
nanagerial_effietivenese in its manage

sent p blication. Further, in its -Iiiinary_1981 report, the Government=
Accounting OffiCe_IGA0)_noted_a high level of employer eatisfaCtiri_vith

the C4smission's expedited charge processing proceduiEr:___Seventyrthree

percent of employers were satisfied with_the procedures used bythe-
Commission telnVeStigate charges; 72 percent overall were Satisfied with

the way complaints were resolved. .
--

a d.
_

Theseldrant_Memns ave ene eao-pres coieerbT:.
however the Cbmmission would be hard-pressed to effectively deliver its

essegtial services at the proposed reddeed_level. Under these constraint!

it will take thi_CoMmission_a year to iddress a charge, as con:reited_with

therCretent six month figure. Every analysii_the_CoMmission has conductef .----'

showS that without-speedy resoIution:,_there
is_little likelihood of settle

sent. moreoVer, the_Comminaion, under law, must investigate a ease if it

does not settle; thus," delaying final resolution even lukther.
.

----.---

1
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Another_concern_is_that the CnaMissioo,_will_bave_tO_abolieh a.lerge number
of field - offices across the country. Many are located within our-major
cities and, thereforeg serve u large segment f the_anerican_people._:Sodb
a cutback would further hinder the Coaniasion*s ability to process charges
in a t4hlyaanner and willprobably result in more independent court
suits_being.fiIed_by_CbUrging_partiesThis_vorkIoad_wilI become_an_addl-
tional burden to already overloaded court'ilockets, thereby shifting the
costs-from this agency to the courts which are not prepared to accept this
tultded.

With-respect_to_the Commission's- litigation progran,_additional_ents_will
force the Commission to release legal staff and dramatically reduce liti-
gation support funds. ,Prom-an-original projected,meed-of $3.4,million to
fund_cmrrent_cases nding_it federal_Ondrta. and_a_modest doCket_Of_new
cases, projectionthe current projection would amount to $2.2gpillion, or 2/3 less
funds for-litigation-support and a corresponding reduction in staff.
Nearly 1/2of_theSe funds are needed immediately to pay for sending liti-
gation support contracts generated by-some of-our largest and most com-
plem_cases. Itt the reduction budget_Iivel.-the niniber_of_cases the
'Coaalicalea could file would be reduced hy 4D -45 percent from FT '111.

Cii.rtentIy._EEOC_bas more_than 900_cases_in_Iitigation._ They_represent
enforcement actions upder Title VII, Age Discrimination in'Employment Act:
and\Egual Pay Act. pproximately-l/3 of these cases are class-action
Uuite., ertaLdevelopment of most of these cases will be seriously under- '
funded, affecting the'relief for those who are protected by these state es.

In conelusion; a budget reduced by the amount being contemplated for OC
would significantly impair the-Commission's charge processing and li- ga-
tion_programs and_as_such._wouId_have an_adverse_impact_on,the burin ss_
community and on minorities and women who have filed charges. Employers
would- have -to retain records and maintain-active-case files for a pro-
longed_Period ottime at great expense. Relief for those charging par-
ties whose charges have merit wOu1.l0 be irreparably delayed and jeopardized
The court_system_would_hecome.intolerably_baCkIogged_with. cases_which_ _
would otherwise be settled at the administrative level. State agencies
would also be burdened with a hdge-backlog. If .the complaint pro-
cessing syttem_and_enforcement_mechanisms_are_adverseiy affected._the
ability to obtain voluntary compliance would be seriously impaired...

In the_family of agencies.; EEOC is a small unit of the repeblit, _Its mis-
.

sion is to enforce.-sthe law in cases where various forms-of discrimination
exist_in.the_workpIace.: The proposed_reduction_im the Commissionls_hudget
will send a signal to the American people that EEOC will be unable to.

-

423
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enforce the law whenever the-business community violates tberprebibitienS_ -

against discrimination. We do not believs_tbat_thit_signel_should'be_sent
however._unintentione.1._gence, the Commission requests that if a reductions

in .ourTY*.S2 budget occurs that it ,not exceed

Sincerely,

Acting Chairman

cc: Commissioner Armando M. Rodriguez

bee: Issie Jenkins. Acting Executive Director
Al GoIub_Deputy,Executive_Director
Odessa Shannon, Acting DireCtor. OPP&E

424
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Revised FT 82/83 Program Budget
(S in thousands)

I

FT 1982
Request'
($000)

Revised FY 82
Request
($000)

FT 1983
Request

Policy i Ixecutive_Directibur _
Budget_Authority_ 8.311 7.314

7.?::Staff 'fears (FTE) 182 160 '

.

II Enforcement: '

Budget Authority 107.773 99;5519 100.973

Staff Tears (FTE) 3.047 2.715 2.755

1

0 State-6 lOcal Grants
Budget Anthority 19.000 12,000 11,000

III Program SuPPort 6 Administration:
Budget.Authority' 5.305 4.670 4;687

Staff Tears (9TE) 147 125 ,r) 123

TOTAL EEOC
Budget_Authbrfty_ 140;389 123.542 124.000

Staff Tears (FT!) 3.376 3.000 3.040

25



EEOC Sub-Program

Summary of Charge
Inventory

1982
End of The Year Inventory

$223 mil,
$140 OM _LeVeI_

Level Revised
Inventory 1/
Increase ..

1983
End of The Year Inventory

$135 mil.
Level

$124 mil.

-level_
Reviead

_

-Invantory-21-
Increeee -

TItIeVII -New:Charges : 36,300. 48,000 8.5-mos. to
10.5 mos.

, 44.400 59,200 . 9.5 mos. ;to
13 mos.

Title VII - 01J Charges -6;300 1:1;100. *N/A 0

0

10.000 N/A

ADEA
..!

7,300 9,700
_

9.5 moo. to
12 most.

8.100 11.000 10 mai. to
13.5 mos.

EPA 1,900 : 2,500 11 moe. to
14 mos.'

1,800 2,400 -'10 mos. to
14 mos.

Federal Complaints
(Hearings)

'::2.500

i

. 3,600 10 ODD. to
14.5 mos.

2,500 4.000 10 mos. to
16 mos.

L....

State and Local. 35,600 47,100 10 Mos. to
13-Mos.

38,000 61,500 10.5 moo. to
17 mos:

1/ 'This column shows the inventory for FY 82 at the $140 Million. 3.376 staff yeer level.and how the FY 82
inventory increases if EEOC resources are restricted to $123 million and 3,000 staff yeeis.

2/ This colum shows the inventory based on FY 82, $140 million and FY 83 at the $135'million and 3,308
staff year level and bow the inventory increases with EEOC resources being reduced to $124 million and
$124 million and 3.040 -staff years for FY 83.

426



.TAULg 3-

'Charge/Complaint ReAliOtk

EEOC

11E1 Atit

Title VII 47.100 50E500_ 51,300

Age
0 000 9.300 9,900

Lqual Pay hot 000 . too

Concurrent Title VII/Age 1.300 1.400 1,500

Concurrent Title VIZ/Equal Pay 1,000 1E000 1000

TOTAL
58000 93.000 67000

StateandrIccal Agencies

'Tiile VII 35.700 36,500 .7 37.400

Age
2.500 2,400 1.700

eOhddrrent Title VII/Age SOO 900 900

Concurrent Title VII/Equal Pay 300
, 300 300

39,300 40,300 .41.300

GRAND TOTAL 90,200 101,300 100,600

427



TABLE,4

TITLE VI/ NEW CHARGE PROCESSIWOf WORKLOAD AND WORKFLOW

1981

Charges in Process 23,600 ' 29,000 48,000

Charges Received for Processing 46;200 50;300 54;600

Charges Closed 42,200 32,500 1-G000.;

_ .

Charges Forwarded Y 29,000 48,000 59,200

1
_

Charge Inventory (Monthsy 71/2 111/4 13

Benefits

Total People 41;300 26,400 34,600

Dollars ($000) 953;700 $34;300 . 945;000

Average Dollar Benefit 4,100 9 4,100 a 4,100

1/ Includes charges initially completed by FEP Agencies, but rejected and sebeaquently
investigated,and closed by ER= :428



TA LE 5

EEOC TITL-E-V-1-1RACE-LOG-CRARGE-PROCE88114-. MORKLOAD AND WORKFLOW

1981

Ilia

Charges in Process 35,000 15,900 13,100

Charges Closed 18,400 3,100 3,200

Charges Forwarded
1/
- 15,900 13,100 10,000

Benefits

TOtal People 2,300 300 ,250

Dollars ($000) i 5;800 $ 1,000 $ 700

Average'Dollar Benefits 3,100 i 3,100. $ 3;106

Reflects charges initially completed by PEP Agencies, but rejeotedand subseciuent14
investigated and closed by EEOC.

429
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ADEA CHARGE/COMPLAINT PROC6ESINOT-1WORELOADANDWORKPLON

1981 1212

ChAkgeR/COMPIAIMEA In PeOteme 5,100 6,600,

Charges/Complaints Received for Processing 9,100 9000
. .

Directed Invettigationa Initiated '100 200

Charges/Complaints Closed 7000 ; 6,000

chatoon/compiaints Forwarded 6,600 '91700

Charge/Complaint Inventory (Months) By_ 12

Benefits

Total People 2,200 1.600

Dollars (9000) 915,000 ..111,200

Average DOIlar Benefit 9,500 6 9,500

430

1983

9,700

.9400

' 200

ei400

, 11,000

151



TABtAri2,

EPA COMPGAINT PROCBSSINGI WORKLOAD AND WORKFLOW
. c

Complaints in Process
.

Complaints Received for Proceising '

Directed Investigations Initiated

Complaints Closed

Complaints Forwarded

Complaint Inventory (Months)

uenef-i-ts

Total people

Dollars,(6000).

Average Dollar Benefit

-1981 121.2 1903

2,100 2,000 2,500

1,600 1.600 1,600

.400 KOD .809 :

2,100 Ii600 -i2,200

2,000 iioo 2,400

12 14'L 14

1,650 1,000 1,400
.

02,200 -$2,000 62,100

02;000 12,000 ;02,000:- .

.



TAILS 13

LEGAL ttirOlitEME*

19021 1

Administrative Process

Cases Initiated if 1,356 1,000

Legal Process.

Suits Authorized 433 750

Consent Decrees and Settlements 220 150

Benefits ($000) 514,100 $11,000.

1903:- --------

1;000

250

150
CM

011,000

1/ Incluqes charges /complaints, directed i vestigailons (AREA -and -EPA) and Commissioner Charges, (Title
which because of their class issues are.targeted for slitlgation oriented .1TvilUpWibloiIf.
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P

ANALYSIB-OP-PRODUCTIOWAWRIMURCO-OMMATION

V -

V Continued ASIA
./.

Charges ,

Charges/ Processed Investigations/ Backlog Chargee/
Complaints ThroUgh- Conciliation. Charges Comlaints

Received Peat rincHnl cowoletad Closed, Closed

1

(---- -FY 81 V/ .

-

_,V_ -': . t

.

\ BPA
CMplailibi

Closed--

50,900 3§.800 ... 7000 18,400 7000Workload 2.100

.\.

Staff Years -/- 222 451 128 160 86 67 \
i

Product1611 lea / -6; 265.3 J9.4 67.0 . 31.3115.0 ___81A3__
.

PY-82

Workload , 63,600 37,300 5,600

Staff Years/ 226 436 119

/

7,100 6000 1,600

42 84 61,

Production Rate _ 281;4 62;6 67;1 73.8 63.8 26:2
6

. __---- FY' 03 .; I
: i 1 7 Th-7-- - - =

Workload 67.500 9.200 8.400

:

P 37.300 5000 2409%.

--

Production RAe

i Staff Years .215 458
.

1.516

110:.0,

99 64

287.2 : 82.3 65.6 34.484.8

ti
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TABLE 10

FEDEMACCONPLAINT PROCK8RING' WORKLOAD AND WORKFLOW

I9RI AU

Cases An' FOCE012 - 2,650 2,500

Cases Received 2,850 3,000

Cases Completed 3,000,

:Cases Forwarded 3,600

Appeals

Appeals 111:Ptocess 1,900

lJ
2,200

Appeals Received 4400 3,200

Appeals Resolved 0,500 2,500

I

Appeals FoCwaidad 2,200 2,900

2,600

3,000

2,600

1,000

2,900

3,600

2,600

3000
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FY 61

'Workload

Staff Years

Production Reis

\I
FF a,

Workload

Staff Years ;.

Production Rite

PYB2

Workload

Staff Years
.

prodUdtion Rate

TaAs II

ANALYSIS OF PROWCPTeefaleri:RESOURCII-UTILIIATIOIF'
FEDERAL OECTDR

1

71

Hearlago
Doonlellad

3,0411

86

16.3

2,604

2!

ii.2

9.500

07

.28.4 96.1

2,640 \ '1,600
4

47 ', a
a:6, 104.0
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TABLO 12

CE}JCTCRKRCE -PROCHSBINO-1--WOR1CLOA3-0103- WoRtrotoR

Charges in 9[000111n 37,200

Charges Waived for Processing 41,200

Charges Closed 40,0Q0

Charges Poiwardad 2/ 36,100

PI X 436

1.211

30,100 47,100

42,000 43,100

'30.000 26000

47,100 61.500

ne,

c
1/ ReLlects charges initially,,completed'by State and Local Agencies, but tejeated and aubeequantly,

investigated.and cloned by EEOC.
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Object Class
Crosswalk -- FT 61 to Fr 63 Request

(5 inthoussods)

Fr 1961
Actual

PT 1982
ltaquart

FT -1962
!seised-

num '
Re5ume

Adjustments
to Ia.-lead '82

Staff Tears 3.600.
/

3.3711 (376) 3.000 3.060

Parscumal Cempansacrlos i 3ammf5ts 93.232 92.00 (3.956) 86.132 85.272

Triv.. 37300 37817 (813) .3.00 3000
.

Transportlriom =1 100 125 20 100

Reot Cosennicarlans i 171:111tlas 13.571- 13.123- (2.026) 13.057- 15.535
a SLDC (6.494) 17.635) (- 991)'- (6.694) (6.632
o Othar Rant' Cammunimardon (6;67'7) (7.436) (-1.035) (6.403) (6.03

Printing 4 ReproduCtion 397
_ _ r

457 (114) 343 '343-...

Orhar Servicas 7.978 8.328_ (525) ;JOS .7.8o3

, 1.7291.0pluit, 1;251 (409) 842 842

Equipment 356_ 223 1225) - ±30 100

Grants 18.049 19,000 (7,000) 12,000 11,000

.TOTA1. EEOC 140.584 140,38911 16,847 123,542 124.000

1/The absorption-of $3,735.500-for the FT 82
PaY_Raise_would_require_the_deferrmentof
funds to support 132 Staff Tears or ocher
programmatic activities

rf
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Nat lanai-Association
Of Manufacturers

woccm,,-.MHAL-u

TheflonorabIe Augustus F. Hawkins
Chairman
Subcommittee on Employment Opportunities
Room B-3464
Rayburn_House Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20515 . .

Dear Chairman Hawkins, '

.

-

The National Association of Manufacturers_("NAM") aPpreci-
ates this opportunity to share with the-_Suboommittee the-views- ---
and experiences Of its members_regarding the Office of Federal
Contract Compliance Programs ("OFCCP"), .

The NAM is a voltntary busipess organization with over
12_000 member companies located i all parts of the country. The

NAM membership accounts for appro Cimately 75 percent of:the
nation's manufacturing outpUt and 80 percent of the-meMbertj.re
generally considered to be small businesses NAM also has_an
affiliation with 158,000 businesses through; its ASSOCiation

q. Department apd the National Industrial Council. NAM members
support principled that encourage individual freedom;_advancement
of economic opportunities to_aII individuals without regard to
race, sex, religion, national origin,_ age or physical or mental

handicap. It is on behalf of Pour membership that we submit these

comments.

At the inception of the current Executive Order program in
1965; affirmative action meant those measures taken to ensure
nondiscrimination in the work forcos of employers doing bnsiness

with the federal government. The sixteen (16) years since have
been a period of ever - increasing regulatory abuse which has
severely clouded the original intent of Executive Order 11246.

.
The regulations promulgated by the OFCCP have emphasized ,

numbers' and format rather than content. _These regulations have
deterred `real affirmative action and equal employment progress.

The complexity and bur'eaucratic nature_ok OFCCP's.system hasf
caused it to be concerned more with enforcing the agency's N

. technicaI_reguirements than with helping;contractors achieve
meaningful affirmative action hiripg and promotion results. The
focus of affirmative action enforcement has shifted from

prospective improvement to an adversarial relationship. An
example of this cOMbative atmosphere is the case of the
Firestone Tire-end-Rubber-Company, in whiCh the agency_attempted
to debar a major federal contractor because of a_disagreement
over a minor technicality, that had little bearing_on_the
company's practical affirmative action effort. In fact,

:452
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in district court, the OFCCP conceded that it had fount -no
evidence of discrimination at thefacility_invoIved. This type
of attitude generates an_enormogs amount of unnecessary friction
and hOStiIity, between OFCCP and contractors even though
cooperation is critical for success in making any'
effective improvements in employment opportunities for
underutilized groups.

,

The present affirmative action program requirements con-
tribute little to the development of real equal opportunities. far
women and minorities. Company time and ressiurces are consumed in
producing meaningless paperwork and in arguing with the OFCCP
over format and the relevance of required information, rather
than substance.

These ,hurdensome requirements_divert management's attention
from areas where greater equal employment efforts could be made;
such_asAocating_and_remedying_internal_selectiOn_prOcesses which
may be biased; or making greater effortsto locate and hire
qualified minorities and women. Resources which are now diverted
to unproductive recordkeepine and numerical manipulating would be
better spent on providing education and training programs that
could enhance the marketable job skills and promotional opportun-
ities of women and minorities and could encourage underutilized
group members to pursue careers-in nontraditionalljobs. A-recent
study by the Equal Employment_Advisory Council_indicates_that
federal- contractors spend_$-I.I5 billion annually on_compIying
with_OFCCP requirements: The average COSt Of a SingIe_OFCCP
compliance review for a large facility exceeds $20,000._ In
contrast to_these_considerable_expenditurdb;_laegely for
paperwork and responding to OFCCP'd request for data, the agency
itself has stated that only four percent 6f its compliance
reviews yield evidence of actual discrimination. Thus it appears
either that ehe agency is targeting employers who have good
affirmative action programs or that it is not succeeding in
discovering such discrimination asmay exist. The process
currently required rarely yields results which justify its use
and should be eliminated. A well-organized targeting approach to
reviews for recalcitrant contractors would produce the desired
results. -In light of_ these facts, it is apparent that large _

amounts of money are being wasted on meeting hypertechnieal
requirements; rather than_being spent on constructive affiaative-
action programs- -, such as education and training, that would
actually increase employment opportunities for underutilized
groups.

The following points summarize the highlights of our chief. -

concerns relating to the improvement of OFCCP's administrative
efforts to enforce E.O. 11246:

.

Back pay. The OFCCP's efforts to obtain back-pay have abso
beeh the cause of much concerti and debate over the -paSt-ten
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years. We cannot emphasize strongIy_enough that there is no

prevision of Executive Order_No. II246_that_authorizes.OFCCP to

impose or seek to obtain back pay; front pay, -or any other type

of individual relief. _In developing regulations, OFCCP haa

ignored the ExecutiVe_Order,_Congress.
mandate in Title VII and_

'relevant case 1.1W, (It_should he noted that OFCCP'e regulations

did not eveb refer _to bock pay until 1977, almost_tWeIve years

after ExecOtiVe Order_No,_11246 became effectiVe) In evaluating

the various Iegal_basesifor OFCCP's position_Onth issue, it is

ihitaliy noted that neither the purpose of the E)cecutive Order

nbr hatic contract principles
justify the Creation of a badk pay

remedy. In a broader-sense, the ExecUtiVe Order's intent is to -

support public policy in this area. It is_designed to enlarge
the_avaitable labor pool of qualified workers. All back pay

claims should be processed through the EE0c;_Congress indicated _

its intent that this fcirm Of remedy be_hand;led there. -Individual

relief under the ExecLitie_Order_i_s_not_necessary to effectuate

the Order's purposes: OFCCP's success,.should not be daldnIated

in terms of-ba6k. pay extracted from contractors.

of- course; in one sense Congress may shate some of the

responsibility for the OFCCP's emphasis on_badk pay recovery,

since a traditional measure, in oversight hearings-, of an

agency's effectiveness in combatting employment discrimination
has been-the amount of monetary relief obtained. Wes would

suggest that a more appropriateyardstii_k would be to judge the

increase in the numbers Of jobs availabf to minorities and

women.

3-obGroups. The present- OFCCP approach to job groups

often artificial and meaninglesstocontractora. The job groups ,

are often td6 SMaIl or_fail_toreflect a contractor's- organiza-

tional and, occupational structure.
ContreetorS should be

perMitted to do the utilization analysis on the basis of a job

group clattification system that truly refIeets internal .work

forte realities; with EEO-1 categories reIected in the job groups

;,,here relevant. If acontractor'4 job grouping appears to

reflect accurately the company's Work eententi_POy or lines of

Promotion, the OFCCP Should not engage in- endless exercises. of

restructuring job groups to create a finding of underutilfzation.
.

Avad-1-ability.- We believe the_present requirements undet

availability centribUte
Iittle_to_thedevelopment of equal

opportunities fer_WoMen and minorities. While the reljaIations

have never actually defined availability, the OFCCP hh'S=stated in .

its compliance inartual_that
"availability" is the - percentage -of

minoritiea_and. females_whohave the
requisite_tkills_for a job

group_at_.WhO:are capable of acquiring them:.. COntrz,,tors usually

define availability in terms of those minorities and/dr women who
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have the requisite skills in the area in which the contractor can
reasonably recruit. Therefore:

1. The eight availability faCtors should be replaced by
two factors:

a. The availability of ,women and minorities having
requisite skills in the area in which the contractor
can reasonably recruit based on the 1980 Census Data.
This census data would be thb most reliable and up-
to-date demographic information available.

. The availability of promotable and transfer -able women
and minorities within, the contractor's organization.

2:- The OFCCP should abandon efforts to set-numerical goals based
upon__"future" availability _Consideration should_be given to
the Final_Repott_ on Availability Analysis prepared for the
Department of Labor by Abt Associates; Inc:

This report admits that after long.and careful_enalysis_they_were
unable to develop a viable method Of calculating potential or fu-
ture availability.

Show - -ca- use notices. Another -area where present procedures
are not working and are having a negative effect is found in the
present conciliation procedure and use ofeshow-cause .notices,
with -the latterbecoming:a routine practice, often prior to an
on-site review._ Discriminatory, not technical, allegations
should Be specific so that recommendations for corrective action_
can be made. They shOuld not be subject_to change et the whim of
an_individual compliance officer as is often,>the_case, creating
adversarial rather than_cooperative_poSitiOnS._ Effective use of
administrative law judges should be-expanded to increase
resolution of factual differences.

. The present organizational
structure of the OFCCP makes effective -administration of the --
Executive Order impossible. There is little ceidance or control
from the OFCCP policy makers at national headquarters to'the
-regional field offices. This makes' it extremely difficult for
_)z.ontractors to deal or confer with OFCCP headquarters on matters
'cf high-leveI policy or to obtain uniformity of programs that
Cross More_than one_of the ten regions. Additionally-.
inconsistent_ field applicalion of regolations_compounded by
differing interpretations of the OFCCP "Federal Contract
-Compliance Manual," has created wide variances in what is
expected of contractors, in program format and in the manner of
conducting compliance reviews. It is not uncommon for large
regional or national contractors to experience grossly
inconsistent demands from several different OFCCP Area Offices.-
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For example;. a member company was told during a review that the

eight-factor analysismethod of determining - availability must be

used; unless the former Company's
own_methOd_resulted in a higher

availability rate. In other-words; the method was irrelevant;

only the increase in the'availability 'rate_was important. When a

high-level headquarter OFCCP_Official_was_asked
about this rather

dubious approach to aVailabiIity;_be_replied in essence, that

there was little the headqUarter_staff_could do about such

aberrant behavior. This very_frustratingand complex sySteM

relates onlY_to.a program OFCCP_has_created for itself, thUS

completely aliehating:the_business community. -It is recommended

that the OFCCP be restructured so that the AssistahtRegional
AdminiatrdtOrd_report to the Directors in headquarters
responsible for compliance activities.

In conclusion, it should be restated that-the concept of
affirmative action is based on the ObjeCtive_of assisting
minorities and women-in overcoming- historic barriers to equal

access and equal opportunity in aII_O_spects_of.employment. NAM

believes that the government agencieshould redirect the time

and effort now spent Oh_excessive_regulatory considerations to
providing employers with better_guidance in their prospeCtiVe

_

efforts te provide equal_eMP10V.ment opportunity. We beIievelthat
the.competctiOn between the EEOC and OFCCP for remedial action

has certain -ty been counterproductive. The Exe,:hitive Order No

11246 governing the OFCCP was not intended to gO_beyona Congress'

statements in this area in Title VII, nor to expand substantive

tights or give the Executive branch a_thOrtcut_around the
procedural safeguards of Title VII. The_purpose of the Order is

clear: it was intended to encourage federal contractors to

devise creative programs aimed at_ensuring_non-discrimination in

employment. Affirmative aCtion;_properly structured, regulated;

and enforced has many
benefits_in_strengthening human resources

.

and the social_fabrid of the_ nation. It provides for equal

opportunitied in employment_which American industry haS and will

continue to actively support.

CC:

Randolph M.Hale
Vice President
Industrial Relations

Hon. WilliaM Olay_O-MO)
HOn, HarOld Washington (D-IL)
Hon. Ted Weiss (D-NY)
Hon. Baltasar Corrado (Del.-PR)
Hon. Paul Simon (D-IL)

Hon. Millicent FenWick (RNJ)
Hon. Thomas E. Petri_(R-44II___
Hon. James M. JeffOrdt (R -UT-)
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TESTIMONY CN AFFIRMATIVE ACTION
7.RE3EI7TED TO_TE ;`'OUSE '

SUBCOMMITTEE ON EMOLOYITXT OPPORTUNITIES

by
Alison M.. Hughes, Exec.,Oirc
Tucson SIbmenis'CommiSSiOn

3ackpround Information

As executive d5!'rector of the Tucson ,_;omen4s Commission, I have-n,en_

involved in a V-riety of employment ilsues focusin;- on the needs and

nroblems ,)f women. TO name a few:
-

1. - Our CeMintion -sror%Inr_acr.ement th-the Arizona Civil

Rights Divislone are an intal:e or ncy WhiCh_ i,rocenzes'comnlaints

Oh the bests of sex to regulatory ar.encieti_such_aai_EEOCi_OFCCPi_
We and_Hour_Civision of DCL, State CIVII:4Ights Di.riision, City

'of Tucsonuman Relations Divisibn, and NLRB.;

Almost two years ago TWC estabildhed_a_pre,apprenticeship program .

to prepare. women fordereere In construction fields, The program

; was funded through CETA.

3. We eStablighed an employMent PreWation program for -women in our

county jail;_fuIly supported by the jell administratien._ The_

project was funded through_CETA and ended with the CETA budget cuts;

4. I 'am a co-fbunder of Arizona Tradeswomen,Ind;; an- organization

women in the trades which supports 'its members-and encourages women

to enter careers in construction fields.

5. I. have served for_two_years on the County CETA Planning COunclI

and am a member of the Executive Committee of that Body.

6. Every two,yeara4 *rough TWCi I organize a seminar on employment -

disnriminatien laW._The sem'ner is geared primarily to attorneys

end EEC representatives from public and nrivrIte agencies. Its

p.:;rpose is tc Present information on legal trends;and,interpietations

of protective lecislation.

PR-ESE,"TATICH RE!';A3D/NG, A-FIRMATIVE ACTIO:7

E.:-Order 11246 ' .

Onlfr,:,fter theE:tecutive Crder was emended in 1978 tc .:Ianante:noals

and tinetnbleS7for the_entry of women in construction fields did

theerfieldstopen up to women:

Prior -to the_adnntIon of the goals and-timetables_Arizonata
strudtion trndes were c,m1posed of ':39.95_rfaIes;__ Since- their adoptior

much :ro:Tess n,s b-en made.. For eXttpIe;unitm statistics show:

. 141 women entered ilizonn a)prenticere:-.1p 'ro-rrmsya_
100:171 =men r

197.:265Awnmen "
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tlith tl'e__AlAnt 1991 figures; Arizon-1's_uni n net their OVera71
-s-1 ^8-ittinr 6.5 percent fetales into a crentioeship.proTrFms.

.2;' Ile tl,e major unions have done a cnnmendr,ble\job Of recruiting
we-nen, the construction industry has not been Wenthusiastic in

.

their recruitment efforts.

A review of the State Office of Federal Contract and Compliance
'cogram,s_ computer printouts for June 1981,- reporting Arizona
construction contractors' employee counts,. shows the following:

Minorities Women

Electricians
: 12.9% 1.2%

:Ile layers 17.1 0,0
C,roenters 19.5 1.7
Sheetmetal__ Z0.5., 0.6
Iron Workers 23,0 0.0
Painters 24.8 3.0
Plumbers 25.1 1.6
Teamsters....... .......... 30.6
Operating Engineers 31.3 tg
Plasterers , 32.1 2.2
Laborers 38.4 2.0 '

The -above figures show -that construction_companies with federal_
controt_have dnne well In theThiring_of minerities. (males)-into-
ccnstruction jobs.__They have not_ hired females to the extent that
they s"iouIa- or could have hired them;

Arix0m, cOntractorS__complain that there is_not_an_availabIe poor of
::-den to hire. 'They.comolatthat Mhez0als_ssa timetables are
unreDsonable. Says Jefgrey Baker of the Associated General
Contractors in T'cson in a letter to me in November 1980 (copy
enclosed):

. .

'fiThe U.S.-Department-of Laborifs Office of Federal -

Contract ComPliance Programs is illegally-, aggreslielyi
and inflexibly enforcing a quota-system that-has baen,
since its inception, Incapable of' aohlevement.because
other_,OOL remaations limit the number of psopIe'who_
enn ba_troined In the construction industry.. AGC_toId
the Deparenent_at_the_beginning_of_ne_Women_inCbnstruction_
rogram that the goals could not reached given existing.train-

in

The ACC ory)oses goals and timetables, I believe, because they simply
do not support the idea of women working in the construction tradesi
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Puring_the time we implemented our pre-apprentideahlp_program at

theZCommission, We learned that -the AOC aece'ts applications_for .

employment from construction
workers.-__ They operate a Job referral

oro7.rem on an informal_basis;__Not_once
did-they-work to place__

any'_of -the women we
referredto them for jobs. (We.Were_successful

in piaci:IL- a few women directly into non-union construction companies4)

It_should be pointed out that Arizona is a rightta-Work states_Not

ell_conStruction companies have_union
contracts. -Th18 is_why_we

worked with unions as Weir as__with_ACC and indiVidUaI contractors..

This_fact may be part -of the_reason that-the statiatics_showao
affirmative-action-gains_of _women in constructien;.In other_words,

those companies with- union contracts have the adVantage_of

women in the apprentioeship_prorrams, becauSathe unions have

n-gressively Seerched_for_women.
ComcanieS Vint are non-unions do

not have a peel of women from which to hire;

',owever, We ire also aware of how-the _hiring_system_workss So-oetimot

when_a cott)tin,r calls- the union hall. informal'"working_or:reements"
-

result in__a__spectfic person
being sent on_the job. The union represen-

tatiVes_know which companies will take women and which-one _woh!t;___

To mintein god working relationships they comply. Thia_is_simply

the politics of the job Whieh,is prevalent on a nation-wide basis,

It is anparent to me_that_jzoals- and-titeta-bles must be- retained

if women are to continue to_make headway in construction Jots.

Change occurs gradUaIly,.and_I
believe the COntinuatiOn_of_affir-

mative requinetents.
will'eventually result In_our seeing more

,women hired into
construction Jobs in -our state.

Who and Where are Ariz-onaLs-TradeswoMen
(The Availability Pool)

The pOOI_of women available to WOrkzin_constructibn_is varied;

jArizona Tr5deswomen,Inc.s
composed of women who are carpenters,_ -

plumberS, surveyors,' operating
engineers, etcss who had, previously:.

worked as teachers, researchers, waitresses; secretaries,etc.

Their agea_are_between 20 and 45. They enjoy being in the trodeS_

onl recognize -that they -are pioneers in
their fieldss_ To this end,

they are committed to helping other women to enter the_trades. They

speak in the piAbIle
scheoglAYTecoghitihg-that_they_serve .:is

models for younr: women -who have never before seen 4,"woman nlumber"

or a "woman cerpenter;"
_

I hove heard
them_shorestories of sexual harassment and sexist -.

.ttitudes_teWard_them on the job, on-tho_part,of their _male colleagUeS;

each- .other,
They provide support systems for eac .other, and help each other

strntegite technioues;of solving on-the-job problems like this.

Initial funding to help esOblish ?-rizona Tmdeswomen came throu:t .

the Women's Bureau of'DCL

Literally' hundreds of TUCton women hove attended-werkShePs_sponsored

by the Commission on how to_enter_the trades.- Since -'p'ruarY__1977

the Commission has -,t.-oviaod at le7st seven such, tesions in our

co,odunity.
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Obviously women_are_intereated'In_exploring new_career_CpportUnities.
The- -main reasons_omen_give_me_for_entering_construction work are
twofold: _t1) they_prefer working outside to.being in an office, and
(2) the pay is vod.

Many_ women who'abtend our 'workshops are there out of curiosity. After,
lenrningHhat-the lobs are like they know the work is not for them.
Others-:% uit to experiment. Pre-apprenticeship programs such aft the
ore tile' offered are critical. They help women- to determine if they
w-nt tn Commit many years of their lives-to-the hard work-reauired
In construction. -Man:! become demoralized,-however, _once they make
the comMtment and are unsuccessfUl in their attempts to find employment.

C)ne sure success_storyis worthwhile_citing._ 7ran'Horon,_agez41,_
moved to Tucson_from_Chicago_where_sheLworked for years as proof-

S:Ie_wanted a-new career and attended one_of_TWC!s ::nr!cshops.
on_boto_enter_apprenticeshIp.programs. She apblied and_ w-s roceoted
into the Carpenterls_Dnion program. At 43 she is_now In her second
yenr_as an apprentice, Is an active member of Arizona Tradeswomen,
and_ is considered an excellent apprentice.

Based on my_experiences_with- women in the_trades, I disagree whore= _

heartedly with construction cOntraoters who maintain .than they cannot
find. women to work in construction, and that there is not an available
pool of women for construction work. Like all things in life, one
must, make a good faitheffort if one is to succeed;

SEX DISCRIMINATION COMPLAINTS AND OFCCP

Sex' discrimination in the workforce remains high, especially in
the construction industry and othernontraditional areas where women
are being hired.-

Erch year the Tucson Women's Commission processes over-120 complaints
to appropriate regulatory agencies. Here are two exaMPles of the
types of complaints we receive:,

A young woman applied for_an_apprenticeship_pIumber
position with_a_large construction company tnon=union)
which_ls_werkingbn a new shopping mall in_Tpcson's
northwest area'. She was told by the foreman she could
start work the next day. The foreman was newt
When she showed up for work she was told by the secretary
she w,s not hired because the company does not hire
women in construction jobs. She sought out the man who
hired her, and he apologized because,- as he said, he didn't
know the-rule on women on the lob. She attempted to -:

talk with -the fdremanls boss, bUt could get Do farther then
the secretary.

A young woman was hired -as an operating engineer_b: a
construction company; While Working the backhoe_her fore-
7:tn. was directing her to_move_dirt up a hill. _She argued
with him. that if she_ continued his_directions_her=ebine. _
would get stuck rt the top. He Pointed out that he_ was the
boss and made her continue -on her route. She did._The machine'
rot stuck at the top and she was fired., She believes the
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'fOremnn_deIlbetately forced her up the hill, knowing
full the_:m)Iications, because he would then have
n'renson for firing her; ;

In cones like theSo We !,tocess the_complaints_to OPCCPoi7ECCor
both. OFCCP does not investigate individual_ complaints, however._
,Tbey_only investigate clasS action complaints: When_wehave reason

to believe the employer is indeed discriminating againstlwomen as_

A Class we write up the complaint on that bsis and submit it to OFCCP;

have_ not_ been particularly s-tisfied with HOW CFCCP handIts_sex.

,J1Setimination_complaints. Early:in 1980 I complained to ouf state
OFCCP_Office that the staff members were not spending enough time

pursuing complaints filed against construction companies. _I_was
-visited by_the then Assistant to.the national director of_OECCP;

Bo VAllafana;when I,taleed this issue. Ho responded- that -it -was
the national office oolicy that staff spend 11 percent of_theit
.time_investignting construction-related comp:Laints. He added that

'the Il percent rfuota had been met. I was lest speechIeSS.

It_must be:pointed but that OFCCP effides haVe not_had4arge
staff sizes. In Arizoner-there are only about_9_investtgatorErto
cover Arizona and-NeViadaVertheIessi_i_believe_more:nriority
could have.b,!en Pladedennstruction company\investigaiionsiven
the comtitment npp_lied_in this -area, by former Secretary of T :boa,

Ray Mnrnh.,?11. _The _.:7CCP st-ff mebers did tell me thrt their
priorities lay with the mines and with university complpints.

OPCCP AND COPPER MINES

_..,0GntIy I hnve been spending time meeting_with women working
DUVVI; one of Ariz'pna's largest copper mines. They are extremely
dih-StiSfied with their workingconditions, especinlly with the -

attitudes Of their male colleagues tOward them. I prepared t file

clnss 30tion complaint with CFCCP; Our_new_state director of CFCCP

advised_me r.s recently vs two weeks ago that Duval has no federal

contracts therefore it was doubtful that our detipiaint would -be

inVedtigated;_ Further I learned that Duval is the fourth Arizona

copper mine that supposedly has no Federal contracts.

It is di'fiOUIt for me to belle ,:e that the federal rovement has

no contra cts or_subcontracts_with_the_cooper mines. Nevetheless,

in crder for C7CCP StaTf to investigate complaints, they-must-have

n contract number.

Theimplicationd of this are seribus.. lt means that hundreds of
women in the mines do not have access to protection under the

Executive ;1-cler.
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Appzenticeship and Age illnite

Some of Arizona's union apprenticeship_programs have age limits-
which especially affect women. Some examples:

intmum- e. Maximum, Age

Bricklayers 1
Electeicians 18 24,

Operatirr. Engineer 18 30
Teamsters 18 30

" . ,

I had hoped thr;t_by_the end of 1980,_EECC you'd pass-a ruling
pretehtint_::ce limits in apprenticeship programs. The 6ommission
membert did review the issue,and a vote was taken. Unfortunately;
it failed. I was especially disappoilted that Commissioner Armrndo
Rodriguez, a friend, did not support this, change.

Age limits penalize women much more than Men. _Unlike boys, whose
early --(1erionces prepare them for such cLr7ers as crrpenters or
automotive mechanics, rirld haw, entirely different orientations in
their youth-. Even-in junior and senior high schools today, rfter
pa7;snge.of Title IX, .few girls may be seen in shop classes.

.
.

.
,

It is only when _they -finish_high_school-an, d begin working that- many
young women realize that.other'aIternatives are available t' them.

.

_

Late_expoeure_to the avallability_of camers_in_construotidm IS thus_
often "too late" for Arizona's women.. By thetime_some_of them- decide
on their careers; tha,field is closed to them as_they_are considered
"too old.". It is difficult for manywomen to accept, that they_are
"over the hill" at age 24 or age_30._ The a8e limits also apply to
males. But males eenerally.know at a much earlier age if, they want
to be in .construction, and in wbat field.

Yet -Frain Heron, the 43 year old.carpenter's apprentice, proves to
-

us- that women are perfectly capable of succeeding In the trades at
a later age,

SUMVARY ,

i

Affirdative action requirementsi itcluding_goals_and timetables,'
have resulted in positive changes intlie workplace. Yet employment

-discrimilittion continuaa against women and minorities.

It is human nature,,I suppose; to rebel against forced societal _

change;__But_it:took the passage of ConstitutionaI_Amendments and
-strong Iegislation_to_ensure desegregation -of public facilities,
access of minorities -into our-higher educational system, and
appointments of minorities and women into positions of authority
throughout the land. ,

i
.

The orice of equality is eternal vigilance. We Cannot permit
any weakening of protective legislation . Bather, if our country
is to provide its citizens with the equality and freedom promised

83-171.0 - 82 - 29 449
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in_our Constitutimi, Congress Purist work_to enact stronger laws

and federal staff members must provide stronger administrntive"

rulings.

I cannot think_ of an alternatie to a'firmpitive action as

we now know it, ,perhaps_a_combinati9n of miids, brought tOgetiler

in conference at the national_leyel, might examine OkiSting_
?rocedured; share new ideani_n/y1 invent new coneeptt Of afftr tive actio

71nd a new descriptive language which is better accepted tl:ro bout

tLe land.

At the_momenti women and minorities desperately ,reed thp 2ro

now )rovided by federal:laws.

ection
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November 17,_1980

Tucson Women's Commission
1515 East Broadway

----.---- Tucson, Arizona 65719

ARIZONA
BUILDING
CHAPTER

Attention: Alison M. Hughes
axaoutive Director

_t7-WEST.LENW000-STREET--
PHOENIX. ARIZONA 55003

(602j 254.7025
3130-EAST -GRANT ROAD
TUCSON. ARIZONA $5516

(602) 231.7930..
OPIICIRS

C. J. }INS -SETT
-41muwv4

KARL A. DENNIS
s.!_v)E1

EUGENE-N.-CARLIER
--End-WC-E

EMMETT F. HARGETT
TREASURE.

-GARY-R. LISK
IsECuRvE DIRECTOR

BOARD EASIIINIPUI

MEREDEFH-L-BURGESS
GEORGE G. CODD

RODER/ AL EIV/240
EVERT-L.-FARMER,JR,

CARL C KIRCHER
VERNIE G. LINDSTROM, JR.

DANIEL MARDIAN
THOMAS -L.- ROOF, JR,

JOHN SNEEO

ASSOCIATED
GENERAL CONTRACTORS

OF AMERICA

Dear Alison:

The General Contracting members of the A.G.C.-
Arizona Building Chapter, have asked me to corres-
pond to you in regards to your outreach to these
firms to cooperate in heiping-you place-women into
apprenticeship or,apprentice helper positions -in
the construction field; There are certain exter':i-
sting Circumstances that I think_should_be_brouv.ht
out regarding_entry_of_wom4tinto the construction_

- industry._ _The_first and foremost reason is the rec-
emsienary trend that our economy is currently fac-
ing which greatly effects the cost and building of
construction projects. When there is p downturn in
the economy, the construction industry is one of
the first reto be affected Which results in layoffs or
reductionfin force to the labor market. __With_d
reductionin force a contractor cannot affordto_
train-or-hire_additional_workforce_when_there_ere
qualified craftsman waiting for_job_renassignment.
Tire_muiti-faceted_nature of construction requims
that_each phase of'construction be done in sequence
and that there are no monies available to meet pay-
rolls for non-existent work.

The U.S. Department of Laborfs Office of Federal
'.Contract Compliance Programs is illegally, aggres-
sively, and inflexibly enforcing a quota system_
that has been, since its-inception, incapable of
achievement.because other_ DOD regulations_limit_the
number of people Who can be trained in the construc-
tion industry. AGC told the-Department.at_the begin-
ning of the Women in Construction Program that the
goalsipouId_not reached_given existing_training reg-
ulatidhs. In an attempt to aid AG.Cfs members, who
are firmly committed to equal opportunity end who

7
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degire to be in compliance with iffirMative action
objectives.,AUo presented to DUI, a training prograr

designed to increase the number-Of Whaido_who could

be bion ht into the, industry. _That was nealy--two

years ap.u. since then hationaI AGO-has engaged in

continuous negotiations-and innumerable:_mectings

with the Department of LhOor that_have rivaled the

working or the ?aria foade Talks on Vietnam for

frustration end absurdity;

4 The training -Orekraftia
rectntly approved by DOL Will

be helpful ih'reeruiting women for the workforce
that will be needed in times to come for the con-
struction_indUstry._ The Arizona building_Chapter

of the AGC_il currently looking at the DOI. aoproved-
"Unilateral Tratning Program" .for imPlementation_of

the program_in 19h1 together with various other_AOC
training Programs that will bring.the Construction
industry qualified tradesmen.in the years _to_comeA_

I hope this letterhas cleared the air on why women

haven't been
successful-in.Oideing_themselves in th(

industry and that the AOC is Committed to_ providing

adequate training programs to_assist_its_mtmtler
firms in recrUitifig highly trained personnel. When

the training OrtigraMs_are ready for implementation
-we will cniitatt you- for your assistance in the iidmir.

istratien of tht above-mentioned. programs.

Please call on our office should you haVe any ques-
tions regardi.ig this matter.

t,incerely.

The Associated Central Contractors
Arizona duilding C pier
-Tucson Division

Jei 3aker
AdM strutive As

Jr B /kr
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ham Ihr Arvonit Uully Slur, Mar. II, 19791

. More RoSie-- S riveting
in construction here

-By BILLIIANK
Tie /Utmost Dalt, Star

The U.S. Depertment of Labor expects
semen to represent S percent of the tabor
forces of alt Tucson ConStruClIon Com-
panies by April I. .

They won't.

ment 'too-ut Me Labor Depart int
upset about it became It appears-the cont.
pones have brerimalung lood.faith" ef.
forts to achieve the goal. '
_ And. WW1, Me direct/trot the_Turson
Women's-Conorussion, who woo sharp
eh deof Meal fin e Nona to hire women
Pat 6 year ago, mys great stndes hate
been made since then.

"twee. akbeen a drematie change-In
6 attitude ov al. the past-year," Alison

_ Rom ',Id last week °There's no pie.
that that kvalelines_ane _feeding
that change.- but I see a mIltrigness of
trade_ people to work wrh us no I'm very
pleased with the sent of cooperation."

"There M no way any Cantraetpr can
meet-the (5- perm.) requirement,' -aid
William E. Naumann. board chairman for
the Tucson-hayed MM. Stine, Construe,
tion-Co.-which-has-more thaw-1,200-em-
payees In several Western-states. "We ate
at about 2.6 percent overall right now and
we -toe- supposed to he at 3.1 percent."
Naumann mid,

But what the labor Department looks
for Is evidence that firms are trying to
comply loth the_goals._aald Ramon San.
atm- Phoadx-area director- for -the office
of federal contract compliance programs.
Suridtemplors1 only abouL0.3 to_03 per-
cent-women-one-year ago, -ltd Naumann,
and has made significant gains.

One problem women and their potential
Mmal11,11m, eMplOyerS face Is that to be-
tomearournernenrequiresircauthreeto
four years' rxrenence fo. many made',

said Oml "Beane Sorensen, an official
trundle Ashton Co. Inc.

"The Interest!, greet/maw woman for
COnStructiOn bobs."' Sorensen said. It sur-
passed our expectations to the Tucson
area. But people_onett have theldea they
tan pateortie inand go-right-to work; they
don't know you need espenence,"

-- Many -women -are getting that expert.
ence in apprentice programs, sroh atone
for _operating_ engineers _who Lark -with
boa,vy-construction- vskipment. .if 43 all
prentices, five (or 2.2 peen'') are women.
Federal goals suggest Mat such irograntS.
which_train-personsfor-the trade, include
at least 20 percent women by April I. Most
apprentice programs eireldy have

I-salveved that goal In Arlzona, officials
said

"W_e arealso_sta rting CETA program
to train women specifically for the
trade,"sald Marlin Schweigert, cconlina-
tor for the Arizona operating_engimers
apprentmeship and training-postern...We
hope to train 64 women In the neat year."

The program, which began two weeks
ago,Includes work on theSlieerbell Re-
penal _Park at the mot lunelt of North
Silverbell Road. Upon completion of the
three -month traininaprogmm.gchwetert
said. the wornerTwill be-qualifier:1.W slut
working -in the field at operably- engi-
neers, although they will not 1r ve suffi-
cient training to gain journeyman stator.

Wgiorlass lm emplornent_rates far
women-tp the building tradesa re still three
or four years away. Industry officials
said,

Penadic Cheeks of combLitton firms
ar dole bythe Labar_Department, Sant

e said. And for any firms that don't
(See WOMEN, Page 3D)

C."
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AFFIRMATIVE. ACTION; THE REACAN_ADMINISTRATION
AND TOE FORCES OF REACTION*

TESTIM04 PREPARED FOR THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON-EfiPLOYMEWTOPPORTUNITIES

SEPT ER 28, 1981

JOE R. FEAC1N, Ph, D.
Professor of Sociology

University of Texas (Austin)

AffirMatiVe.action is in serious trouble in the 1980s. The. white

male backlash against the social progress of minorities and women began

_

In earnest in early 1970s; less than a decade after the 1 -964 Civil

Rights Act. Since then the backlash has grown in significance to the ,

point that in the 19806 it has artleulate and powerful spokesmen at the

highest levels of the American government.
An;ear13, report Of A Reagan

administration transition team .calls for the gutting of the Equal Employment

-4p;,porttnity COMMiSsion, including a one year freeze on new court suita

challenging discrimination and a thorough "reconsideration" of the philosophy

of affirmative action.
Recently the Department of Labor's OFCCP has

_

proposedto change thd regulations stemming from Executive Order 11246

in6rder to make it easier for businesses to avoid significant affirmative

action surveillance by major watchdog agencies. The proposals will

sharply reduce the number of coMpauieS which must develop and implement

written affirmatIVe action
plays; they will enable companioh with a clear

slate in one compliance review to go
unreViewed for five years; and they7'

will change the concept Of
"availability pool" so that targeted goal§ Can

he Signficantly smaller.
Also proposed are changes in back pay remedies for

proven discrimination Easea. The Reagan administration contends that

implementation of these proposals will cut down on paper work or the

business community, while at the same time protecting minorities and witi.itt.

454
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Yet these proposals have been, explicitly and in detail,relected by.-

the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, the nation's top civil

rights watchdog agency. And virtually all civil rights groups

tatesenting minorities and women see these ()ECU proposals as a major

retreat from the federal commitment to uxoanding equal opportunity.

Lying becind the Reagan administra'tion proposals are many

assuoptions about both discrimination.and affirmative action wh'01 are

in line with the assertions of conservative writers such as Gear'.ce Gilder

and the far-right Heritage Foundation. In hi's new bookbiealth ataPcvePtv,

the influential GoLrge Gilder has argued that there is no fr

aftirmative action because

(I) it is now virtually impossible to find in a position !"
power a serious racist;

(2) It would_sevm_genuinely difficult_to sustain the idea talt
Amcrica_is_stI11.00ressive and cilscriMinatory;__

ll) discrimination has already been effectlaiely abolished
this country.

trace and sex discrEMination are explicitly described as "myths." AtfirmaWe

action is seen as unnecessary. Gilder further suggests that affirmative

action for women is a "growing mockery" that victimizes black men. the

"true" victims of discrimination. Even though this argument about black

men contradicts Gildees argument that discrimination has been effectively
-)

abolished, and in spite of the undocumented and loose character of many of

Cilder's arguments, this book is according to Time magazine the "bible" of

many in the an 5dministration and In conserCative business circles.'

In addition, the influential report of the Heritage Foundation, titled

Mandate for Leadership, argues vigorously for sharply reducing or dismantling

many federal EEO and affirmative action efforts for both minorities and
am*

women; "Affirmative Action does not run counter to American practicer it
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tine: counter to Americao ideals.
it. should he-jettisoned as soon as it .

is politically possf6la t. do so." Egual.opportunity and affirtnative

Oetiaii regulations are seen as destroying Kith government agencies and

private enterpris.2 The mass media have given considerable favorable

attention to these reports. A yeSt ago, most serious analysts of civil

rights would not !live predicted a rapid. acceptance of these

reactionary vicar{ at.the highest levels of hnsinesS, government; and

aciadimia.- A decade and a half of
major Civil rights gains may he coMing

to a close,
1

Lt is in this societal context of
reaction that my testimony is

being pYesented. My purpose here is to examine the assumptions underlying

the Re5gan
administration proposals, particularly the assumptions about

the decline -in race and sex drir-Ftimination and about affirmative
actifin'a

Character and effCets.

HAS RACE AND SEX DISCRIMINATION DISAPPEARED?

Most governieent reports
and court cases on affirmative action use the

0543 discrimination, but few
have-given discrimination much In-depth

attention. :Apart from a few words about sharp declines in discrimination,

nest conservative critics also focus on the operation and effects of

affirmative action and ignore the background and context of discrimination.

An adequate defense of
affirmative action requires a thoroughgoing problem-

remedy approach, since it is the
discrimin-tory problems Which require the

remedy. Compare the situation to that of cancer. Vrequently; policymakers

and other analysts have not
distinguished the different types of

co'e and sox cancers and tpe different types of rfmedica which sti,.h race

diSeriminatlon and sex discrIminatiem require. Talking about affirmative
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action without.talking about discrimination is like assessing chemotherapy .

without examining the cancers involved. njr.crimination is the problem for whIc0

affirmative action is the remedy. Discussion.: of affirmative fiction apart

fromlithe problems for which they arc designed as solutiona have an airy; abstract

Equal opport..nity and affirmative action efforts make sense only if we

'understand the problems of individual and institutionalized discrimination.

Most consj evatis and many moderate critics of affirmative nction seem to

eliOVe the A. race and sex discrimination have largely teen eradicated.

Feu (ne'l %.
ID attack affirmative action believe that massive discrimination

still es., we have prominent whitf males such us Nathan Glazer and

,,c not only reject most affirmative action but also argue that

discrimination its already been effectively abOlished in this country." hir6

is nu consensus on affirmative action a remedy because there is no consensus;:.

On the xharacter and nermistence,or ditcrimination in the Unitcc,Sta-tes. The

decline fn overt. blatant prejudice and the decline in many blatant foims of

race dad sex dIstriminatIon are tak.a. critic,- a: signs that-

d,s,rimin4tion is dm,: so teat death la to require 1.ttie or no further

,orietal intervention.

gace and Sei inequalities arostill_cunp, sly obvious in Census Bureau

and other statistics on this society. --lint tin-le Is a growing chorus of

c.Itics in government, industry, and academia who challenge4thc use of these

ineqUillty statistics as prima '.arse evidence of discrimination: To explain

such inequalities, these critics pr0r to fail Gael: on "natural" datiSes beyond

tbc reach of civil rights taus and litigation. Timing and subcultural (actors

.ate often cited or minorities. These faci,. include the late entry of black

As,ricans into cities, high Minority bi,,n rates; subcultural differences.

Lit:eon young blacks and young whites, and ',dm...thing called "class" (subcultural.
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differences). In the case of women. Sex ineluallties are'Snid tO Persist

because of biological (e.g.; lepronuetive) differences, differences in

sqt..resaiveness in pursuing better-paying-full-time jobs, and higher job

tnriates. Uhatever the explanation, the intent iS clear: to throw out

ihe idea that Arwricastip significantly discriminates against nonwhite

.tad that male AsItriCa dl,airtmLntes

America.
5

A recent .(Affirmatidre_ACtion_in.tite_l_9600'
/ Civil RlghtS Commi,iTTUTF7dPoit/helps to counter these, policy-oriented

arguments about the declining pignIfieance of race and sex discrimination. .

However, It Is only a start. Whar needed in th_1980s Is a major effort by

the civil i*Itht's eommonityto demonstrate, eonelnsively and in detail, the

extent, character, and wootedness of discrir,inatinn in this society. will

T.!, try Co;provide some soggenriiAiS:_for this tfforr.

h,bli.COpAnion on tismintiaer4c2n. Important signs of'the continuing

of r.,:e mtd Sex discrimination tan 1.c. acc,1 Inrecent polls Of blacks

,nd wo,..1. A fall-1979 surV0 by the Mathematic:1 survey reseAch firm inter-

i:OQO black hauschnys nationwide. probably the largest such survey ever

Two C,Ilan of thy:c 3,060 bi.;:t. heads 1,1 hw,hold felt black Americans

me n....riet.nated asa.taSi "a great de0l I, this. country. Blacks with incomes

were somewhat more likely to rep. tt a W.V4td.m1 of dilcriminatiOn

1.0 'cot) than . those with illromo:. nudrr r) (61 percent)! Moreover a ;

"30 the maga,ine I1265LILoipLi:s found moat of their middle- and

up0,er-income bl.ct r(J.,015 Jo be oriti41 of t. ,arenr racial' situation. Most

telt a majority of blacit Amerfenns hood not yet been,. members of the "middle

elass." Ii response to the one question on a ,:pecifie type of discrimination,

percent of the t1Sck Enterprise readers agreed that "v:i;St lending

t.
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institutions'atill discriminate against potential black borrowers.'

81ack opinion is greatly different from that of rank-and-file whites. In

reply to a June 1980 Gallup question; "Looking back over the last ten years,

do you think the quality of life of blacks in 'the U.S. has gotten better,:

stayed the same, o- r gotten worse?" over half of the nonwhites in the sample

(mostly blacks) said gotten worse" or "stayed doe same;" compared with °nil'y,

a fifth of the white reyondents. Three quarters of the whites said "gotten

better.8"* Thus a majority of rank- and -.file white Americans seem-to- agree with

the conserv'ative.reaction of many white lenders in academia, government, and

business. Slack problems and disativantazes tend to be blamed on blacks

tr,a,seNes. Two thirds of whites in a recent NORC,stitVey blamed black-

di,Joobtages on blacks' lick of "motivation or sill power to pull themselves

n1 of pove-ity."9 And the June 1980 Gallup opinion survey'asked this

_quecion: "In your opinion; how7do you think blacks are treated in this

10Zinity -- the same as whites are,.nnt very well, or badly?" Sixty-eight

percent of the whites in this nationwide sample said blacks were treated the

same as whites ; 'only 20 percent felt they were not well treated or were badly

iyeatcd. iho public opinion data suggest a clear polarizatinh of the views

0; a.'id'Whiita on issuos.of discrimination and inequality. The policy

of these'puiaticeo attitudes are quite ,erious. Among other signals.

the summer 1980.0.ot in Miami makes it clear that the price of racial injustice

i ran b, very Atiih. In the 1980 Callup poll (after the4li±1mi riot), wheniaske4 about

(Le .1ikelihood of serious.raciai conflict in theft local community in the future,

17 petcent of lanwhites surveyed said racial%conflict was likely or expressed

n!,oertainty about the possibility.
In

Few public opinion surveys have aSkoi wo,yen about discrimination, but a

1980 Roper poll-did ask a sample of 1.000 women ,ome relevant questions. Lix

459
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'''hAimcn An ten in.the survey said there was discrimination against women in jobs

inc'luding three quarters of W6664-fir cities. :Majorities saw discrimination in

LuSinC38, government, and the professions." .These surveys of minorities and

women show clearly that substantial majorities still perceive race arid, sex

diSerimination as scriduS problems 01, his society.

Dtmermlarrso-f--Diseriviltrartun;- The public polt,y debates over prejudice;

discrimination; and the trii.erof statistics are often confusing, in part because

the -vAilousalMeni of discrimination are not carefully distinguished. As

a first step in sorting out and advancing our thinking about discrimination;

lwouldisugsCsc the analytical diagram in Fjgurc 1. The dimensions of

dr:rctiminstion include (a) MOCIVtion, (b).discriminacory action, (c) effects,

(4) the relatiOn hCCWC:n motivation and action. (e) the relation between action

and cffeccs, (f) the immediate institutional context, and (g) tnelarger.

snerecJi COnCv,a.

Immediate Institutional
;Context (f)

I

-I

I (a) riotivatioo I

I

(,)
(h) Discrisdwitory Action K,--Larger Societal

Context (g)I
(c) Effects

I

FiEure 1. The Dimensions of Dhrri?ninacion
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111 the social science and policy literature's a few of these components have

been given the greatest attention: motivation (6);' eff cts (c), and thc

relation of motivation to action (d). Thediscriminato y practices or mecheniaas

themselves (b) and the larger institutional and societ contexts (f,g) have

received less theoretial and empirical attentiiti _

._. _

Motivation; MOell' research air] discussion on diseiimination has focused

on one type of motivation (a in Figure 1)-- prejudice -- to the virtual t.

exclusion of ocher types of motivation: Much traditional analysis also seems

-to emphaSiz: the relation (d in Figure 1) between prejudice and discrimination;

with prejudice seen as the c tical causal factor underlying discriminatory

treatment of a singled-out sub rdinate gronie12

MOSt of the Stadia' science and policy 41teratures have adopted some

variation of a prejudice- causes discrimination treory, Gunnar Myrdal, in his

lemons study An American Dilemma; viewed racial prejudice as a complex of

beliefe "which are behind discriminatory behavior on the part of the majority

-000."1 gut in face discrimination involYea Pak mire than the actions of
___

bigutedindiyiduali Sea oral authors have recently pointed out that the

intent to harm -lying. behind.much discrimination may not reflect Prejudile or

antipathy but simply a desire to protect one': own privileges. Some discriminate

.

because they gain economically or politically from racial and sexual restrictions

in the competition. In the historical struggrc over rcnonrees, systems of

race and sex stratification were established in which the dominant groups

benefit ceonomically; politically, and psychological. y. They strive to maintain

their priylleges, whether or not they rationalii6 the striving in terms of

prejudice and stereotyping.
14

The Effects of Di.crivdnaion. A significant proportiOn of the

discriinatiOn lit&ature concentrates in the 0,ychological and statistical

a

4 61-

7.
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of reds of dinerimination;(c in Figure l). There arc a iinmber 'of social

psychological-studies of the effects of discrimination on the personalities of

black Ainoricans, such as the famous Clark studies of identity problems.15 -And

there are numerous studies, ften utililing gobernment demographic data, which

analyze such statistical effet 'A of discrimination as income inequality or

refdential segregation. From b important d6MagraOhie analysis, after assessing

.the impact on income of regaial, ediiEntional, and occupational differences

between blacks and whites, FarleY concludes that the large dollar differential

in blaCk,_whire income levels
left'even aft4all 'tlse other variables are

considered p 'bably shows the cost* discriminarion)16 There are many

rsscorch papers n the social science literature, legal briefs, court cases,

ai,d affirmative action plans which
similarly examine differentials in income,

occupation. edu'eation.'and residence
by race and 'sex. :lost look at the

effects of discrimination, with
only brief attention to the concrete discriminatory

r, iltanism'. which may lie behind those effects.

statistical imbalances have often been considered to prima facie

iid,uce of discrimination.
Statistical imbalances, nucll'as one percent of

a paitfruiar rategoiY of
being composed of minorities and wo.en in

c.00su:i WIWI'. bj;i' 11(1t- I. anakl nl> )1411'n1 eMPloyT.

iiS to:wally cansidei!id a cl.'ar sign
that diSeriminatien is present. cAtics

of affirmative action
have raised questions about the use of:statistics to

piobe discriMination.
They have argued, often vigorously, that sharp racial

and Sexual inequalities are due to other factors. This is one reason why the

iivil Rights rormunfty
doe d contribute very significantly to ptifilic policy

_ _

G! undertaking several in-depth
st ndiii if the actual mechanics of discrimination.

The-dlechanisms of Rici.:_and Sox Aiscrimin.rc liana. Discriminatory actions.

Niiscrimioatien involves actions, as well as one . or more dindriminators

one

and

o or more victims Os the receiving end. IiL riMinscatiott has.a_negative and

differential impact on the victlins.
Ovoid or blddii; discriminarorvactions vary

in the degree to which they are imbedded in.laige-srale organizations.

k

4 2
=
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take different forms in this society, both individual and institutional

(organisational) forms. Considerable individual discrimination remains in

this society, as coo be .seen in the violent acts directed at black Americans

My own observations in college settings, and a recent study of southwestern

medical schools by one of'my graduate students; suggests that "old-fashioned"

prejudice-motivated discrimination; practiced by white, and males,' is much

more widespread than we usually admit.
17

Some of this discrimination-,is

camouflaged by a thin veil of equal ppportunitY rhetor . --re is a.'great.1

need for more research on barely disguised prejudice and iat.i;idual and amali-

Fronp discrimination.

lnstitutional'discrimination.deserves: intensive study as )4e11. A& one

Civil Rights Commission report notes, "discrimination, though practiced by

individuals, is often reinforced by the well-established

and practices of organitions."- There seem to be two broad types-of

institutionalized discrimination. Type 1, Orert tnnrirOtionalized discriminat!on,

refer, to organizationally-prescribed or community- prescribed actions which by

intention have a differential and negative impact unsmembers of subordinate

race and gender groups.- lypfca nlly, thee actions Are not sporadic, but are

routinely carried out by a large number of individuals guided by the norms oft

a large-scale organization or conununity. They can he ingtitutienialized in the

purso of segregation Iawsor InfOrmal discriminatory practices. Examples include

the informuLsteering practices of reAltorsand the informal harassment of women

AL work, examples examined in detail below. Type 'It, indtrect insiltutionallzed

diScrimination, refers to practices having a negative and differential impact'

on members of subordinate race and gender grouns even though the organizationally

pre,eribed eormssur regulations priding tlitn,taetInns were established, and

carried out, with no intent to harp the mombelq of those groups. for example,.

I. .
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totentlenal;discriminaLlon in the education and training of members of

subordinate groups has had the important Side effect of handicapping them

later in their attempts to compete with dominant group members in the employment

sphere, where hiring and promotion standards often incorporate educational

tredeatfols or requirements.'"

"tteeriu-fracticos-in housing. Intentional Insticutionalizeil discrimination..

is still a regular feature of American life. Nowhere is this more obvious than in

the lniorm21 diseriMinatory practices in the real estate industry; an industry

compietely ignored in recent arguments about the decline in discriminaK1,0a

tn this socety. (See,-for example, Gilder and Glazer) Equal opportunitz and

affitX'atiye action plans in the area of housing seem to have had little effect

tntedosing segregation.: Numerous statistical studies of housing segregation

demonstrated that segregation remains massive today and Cannot be explained

.,t r: of"tbe 1: references or inComcs of minority Americans. A recent study

.);.01.1 reAVre in the Detroit metropolatan area demonstrates some of tbc actual
z.

,ttscrinatery mechanisms which maintaitk racial segregation in housing.19 This

tdy also ,:uegescs that housing disegiminacion is both intentional and well-
-

Institutionalized in inicoes.1 practices .,f many real estate organizations. And-

'

the :;turfy s,;gyst.s a research methodology lorfurtfter research ?t, discrimination

tally in housing but is employment and education as well.

i'ea"-ce found considerable persistence and increased suhPlety in the charactel

of housing discrimination directed a,;ainst blacks. As par[ of a systmatic

field study, one bloc.... and one white couple, with siMilar econeinic (Income.

ds,lit, etc.) backgrounds, were sent to'clie same 97 real estate brokers.

tottaltevt differences along racial lines ,,re for. in financial advice,

treatment, blusds. shown, and time deyra.d to, the couples. Even though "

toughly the same as the whites; the economf: resources of the black Couples
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were et:J.:noted. Ss "lower" in term.. of the house pricer and financing wbite

real estate agents suggested they could consider. Disccimination in personal

treatment was also found, but the racial differences in such matters ns

ett.eteny were small. Nevertheless, black couples were much le53 likely to

be shown houses than white couples on the tirt visit. And those black Couple,

wh,, were shown houses were more likely than %Alit., to b- e ,Jtown (steered co)

,:noses Iii ur near alt.14-51ack areas. interestingly, brokers often suggested

:hot black coopi,:n look in some otheriarea than where the reel estate firm was

located. On the whole, brokers spentmuch more [inn! with WhiLCCOUples thin

s.-
With hlackg. Pearceiilustraten the natly nature or current discrimination

fifth thf'S'exalnple: Although treated coarteootly, one black homeseeker (with

use) who went nr1 a .:uhtlAran real esto' tall that 'hi,: income and

e f 1 CI enC to buy hou,ini: fn LL0 :Antrh. Tim: man came back

t.1 c,keti if t !le researcher had 111.1011: 0 Int ,t.:a:1,, 11( tvi;11;',111:t thy. that

at had oceurtd 71-he white couple, however, was sent (MI lj

; N:nn 1110150 '..ivies::; 01.`11* tilt 00V r011t.r.lt,t ; lin ;tent i.CA1 ban

-,do to thin of loadequte resources rot the commonify, :itsl the,: were both

utg..d to Soy and were shown boosts in the same coavolnitv the firm in

Lien t.S.t., lot .a.cd fn,
20

1 C . 1 1 C C fo and a t ,t,JVHCY for OW 1,01 ei i ;:cr. till tnallil y tool t.tats broker::

10 in.larger and more profitable firms. pure race-rot:iced diCciranatly

praetIces are built :lire re3ulatiuns, routines of behao'ior, and training

rt:

change .

likely El. tit.. altered 'a. .0, on 61, in,,GfIU.:!"; for

-nalysis of broke,. attitudes end prejudicen

Cr, '.he that -the oronirational s tuition that salespersons

lind the,, elves in overwhelms whirr\ r per,on,1 ptedlicctionn they Ma: have had

465
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to either discriminate or not..21*'

'Pearce's study shows that intentiona/ly discriminatcry actions are well-

inscia'alilOPalizel in thii.setiety. Often subtle and sophisticated,steering

practices 11610 milntain mostly segregated housing. This "tester" type'tif method-
_____ _

oleo could be adapted for use in the study of discrInanatfon in other areas such

as employment hiring pattertit.

!;0", Discrimination at-Work. Another major example of direct ipstitutiOnalizeo

discrimination can be seen in two major recent studies of sexual harassment on the

job by Catherine MacKinnon and Lin Farley. These harassment practices are

intentional. widespread, and informal. A key aspect of sexual harassment on the

1, that it reinforces other types of employment diseiqMinntion direct,edat

4,,,1, W,,rk becomes a prise men give to women if women permit sexual harassment.

like wile battering and tape, scorns)
harastmcnt and extortion at work are just now

vu[ of el9tet, And like rape this harassment ir neryaded with stereo-

Hypes of working women as sex
objects, ineludirie the notion the' most women

ioten:Ionally'invite the haratSment. Sekuid harassment bas been Portrayed by

Farley as "Unsilicii&d ntnreelprocal
male behavior that a.,:ets a woman's sex

_ 23

ro.a. Over her function as a worker.' The octal mechanisms and practices of .

harassmync include -scaring at commentiog; upon, .1" Louchiflg 6'04:

.

requests for aeguieseing in sexual behavior; repeated noUreCiOtadated propositions

Direct discriminntion by
real_cstate brokers against white women is

probably less common -than in the case
of minority persons because women _

tiequeutly seek for housing with their husbands, Doweyor. win it domOS_tn_____

the growing number of single some seeking to boy hotbsing_._ diiv;riminacionvain

A'mythologY exists
die r&il istaio_104witry with regard to the

tfeet of single female homio,mers on property values. Only a limited number

of single women progress far enough in the boos.: - buying procesq,..1.1-lbi "st,eree _

away from a particular neighborhood.
SInrlo s' -n are belle <1 to he poor credit

iisks by many it not must c.ales inrhe housing inawaii, Wimicn are_commonly

o
n_mttieotyped as having less business sense

thauI ticiir Incomes are thogght -to

be unstable, and,,the7e is a
pervasive fear theft tby will become pregnant and

lose their jobs.

466
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for Jateu; demands fur sexual Intereoor,v; and. rapv."2- Verbal abuse is

.,ommon. An :; -..ear old file clerk reported that her boss regularly rsked her

to come int his afeive "to tell me the nnttmate details of his marriage and

t- are what I thought about different sexual po,itions." rnylcal contact

ranges from repeated "accidental- Contact, to actual rope, One woman worker

noI ti that 1 0 55 . . . n . . 1 . 1 0 hand 1 1 1 1 My I I h 1 . He bog; n: to

him ...re! then tells naturally Affectionate. ' " 5.

puss
harassment In commonplace in the workplaces of American A 1975

t roell n,udy of 155 women employees found that 91 percent of them felt '

.exua1 harassment wan a nerfaus problem for women. Half reported they themselver

hh! hoon thv victims of physical harassment, while ?3 percent said they had

the victI,Ss of repeated and unsAnted sexual ermenents, suggeNtions; or

contort. ',rid a 1976 itedbook ,urvev of '7,000 women found that 90

trr...t ha! themsolvel encountered un...anted sexual baron .sent in their jobs.

not., thor half the sample felt this soxoal di,ct,11nation A serious

;;robl In this survey a typical Isiro,,sment atrern was that of an older

mon a:taekinit a woman in her twenties or thirti,n. And a urt.v of women at

the .sited Nation, Secretariat found t1,11. :jilt ut tho wor., re,pondrot5

teporte se.aal pror,sures on the inh, II, rt. 11,11.11'1y in pi .P.,t nOtit d

not reported tko sexual hara,:ment eith,r ro,,lose there were no eirinnels

US,' or be:ause It would have hurt Choi: rat t,'1

:S1,K3nn,a suggests there are two types of IlscrImInation, In semi:

benefit;

is -a whist ion of un-1-4 pro !Lou, of se.ual favor for at, employment

-If I
waso't 40ing to sloop with him, I wase- roing to get my

::etaliation for -rejectIn.1 male a.;vane,.. ran take the ;our:

0: demotions. salary cuts, unfavorable note, in one', pors'nnel 'file, poor

Cot Lino cue ! r. , anti pr nur to In addition to the

467
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a td eurchant,', of .111,1 L 1., . t 1. Ow type of discrimination

is a routine feature of a _inn. nut,:'. fro:s her reseateh:

Shr,say be run,abtly. telt or ,,lnchod, un.,,,,hethand stared at,

ij,u d into heny, found aione,
2,1 `

,t rally taco 3 Vallta,;e ut..tt w,,Nen we r{ hove to

type of ..esual 111:0.-Nentt t., 1a:1r:is:anent

a.. tnt part of the itenet..1-1..;,,,e.ltnattwo workers and the

211 1rbrii avyartuutti,, and job

Lho . Jrvey 78 1,,,rent of the h.tr.isned vo -,cc said they telt

y p, t 21 perr out "1 : 1p,htt :led," Add the Cornell
_

J rhnt among those who 11.1t1 .2xet 1111CVd hard;;;;,,,,,ut o uric

te7-atte,: penalties lot not lt,,p0(1.11.ng and/Or nontuale4z,ft-

tb. ,t the dibcri,,,,at,, 1, . "quit" reaction

hint, unemp1oy.ent benefit,

turn4v:::- 1.11, . tor rate!. 1:

rIpinyen!ilt dt,
_ _

-1.11 Irtiv I 3.1i lb,. Of

, 00. A 6.., ;., .1/1 demonntraton tin,t

: in hu.:,:m.;,, Aro i:-., the status

d t-e,a1, soor otdry t to th ,[ .of Kanter

fre,1 nor ,L,1 ty of 3 major inatIciTIA1 itt,..tt ion that st:oreta; its

et thl,tr not toey ,o,-! I.6i 1.1thr from the t,,,dt

,Ir bosses. ..,,it:..rten wore often tied
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,! the:: male hoN,,,, Sef:tvtAzil.- V,vn Mo.!, with

:70, one i :.ogra;rht.a1 ores to another. lity was found to be important

:11 of a secretary. Faucet t, 1 that secretaries were sent

se.louls as much for pe,toru to dies.. end use of deodorants,

A. tor and fllin4 .111 :status symbols for

th.H critical for

,occe,s. Kantor quotes ono corporate oilleial: "We have two good

,,te:.ALLV, with iirst-tate skills who can't :rye recouse they dress like

thei,. or hoose,lve,." Another vas frank about the "selling" of

Lectetarle.:: "Even thoi:e executive secintarieS who me hitting sixty don't

like coacher o. Maybe one or two dowdy types slipped In at level;

t It the .oy :hey,wolk for moves, they couldn't be sold elsewhere at the

1 I Kr,..1,.."1"

. in nooriadicior:al roles often find themselves to be sexually

y1.1,t1 Kanter's study ,a the few women on the sales force of

ihi 111J,trtal corporation fauadthat these lokon women were frequently singled

m,.11 for their physical a.. for their skfl/s. one male

...O. repre,en:atiVe noted this: "-Some of out vo,potitton, like oorselves,

.1/111 ff.. It':: tbnt when you ;;,,, in to

. pnicLI,Ing agent; what he: :Or ahoot the CO.o,I" ',len person. It is

vita: kind of boo . she ha ,d-lookIng she is nr 'Boy, are you

in ,too!de oo.thk account now,'"

It ,,,ons dl,,r from gante:'s that. sc. naras,ment is but

;;Irt of a Heger -scale system of 'sex discrimination. The pieces fall into

nli,e a, one .gs deeper Into this sysim. lisle Stereotypes translated into
_.

dt,,:im:11:1:nry actions plague women .rs in ',Op, wAVo flint male workers do

Love to

469'
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AFFIRMATIVE ACTION AND DISCRIMINATION '

I have choiien to go intó detail on these two types of discriminatory

mecl+.rni seas iii oeder to demonstrate that race and sex discrimination are Ell,

a lung way from being abolished In the United States. The practices of

steerisg and of sexual harassment are institntionallted.ln widespread

informal practices in many orgihliacions. These whites and males who ,

engage in the practices fO, the most part know what they are doing Theau

practiCeS are Incntlbnsl and seem motivated by a desire to protect

;n-ivileges and by prejudices and steieotypes. Roth types of practices

have a serious impact on the lives of members of sulordinate groups. And

both illustrate that existing
legal neutrality and affirmative action

aiyroaches in honsing and employment
have not eradicated majOr types of

in,tititional;iced discriminarion.
_ .....-

Kpproachitig affirmative action :rom the context of insticdtionaIised

discrimihation Is a key to 4nderstanding.
The notion of ReaTan adminIstratIon

of: ,.(alS that the majOritv Of
nonwhite and female Americans are- non2vidt/ms

of discrimination has ins: been shoWn ,c) be false. Since discrimination

1. still very widespread,
affirmative action programs are not only essentill1;

they gristly need to be expc.nded.
Every federal civil lights agenc:r is

.

sevCrele understat!ed. For example, OFCLP with its 1200-L300 employees

must review 174,000 federal
contractor. per gear. This is Ah impossible

t..ek. An a :esult, many companies can
continue to discriminate with

1,q, ,itv, A critical pant here is
that-institutionalized race and son

di,CriMi,iilii0111 must be constantly
kCpt in mind if affirmative action issues

are to be satisfacterily dealt with. Let us now examine some of the

J..,sleep:ians about affirmative action.

Mtscoaccarrinn Number On hffirmattve Actinn-Cs-Reverse Discrimination.
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in the 19ftls the opponents of affitmative action scored a'brillIn.t coup by

gottIng the mass media to discuss affirmative action in terms of the simplistic

1

galvhnizing phrase "reerse diseramination." For ...crimple, in March 1576 U.S.

and 'Jodi Ilerport ran a feature story titled: "Cruoing Debate -- 1,verse r

pt;.-imin4tion -- Ras It GI.,Au Too Far "' and in September 1977 Newsweek ran a
- A

e t story under a front pogo head:Inc ni "Inv.est. discrimination." The cover

',el a white student and, a black student in A tug-of-war over n college diploma,

i:Any academic critics have also made use of this phrase:

, Yet the term reverse discrimination is a grossly inaccurate label for the

and actions the critics deplorr. This can be soon clearly if we follow

tle Principle of keepidg tra4itional patterns of institutionalized discriminatinn
_ .

In minI in assassin... zrguments about afiltmative action. Think for a moment

dour .latterOs of disCrimination against black Averirans in theynited States.

;.nlitionaI discrimination has meant, and still means, widespread blatant and

tle Als,t1,,nation by whites against blacks in most ,rganizations in all major

,nstIc.tIonal areas of this society -- in housltn;, employment, education. health

the :eGal s,steM, and so on. For thte ctortnries now millions of

ii nav, participated directly in discrimiraelh ilnst millions of blacks,

nrl d:ny, rout.o:7.ed dfscriminatioo in the latne-sr.. le hnreaneraries whico now

ill.. society. Traditional discrimination IIA, meant heavy economic and

ial Insaes far blacks in all inst:tuti. st..cturs for hilndreds of ye..rs.

000 roolt is that m.,:t black' Americans today have little in the way of banked

tesoorces (..conemic and educational) which lave been han-ed down tr than by

their parents and grdndporents.

would the Frverse of this traditional race discrimination . ..ok like?

7s. revetne of the traditional discrimination by whites akainstelacks would

ripe i For s .oral hundred years, massiye institutionalized

471
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nation woo, he directed h, d,,miwir,t HotP,, ap.iinst most whites, !just

ot,.n...ations in areas such as itnesIng, education, and employment would be run

r.t the top by a disptoportlUnate number of hcks; and middle- and lower-level

A ision ,7Atot . be clicpto,,ortlenitely bla,k. These decfsion-makingbIacks

Ad 60ve at-tted mich Ilscriminatioti at wanes. A: a result, millions of whites

.c,11.1 of . In econt,si. losses, lower wagits, unvm- _

t teal lous In:: I. ojc. lOn. Inferior sebum

111:1e, Jed lynctIn4s. ihat societal condition would be something one 'could

iea,,nalAy call a coalition of "re,orse discriminatio. IC -does not exist, nor

t, it 'oly vvr to exist.

tevcrse discrimIn,tion I. .1 mythological not ton 'designed primarily Co

o 1:0 and dis,ted.:,,,t. to enlighten. 1:1uatover clva affirmative acCion has

n , (o. 01 o do , t,ts1 toonythinr, otiose

to. tot.r1 of 1: r so cli;:t isinat ion. To any kno,J1!dge ua affirmative

.) :o .ti s I tie hi.:hei Or '1...oOn imtPC ho;:' had the

!ter._ :: :ten of lot NorNitcy over whites or of

r, ,v. .11, Clir;PrIt Up lb, nt

I .Co to: ;,4 I arc I pi I. ;MI ti ti iS' h 1,1,14.k... poi

:5, - is: part aft t :mat :ye act iott 111 f And

ion -- t' i .11 . AvOIC.i011-01Cr

I, or by ,Jor..,:n :lajor ,t 1 ttarat i .tuna! plate: In the ar,,o; 0:

i 0111: Met op and are still lart.71v

t I. I, . I rilkIlijc posit Con:: in

.jot 10%;-. CIO sociecy, itoroevet t: i re 1st ieLy rare in

t :Jr tar a VI, i pQrr;OO to bc dist , .11', ;FF.( by .1 block, per,:o..,

rtr to 6.. d1,ct imlnated to...I by ,

ti.e
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,! s.a.eid:ridte groups have zoneidlly been ilngdted to -jclatlyely powerless

Certainly she arc a fe0 orpani,atInn,, or departments in

0., wher. v minorities and women °Cc:W dk'I,ion-making positionS. and

d.I ! against wh!te maL 5, I a :inch sitnations are atypical.

seen in tho fact that MO5t of iia cvidene pijsented by critics to

":, tiltilat ti." Idac.--aiiatnat-white or

eAdm;i: e 1, Pe ilhips ciot t pe-scale-race and

m.ist orpanfiidtion.:, rioi.t Just !tot ional areas,

ap.dinst ,hitedi and males does not exist in this society.

teYet se it, ion d whIesprdd foie[ it kit finalized Corm does

st , and if everse discrimInai ion in lodiv IndI films is rel,ri.wely

It a widely accepted not inn'.' .answr seem: clear.

. di .11, ire lit i,J pretIrdm, with upward ie heoef its for

wod-en.

i ;hot loint in t mini. ,oe.hot of whir.r male, hay.

-dt act if .0. lye action .

to a 1,1.. with lied .1!i it w:11

. er do, irehn1 i.: t..1 comp.,'" the

r!. 1. t the senile iI the :.11

son!. .:, white ihile who sni J. lividodl from renidial

net :et erIoyment or t.IticatiCiti,alf ter: because

in ,,,t hi, tId. i person who hut lc:,

the whole :ti,op has been

e Ili a. Mier t itiee, tuft contrast:

i-ice a . In do preferentidl1 : J r 5 1 de I., he is pi ..t t led .., , I ea: sphere of .11 I s
;:,. of a ,eet:!Iedciyn of a. ,,,te, that ha, tried to

4 /3
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deCruy_all_Kacks in every..sphere ityir live, for generations; and

_coold afford to ignore their protests.

Misconception Number Two: Affirmative action efforts have been so effective

te.e whit_ mal-lr:Isistarice has heenineon,equ,7apl. Nuch oppol:Ition co e

a(ttl,,,ntive action seems to sugLent the misenneoption %hot there has been

v51:taace, that ,h1ce have v,rfrhe.t helpie,i,ly agfIrmativ,.

;tiv ereded their cent 1,1 ill toll,'7 and Sneer i Cut ions. :Given

the ! Z
!hat whlte males hove usually been in subst antial- control of tilo,r2

a!!1: t; toe action plans which exist in as business and higher'

,
would seem to be le,i1 on IL, face, a

Contain,ent see c: to be eee a,fr stt ttery implemented by white ,ttales

whit...0 C. the t.1,0 of eglidl epportunity and affirmative ..7tion'presseros.

.uric, ,t ,1,111..-..1-tie-1,1pt 111;; t of rod thir peon: ,e1 Of

tk1t :alt ...ed 01i/11.1 Y.,1,,;111 recently

,:ad, J: a ball de.ten me.htal,ut-Loal In oho Southwest.- Stn: found

;:./o,Loty Iner y and

11.11 eNeloStoo ,ed,0111111.1:, ;jou', member, .1.: a. fir .1 1.111,2

u. Or :L. in nret...; dt..iitlant. c,rottit L.ta t and itr iv dominant gronl,

rot. nova -r. ',neon,' and third l Ines .tt cIef ;: the uecond Chit

1,...11...e can 1.11Clud, !tor 1, .! ,I, four, of disc rimin;ir

cant I no: de:nt11.1t 1011 :Jot: dowe.ti, of ounce and minor t

I . , : , t i e l y o f t..extta I ha ra,....3,1,t th. Farley ha, C1.1,1, tro

A CVne.1./:16,1. [111! ..11.11,e . ilk( that tante ..t.tat Shen viII ev,nt.o.1 I;

.1, ..r free a interning' no of 01 now required by

be a care real it.t. ic o .tm. t , men, despite

tt ; vi I I at: t.t. to incor tdi ot.. rn it old the rent lunation of

n" ;IA icy Pl...71td t,:ttn.rt ton ,tt yo t: to come Et,

uet.cra I l ice of de( err., .
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Luntainment tttoteoes he

V-I: (cc o! "ande,:s" rise develope0 1 calF. d/ irtg the cf t ec..1v4q, y:

0;yertunity and affirmi.tive action program' "ere or eps,ts of cosiegc

"niver,.iry officials Nlllng white male /candicar I' . the':

1 r, leered because the posttien's had to ,e off, rid te minorities and women. when

t,,voett '4,wn hetause of tic, ; o:lal or their personalities.

tht r.,jeetcd white mole, often I eve,. 0r,tr .1,1 opp 4writs of affirm.rivr,'

I. ..;ondwin fists a ntenher of ways In which ad,linistrators,,and faculty

OMVS to avoid aff ir,ative:action;pres,riptions hILqier education.
....

1-,, 4eme .deparlmenral chairmen iinttwinlv of f Cr positions. to women and

.,rnorir tes a. Lalarter. the candidates have previously indicated are unacceptable.

r! per.: t ion Is turned ;low , a cl ii t ma t a hi res a *shit(' male candidate

T,..htir ,alary. The ch.11,,In cain rifle Ia in hi .11,1 offer t4-,ition L. a

pet on. I r t
r; an-I wt,en can be di.re,orage,

Fr act:, t In: an of fir t he . i .pe far4Ity menher

1 inswitin,: ::,11! 11 that the ot f ,I "0 .,n1 ono ',1,;(1 r.n

: :t ,f :et I;' P100 ,tAL qhri't ." Lven a f t frr a f le

.nr ra 11,ti .111 Iy.1111,- ..111 I 1,2f 1 O.` -11,11dat

.1, 4:: t.: It"gt.. tl 1. I III 11 of canv,

:. t
hy t in :ontrol, ii ile

, 1 .
uni,erri 1r i es mai nt .1;11 .1;1 er,nto of r.litl," recrnit.,ent

, .

tirr t bene 2: tI, releyant irovern,..1( ot t

WI:I:tint the lc at is :cal mitt 4, .1 "1.0.r 1,, V.11.: It:

. or linve tree:, 111.-1 Iii rINCi' Ni make f 14ok

I; haf. a ooJ f reer,r.! in rem.orts (115.1

. Vol r.onior hIi. II ree1.0;s:
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to -.,n4ges," t],e and 5-4denly there are many

more erin, 14,, nut cal these of feet/ye

a,tivrties by corp,ratiorf,'

o: : rovic or4anlzaz ireT,n1 climat, rev! rea,r4tg hur,ail rcriurce

staffs have Lp t, tight '41 1,criminat tor.
1n,tea.,1 of validat Ing ne1o, t ion 0y)ce,,e,, 1,t. em bads is

;.1.re;! on ylnr.1n7't!le ,t,t1,::tleal Matt .

in ,:lowlnz doon thr,

of institutional troll 1i7:crimin,rien. Reluctantly tearing

tr, traAllional barriers over the lit t,, decades,many organi-

rvtrea:,,1 to a ,,,end line of defer... tokeni", p,,, of the

.1111 ,,,rwn ,nt rad it 1 nnal

ro,4,Ie,, thi,

,21

.1
1!..1.!! 11:1 1.ot.,

t
0 1 1 1 . t.1 t V .11 111 ./1 pin 1 1 It 1,.k.f "

kt. i. 1.1 I;. u. . stall Jot s

:1 . : :11.111 t::-cr rat L.r T1,1 re i in r 511 (:1.1r1

h,vo

!.. nn,' '1:-. 111 . 01

sl..01fic.,: 1"inco:Ity an,1

.in ;'. .n 1 .t,tat ;Alt In',

1.
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to line moilagels, who Ignore such decisions because theyan tr a Cant

tbe prOgrams as intederlog with their more import,,t produ,tfon goals.

ranr: found that staff people who tri;1 to implement more equitable systems
.

,..t Joh placement in an industrial supply c.orpolat ion had difficulty In selling

_ program, to line managers.
39

A c.,.-non proble. or minority on.) women token in multrmfitinnal jn!..,

i:. i.., lattuli from Important organizational oetwori,.. ';r:,.. are more tiftcn

tban others without sponsors Oi;iipecr connections out excladed from those informal

r.a:berioKs which provide important informat^e- ' - performing
.

a given job. In

b en s ,agerial categorir:0 in arudy Kanter town.] that tile professing ,

. :ge industrial corporation were virtual I -sex, with very few

..0...cn in :hem. 'Important [raining progr.. recs. lunches with colleagues,

ti, -. those were composed...of mA, i, WI L4 AL Mont one token female

::pmea at the e levelsfnond themselves alone mmst of the c,.e.,
c

t:-, the 20 ,oken women in a sales torce of 10(1 employees were

.:tei, ! JVOI I,. offices. Thc,e liO,M(7. VIAL' "s.pilholn of now - women- can -do,.

,,,,,, !, ,: 11 women," and they ,onswioontly '.(iced toe lonOiness of th-

oot..,er.- ':tatisrieal rrrity ut oemep in a paiticu,ar orgaatiationa. unit.

an .11,.n,ting force for such women employer,. Their nundiers are so

.
g re lcoalitions s

nn
sni.;.,ort them as thry face now pro1,1,,,, And rofiflict in the organizatiOn.

ten become a self?perpetuatfr41 cycle. ii:nlat.ed and alone,

z, jrow on old-boy network, for routine an.itstance, many minority or

l c,;.,;ovees have diftleulty in coping, with lb, Len, inn:: If these higher-

vrt ;on,. As res.:It:. turnover maf 111-C.) managers, then, .

the ifficulties of [hes.: tmkL,is to -tTninv affirmative

.11 and equal op:,ortunity program,. ..ant miles the key point that In the
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Ionii run increasing the proportion of Nintritles and women in an organizational

unit beyond token numbers is critical for equal opportunity to work. Going

beyond toketriSM is necessary from the point of view of social justice for

minerltics and women.' But going beyond tokenism is 4150 CritiCCI-frC;M a

practical point of view. as perBPs the only way of actually dismantling the

age-Old Structure of institutionalized discrimination. "A mere shift in

71t,soincy numbers, then as trcin one to-two tokens, could potentially reduce

stresses in a token's situation even while teative_numbers. of women reami.,d

-41
Too." SuPpoircive coalitions can then form. Much opposition to signifieHni

increases in the numbers of qUalified mlooricies and women In the name of

negleet" and "letting the markeL provide its on answers" ignores the

tul r..fstr-m aspects.,of desegregativ; this society. Kanter concludes that

tbere is an inportant case to be made for increasing no hers beyonj tokenism

.oal in itself. becanse:, inside the orgnnization, relative

n.mbot, (-an play n lark part iv rther.ontcomes --.from work offectiveness

pc.motlo, prospect: CO psychs,:

!turnthIr Three:

trtr14,111, nt11!.055atiC21,2527.ILEtt in organirnsj me: The issue of merit

oi?en a foLoq of critics of affirmative action. Maintaining Chat "there is no

iftlyiolo of selectiv, otlPr than merit wit!ch dO2.1 not perpetuate an injustice,"

A pol,Itc.ailin of
the Anti-Defamation Leagtoe a..cales that affirmative action

vlolares fairness by On Icing nonmeric charaeterisiics.431i!e merit idea is

Imlke.l to the idea at "qualified" persons. v :tiler the persons coherned.arC

applying for college or job applic,nts. One argronvnt is that

afft-Mative action programs setting 40011 and timotali:es for the. employment o£

-06n:ties and women irsually lead to the biting of "Invoullifiod" persons.,

lh, issue of merit Is A complex one nni ni,cn;;;;ed in the space
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a,..at;ale here. Put t in think it is important to keep a numher of points in

mind when this issue :is raised. The first is that in many complex bureaucratic

e.ganiiations thore has long bewm -- and prior to affirmative action programs

4 mericocrattc system on prf1/4er and " donneritocratle testers in practice.

ii re are rout ire particularistic features in the operation of bureiricracies,

those In industry and higher edueatiirn. One expert; William- ChamblisS;

has aptly charaeterized real life urgraniiations: "Contrary to the prevailing

c, ti; that universal rules, govern bureaucracies, the fact is that in 'day-to-day

wperations Zules, can and must ho selective* applied."44 One reason for this

it that the rules are stated in the abstract and daily reality is concrete

au: specific. And the reality Is that virtually all large bureaucracies .nre

parri.:ularly at top anti-...riddle-level decision-makin:t levels; by

.u.ic m11.... White males apply the gOneral rule.. their Pen drscretinn

s3, 6:.0 the vagueness of the Tule to justify hiring f, .bnoting

wh,esever they wish among possible candidates., "And if ambiguity vagueness

.:v nut sullicient r" justify partieularistie criteria being vipu- f .d.

tmfti-id xec,,ry rides at implications of rules can be tidily le, Si oI which have

010 samer?fect of justifying the decisians, which, for What:. cacao the

officeholder wisites, can be used to enforce his position." most of U,

situated in hert iucracies know, they are not in actual Ilrart .. the merit-

oriented," universalistic organizations that critics of affirma-Ivb action seem

t, suggest. Imterna politics, family ries; and personal'z'os routinely affect

deeisio.making in organizations. Until relatively recently, many such
a

re ganizatlans had intent tonal exclusion barriers directed against- women and

Making all such organizati into the csrltocratic ideal-type

la much criticism of affirmative acilon will 'a. very difficult and

w:11 ,,rice tar more adjustments and internal mist than the criticz

:itflirAf.vc action have yet cnnsidcred.

479
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higher educaLloo cited an a major example of a meritocratic

system of faculty ald promotion, however, what is merit la practice Is

always subject to interpretation by those with the greater power. According

to the American AssoCiaLion of University Professors, what is merit for college

professors still rests-ion intalLion; eusnn, dot] presupposition. Thus, "it's

not ssrprising :hat. the person chosen Lends to look like the people who are

-

doing the choosing.
46 Many analysts of high,' education note that the present

sestem while described as a mcritorracy, is frequently in'reallty n non-

rational, subjective; and eIlLiSt syst.m controlled by white males; which still
5

'allocates rewards heavily to persons considered acceptable to those in

the weaknessin many areas of governmental comp/lance efforts and

tio leclining civil rights pressures over the last de :. nlikcly

th,t the majority of corporations, agenc. : cad collet: gone any farther

jh tot,,,ei.,^ ..r a et rat ea;_y:or coping 'rmativ. Action pr.. sures. In

a ;it'ttaff,e Malt organizations sho,, he a'ale with modest effort, to find

minotiLies and women for the small number of nontraditional

they intend to fill. Aceottling to one Iltrvey 70 portent of corporate

,secot iye report they cannot (ad qualified women tool IC!: Yet top

trc at Sears, Roebuck. and Co. has s gttst.t.,1" that these executives are

,,t ,,eteg candid;

h' joint brlievt [he 70 percent response to the Yankelovich.sur,ey

*hat said that the biggest problem wiLh_aftitmaLive aetios_ts_Lhe
4,a1;abiliLy_of qualifiee. Minorities and VOMVIi lhat's net the

lttest problem. file biggest problem is in acceptance ---ia getting

,,antlement; which sf 11 happens to be white males, to accept the fact

ch,t it we start with the concept of in,:ividu:11 differences and-
inJividual worthiothere ate a lot. of minorities and wealefl or there who

'eaa,do anything.

that there are a lot of. qualified minorities and women who are

%.,ng Lapped is fere corroborated by an enlikely i.onece; Lot, executive

ft,,sell is a white malt. He f6rther implio 'hat for every corporation

4 0
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tinder Clone government scrutiny theta are two hundred employers who are

ing affirmative action and "are latuOling at the whole preteens." Mlle
.

dui puruti tns such as Seals and AT6T get a lot of scrutiny from the government'

, flA the media; a majority tt corporation, move along, at best,' at n

pace oI tokenism. As th Scars executive put It, "Many etnrpanies -- they go

sad hey one Mack, une woma. and say: 'Hey, we've ot them.'"49

In cunsidsring what is or is not "merit," re in also the difficult

quo ion: aere credentials and paper-and-penell test Score!: good measures of

at.c to carry chit jobs sarlsfactnvily? In many cases; ever-rinfu

sational credentials have been used to screen out minorities and women

,,arily. Many Jabs have an edncat tonal credential nn a requirement.

t
.,me recent study ha. estimated that less than one third of the labor force

really needs a high school diploma of collegy degree to perform satisfactorily

en the ;0h:)9 Thints true for white-collar jhhs ,ttmll'as most clerical and

Ai0 plt foie:, an well as for most hltn -collar lob::. Tho US. Employment

vice', Jab analJsiq manual and the Iturean of labor StatisClen Occupational

o look leu9ttOok ake. It quite clear that most blue- collar and white- collar

-Ie. in this .ur..iuty can be learned on the Joh, i.t a few weeks or lens, and

3 real need for 3 high school diploma. "ihmlbett_per, have been converted

ma..hize Oprafarit. Sank tellers have heite:, fn pier, keypunch operators."5!

computerized automation of offices and factories has sometimes been

n.ed as a rationale for excluding Iniartrif ien who are told they do not have

t,t spedfall.ted skills necessary.

The iof la t lo:: in credentials in the Uni t od Slates q r.nttges fel in statistical

coNta- :sons with orhde Maltar indostt ;n ac tons. For example, the West

1,rope,fit labor force -- rather productive in th- lass decade -- has Much less

on the average than blaelAmerican.. oidy by Newman and her

481
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aSoCiaces has reveaked that the fol'lo'wing proportions of workers in kej, job

categories had completed secondary school or above:52

Britain'

Job Categories

Professional
Administrative
Cleri.tal ,

hales

All blue-collar
jobs

United States

Whitps Blacks

France Sweden

91% 1196 39i 351

65% 43% 36% 35%

72% 69% 7% h%
5.66 44% 5% : 5%

30% 20% 12 0.5%

532
30%
16Z
_92

22

':,t Ice Ole much higher proportions of black Americans who have high school
.. .

(or higher) degrees compared to French, Swedish. and British workers. As a

group. black clerical workers have had much more schooling than European

---
rolemuional'and adminiStrativO workers. Black.maT;ual workers; as a group,

.,iv, had much more schooling than European clerical and sales workers. Even

Mowing for the different types of school systems filvolved; one can bstimate

that rimy U.S. jobs which now have screening.remlirements:such as high school

diploros'and college de'grees do not in fact ned require such credentials

for job performance. And if these higher-level credentials requirements

themh.elv,s are used as the major determloancs for who i "qoalified" or "beoc

qualified" for a job, they often sCreen Out disproportion:1;e numbers of och:rui,re

mwlimed minority :Oplieants in ateas :rich a, employment. "Qualified" or

-b,- qualificd:'llave come to he defined le,s 1,1.1, of a person's true

than in o-
f Ole degrees'and otlum credentials one possesses.abilit its

nrther problem here is that neither credentials nor standardized testing can

teliahly measure motivation and initiative, or for that matter, abilities such

ao artistic skill; mechanical dexterfrY;_and _

repent__ -_____ by the. UlS: Civil Rights Commission
lhe/Aff-irrirati-ve-61-orrAm--61m-191iPs report/emphasizes the Unportalat point

01.1C OW "starting point for affirmaiivo action plans with the problem-remedy

apprnath a detailed examination of Lilo ways in which an organization present lv

-q.as to perpetuate the process of di:criminat ion." This is an important

482
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policy suggestion since it rinderscor4141he need to examine the specific

discriminatory mechanisms and barriers in411%jrecific organization. It is

Prebabie that many arganiiaiiens undertaking this self-analysis will find

unnecessary liSrriers such as excefsively.high credentials requirements for many

types Of ciericai, sales, techniciam. and skilled blue-collar jobs. Xxpanded

affirmative action efforts might well be directec. toward correcting the

credentials inflation which limits the opportunities of otherwise qualified

minoritfes.

In his book Education and Jobs 1Zr:it' Berg nptes that most jobs in the

society have a significant on-the-job training component." Indeed., for many

workers the On-the-job training is what teaches them most of what they need CO

In to earryitut the job. Some of this on-the-job education is informal,

leatned from existing employees, while some takes the form of organized,

ttaining. /Even the occupants of high-level jobs routinely require onche-job

training Of a rather basic sort. Thus a prominent management consultant

recently/tom:tented:

Orte..verY_large_company needeJ to give some I...sic financial training

to some of their executives, but before they started the program,
they had to figure out what they would call it without insulting these
e'en who supposedly ksv basic finance. because, after all they were
runtaing 0.1,2 company!

Given the crucial role of formal and inform!l training for

err'rying out many levels of jobs, it would seem that .the issue of "qualified"

alit "unqualified" minorities and women :feeds to he looked at in a new light.

Inn addition to the large number of minorititis and women who arc well-qualified

fOr nentraditiopal jobs, but are not new s. ,,,,,,, not ther arc probably many

A

others who could be trained in a reasonable length of time to carry out a given

jt.b.
Developing training programs for these minorities and women would not be

aradical departure for most organizations, sinte:mnsc are already engaged in

. 483
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uu-the-fob training. It might moan the expannfen or reorganization of trainink
.

programs to meet the societal goals of upgrading minorities and women. The

president of AT&T recently noted that "extensive efforts" to Crain people

sere important in meeting most reluiesements under their consent decrCe. As a

rcnolt, he noted; "the impact on the company [e.g.. efficiency) was not

lts require some nn -[he -fobsignificant."
55

" joSince most Pewrlo hired f

tffoinC. in a :tense most are "unqualified" uptil they receive that training.

:raining program:: aimed at including previously excluded groups are in this
,

c..nrettt an extension of whit already is part of organizational life.

Minconception Number Four; Affirmlive action plan. for minorities are

1.!,1!;c:L!,1552,^:,ary accause the real prehltms lacier! minorities are--prohlens

S Lis nutrace. ,Cate commonly hears this argument toddy in regard to

American. Many critics suggest that affirmative action and equal

qparcunity programs have primarily bonfitted middle-class black Americans.

He, argu, that as a r,esult there is a growing polarization in the black

tocc.,unity between afgrowing, affluent middle class and a poverty underclass.

timer their view racial discrimination is rapfdlY being eradicated fOr/

mvddic-clann blacks, and since the problecn of rhoonderclan, have to do with

tldssn not racial discrimination, then there ir. I,si neett-4er affirmative
,

a!tion.
Indeed, middle-clans blacks are. sometimes nen as contribeting to the

befsii:Ling problem for underclass blarke.56

one ptublem with this polarization argnmoni is that the ntatintical

eviJenec on f3Mliy 11,[011Q doe:: not lend it_mn_ch nopport, The bureau of Labor

Statistics putilibeS data Up three family budget levels,-low, intermediate,:

dni high. The levl Of income Co: an intermediate level family in 1979 was

10A0. This lev,\I bas frequently heeii uncd an tbo minimum income required

to be a modestly aff uent "middle-class -American family." 'The proportion of

it
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white families of la incomes at or above theintermediate budget level increase

little from 47 percent in 1920 to 50 percAt in 1979. The proportion of bin

families falling into this middle - income range or above increased slightly

from n to 26 pe.-cent. As Robert B. Hill putis it: "In short. the proportion

Li veonomidally 'middle-class. families Is oat sigoliicantly different among

(one-fouith) or whites (one-half) today than It wa, a dtf ,de ago --

.

a. to the unr:len:Ing effect ess as of rceion ad (1he gap
..

r '.lacks and whites_ is even gredter than Elk!Se statistics suggest because

wealth, such as stocks, bonds, and real ettate, is o,Jittedalli because there

Are Entre extremely high-income families in the white group.\) this measure

there has been little growth in the black middle class over the last decade.

Lan,ing at the very poor, we find that between 1969 and 1979 the proportion

at black families below the poverty line stayed near 2H peicent, Using thefie

pruportians; we see no widening vcoaomic cleavage in black communities.

16e proportion middle-class hovered aroun one quarter in the 1970s, while

the t lan poor remained- clone to 28 percent for the same period.

,' rights leaders
80th this paper and recent testimony by civil / 1,nve ''1..11ud out many

of organizational mid interlocking diserimimition which face all black

:twit:ding the nvo-racism of cootailment nttatvgivs. There in still

istvntiaoal race discrimlnation,:however sophistiratvd and subtle, which

sets barriers irt*the way of upward mobility for oonwhitv minorities. Frequently

the plight of the black underclass is discossed as though their high unemployment,

ondervmpleyment, low incomes, and poor I sing conditions hid little to do with

lndeed-iin -1 -recentNew 5.1k -Mc, Napa?: ine article

Carl Cershman argues that it is toe worsening condition of the black underclass,

nol racial discriminatioo, which requires the greatest policy attention today.

Critical to his argumext is the idea that the eonditions of poorer lack Americans

485
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!,

ate somehow due to the "tangle of rithology" Sn which they find themselveS,58

JR
The suggestion is that poor black Met-trans have gotten locked into a

lower-Vass sAculture, a culture el: poverty, with Its deviant value system of

immorality, broken families; juvenile' delinquency, and lack of emphasis on

achievement and the work ethic. These alguments are not nCw,,but are a

re,orroctIon of culcure.of.poverty at,lumcots mad. in the lq60s (for example, in,

Imitel Patrick MoyniliaeS The Negto amily). Now as then the victims are

blamed for their own problems.' It is admit tea that this "tangle of pathology"

ultimately stems in part from slaqyry and legalized discrimination in the

"ancient past," -but in, the present the "tangle" has taketi on a life of its '

own, a life which is not ahfpcted much by racial discrimination. If this

ineont,4ition were true, poor blacks should face the some conditions as poor

white, lot this is not the case. Poor blacks do not live in integrated

nim",with poor whites... Poor and noar-poor blacks are luSS likely than

.uspaidblvwhites to get unemployment compensation when they arc unemployed.
. .

The.: Lend to hold even lower-paying nod Iens secure jobs than poor whites.

To the extent chat the working poor are unionized; whites benefit from informal

-

.discrimiekttion in unions.

In addition, the role of past discrimination in cot-rent "tangles of

oeverty needs tjo be reaAsessed Much "past" discrimination is not something

in the distant past, but rather is recent. hlatata discrimination against blacks

oicuted in massive doses until a deede or so arc, partIonlaTly in the South.

no::E Wills (and whites) over tO'nge of 16 y.Far,, (more then half the population)

werti !torn when the nation still had macnive color hart, North and South. Most

block,: over thirty years of age wore, educatc.d in segregated schools of lowe'r

quality than those of whites, and many have frl t, tho woleht of blatant ra-cial

discriminatiUn in at least the early part of their employment careers. And the
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.ajority of those blik.k Americans under th age of 7h have parents who
have

suffered from blatant racial dIscriminatIni. horeover, most white Americans

over the age of twenty have benefitted,, If only indirectly; from blatant

racial discrimination in several institutill areas. Put this' recent past

discrimination together with today's hlatan and covert types of racial

U MI t fon and you hart a better ,:oneci4 on of the much black

prverty,'unemployment, and underemproyment than resurrected poverty-subculture

theorier provide. The real dilemma is the piIrsi;itiug tangle of interlocking

and institiitIOnaliied discrimination in this society.

1 noted in the first section of thiS paper that in substantial majority

of hlaek Americans surveyed in a 1979 HatheMatiea survey feel that there is

a great dial of racial ditdrimination in this country. And the supphsed

hen9ficiaries Of affirmative action (those with incomes over s25.000) were

somewhat more likely than the poor to report a great deal of discrimination.

There is in consensus among large majorities of the poor and of the middle class

that racial discriminatIonremalns a serious pl.:Ale:11: it the same 1979 sUrveyle-

majority of the bladk respondents saw in declining national commitment to

equal rights'. The survey asked: -"Is the push for equal rights for black people

in thig country moving ton fast, at about the tight pace: oV too le.4?" Fully

three quarters said "fob SlOw."
59

This compares dramatically with the results
_ _ _

of a similar question asked in a Harris survey in 1\70; in that survey

Unly 47 Prcenf said "too slow," with 41 percent saying "about right."60

The overwhelming majority of black Americans believe that the U.S. commitment

to racial equality'.1S eroding. Horcover, middle -clasi blacks are somewhat MOre

likely than poorer Whites to feel that the movement to riiclal equality is going

tooslowly.' While percent of those with incomes under 96,000 said the push

lurequal rights wag l:too slow," 83 percent. of those wIpi incomes over $20,000

487
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said "too slow." Those who are slipposed to have made the'grcatest progress

che last decade, middle-income hIaCks; arc a bit more likely than the re*

:0 see equal rights as moving too slowly, al well as to repare.a.great deal

of discrimiriaticl in the country.

Row do bl'ack.Amerfeans_sec affirmativ, nit loo? According to a 1980

wiaek-firtwiTrie- survey of its middi-ineeme and upper-income black readers,

:9 perceot saw affirmative action as "somewlot effeetIve." Virtually all

('!4 percent) thought affirmative action would still be needed in the 1990s.61

CONCLUSION; PUBLIC POLICY IN RETROCRRSSIbN

The moment m toward'expanding employment, odidcacional, and housing

op?ortunity [or minorities and women has slowed significantlyover the Vast

yvor Covernmental policymakern and private Rector officials arc now

In opicd with matters other than race and sex discrimination as the fall

I fiOcongres,tonal rejection of a mueh-needed,fair hoosilT bill and recent

developmeut., in the Reagan adminidtratfen clearly indicate. Rooks by men

,uch as Glaser and Gilder are widely heralded A.: demonstrating the need for

,,,ve::ment to pull back further from its already weakeoing commitmcnt,toequal

r;;.,hr!:. It was only a century ago that o dee.hk.e,r two of gr,t progress in

:0,panding upiwrconitios [or black Americans (1X65-1885), culled the Reconstruction

period, was followed all-coo sop!, by di;nnatic resuthomi, hf conservatism and

.act Oil Called the Redemption period.I Mine there are ieruiinly major

difteiences bet -wren then and now, today, only 16 years after public policy

shifted significantly In favor of towaoded oppor t t I eh for 110r t dud

We again seem to be moving in a eine:ere:lily, and reactionary direction.

NAnV powe rful leaders arc 'now-call:the for the ending or reduction of,affirmative

11011 and equal opportunity progom, lie hottcv, line on evaluating affirmative

1'11011 is that more than a decade into affirmative action no systematic or
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fundamental changes can be seen in any major institutional sector in the United

States, Uhice males overwhelmingly down:tin, often alone_; upper -level and

'addle-level positions in virtually every major btireancratic organization in

the U.S., from the Department of Defense, to Cener.il Motors, to state
. -

legialacutes, local banks, and supermarkets. Tho dominant concern has shifted

at.. v-from i.auerns of institutionalized race and sex discrimination. Sadly,

titote hurt osc Icy the shift have been those people who have long suffered

Ito, traditional institutionalized discrimination -- minorities and women.

!Inch debate and action on affirmative action seems misplaced. An .

arg.ntization's lawyers and accountants may negotiate with the government's

law:iers over a long period. And the result may be an affirmative action plan

is not grtCunded in a careful study of discrimination within the organization

ticnlarly of the cover, subtle, and sophisticated forms_of discrimination.

'this in turn may lead to a poorly constructed affirmative action plan issued

with fanfare, but one which is to bC weakly enfOrced and token. A torl..Sents

recently complained about negotiations with :he government: "tie
^,

ale forced to create imlunis of paper to prove chat pt-;h aren't available

ns cad of creatively and innova t ive y devL.1 Ing cchn i to cake more

people are available." he would aggre8sively pursue '.he development

of no, techniques to find qualified women anal minorities if he did not face

Cse piperwork open co question. n.c a number of oh,lervers of organizations

asse.:stng organizational reactions to affirmative action have noted that too

much of the effort often goes into paperwork, both statistical and.legal,,and

tau little inco'aggressively finding minorities and want -for nontraditional

positions. In a recent article two veteran matuOsmnq Consultants have concluded

Icon their experience nocoonly that too retch corporate effort is aimed at

itniolt the statistical battle but also that best 11, aver r..tCt Grit::, little

483
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budget money, and poor mande,emcnt ha/e created "mongrel" ifkirmatiwe action

whiAl dre weak., The creak efforts may bring in or upgrade n few minoriticS

and women but alienate mangy white males, who rdn now blame their own problems .

aliiimative action." ; \

--i

I
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STATEMENT

Of
- -
RAlph

Assistant Professor of Law
University of Pennsylvania

Affirmative Action to Dismantle thM _

Process-of Discrimination,-End Political
Isolation and Eoonomic 'Exclusion.

Before

The- Subcommittee,on ConstitutiOnal
Rights_Of_the_Senate_Judiciary
Committee, Washington, D.C.,

June 18, 1981;

INTRODUCTORY REMARKS

'Mr. Chairman and Members of thit Subcommittee:

Thank you for affording me the opportunity to share my

thoughts on the status and future Of action. The af-;
_ . .

firmativeaction issue remains One of the most important and one

Of,the most mishnderstood issues on the nation's current agenda.

It is my fervent hope that these remarks will help .to alleviate

and not to compound some Of that confusion. My name is Ralph R.

Smith.* I am currently an Assistant. Professor on the faculty of

law at the University of Pennsylvania.

I am honored to have the opportunity to join the likes of'.

William T. Coleman, Martin KilsOn: Vilma 'Martinez and Robert Sedler

* Professor Ralph R. Smith, a member of the Rational Conference of
Black Lawyers, the iraonal Bar Association and a FOunding_Board_____
member of the Affirmative Adtian COOrdinating_Center._is_recent_Past
Chair of-the SeCtiOn on_Minority_Qrouge of the Association of Ameri-
caft_Law_Schools. He teaches in the corporate area (Corporations and
Securities Regulations) and has written and lectured_ extensively on
affirmative- action and.civiI ri4hte;__He_appeared ae_couneel_for
amid iii_Sakke_and_FulliloVe in the United States Supreme Court, in
F5Tv. YOUn in the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit and

TR-- v. Rempson in the Supreme Court of the State of Kansas.
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in urging this Subcommittee to lend its weight and raise its voice

to support a worthy cause -- that cause being the strengthening of

affirmative action. Moreover, I feel particularly privileged to

add to the'record of these proceedings not only my own prepared

statement but a statement from Working Women, a national membership

organization with local affiliates in thirteen cities throughout

the United States. That statement, entitled "In Defense of Affirm-

ative Action: Taking the Profit Out of Discrimination", provides

an an insightful perspective on many aspect's of affirmative action. I

would'also add to the record the excellent history and analysis of

the federal contract compliance effort which was piepared by Barry

L. Goldstein, Assistant Counsel of the NAACP Legal Defense.and.Edu-

cational Fund: Inc. This document, entitled "The Importance of the

Contract Compliance Program: Historical Perspective", should be

required reading for anyone seeking to understand this area.:

While I appear today in defense of affirmative action, mine is

not the role of dispassionate counsel. I am a supporter of af-

firmative action and I believe strongly that affirmative action is

an appropriate and indeed a necessary respontp.to the prevailing

realities of contemporary America. This position is one that is

reinforced by my own active involvement as lawyer, teacher and

scholar during- of the decade-long debate on affirmative

action.

My formal statement is built upon four assertions. One. The

issue now -at hand is the political viability'Of affirmative action,

not its,legality. nor its constitutionality, nor its morality. .

Two. Affirmative action is politically viable since it is not only

83 -171 0 - 82
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responsive to the Legitimate Concerns of a broad-based constituen-.

cy, but also because it seeks responsibly to balance competing 16-'

gitimate interests, needs and aspirations. Three. None of the

arguments against affirmative action can Wsithstand seriousscru-

tiny. Four. The arguments for affirm-..live action- are compelling
1

in light of the urgency Of addressing now the problems of inatitu-

tional discrimination, political isolation and economic

After it was announced that I was invited.to appear here to-

day; several of my friends, acquaintances and colleagues called to

express their concern and to offer their' advice. They'were con-

cened that these hearings came at a time when there appeared to

be a wholesale retreat from so man y of jpe programs and the poli-

cies that addressed the needS and concerned themselves with the

plight of those who are poor and powerless in thid POWerfilI rand

of plenty. They were concerned that these hearings held ominous

implications that yet another retreat was in the offing -- that

is, a retreat from a Commitment to move affirmatively to dismantle

the process Of diSdriMihation and to remove the barriers to full

participation in the nation's political process and economy.
1.

Being weIlaWare Of he'position of the Chair of this Subcom-

mittee -- a Rosition takenpublicly,.repeated often ancCarticu-
_.

lated well -- I Was unable to dd much.in the way of allaying these

-

concerns. I could only say to them that, notwithstanding his pub-

lic position, the Chairman had given his assurance that he was

sincerely interested in heating 411 sides and had given every in-

dication that he would approach the issue conscientiously and

would decide fairly.
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Since I could not say more, I listened to their advice. The

message was unamious and it Was c hlear: Tell the Subcommittee that

affArdative action is working.

Since I hadalready said just that in the statement I had pre-

. pared for the SUbCOmMittee; this did not seem a particularly valu-

-able piece,of advice. But then, after hearing the same refrain

again and again, I developed a better understanding of what my

frjendi and ;colleagues wer. saying. And it was as_much a message

to me as it was to this committee.

Those of us whd support affirmative action have been on the

defensive-for so long that we respond reflexively to the arguments

against affirmative action. And. as I reviewed, my statement here.

I found that I too am prone to that response. In my statement I!"-.

confront and offer rebuttal to the most serious accusations lev-

eled against affirmative action. What I did not do enough of was

to share with you enough of thereal operational side of affirma-

tive action.

Affirmative action is more than policies and programs, inputs

and outcomes; arguments and responses. Affirmative action is a

real life, flesh a-nd blood human and humus. phenomenon. Thisds

sOmething those of us who are members of academia and members of
-

-v. Congress forget. That is why we do not remember to say often

enough, clearly enough, and loud enough that affirmative action

works.

Affixmative4action worked for both white workers and black work-

ers,ers. for both women and men in a Kaiser aluminum plant in Gramerc.y,

49
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Louisiana. Prior to 1974f wndn Kaiser wished to hire craftwirkert.

it would go outs'ide ,the company and hire people with previous craft

experience. As a consequence, Kaiser production workers, whether

black or :white. male. or female, were effectively denied an oppor-

tunity to advance to the higher-paying craft positions.

, in.1974 Kaiser and the- United Steelworkers of America eritered

into a OOII6Ciive bargaining agreement that containedamong other

things an affirmative action plan designed'to eliminate the con-
_ _______ _

spicuous imbalance r Kaitet'athen almost exclusively white craft-

work forces. The .linchpin of this plan was an on-the-jobs training

program--- a lob-training program which for the very first. time

w.OUId allow production workers. black and whitt, men and momen, the

opportunity to acquire the skills .to be'come craftworkers.

It.j.s well known that one white employee who was not accepted

into the program in its very first year instituted Iitigation-to

challenge the fadt,that some places were set-aside for biack2,1/

What is often ignored is that tile rest of'the white workers did

not sue. To the contrar y, their'UniOn defended the plan agres*

s slvely straight up to 'the United States Supreme Court where they

ultimately prevailed. The union and the workers realized that

affirmative action considerations had served to encourage -their
r

etiip.u)yor to rethink its employment practices and to change them in

such a manner 'as to inprease the real Opportunities'for all

workers.

if we move from Gramercy, Louisiana to Detroit, Michigan and

firm prodUCiOn and craft wor%ers to police officers[We find thAt

50
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- neither the change Of IOCa1,1 nor of employMeni affeCts the assets

tion that affirmative action works; In Detroit,we have a mity

that was torn by racial tension. that twice erupted into manor civ-

it disturbancesisa city in 'which much of the tension was attrib-
,

uted to the poor state of police-ComMunity relations; a half-black

city in which a virtually all white police force was Imoked on as

an arnx-of occupation.

Realizing the dangers inherent in the situation, one of the

firStthifill0 Mayor Coleman Young and his Police Commissionets did

was to institute a plan to increast minority presence at all ley-
.

eIs Of the'pOIiCe department. As could be expected, there was a

\lawsuit brought by some white officers who perceix`,Cd their chances

of promotion as being affected adversely by any plan that would

take account of race.?

In-finding for the City and reversing the trial court, the

Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit conveyed its understanding

of the real issue presented.

The argument that pol-ice need more minority
officers is not simply that blacks communAcate
better with blacks or that a police department
should cater to the public's desirgs. _Rather.,
it_is_that.Leffectime_crime prevention and solu-
tion depend heavily on the public support and
cooperation which result only from public re-
spect and confidence in the police.1/

There is ample evidence for optimism in the city of Detroit. Per-

mit me to add on this point an'excerpt from a brief submitted by a

coalition of community organizations in support-of the Detroit

policedepartment.±/
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-The-availabiii of_tignificant numbers of
black police_office s has.demonstrably increased
the_fleribility of the Detroit department to-re
spond to potential law -enforcoment crises- _The__
basks of preventing crime and apprehending crimin-

als have Also been madt_easier. As importantly,
ft_appeara_that,the community support so vital to
the law enforcement function is more likely to be
achireved. There are fewer gonfrontatfOns between
the citizens-and,police, ferwer_police are killed,
fewer complaints are being filed with the Michigan
CiViI Righta_COmmiasion, attitudes toward police
have 'improved. Both the police and the community
feel that a larger.proportion,of the black commu-
nity support police efforts.2.1

Perhaps in some other plade andin another era; these may seem

inconsequential. From the perspective of those who dehl daily

with the problems and tensions of urban America, what has happened

in Detroit has been an accompIishtent of great magnitude.

The proposition that affirmative action works does not change

when we move from the police acadety to the academic community:

The minority presence that has come about because of the affirma-

tive action era has.enlivened the learning environment, enriched

intellectual content, and enhanCed the educationareexperieuce of

Students and faculty alike.

Affirmative action considerations in.admissions and financial

aid have served to sensitize faculty and administrators to did

often artificial and arbitrary barriera erected by mandatory'cut
. _ _

offs and an eXCIUtive reliance on numerical indicators. Thus.

there are now countless programs that carefully scrutinize appli-

cations of both whites and Minorities in an effort to discern mo-

tivation and other not easily quantifiable qUaIitied that might

suggest the'potential fdk success. One of the most highly touted
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of these programs is the Special Admissions Cur'ridulum Experiment

.(Gp.A.C.E.) program at Tem6le University Law School. This program

considers any number of qualities thus e;ffording each applicant the

opportunity to qualify for admission. No one at Temple will deny

that the approach and the program was stimulated by affirmative ac-

tion considerations.

The positive impact of affirmative action on higher education

goes well beyond access. At most institutions the curriculum re-

.flects the concerns and contributiOns of the new constituency. While

many of the experimental courses may have been discontinued, many

have flourished and have become integal components :of the curiculum.

Affirmative action considerations have encouraged the strength-

ening (and in some instances the eestablishment) of grievance pro

. cedures for all employers. Moreover, as in other industries, higher

education ha's had to rethink its excessive reliance on credentials

.for the non-academic side UL its workforce.

The new constituency fostered by affirmative action has played a

large role in helping educational institutions to realize that, al-

though they may .function as employers, landlords and invest r,

these activities must be conducted in so responsible and forthright

'a manner as to bit consistent with their primary role as institutions

of higher learning,

Whether we look at the production line in Gramercy, or into a

patrol car in Detroit, or into a campus in Los Angeles, we find

evidence that affirmative action is affecting our social, economic.

and political landscape and changing it forthe better.
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University of Pennsylisania_

Affirmative_Adtion to _Dismantle the
.ProCeSi_Of Discrimination, End Political

ISOIsEion and Economic Ixclusion

Before
:-

The SubOttittee on Constitutional
Rights,Of_the Senate Judiciary
Committee, Nashington, 0;C;;

June 18, 1981

P-REPARED-STATEMENT

.

Thede hearings underscore the fact that the debate about affirm-

ative action has shifted feCUS as well as forum. The question at

hand is not Whether:affirmative action is moral, legal Or constitu-

tional. The significant question now is whether affirmative action

remains h politically viable policy option. Becauie the issue is

One of political viability, it is appropriate that.affirmative ac-

tion be reviewed to see Whether it is responsive and responsible,

that is, responsive 61) the
legitimate needs and aspirations of an

identifiable constituency and
responsible in the sense of being cog-

nizant of competing Legitimate interests, needs and aspirations and

Where possible, forging an ,accommodation.

Measured by this test, the survival of affirMative action seems
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assured. Affirmative action responds to a broad constituency.

This constituency is not Limited to the beneficiaries of affirms-
,

tive action. Despite all reports to the contrary, there exists

still 'in this country a broad,base, oesupport for delibeiZte meas-

ures to end the raGial dominatiOn that has characterized and

crippled American society. A rec&nt strongly-worded letter to

David Stockman opposrmq proposed changes In the federal contract

compliance program numbered among its signatories Lane Kirkland;

President of the AFL-CIO, Patsy Mink of the Americans for Demo-
_

cratic Action; Douglas Fraser of;the United Auto WOrkers-, Dorothy__

Kidings of the League of Women Votersaof the United States and

some thirty others represeFfingbzgaIlFatione and unions/ public

interest groUps and community groups across the country/ These

diverse groups made clear that. whatever their differences on

other matters, they were 7united In opposition to changes which

would sound the death knell for the federal contractompliance

program, for forty yeats a vital elemeAt in the nati naI effort to

provide equal employment 6/

The depth and brcadth of support. for affiimati/ve action is. due

in large measure to the fact that affirmative action has been im-

plemented in a reasonable and respon*ible manner/serving those who

shave been historically deprived while remaininicogsizant of those -

who might of necessity be temporarily denied. Those who pretend

that affirmative action is an insensitive improvisa-

tion of a band of overzealous bureaucrats seem intent on conjuring

up an image that bears little resemblance to reality.

4-



Affirmative action programs and policied Can be divided into

three broad categories: court-ordered remedial measures; contrac-

tual conditiOnS imposed on contractors and grantees: voluntary

efforts undertaken by emplOyers and institutions. None of these

evince the overzealousness the critics assert.

Courts order race-conscious remedial measures only after pro-

tracted litigation resulting in specific findings of .identifid'd

discrimination .and even then only when lesser measures would not:

suffice.

Affirmative; action requirements attached as conditions for re-

ceiving federal funda are focused primarily On the federal contract

compliance program developed by way of Executive Order 11246.2/

From 1941 to 1980 eight Presidents Of both parties have contributed

to the development of the current program. This bipartiSan support

had been Alk-fo constgnt.tailoring of this program to avoid impos-

.T
ing overiy7burdensome requirements on the private.sector. Contrary

to the pop9Iat caricature; employers do not', have to meet.any Singlei.

numerical target. Nor are they reqUirdd to pass over better quali7

fied candidates for entry or promotion decisions.

And voluntary efforts are certainly not going to be any less

sensitive to the interests of white males. InstitutiOnS which

have had closed doors for centuries are not likely to open those

same doors so wide as to affect Significantly the opportunities

available to whites. An oft - overlooked but important fact is

that, with one exception. the Cates which found their way to'the
-

Supreme Court involved modest voluntary efforts. In DeFunis v.

6
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Odegaard-8/ , the controversy was over 18 places in a law school

class of -150. In Regents of the University of California v.

Bakke2/, it was over 16 'seats in a medical school class of 100.

In Weber v. Ka-Ise-42 , it was over 7 places in a newly estab-

lished training program. In none of these cases or the countless

other challen4es tot voluntary efforts wyich have been filed un

courts across the country can there be found an iota of evidence

that 'unions, educational institutions, government agencies or pri-

vete employers are so enchanted withrfirmative action that they

have forged ahead disregarding the rights of whites. And even

were they inclined to do no, the Supreme-CoUrt-hAs made it clear

that a strong predicate must be established for each instance

where affirmative action amounts toa racial preference: For pub-

lic agencies, the Equal Protection' Clause of the Fourteenth Amend-

ment requires the program be substantially related to a compelling

governmental interest. For the private sector, such voluntary

efforts can be undertaken and only where there is an "arguable

violation of the civil rights laws.

Circumscribed .oq all fronts by this solicitude for the rights

of white males; affirmative action is only a first and tentative

step toward disestablishing the process of discOsiination and end-

ing p-olitical isolation and economic subordination. By any rea-

sonable standard, it is a quite modest compromise.

But modesty 6ffers no immunity from assault. t'Affirmatiee

tIon has come under fire from those who challenge its legitimacy,

contending that it is illegal and unconstitutiorial, that it is

07
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unfair and not Moral; that.it is violative of enduring values of'

the society, that it fosters racial antavnism: and that it is;

just unworkabl$. NOtwithstanding theyexistence of a solid con-

Stituency for affirmative action and a proven ability to be cogni-

zant Of the need to balance the competing interests; proponents-of

affirmative action find themselves constantly forced to respond to

the barrage.

The argument that affirmative action runs the risk of encour-

aging racia1;.antagonism is an argument which ShOUId be dismissed

summarily.

It would be relatively easy to argue that affirmative action

does exactly the_opposite. that affirmative action enhances commu-

'

nicgtion across racial lines, and reduces the risk of a radial

confrontation. These arguments are probably true and quite possi-

bly could b «.-proven. But that is not necessary. The racial an-

tagonism argument is just a euphemistic way of Saying that affirm-

ative action .upsets some white people. Thus the only appropriate

response is to dismiss it.

White people got upset at proposals to abolish slavery and to

repeal Jim Crow laws. White people got upset at the thought of

desegregated lunch counters, bathrooms, hotels, water founthins

and hospitals. White people got so upset about proposed anti-

lynching laws that Congress refmatedIy failed to pass legislation

50.8
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that would protect the lives of blacks from hostile mobs.

In the history of race relations the fact that white people

get upset is nothing new. There are white people who get upset at

any attempt to emancipate people of color from the bondage of ra-

cial domination. Id this regard affirmative action is in excel-

lent company.

The Colorblindness and Meritocracy Arguments

The argument that affirmative action contravenes some historic

commitment to enduring values of colorblindness and merit should

be accorded no greater significance. This argument brings to mind

the storefronts that advertise ready-made antiques. No one even

vaguely familiar with American history would dare argue that

colorblindness and merit have played so Large a role as opponents

of affirmative action would have us believe. It"wme. not that long

ago that the best jobs in skilled trades and professions were

handed down from one generation to the other, all within the fami-

ly; that bright and talented students and scholars were excluded

from the most prestigious institutions of higher learning simply

because they were Jewish; that no matter how well-educated, women

were denied careers outside of the home solely because they were

women. Vestiges.of nepotism, favoritism, and patronage abound to

this day. Children of the influential and well-connected still

enjoy preferential treatment as regards admission to the more se-

lective educational institutions. Political affiliation may still

be more importa'nt than proven competence in government employment.

The old saw "it is who you know, not what you know" has withstood
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the test of time. Moreover, our present inheritance laws are

structured in such a manner as to allow an often insurmountable

advantage to be awarded even the mediocre if that mediocrity is

coupled with the accident of being born into wealth.

In light of all this, it takes neither exaggeration nor

cynicism to conCIUdd that.whiIe merit may have had its moments, it

most certainly has not,been the rule.

As regards colorblindness; the "enduring value" argument fails

even more miserably. There is absolutely no support for color-

blindness in the nation's customs; traditions and institutions.

A Century of-race-based chattel slavery, recognited by the

Constitution_and supported by Old Courts and CongrLss, negates any

inference that this was a nation committed at the outset to color-

blindness. The development of "Black Codes" and he imposition of

Jim Crow laws forbid the COnCIusion that the abolition of slavery

Signalled the embracing of colorblindness even eel an ideal. :It

should be remembered that the popular Source of the colorblindness

artiall-Iation was a dissenting Opinion in PlessyA.s Perguson.11/

the case that lent U.S. Supreme Court impriiate
J to the race-based

policy df legal apartheid kAOWn as "separate but. equal".

I

St. ight be contended that the commitment t Cdorblindness

was made On behalf of the natiOn by a unanimous Supreme Court in
.

Brown v. Board of Educatian.ia" But this was in 1954; hardly

long enough for coloxblindneet Ed be deified as an enduring value.

what's more even now, three decades later, the of Brown
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has yet to be'obeyed, the promise of Brown yet to be fuIfi/Ied.

George Bernard Sharr spoke of those who saw wrong and tried to

right it. Devoid of either historical basis or precedent in experi-

ence, this;newly discovered and hastily refurbished notion of color-

blindness can be seen for what -it really is. That is, neither more

nor rens than a contrivance of convenience having as its purpose and

design to put out the eyes of those who -would see injustice and try

to remedy it.

The Legal and Constitutional Arguments
.

The arguments that affirmative action is illegal and unconstitu-

tional have been given their day in court.

given days, weeks, months, yen

final analysis, despite numerous

affirmative action have failed to persuade the courts that affirma-

tive action is either illegal or 5nconstitutione1. Considering the

. magnitude of the effort, the array of legal talent and the enormity'

In fact they have been

and even a decade in court. In the

opportunities,.the opponents of

of the resources expended, the.legal onslaught on affirmative action

has been a gigantic failure. The affirmative action concept has

survived the legal and constitutional challenge and must now be con-

ftonted on political terms..

The Moral Argument

It cannot be denied that whet any program or policy is ac-

cepted by the public at large may d e jut a great deal on whether

that program or policy is perceived to be fair. However, the argu-

ments about affirmative action have not focused on the practical
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consequences of any perceived unfairness. stead these arguments,

have focused on the accusation that ffir= a action is intrinsi-

__ czly aniAir and immoral to the'e ent the% it encourages and even

requires that race be taken into account. These accusations, coming

from some academics and carried on the pages of the nation's soh0I-

atiy and popular publications, have helped to foster considerable

suspicions of affirmative action programs and policies.

The problem is not that reasonable people disagree. The

problem is that opponents.of affirmative action act as thdugh

affirmative action must be placed in some sort of suspended era- -

aation nntil such time that consensus can be achieved on how to

.resolve the faitheeS dilemma.

That is a proposition suppprted by neither reason nor prece-

dent. Ours is a political process that has never relied bn,policy

by consensus. Despite sharply divergent views on the morality of

capital punishment, abortion and nuclear power, we have managed to

deVidd and implement policies even as debate continues on each.

Despite the protests of those who find it unfair that this is a

system of taxation that often takes from the poor an- d gives to the

rich: the Internal Revenue Service manages to Collect taxes=every

year so that the government can function: The presence in our

society Of those who object on moral grounds to war Vas not posed

any insuperable obstacle to a national commitment to building a

formidable war machine.

In all of 'these areas, there is an understanding that the po-

litical process in a democratic society 1.6 in feet a market -place
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wheteconflicti48-Adeas, agendas, interests and concerns are traded

and adjusted and from which workable compromises emerge. .131. their

very nature, those compromises are bound to be something less than

perfect and thus perfectly suited for this imperfect world.

The opponents of;- affirmative action:would have us iorgst aII

this to embark on a quixotic quest for an ideologically pure, con-

ceptually clean policy_around which a consensus Can be formed.

They know.well no such pristine principle exists, that this is a

senseless quest, and'thdt-it Serves only as distraction from the

urgent task of fashioning real remedies for real

The "Failure to Work ArgUteht"

The accusation that affirmative action his not and cannot work

may be the unkindest cut ot all. Economist Thomas Sowell says:

Despite'the-shift in the meaning. of affirmative
action, from prospective opportunity to retro-
spective results, the affirmative action program
ititaf hab little in the way of results-to show
for its min wide-ranging, costly, activity.12f

To support his proposition, Professor'Sowell often cites numerous

studies on bI&Ok-white income ratios and bIack-White occupational

ratios. Moreover, as he has with his opposition to desegregation.

Sowell enlivens the coId_itatietida with ahecdotaI examples,

"worst casee" scenarios and, admittedly,

based on his economic premises.

"theoretical conclusions"

Even so, Professor Sowell's data provide only thin support for

his sweeping condemnation. Affirmative'action has not beerylith-

'out good results. While Sowell and other opponents of affirmative

83-121 0 = 82 - 11
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action may be able to point to a few of its failures; supporters

can point to a far greater number Of successes.

Consider the situation -in legal education. In 1969 there were

less than two doze -blacks on full -time faculties of the nation's

predominantly white,law schools. Ten years latet that.; were 150.

4 In 1969 there were 2.128 black Iaw students enrolled in these

schools. By 1578, black enrollment had more then doublecto 5,350.'

.NO one in legal education will deny that.this tUthabOut-in both

faculty and student levels is due in large part to the pressures

and CdhadiOdshess brought on by the afkirciy.e action eta.

Law schools finally began to seek out blacks who had been

'dualified to teach all along. And, despite thd feet that few law

schools have advanced beybnd a level of tokenism -- which Kellis

Patkdt Of Columbia refers to as the "none to one" Strategy -- well

over half of the ABA-approved law schools have at least cne minor-

ity professor. Often with the assistance and upon the inaiatencel

of these new teachers law schools established the so-called "spe-

cial admissions" programs which even today account for a large

portion of tdack and minority enrollment.

This success is no isolated aberration. Similar results have

occurred in medical schools and business schools.

Choosing professional school statistics might seem to undet-

score the claim that, to the extent it works at all, affirMatiVe

actin benefits only the least disadvantaged of"bracks.ACCording

to U.S. Senator Otrin Hatch, the beneficiaries of affirmatiVer ad-

tion are the well educated, wel/-trained people Who are capable
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of getting jobs anyway, and not the downtrodden". This bit of

hyperbole uses as its-frame of reference changes in the. white col-
,

lar occupations and the professions .While ignoring completely the

far more significant changes in other sections of the, job market.

A review of the litigation docket of the NAACP Legal Defehae

FUnd reveals that the cases resulting in court-ordered affirmative

action involved entry-level and prOmotionaI opportunities in blue-

cycler jobs. ,ff'he same can be said for the dosCkets of the Mexican
7--

American Legal Defense and Education Fund and Lawyers Committee

for Civil Rights Under the Law and.those of other civil rights

organizations.

Even the bulk of so-called "reverse discrimination" litigation

has been around employment opportunities not likely to attract

this "well- educated" elite group the Senator and others castigate.

Notwithstanding the enormous attention afforded the DeFunis and

Bakke cases, it is the Weber and Minnick cases that are most rep-

,resentative of the hundreds of lawsuits still being tried or on

appear. Wbat Brian Weber And Wayne Minnick objected to were not

some fancy programs target nto the middle class. Instead, Weber

--involved an on-the-job train _rig program for unskilled production

workers at the Gramercy, Leuisiana plant of Kaiser AIuninum.

Minnick involved prison. guards. DPOA v. Young, recently denied

certiori, involves uniformed police officers. Certainly neither

Professor Sowell nor Senator Hatch would wish to contenththat

these are jobs for which either well ducated bl'acks or well-

'educated whites are lining up.

515
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It is'poseibld to make a case for. affirmative action on the

strongest ground of allii It works. Even so. At has not produced

as good results'as many had hoped. But how could it? Even in the,

beat of .times: affirmative action could not help but-be affected

by the sustained assault to which it has been'subjected. Ahd

these were Cortarhly not the best of times. The 1970.S witnessed

an economic malaise thatmade even mote difficult the teak of re--

allocating opportunities so eitto end exclusion !roe the economic

mainstream.

There is little dotibt that affirmative Action was compromised

almost as much.by the source oethe opposition as it Was.by its

stridency. Among the moat vociferous opponents of affirmative'ad-

tion have been: fodhd many self - proclaimed former allies-of
the

civil rights movement. As importantly; the' opposition included a

' most formidable group academics furious.that their private

Preserve was no longer exempted de factO ftod affirmative action

requirements. Using their superior and almost
exclusive access to

scholarly journals and other respected
publicatiOne; the normally'

'Placid inhabitants of the ivory tower launched an invective-laden

assault on affirmative action. They seemed unconcerned about

joining forded"With anti-intellectuals
in pandering to the latent

racism and baser instincts of the' population. It was they who

lent legitimacy to the anti-affirmative action forces by creating

fiction of affirmative action ad an odious policy designed to .
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provide employment and'educational opportunity to undeserving

minorities and women by denying these same opportunities to

deserving white men.

Since it did not suit their purposes, the academics did not

bother to mention that despite the sound and fury of the DeFunis

case, of the 53,000 new seats in the nation's law schools, both

ABA - approved and ABA non-approved, only 8% Were filled by minori-

tiest and of the total enrollment in these schools, only 4% of the

seats were filled by black.students. Nor did they bother to men-

tion that, even 'revery minority hired as a result of an affirma-

tive action program were fired today, there would be virtually no

effect on the unemployment rate of whites. Nor did they bother to

say that the government enforcement effort was in fact a paper

tiger. During the 13 year period netweenSeptember 1965 (when
,

OPCCP was created) and October 1975 (the effective date Presi-

dent Carter's reorganization of equal employment agencies) only 12

of the more than 30,000 prime governmental suppliers were debarred

for discriminatory piactices.

As could be expected, affirmative action programs adopted pur-

suant to court -order were least affected bypoIitidaI opposition

and economic malaise. Evan so, as the "reverse discrimination"

genre of cases gained notoriety, there were more and more collet-

attacks,on the judgments and settlements' that ierminatibd

earlier litigation.

The "reverse discrimination' cases proved a substantial det!r-

rent to voluntary affirmative action efforts. Until' the Weber
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case was decided. employers felt caught in a "damned if you do and

damned if you don't" dilemma. While ttieir present practiced WedId

eventually give way to a chargé of discrimination. a preemptiVe

remedy would ekpode'them to the greater certainty of a suit chfirg-

ing "reverse discrimination". To prevail against the latter law-.

suit the employer_wOuld have to-adduce evidence of prior discrim7

inatiOn that would then, in turn, expose them to tlid lawsuit they

.eotight to avoid in the first place. Confionted with this situat-

ion, most employers' chose to do nothing, awaiting some defiditioe

assurance of-immunity from the double whammy.

Because Of the limitatiOns inherent in court-ordered affirma-

tive action and the 'chilling Offect that 4everde'discrimination"

suits have had on valehtety efforts, the federal contract compli2.

ance effort carried a disproportionate amount of the Surden and

was exposed.to a disproportionate amount of the opposition heaped

on affirtative action.

Since 1969 the federal compliance program has been challenged .

. _

in prattidafly every district court and in every judicial circuit

in the nation. It has been attacked with every conceivable argu-

ment.

.

To their credit; the courts consistently have upheld the

EXeutive Order and refused to stymie the edminidtfative agencies'

enforcement efforts. So hdfi the Congress. But again it was not

for the;Iadk of someone trying. The Congressional Research Ser-

vice of the Library of Congress confikta that in 'every Congress

from 1969 oh, at least one attempt has been made to curtail or

dismantle 'the.,federak contract comPliance programs. As recently

as two weeks ago, the "Weikel- Amendment" made it to the Senate

51
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House Conference Committee before it was finally defeated. Had it

not been defeated, this amendment' could have sounded the proverbi-

al death knell for what is how the most critical leg of the af-

firmative action triad.

It is against this background that the success or failure.of

affirmative action must be measured. Affirmative action survived
I

despite being sandbagged, sabotaged, and suckerpunched. That the

concept is facing here yet another assault is a tribute to its

inherent strengths.

IV

Freed from the strictures of continual advncacy-, none but the

most ardent supporters of affirmative action will contend that it

is a paragon of perfection. 'Affirmatipe.action emerged from the

1970's with both scars and flaws. The strident rhetoric and dire

predictions left. more than a bit of conceptual

]

untidiness. De-

spite the protracted debate, there is still the tendency to con-

fuse the affirmative action concept with icular affirmative

action measures, plans or programs and to critical distinc-

tions between the roles and limits of the judicial institution and

the political process. Moreover, there is'an excessive reliance

/on the notion of discrimination whether past or continuing.

1
I

The affirmative action concept simply recognizes that in some

instances race-conscious measures /--6e appropriate and'even ne-

cessary in order to dismantle a process of discrimination or to _
1end isolation from the political or Ea end exCiusion from

/
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the 41Conomic mainstream, On this level affirmative action is not

commhtted to any of the particular measures that may run the gamut
41

froM informal ad hoc decisions to established plans: from usifg

race as one factor among many to distinguish among other qualified

candidates, to tiding race,as a diapositive basis for decision;

from an unapecifiad "beat efforts" approach to the more easily

measured goals, targets, timetables, and even quote's This dia-
.

tinCtion between the affirmative action concept and-specific af-

firmative action measures is'crucial. It provides a ,framework

within which one can support affirmative action in general and

simultaneously disagree about the wisdom, priority and necessity

of using a particular Measure in a given instance. The absence Of

such a framework accounts-, in part for the polarization thatihas

characterized much of the debate thus far.

similarly; there has not been a dlear';articulatiOn of the ne-
, ----__-

qessary distinction between what the csurtsoan_da_andwhat the
_

political process can accomplish-, Codrts are limited to Cases and

'Controversies involving identified partlea and specific facual

allegatioaa:, Judicial decrees M-ust be.taiIored to the dispute be-

fore the court% If affirmative action is to be ordered it must be

addressed to the specific Injury. This is the compensatory ap-. ,

proach. ..kay in7pamticuIar disputes is the 'Court permitted: to offer

limited prospec=tive relief.' Consequently, it would be difficult?

and highly inappropriate for a court to attempt to frame a decrLe

sufficiently broad so as to dismantle a p'acess of discrimination.

\
The political process is not so bdund. Its protection can be

invoked before the injury occurs, and its reach goes far bhyond

4
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that of any individual dispute. Thus it can appropriately consid-

er, and does consider, corrective (as oppoisad to compensatory) and

prospective relief. It is this understanding that underlies the

enactment of legislation setting forth general proscriptions and

establishing administrative agencies empowered to fashion rules.

The nature of the political process also allows it to break

free from the moorings of past discrimknalipn_to consider how best

to correct the pervading realities Of political isolation and

economic subordination. The interests of a democratic society

that cherishes domestic tranquility are ill-served by conditions

which lock identifiable groups out of the political-process and

the econqmy: The society would be denied permanently the

resources and perspective and contributions of these groups.

Having neither an effective voice nor an economic stake in.the

society, the groups will have no reason to join the cause; share

the coats, and recolbize the limits which are a part of the fabric

of the society.

It is appropriate-and indeed imperative that-these concerns be

taken into account in the making of public policy. And it would

be equally appropriate if the society Chose to take positive steps

to assure inclusion without demanding proof of some clear nexus

between eicIusion and past discriminatory conduct or current dis-

criminatory processes. If affirmati,ye action is seen as a.partial

response to the imperative to end political.isolation and exclu-

sion from the economic mainstream, many of-the already. tenuous

arguments,against it become completely untenabte.

521
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Once these clarifications are made and a framework for discus-
,

sion established, supporters and criticsplike could turn their

attention to the questions which are matters of genuine'concern.

Assuming the legitimacy of affirmative action, when is it appro- s

priate? Under.What circumstance? TO what extent? For how long?

These questions deserve to be discussed and answered. Especially

as to the last question, the absence of an answcr proves unset-

tling even to Some who stand strongly in favor of affimative ac-

.tion. Few people are willing to argue that affirmative action

must go on foreVer. Fawer still have managed to fashion a princi-

ple by which toiallow.it time to be effecti-e and yet to limit its

duration.

In his testimony before the Senate Subcommittee on Constitu-

tional Rights, the former Cabinet medber William Coleman suggested

itidiCe6 that would signal that affirmative action is no longer

needed.

(I) SUbStahtial_equality in average wages between minor-
ities and whites; .

(2) Approximately-equivalent rates of unemployment among
minorities and whites;

(3) Substantial equality in housing conditions and op -
portunities;

(4) Substanti2$_equal.ty_in admissions to institutions
Of higher education and professional schools;

(5) Substantial representation in membership in trade
organizations and unions; and

(6) Substantial representation in corporate -board rooms,
banks, the guiding bodies of the-major p6iiticai
parties, the Congress ard_state_legislatures_7- in
shart; in the paSitions_of_influence and power in
Our_Society._where basic economic and political
decisions are made.

522
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InMr. Coleman's words, "When we can show as a nation, that we

have made sufficient progress in meeting these criteria, tnen'tha.

remedy of affirmative action will no longer be an essential tool

in realizing our constitutionally recognized values."Iii

Whether his approach is viable is a matter on which reasonable

people can disagree. Mr. Coleman has in effect invited similarly

concrete alternatives. In so doing, he may have initiated.a use-

'iful dialogue and helped tomplement this next mast critical phase

of.affirmative action.

The United States Comminsion on Civil Rights hen urged just

such a responsible approach.

- -A unifying and problem - solving approach to
affirmative action that addresses the hard

' questions is needed now. It is time to 0onsoli-
date the lessons learned from past studies, the
case-by-case pragmatism of litigation, and a dec-
ade of experimentation and trial and error and
Oevelop_an_approadh_that_givesconcrete_direction
and assistance to ongoing and future affirmative
action efforts.11/

-

Eminently reasonable as this proposal is, the prospects for any

sucti a development in the near future appear bleak.

Those who h problems with affirmative action continue to of-

fer little in. the ay 'of constructive Criticism. They seem content

to issue salvos of destructive rhetoric. Rather than engaging in a

dialogue as to how affirmative action could be made to work better,

they appear more comfortable engaging in a guerrilla warfare so that

it might not work at all. Feeling besieged by this sustained as-

sault, many supporters resolve to defend affirmative action even at

the cost of concealing the flaws and ignoring its blemishes.
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The battle has gone on long enough. It mast be brought ro an

end.

.
Those whooppose affirmative action should be challenged to

_ . r

put up or to shut.up. They may have a better idea as to how to

dismantle the process of discrimination and to end the.isolation

from the political pritedas and the continued exclusion'from the

economic mainstream. If so, it should be put ,forward; measured

against affirmative action and proven to work realistically, and

realistically to work at least as well now. As evidenced by the
_

testi:v presented thus far to the Senate Subcommittee on Consti-

tutional Rights, no such alternative is even being considered.

Four of the most articulate opponents
Of_affirmative action have

managed to come up With only one ides among them. And that was

Nathan:Derbkowitz's almost unintelligible proposal to continue

affirmative action so long as it becomes "Ceti race-specific".

.
Associate Juttice Blackmun has responded to thia as well as:

anyone could: "-

I suspect that it would be impossible-to- arrange
an affirmative action program in a_racially_neu-
tral way and_haVe_it successful. To.ask that this

be so is to demand the impossible. In order to_
get beyend_racism, we must first take account of

race. Thereiis no other way.1.11

Thd politicians have thus far done no better. Proposed amend-

ments to the Constitution and to the vrious civil rights statutes
)

that merely outlaw affirmative action are insuffidiehi since they

do not address in any way the Underlying p oblems that called
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affirmative action into being in the first place. Nor is the

appeal for some reaffirmation of a nude promise of. equality of

opportunity. That appeal requires the embracing of an approach

that has not worked in the past, does not work now, and holds no

promise of working in the future.

Unless different and better alternatives are forthcoming, then

those who oppose affirmative action would do well to heed the

words of Mr. William Raspberry, columnist for theAtaaKingeon-Posts..

. . . me of us are wide-open to at least listen
to cons rvative approaches for solving the prob-
lems th t the liberal approaches have left unre-
solved. But so far we'have listened -in vain. What
we get is-the 1980's counterOart of the 1960'_A
rioters whose notion_was_to tear_the_system down
without any thought_of what to put in its- place.'

IS
Finally, you want t shout at them to stop telling
you what you've done rong for all these years,
and tell you what todo-now to solve your
problems. And if they don t know, maybe they
should just Admit it and

X
go away."11/

Uncharitable as this might seemi',Mr. Raspberry's might well be the

most appropriate'responsa.

V

While those who support affirmative action cannot afford to be

cavalier about the opposition, we must not allow ourselves to be

trapped in the quicksands f interminable debate. Of course, this

is easier said than done. ndless debate over even the most mod-

est efforts to deal with hia1 toric injury has bemome so commonplace

as to seem required. The fact that the Congress of the United
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States is even now debating the merits of desegregation in public

educatiOn, housing and'empIoyment, the necessity of providing le-.

gal services to the poor and the importance of.protecting the vot-

ing rights of minorities, underscores the fuf1Iify Of Any attempt

to achieve consensus around affirmative action. That alone is

reason enough to disengage from the current debate.

BUt there are Other reasons to move quickly beyond affirmative

action. 1The struggle over affirmative action is consuming much of

"*the attention, intellectual resources And political capital that

are necessary to address the urgent problems of those who are now

trapped in a permanent'undercIass.

Professor William Julius Wilson.'in his provocative'bookThe

Declining Significance of Race,I21 has reMinded US of the grow-

ing number-of families confronted with the poverty of generations

and the reality of economic dislocation. These familiesAre now.

struc,turaIly barred and permanently excluded from any hope of par-

tibipation in a productive economy. This nationc committed ag, it

is to strengthening its economy, strengfheming.ifs defenses and

assuring its place in the world, ignores at its peril those who

have been victimized by its legacy of slavery and history of op-
'

pression and who even now are condemned to .a life of poverty, de-
.

nied adequate housing,

de-

1
employment,.effective education,

dignity and hope.

We must move b nJ affirmative action because as Wilson re-
.

minds us, ter how weII affirmative action works it will not'

dissolve the structural barriers "resulting from labor-aaving

526
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devices, industry relocation', labor-market segmentation and the

shift -from good,- producing to service-producing industries."

t,

To move beyond affirmative action we must first get to affirm-

ative action. It is true that affirmative action will neither

house the homeless, nor employthevjobIess, nor educate the illit-

erate. Affirmative action, however, could provide hope, where

there is now nopelessness. Affirmative action can assure theme

who remain excluded that exclusion is not a permanent phenomenon

because there will be a cadre within the political process and the

economic mainstream to articulate their aspirations to advance

their interests and to protect their rights.

In large measure, the arguments against affirmative action

ignore the sad history that brought it forth.

These peograms are not handouts 'or-misguided products-of

noblesse-oblige. They represent -the terrible manifestations of a

political compromise. The first Executfire Order NdS issued by

President Roosevelt only after A. Philip Randolph threatened to

have 100,000 blacks march on the nation's ciipital.1:9-1 That

process; once set in motion; evolved only because at each step of

the'Way Blacks were willing to agitate and demand and then settle

; toy less than they deserved_

Blacks and other minorities were silent during the 1970's when

the nation's.economic malaise retarded the progress begun in the

1960's and inflicted upon the poor and the powerless a,dispropor-

tionate burden of inflation, recession and stagflation. It ,wouId

1,
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be a cruel irony -that just as the new administratiOn,offers the

prodise of better dayi that society were to renege not only on its

promises that things would get better but would also seek to uni-

laterally undo the progress made in the earlier decades..

The effort to destroy affirmative action amounts iCo -a refusal

to face difficult issues and to make tough choices. In this re-

gard history repeats itself. This society is now confronted with
4

a choice that has faded nearly every generation of Americans:

Whether to move decisively to include blacks and similarly situ-

ated minorities into the bbdy politic and into the economic main -

Stream or to ignore their plight and risk the consequences.

Each generation has an an excuse and rationalization for

pasSing7-ine7probl-eM-on -t9the next.

The generations, of the early I800't refused to abolish chattel

slavery and thus caused'their children to fight and die in the

Civil War.'

The generations of the late 1800s were quick to abandon the

modest efforts to_esse the suffering and to protect the rights of

the formerly enslaved blacks. In so doing, they occEsioned' untold

humnn suffering for blacks and white alike.

The generations of the 1920's.and 1950's refused to avail

themselves of the opportunity to assure Zhose who had fought to

make the world safe fOr democracy that they and their children

;could 'safely exercise democratic'righe at home., cwr cities still

bear the scars of the rebellion that ensued.
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Now this generation can choose. It can commit to continuiqg

affirmative action and then to moving beyond. Or it can hide be-
,

hind the countless rationalizations and excuses and allow the.

problem to go unresolved into the next generation.

We kuo4 from experience that the interest on this-,historic /'

,debt is paid for in human misery. We know also that the institu

tions of the guture are going to.be strained severely as the na-

tion attempts to cope with the reality of limited and shr inking

national resources and to adjust and define itself in an/ever-

changing world. Knowing all this, it is grossly unfai4 and

moral to require the next generation to mortgage its/futurelsod.

risk its survival by Passing onto them untouched,Mnd Undimin-
/

fished, the.accumulated coats of two centuries of/discrimination

and deprivation, isolation and exclusion.

529
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1
Massachusetft Institute of Technolo_gy

-Alfred P. Sloan School of Management
50 Memorial Drive

Cantbridgd, Odassachuutts '02739 I

The Honorable Augustus F. Hawkins
Chairman
Subcommittee on Employment Opportunities
Cammitteg on Egyptian and Labor
House of Representatives !

Congress of the .United- States
8-346A Rayburn HOuse OffiCeIBUilding
Washington, D.C. 1 20515

October 12, 1981

Dear Congressmah Hawkins:

I-at SUbMitting_a brief statament.to be included as a part of

.

the Official record of thei_hearings by the Subcommittee -on- Employment

Opportunities, Your letter of September 14,-1981 speCified that such

testimony should be received not laterthan OCtober-9. I regret that

my hectic schedule at M.I.)T. not permit an earlier response;

PAW /jy

Sincena)y.

,174.4.4:,
Phyllis A. Wallace
Professor of Management
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OFtober-12,-1981-

Statement Of
Dr. Phyllis A, Wallace
Professor of Management

Alfred P. Sloan School of-Management
Massachusstts Institute of Technology

before the
-House Sub-Committee on.
Employment Opportunities

Title VII 6f:ithe Civil Rights Act' of 1964 as amended by The Equal
.

Employment Opportunity Act of 1972; prohibits employment discrimination

on account of race, color, religion, sexior national. origin,_ Implemen-

tation of this law as well as other Federal regulations to reduce dis-

crimination in labor markets has bpen criticized both by thbse oppoied to

any regulation of market processes as well as bYLthose Who perceive a

significant gap between promise and achievement of equal employment

opportunity. It was apparent from the Congressional debate prior to the

paSsage of the 1964 At that the overwhelming concern was with the

economic status Of bladks in American society; Thus, my comments are

restricted to employment discrimination on account of rice.

During the past sixteen years there has occurred an enormous pro-

liferation of rinority groups seeking protection under the title VII

umbrella or other employment discrimination laws. A recent article in

The -} indtcated an "explosive growth" in age,discrim-

ination suits.1/ Expansion of the protected 'groups and their increase

as a percent of the total work force took place while the overall economy

experienced recessions and high levels of unemployment, Reliable

evidence it lack4ng that some participants in the labor market received

preferential treatment and benefitted at the expense of non-protected

groups.

Many questions have been raised about the techniques.used to remedy

job discriminatie5 whether inadvertent or not. At a time when the private

sector pursues aggressive strategies of management by objectives; quanti-

tative analysis, and emphasis on the impact on the "bottom line," it is

not strange that those attempting to assess equity goals should apply - _

4
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.similar measures of efficiency: However, protected groups and irldividuals

rarely have available to them the extensive documentation needed to repli-

cate a human resource management system,

Much controvcrsy surrounds 'the definition of affirmative action; Is

it merely the establishment of timetables and objectives as specified in

the regulations foh federal contractors or does it also encompass Pudding

of employment and training programs to a segment of the work force that is

_severely disadvantaged? What have been the- successes as well as, the fail-

ures of affirmative action? ,

After sixteen years of attempting to refine effective techniques to

assure equal employment opportunity for minorities and women; we think

that the gdal will nbt be achieved fo? decades;N but some; not entirely

disruptive, beneficial changes in selected industries and companies have

taken place. The desirable setting is where liarticipants in the labor

markets vuuntarily take special action to reduce employment and income

disparities. and to upgrade occupational position. The Weber v, Kaiser

Afuminum and Chemical Corp; decision in 1979 can be viewed as a victory

for voluntary compliance as a means of accommodating diverse interests

in the workplace. Weber emphasized_ that private settlement Without

litigation is central to Title VII, Negotiated settlements(consent

decrees) represen%anotherapproachr:which might be preferable to

protracted court action.

A review of outcomes of several of the recent consent decrees reveals

progress that would not have occurred without affirmative action, Two

such case studies are the steel consent decree of 1974 and the AIM con-

sent decree of 1973. We have before'and after data for both basic

steel and the telephone operating companies; The experience of the basic

steel industry during the fi -rst four years of its'consent decree reveals,

that black representation in the trade:and craft jobs increased; and the

increase was greater than pre-consent decree employment trends would have

predicted.W

Tables 1 and 2 shbw the redistribution of minorities and women before

and at the end of the implementation of the consent decree. The occupational

upgrading for both groups was considerable, Access to and analysis of

large data sets collected by the EEOCi OFCCP and some Of the firms involved

would shed more light on the effectiveness of affirmative action, It is

time that !:erious appraisals be substituted for heated debates.
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TABLE L

Employees in Bell Telephone Operating Companies

Decembet-31,972endSeptember 30, 1978

Jub Description

1 Middle management and above

2 Second level management

3 Entry level management

4 Administrative

5 Sales workers non-management

a Skilled craft (outsfde)

7 Skilled craft (iniide)

8 Generdl service (skilled) _S/

9 Semiskilled craft (outside)

10 Semiskilled craft (inside) ,

11 , Clerical. skilled

t2 Clerical, semiskilled .

13 Clerical, entry level

14 Telenhene Operators .

15 ServiCe workers, entry level

Total

Percent of Total
idt

Baal,

1972 '1978 % Change 1972 1978

15,780 17,711 12.2 338 1,374

43;138 52;415 21.5 4.830 11;078

95,949 116,458 21.4 29,543 40,976

32;716 32;468 -.0.7 27;380 24;774

5.813 8,455 45.5 1,539 3.720

65;107 70;884 8.9 38 liaia

76,542. 74,584 --2.6 2,619 8,830

11;347 703 .93.8 540 176,

66.104 63,767 --3.6 206 3086.

18.011 21;907 21.6 , 3.554 _7.779

' 82.392` 104,065 26.3 77,633 91;206

74;609 87;030 16.5 73;409 79,453

45.140 44,890 42,8 42;929 : 30;400

148.622 104-.134 29.9 146,562 96,348

12.365 10,296? --16.7 4;641 4;254

793,715 794,785 415,761 405;682

52.4 :50.7

'Later dropped' from the classification.

Source: Iinal Report to the Cuurt of the AidT Lonsent Decree
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Footnotes

1: Robert S. Greenberger, "Fired Employes (sic) in 40"s, Filtng More Bias

Suits," The Wall Street journal, October ; 1981;

2. See Alfred W, Blumrosen, The Bottom Line Concept in Equal Employment

Opportunity Law," ,,.Vol, 12, fall

t 1980, No. 1.

-3.- In an exchange between the bench and at tndustrial relations official

1:1in Weber v. Kaiser, an estimate of thir)ears was given asthe time

required to have the internallaborr marke of the Gramercy Plant fully

reflect blacks represented in the external labor mirket; Kaiser

Aluminum and Chemical Corporation v. Brian Weber Brief for Petitioner;

P. 53.

Phyllis A. Wallace, The Weber Case and Collective Bargaining, Sloan

School Working Paper WP#1091-79, November 1979,

5. CaseyIchniowski, Have Angels Done More? Sloan SChool Working Paper

WP#1211-81; April 1981;
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444 N. Capitol Street, N.W.
Associated Suite 409
Builders and Washington, p.c. 20001
Contractors-, Inc. (2021637-B800

ti

October 23, 1981

The Honorable Augustus F. Hawkins
Chairman
Sulkommittee on Employalent Opportunities
Committee on Education and Labor
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

Associated Builders and,Contractors submits the enclosed statement- on
affirmative action. It will be-appreciated if this-statement is in-
eluded ln the official record of your hearings on this proposal.

,NRespectfully submit

John H. Reed
\Director
Government Relations

c Members, Committee on iducation and Labor

A

Enclosure

Merit Shop Builds Best



-Statement of_
Associated BeTdere and Contractors

.

hid Cearacleft _(ABC)_11 a national- _coretructioctindtatry_ trade
casoclition_represtmtlng_more_thi104X_fime_ imllonwhie. The member; of _ABC.
believe in the "merit shop" philosophy of awarding construction contracts to the lowest
responsible bidder. Today, more than 60 percent of all construction in this country is done

--themellt-Coperirshop way.

A resentAurvey_ of ABC_rnemben_ by the Opinion-Research Corporation showed that 3
percent of those members do work for the federal government. They, thus, Weenie
subject to the rules and regulations of the Office of Federal Contract Compliance
Prete/Jena (OFCCP).

OFCCP administers the enforcement of Executive Order 11246, which prohibits
employment discrimination by government contractors based on race, color, pies,
or national- origin and mandates affirmative action in employment. OFCCP Cio enforces
Itaidn 503,a the Rehairititibri ACt 011973 hid seetiOnA02_cd the - Vietnam Era Veterans-
g_eadjushhent_Act_ which_ reeMre_fetkral contractors to employ andadvance In
employment handicapped, disabled veterans and Vietnam-era veterans.

MC wails to make dear from -the begriling that we_suppeort the_prindpies eintediedln
our cep& ernaoyment_opisartunIty_la_wsV_e_imileve Ikat_discrimlnatcrY practices which
deny_tndividuals the opportunity of learning skills or working in the construction industry
are legally, economically, and morally harmful to otr. nation and our industry.

to Wdfidn, ABC supports_the recratment and trainIng_a_minoritles and_women_becabie
of_the_critical_shoriage 01 skilled lAbor_Ln the construction trades. The-Udfa-States
currently_produces only 30,000 skilled construction workers a year, less than 23 percent of
the nurnbtr heeded. The problem may become rnors serious as the U.& Bureau of -Labor
statistics projects a pssiible Ofortage 011.9 million skilled construction workers by,1990..

Thus, ABC has become increasingly concerned with the failure of OFCCP to fulfill its
commitment. OFCCP seems to have lost sight of. the basic mission of the program - to
promote the recruitment, training and hiring of minorities he women. Inst, it his
Wirifed parties on affirmative action hsues by InStittiting_hi_adversarial, and sometimes
arbitrary, approachice erdeclematt_of 1ts_ndes aW regulations. As a result, OFCCP has
become a prime target for the frustration and anger of the InnIness community In general
and the construction industry In

ABC i*lievts t hAt Ole WIC _drintentia_eftrrnative action areAcnsitment, tralnintg,And
None_a_theseacrients_ stand atone. OFCCP, however, has focused almost

entirely on the third element, hiring, to the detriment of the-affirmative action program.

The generperception that OFCCP trays little ittentionto legitimate business _concerns
has lead ABc_t0 thehella _that_lt is tirne_to_reexiiinine the fundamental concepts which
un_derlis the government's present approach to affirmative action. ABC urges- Congress
and the Department of Labor (DOL) to take this opportunity to develop and irnAement a
proper regulatory firategy emcompassing all three Cements a aikmative action.
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....-pFCCP's Policies Conflict with other Agencies

Faith year_epproelmatay _43 percent AC'amernberiacltederai or feder&ly-
masted construction projects. They thereby become directlysubject Ip the rigorousrules
and regulations of the OFCCP, the Bureau of Apprenticeship and Trallikng (BAT), and the
Wage and Hour (the Davis-Bacon Act requirements) Division of DOL. Nd\federal agencies
Mvs,greater impact on _the construction contracter% NrIng.end empoYment rieictices
than these three. _ret these agencies hay_e Implem_ened_regulatiow and_ policies_which
work at cross-purposes to each other and obstruct affirmative action for warned and
minorities.

ConstructIon_employment averagt1/41 arnit 0.3 ntiUlen Mail% 1980. _lathe same year,
minorities accounted for 9.18 percent_ wvd females Ic counted_forl.37percent of l_he_blue
collar construction labor force. (See Table A.) re are not now sufficient numbers of.
minorities and women in the constr ce to meet the goals imposed by
OFCCP. The program hil thus creates a need to bring triprecrentid nUmbere_
tirtarwdlndl_vidteals_on to construction_job,sltes_ln art extemelyshortperiod_ of_tImeond_
the need to train such individuals commenstrate with the productivity and safety factors'
so vital to construction competition. But an examination of the cirrent system of training
for entry into the construction crafts dearly reveals that it is incapable of meeting these
needs.

Pursuant to the Davis-Bacon Act and DOI.% iinplernenting regulations (29 C.F.R. Part 1),
no federally-involved construction contractor is permitted to pay a worker less than the
pre journeyman_ wage rat e_unless tive IndividW Isin a traring program registered
In conformity,Ith BAT_r_egulations._ As a resulted_ theser_e&dations,_the only reaListic
scarce of workers-in:training on federal and federally-assisted construction projects is
through apprenticeship programs approved by BAT.

- 4

lni979,women_accounteiL1or_2.16 percent__(4,123) oLtive_111,390_apprentieetin the
registered bulk:fins and construction trade; programs for 13 different trades. (See Table
B.) It takes an average of 3 1/2 years for an entering apprentice to graduate to
jar neyman.

Levti_spsrtmticeship_programs,_unekr_thestrrent BM requirernerAtstaQ.F.R._ kart 30),
are obligated to enroll females at one-half the percentage which women comprise the
total work force in each Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area (SMSA). Assuming women
average 30 percent a the work- facet, then 23 percent, or one a every low new
apprentieri, 'mat beienth._ Attie means Mat_ for_compliance_undertheapprenticeship
regulations, 17,000 females need to be 'placed in a first year apprenticeship classed 68,000.

With 310,300 women needed to meet -the overall -goals but only 17,000 needed for the
apprentic&tip gout, the construction Indt4try obldeturly laces a_problern._ Eventiloca
apprentices,hipeorn_mittees_dotatext thdriMake_of_women (in excess of the requirements
of 29 C.F.R. Part 30), the goals for females imposed by OFCCP cannot be met. In fact,
the construction industry could not meet OFCCP goals for- women through existing
apprenticeship even if all new apprenticesitip slots were reserved elusively for women.

Andthis, of cotrse, would not_resolve the problem of meeting OFCCP goals for
minorities!
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Table A ,

Minority and female-construction workers ** 5 percent
Of blue-collar_occupationsl group.

1979-1980

Black and
other Female_

1979 1980 .4 1980

Craft and tie:trod ilvirkera

0par:it/res.:except tranapertation

-Trihipertation equipment operatives

Nonfarm laborers

6.92

8.48

14.76

17:90

7.25

7.59

15.35

16.34 ,

1.03

1;42

2.38

1.27

2.09

1;55 .T.,

Of
2.62

SOURCE: BLS, Employment sad Earnings. January 1981 and January 1980. Tables 27-28;

Table 6,
Apprentice. in Registered building Teidli Programs

as of June 1979

Total

Trade apprentices

_ _

Female apprentices

Percent
female

apprentices

Asbestos Workers 1.174 . 23 2;0

BeiIeriszkeis 4.083 47 1.2

Bricklayers 8.462
__

120 1.4

Carpenters 43;332 1 1.429 3;3

Client- Masons 3,118 138 -.;
4.4

Electricians 34.584 814 2.4

Glaziers 1.160 8 0;7

/rail WOrkars 8.296 103 1.2

Lathers- 1.483 16 1.1

Olmiating Engineer. 6.051 419 6;9

Pair:ter. 6,760 425 6.3

Pipe Fitters, Steam Fitters __

6 Sprinkler Fitters 15.634 345 2;2

Millibar. 17,554 176 1.0

Roofers 5,745 57 1.0

Sheet Waal Workers _ _ _ 11;154_ 203 IA

SOURCE: U.S. Department of Labor' AnnosI-Construction
Industry Riper t. April 1981.

Otis 5; ./
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kis obviotes dew of _the_ substantial_ recrairensenta _OF_CCP__Itas imposed _on the
construction indtatry, DOL musesupport the development of innovative and untradition*
programs for the recruiting and training of Minorities and women. ABC urges DOL to
develop andimplement program to identify potentially qualified applicants in connection
vd_the Viinnative_ aetion_Ohligations Of government contractors and sautomractors.
One such program Is discussed In:re.

In addition, ABC recommends that-DOL expand-the dIfinition of "apprentice" contained In
the Davis-(con regWadons (29 C.F.R. 12(n)0)) to Iticl4e those Individi who-are
registered -In a state,_local,_or_other federal agencpapprnved training_program. It is
apparent that DOL's long-standing policy of ail:Awing only BAT-approved programs has tbs.

effect of- preventing unregistered, entry-level minority and female persons from entering
the construction industry.

Finally, ABC recommends that_i*OL promote the _clevsloprnent_ofinnovatiVeinsining
programs in the construction indestry. One such prograrn is "Wheels of Learning', a
competency-based, task-oriented training program In 21 construction trades. "Wheels of
Learrung" II being divelored by ABC to provide the construction indtatry with a

-corn irthensive_cr_aft_training pregrami_whith will _teach usadealdlls In a timely)martner,
Ina convenient location, and at a relatively low cost. (See Appendix A for a More in-
depth discussion of ABC's "Wheels of Learning" Program.) ABC looks forward to working
with 1301 to assist them in developing and implementing such a program.

Cover Thresholds for the Constructionia

The_ ctr rtmt OFCCP_ regulations federal_and lede_r_aUy-assisted construaion
contractors who have contracts which meet the basic coverage threshold (a contract In
excess of 310,000) to the requirements In Part 60-4 Including specific minority and female
utilization goals andshrteen affirmativeaction steps.

.
In OFCCP 's_ proposed regulations of August 23, 19111, OFCCP _contemplate _the
establishment of two-tiered threshold system which would provide that contractors with
federal or federally-assisted construction contracts In excess of- 310,000 be contractually
subject only to a commitment not to discriminate and to take affirmative action. These
contractors woWd not be sujeCt_ to spedlie goals and timetables and would not be
required to take the specified affirmative action steps.

The second tier would- apply to contractors with a federal .or federally-assisted
construction contract of 330,000 or more and *Filth, for Cs consecutive months during the
twelve months Immetilat ely-trecesling the_contract rmarclthecorstractor_employed_craft
workers for total of 20,000 or more hotrs. OFCCF intimates that this work requirement
reflects 20 full-time workers employed over a six-month period.

Thethreshold levels proposed by OFCCP are too low to effectively reduce the txxopliance
burden _on wall contractors,and would exempt a de mthinds nurnber of construction
projects from the nine step requirement.

ABC recommends that, If a tiered system Is impernented, the thrdnold levels be
expanciedid three le_vels,with_additional compliance responsibility as the size of business
and the contract amount increases
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Levelt

t$300,000 total annual elwne of business (over three years)

AND

($100,000 in federal contr

If both of these are met, co rector must:

Sign an affirmative action dame

Level II

$300,000 -. $3 million total snows volume of business (over
three sears)

AND .-

$100,000 - $1 million In federal contract.

If both of these are met, contractor must:

Sign affinnatIve r^-on dilate
Mere "grad1W2h! effort to meet goals
Flie_EDD-Lrwort
If goals . -e not met, file narrative report

,

Level III

,$3 million total annM volume of business Cover three years)

AND

)$1 million In FeekrW ands-act

If both of these we met, contractor must:

Sign affirmative action disuse
: MITo weed 14th, etfortto_mmt _goals

File_Form_237111zation report osarterly
ar Follow nine steps
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This approach woad be M keeping with the Regulatory Flexibility Act of 1980 (5
O:S 301 et .)_by approprMtely _plating the compliance- larder' on Urger
oompan1et_whkRcan more effectiVely and efficiently comply with the regulatory
burden. Pursuant to the Regulatory Flexibility Act of 1980 (RFA), DOL must
consider regulatory alternatives, consistent with the stated objectives of applicable
statutes, which provide for "dilfertng complknce or reporting requirements or
timetables" that -Ikea _into accoasit the_reararces_of_srnalL_b-usinesses (3 U.S.C.

603(c)(1)).- The term "small business" has the same meaning as. the term "small
business concern" under section 3 of the Small Business Act, unless an agency,
after consultation with the Office of Advocacy of the Small Business
Administration ISBAI_and after opporturtay lor ppblln comment, establishes

Wirdtionsspf such term (3 U.S.C. 601 (3)). Reading these two sections of the RFA
DA/ether, would be most appropriate and warranted for DOL to adopt ABCs
recommended thresholds since they are consistent with S4-A's-definition of "imall
Misiness concern" /T in accorUnte with the provisions of the RFA.

1

'invalidated Goals (Section 60-4.6)
. ,

OFCCP dOes not require tonstruction_contractors_to set goals and timetables or
develop their own written rmative action plans. Instead, OFCCP Mandates
utilization (or employment) g s for construction contractors. With'its.April 1978
regulations, OFCCP publi various minority goils for different geographic areas
WA a- nationwide ges/A _for males. On November 3, 1980, OFCCP reed its
ranDrItY Alting_lInel_e._ The w lads are hasedUPOn minority workforce presence
In SMSA's and Economic Areas (EM. A single minority goal covers all crafts In an
ShiSkor EA, and each SNISA and EA has a separate goal. The nationwide goal for
women )s currently &9 percent.

ABC_wbrnits that-neither the minority_ nor the female goals are attainable under
the conditions imposed on the construction Indcstry by the federal government (as
rliscussed supra). ABC further ai )/rilts that OFCCP is and iiis long been aware of
efe diepancy Wtween its. go/As WO reaty.

OFCCP's goals for the construction its:lust-4 were promulgated in, response to
pressures on DOL by a merles of law sults filed-against DOC by women's groups In
MIT& In testi/tarty-Wore the HosTsWIAber-HEW Appropriations Subcommittee on
litibnsary 3, 1930, OFCCP_Oirecteldon_RougeSu stated,". thegoals in the
=instruction progtm are g_oals which we ndmit ire not necessarily based on hard
data which has been obtained by the Department or'any other groups." At the same
hearing, In response to a questbm about Whether women trained In Censtruction
crafts are avaable in sOficierit munbers, Director .Rougaiu stated, "Overall, not
rat 10 meet Vlof our natithwidi goals In _every craft throughout the nation. We
'Mine mown this for longtime." In testimony before the same subcommittee. on
February $, 1980, Secretary of Labor Ray bland/an stated that there h "a)
scientific way to set goals.

82 -171 0 B2 11
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The goaTs pcomuAated by OFCCP-for the_constristtion industry have no statistical
basis and were arblVarilLestablished. The goals fail to take into consideration the
variety of skills and different levels of training required for the various trades in
the construction -Indiistry. OFCCri regWaMti provide that _all_affetted
contractors a_SaiSA_Inust_rneet the sarne_hlrig_goels. Subcontractors and
specialty contractors; engaged in the hard-to-learn trades, those with long
apprenticeship periods such as electric-a° and plumbing 'which have the greatest
difficulty attracting minority and female trainees, realhtiWly cannot meet the
tame hirkal as other buAdfrifg craft employers.

11 OFCCP mandates the use of goals, Instead of setting across-the-board goals,
OFCCP should set minority- and female goals for -each trade On the
availability of trained minorities and qwmen in each SaISA_Or F.A._OECCP has set
Criteria for_ determining and Implementing goals for service and supply industries
(60-2.11). These criteria include:

O The size of the minority/female unemployment force in the labor area
surrounding the facility;

V. The percentage Of the- otinorItyffenuVe work force as compared with the
total work force in the immediate labor area;

The general availability of minor itiesffernales having requisite Skills to the
immediate laMr area;

o She availability of, minorities/tamales having requisite skills in the area in
which the contractor can reasonably recruit;

The exisience of training Institutions capable of training persons in the
requisite skills;

The degree of training which the contractor Is reaionlbly able to Undertake
as a means of making all job classes avClable to minorities /women.

ti
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While_ it would be dIffietAt, IhipossIble, for eadh contractor to set goals and
time tables for eiscttproject,_0_ECCP should _we_these samecriteria for establiShint
and implementing goals In the construction industry.

OFCCP's regulations for service and supply iiiduitriei Also provide thlt:

"... an establishment shall be presumed
to have reasonably utilized mlnorjties and
women, and thldi not be required to explain-
IL minorities and women are feint Underutilized
or to establish goals and timetablesitor job
groupsin which the employment of minorities and
women is at least 80% of their avallabilite

(Emphasis added);

ABC urges OFCCP to apply this provision to the construction Industry.

OFCCP regulations Wio provide thTst minority hiring goals will t* t71Pdated
cGcenWit._ Contractors_d_tutgontractorsin_SALSAs_thattxperiende large_gaintin
their minority population over the ten-year period since the previoUs Census Report
twill be compelled to meet a sharply Meer updated hiring goal, causing a
significant d4iicement In the local construction smorkforce,OFCCP regulations
should be amended to phase -In these updated minOrity hirint gftWs.

-
OFCCP- regulations provide thin when 1930 census data becomes *liable, affected
contractors anci:subcontractort_ must provide _for "ipproprthte participation rates
for minority subsroujsr such as Blacks, Hiwanicsarlentalsi_Etidmos; and Aleuts
by setting a separate hiring goal for each. Paperwork requirernents, of course, will
increase commensurately. Separate hiring goals for racial and ethnic subgroups
would unnecessarlly thdease the regulatory burdens of con4ctors, and thus,
should not be implemented. ,

rsz
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u.rcf.9g212
OFCCP has taken the positFori dtid IP itiketity_wid foftle uslilcittlan oh Ifte.
only a stantkrd by_ Width _to_ines a federal exedractor's faith%

Oil-Mettle* actioneffect. In reality, thew "goals" we enlorc as i

According to current- OFCCP_procickaresi:_a__PaCsor has not met his
ogiiiiii," Wit has Compiled_ with tiv_16 affirmative action steps iroufd -6-e of urid In

&,rigdWrics_._ Such_conipiftinca rewires sufficient dceurnentitiWt_U terittector
efforts under the IS 'Owe._ Unfortunately, °MCP inWeardroperating_proroedurirs
provide _no. definition concerning irTiffiektit_d6Cumititatiort Of the_it_ SPIV', if
contractor is not anitke Wgoat.__OECCPnasumes that he cannot possibly be
&Eng eiWigh _werworit_siredtiournentation to be in complianceThus, fr_e4MV
ccetractoes are reviewed with the absolute expectation dint OFCCP "goals" are
met. ._

The nine Stipa la Wetiest_40A301 the pneeeed regulatbna contain OW *WOW
example of OFCCIni_uzwof "quotas.- In step Is," OPVCP proposes to rwpire_eash
oxftractor to "assApt two or mai women to each eanytnVtion project." The toe
of a specific number is surely o quota.

:
Centritteri who__falL to meet their "goals" are usually rWrati_ to _Ogri_ a
osnclUation agreement. Such egregiments eke the-cariereetreeet
%oar as a %deficiency." OFCCP even !theft the *gage In lea Coseillation
agreements as "required

AbC believes_ OFCCP should take action irmnediately to SWUM IMi_of_Wattas in
lea _ affirmative action _program. At a mkdassq_ADP_CCVeltaskt amend Its
retulatIons to clearly state that it cTonftectoriLLW1ure_to meet the vals"- alone
should not cWiititUtit a Wft for_sny_astmlnistrative action. Millet. °MCP staff
ihoUld &stTttly be reminded at this policy.
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The Affirmative Action Steps4Section

7Vpri1_197ili__OFCCF_publistsed revised affirmative action regulations for federal
construction comuctors. Instead of requiring construction contractors_ to adopt a
written adfirrnative action pan, frg corstract_speatications_were_amend4r1 to
inctuie.16 steps. ThMe steps InelcOhiceepinglenViy lists of minorityand women's
groups, sasContrUcters, _and supplieru coretant notification and recordlceeping on
arch mar project or hotness development; and an extraordinary arpount of

doCOMentatiOn including memoranda, teleplsone logsf more_ to _prove

compliance. AAll contracts over $1C{000_1r4art _a_listing_of over 40 individual
opsratiormhsTit inUst Jia taers_arridocurnentedrat mlrtrnuum, to show "good I lath"
teon to meet nilrerity and female utilization goals. For *sample, a contractor
mat:

1. Maintain &otWrientsdlisn_ of _gcxxl faith efforts to .:m ploy one
woman for every 20 skilled trades persons;

2. Maintain documentation that WI foremen mCritWn working
environment free of harassment,

S. Maintain a current listing of recruitment sources for minority
and female craft workers;

S. MaIntWn cspeTs _d_lettere to recruitment groups specifying
employment opportunities;

S. Maintain recorch of ell rapines received to fetters to
recruitment groups;

Maintain separate file for every rectitment group contacted;

7. Maintain a- file of names; cull&eites, _telephone rurnbers, and
raft women applicants !WA record of what
action -was taken with respect to each, including reasons why any
apfAicant was not hired;

11. Maintain written recorth Of contacts iwritten, telephonic, or
VerierM Witts_mlnority and women's oxnrnunity organliatsors
and recrulunent sources, and schools and training organizations;

I. Maintain copies of letters Dem to COmen nity_orgardzatsons,
recruitment mural., aclksolt_Sod training o r.nizatiora at least
tine_ merits_ prior to erxeptance at applizants for training
describing opening!, screening procedures, and tftts to bi erred in
the selection process;

10. MgntWn &DOM Of_dthries,_teLeplone Jogs, or memoranda indicating
tentect_with minority and women employees requesting assistance
in recruiting other minorities and women

4'3
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.

11. Maintain records of cestdts from contracts elder /10;

12. Mantan recor& contriktitions In h, eprrient, or
persomel to COL sporeored training programs;

'13. MaintIrri records of hiring_ of minorities and women from COL
sponsored training programs;

14. MainiAln coVesof_inters _to minority and women recruitment
sources informing them of DOLtralning programs;

.

13. Ment4n a written eqtW employment opportunity policy,
Including identification of the EEO cdficer;

Include EEO policy In the company's policy manuals;16.

I 7.

18.

Post a copy of the EEO policy at all job sltes;

Maintain documentation that.EEO policy has been discussed with
every Minority and woman employee;

419. Maintain doclinentation_that EEO policy. has been discussed
regularly at staff meetings;

20. Have copies of newsletters and annl reports that IndWe the
EEO pO1lCy;

21. Send codes of letters at least every six months or at the start of
every new major contract to all recruiting sources stating the
company's EEO policy;

22. Maintain copies of advertising with EEO statement;

21 Maintain copies at letters-to all suontractors and suppliers
retrIng ccrnOlatce with EEO policy;

24. Maintain records of annual reviews at minority and female
employees for promotional opportunities;

21 litenteit_recerds _ofenceuragement of minority and female
employees to seek promotions;

26. Maintain records dl annuli review With supervisory personne Of
affirmative action ObligitiOinudIng Identification ol_lime
awl place of meetings, persons attending, subject matter
discussed, and disposition of subject matter;

5 5
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27. Maintain certifications that testing, interviewing, and selection'
procedures meet government guidelines;

2& Mantan documentation thfit the EEO Mficer_ reviews El
monthly workplace reports,Nrings, terminations and training;

29. Have a written Job description for the EEO officer including the
duty -to monitor Ill ernPoyrnent activities for discriminatory
effects;

30. Maintain documentation that corrective action has been. taket
Wheetver a possible discriminatory effect Is found;

31. inclale In all subcontracts and _Lxrchase orders a gnverrment
"Certlficationpf Nonsegregated Facilities;"

3L MalitWn records that prove -that notices of Vartlis rprid pinnies
have been posted and are available to all employees;

33. Maintain records cd contacts with supervisors tc insure gr?'acy
between the sexes with respect to toilets and changing friciWtz;

34. Maintain _records of all contacts from minority or va tun sa...
contractors;

3& Maintain-recor&-a assistance proVi&d to minority er
subcontractors In preparing price quotations;

36. ' Maintain records of all minority or female subcontr?Cas awarded,
with dollar amounts;

37.. Maintain__copies of solicitation to minority or female
subcontractors for projects bid;

33. Submit reports to the goverrrnent regarding EEO tVctivitiffi;

39. Maintain recorcb _for each employee of name, address, telephone
number, trade, social security number, race, sex, position, dates
of chang-ange in position, hotes worked per week, rate of pay, and
!cations of worlq and

40. File a monthly employment utilization report, covering work
force on private projects in the area.

Paiute to_doetroent ItTsteneltep_carresiliin rtfindingof noncompliance requiring
the oontractogn a conciliation aveemerat containing even more reporting

-retrAirements or face potential debarment.
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The incredible paperwork txrden Imposed by these regiAatiors_rorstirtRey
increases the overhead of federal ronstruction_contrwciors. A resisrwty 01
ABC members reveWed 11246ceortes an average of an additional 16
heslwdwiperssork_e_ech month and increases administrative casts by as illosraft of
13.6 percent (See Table C3. ;

Tats -C_
Impart ef_p_aprws,rk Required

by Executive Order 11256

Gro*_heavy-4_ _heavy- Specialty
Contractars Contractors Contractors Average

Increased administrative
costs due to the 13.296 1336 13.616 13.696

Flours pent on
papery rk IL? Ara. 30.9 hrs. 11.7 hrs. :Ohre.

R5TIRCEs \March 19, 1951 Survey of thelkenibership of Associated bifidtrs
and Cantors: ,

SrnWl contra000rs, sten faded with the recordiceeping and reportim resdrernants
Imposed by OFCCP, are triable to effectively compete on federal worms- Thane
renal' business*, which usually have a small labor force aro Wel Iroltd_lob
opportunities, 1 tr administrative costs *ads are far greater than any gain in
minority and fern e emOoyment opportroitles.

In She prwosed r ations,,'CO:CCP attempts to reduce the paperwork rod
reporting burdens of\the program by permitting the contractor_to!derriorstrate
rather than "docunent" -hi actions_ under the stew_ However, the term
"demonstrate" and how It differs from "doctrnenr is unclear.

fl proposed regulations \also reduce the =trent 16 affirmative action stepa_to
nine stems. However this reduction In steps Is Wsleved largely throup
consolidation rather than elirranWtion.

With recta to the nine stets, ABC specifically recommends that.OPCCPs
"'

Delete any reference to aiVecIfit_number_in step "a." The step
/ recres- a contractor _to wears two or more women to each

Contraction project" where possible. This requirement is net
/ only impractical, it is a (See discussions rr.

5 2
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Reriace in step',' the Owase "not later than one month" with
"at_a rewsonable _time." _The provihon refers to_tbe time a
contractor must send information to organizations with respect
to apprenticeship and training oppormities. ABC believes
the suggested <flange would make the regulatory process less
ciimbersome and 1110f! reesonatsle.

ABC welcomes OFCCP's attempt to reduce the Mindboggling compliance and
paperwork requirements for construction contractors. However, -we believe that
something more must bid me be or* to reduce these &ns Without aversely
affecting basic airthrsativerrtnois objectives in the constriction Industry.

Many of the paperwork recrikevients Involve outreach and recruiting effects. ABC,
beelleves th7st a taY.tt we. effittive and efficient program outreach and
recratirlian be-ImPletit.,*_eiti_througs state wispoyment service offices recand
the country. all trtata' the on.yella of theUZ. Employment Service. These offices
should 'develop_ -t' -'or storldng relatiorah!ps with education and training
organizations- arc zwr.:,trilly groups In order to develop lists .of qualified
applicants. Contractors could then simply solicit reerrati_fran _the Employment
Satvicr- syttan wovid ba_more_ellectivs_than_the herhazard_scheme_of each
contractor Individually trying to search out the grams and develop confidence in
the quality of referrals. This would also reduce the compliance and paperwork
birraewa for the contractors to a more rational level.

Under_ this linitam system,* _contractcr w_ouldsatisly his_alflrmative action
outreach obligation by soliciting referrals from she Employment Service and by
considering in "good faith" these referrals for er..."'es.-melr As unikr ctrrent rules,
an employer would rotein fW1 authority to &ale_ arize.:;-..r referred
ere them woad Ise_no_prweev:low wdd brostrals az E.:_ttecesswily
qualified for particular jobs, en .zisploye: would hays to consider all referrals In
"good faith."

Application to Private Work (Section 60-4.3)

The proposed regulations provide that a(c)overed coratruction contractors
performing construction work In geogrartile4 areas' Where they_ de not -have
Federal or_federaly usLated_cOrstrtzlioncontract_shall_a;421y_the_minority_and
female _pals established for the geographical area where the work is being
performed." This provision requires federal contractors to meet minority and
female scale on pelvate work located outside the gEIt_area of their fe&rai
rrojett. it lithe e_ responsibility of the contractor itatactascert n the °FCC!,
utilization goal is for the area where the private work is being performed.
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Therefore, contractor, who ttallIne fedetal contract, mist comply with all of the
lidera affirmative action requIriments on all work, no matter where it is or
whether or not federal monies are involved.

ABC believes diet to iriaTridate roOs _andtimetabies on_private (non-federally
fiTridet) COriatnietinn_ merely because a contractor has_one_fedetaLcontractis a
blatant misuse and perhaps a legally insufficient extension, of regulatory
authority. Neither purrent statutory nor Executive Or&r, ainhOrity grants OFCCP
jurisdiction to review private (non-federa) weirk in area _where_a federally funded
contract croeT; exist . FtTrther, OPC.CP has never cited specific author* to
support_ extentling_&0. 11246 requirements to a covered contractor's non-fo&ral
projects in geographical ications where the contractor has no federal project.
This rule expands OFCCP to areas, where Its aUthtdty Is questenele.

In Weldon, the econornic_consb*rations and, administrative burdens of this rule
cteate_a noncompetitive position for the federal contractor in the private sector.
The cost liabilities preclude the federal contractor from competing on an equal
basis with non-covered contractors. It CertZnly carfriot be thelotentof OFCCP to
be a weighted variaile among competing companies In the private sector.

Therefore, OFCCP has created a situation where federal contractors are being
forced from the private sector, while other contractors _.0i_refusing_to_bid_on
fedetal work. This will result -In tiVo_dosts_cd_constnictioa contractors:. one
which does SaV federal work; the other which performs only private sector work.

Based on the March 1931 membership survey, -ABC estmates tietthe extention_of
OFCCP requirements -to all private work of _a_lederal comractor Increases his
administritii,e costs by _ipptexlmateLy _25_percent. This added cost is directly
passed on to the federal government at the,expense o: the taxpayers.

Q

. In light of OFCCP's Auestionable legal authority and the_iddltitinal costs associated
with this 'extension to private projects, ABC recoiTunends that OFCCP amend its
regularloro to Irr.-lide orOy Those projects In the covered area

R-Touts-ond Giber Reg-tared InionnatIon (Section 60-1.7)

Ctrreney, :teflon 60,1.7 (a) requires a contractor with 50 ernp:oyees-and-a
contract of $10,000 to file the Standard Form 100 (EEO-1 report:- OFCCP
propenes to raise the threshold for filing form EEO-1 to CtIver contractors_havin
100 or more employees and a contract 01 $50,000. Firiher, the proposal does not
provide for the -aggr egitidri Of odn.rocts to reach the $50,000 level.

.1%
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These perm/1211)ns indicate a deslre to_ t&Te a positive step toward reducing-the ,
aelininistrative costs of amall_corrtractors.However suggests tha_t OFCCP
conform the threshold for the filing of the EE orm for the construction
lndistry to the thresholds for other affirmative Lai n requirements (See discussion

Section' 60-1.7 lb) currently_ rewires contractors and subcomractors to make
certain certifications in their bids with regard to certain aspects of affirmative
action compliance. Many prime, contractors have been obtaining the same
certiflations for their sat 0/043. This reqOrement has resWted In a major
paperwork burden for the sdbmittingsubcontractora and_therecei_ving prime
contractors. ABC welcomes the proposed elimination of the subcontractor
certification reqtilrernent.

Segregated Facilities (Section 60-14)

Section 60-1.8 (b) cirrently requires a certification that a contractor's facilities
are not segregated. The proposal deletes the certification requirement, but
exintimaes_to require_ contractors to illent&n non-segregated fatilitis. ABC
supports the elimination of this reporting requirement as it is unnecessary and
superfluous.

Filancy,Childbirth and Related
hleOcal Conditions tSection 60-1.24)

The proposed regulations do not adopt the language contained in 29 C.F.R. 1604.10
(c) whtth_reCitAres employers t providerils011ity_leave for pregnant emplOyees
even if they do not _provide leave _for other disabilities. ABC agrees that- this
language is not necessary because section 60-1.24 adopts other guidelines relating
to pregnancy-related medical conditions. Section 60-1.24 requires women affected
by suac conOtions to 6e treated, for fringe Yemellt purposes, the same as other
persons not so fffeeted,"bUt limilar, in their 011ity or Inability to work."

Sexual Harassment (Section 60-1.25)

60,1_,25_imposes strict liability on an_emplo_yer for sexual harassr..ent by its
officials, managers andsupervisors, regardless of whether the acts were authorized
or forbidden, and regardless-of-whether tie employer-knew-or-should-have-imown of ,
the -harassment. Where harassment *cars between -fellow employees, and an /
employer lcnew or_shouldhavelcrienvaof that _conduct, and_falli_to_take Immediate
Ind appropriate action, the contractor Is liable for sexual harassment.
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ABC billevei _th4t _emending a contractor's liability an act about which he
%hould have known* Is unreasonable and impractical./ l.labllity Wtould hie limited
to acts only about which the contractor actually knew.

The proposed Me oirs l_npt adopt_theconceN of holdigs an employer liable N. the
ctTs of_itscustomers Auld clients. ABC feels that, for DOI. to adopt provision

which makes contractors liable for acts of sexual' harassment by nory-ernployees
would extend employers liability into on area over abldi 1* certainly has no
control.

Access to Records (Section 60-1.43)

&et 60-1.43 CiTreteritly_requiresa contractor- to_per mit OFCCP access to his
ititeltds_ for_inspection and copying. The dismission of Item 23 states that
computer taNk and printouts- were specifically ascii/tied, from the _listing __of
specific types of data to wadi-contractors_ gust permit_actess in the
investigation orsomprWide tintlein=tiovittreetri IsirmaIntains that it is not
intended thAt_OFCCP_bepreoluded from obtaining_ computer tapes and printouts
Niv_ippr_o_prtale circumstances." where is in %Negotiate circumstance"
defined or emlained and, more importantly, the proposed regOlitiottdoetticitetate
that computer topes -and printouts are teit_10__Iba_kociuded,,_LIIils_ will had to
confuilon Writertrity at the time of an investigation or compliance review.

EtetheT, OFCCP-progoses to amend the language of the eitlitirig_regtiOti _Mitch
provides that inforrnation obtained %Wit bettleti_ will be-used only _rn
connection with the- EitiMithe Older and the _Chill_ RIthts Act of 1964. This

kriglirge being- deleted - because _the OFCCP Li amarently, fearful of violating
the_Freedoni_o_f_information Act. Although- t5FCCP assures that it is sensitive to
contractor concerns regarding the possible confidentiality /Of AULI gathered_in
compliance reviews, ABC is &eptiM_ that the steps _taken to ensure that
confidential_ date in not nietrriely released are sufficient to , protect such

\ , ,

Ctinctilation ftreernents 1Section 60-1r6

OFCCP automatically demands that contractors who, havei failed to -meet their
mincori/fernale utilization goals must sign concliUtien eg eerherit. tractorsC.o
have been given no opportunity to negotiate -the terms_of agreement. There is
no term defining the boiind of the_Concilittkon agreement. There is no expiration
We- _Uri, the_ conciliation Should the tractor lie fiiiinA in
nonatrop_llance with the conciliation agreement, he U subject to Imriiedlate
enforcement action.
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ABC urges OFCCP to work -With contractors to improve their_affirmative_aetkon
performuice 11,÷4-n they are fountLio_bs-in deficiency, 'We waggon that rattler than
requiring the immedialesiv&Ing_of conciliation agreement .that OFCCP grant a
craltractor a 72-dsy grace_perlocito correct deficiencies in his affirmative action
program. No compliance action thouid be Initiated unless s_tentractor_hasialled
to act ckirlitt_th4 grace period. In addltiOnSince_during_the life of-the federal
contritt, . OFCCP_retaint_theirighttarnonitor a contractor's compliance with its
affirmative Action obligationA, the duration of a conciliation agreement should
similarly be limited to,'at maximum, the life of the fecieral contract.

OFCCP proposes to not-seek back pay, for a perkld longer than two_ years prior to
the ate an which- OFCCP de_ 1U_prerlecessot compliisr agencies notified the
contractor of a potential compliance problem involving back pay.

ABC notes:, once again' that efforts by-the agency to _obtain lack_ pay -or other
retrospective remedies e.."make -up" . hours_ fer Underutillzesimbioritles and
women) are- not supportid_by_either F-0 11246 or Its underlying statutory
authority._ glitch _efforts also conflict directl_y, with the dectn of Congress in
Title VII of the Civil RIghtr seAct of 1964 to reserve to the cede courts the power
to Impose reoedies for individuals.

Back paya per seretroectlye.__Et bearer reasonable relationship to the covenant
to_take affirmative action- in the future. It does not contribute to the prospective
increase In avallibie labor -comtemplated by the ecutlye Order's _non
discrimination requirement. Thus, Utk pay remedies are not related to the
purpose of the affirmative action obligation. ,

ABCrecognizes that the agency must have a mechanism to promote compliance
with the program Such specific sanctions for noncompliance are_enumeratedin
Section 209 of the Executive Order._ in addition, contractors should be made
aware VW specificVlegatlons-_or ev1dence of discrimination will be referred to
the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission.

Written Affirmative_ Action Plans
for Non-Constraetk,n Employees

vf-Construction Contractors

ABC supports the withArawd_of _the_prfavlsloniehicti would itaye mandated that
construction oritractore -wIt0 or more non-craft personnel and federal
contracts_totalling MOW to adopt and im_plement a written, detailed affirmative
action program for the corittactor's nOn-daft personnel. The provision would have
required contractor to develop &tailed written plans at each construction
project.
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Contractors would have been required to adopt two separate affirmative action
programs, for on- she and off-site employees In accordance with two different
portions of _the OFCCP_regUlations. CocistrUetion__contracters_Already have
substantial_ affirmative_actIo_n_ and _pa_pervork requirements under Part 60.4. ',The
addition of. the provision would have created a harsh and unfair burden on the
construction industry.- refore, ABC strongly supports the decision to exclude
'fhb provision from propotal.

Summary

ABC belie that me government 's affirmatitieactioh_reogram:hes failed to meet
objectbes. Further the,cammitment to ease federal regulatory burdens on

private industry and reduce the cost of the federal government hasot been met
by OFCCP to the fullest possible extent as evidenced by the reguiati rts proposed
on August 23, 1981: Although ABC commends _the_Reagan Administration for
taking- an-Important _step__towied _regulatory reform, ABC believes that the
proposed rimulations not cure the current problems and unnecessary costs
associated with OFCCP's affirmative action program..

Rather Btri T r i e r e a s i r t t _ t h e t i t i m b e r s _ o l _ m i n o r i t l e s _ a n t i women In the constiuction
industryi_OFCCP has_ create_d a mindboggiing maze of paperwork and procedures
through which a contractor must find his way. A simple pruning of the maze will
not simplify the quest of the construction contractor. iii_brdet to effectively_freE
the contractor 'torn unnecessary _reguLator_y _burdens. ,OFCCP_Intist_strike_atthe
root Of_the_ptoblem. Thereforei M3C_recommends that congress and the Reagan
Adminb_tration develop' and implement an affirmative action strategy
encompassing recruitment,_ training and hiring of minorities and women.' SUch a
strategy will Create slguifiCant opportudt.es for women-and minorities In the
cons-e-salon Industry and 'nab' the mandate of Executive Order 11246.

comments and meet the pressing need for suffielent reform In the area of
ABC unes congress and OFCCP to fully cons:der ABC's recommendations mid

affirmative action.
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We've found a Way
to control the
rising cost of
corstracrim;

Work.Lisa_ together
toward better
futons.

Meats
of larwalags

559
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associated builders and contractors, inc.
. Wren 005 maws! eArrF01. MIR N.L. trASSNOSTeal. O. C. WM /001R a..a Celts (201) 11.174100

Training Skilled Manpower

In the last few months, there have been many articles_and_nuich_diseusslort oii variotts
business and industry trends-we can likely expect over the next decade or so. lOnc issue
which I- have not seen discussedand one that may very well hold the keyis the
availability of Skilled manpower in the construction industry.

President Carter. after more than a-year. signed into law the multibillion-dollar program
to develop synthetic fuels-Some $20_billimwill_beapenstoebnstruct 10 such Plants by 1987.
ihis massive construction effort, combined with the normal constrxction activity. which is
also expected-to steadily increase, will require large additions to the supply_ofskilled_conf
st ruction workers. In fnet._manY experts are predicting serious shortages of manpower, the

type which helped- produce the inflationary wage spiral in the late
19601 end early _122a's

Contractors are generally got known to gamble on-the high side
when it comes to manpower training. But current evidence suggests
that many contractors are becoming_inmeasingly-eoncemed-about.
the tradithtnal approach to manpower training-For example, an
Energy Department repoll_xaysthit sliesynttseile_ filets_ program will
require 80 percent of the-currently available pipefitters. electricians.

, boilermakers, and welders. Electric utilities. whose capital spending
plans over_the neat five years alone will total some $150 billion. are
also warning contractors of possible diffocations in skilled labor sOp-
ply. They-have called far-more flexible,Work eta:sit-16.'6*ns similar to

the ortes_develo_pedtind operated by our Merit Shop segment.
Despite the fact that current economic indicators-are pointing downward, contractors are

bullish about alto prospectsof ronstrtictionin the_1980:a.413C,In cooperation with the Merit
Shop Foundation. has launched what I think will be pan of the largest skilled craftworker
training programs in- peacetime-history. This program will help _guarantee antidequate
supply _otskilled_workert. This "Wheels -of Learning", with its task-oriented approach to
training. program is an investment in construction's futurean investment-in-better quid
ity.,lowereost construcdon. With your support.this,:raft training project will helP_Provide
the skilled construction workers you need to fulfill your eunstreetion requirements.

j-
Ted C. Kbrinkly, Pflisident

-dvdelte Skop cauttdo Toge .

5

FAIreSsAueloas-

4"44$19
9461111114.01
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What Are.the construction Industry's Manpower
Needs Going to Be by 1990?

Vi_Thile many indutri'en tare faiely-glootny.propects
VT tor the nO conirth turn is looking toward one Ill

the busiest ill it.
Al the loot in this push i energyrelated contruition.
Woh_kn_svneheth 1-vivls_mograin gearIng uy. r pett
solo trate that the growth r ,ertod "told begin a early n.
IS2 Current tiger ash. indicate thailh_efriLuets program
alone will ileate a need for up to ti5,000 new 1111inlr
non nibs

Other area., targeted tor. growth'
housing. .

liglivendutrial end retail con.nuition.
and business parks

Out.. tort. vavorahle cbmate. i01.,IRIn. _and _the_ i-
name 01 014.11 0111V .0:11..mr... all tOrec,t show the

_ Sunbelt 4 the Center of dots ity for the reS., of the. (en.
s tury

And should theft. indeed he a reindotrWitation of
America, then contruction 'may soar out of sight -On-
to.. whole. the Ifureao co Labor Statistic reports that by
tuull, the_ demand 1,r .killed construe-non workers -will
intrease by about 20 pere.it Of 900.000 new .killed
trade. ; ,,,,, ple

In addition.. nriusimately 1 5- million iontruction
worker wit' I e hut through attrition making a total of
2 4 million sioiled ionveruc'eond.des inniple_avtio_a_re
needed by 19uO Curren: training programs priuluce
"illy WAIL skilled worker. each year, or le rhan :5%
of our needs.

A SHORTAGE OF1.900.000 SKILLED
__CONSTRUCTION WORKERS MAY EXIST IN 10 YEARS.

ather stumbling blocksJzkonnstrshnion
include current government regulations that require
certain _persentages DI 111,floy N4C,,,r,1111,11, 2.7,e(49,, and
handicapped he Included in the work force Many can-
tractors have found themselves at a disadvantage be-
t-at/se oi their -inability to Inn Of died wotkers
these seinor Because of these rules. contractor. .riust
step up their ttort to hire irainaLle- workers

The construction InfluIry is required hi have n une 01
its_work_ knee to_ be_ wtn_rinafd of _women Mune_,OaL,
goals are even More demanding Minoritie. must Con,tr-
prise ne 2% ,t all skilled trade. Fl Tesas

WiAT'41THE SOLUTION?

WO PROSPECTS IN_ TAE 80'S
CONSTRUCTION

3

kle
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The Solution:'
at I aaining is a .0111,,,.. ti.weit

VV that ian ta in a toernal appr
hi iiiinnei.tiet win statias'in

rail, it ian t.. .
,thei hii' alai newt-

I iinwtriation is lnlen di.w.in int, i.einaiati-
...... LOS, 1.(1,1,3.e..1.1,1 .1 -angle skill

an he to Irmo 01 It
a. -1410, -I .L111 11111.11. ,reate

a 0...1 kai tto.,,

Ilia vitt. ationia ttainni,t AAA, to_ take entity
inittistri. as well ntroilitt. is to

the has. hail., .1,11.,5. entr,
while sinniftaniiiiiish Me sk lls. it t1114.1111%

1.14,101,1. ;iiiitl in .71 kind-linen tal ans. her,
Wiles
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Example of Category
within Electrical Trade

Trade

Wheet4 of
Learning.

inawitt,
roillwrIghhhg
eratating enginerinp;

. imanting_
iiirelating
plitinhing
ranting
sheet naetal wink

nailer tin In,
.;",,r/it

--

A inn t the riairainw ahat pernIns an
idual to pursue skill. in a nutnlet tit "Oat, MI,

,ari F. partnillaahLhelyitol las general ',oral. tors who
icitinie taw with ilwerilica 0., I. ti.memeLl
i.orkitaaie gwen the iiiiiitittunity to OW ',W.I.. /0
Update k Inip 01 ..Mom ,kills et-la learn
install.. lin ing sk,Us Itt seirneletels neva held

lila awl viii thisissi,gtain el-let .1
°Lis o

wittatar pea+, i
I he educatinal twitches °Named Ithretwe the

gnat.: and nittrther tit 5/.111. a
t. .... Itii{lth.- trained enlyliwiees, the ..... rat tor's "pera
thin hettnttes lllllll ertisJeur and Allt...,Jhgttetrqn..11,
rwitrt to tie ',mph...it in leC tone with a bolter usage
ot materials aryl manpower front the Inne the first
,until, is mastered. the etnplovet- es on the pots and
sontrthittin I,, enetall proilthlwity

Th. Most important toil how el.ei Is--that IheiVbeetsof
I earning program will NI, nit. the ,onstrailion industry

halite

Category

Modul%;

Task

56
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Using the Program:

. ., ., ,' '

.;)

l'A 1r ..t..J1 r or A tour AprerntLr.1,1,11.in
, -.tr.. It nuAltl

dywor.1,^oddl.. Arouw IAAdr would

wod., Awl all., rortAl C Ir., rnriAl
1... ,o A iunsle. trAd. rwrd A

I, Ao.1, torung Ow- td,wr

5P3
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SAMPLE PAGE FROM STUDENT TEXT

Operating Engineer Curriculum

condition and cleanliness

12. Instrument panel for broken

gauges

11. Lights for defective bulbs
and broken wires

14. Differentials for leaks

Figure 4 present e graphic
procedure_tur tr, "wa:,-around"

visual inspection %,"e

CONTROLS AND GAUGES

6r tor_ to mat:lane start-up and
operattor. the operator.should-
heaorne' thoroughly familiar with the

Uni.r old and gauges. Many loaders
are alike as far as control_ and
function may_be_concernedi but
manufacturer's equipment may var-y

slightly from model to_model. There

may also -be vnique variations
heiwsen front end loading machines
produced by various manufacturers
and tnese differences must be
carefully noted by the operator.

Typical- loader controls (F1g. 5)

rod their corresponding functiOns
are as folIows:

1. Parking hrake:_ applies the
drivel ine mounted brake.

.
Service brake; .applies the

service braked. Full),

depressing the brake_treadle
applies the brake and
actuates a transmission
declutch valve that
disengages the transmission
and provides full engine_
powers for bucket operation.

I.
Traosm15alon control level:
,ontrols the transmission

1. Bucket
2, bucket Control-Linkage
3. Final_Deives (iires)
4. Covers and Guards
5. Operator's Compartment
6.

7. Engine Compartment
B. Cooling.Systeri
.9: Transmi$1.1,1
10. Hydraulic ayi,teR1

11. Steps 4od_Grab_lrons

12. Instrument Panel.
13. Lights
14: _ Differentials ,

Fig. 4. inspection

range selector valve.

4. Transmission forward reverse

Lever: controls_forward
reverse direction of the '

machine.

Starter key: operates the
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SAMPLE PAGE FROM INSTRUCTOR'S GUIDE

Instructor's Guide for

TASK MODULE 201

SHEET tETAL PROCESSES

Session 1

Sheet Metal VVork

Objectives

Module: _As a result of studying this part of the module, the trainee shculd
be able to:

1. Describe the purpose and procedures for laying out and tranSfering
sheet_metal pattern;

2. Identify the tolats fur layout and marking.
3. Explain the procedures and identify the hand tools for making:

a. Straight:Cuts
b. Circles and curves
c. -Outside and inside cots

4. Explain the prodedures and identify the hand tools for notching.

Class:- As a result of participating in this class, the trainee should
be able to:

1. Demonstrate correctly the selection and use of layout and masking
tools:--__

2. Demonstrate correctly the selection and use of hand snips for making:
a. Straight Cuts
b. Cirdlet and_curves-
c. Outside curved cuts
d. Inside curved cut!.
e, Notches
Demonstrate the use of the hackso

4; Demonstrate the correct selectic, e of the cold chisel.

Note-To The Instructor
APprOximately fifteen_bOurs of nstruct ,hou. devoted-to the study

and practice of sheet metal processes in the rirSt Yea, af training. Mit
portion of the-Instructor's Guide is for the first of six two arr. ,,e-half (211)
hour (15G minutes) class ses'..ions.

.

Time Sthedule_f150 minutes).
10 Overview
15 Discussion/Demonstration-!'The selections and Use of Laycut and

Markin' TOMS"
25 Practice--"Transfer of Sheet Metal Patteri.s"
20 Demonstration/Practice--"Metal Gutting with' -d Tools"

7

565
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SAMPLE TEST FROM STUDENT TEXT
Plumbing Currizulum

FINAL TEST
Task Module 202

SOLDERING AND 'BRAZING
COPPER .PIPE AND FITTINOS

I I f

, olo .f1.1 ;f11.1,c 0131 ,olni.Inte ea, It of 1, (0110 fl d.rlertunn, de your ahone t,
nat rte% vain, a an II, 1.I.un. ta the led ot lha lannlon

10,. te.11111101..,f1,1.fil..111.1,1f 1111,
,f p1111, Wh,to lefoperat:de.

+IV deedar ahres led

ln, neaNne

Lberonal Ilne
iff flf, 4 .1,,1

tal", Itrr lead

I la, , uld le aeened Innle,11.aels
n....enun.
Lle,ntoe toldng ,,11 .f.p.lf-1 10 ro,.01,1cT

en,ers
/11' ?.i1 wenn

In .

.ire

III nnnl "If flif.1, .1 flof1 or Ow nnrd

.1 all el the abose

In ,oaquente the prnper jun.:adore. re

d',,, saw.. and ..oldern .

l aelnIdd,4 and ..,1,1,Ing
,nd learnu<

lnIng .1,..enitaule. and
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Curriculum Options
Creating a Multiskilled Cvaftworker

MITZI 111,1:(7,TAT !RECTOR

las a- Teru,rum y,..rys
fry des [trate; a Prowdrn

fora Muinshated Cran

OR
Formal Apprenticeship

Art cr.. used as me
r A r,, e,hrp

^
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HOW WHEELS '112 LEARNING
Ptogi-Aiii are Developed and Used

WRITE program with woe* by contiac .
tors and craftsmen

-EAU) TEST Programs in Yartous_geo,
graPhic_areas by_:.aftsmen on the lob and

vocational schools

REVISE and- retest program as Many trines

as necessary

PRINT participant and Instructor materials

MAKE iiyarlatite_44__
construction industry

SUMMARY OF-THE WHEELS OF LEARNING

Broad enough to be used by grope or
Individual contractor'

Geared to classroom and onthelob training

Veitttllo enouOlt to meet contractor's 7. uramt
needi

to tit student's learning once

Ikttractive to minorities, women end Teethe,

Can be used to update thole already trained

3611 diorna_covereort_asonstrocttonskills_
Industrial commenter residential

Minimum costs

Can be set WI anelrhata

Sulto:; ter tong end s5ortterm project
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A -Summary ittleta
riAlnikaPonew:

Wheels of Learnin4:P
An investment in hetter qualityi
lower cost construction.;

it#

As it'heels of Laing-helps workers improve_t numbvt andqualkyof their skills. the
tmntractorS operationbevomes more efficient . onst.-octir, proje,:ts art completed with greet'
quality in less time o* 1,, waste ol menhot4 and materials. Start up and completion dates ..vti
1n pinpointed mon 1 :..,:ely and, from a Ian It standpoint. cost overruns ate kept to a minimum

Wtels ol-Learning will otter complete skills development

. ,Iarpentry instrumentation
einem masonry _ Imo ifehnp

Apvt __Ile/terrazzo work.. nonworking
,: urn-al lathing/plastering
flekl engineering masc.my,ql.i.nrig
heating, ventilating Y millwrighting:

and air 'cIsidaloning operating engineering

in 21 separate hates:

painting
piplining
Pfitimbing
roofing
sheet metalwdrit
sprinkler fitting
welding

single greenest advantage of Wheels of Learning ei a longterm one a steady supply of skilled
workers In afilrades... supply that developers, co:fn.:tors and-clients can hank on for a future of
trend quality construction at a lower cost.

.
,

Dear red

I know the 'A heel of Learning progiarn will solve our industry's future Manpower new Is

I °closed is itnv k, dederpole contnbution to suppon development Cods.

Othef 31 OOD 375Ct 5500 _

Make 1.1,00 movable to MEIRIT SHOP FOUNDATION

Name

; Company

Adder,

cer Si',-

Your contribute-in to the Merit Shop r'o.indatton. Ltd.. a 50110(31 eductitionai foundation . is tar deductible

MERIT SHOP FOUNDATION_
Suite 409 / 444 N. Capitol Sr., r.w. / Washington. D.C. 20001 / (202) 637.8052
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_ l'hyi.mcvt) NIENT t.;., :VI OMEN .1. EV")

FEDERALLY EMPLOYED WOMEN (FEW) it a .-natiOnal membership

representing women in the Federal governMent throughout the tric..er;

-and in fOUr fr gn countries. FEW is a private, non-partisan is,r9anization

which has supported women in five administrations since its founding in

1968. Ogre primary goals are to advocate equal opportunity an fost.r full

for working women in the Federal service. In theSe eif.T:ri.!S; we

share 'a common bond With the Federal Worin PrOgrarn, an internal government

program created in reponse to E--0. 11375 whichodded sex to the other forms

of distrimtnation prohibited by-:.the Federal pverrcent.

FEW has worked on many fronts to end sex discrimination in tha ,civil service -

ir recruitment, hiring, training, promotion, job ,lassification, wages and.

benefits - to name but a few. Systemic discrimination has been the- ove.rriding

obstac1 F. ih all of these efforts and FEW strongly supports affirmative action

..aS a remedy for redress; . 0.2r concern, abOut the f;..te of affirmative action is

Only intensified in light of u. c...-,,ant personnel cutbacks and budgetary

restraints affectifyr, employment Dol; ..ges.

Naturally, we are greatly concerned about recent attempts to malign affirmative

action as "burdensome., ineffective, counterprOdUttiveand o longer necessary."

We, therefore; appreciate the opportunity to submit our statement to the

House Employment Opportunities Subcommittee for the record.

To _egin,..it is he P fu 1 to shed some historical per.lpective on the legal
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underpinnings of affirmative action and tb better clarify what affirmative

action is and what it While it's true that the struggle for hill

equality we, catapulted by the passage of the Civil Rights Act of 1964,

this government has been trying to deal with discrimination in employment

since the late 1700's: Many of the laws passed.by the Federal legislature

barring discrimination oy the States (Civil Rigfits Acts of 1866; iplo, and

1871), however. alloived the Federal government itself to escape similar

restraints and liabilities. The Civil Rights Act of 1883 was the first

real atterrot.to legislate .a merit system for employment in the Federa

government. traditionally dorninated,by the political spoils system.

However, throughout the last century, equal opportunity laws and statutes

governing Fetteral hiring plaity only stated passively what agencies could

not do and not 0hat they should be compelled to do. Such policy was

exemplified by E.O. 8587; issued by President Roosevelt in letC,which was

the first of a series of executive orders which stated that public eriployment

could not be denied for reason of race, creed or colo.

The m.4or development in the past 15 years has been the shift from passive

to "affirmative" methodologies - governing employment practices. The

Equal Pay Act of 1963 sod Title VII of the Civil Riot's Act of 1914 were

the bellwether statutes in providing protection an4. r.:fortemit vitti:ns.

of discrimination. The Civil Rights Act whit.n bared,disc.imination in all

prraiticei because of .ace, se.t, color, religion or national origin, .loo

cree_ed the Equal Envlbyment Opportunity CorrsnisSion ;.EIW to administer arrd

enforce this statute. E.O. 11246; also 'a product of the Johnson administre...ion,

Set EEO standards for any contactor who mid business with the Federal

government. Thus, for the first tire, EEO was placed in the mainstream of
s.!
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Federal personnel administration. Sex equity was given the snarl status as
____. / ..

other forms of ai-scriminatiori in the Federal service with the passage of

another" Johnson executive order; E.O. 11375. 'This .statute, passed in 1967;

not only fostered the Federal Women's Program, but was the impetus behind

the founding of Federally Employed Women as a private organization to insure

implementation of EEO goals.

E.n. 11478: issued by President Nixon in 1969;f4i-,- eeth into enforce-

ment efforts by totally integrating all parts of r. .anagenvnt with

equal opportunity hiring, training, prorrotionsi. "..4 ci clearly spelled

out affirmative action methods for accomplishing thi.. an the heels of these

developuents 1971.the S- upreno Ccr'rt n Griggs vEluire-Power-Co, establisheJ

the key prinicIples Which would govern E O. No longer was discriminatory

intent required to prove Tizle VII violatiOn; only adverse inerac.: was required.

The emphasis th4n; switched from merely removing discriminatory barriers to

providing results oriented remedies to correct undvirrepresentatior..

This principle was belatedly alipliec to government agencies themselves with

the passage of the Equal Enoloyrrent rpportunity Act of 1972 (P.L. 92-261.)

wnicn give public sector employees iitle VII prOtection. :e Federal

governments Civil Service Corrtriftsior now was mandated to fake action to
vt

achieve measurable gains in employing vromen and minorities within the merit

system. In 1978, E.O. 12067, issued iPrenfdrnt Carter In his government

reorgar.ization plan, transferred nearly all fnc'ur for EEO and affirmative

action to the EEOC. AlSo in 1978, the Gercia artenciment to the Civil Service

fforrn At (5USC 7201) required agencies to develop a Federal Equal Opportunity

Recruitment Program (FE00). The uniform guidelines On employee selectiur

'procedures which spell out affirmative action plans bncitine rffective that sami
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'year.

Thus, as it became clear that systemic discrimination resists change unless

personnel policies are mandated which can be enforced and documented, the

-gal base for affirmative action evolved. Broadly speaking, affirmative

*ion is any race or sex conscious measure peyond passive restraint of

,r-,criminatory actions, which is supprisedto correct or compensate for past,

oresent or future discrimination. While this concept in theory has enjoyed

considerable support, the practical rrethods for its implementation have

drawn the fire and fury of business, academic and previously privileged

classes - namely white malls. The forced u-e of "goals and time-tables"

are the focus of much of this resentment.

Goals and. timetables evolved when I becw.re obvious that the best intentions

both by public and private sector yielded litile if any positive results.

Agencies and private firms could grind out reams of "good paper" detailing

obstacles to full ut.ilization of women and minorities with impressive

affirmative action plans delined to rectify the situation,only to achieve'

negligible results in numbers. Therefore, goals and timetables were designed,

to pat results oriented tools into the program. "iie.y reflect a flexible range

of availability of women and minoities for employment, the need fbritraining

programs and the duration of such programs. GOmpliance is not determined by

rigiOI,;rneeting the goals (as would be the case w'th fixed quotas); but

employers do need to .sho.:4-that a "good faith" effort was made. Serious

sanctions such as debarment have been rare. A k.:y point to be made here is

that at nc time was affirmative action intended to compel emplo,ers tc Mr-

unqualified oersons or to subvert the merit system. Nothing would be so

blatently counterproductive than to promote otherwise unqualified

5 4
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by virtue of their sex or race for positions in which they are destined to

perform poorly. To the extent Mot. this has happened in individual cases is

an unfortunate abuse of the system ar' the object of much of the current

critisiSm. Such incidents have led to charges of reverse discrimination,

pr;ferential treatment, quota systems, etc. - all of which have given

affirmative action a bad game: '

Also important to remember is that affirmative aciionls not 'a-requiresint

imposed on employers in'spite of past history, 'but simply a remedy to rndresi

the continuing effetts of past discrimination. As to when it will have sorn,ed

its purpose and no longer be needed,'we may have a good while to go. We

'have to look at the persistence of the wage gap agd job segregation to see

that the preblims are far from solved. Statistics relevant to the Feder%

sector are attatched to illustrate. ( See attatchment;)

Not only are goals and timetables a useful standard against which to meore

progress; but a recent U.S. Court of Appeals ruling held that affirm_:

Othout numbers risks the rights of nonminorities (Lehman v. Yellow

cr.'g:ttSystem; U.S. Court of ApOeals; 7th Circuit, Chicago; No. 13:-2160,

'/17/1). In this case, a White truck driver was passed over by a 81atk
. .

wo;;...- with fca qua t'ications. .,The hiring official had no knowledge of

r;,:ls or c:!1,,vznt labor force statistics yet admitted that race

vl r :c G_: in the .:k applicant's favor. Thus, tne Court commented that

without numerical goals and timetables, employers may well go overboard. and

continued beyond a reasonable time limit for afftrmative action plans to

the loss of fion-minority

FurthormOrei; wle of numerical formulee force employers to'keed a current

cPr.:.a base c',;employment of women and minorities various c ,apatisns,

4
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across grade and salary level. Sueh statistical analyses are not only necessary

to Plot progress and plan new inidatives; but provide critical inforffiation

when legal action is taken.,

To the question of whether or not affirmative action has helped increase

employment of women and minorities, we refer to supportive statistics in the

Federal government where gains fOr both groups (particularly in the middle

grades) are evideht dUeing the years of affirmative action_ programs.

WOMEN
S 0_ _1980 _1970

-8 84 :817 78:8% 68 31

GS 9-12 13.6% z1.3%

GS 13-15 1.31 2.6r

EXEC. .021 .081

% of total 40.6% 45.3%

17.5E 25.5%

3.5% 6. %

.06% .25

14.7% 20,85

Also, gains Mr women in educational institutions have been dramatic in the

nine years since the passage of Title VII; the major-law against sex Dies in

Federally funded educational programs. The National AdvisoryjCouncll on

Women's Educational Programs, in a recently issued report, documented ImpreaSiwe

growth of academic acheivement by warren in professional and athletic fields:*

For example, the stare o3 Prtifaisional degrees earned by Women hp% quadrupled

to 261 and,women have doubled their participation In intercollegiate athletic

.

programs to neatly ahe-third. However; the status of warren as educators in

high sc000ls and colleges is less glowing: Woaen.still trail men in salaries,

promoticns and appo:ntments of tenure. persdasive tes'fitv,v vas offered by

others during Congrtssial hearings this year detailing 1,1aIns by wcatieh through"

affirmative action in banking, the skilled trades aftd.corporate management:

_7.

8ig Gains In U.S.

s," hy Kathy Sawyer.

25tmtistics from OPA publication on Minority Group Emplo;Ment,in Federal

Government (i970 and 1980).
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With regard to the gains cited by women, we do not mean to imply thai there

is a direct cause and effect relationship. Clearly, there have been corresponding

changes in women's education, job choices, social roles and economic necessity

which account for some of the gains. BO affirmative action has provided a

strong catalyst for the employer to accomodate these changes. We are also not

claiming that affirmative action. alone is the panacea. One, need only look at

wage data (male v. female) and the precipitous dropoff of women in the

higher grades to realize that other solutions are wanting.

Of course; the intangible benefitg of affirmative action programs are equally

valuable, though more difficult to measure. The conscience of the Federal

government as an equal opportunity employer has definitely been raisecioncrit

is a rare personnelist indeed who doesn't at least question a civil service

register devoid of women or minorities.

Good conscience and intentions aiide, any stUdent of elementary management

science knows that the larger the pool of human resources, the more able the

talent that sifts to the top. Any good manager should do whatever is in

his/her power to create abroad and heterogeneous management pool; it is not

only fair but makes good business sense.

Current critics of affirmative action would probably agree with the above

premite: However, they argue that while measures taken to increase the

applicant pool are clearly justi.fiable, there is no such clear statutory

base for results oriented enforcement i.e. goals and timetables. The

Department of Justice made it crystal clear to this committee that it intends

Co draw in the reins on Title VII; that it will no longer insist upon or

support goals and timetables, and will offer remedial relief only to

577
83-171 0 - 82-- 37
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identifiable victims Of proven
discrimination on a case by case basis. In

fact, in a startlingmemo ta the
EEOC, the Assistant Attorney General,

W. Bradfbrd Reynolds; stated
that it would be premature to impose,;equirements

for goa's and timetables in affirmative action plans on agencies in light of

the questionable statutory authority to do so. The DOJ rejects results

oriented measures becaute they be)ieve they contradict the statutory intent

of sex discrimination laws and create reverse discrimination.

.

Sikh an approach largely ignores the most
prominant decisions of the Supreme

Court concerning affirmative actibii-sin recent years. In Regents of -the

University of California V. Bakke, the Court ruled that while Title VII of

the Civil Rights Act dtieSti't require quotas for
admissions to a state

operated medical school, the university can give positive consideration to

race and ethnicity as one of many other factors. Also, in U.S. Steelworkers

v. Weber; the Supreme Court rehed further still in holding that race'and

ethnicity quotas were -permissible under
Title VII if used in a manner which

promoted integration of an employer's workforce:

---

To the question of affirmative action
spoiling the merit system in the Federal

government, we would argue that quite the contrary, it creates a healthy

counterbalance in a system that has been governed for years by politics; the

"01' Boy Network".and Veteran's Preferahte.

It is also widely touted that affirmative
action is a burdensome and expensive

paperworkprocest. OUr OWti experience with some of the EEOC requirements

would support thiS charge in part;
But rather,than rationalize this as reason

enough to trash the whole system, we would offer instead some cqnstructive

criticism. Since our expertise is in the Federal sector; we will limit our

5 78
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__.
comments here to internal Federal programs.

Our suggestions fall into two major categories; first - cutting down on

uniformity of procedures and paperwork, and second - switching the driving

motivation from the stick tcOthe carrot:

Currently, EEOC designs detailed and speci-fic programs for "typical agencies"

to follow. However, the problem is that theYe are few typical agencies and

it is very difficult to tailor plans to meet standard procedures. For
,

example, the Depart-60'a bf Ilefepse, the largest employer of women in the

Federal government and of women in FEWs_is organized on a totally different

basis than agenices like EEOC and. the Office of Personnel Management (OPM).

DOD is laid out functionally, not regionally with different internal organ-

izational structure and chain of command. Therefore, it might be better if

DOD could devise and be responsible for implementing its own plan tailored

to its own structure. This would shift the technical burden of plan design

and implementation from the EEOC and OPM to DOD and its major components who

would be held accountable: However; adherence to fUndAffental guidelines and

principles must be mandatory; the use of workforce statistics to deterMint

representation and the use of goals and timetables. The criterion for the

programs would be established at a lower level, thus making them more

meaningful and practicable. This should also lessen the total cost as EEOC;

And OPM WOUld be lOOking in general at the bottom line results.

It should be noted that any delegation and decentralization of, authotity for

program implementation has potential pitfalls. Some agencies may abuse their

authority in one way or the other . some may be lax; some overzealous in

carryiny our their plans. This would depend on the predisposition of the

57'9
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agency management toward affirMative action in general. Close controls

by the EEOC on agency progress and accountability would be advisable,

especially in the initial stages. ThetEOC would still not be dictating

the plan itself but overseeing the agency's own schedule of implementation

and,offering technical assistance as warranted. If the agency's performance

was sastisfactory, further involvement by regulatory and personnel functionaries

would focus on problem areas where technical assistance was needed or

investigating reported irregUlarttieis in agency plans. Individual- control

by agencies would lessen resentment (similar to resentment felt by business)

and would tend to reward creativity.

A further suggestion would be to better integrate the recruitment and Equal

Employment Opportunity plans. The Civil Service Reform Act of 1978 mandated

the Federal Equal 000-detoity Recruitment Program; which. is a government wide .

recrultnent policy that Operates under OPM. However, being that it is not

a hiring policy; it is unclear how it-relates to Equal Employment Opportunity

affirmatiVe action policy which is governed by the EEOC. Both problems

utilize workforce statistics on the;representation of women and minorities

aid-both programs involve projections on how agencies can improve their own

representation. However, their is no present policy guideline on how the

two should intermesh or_which agency (OPM or the EEOC) has the ultimate

authority over the_OverelLobjective,which is to have a well integrated,

representative workforce.

The second category of recommendations would be to instill more incentive

Into the performance of Equal Employment Opportunity initiativesr the

shift from the stick to the carrot. Now, the incentive to comply with

affirmative action plans is that it is required by law and agencies respond
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to escape reprimand: Managers are also rated on their EEO efforts in their

performance appraisals but this'has yet to net more than token results.

More direct and motivating incentives might be monetary awards offered by

agencies or military activities to components of the organization which

make recognizable gains.- The awards should be applied to the program'
_

het to individuals ;to diminish the temptation for abuse. Agencies could

offer additional slots or staffing, or perhaps relief from additional

reporting procedures for good performance.

As with other major program changes in an organization as large as the

Federal government, such an approach should be tried on a small experimental

Model of approximately five agencies selected for their representativeness

Of the whole Federal workforce. There are other suggestions that could be

gleaned from operating agency officials themselves whose everyday "hands on"

experience would be invaluable to any oversight committee. Since much of

what is done within the Federal sector reflects on what is done in priVate

1
industry and Federal contractors, such expertise is not only relevant and

available; bUt prudent to solicit:

In sum, FEW recommends that the Federal government maintain its concentration

on race and sex conscious tools to achieve a well integrated workforce and

continue to used statistical measures of compliance with nondiscrimination such

as goals and timetables. Overt and obvious discrimination is rare in this

day and age on the Federal level but bias is found buried in obtuse selection

peocedures often irrelevant to job performance (inspite of the merit system).

This makes enforcement on an individual level difficult and inefficient and

does not counteract seemingly neutral employment practices which have
/

581
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adverse impact on women and minorities.

Thus; if we are to have enforcement at all, it must be results oriented:

This is particularly true now with current budget restraints: We know for

example that many of the recent gains for women will be threatened by the

impending redUCtioh-ih-fdree(RIF). Women; especially those in the mid--

leVel prOfeSSiOnal and administrative areas; will be at a competitive

disadvantage because of limited seniority and lack of veteran's preference

protection. Agency funding cutbacks will also curtail programs aimed at

improving career potential for women - i.e. recruitMent (FEORP), training,

upward mobility, child care and career part-tire jobs.

Redehtly; one of our membees in the EEO field was visited by a Japanese

policy analyst who wanted to know more about affirmative action in this

country. After a thorough explanation of the concept and how it is applied

in the Federal sector within the merit system, he was then told about the

current drive to return to voluntary compliance and remove goals and timetables:

He replied wryly - "Then, what's left 7 Simply, butltly stated; we

whol,eheartedly agree. g.

- Summary of Recommendations -

. Retain E.O. 11246 as amended.

2. Retain strong enforcement of affirmative action programs within

Federal agencies.

3.- Retain plan for agencies and federal contractors to Utilize goals

and timetables in affirmative actiq plans.

4. Regarding E.O. 11246 - no decrease in threshold of coverage, back

pay penalties or;debarment sanctions.

5. Changes in reporting procedures and incentives for compliance as

outlined above for Federal soothe:

5 2
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FEW thanks this committee for its concern about the direction of affirmative

action and equal employment opportunity enfOrtenient within the. new Administration.

We appreciate theopportunity to Stibniit bur statement for the record and

remain available for further consultation:

583
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STATISTICS IN WHITE COLLAR WORKFORCE

Nomee are 37-6% (723,673) of the ..bite collar workforce (1.926,136).

Percentage of women in Maior white collar occupational eerier:

160%.*.

751

50%

75%

0%

22:6%
)11.2%

.7/://
, 7;
Women

Men

Professional Administrative TeChnica Clerical
(wi bout postal)

Mow women are concentrated across whirr culler series

Technical
18.4%

Salary comparisons between men and women in white dollar series

On the average;_ for every S1 women earn in the white collar
sertts, men in the same-series earn mote.. _

Professional - men earn 454 more for every SI women earn.

Administrative - men earn 29% mere- for every S1 women earn,

Technical - men earn 284 more for every S1 women earn.

Clerical - men earn 374 more for every SI women earn.

594
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Mochankal Contractors Association
of America:, Inc.
Suite 750, 5330 Wisconsin-Ave . Washington. U.C. 20015
Telephone 12021654-7980 TWX: 710-825-0423

October' 23, 1981

Mr. Ed Cook
Rouse Subcommittee on Employment i991Opportunities
13-346_ A Rayburn House Office Bldg.
Washington, D. C. 20515

Dear Mr. Cook:

It was very_useful fOr all of us to_have an opportuntty to
discuss our views and strategy on OFCCP regulations at the Construction
Industry EEO ,Coali Lion Session on Oetober 13.

As promised at that time I am-enclosing a copy of this association's
statement-in-respodse tp proposed OFCCP rule changes published in the
Foderal Register on August 25.

We would-appreciate it_tryoe could submit this statement for the
record in your committee hearings.

Thank_yoe very much. We shall look fonvard to hearing-from you
about future hearings or meetings when appropriate:

TSM/jaf

cc: Frank J. Salatto

Si ncerely,

theIma_Stevens zek
Di rector of Communications

z
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PRoPOStp-AMLNUMENTS TO EXECUTIVE ORDER NO 11246-

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY IN FEDERAL EMPLOYMENT

Under and by virtde of the authority vested in.me as'President of the

United States by the ConStitution and'statutes of the United States. it

ifs ddri,1 as follows:

PART I - NONDISCRIMINATION IN GOVERNMENT EMPLOYMENT

is

ISuperseded by E. Ord, No. 11478; Aug. 8, 1969,34 F.R. 12985]

[AMI-NIP DI PART 11 - NONDISCRIMINATION IN EMPLOYMENT BY GOVERNMENT CONTRACTORS

AND SUBCONTRACTORS AND O LABOR ONIONS AND OTHER AGENCIES

ma REPRESENT AND/OR FURNISH EMPLOYEES ENGAGED i# WORK

UNDER GOVERNMENT CONTRACTS-

SUBPART A , DUTIES OF THE SECRETARY OF LABOR

Sec: 201: The Secretary of Labor'shall be responsible for the admin-

I,Jrition of Parts II and'Ill of.thiS
Order and shall adopt such rules and

rv9ulatiuns and issue Such orders as he
deems necessary and appropriate to

aChievg the purposes thereof.

SUBPART B - CONTRACTORS' AGREEMENTS

Sec. 202: Except in contracts exempted in
accordance With Section 204

_ !

of this Order: all Government
contracting agencies shall include in every

Government contract hereafter entered into the following proVitiont!

During the performance of this
cmtraCt; the contractor agrees as

Odlows:

"(1) The. contractor Will not discriminate
against any employee

or dpplicdnl fur eMployMent because orracecolor, religion; sex; or national

Origin. the contractor will take
affirMati4 actic,', to enSure that applicants

are employeJ, and that employees are treated during employment;
without regard
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hi their race; color; religion, sex or national origin. Such action shall in-

1.1e. but not be limited to the following: Employment, upgrading; demotion; or

transfer; recruitment or recruitment advertising; layoff or termination; rates

0ny or other forms of compensation; and selection for training; inr.ludino appren_

Chi-A:Ie. The contractor agrees to post in conspiLuow.. places, available to

anidoves and applicant's for employment; notices to be provided by the contracting

ttinq forth the provisions of this nondiscrimination clause.

"(2) The contractor will, in all solicitations or advertisements

I,e employees placed by or on behalf of the contractor, state that all qualified

applicants will receive consideration for employment without regard to i-ace;

relivon, sex or national origin.

"(3) The contractor will send to Each labor union or representative

of workers with which he has a collective bargaining agreement or other contract

or ondelst.mdiny, a 'notice, to be provided by the agency contracting officer;

advising the labor union or workers' representative of the contractor's commit-

under Svaion ;112 of LxeLutive Order No. 11246 of September 24; 1965,'ond

4idiall post copies of the notice in conspicuous'places available to employees and

applicants for employment.

"(4) The contractor will comply with all provisions f Executive Order

Itt
No. 11246 of SepteMber 24, 1965, and of the rules, regulations; and relevant

orders of the Secretary of Labor.

"(5) the contractor will furnish all iinfonnation and reports required

by Executive Order No. 11246 of September 24; 1965; and by the rules, regulations,

and orders of the Secretary of Labor, or pursuant thereto, and will permit access

to his books; records; and accounts by the contracting agency and the Secretary

Cl Labor for purposes of investigatibn to ascertain compliance with such rules;

re9ulations, and orders.
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"(b)Iii the event of the contractor's noncompliance Wip thenon-

discrimination clauses n't this contract Or with any of such rules. regulations,

or orders, this contract may be
cancelled, terminated or suspender: in Whole or

in part and the contractor-may be
declared.ineligible for further Government'

contracts in accordance with procedures
authorized in Executive Order NO. 11246

of September fa; 1065, and such 'Other sanctions nmy be imposed and remedies ".

itpuSed as provided iti-Eietutive Order No. 11246
of September 24, 1965; be by.

'rule, regulation, or order of tdtSectetary of Laberer as Other14se provided

by law.

"(7) The contractor will include the provisions of Paragraphs (1)

through (7) in every subcontract or purchase order unless fxempted by rules;

rojolations; ur orders of the Secretary of Labor
issued pursuant 'to Section 204

of Executive Order Nu. 11246 of September 24. 1965. so that such provitiOnt will

be binding upon each subcontractor or vendor. The contractor Will take such

action with respect to any subcontract or purchase order 4s the contracting
. _

agency may direct as a4means of enforcing such provitioni including sanctions

for noncompliance; Provided; haWevee;
That in the event the contractor beCoMet

involved is threatened with, litigation with a subcontractor Or vendor as

a result of Such direction by the
contracting agency, the contractor may reqUest

the United Statet to enter into Such
litigation-to protect the interests of the

United States."

Sec. 203. (a) Each contractor having a contract containing th e

vi0OnS prescribeein Sectieh 202 shall file, and shall cause each of hit sUb-

contractert to file. Compliance Reports
with the contracting agency or the

Secretary of tabor as may be direCted: Compliance'Reports shall be'filed Within

such ties and shall contain- such
infoi:mation as to the practices; policies,

programs, and employment po/fiies. programs; and employmenb_statistics of the
_ .

contractor and eaCh.tubcontractor,
and shall be in such fOrm, as the Secretary

4 Of-Labor may prescribe.

rtt
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(b) Bidders or prospective contractors or subcontractors may be

required to state Whether they have participated in any previous contract sub-

iect to the provisions of this Order, or any preceding similar Executive Order,

and in thai vent to subMit, On behalf of themselves and their proposed sub-

.tontractors: Compliance Reports prior to or as an initial part Of their bid or.

negotiation of a contract.

(c) Whenever the contractor or subcontractor has a collective

bargaining agreement or Other contract or understanding with a labor unior or an

.ioency re erring workers or providing or supervising apprenticeship or training ,f

our such workers, the Compliance Report shall include such information as to -

1

S6Ch tabor union's or agency's practices and policies affecting compliance as

thv Secretary of Labor may prescribe: Provided; That to the extent such information

1, Within the exclusive possession of a labor union or an agency'referrihg

w,,Oer; or pruvidiny or supervising apprenticeship Or training and such labor

V Shall refuse to furnish such information to the contractor, the

ointrIcior shall so certify to the contracting agenty as part of its Compliance

Report and shall set forth what efforts he has made to obtain such information

[DELETE] 44

,et-4y--h444i.r or prospee-t-i-t-eeete.e-er-,,elieen.traeter-sitj4+-strbiii44+-M-pal,t-

-,-044 ,ed-

,1,:4-a0.1,-o4+.4eha4f of any labeageno-y-Fe-f-e-wOr-ker-(:-oF-

;

!

prattico,&-ao4-f.a.44-G44,

it4i4-iiii4.-t,-.04.4a4a-44atpiamal-,oagia,-,h,f that tbii sigsmar-ar-thor-011
arrirwi_

_ .

coup

'ai,dcw-vim ti-at it constvW,-and-aggee,

-4-
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[NI143 (d) The contracting agency or thi Secretary of Labor shall

require any brdder or prospective contractor or
subcontractor to submit, as part

of his Cdmpliance Repert. the names and addresses of: any labor unicns which

represent any of his employees: :any labor unions or agencies which refer workers

td the bidder or prospective contractor or
subcontractor; or any labor union or

agency that prOvide or supervise apprencticeship or other training, with which

the bidder or the prospective contractor deals. If the bidder.or prospective

contractors or subcontractors do not deal With any labor union or agencies

referred to above he shall certify such fact in writing to the contracting

agency or the Secretary of Labor.

Sec. 204. The Secretary of Labor may. when i;e deems that Special cir-

cumstances in the national interest so require, exempt a contracting agency from

the requirement of including any or allof the provisions of Section 202 of this

Order in any specific ccotract. sulicontract, or purchase order. The Secretary

of Labor may; by rule or regulation,
also exempt certain classes of contracts,

subcontracts, or purchase orders (1)
whenever work is to be or has been perforMed

outside the United States and no recruitment of workers within the limits of the

United States is involved; (2) for standard
commercial supplies or raw materials;

(3) iii4OlVing less than Specified amounts of money or
spec fied numbers of

wo-kern; or (4) to the extent that they involve subcontracts below a Specified

tier. The Secretary of Labor may alto provide; by rule. regulation, or order,
. _

for the exemption of facilities of a contractor which are in all respects

separate and distinct from activities of the contractor related to the performance

of the contract: PrdiOded; That such an exemption will not interfere with Or

impede the effectuation of the pirposes Of this Order: Anti provided further.
_

That in the absence of such an exemption
all fadilities shall be covered by the

provisions of this Order.
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Shrl'Aul - WAlIRLMLNIS OF LABOR UNIONS AND OTHER AGENCIES

Sec. 205. (a) Except with respect to contracts exempted in accordance

v ti section 204 of this Order; the appropri5te contractifig agency or the Secretary

- require of any labor union who represents for purposes of collective

h-.ir.iaininq the en4,10yee.4f any contractor or subcontractor engaged in work

,ondvr a 6y,rwent contract, or any labor union and/or agency which refers

v,,r;et.,-. to dny Lialtractur or subcontrattOr engaged in work wider a Government

.ontraLt, or any rabor union or agency that supervises or provides an apprenticeship

or training program with which such contractor or subcontractor dealt, to furnish

worn .1.41.ement in writing, Signed by an authorized officer or agent,. that

Jilr irni performance of work under the contract such labor union or agency will

di%criminale against any of its members or applicants for membership because

e, religion, sex or national origin; that-the labor union or agency

y.111 rminly with ail applicable provisions of Executive Order No. 11246 of

:eptomhr .11 amended, and of the rules, regulations, and relevant

th Secretary of Labor; that the labor4 union or agency will cooperate

in all respects with the contractor or subcontractor. with' which it deals so that

,.o.h contractor or subcontractor mas/ achieve any affirmative action goals that

it may have undertaken under:this Orders and that the labor union or agency will

take affirmative action to ensure that its'politiet and practices do not discriminate

a9ainst any of its members or applicants for membership on the grounds of race,

rel igioth sex or national origin: Sath action shall include; but not be

limited to, the following: employment, upgrading, demotion or transfer; recruit-

ment or recruitMent AdYertitingt assignment Of work; layoff Or termination; ,

rates of pay or other forms of compensation; training and selection for training;

in,luting apprenticeship; referral; and methodt of tefettal;

(b) In the event of a union's or agency's refusal to furnish the

Aatii-ient prescribed in Set 205(a) or a failure to comply with the same;

or with any of the applicable provisions or this Order or with any of the
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applicable rules. regulatipns or orders of the Secretary of Labor, the Secretary

of Labor may petition the Internal Revenue Service to revoke any taX exempt

status such Taber Union or agency might have in accordance with existing Inter-

nal Revenue Service procedures and such union or agency may be detlared ineligible

to furnish or refer members or applicants'for employment to contractors who have

rev e,,plovees enuayed in wort under a Government contract in accordante with

procedures authorized in EietUtiVe Order No 11246 of Sept. 24, 1965. as amended.

such other sanctions may be imposed and'remedies invoked as prescribed in
_

Executive Order No. 11246 of September 24. 1965; as amended; or by rule. regu-

ur order of the Secretary of Labor. or as otherwise provided by law.

Sec. 206. (a) .Eath union or agency having filed a sworn statement

containino the provisions prescribed in Section 205(a) shall file CoMpliante
. _

N oporl!, with the appropriate contracting agency Or the tretary of Labor as may

dirCcted., Compliante Reports shall be filed within such times and sha1T

int(wiiiotton dS to the practices, policies, programs and membership

of the union or aoencv, and shall be in such form. as the Secretary

of Labor may prescribe.

(b) Unions or other agencies may be required to state

whether they have had members engaged in; or whether they have referred members

Or workers to d contractor: who has had employeet engaged tin. work under ant

previous contract subject to the provisions of this Order. as amended, and in

th;iC event said union or agency shall submit such Compliance Reports in such

lurm as the Secretary of Labor noy require.

(c) Each union or agency having filed a sworn statement

containing the provisions prescribed in Section 205(a) shall permit access to

its books, records and accounts by the appropriate contracting agency and the

Serretary of Labor 4or purposes Of investigation to ascertain compliance with

the statement; and with the applicable rules, regulations and ordert Of the

Secretary of Labor.
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SUBPART D - POWERS AND DUTIES OF THE SECRETARY OF LABOR AND

THE CONTRACTING AGENCIES [formerly SUBPART Cl

Sec. 207. [formerly Sec. 205] Each contracting agency shall be

primarily responsible for obtaining compliance withthe rules, regulations, and

orders of the Secretary of Labor with respect to contracts entered into by such

,agency or its contractors. All contracting agencies shall comply with the rules

of the Secretary of Laborn discharging their primary responsibility for :

securing compliance with the provisions of contracts and otherwise with the

terms of this Order aniiof the rules, requlations, and orders of the Secretary

of Labor issued pursuant to this Order. They are directed to cooperate with the

Secretarj, of Labor and to furnish the Secretary of Labor such information and

assistant' as he may require in the performance of his functions under.this

Order. They are further directed to appoint or designate, from among the

agency's personnel, compliance officers. It shall be the duty of such officers

to seek compliance with tlie objectives of this Order by conference, conciMation,

mediation. or persuasion.

Sec. mi. (a) [formerly Sec. 206.1a)] The Secretary of Labor may

investigate the employment practices of any Government contractor or subcontractor,

or initiate such investigation by the appropriate contracting agency, to deter-

mine whether or not the contractual provisionrspecified in Section 202 of this

Order have been violated. Such investigation shall be conducted in.accordance

with the procedures established by the Secretary of Labor and the investigating

agency shall report to the Secretary of Labor any actionlaken or recommended.

(b) The Secretary of Labor may receive and investigate or cause

to be investigated complaints by employees or prospective employees of a Govern-

ment contractor or subcontractor which allege discrimination contrary to the

contractual ,provisjons specified in Section 202 of this Order. If this inveSti-

gation is conducted for the Secretary of Labor by a contracting agency, that

-D-
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anen,y shall report to the Secretary what action has beeft taken or is recommended

with regard to such complaints.

[NEW] Sec. 209 (a) The Secretary of Labor May investigate the recruit-

merit, training, membership; hiring or referral policie and practices of any

labor union who represent iZfor,purses f colactive rgaining any employees of

a contractor engaged in work under a Government contract, or any labor union

and/or agency which refers workers to a contractor who is engaged in work under

a Government contract, or any labor Union or. agency providing or supervistni

4;,pronfirship or training programs which deals with a contractor who is engaged

to work under a Government contract, or initiate such investigation by the

appropiate tontractiAg agency; to determine whether or not the provisions set

forth, in the statement specified in Section 205(i) Of this.Order have been

violated. Sulth investigation shall be conducted in accordance with the procedures

,6hlihed by the Secretary of Labor and the invejigating agency sha'l report

In writing to lhe Secretaty of Labor what action has been taken or is recommender)

with regard to such complaints.

[NEW) ;(b) The Secretary of Labor may receive and investigate Or

cause to be investigated complaints by any person against a labor union which

represents for purposes of collective bargaining employees Of a contractor Or

subcontractor engaged in work under a Government contract; or any, labor union ti

and/or agency which refers workers to any contractor or subcontractor engaged in

work under a Government contract. or any labor union and/or agency that supervises

or provides an apprentiCethip or training program with which such contractor or

Subcontractor deals, which allege.discrimination by Said labor union;or agency

which is contrary to the provisions of the statement specified in 205(a) of this

Order. The Secretary of Labor may also receive and investigate or cause to be
. _ .

investigated complaints by any contractor or subconti;ct& engaged in work under

a Government contract that any labor union which represents any Of his employees

for purposes'of collective bargaining; or any labor uhion and/or agency which

reters workers to him, or any labor union and/or agency With which he deals that

_9_
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provides or supervises apprenticeship or training programs, which allege discrim-

ination by said labor union or agency which is contrary to the provisions of the

statement specified in Section 205(a) of this Order: If such investigation is

undertaken for the Secretary of Labor by a contracting agency, that agency shall

report in writing to the Secretary what action has been taken or is recommended

with regard to such complaints.

--DELETE] ace. --207. cha11

-444y lab

-6444m4 of this-
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Elop4o5vvent.444p4444.044-160av
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t 964-L--5 et t i en p-2-080c1-50--280-44-t-I-c-aful-044-5 ...ubchaptcr]

-or oilier Ec

Sec. 210. (a) [formerly Sec. 208(a)] The Secretary of Labor, or any

agency, officer, tir employee in the executive branch of the Government designated

by rule, regulation, or oilder of the Secretary, may hold such hearings, public

.ur private, as the Secretary may deem advisablefor compliance, enforcement, or

educational.purposes.

(b) The Secretary of Labor may hold, or cause to be held,

hearings in accordance with Subsection (II of this Section prior to imposing,

ordering or recommending the imposition of penalties and sanctions under this

Order: No order for debarment of any contractor from further Government contracts

under Section. 210(a)(6), shall be made without affording the contractor, an

-10-
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opportunity for a hearing.

SUBPART E = SANCTIONS AND PENALTIES
[formerly SUBPART D]

Sec. 210. (a) [formerly Sec. 209(a)] In-accordance with-suCli rules;

-
regulationt-, dr orders as the Secretary of Labor may issue or adopt, the Secretary

Or the appropriate contracting' agency map:

(1) [formerly Sec. 209(a)(1)] PubliSh; or cause to'be published,

the names of contractors or unions which it has concluded have complied or have

failed to comply with the provisions
of this Order Or Of the rules, regulations,

and orders of the Sec4tary of Labor.

[AMENDED] (2) Recommend to the Department Of Justice
that, in cases in

which there is substantial or
material violation or the threat of substantial or

material violation of the contractual
provisions set forth in Section 202 of

thiS Order: or of.the
provisions Of the statement set forth in Section 205(a) of

this Order. appropriate
proceedings be broggpt to enforce those provOions,

tte=11.idino theenjoining. within khe
liffiltations of applicable law, o organilations;

individuals or groups who prevent
directly or indirectly, Or seek to prevent

direCtly or indirectly, compliance
with the provisions of this Order.

(3) [formerly Sec. 209(a)(3)) RedoMiiiend to the Equal Employment

Opportunity Commission or the Department of Justice that appropriate proceedings:

he instituted under Title VII of the Civil Rights Act Of 1964 [this subchapter].

(4) [formerly See: 209(a)(4)) Recommend to the Department of

Justice that Criminal proceedings,
be brought:fer the furnishing of false infor-

.atioti to any contrgcting.agency Or
to the Secretary of Labor as the case may

be.

(5) [formerly Sec. 209(a)(5)1 Cancel, ter4Onate. suspend, or

cause to be Cancelled, terminated, or suspended; any contract,
or any portion or

portions thereof, for failure Of the contractor or
subcontraCor to comply with
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the nondiscrimination provisions of the contract. Contracts may be cancelled,

terminated, or suspended absolutely or continuance of cootractS may be cOn-

d tiuned upo gram-for-future-compfiranre-approved by the contracting

agency.

(6) [formerly Sec. 209(a)(6)1 Provide that any contracting

agency shall refrain from entering into further contracts, or extensions or

other modffications of existing contracts, with any noncomplyfngontractor,

until such contractor has satisfied the Secretary of Labor that such contractor

has established and will carry out personnel, and employment policies in com-

pliance with the provisions of this Order.

[NEW] (7) Where the Secretary of Labor has concluded that any labor

union and/or agency that refers workers to a contractor or subcontractor under a

Government contract, has failed to comply with the provisions of this Order, the

requirements of the statement specified in Section 205(a), or any of the rules,

regulations, and orders of the Secretary Of Labor; he may require that such ,

labor UlliTHI and/or agency cease maintaining any hiring hall or other referral

arrangement with any contractor or subcontractor under a Government contract;

until said union and/or agency has taken such steps as the Secretary of labor or

the appropriate contracting agency deems necessary to bring it into compliance.

[NEW] r (8) Where the Secretary of Labor hat concluded that any labor

union and/or agency that refers workers to a contractor or subcontractor.under a

Government contract, has failed to compTy with the provisions of this Order, the

requirements of the statement specified in Section 205(a)1 or any of the rules.

regulations; and orders of the Secretary of Labor, the Secretary of Labor may

.
conclude that such failure to comply is prima facie evidence of a failure to

operate In good faith on a:non-discriminatory basis and may petition the Internal

Revenue Service to revoke, in accordance with Internal ReVenue Service procedures,

any tai exempt status such labor union or agency may have.

-12-
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(h) Under rules and regulations prescribed by the Secretary,of

Labor, ea,, Ipprepriate contracting agency
shall make reASOnable'efforts within

are.asonuble time limitation to- secure compliance with the nondiscrimination,

provkiOns and requireMents of the statement
specified in, Section 205(a) 't)f this

11dr by methods of conference,
conciliation, mediation and_persuasion before

proceedinns shall be instituted under
Subsection (a)(2) of this Section, Or

b.Hie action is taken under
Subsections (a)(7).Or (a)(8) of this Section for

taitur, of a labor union or agency to comply with the applicable provisions of

this Order.

Sec. .211. [formerly 'Sec. 2101. Any
contracting agency taking any

aUthnrized by -this Subpart, whether on.
its OWli motion, or as directed by

the ',ecretary of Labor, or kinder the rules and regulations of the Secretary;

..1611 prolHuLly notify the Secretary of sucp action. Whenever the Secretary of
.

LW!' Mth...t a dAermination Under this Section, he shall promptly notify the

o lvroiirOl.,00tractin9 agency of the action recommended. The agenCy shall take.

..nch a. !ion and shall report the results thereof to the Secretary of Labor

within such time as the Secretary shall specify,

Sec. 212.' [formerly Sec. 2111 If the Secretary shall so dirett con-

fraLLinq agencies shall'not enter into contracts with,any bidder or prospective

Luntractor unless I..be bidder Or prospective contractor has satisfactorily

comp] led Willi the provisions of this
Order or submits a program for compliance

aiLiiLable to Lhe Secretary Of Labor or,
if the Secretary so authorizet; to the

cootra:Lioo .Money.

Sec. 213: [ formerly Sec. 212] Whenever a contracting agency cancels

or terminates a contract, or whenever A contractor hatbeen debarred from

further GoverniheOt contracts; under
Sectfoft 210(a)(6)'becaUte Of noncompliance

With the'contract provisions with regard to nondiscrimination, the Szcretary of .

Labor, or the contracting agency
involved, shall promptly notify the Comptroller

:-13-
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i.eneral to Un Uhl ed Slates. Any such debarment may be rescinded by the Secretary

of Labor or by the contracting agency which imposed the .sanction.

SUBP RT F - CERTIFICATES OF MERIT [formerly SUBPART El

Sec. 215, [formei;ly.tec. 213] The Secretary of Labor may provide for

issuance of a Unite States Government Certificate of Merit to employers or

labor unions, or othn agencies which are or may hereafter be engaged in work

under Government con racts; if the.Secretary is satisfied that the personnel and

employment practices of the employer, or that the personnel training, apprenticeship,

meinberShip grievance Ind representation, upgrading and other practices and

nolicies of Ow? Libor union or other agency conform to the puriSoses and provisions

of this Order.

!,vt . .21h, ormerly Sec. 214] Any Certificate of Merit may at any

i Imo be supended or re uked by the Secretary of Labor if the holder thereof; in

judgment of the Sec etary, ha5 failed to comply with the provisions of this

.

Sec. 217. [fo nerly Sec. 215] The Secretary of Labbr may provide for
//

tin exemtion of any empl yer; labor union; or other, agency from any'reporting

requirements imposed under or pursuant to this Order if such employer, labor

onioo, or other agency has been awarded a Certificate of Merit which has not

been suspended or revoked.

PART III - NONDISC IMINATIDN PROVISIONS IN FEDERALLy ASSISTED

CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTS

Sec. 301. Each exec Live department and agency which administers a

program involving Federal finan ial assistance shall requi7e as a 'condition for

the abproval of any grant, cont ct, loan, insurance, or guarantee thereunder.

which noy involve a construction contract, that the applicant for Federal

assistance undertake and agree to incorporate, or caus2 to be incorporated, into

r

14-
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all construction contracts pai.4 for in whole or in part with funds obtained from

the Federal Government ur borrowed on the credit of the Federal Government

pursuant to such grant, contract, loan, insurance; or guarantee, or undertake;

pursuant to any Federal program involving such grant, cortract, loan, insurance;

or guarantee, the provisions prescribed for GoVernMent contracts by Section 202

of this Order or such modification thereof, preserving
in substance the contractor's

obligatiOns thereunder, as may be approved by the Secretary of Labor; together

with such additional provisions as the Secretary deems appropriate to establish

and protect the interest of the Unified States in the enfOrteffient of those

obligations. Each such applicant shall also undertake and agree (1) to assist

and ,cooperate actively with the administering department or agency and the

Secretary of Labor in obtaining the conipliance'of contractors and subcontractors

ith thete contract provisions and with the rules, regulations, and rele4aht

Orders of the Secretary, (2) [NEW] to assist and cooperate actively wish tne

administering department or agency and the Secretary of Labor in obtaining the

compliance of labor unions or other agencies engaged in work under such contracts

with the applicable provisions of this Order and with the rules, regulations,

and relevant orders of the Secretary, (3) [forMerly Set. 301(2)] to obtain and

to furnish to the administering department or agency and to the 'Secretary of

Labor such information as they may require for the supervision of such compliance;

(4) [ formerly Sec. 301(3)] to carry out sanctions and penalties for violation of

such obligations imposed upon contractors,
subcontractors, lib& unions and

.agencfes by the Secretary of Labor'or the
administering department or agency

pursuant to Part 11, Subpart E, of this Order, and (5) [formerly Sec; 301(4)) to

refrain from entering into any contract subject to this Order, or extension or

other modificatiii of Such a contract with a contractor debarred frOM Gei,erneient

Contracts under Part Subpart E,'of this Order.

Sec; 302; (a) "Construction contract" as used in thiS Order means

any contract for the construction, rehabilitation; alteration, conversioi,

-15,
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property.
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repair of buildings, highways, or other improvements to real

(b) The provisions of Part II of this Order shall apply to
2_

such .0115txtietlon contracts, and all work engaged in thereunder; and for purpotes

Of such application the administering department or agency shall Il.considered

the contracting agency referred to therein.

(c) The term "applicant" as used in this Order means an

applicant for Federal assistance Or as deter:Alned by agency regu'iation; other

program participant; with respect to whom an application for any grant, contract.

loan, insurance, or guarantee is not finally acted Upon prior to the effective

\ date of thit Part; and it includes such an applicant after he becomes a recipient

\of such Federal assistance.

Sec 303. (a) Each administerAepartment and agency shall be re-

spcntible for ot;.aining the compliance of such applicants with their undertakings

Under thit Order. each administering department and agency 15 directed to

_ N

cooperate with the Secretary of Labor,and to furnish the Secretary such informa-

tion and assistance at he may require ir. the performance of his functions under

th,s Order.

(b) In the event an applicantrails and refuses to comply

with his undertakings, the administering departMent or agency may take any or

all Of the following actions: (I) cancel, terminate, or-suspend in whole or 4n-

part the agreement, contract. or other arrangement With suchapplicant with

respect to Which the failure and refusal occurred; (2) refrain from extending

any further assistance to the applicant under the program with respec.t to which

the failure or refutal occurred until satisfactory assurance of future com-

pliance has been received from such applicant; and (3) refer the Cate to the

Department of Justice for appropriate legal proceedings. .

83-171 0 - 82 - 39
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(c) Any acticii With respect to an applicant pursuant to

Subseciion (b) Shill Oe taken in conformity with"Section 602 of the 0101 Rights

At 3f 1964 [section 2000d-1(b) of this title] (and the regulations of the

ai1ministering department or agency issued thereunder), to the extent applicable.'

In no case shall action be taken with respect to an applicant pursuant to Clause

(1) or (2) of Subsection (b) Without notice and opportunity for hearing before

the administering department or agency.

Sec. 304. Any executive department or agency which imposes'by rule,

regulation; or order requirements of nondiscrimination in employment, other than

requirements imposed pursuant to this Order; may delegate to the Secretary of

Labor by agreement such responsibilities with respect to compliance standards;'

reports, and procedures as would tend to bring the administration of such

requirement; into conformity with the administration of requirements imposed

under this Order: Provided, That actions to effect compliance by recipients of

reder,11 financial assistance with requirements imposed pursuant to Title VI of

the Civil Rights Act of 1964 [sections 2000d to 2000d-4 Of this title] Shall be,

taken in conformity With the procedures and limitations prescribed in Section

602 -trier oh[sectiOn i000d-1 of this
title] and the regulations of the administering

departn&;? or agency issued thereunder:

PART IV .1 MISCELLANEOUS

[Text Omitted]

-17-
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Mrecnkal Contractors Assocration
of ilanorica,- Inc.
Sw. 750. 5530 11'totonsgn Ave. A'mhnur..m. D.C. 20015
Telephone 12021654 -7960 TWX. 710.125-0423

September 22; 1981

Mr.. Edmund D. Cooke. Jr.. Counsel
Subcommittee on Employment Opportunities
Room B346A Rayburn House Office Building.

S. House of Representatives
Washington. D. C.

Dear Mr. Cooke:

Alva Hall, Gus Dowels and I very much appreciate your meeting with us to
dIscuSS the needed changes in Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs
regulations affecting the ,onstruction_industry._ We sinCerely hope that solu-
tient can be found centering around more emphasis on recruitment and training
and less on "policing" and confrontatfon.

The problems caused to the constructionindustry art outlined_in the attached
testimony given recently before the Senate tailor and Human Resources Committee.

Although Gus DOwels may send you'a second copy. I am enclosing the "Proposed
Amendments to'Executive_Order_No. 11246.";, whieh were initiated by the Metropolitan
Detroit Plumbing and Mechanical Contractors Assocfatfon.

For your intonation a-brochure,"14CAA Serving-the Industry,"-,which describes
this industry and the association. is also enclosed.

As we pointed out to 'you.. we feel _that a maJor revision of the regulations
anI perhaps the-Executive Order is -needed-so that the laws-and regulations_fit
the industry,_flexibility Is Providetlencloyers_in the various aspects of con-
struction. the economic impact is adjusted between -the nonunion and union employing
segnents..the_work cf voluntarl. associations and Hometown plans are given equal
policy 'roles with the rigid 16 or 9 step requirements and the paperwork burden
It redUted.

We will look forward to discussing our ideas further with you as they de-
velop.

.

TSM/Jaf

cc: Frank J. Salatto
Jerry C. Pritchett

Enclosure

Sincere

A ithY);)
Thelme_Stevens Mratek
Director of Communications
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litecfsankal Contractors Assoc
of
',mot 7SO. S6311 9S ubcoolon Ave. W.,hln&ton. 1)C 20015
telephone 1200 644 7960 TWX 710 015-0423

4,

STATEMENT BY THE

MECHANICAL CONTRACTORS ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA, INC.

AT OVERSIGHT HEARING'S ONOFCCP

BEFORE THE SENATE LABOR AND HbMAN RESOURCES COMMITTEE

JULY 29, 1981

Mr. ChaliMan and Members of the Committee:

Weire here today representing firms belonging 16 the Mechanical Con-

traCtors Aisociation Of America. Inc. These firms build systems that move

fluids, both liquid and gas. including heating, ventilating, cooling, air con-

ditioning and plumbing systems in buildings. They also construct mechanical

systems in industrial facilities. power plants. sewage treatment works, etc.,

and service and maintain the systems.

At their requestrareaiso representing 25,000 similar firms in mode"-

tions in electrical Sheet metal. insulation. roofing, painting. deCorating and

other specialty construction. which have organized Into the Associated Specialty

Contractors, Inc. This group employs over 800.000 workers. most of whom are

unionized.

I am Thelma Stevens Mrazek, Director
of ComMunkations of the Mechanical

Contractors Association of America. I also have staff responsibility for equal

employment Opportunity programs. With me Is Frank J. Salatto, Jr.. Vice

:604
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President of the W. G. Cornell ompany of Washington; Inc located in

Brentwood, Maryland, who is Chairman of the Association's Equal.Employment

Opportunity Committee, and Alma L. Gaghan, formerly of the James F. Gaghan

Plumbing Company of Alexandria, Virginia.

I will briefly summarize the views of construction contractors across the

Country in regard to equal employment opportunity and the Office of FederaI

Contract Compliance Programs (OFCCP) regulations and enforcement policies

and state,in general what new directIons this industry feels should be taken.

Mr. Salatto and Mrs, Gaghan will then relate their own 'per'S-onal experiences

i-egarding OFCCP enforeeinent. They will provide a vivid example of the

Problems that firms in this industry have encountered.

First, we wish to make clear that construction contractors recognize and

support Equal Employment Opliortunity Laws and the principles of affirmative

action. We wish to allay the fears of minority and women's groups who are

concerned that their hard won and recognizable rights may be denied them.

Rather, we are here today to deplore the methods of enforceMent and to

speak for the rights of American employers, who provide the jobs In this country,

and particularly small business people. We will demonstrate that federal regula-

tions have not fulfilled intended objectives or proved workable, have instead

assumed a "policing" attitude and have made adversaries of the government and

peoplo running companies.

Beginning in 1978 the Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs issued

a series of new regulations for the construction industry -- separate from service

605
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and supply industries -- that Imposed coals that contractors must meet in

- hiring minorities and women on the jebtite. They also required each contractor

to comply with 16 detailed affirmative action steps.

These regulations were written without regard to how the construction

industry operates. They were unrealiitiC And sometimes impossible requirements

that caused adverse effects on employers, employees And the industry itseI7.

Attempts by the indUstry to modify the r'egulations during the so called "review"

process or afterwards, proved futile.

These regulations have been enforced in an Uneven and contradictory

manner across the country. More often than not, the regulations and enforce-

ment have focused on procedures and paperwork rathe-r than on finding lobs

ler minorities and women.

The construction industry is different from other sectors of the national

economy. Among other characteristics; eighty percent of the firms are small

businees, whose work is highly Influenced by economic cycles and by seasons.

It is divided IMO two segments:

(1) The unicn-employing contractor hires members of a special trade

for specific work periods on request to a union hiring hall. The

collective bargaining agteemi nt deterinines the terms of referral,

wages and conditions of employment. The union decides On its

membership and primarily Controls apprenticeship and training programs.
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(2) The nonunion Coritradtort, on the other hand, recruits. trains and

hires workers for permanent employment.

Following is a brief summary of the major problems OFCCP regulations have

CaUi.ed construction firms:

1: Based on 'Executive Order 11246, OFCCP Instituted an enforcement system

whereby any construction contractor who once obtains a federal" contract Is

policed under 'a system of "guilty until proven innocent."

2. Between 1978 until laSt winterOFCCP'Issued an unrelenting stream of

proposed new regulations. rules and revisions with dubious legal authority

and lack of substantive research or analysis to SuppOrt OFCCP's expansion

of authority. We believe such regulations ranged far beyond the scope Intended

by the Equal Employinent Opportunity Act of 1964 or Executive Order 11246.

As a result. construction IndustrY employers Were faCid with confusion and

instability and had to focus on coping with the onslaught of regulatory Change

rathor than on the real objective of affirmative action.

As an example. on September 7. 1979; OFCCP published .a proposed pans-

graph 7q. as an addition to 41 CFR 60-4.3 (a), with the stated intent of

'Clarifying" contractors requirements for the employment of women and minorities.

Paragraph 7q states that construction cOntractors, who are once subject to

OFCCP's regulations on the employment of minorities and women on federally

funded jobs, are subject to those requirements on each and every one of their

conttruttion projects. In other words, any contractor who has one federal or

federally funded tenstructioh\project anywhere is subject to the OFCCP regualtions

On all other work, everywhere inthe country. regardless of whether the other

jabs are public or private. This was not a clarification of existing policy, but

6O
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a new rule whieh. if enforced, will significz !ter current regulations.

Paragraph 7q has no legal foundation, we believe. Neither current'statutory

' nor executive order authority grants OFCCP;Juriscliction to review private

[non-federal) work In areas where a federally-Involved contract does not exist.

3. OFCCP promulgated "goals" and timetables- for hiring minorities and

women in the workforce that were unreasonable and disregarded the fact that

there Is a wide variety of skills and different levels of training needed for the

various trades in the industry. They, for example. disregarded that in the case

of plumbers and pipe fitters it takes four years of apprentleeihip training.

They also disregarded the fact that union employing contractors must rely on

the unions voluntarily to supply minorities and women. Under the regulations

referral unions in the construction industry are not required to comply With

the on-site workforce goals.

In many instances these "goali" have been enforced asquotas. OFCCP

reviews contractors with the absolute expectation that the "goalsiLwill be

met. They issue conciliation agreements with "make-up hoUri" where a con-

tractor has not met the "gealt". OFCCP even labels the goals In cone-MI.05n

agreements as "required goals".

It set up 16 detailed actions or "Steps" that each contractor was required

to adhere to regardless of traditional industry practices. Union-employing

contractors, for example, which rarely have employment departments because

the firiii hires from the hiring hall; Were required to Set up employment operations,

advertise for employees; and actively solicit o- r hire, even /though the employers' '

collective bargaining agree-Merit may not have permitted this. Union employers

were forced to add to their overhead and thus be less competitive In relation to

nonunion contractors.

D.
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As another example. one part Of the regulations el CFR-60 I (a) (7d)

requires union- employing contractors to:

.
.l.tre, the 0.4'0(7'1

".. n Lhieh the ha: :
zarremen: iurs 10: IY...,Prot.1 c.c.PICNIt,r minerity

c.rr. oen: contre..:or, _t.lt L.91 en the t., PI t11.70

-7! ,.`01
r,

OFCCP's Comp-hane Manual adds that:
-_: remonsttvto uoelaliance con troeto.r must produce copies of

icctere tteruiTy sent to the director and/or the appropriate OlVel
regional off Zee to verify ite that the union is if/TA:ding
h,' cent racier's efforts to Ln-nnPly.

Instead of fostering cooperation between
contractors and unions to employ

Minorities and women, the government has again set up an adversary environment.

Foe those who know the real world of labor relations it is not difficult to imagine

the explosive labor problems that union-employing contractors would face if (he/

followed this requirement.

S. The 16 affirmative.action steps require contractors to undertake for

the most part extensive and unproductive efforts. These Include keeping

lengthy lists of minority and women's groUps, subcontractors and suppliers

and constant notifiCation and record keeping of each new projeCt or busi-

.

ness development.

6. OFCCP also requires contractors to produce an extraordinary amount pf

documentation to prove their compliance. Thete include policy statements,

memortind-um, letters, forms or other records. A sample of the paperwork require

mcnts that each construction contractor must produce has been prepared by MC,AP's

CEO Committee and is submitted for Iter record. You will notice it totals

;)proximat...-ly 70 pages.
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7. OFCCP enforcement has been uneven. In some.cases holVy handed and

expensive to many firms: OFCCP has sent untrained EEO Specialists, Many of

whom have little knowiedge.of the operations of private industry, to act as

"judges' on a contractor's compliance.

_

According to OFF0-procedures, a contractor who has complied-elth the

16 affirmative actions steps should be found in compliance, but compliance is

complicated by the fact that OFCCP's Compliance Manual; has subdivided the

it itepi; Unfortunately OFCCP provides no definition of "Suffident downentation"

of the 16 steps or the 117 questions, and a centiadOr-must-score 100 percent

on review of the 117 questions In order to be found to compliance.

If OFCCP findi that a contractor is not in compliance, the contractor is

sent a "Conciliation Agreement" to sign; which usually'sets higher goals and

more stringent requirements. EXperierice has shown that there is little

opportunity to negotiate the terms. A contractor who signs i.dondliation

agreement waives certain Procedural safeguards In OFCCP's due process -

procedures. Usually there are no terms difining the bounds of the conciliction

egreMinint and no expiration period. If contractors are found not to be in

compliance with the conciliation agreement, they are subject to immediate en-

forcement action.

To obtain relief after enforcement begins; a contractor must .

spend hundreds of hours or dollar:s in legal fees before administrative- remedies

are exhausted and iletien is initiated in court.

."-
3 d 0
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CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDAT-tONS-

Construction employers regret the needless dissension and unproductive require-

ments that have been forced on the industry.

To reverse this situation, we recommend that:

I. Executive Order No. 1l246 be revised to deemphesize regulatory methods

and Instead encourage the federal go v e r nm e nt, contractors, unions, minority

and women's groups to cooperate in joint efforts to-seek out, recruit, train

and employ those who seek equal opportunity_

2. A Construction Industry EEO Advisory Committee, composed of represen-

tatives of the government, industry, unions and concerned-minority-and

women's groups be organized to advise on formulating practical and

workable regulations. The committee should review proposed regulations

before they are-promulgated to determine their necessity and validity.

Regional hearings should be held before any regulations are issued.

This consensus approach of all Involved parties should result in a program

that it not based on confrontation and one that obtains realistic,. workable and

equitable results.

61.1
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W. a CORNELL CO. OF WASHINGTON, INC.

MECHANICAL CONTRACTORS
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STATEMENT BY

P

FRANK J. SALATTO, JR.
VICE PRESIDENT. W. G. CORNELL CO. OF WASHINGTON. INC.

AT OVERSIGHT HEARINGS ON OFCCP

BEFORE THE SENATE LABOR AND HUMAN RESOURCES COMMITTEE

July 29...1981

Atot ,Oko.0

_ Pox. _PLA.1
51.n... 515710$

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:

My name is Frank J. Solent). Jr. loam Vice President of W. G. Cornell

Company of Washington, Inc. of Brentwood, Maryland,and also c'-iairman of

the EEO Committee of Mechanical Contractors Association of America (MCAA)

First, l'would like to State we are in favor of Equal Employment Oppor-

tunity and indeed work to achieve It. However the methods utilized by the

Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs to implement the regulations

has served only to create an atmosphere of confrontation between OFCCP and

industry and have not achieved the objective of helping minorities and women

to find lobs in the construction industry. Farther, the regulations as imple-

mented by OFCCP serve to fuel Inflation that they treete nonproductive work

that adds nothing but overhead.

would like to reiate to you my experiences with OFCCP

When a contractor submits a low bid on i federally funded project, that

contractor is subject to a pre-award review of their affirmative action program.

At my first such review I was Instructed to draw up an affirmative action pro-

gram. I was given a sample Orogram to use AS a guide and advised that what I

612-
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submitted should be similar. I reviewed the eight-page document and determined
1

that the sample had a generous over-duplicity of words and that a quality pro-

gram could be detigned without the unnec y words. I therefor submitted

our plan which consisted of one and a half pages; saying the same, f not more

than the sample.. It was rejected because "It was not long enough."' I was

instructed to go back and prepare a longer plan. My second plan consisted

of two additional pages of words with no change in the actual plan. The

.114,
second plan was reluctantly accepted.

We were then instructed to submit our monthly Manpower Utilization Reports.

Which would keep the Agency Informed ofour "EEO Posture." On these reports;

OFCCP will consider Only hours worked on the lobsite. if for any reason a

minority or female fails to work all available hours; it may affect adversely one's

goals; even though the workforce is adequate to satisfy those goals: If for a

Period of Several months the reports indicate underutilization of minorities,

than the company Is nagged for audit.

We were advised that if the unions failed to Send minorities, we would Ix

required to seek mechanics on our own. even though this may be in breachof

our union contract; and if a problem developed, the government would assist

us. One contractor tried thit, and much to his chagrin, when the union re-

taliated. the government. would not assist him;

At one meeting 1 suggested that the information requested for a specific

reporting format was time-consuning.and I proposed an alternate procedure

that would produce the same resulti. The Employment Opportunity Specialist,

wanted my name, my company name and ackdsed me thit he would pay a visit

to my office; and If there was no Minority in mYysflace staff, he would cite us.

sib
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At rater r.evlew, prior to award of a contract, I was warned that our
recordi could be endited, and warned in such a manner that It was meant

to be intimidating. I replied that an aWit would not concern me, since our

records were In order.

Several months later I was subjected to the "threatened" audit. Prior

to Ms I deter-pined I shOuld protect the interests of the Cornell Company by

"documenting all the affirmative action In which I engaged.

Dtiring the audit I had my first encounter with 117 questions OFCCP asks

to determine If one has exercised properly the 16 steps. Somewhere in 'the

questions one must answer "no" for, no one, except OFCCP, is perfect. With

o "no" answer there is a distinct possibility that one.wili receive a "boiler plate"

conciliation agreement.

At the time of this audit I was very proudly slsowin§ off the documentation

of my efforts. Rather than receive the expected praise I was taken to task

because my documentation was on note paper rather than a standard form. As

a result of that audit I developed several forms to satisfy OFCCP, but this in

no way helped to employ more women or minorities.

The questions and requirements are designed for a company that is large

and has a structured growth and not one that may hire only five or twenty-

five people or whose employment fluctuates. It is obvious by the questions that

no stWy was made of standard Industry practices.

On May 21, 1979, I attendeid a meeting at the Department of Labor at

which Mr. Weldon Rotgeau.then director of OFCCP, stated that he "would hav

in investigative force second to none, not even the F.B.I." and "no one In

his department would receive a promotion unless they performed."

614
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At that moment I 'was horrified. to think that a representative of the U. S.

Labor Department had such an attitude and gave top priority to such tactics.

I do not feel it is OFCCP's function to operate like the F.B.I. The emphasis

should be on achieving ague! opportunity and not on regulation.

It was shortly after this that nine mechanical cont-acontractors In the Washington,

D. C.. area were issued identical conciliation agreements, which they had to

sign or risk debarment. At least one of the contractors had In excess of the

goals for minority utilization; however, this did not satisfy the 16 steps in the

view of the Employment Opportunity Specialists. One wonders, is the paper-

work more'Important than the employment? 'In the beginning we wire told that

If we were in compllee we would not be audited.

When W. G. Cornell Co. was last reviewed,the EOS stated thOt our records

and doctaxentation showed good faith, and she was amazed that with such a

good program I had not achieved the goals.

Regardless; I was given a conciliation agreement to Min because:

I did not orally explain to the minority and females on the fob our affirmative

action program, although it was done by the memo attached to the check, and

2) whileiwe hired four minority workers, none were female.

It appears that contractors are In ,a "Catch 22" position

It appears that the OFCCP Is more concerned with how many citations

they can write, rather than how many people may be hired. As one official

from OFCCP stated, if we achieve equal opportunity, I am out of a job. The

attitude appears to be, "we must find a way to issue citations." ....-

Our local Mechanical Contractors Association developed In conjunction with

our unions an outreach program. contractors and union members attend career

615
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day glasses to try to interest minorities and females In the trades. Locally

we have instituted and held for the last three years, an orientation ss for

women in December. Cont;actors spent considerable time orgaolzing, anning

and teaching these classes at night to explain the industry in general and the

mechnIcal trades In particular. The attendees are taken through the apprentice-
.

ship school fqr plumbers and pipe fitters and have a question and answer period

with female apprentices.
%.

The program is advertised on the radio; In newspapers; announcements

sent to schools and all the womens' groups listed In the regulations es being

In a position to refer women with specific skills.' These groups are supposed

to he prepared to refer the crafts needed. However, one such group wrote in

reply to our request that we should post our notice in laundromats end felt:

that this reply discharged their duty as outlined in the regulations.

Many organisations receive government funding supposedly to Ain women,___
to enter the crafts. Organizations in our area had in their Individual classes

all of IS to 20 trainees at any one partleaar !Poe. It can be readily percleved

that Many such classes would be needed to produce the numbers required by

the regulations.

We believe the Department of Labor ha; an obligation to report on the

results of government funded programs, I.e., How much money has been ex-

penbed and how many women have benefited and gone Into the trades? Questions

need to tfe answered about, Are such.Programs benefiting the women who are

supposed to be the beneficiaries? What Is the unit cost for each beneficiary .

vIsus administrative cost. How many of the beneficiaries are still active in

registered apprenticiship programs with the goal of becoming a Journey

616
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Programs funded with tax payers money have as much responsibility to

account for their efforts as contractors who receive federal contracts for

projects funded with tax payers money.

_After all this effort over a three year period 19 women decided to enter the

apprerttiCiship p-ogram and a number have dropped Out We hitve documented

our efforts and invited and had in attendance members of the OFCCP office at

our classes.' We have not yet approached the first goal of 3.1 percent, which

was required in 1978-79. OFCCP insists the goal of 6.9 percent is attainable

now and refuse to review and change thegoals to a realistic, ntanber.

After one such class an OFCCP official was stating how good the class was

and that he was impressed with our effort. I told him I thought the government

and industry should work together and not have, the government be a police

fm-ce. 'His reply was that the government's role was to be the police force and

make sure the industry complied with the law.

I have-given several workshops on how to establish and maintain an

affirmative,tction program. As a contractor I have made proposals to groups

on how to get minorities and women Interested in apprenticiship training programs.

In contrast, OFCCP participates in workshops sponsored by advocacy groups

on what an individual's rights are and what recourse they may have against an

employer. While it is important that employees are made aware of their rights,

it is Lust as important. If not-more, that OFCCP spend its time and tax payers' money

in a prOductive educational program to instruct potential beneficiaries how to

prepare for and obtain a job. I believe the.OFCCP shoulcrbe a partner with the

private sector in holding workshops for interested groups In how to get jobs.

further believe OFCCP should hold workshops with business on how to

83-171 0 - 82 - 40
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establish and maintain ap affirmative actiontogram and jointly deVelop resources

to obtain the objectives, rather than walk In and issue platitudes and citations.

She ultimate objectives should be jobs not paperwork. '
I had the °cession to review social studies assignment with my son last

year and read that-in the tatIO's the Department of Agriculture was formed to

help the farmer. I asked a rep ***** tative of.the Office and Management and

Budget, When did our government decide to become our ed y Instead of

our helper?

The purpose of affirmative action would be better served If the collective

expertise of the .chools community Ind government was directed to helping

the contractor meet affirmative action.obligatIonr, The contractor is the one

who provides the jobs and limiting his capabill,v to do so does not.help the

people who are supposed to be the beneficiarles of afflrmative action programs.

It concerns werlibat private enterprise., which made this country strong, has

become the scape goat of everything that ails this country. The only rights

left for business are to make payroll - and pay taxes and to he sure they stay

healthy enough to accomplish both.

With me today is Alma Gaghan Alma is a widow. When:her husband died,

two of her competitors stepped in to help her over the hurdle of maintaining

the business and make. the transition a little easier for Fier. Although she is

female. minority. handicapped and averaged:onlyTivaereploVees; she was

audited by OFCCP. The problems were such for her that she decided it was not

worth it to stay In business and deal with the government so she sold the business

and walked away from what she and her husband-built up.
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STATEMENT BY

ALMA L. GAGHAN

AT OVERSIGHT HEARINGS ON OFCCP

BEFORE THE SENATE LABOR AND HUMAN RESOURCES COMMITTEE

July 29, 1981

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee:

I am Alma L. Gaghan, a founder with my husband of the Jaires F,

Cighan Plumbing Company, Inc., of Alexandria, Virginia.

For many years My huiband end I worked hard to build up a mechanical

contracting business. After his death in December 1977 I naturally faced the

difficult decision of whether to continue. After deciding that my hTtndicap

was not severewsnough to prevent me from bearing the full responsibility of

the ii12.11-via441fallCiinCerned as to whether I, as.a women, would be

accepted into the construction Industry with confidence. My fears were

quickly allayed. Other mechanical contractors, belonging to our akal

association, and the union were extremely supportive and gave meNthe much

needed encouragement to continue.

In April 1978 fin experienced and knowledgable colleague joined me; and

by diligently bidding and procuring contracts and through hard work and long

hOurs, we Started the corporation rolling again. Much of our work involved

federally funded projects. '

Shortly after, we learned that the Office of Federal Contract Compliance
.v.

Programs vi ncreasing its affirmative action requirements. Through thePrograms

of the Dis riet of COlUnibia Mechanical Contractors Association we spent

a considerable amount of the time of our small office in developing an affir-

mative action program, including policy statements, posting notices, filling
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out forms and carefully filing documentations in sixteen folders to have proof

of our efforts in each area as required by the regulations.

During this period our work load varied, but we averaged about five

employees. All of these were referred to us according to our collective bar-

gaining agreement with the local union of the United Association of Plumbers/

Pipe Fitters. We tried to obtain as many minorities as we could and did exceed

the goal most of the time.

In April of 1979 we were audited by the OFCCP; and tomy shock and

amazement were charged with thirteen violations. One of the deficiencies cited

was our failure to meet the goals of 25 percent minority employment.- During

the month of February, 1979,our reported minority employment dropped to

18 percent of the hours worked on the job slte. The one minority we had in

this case, was married in February of 1979 and elected to take seven working

4ys off to go on his honeymoon. This seven days represented fifty-six

working hours on the job site. Had the minorJty been on the job site that

percentage would have increased to 26.6 percent.

We were audited for an eight month riod from July, 1978. through

February. 1975( and not once did the Eq Opportunity Specialists from the

OFCCP ever consider that our average to I for minority employment was 29.38

percent. For this one month period, I s pose, we were bound to hire another

minority in order to fulfill our goal,-- never mind the fact that when the new

bridegroom returned to the job site we had-another difficult problem on our

hands. The newly hired minority could not be laid off and neither could he/

she be absorbed by the company, for we were a small business, and it is not

economically feasible. Instead, we would have been required to lay off a

non - minority regardless Of his seniority.

The Other twelve violations as stated in OFCCP's letter included:

"Failure to meet the female utilization goal of 3.1 percent for.all on-site

construction crafts. This Is In violation of 41 CFR 60-4.6, Appendix A."

62O
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2. "Failure to arsure and maintain a working environment free of harassment,

intimidation, and coercion at all sites and in all facilities where your

employees are assigned to work. This is In violation of 41 CFR 60-4.3,

Specification t. (a)."

3. "Failure to notify minority and female recruitment sources and community

organizations when your company had hiring opportunities. This is in

violation of 41 CFR 60-q.3, Specification 7(b)."

4. "Failure to establish and maintain a current file of the name, address,'

and telephone number of each,minorlty and female walk-in applicant

and minority or female referral from a union, recruitment source or

community organization, and of the action that was taken with respect

to each individual. This is in violation of 91 CFR 60-4.3; Specifica-

tion 7(c)."

-I: "Failure to disseminate company EEO policy to unions, training programs

and internally. This is in violation of 41 CFR 60-4.3, Specification 7 (f)."

"Fail re to maintain a record,that you review, at least annually, the

compknys EEO policy and affirmative action obligations under the con-

' tract specifications with all on-site supervisory personnel (superintendents,

general foremen, tc.). This is violation of 41 CFR 60-4.3, Specifi-

cation 7 (g)."

7. "Failure to disseminate EEO policy externally to all recruiting sources.'

This is in violation Of 41 CFR 60-9.3, Specification 7 (h)."

8. "Failure to encourage present minority andjemale employees to recruit

other minorities and Women and, where reasonable provide after lichee!,

summer td vacation employment to minority and female youth both on

the site and in other area of the Conjractor's workforce. This is in

violation of 41 CFR 60-4.3, Specification 7 (1)."

9. "Failure to contact schooli pd organizations with minority and female
.1
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.

enrollment that can serve your hiring needs. This is in violatIon'of

41 CFR 60-4.3, Specification 7 (i)."

10. "Failure to conduct it least annually an Inventory and evaluation at

least of all minority and female personnel for promotional opportunities,

and encourage these employees to seek or to prepare for, through

appropriate training; such opportunities. This is In violation of

60-4.3, Specification 7 (1).."

11. "Failure to ensure that all ficilities and company activities are non-/
segregated. This is in violation of 41 CFR 60-4.3, Specification 7 (n).

12. "Failure to conduct a review, at least annually, of all supervisors'

adherence to and performance undt the Contractor's EEO policies

and affirmative, action obligations. This is In violation of 41 CFR 60.4.3.

Specification 7 (p)."

I hid not attained the goal for women because as a union-employing

contractor. I obtained skilled workers from the hiring hall, airid'ttle union

had rionetkvailable to send me. A number of the other citations were ler

parctices that are not customary among Union.implOyln6 contractors, and

the doCume ntation I had for the other citations was not'accepted as.sufficlent.

While the OFCCP audit and review took about three months to conduct,

P was given only five days to sign the agreement and return It.

In all good conscience, I could not commit myself or the James F. Gaghan

Plumbing Co., Inc. to sign the Conciliation Agreement. The wording of the

penalty was not clear. While, on the one hand, signing the Agreement

lid not make the signatory guilty of the violations cited, the stipulations in

the Agreement, on.tbe other hand, binds the signatory to further monitor

his/her activities, while milting in attempt to conduct business. I perceived

this action of signing the Agreement tantamount to an admission of guilt.

w. a very discouraging situation.

22
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To try to justify my position and obtain some relief from this Injustice,

I went to the loCal OFCCP offide to keep an appointment with the office

supervisor, even though I .was suffering from pneumonia. The supervisor

,did not keep the appointment, and the matter has never been completely

resolved. This only added insult to injury, and Ilanded in the hospital

the next day.

My experience made me extremely disillusioned with this method of

trying to achieve "equal opportunity." I felt harassed and assaulted. It

is a difficult job to keep a small business afloat, particularly in the con-

struction Industry. I was trying to create jobs and perfectly willing to

hire any.qualified and capable person,- I am o /- Filipino /Mexican/Spanish

origin and have no prejudice against other minorities and certainly not

women, I was making a "good faith effort." Why should .My government

send a representative into my office with an attitude of "you are at

fault" and demand that I justify my intentions with piles of paperwork.

Certainly there is a more equitable and cooperative way to achieve equal

opportunity in this land. 4.

I
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IliWdionictd Con Murton Assoc Wien
of Inc.
0606/50,5530 W16999810,196., 1Y99515,ctoe4 D.C. 90015
"Nispboas (202) 654-7960 TWX) 710-825-0422 October 23. 1981

Mr.-James W.-Cisco, Acting Director
OiVision_of_ProgramPolitY
Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programm
U. S. DeOirtment oflabor
Washington; O. C.- 20210

: RESPONSE TO PROPOSED RULE
ISSUED AUGUST 25. 1981

Dear ke; Cisco:

Thi_MeChanial_Centractors_Associatioh'of America. Inc.. (MCAA)
represents 1700 mechanical contracting firms. which employ over-150,000
plumbers.-pipe-fitters-and-other_tradespetlooS._Who_art mostly members.
of_theAnited_Associetion of Journeymen and Apprentices-of-the Plumbing
and Pipe Fitting Industry.- !CAA has-approximately-80_affiliated_associations
located across the- United States. MCAA members perform primarily commercial

and industrial worki
.

MAA_hit_reVieSted_the extensive set of regulations as printed-in ---
the Federal Register on August 25. 1981. and wishes to make the 161164E10

comments:

Mile the members-of this essociation-suppert_the_EqUel_Enployment_
Opportunity Act.of1964_ind its_hunenitarion appeal for equal employment
opportunitr, we have become increasingly concerned about the wdy-this
law has been implemented. particularly threUgh_EXecutive_Order_q1246
SOLO* regulation's as promulgated and enforced by the Office of
Federal Contract(Compliance Programs. The Executive- Order -and regulations
have caused confrontation_between people and theirgovernment-and between
different_groWPS of people rather than promoting cooperation. The-focus

has been on means-of enforcement rather than,on attaining the objective
of equal opportunity.

--Basically, we have come-to_the_poSition_that Executive Order
11246_14 not_serving the purpose for which it was intended as written

and should be revised-to-stress coopeiation_between_the_gaVernment.
industry, unions -add "affected classes' in recruitment and training.
The emphasis on "policinethl industry should be reduced.

_ 10:46_teilifeS_that revision of the Executive Order is not within

the authority of OFCCP. We have therefore 'reviewed the.-proposed leg=
ulation-and submit these comments for improving the regulations. until
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the Executive Order can be revised.

The proposals offer some improvement over-presently enforced regulatiOns.

However, they still SP not-meet the_concerns_of this_association,
ii_ite_haid_tiprested_previously to OFCCP during meetings of the Construction
working Comnitteeeduring 1979-80, and in consents presented by this
association during the last three.yearSIL

OFCCP's present-regulations impose rigid conditions Oh the con-
struction_induitry that are separate and different from those applied to-.
manufacturing and supply. industries. This recognizes that the construction

industry does operate differently_from_other_industriesHOWeveri-the
regulatiOns de_not_recognize_the realities of how the construction-
industry is organized and-functions.- They-force conditions upon- the
industry which have-been_liertfUl to individual contractors; particularly

in the union employing sector.

As MCAA_has painted out previously the construction industrris
composed primarily of small businessmen grouped into two segments:

(1) The union - employing contractor hires members of a specialrtrade- ,-

for_specific work periods on request to -a union hiring -hall; ±The_COIr

. lective-bargaing_agreement determines the terms of referral, wages and
conditions of employment. The union decides on its membership and
primarily controls apprenticeship and training programs. _

_//

Union-employing contractors therefore do 11WOrdinarity-meintain_a_____
personnel department, which_CondUCtS reCrUitinentind training programs,
nor do_they_advertise for epployees. Their overhead is,thus reduced,_
and although they pay higher wages, they are better able to,compete with

nonunion firms. 7

In addition, union- employing speCialtY_CentradteriliiiiirillYThfre_onlY
from -one trade. _In_the case of mechanical contractors these are plumber
and pipe fitter apprentices and journeypersons,.who.nequire-up td font__

years of apprenticeship-training."_ To_quallfi_as_an_epPrentice. a person
MUtt_havt_knowledge of mathematics and as an apprentice must learn basic
science tegarding matter, heat, expansion and-contraction-of_gases,_air,
flow,-refrigeratiort,_etc., in additionA0 having safety training. A-
minority, female or white male cannot be-hired off the street and bb.

placed on the job without traininT,and withOnf union sanction.

(2) Nonunion contractors, on the other hand,-recruit, train-ind_hine----
workers for permanent_emplOyita;_and_amintain personnel departments for

this purpose. They hire various skill levels.

OFCCP's-imposItiOn_a_gealS and rigid 16 step requirements have not

these differences.

WO urge that until the Executive Order is amended, OFCCP set-up a
Construction Industry Advisory Committee, composed of- representatives -of
the government, industry.-unions_and_members of the "affected classes"
who understand hovrthe industry operate's.- This group should be charged

with reaching a concensus on how the-regulations_can_be:reVised to meet

the needs of the indUttry and to bring minorities and women into the

industry.
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As an example of how the regulations might be restructured, MCAA
.. offers the following recommendations:

We call your attention to-the fact that Executive Order-11246_1S
amended contains-a provision, Sapart_E.,__Section 213_regarding the
presentation of "Certificates of Merit" to those contractors or unions
who have affirmative action programs that conform -to- the_purposes and

provisions-of-the _order. _To_our_knowledge this section has never
been implemented by the Department of Labor. We recommend that a-strong

effort be-made to put this.section into_effect so_that_COntractors and
unions_will_ht_motivated to pursue affirmative action programs. This

would indeed be a positive approach by the Department of Labor.
. .

Rather than forcing every Contractor regardless of their segment of
the industry, type of construction or locality -to comply,with_one set of
rigid requirements, we remynnend that flexibility be perditted.

OFCCP-might accomplish this_by_perinitting_conStruction_ contractors
tO_Cheese_between threturoupings for compliance, as shown on the accompanying

Attachment 1. We recommend that equal policy emphasis be given to each

of the three groups.

Group I would be for those-construction :ContraCtors_whd_participate
in Industry-wide_RetrUitment and Training Programsi which are organized
volUntarily by employers, unions, minority and women's -groups and govern-

ment representatives. This approach has_heen_perndtted_td_some degree__

under_present_regulations_t60-4.51. A model for an.aPproved program has
been developed by a representative group of Hometown Administrators and
is described in Attachment 2;

-

MCAA believes that this approach_is_tlie_most_effective_and equitable
method_of_enfercement for_the union - employing sector and highly recom-
mends that OFCCP give this approach the priority attention it deserves.

_GrOup_II_would_he for those construction contractors who belong to-

volunta ociations where there is no-Applicable-Industry-Wide Recruitment__
and Train ng-ProgramThit_appreaCh_wodlrtiripRliCable for both union-employ

ing and nonunion construction contractors. -The voluntary association-
should be permitted to conduct-a-substantial_ portien_Of_a_COntrattoes
affirnatiVe_aCtion_program,_although the individual contractors would

retain ultimate responsibility. This approach has been permitted tO___

some-- degree under present regulations (60- 4.3(a)8). It should be expanded

and broadly encouraged.
_ .

e Gre60-111-WOUld_be_fer_independent contractors who do not partiCipite
in Industry-wide programs or associations,--These contractors-would be
responsible for conducting their entire affirmative action program.

In Addition to the flexibility provided,_a major_edVintige of_the_
Group I-'and Il_to_the many_sMill_contractors in the industry is that he
or she is relieved of a large share of the considerable paperwork-burden.

Minorities and women gain in that-the construction_indUstry_is_joining
in_a_concerted effort in their behalf, and a cooperative approach is

fostered.
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The thresholds as proposed in the regulatiens,_1.e..410i000_and
$50,000 would exempt_ilteSt-no_Mechanical contracting prrJects

from-the

involved_nine step requirements. The-equipment installed-by mechanical_

contractors. i.e., large boilers, chillers, air conditioning and climbing

systems in institutiOnal_systemsl for example, run into-the thousands__

of dollars alone, even before the cost of other materials and labor are

included. This is-in sterk_Contratt_ to the manufacturing and service

.

and-supOly_industries, which have proposed thresholds of f1 million in

federal contracts or 250 employees.

!CAA_ therefore recommends that the 'threshold' leihils_be_eXpanded

to include at least three levels,with_increiting compliance responsi-
bility aceerding_tO_the_size_of a_construction firm or the total- amount

of 10...federal contracts. This is described in_AttiChMent_3.__The_55_
million total-volume or_iork_it_rettOwnended as the level for extensive

compliance__This is the present-5mall Business Administration standard

for the industry. Those below this should not'be required to

carry out extensive paperwork requirements.

In regard to goals OICAA hat_OreeieUtlY expressed its concern over .

theiriimpetitiOn_on a_nat1On7mide basis. If they are to be employed in

affirmative action, they should -be set on a-voluntary batis_by local

area industry- groups, unions; minorities and women.. In no case should

goals be treated as quotas.

We call_yoUr_ittention Ao_the fact that OFCCP has set criteria for

determining and implementing goals for-the-service _and_itTpay_indostries

(60-2.11 and .121. ,Ve-question_why:OFCCP_has nr used these same

criteria fer_thi_establishment and implementatifh

eve
of goals in-the-construction

industry. particularly in regard to-the availability_ofiminorities and, .

women 'having requiiite_skills_in_the_ismediate
labor area' -or main

area in Which the contractor can reasonably recruit.' Similar - criteria

is used in setting goals for-apprenticet tinderBureaUief Apprenticeship

and Training regulations (Title 29; Part 30, 30.4, Item El.

Ii M is also concerned-that_the_COnstruction
industry has not been

given-equal treatment_Wregard to the _application of the BO percent_

standard in meeting goals-(60-2.111.-whereby_CentraCtOrs_would_not be
required-to establish_gealt_Mid_timetables and would be presumed to have

reasonably utilized minorities and women when 80 percent emplOyment is

achieved.

_A strong example of how-the OFCCP has misinteepreFed_the_practices

and reality of-the union-employing_construction
industry and forced

cenfrontatien_itt.labor relations is seen in the "Standard-Federal Equal

Employment_OPPOrtunity Construction Contract_50acifications' Item #5

(60-4.3), which-ttitit "Neither the.provisions of any collective bargaining

agreement. nor the.failure by a union with whom the Contractor has_a

collective bargaining agremnent, to_refer either minorities or women,

shali-OCUSe_the_Cantractoes obligations under these specifications...'

This provision is unrealistic and unfortunate in its implications.

_____Thit_requirement misinterprets and undermines thercollective_

bargaining process. ,Contractors-do_not_tentroI
collettiVe bargaining

nor the union with WhiCh they are bargaining. The collective bargaining
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process involves mutual agreement. The responsibilities cannot be
placed on one party to-the agreement. The Department pf-Labor-should
not force ode party into confrontation with the_other. It would_seem-in
the-interest of the Department of Labor to Promote mutual agreement, not-,.
confrontation,end_to_encourage_parties_te _uphold-collective-bargaining-
agreements. The requirements'could better be met by requiring unions to

,comply since they establish their own hiping hall procedures.

Requirements along these same lines should be struck from the nine
steps as pointed out below:

I f

In-regard to the proposed nine step requirement the meaning of the
phrase_"The_contractor_must be able_te_enonstrate_fully its efforte-is
unclear. An explanation of how this differs from "document" and how It
would be implemented practically is necessary.

---Step-"a" contains an impractical requirement that a contractor
"will_assign_two_or_more-women-to each construction-project".- The
inpracticality of this can be_seen when one_looks at the shortage of
women-in-the-plumbing and pipe fitting trades unions. In 'the Department
of_taborls "hinual_COnstruction Industry_RePort;_April-1481"-it is -shown
that there were only 345 female pipe fittersi_steam fitters and Sprinkler
fitters_apprentices in the-building-trades-apprenticeship programs and
176 female plueters_throUgbout_theUnited_States in_1919.__Even_thOugh_
these figures may well be higher today, there is little likelihood Ihat
MCAA'S_I700Anenber_firms_would be able to "assign two or more yeomen to
each construction. project."

Step *b" establishes_a_requirement thatAcontractor "actively seek
and utilize alternative recruitment and labor sources...whenever traditionW1
sources-of-labor-are unable to supply sufficient numbers-of minorities
and woven to_fulfill_the contractoes_goal_obligation.;"_Thja-requirement_
would, in the case of an exclusive hiring hall clause, force a contractor- -

to abrogate the Urns of a collective bargaining agreement:

-Step "c"-under which off-the-street applicants must be documented
requires_a_iniOn-employing small_businessman to Undertake_an extraor-
dinary amount o/ paperwork-for an unproductive purpose. The unihn-
employing-segment of.the construction industry has a structured. ap---
Prenticeship_program_which_generally starts_once_a Year- If an_appliennt.
is a prospect for the-apprenticeship-program, then he or she should be
sent_to_the_unien. _This step_would_better_be_served-by-reqpiring-the
unions to document these referrals in. relation to the aPprentleenip
programs. Further, if there are no-openings-in-the foreseeable future,
why_should_a_contractor orlappliCant engage_in_this excercise_in futility? -
Also, the applicant, if not trained, would be of no value to the contractor. .
The_step_is impractical and should, not be required of union-employing
contractors.

sup "d" potifying-the director oLunion non-cooperation
forces contractors into confrontation with an organization
that-controls thei hbor supply. It is detrimental-to good labor --.

relations_and nonp -ductive. This requirement should be struck from the
regulations.
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Step "i",requires_contractors to assure that seniority practices do
not conflict with affirmative action efforts. -Again,,a_contractor_has.
no-control over a union's seniority policy, In addition, it is our
understanding_ that a_recent_Supreme that
seniority practices have precedence. We cik: _Would minorities be
willing to give up their seniority for a ferns e or vice versa?

In-conclusion, MCXA urgds OFCCP to-recognize that the regulations
preSentlY_in_effect_and_as_proposed_in_large part do not apply realis-
tically to the operations of the,construction industry. They are
severe burden to many contractort-and are impractical in obtaining the
objectives of_equal_emplOyment_opportUnity._ We_urge-OFCCP-to completely,
revise the regulations to stress recruitment and training and union_
entry, where - applicable.- -We- suggest several'ways this might be-done,
and we recommend that a representative Advisory Group be establithed to
develop further proposals and details.

For your information 'CAA and the United Association of Journeymen
and Apprentices of the Plumbing-and Pipe Fitting Industry are in'the
proceas'of forming a JOint___EE0 Task_FOrce_to_develop a voluntary affirmative -
action effort for this segment of the industry.

Sincere:1Y._

Fran . Salatto,Chairoan
Equal Employment'Opportunity Committee

/Jai

cc: Vice President-George:Bush
Senator Orrin G. Hatch
Representative Augustus F. Hawkins
Ellen M. Shong
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